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Noticcr of somu fand and Fred Water Shelh occurring in Afghan&- 
th.-By Capt. THOMAS Humoa. 

The following brief noticee refer to the Land and Fresh Water Shelh 
procaued dtuing the advance of the Army of the Indus into Afghanis- 
than in 1839. These of wuree were collected along the line traversed 
from D.dur in Cntch Gnndava, to Giriahk on the Helmund,-but 
it M by no memn intended to restrict the Afghan species to the few 
btnin mentioned, for with the exception of the slight attention which 
my duties ocmniody enabled me to pay to the subject, the country 
WM literally unseuched. Some of the species noticed are scarcely 
dsLcwinsd to my eatisfaction, but in the abeence of European speci- 
mema to wmpare with them, it was imposeible to do more than hazard 
a ~~~)jechIre. 

aMB.  1. Gaateropoda. 
Pam HELICIDB. 

~ . - P . ~ Y I  rwtelkrm, (Hutton.) 
Animal a bright gamboge yellow, with 4 tentacula, posterior portion 

of the body, behind the shell, carinated ; shield strengthened internally 
mtb a Acmelab.@ hel l  of a pearly or nacreous appearance ; o b h e  
wl globore a t  the apes, with a deep #inns; covered with a thin 
trlnrpuent epidermis, tmnsvemely wrinkled by the lines of growth ; 
dour white ; length + inch ; breadth about + inch. 

No. XXX1.-Nrw SLBILB. 4 P 
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Found at Candahar in April, crawling along the aides of damp ditches 
in the fielda ; not rare, though apparently local, and only comes out 
about sunoet. I t  is a true Parmacellus of Rang. 

2.-Vitrina baccata (Hutton). 

This very minute species was found under atones, along the bmk 
of a dry nullah or river bed, at a place called Melmandeh, between 
the Kojuck Paes and Candahar. I t  appeared to be very acarce, ae 

after a lengthened eearch only three apecimena were found, and of these 
unfortunately the animals died before an opportunity occurred for ex- 
amining them. 

Shell small, thin, fragile, diaphanoue and pale ; whorls apparently 
only one, or at all events the body whorl may be said to constitute the 
whole shell ; aperture nearly circular, lips scarcely interrupted, slightly 
thickened and partially reflected ; snrfece of the shell polished, finely 
striated by minute lines of growth, and ornamented with longitudinal 
bead-like lines or strings of minute bubbles, which can be seen only 
under a strong lens. Upper side depressed, flattened ; under side round- 
ed, ventricose. Length 1+ linee. 

3.-Helix Candahatiea (Pfr.). 

Animal pale straw colour ; dnrkish or dusky on the t e n t d  ; foot 
not protruding poeteriorly beyond the shell, and rather tapering. 

Shell much depressed above, orbicular, slightly convex ; spire marw 
ly exserted, whorls 5 ; colou fuacoua or sandy white, ornamented above 
with a broad longitudinal band of reddiah or purplieh brown; often 
breaking into dob where interrupted by the strise of inmeaoe ; whorls 
ahinig and obliquely striate ; aperture ovato-lunate, somewhat oblique,; 
peristome acute, with a thickened rib within the aperture in mature 
shells ; deeply and widely umbilicate, exposing the penultimate whorl 
and extending nearly to the apex ; under aide ornamented with narrow 
dotted or interrupted longitudinal band8 of reddiah bmm, varying 
much in number from one to six ; diameter of largest specimen of m 
inch ; though the generality do not exceed half an inch. 
This is a very variable species in regnrd to oolouring, some individuals 

having the bands well defined, others having them faint and nurow, 
md some wanting them altogether, in which case the hell is of a faint 
fuscescent white with dark apex. 



At b t  light it bran s etrong rasemblance .to the Europe& Hc1i.z 
+rk (Montagu) vd sariobilw of authors ; the broad bands of the 
cobmred individnala, and the colouring of the nabandud ones, being 
very aimii  to that shell. I t  b however r e d y  distinguishable from 
it by the more httened form, and by the greater tendency to exhibit 
*dii on the under dde; while the umbilicus, being beingv&ly more 
o p  and showing a greater portion of the lower whorls, b of itaelf a 
~ ~ t l y  dietinetive character. 
Ln the f i e l l  of Lucerne and Clover, ae dm in gardens and orchar&, 
slllil is very abundant ; it appears to have the habit of clustering 

togelher when s t  rest, in great nnmben, a singnlar trait, which b dm 
o h b l e  in the Hclir aitgata. In the end of September, I obeewed 
them #'in eoihr," individuals of all coloum freely intermiring. The 
aperture is oce&onally closed by a thin viacow plate. Although 
KI extremely common at Canddm, that hundreds might have been 
dected within a few hours, the species would still appeu to be re- 
wkably local, for neither at Quettah on the one hand, not s t  Giriahk 
ao the other, did I meet with 8 single p i m e n .  
Thb ehd,  d i v e d  by me on the arrival of Shah Shoojuh's army 

at Cmtddur in the end of April 1839, has been named and d d b d  
in the &@E of Natural History, Yol. XVIII. p. 123, by Dr. L. 
Pfdfler from specimens in the collection of H. Curning, Eaq. fumirhed 
by Mr. Benson, who received them in all probability from myelf. 
4.-Helir Baetnbmx (Hutton). 
An* straw colawed, with the wperior teataculs~ very 1 9  a d  

black ; shell carried obliquely horizontal ; foot s k t  and rather tapering 

-1y. 
Shell h a a m  or pale earthy brown, but vuying to reddish brown, 

md in some to sandy ; in living specimens dotted over with darker ' 
p t s  or blotches, from the animal being apparent through it ; subglo- 
bore ; spire obtuse, scarcely exserted ; whorls 6 ; aperture ovato-lute, 
obliqoe ; whorls ob+1;1 and b l y  wrinkled with the str ia  ef p a t h  ; 
pcrLtoPle acnte, pillar lip partidly retleEbed over the umWcua ; & o a  
white rib mthin the aperture, showing usually s rnfoue band e x m U y  ; 
nabilienr moderate, expoaing a portion of the penultimate whorl. Die 
netcr of m inch. Some hsvc a pale line along the periphery of the 
body whorl, which ir slightly m e r .  

4 ~ 2  
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Thia ia lit& very numerous at C a n e ,  in gardt?~~~ end fidh, 
adhering by a thin viacone plate to the stalks of plants ; it occurs &to 

abundantly among dead leaves beneath rose bushea, and at the mots of 
the garden Iria and other plaab ; sometimea buried in holea in the 
earth. 

I t  appears to be closely allied to the three British ahella, H. Ccuo- 
hbrwr (Montagu), I?. Carthwirma (Gray), and H. l2ufcdcc~ (Penn), 
more especially to the latter, which it strongly reeemhles in colouring, 
the angularity of the periphery and the blotchee of darker colour seen 
through the shell when the animal ia living. In size perhaps it comes 
neareat the former, as well M in general appearance, but it ia less glo- 
bose in the spire, and the periatome is more reflected. 
5.-SuccisMa puttir, (Gray.) 

There is really nothing to dbtinguieh the Afghan from the Euro- 
pean species ; the colour, number of whorb, size and shape appear to 
be quite the m e .  ,The animal likewise seems to be in all respecta the 
name. The eyea are nitnated at the extremity of the superior ten- 
tacula, which are cylindrical and buttoned ; the second pair diminutive 
md ecaroely apparent ; the whole animal is mottled minutely with 
grey, and aeveral h e  grey lines extend backwar& from the upper part 
of the head. I t  is very common in garden drains, and in mamh h &  
along the courae of the river Helmund at Giriahk. 
6.--Jhrm'1~a Pfnrm' (Roaam.). 

Thie is apparently another European speciea, closely allied to, and 
'by some supposed to be only a variety of the foregoing. It h a  s much 
ahorter spire than the other and the aperhm is more elongate. 

I t  occun plentifully in garden draina at Cmdahar, but did not a p  
pear to mi. with the foregoing, and I should be much inclined to re 
gard them ss &tinct species. 
7.-Pupa lapidaria (Hutton). 

Animal dusky. 
Shell cornpod of 7 cyliidricnl volutians, exclusive of apes; the 

three fint whorln rapidly d e m d q  and producing an obtnw upire ; 
the other whorls nearly equal ; colour brown ; finely wrinkled with ob- 
lique atrim of growth; aperture ovatoquadrate ; l ip mbreflected, 
poliahed md white withii ; mb-umbiliate ; hmihed with eight tath, 
two on the piUar within, four on the outer lip within, dl of which are 



+We on the back of the whorl in four pale bands, giving that part a 
furnnnd appearance ; and two others on the interrupted part of the 
perhome, the inner one, which is indeed quite within the aperture, be- 
ing the largeat of all, and the other one d and placed at the angle 
of the outer lip. Length + inch. 

This pre- little speciea was discovered under stonea among blocks 
of limestone bordering the desert plain of Dusht-i-be-dowluf at the 
western end of the Bolan Pass. I t  is very closely allied to the Eng- 
liah species Pupa Juniperi (Gray), having the teeth arranged much in 
the name manner ; those of the body whorl giving rise externally to the 
nme furrowed or ribbed appearance. I t  differs however, in having 
only m e n  whorls instead of 8 or 9, and in having the largest tooth 
pkced well withim the aperture on the middle of the body whorl. 
8.-Pupa qwlaa (Hutton). 

Shell composed of eight convex whorls ; 9jt limes in length, of which 
nearly one half is occupied by the body whorl ; closely and cauwlj  
stri.ted by the lines of increaae ; polished, nude, ventricose ; aperture 
orrb-quadrate ; lips slightly reflected ; wbumbiicate ; spire suddenly 
tapering ; obtuee ; colour white with darker dashes ; the marking6 
however cannot properly be termed wburs, since they are in reality 
only m k s  in sculpture, caused by the unequal thickneaa of the shell, 
rbieh edibite alternately an opaque and a semitransparent layer of 
keaae.  Pillar lip straight; the outer one bending suddenly in on 
the body whorl. Pound adhering to the ineide of &urea and caveeat * 

Dnsht-i-be-dowlut, and in the Bolan Pme. 
9.-Pupa i d e a  (Beneon's Mss.). 

P. cylindriea (Hutton), J. A. 8. Vol. 111. p. 85, No. 6. 
This common Indian specie% fimt described and named by me in 

1854, nmr into three remarkable varietiee, ditlbring eo much in sire 
and h p e  that it m d d  not surprise me to find eventually that they 
ue dish&. The nune originally bestowed by me has been abandoned 
in connequenm of ib b e i i  preoccupied, and Mr. Benaon having pro- 
p o d ,  fmm the wide range of the species, to call it P. I d e a ,  that 
nmne bv been adopted. The large variety hns 9 to 10 whorls ; is 
q W o n n  and tapere suddenly to an obtuee apex ; colonr of living 
ahdls pale fum~ or euthy, but generally white ; whorls closely 
wrinkled by a#rrre waving lines of increase ; in fresh specimens taintly 
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mred  with obaolete longitudinal furrows ; shell nude, p o l i i ,  thick 
nnd opaque. Aperture subquadrate, mar@ thickened and subre- 
flected; varying from ++ to # incheu in length. Animal dmky ; 
ovo-viviparons. Buries itself in the earth beneath r o c 4  trees, LC. 
stopping the aperture with a thin plate of hardened viaoous matter. 

Var. A.-Thu ia in all respects a perfect miniature of the foregoing, 
but it seems never to have more than eight whorls, and seldom exceeds 
4 an inch in length ; it ia far less ventricose, and generally shows the 
obsolete longitudinal furrows more plainly. This variety occurs both 
in India and near Quettah in Afghanisthan. 

Var. B.-With the general sculpture of the last, but shorter, seldom 
exceeding & of an inch; whorls ventricose and spire more suddenly 
obtuse thm either of the foregoing; with scarcely more than half the 
length of P. Indica, it still rivals it in breadth, and the longitudiid 
furrows appear to be constant and better defined. Whorls uaudly 

seven in number, rarely'eight. 

The exuvie of all three may be seen in abundance scattered over 
the aanda of the Bhawulpore district. 

10.-Pupa campieta, (Hntton,) J. A. 8. Vol. 111. p. 85, No. 7. 
Animd blackish. 
Bhell cylindrico-pyramidal, with 6 whorls, minutely at*; body 

whorl ventricoae, the othere gradually tapering to an obtuse apex; 
aperture ovato-lunnte ; lipe mbreilected and white within ; a single 
tooth at the junction of the outer lip with the body whorl; colour 
brown. Length inches. 

In living specimens the shell is ofien painted aver with a coating of 
mud, which asairnilate8 it so much to the coloar of the rocks it inhabib, 
M to render it difficult of detection. I t  WM discovered by me in 183% 
adhering to the face of cr bare rock at Beema near snd +n at 
Neemnch in 1834, adhering to the bricks of a mined temple. Mr. 
Ben- hsr likewiee taken it beneath stones at Delhi, but in d sit- 
tioms it ir destitute of its mating of mud. 

I t  occurred in Afghanintan beneath stones at Du~t i -bedor lu t .  
In the b g l e  todh at the an& of the mouth, it maker an approach 

to Papa urbilienta, (Grey) of England, bat it diffem altogether in 
ehape ; in being larger, lees abruptly obtuee a d  more tapering. 



I Freah Water Shellr. 

I Fam. PALUDINIDB. 
11.-Pdudina pamula, (Hutton.) 

llnimal dusky grey. 
Shell convid, of four whorls exclusive of apex ; colour of epidermis 

dull or dusky green ; aperture ovate, rounded below, angular above ; 
oblique ; operculum horny ; subumbiicate, pillar lip partially reflected ; 
suturee deep; epidermis of the upper whorle usually eroded; trans- 
venely striatad by fine linea of growth. Length & of an inch, or less. 

Inhabits a marshy patch of ground caused by a spring oozing from 
the side of the Kojuck Pas, at Chummun. 

l2.-E-a p m g r q  (Lam.) 
Tho M, closely resembles one of the varieties of the Enrapean shelI, 

tht I an .ee no good reason for reparating it. On comparing it with 
m EnglLh specimen long b e  presented to me by Mr. Beuson, no 
cb.rcrcter appears to authorize the idea of its being other than a men 

I 
vuiety, and the difi?erences, where any mist, are nothing mom than 

I the &tiona u s d y  o b m b l e  in a =ria of specimens. In fsct the 
only Merence that I can see, consists in the spire of the Candahar 

I 

W b e i i  rather more exaerted than in the European specimen before 
me,-but in this reaped., judging from Qray's figures and description, 
there is dwayr great variety, and meequently no importance ean be 

I attached to it. At Can* the species waa very common in brick 
tanka, and almost invariably covered with emdl quatie plants or 
iwmd&ona of lime, concealing the colour, and aometimea even the 
dupe of the ahell, a fact which h Uewisa obaerveble in regard to the 
Enropean species. 
VP. 8.-Low down on the Western side of the Kojuck range of 

bib, at some distance below the Pseq is a green spot called Cbwnmun, 
6om whence is~uer a small clear spling of water, which eprerding 
wcr the dope, fonns a marshy patch in which are several species of 
hells, and among them occurs another variety of Lirnaa perq9r4 
rhkh liviq in running water i free from the impmitien which attach 
to the Candab variety, and the snbrrtance of the shell ia perhapa 
mewhat  thicker. 
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13.-Limnaa trun~atula (Gray). 
L. foauanua (Turton). 
L. nrinuta (Lam). 
Animal grey. This is another European apeciea very common on 

the marsh lands bordering the river Helmund at Girishk, as well as in 
similar situations at the Kojuck Paaa and at Quettah. 
h Gray's edition of Turton's Britbh shells, the European ahell ia 

stated to be " half an inch long" and to have " ax or w e n  rounded 
and deeply divided volutione,"-whereas the hrgeat of the Afghan 
shella does not exceed 3+ lines, and the whorle are only five in number 
exclusive of apex. These differences which at first sight might be 
supposed to indicate distinct species, are however counterbalanced by 
the fact that the shella of Limntea truncatuk are aaid to be " extremely 
vviable in size and colour, aceording to the locality in which they are 
found, and the abundance of their food," and "Mr. Alder observes, 
that a variety of a much smaller aize ia found on the margina of rivem, 
another is found in mountain streams."--(Qray's Turton'a British 
shella). 

Thew latter remarks are strictly applicable to the Afghan shell and 
leave no doubt an to ita being one of the varietiea of the European 
speciea. 

Mr. B e r n  likewise informed me that he bad taken still smaller 
specimen8 than mine, in Irelmd. 

14.-fitmu?a Baetriana (Hntton). 
Animal mottled black and grey. 
Shell small, brittle, & of an inch long 3 spire loosely and obliquely 

twisted ; mturea deep, whorls rounded, aperture ovate long ; p i h r  lip 
partially reflected ; shell closely striate transversely ; aperture occupy- 
ing * of the shell ; colour pale greenish brown ; whorls 4. 
This shell has very much the appearance of the young of L i v  

cMomyd (Beuson), of the gangetic provinces, but the whorls are more 
rounded, and the spire more horizontally twisted and leaa awlshapeh 
The size however would alone distinguish i., u the l a p t  do not 
e x 4  of an inch, whereaa my Scindh specimens of L. d L m y a  are 
.2 inches. The general size of Indian specimens is about I t .  inches. 

I t  o c c d  in m m h  lands and etream~ at Quetkh, in Afghani  
than. 



15.-Phorbb eolloeakculwa, (Hutton.) 

EkkcZTZ an inch in dirctn; M e  horn c*nr ; 

pdished ; b l y  and obliquely striate; who& 4 or 5 ; rounded ; 
, mtwe well defined; periphery mbugnlar, but not iduencing the 

*re, which is ovato-haate ; umbiha wide, discwering nH the 
presiona volntions; the whorls rising g d d y  i d  epirdly from the 
bmb~tul, and rounded below. 

Oeenm plentifully at Candahar m h b  ; at Quettah and the Kojuck 
F'hm in murhee, and dong the marsh lmda of the river Helmund at 
G*. 

I have latelp ~certained thrt it likewime occols in the Gaugetic pro. 
v k a ,  having taken it fmm a tank at the foot of a range of hinr 
hrdering the grand trunk road, at Tope Chancey. I likewise procnred 
jt some yeua ago from mountain atmama at Pinjore b e h  Simla, with- 

, mt then obserring the difference, as I find it in my store bow mixed 
op with P. conpramu. I t  diffem from that epeciee in wanting the 
ddiate carina on the peryphery, and in having a lunate aperture with- 
omt the a q l e  an the middle of the outer lip ; in beiig more convex, 
wi th  rounder whorls: md in having ita volutions wound round on a 

more open and lew horisontd twist.* 
Fam. MXLANIADB. 

16.-M&sia ekgmu, (Beneon.) Gleaningo in Science, No. 13 for 
1830, p. 22, speeh C. 
Thir very beautiful species was found in the B h  Pass at Beebee 

Nmee, where in April the pebbly bottom of the stream WM perfectly 
dive with them ; yet on my return to India two yeare aftetwmda in 
Pebruuy, not a single shell was visible, ell having burrowed deep ioto 
the rnnd in order to eacape h r n  the chilling wintry temperature of the 
mountains. 

The lsrgest specimens procured were I& ina in length, by ins. 
ride ; s h d  tntreted, pdaal ly  tapering to an acute apex ; each whorl 
armed witb a row of longituditully d d  ribs, tabereuhted at the u p  
per pd ; epidermis thm, variously colonred, being sometimes fnecms 

Ed I not mt specimens of this bet1 b Mr. Benaoo, who pmnoanced it 

m, I from hi# dwwiptioa hnve considered it P. ucnbdcecllir ( h m o n )  from 

silk 
4 a 
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white, hescent  green, or pale olive green, all being ornamented with 
purplieh or reddih brown flame shaped trrrnwerae banan, interrupted 
and broken into dots by numeroue longitudinal furrow% crossed and 
wrinkled by the lines of growth ; in many specimens the whorls bor- 
dering the sutures, and the summite of the tubercles are white, which 
tad& greatly to the beauty of the shell; aperture oblique, subovate, 
longer than broad ; operculum horny, and deep brown. 

Thii shell in an inhabitant also of our Indian rivers, and wan din- 
covered by Mr. Beneon, several years ago. As it wae not found beyond 
Beebee Nanee in the Bolan Pass, it can scarcely be called an Afghan 
species, though it may serve perhaps to point out the western limita of 
its geographical range. 
17.-Mekia pyramia, (Beneon.) Gleanings in Science, No. 13 for 

1830, p. 22, species B. 
Thin common Indian speciea oaws plentifully at Dadur in Cntch, 

Gundava, and attains a size and beauty equal to any epecimens from 
the Gangetic Provinces. Leaving Dadur and entering the Bolan Pase 
we again find it mixed up with the foregoing species at Bebee Nanee, 
but generally of smaller eke and leas beautiful in the markings. Pro- 
ceeding onwards we meet '&th it at Quettah in a clear stream, thongh 
of still amsller size than before ; this laat is that variety of the Indian 
shell which hae a well defined longitudinal reddish brown band along 
the outside of the columellar or pillar lip. In a marshy and aemi-atag- 
nnnt piece of water at Quettah there is also another variety, large and 
coarse in sculpture, without markings, and the apex of the spire and 
epidermis eroded. 
An Beebee Nanee appeare to be the limit to the range of M. ekgans, 

eo Quettah would appear to be the limit of M. pyranoir, as I found no 
.. trnce of it in the stream farther to the weatward. 

18.-Melania tigrina, (Hutton.) 
. Shell devoid of apes, the spire beiig invariably much eroded ; gene, 

ral appearance that of M. pyratnis, but differ0 in being comer, in 
wanting the strong and prominent longitudinal furrows which charao 
teriae that species, and which are obsemable throughout ite length ; the 
outer lip also liae a tendency to be more produced; while the flame- 
shaped streaks of colouring are narrower, closer, pod lees devious or 
zigzag, often becoming bifid or pronged on the body whorl ; epidermis 
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pale olive green or olive brown, ornamented with close, narrow irregu- 
lu trmaverae dash-. General number of whorls in eroded and de- 
m h c l  +ens, five; though nine or ten would appear to be the 
armd number ; wrinkled trenaveraely by coarse linea of inereaee ; the 
uppa angle of the aperture ia never so acute as in M. pyramw, and 
the mhves are deeper and whorls more tumid at their junction. 
Mr. Benson thought thia a mere variety of the preceding shell, the 

difkmwm being induced by a residence in stagnant watere ; thie how- 
erer ean scarcely be the w e ,  since in the very m e  waters, M.pyramiu, 
liknise existed, with a full spire and dl its other characteristics ; even 
in the nncolonred variety of that specie0 which has the apex pa;tially 
dal, the longitudinal furrows and general d p t m  of the shell still 
aiet to point out ita distinctnees. 

Thia epeeiea ia not peculiar to Afghanistan, having been firet dis- 
d by me in 1836 in a garden tank at Pinjore below 8imla. Pin- 
jone she& of 5 eroded whorls, measure 1+ ins. in length, and are finer 
thm &han specimene, which do not exceed 1+ ins., while fully formed 
indiv idh of M. pyrands h m  Dadnr and the Gangetic Provinces, 
bring 12 whorls, measure no more than 1 in. This alone would ap- 
par to settle the queation of dietinctne~). 

C h  2. C0nch;fera. Lam. 
Fam. CYCLADE. 

19.-Pki&~ paludosum, (Hutton.) 
8hell minute ; & of an inch in breadth; &.in height; oval ; um- 
b rather blunt ; very finely striate transversely ; shining dark olive 
ar d u d y  green. 

inside whitish. 
A single specimen only was taken in the swampy ground at Chum- 

mnn, on the Kojuck mnge in Afghanistan. 
20.-&hieukr - 1 

I refrain from naming thie species, which though much largcr, ap- 
pears identical with one of our Indian shells, because I know that Mr. 
Bcrwnr long since showed specimens to Mr. Gray, and it is therefore 
more tbrn probable that it ha been named already, aIthough unknown 
b me. I t  L common m canals at Candahar, and attains a size ex- 
4% any I have seen in the Qangetic Provinces, meaauring in my 
k t  +en 1& of an inch in breadth, and one inch in height ; the 
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generality however, measure leas, being I* in. wide md +# in. in 
height. I t  ia etrongly furrowed trmsvvereely ; with olive brown epi- 
dermis and beaks denuded. 

Var. A. Aleo found in the Gagetic Provinces ; smaller than the 
leef being in breadth 3 in. by +# in. high, trawvenely furrowed ; 
epidermis yellow, or mmetimea greeuieb, half way from the beaks, with 
a broad yellow border ; inside violet or purple, ae in the laet, of which 
this may be the young. 

Fam. UNIONIDB. 
21 .-unw wginaliu, (Lam.) 

Shill oval oblong, ventricoee, tumid ; not produced nor attenuated 
behind ; beaka ilattened and denuded ; upper edge rounded or f.lling ; 
lower edge curved; etmngly wrinkled transversely ; epidermis olive 
brown; in young epeeimens with broad yellowish margin. Largest 
apecimen meanring 1fP in. long, by 244 in. broad ; mother 1 3  in. 
by 2# in. ; md a thud measures lt.8 in. long, by 3& in. wide. 

Oocors at C a n d a h  in canals. 
Mr. & m n  thought thin only a strong vuiety of U. marginali. of 

Lamarck, and in deference to hie opinion I have eo named it ; at the 
same time I am much inclined to think it diatinc4 and propose, ahould 
it prove ao, to call it U. CandaAuricua. The differences observable 
appear tb consist in the lesa produced and lengthened form posteriorly, 
--in the upper part of the anterior edge baing straighter and mom 
elevated, than in U. marginalia,--and in the beaks being leee denuded 
and more wrinkled. 

In Unio marginalia of the Gangetic provinces, the breadth appem 
to exceed the length much more coneiderably than in the Cand.har 
ahella, menanring in four specimens of each M f o l l m  :- 

1 .  Indian specimen. Length I,-- in. ; breadth 3& in. 
2. Ditto ditto length I+# in. ; breadth 34 in. 
3. Ditto ditto length l& in. ; breadth 3& in. 
4. Ditto ditto length 14 in ; breadth 3 in. 
1. Afghan spceiaen. Length +% in. ; b r d t h  2# in. 
2. Ditto d i b  length 1 8  in. ; b d t h  %+# in. 
3. Ditto ditto length I# in. ; breadth 2+# in. 
4. Ditto ditto length I+# in. ; b d t h  3&; in. 

The propdoor thus appear to be revereed,-the IndiPn apeciea h o w -  
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i q  a greater transverse breadth in proportion to its length ; the Afghan 
I one ahowing a greater length in proportion to ite breadth. All my 

qecimens of the Indian variety are produced or elongated posteriorly, 
ghing the hell  a nuron wedgeshaped appearance; whereas the 
4h.a one being tmmeruely shorter qpeam ovate oblong. 

I '  

hhy of a Trip to Pind Dadud Khan and the Salt Rage.-By AN- 
DREW FLEMING, M. D. d d t .  Surgeon 7th N. I. on Deputatiun to 
Pind Dadud Khan. (Communicated by Sir H .  M .  ELLIOT, Sec. 
Goat. of India.) 

M w h  9 t h  1848.-Lahore to P i d  dc dar ka kote, 10 kou.-Left 
More this morning, crossed the Ravee and arrived at Pind de das ka 
kote by 8 A. M., said to be 10 kor from Lahore. A level uninteresting 
country intervening, in great part uncultivated, except in the proximity 

1 d the few wells which ue dug, and where cropa of a fair appearance 
ue m i d .  A srline doreacence of aulphate of d a  occur4 in great I quantity dong the whole way, but does not r e m  to have any injurious 
e&eC on the soil, irrigation b e i i  apparently all that ia required to 
render it productive of good mope. Four miles from Shah Dera there 
L a puck bridge named Pere ka Pool, which spana a nullah, and which 
ia going f.et to ruin, but might be repaired at a trifling expenae, and 
would in the mine prove a great comfort to travellers. Within a 
mile of Pind de dm ka kote ia a fine pncka bridge acrose a nullah 
ailed Bagh Binha, down which at present a coneiderable stream of 
water is running, and from which a supply of water to irrigate the 

I neighbouring country might be obtained, were means for raising it 
1 anikble. Some c e m i n h  came to complain that Pertaub Sing and 
1 f h r a  hul been here 4 days before and cut green corn for their 

h to the value of Rs. 8, without giving the proprietors any remnne- 
I 
I ntioa Directed i n j d  parties to proceed to Lahore to obtain redress. 

1 Suppliea obtained in abnndanee, and w a h  good within 5 or 6 feet of 
mt.&. 

Mmck 10tk.-From PiAd de darr ka kote to Suntipore, 10 h.- 
Pnrm Pind de daa ka kote marched to Bantipore, a distance said to be 
9 km but cer(.inly more. Rod level, the intervening country being 
.I& af tbe m e  chumcter M in preceding much, and we& even 
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scarcer, but where theee exist good crops are raised around them. 
Passed Wudala and Shechem, two considerable sized villages, around 
which good rich crops of wheat and barley were growing. Around 

8 Santipore there is a good deal of knnkur in the toil, which at a little dis- 
tance from the village ia covered with a low dwarf jungle of Caper bushea. 
Supplies in abundance, water good, thongh 15 or 20 feet from surface. 

March 1 1  tA.-Santipore to Muttoo, 9 kos.-From Suntipore to Mut- 
too, a distance of 9 kos, the road leads through a level country covered 
with low bush jungle, in the centre of which howevkr occasional fields 
of wbeat and barley are to be seen, where enterprising individuals have 
dug wells and cleared away the j q l e  from their neighbourhood. On 
the way here paseed the villages of RetaIee, Vemala and Khan Mussel- 
man. Water good though abont 23 or 30 feet from surface, and raised 
by Pemian wheels, which seem universal in thin part of the country. 

March 12th.-Muttoo to Oodeewala, 10 koa.-Marched h m  Muttoo 
to Oodeewallq a diitance of 10 koe. General appearance of the country 
improved, crops being richer, and the fielda studded with Babool trees 
of conaiderable size. Patches of sugarcane and remains of cotton 
plantations observed round the villages,-Lulla and Thabul being the 
only ones of any size near the road. Kunkur exiate in considerable 
quantity around this village, where the water is good abont 20 feet from 
surface, and mpplies abundant. 

March 13th.-0odedu)alla to Ranuruggur, 10 or 12 h.-From O e  
deewalla to Ramnuggur the distance ia anid to be 10 km, but ia cer- 
tainly much more. The intervening country, where cultivation does 
not exist, is covewd with a short coarse p a s  and ia quite level. Noe- 
walla and Akalgurh are the only two villages of any aize that occur in 
thin march. The latter is a place of some size, several fine gardens 
existing in ita neighbourhood, where the crops are rich and field well 
dressed. Kunkur occurs in great qunntity around Akalgurh, where 
the road waa completely under water in con'sequence of recent rain. 
Three miles beyond this, is Ramnuggur, a town of considerable size, 
Put up in the Baraderry, around which some Seikh Artillery are sta- 
tioned under the command of Col. Lookha Sing, who paid me a viait. 
There ia a salt depbt close to the Bara-derry, where at pwsent 10,000 
maunds of salt are accumulated. I t  ia brought on a m e h  from the 
dt minea, the owners of which receive 4 annae .per maund that ia deli- 
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v d  at the dep&t. It ia all weighed previously to being atored up, 
and is retailed to merchants at Re. 2 4  per maund. The thanadar 
d Kludu of this place accompanied me through the depat and paid 
me meq attention. The Chenab is distant about 2 miles from this 
$ace-@ &at and in great part  cultivated country intervening. 

March 14th.-hrnnuggur to Phalicr, 12 kor.-From Ramnu%gr~r 
croMed the Chenab, which ie easily deeted, the boats being large and 
in good order, and marched to Phalia, said to be 10 koe, but ia certain- 
ly more. The Chenab =ems to have a considerable depth of water in 
itr channel, but ia evidently swollen at present in consequence of recent 
nina in the W. On the nor'th bank of the river, and from thence to 
Pb.lir, the county ie richly cultivated and interspersed with numerow 
b l  and bnr treee, which attain a considerable eize. On the side of 
the r o d  are situated the villages of hmmnhl, Pagut, Truka and 
Kmnina. Phalia is a small place, but has a mud fort in ita interior. 
Around it there is a deal of bush jungle, where liunkur occurs in great 
quantity. At night heavy rain fell md continued falling until 5 A, M. 

March 15th.-Phalia to Phukie, 7 kw.-Had directed my m a n t a  
to go on to Hnrrin, but in consequenoe of the rain, they could not pro- 
aed farther than Phukie, a march of about 7 kos. The road le& 
through a thick burh jungle, and so is very heavy in consequence of 
tbe rain during the night. Phukie is but a small place-supplies ob- 
trined in abun+we, but water very bad and brackish, evidently con- 
trining a quantity of llaline matter. Cultivation to r vey  small extent 
erLte around this village. R u t t i d  in a village of considerable eine on 
the road to this place. 

Mumh 16th.-Phkie to Humf)?n, 6 h.-In  consequence of rain 
rhkh fell inceamtly from midnight till 8 A. M. w u   able to march 
tnrther than Hurrin, where I found my tent pitched, my servants being 
aumble to get on to Mianee M I had intended. The whole m t r y  WM 
uuder water and the crop completely levelled to the ground in many 
p h .  A very d e w  jungle intervenes betmeen Phukie and Hurrin, 
where the country ia more open and well cultivnted, being situated 
about a mile from the Jhelum, along the banh of which a dense jungle 
of T&k occurs. The river Jhelum is mnch flooded and appears a 
mble river running at the foot of the salt range, which is only about 4 
m k  from it, a rich wooded Kadir lend apparently intervening. Sup- 
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plies abundant. Complaints made by the eepoys of my 8eilrh guard 
that the bunneahs here were wing a seer 6 pice ka in w+ht thau 
the Company's seer, which ia very much lighter than the Lahore one, 
and which we should s u p p e  ia the seer used through the country 
under the Lahore Gavernment. 

Mwch 17th:-~m'n.-~alted here to-day as my tents were still 
very wet and too heavy for the camels. Jhelum cpnsiderably swollen 

since yeeterday and the fielda in ita neighbonrhood perfect swamps. 
Several very fine poppy fielde are growing near this, which are said to 
yield good opium. Supplies in abundance and water remarkably good. 

March 18th.-Hurtin to Meanee, 7 kas.-Hunin to Meanee mid to 
be 7 kos. Towards the Jhelum the country is well cultivated, but to the 
m t h  of the road until close to Meanee, dense bueh jungle covers the 
country. Several villages occur, the principal of which are Badahapoor, 
girtowall, Chuckdunda, Mulick, WaU, Bula, Chocksepdeda and I b  
lianpore. On amval here waa waited on by the Kardars, Mulk Doulat 
Rai and Daas Mull. Around this village poppy fields are pretty nu- 
merow and a good deal of opium is said to be made here. 

March 19th.-hfeanee to Pind Dodud Aun,  crw Jhelua 3 d m .  
Crossed the Jhelum this morning and reached Pind D d u d  Khan, 
which ia only 3 miles distance from Meanee. The bate  on the Jhelum 
are remarkably large and good, and are propelled acmsa the stream by 
a large oar, the first we have eeen on the Puojaub river boata. The 
p q  of the Jhelum is a very tedioua one, fmm ita breadth and the 
strength of the current. Above Piid Dadud Khan it is avided into 
two branches that unite into one main stream a little below the t o m  
which ia about a mile distant from the river, and situated on a plain of 
about 4 miles in breadth between the river, and the foot of the salt 
range, and richly cultivated. Dispatched weekly diPrg to Lahore and 
received a visit from Missera Rulla Ram and Gyan Chund, who offered 
a nwzur of Re. 110, which w.a accepted. The latter shewed me ape- 
cimens of d from Keursh, also lumps of iron pyrites from the name 
place, and ~ p e c i m e ~  of crystallised and compact sulphur from the 
neighbonrhood of Mokudd. 

March 20th.-Pind D&d Kh.-Accompanied by Jowhair Mokl, 
one of the Missers Munshies, I started at daybreak to vieit the dib- 
trict where the salt mines of h r a h  occur, mi-where a coal wan mid ta 
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exist. D h n c e  from Pind Dadud Khan to foot of the hills is about 
3 miles, where the road becomes very bad, being covered with loose 
m d e d  bouldem which have rolled down from the heights above. 
From the foot of the hills to the salt mine village of Keurah ia about 
2 miles, through a valley surrounded on each aide by rocks of red brick- 
c o l d  marl, full of white maeses of saccharine gypsum, and resting 
on a conglomerate of red sandstone. Thin red marl appears to be the 
matrix of the rock aalt which is found in greatest abundance at Keurah, 
where there an no less than 10 ddh sunk into the marl for the pur- 

of ertracting the article, which in deposited in Large quantity 
uonnd the village ss it in brought out of the mine by the workem. 
The principal sh.ft at preeent worked ie to the right of the village, the 
ratrance to which M by aa opening about 7 feet high cut in the red 
mul, and leading into a paasage which wmetimea ascending, at other8 
kcending, at kst reaches a chamber 30 feet in height, 40 feet long and 
640 feet h m  the mouth of the aha& and excavated entirely from the 
rock & of which there yet meema abundance, above and below and on 
dthw Iride. In thia chamber men, women aud children are engaged 
-king the salt by the light of s m d  lamps hung on the a d s  of the 
mineral, and their appearance in the dim light ie highly stdcing-theiz 
hcea d bodiea being covered with a saline incrustation. In the bob 
tum of the chamber M a hole filled with brine, said to be of great depth, 
md to communicate with the other h i l a  in the neighbowhood. The 
ult ooenn in three v a n e t i e t h e  red, white and glassy, but the former 
ia preferred for culinary pupmea, as containing, it is A d ,  leas rerhd-a 
term which we preenme means im+tiea." Although the salt o c c w  
in pest& abundance in the chamber, it is wen all along the paesage 
leading to it, until within 100 feet of the surfhce, when it becomes 
mixed with s h i i  maam of crystallized gypsum imbedded in the red 
w l  a d  which occure in great quantity in the salt range, both compact 
md cryatdine. In the mine great annoyance is experienced at times 
by the f a g  in of the roof and sidea of the workings, which might in a 
great degree be prevented and many livea saved, if proper meana were 
taken to support the roof and idea of the rock from which the salt is 
atmcted, very i d c i e n t  means being at present employed, and hence 
the ~~ of aecidente. Salt is only extracted from the mines for 
8 or 9 month in the year, the danger of working during the ratu froin 
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the falling in of the roof of the mineo, preventing all operat io~~ A.om 
being csmed on. In the d t  mine village of Keursh, there ue h t  

650 inhabitants, 400 of whom are employed in the U&ES, from which 
ue extracted, according to M k e r  Gyan Chund, from 48, to 50,000 
maundo of d t  per m u m ,  at an expense of from Bs. 2, 2-4 to 2-8 p a  
100 mannds, according to the quality of the d t  excavated, .nd which 
ia sold at Ra. 2 per maund at the mouth of the pit. 
Ah* the red marl containing the salt is a aaulpion of oonglomerate, 

wdstone and limeotone strata, presenting a ateep ercarpment to t h e  
muth and dipping gradually to the N. or N. W. at w l w  which vuy 
at Merent points examined. The coal of Keurah is situated about a 
mile from the salt mine, and to the N. E. rod L imbudded in a senen of 
thin laminated slrndstonea and bituminous ahala, charged with alnmi- 
noun earth and pyrites. The neun is about P fi. to 2.f ft. thick, and 
mts on a blue clay, into which I dug 6 ft. without getting through it. 
The coal dips to the N. W. with the other strata, and may be traced 
.uoee a valley for about 30 yards, where it appears to thin out . m o w  
the blue clay on which it resb. Iarge muplea were obtained of thia 
ad and brought to Pind M u d  Khan> I t  burm readily to a bra- 
crsh, and givea out a powerful heat, but we fear ita poeition in the mid& 
of tbe hills, which ie di&ult of access, wonld render the working of it, 

a q p i n g .  it to exist in a regular ream, a m a t  expensive boeinesa. kr 
a limeetoae in connection with the cod, I detected nnmemm @pent. 
of fossil shelb, a fact of great interent, and which we trust d l  give r 
clue to the geologieal formation in which the coal be& oe4ly, and rrhi& 
we are inclined to consider compsratively recent. The f o d h  are found 
at a height caeainly not laes than 15, or 1600 feet above the level af 
the ax, 2,100 feet being I think generally given rs the height af 
the salt range. Got back at runset to my tente at Pind Dodad 
Khan. 

M a d  21rt.-Visited again theseam of d andhille in the neighborn- 
hood of Keurnh, bat could find no trace6 of more coal, the w m  apparent- 
ly dipping under the strata forming the range to the N. The aoal seema 
evidently to occur in strata rnpenor to the salt, and hena wil l  probably 
turn out to be one of those lignites, or itregolor depoaita, of coal, whiab 
in circumstances favorable to their working, have been excavated from 
time to time at Brora in Sutherlandehire in ScoUand, Boney Tracy in 



Bughd, and on varioun parts of the continent, especially along the 
Rhine. I had the fortune today to disoover about a dozen speciet 
dkmd she& and eeverd other f d  of great interest, of all which 
md of the strrsP of the range a colleckion bas been made. In the 
rhles eontaiubqg the coal a quantity of a lnminoua earth and iton 
pyritm exieb, from which the alum of commerce could be obtained. 
hyntds of d p h a t e  of magnesia were found in connection with the 
d m  hales and specimens prwerved. Returned to Pind Dadud Khsn 
8t mmsd 
M d  22nd.-Pind D d d  Khur.-Received visite from Miusen 

Bnk Bun urd Gym Chmd, wbo hare yielded me every asdrtance in 
their power in the prosecution of my inveatigatipn of the range of hiurr. 
Viited the mint here, which is under the wperintendence of the for. 
mer. Silver u collected in all directions in the &ape of old rupees, 
hngles and silver onmmenta, whkh aRer being refined are converted 
into the new Lahore Bupee. At preacnt the silver fiom which rapesr 
m heing mmufectured, are Mahmtnad Shah Rupees from the H ~ a r a  
and c o d e 1 5  to the north, and of the v h  of about 12 annss. Them 
amtain copper and lead, which M aeparsted from them previous to 
their being converted into the new rupees. This M effected by the 
proar of cupellation, and which is performed in a very simple but 
e&e(ire ray, A hole M dug in the euth according to the sirre of the 
ape1 to be made, into thie hole a quantity of wood ashes L thrown, 
maiotend with rater and wrought up into a, saucer-shaped vewel, its 
idea projecting above the level of the ground. On them ue p h d  
trio of fin clay so re to inereare the depth of the oupel md 

its mouth, except for b u t  3 inchea at one ride, in which in 
imrerted the mouth of a tnbe connected with a muaauck to act M a 
btllorn. Thin app~u~tns  being prepared, the cupel is Wed with ahar- 
eul, an which after it is ignited the dver  to be refined is thrown, and 
m the caw of the Mahmoud Shah Rupeea, an equal w e h t  of lead in 
tbrmn in almg with them so M during ita oxidation to carry all the 

mto the substance of the cupel, d leave the pure silver behind. 
Tbe experiment we MW performed WM on Bs. 1000, and the operation 
rrr 6nimhed in two hours, during which time an intense heat ma kept up 
by the bellon. Tht lead and copper ua lfferrrards extracted from the 
cupel by ordinuy maas, and contain a little rilver, probably in cansb 
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qoence of the quantity of lead used being in excess of the proper pro- 
portion to the amount of copper contained in the assay. 

The silver being obtained of d c i e n t  purity to conetitnte the new 
mpeee, which are raid to bepure silver, it ki cut into bars about the 
breadth of a rupee and handed over to an artificer, who cots these into 
the necessary weighta to mnstitute the rupees. This being done, the 
rough bib of ailver are heated to redness on hot charcoal, and when hot 
are beaten on an anvil with a round-headed hammer into the ahape and 
size of the standard rupee. In this state they are handed over to a 
man who finishes them by impressing the necessary inscription, which 
is done on a die of a moat simple deeeription, being an anvil ~& a 
round and highly tempered steel surface, on which the inscription 
engraved in reverse. On this the rupee is placed, and on it a punch 
with a round and highly tempered steel face, on which the inscription to 
be impressed on the upRer side of the rupee is carved. The pun& 
being applied to the rupee, a smart blow from a heavy hammer is given 
by a man who stands in front of the one in charge of the die, and who 
holds the punch in hie left hand and a handful of raw rupees in hie 
right, the lower die being firmly fixed in a strong case. In thia way 
40 rnpeee were passed through the die well engraved, in one minute, 
and the artificer said that on an average he could engrave 1500 per 
hour. From 1000 Mahmood Shah rupeee, 750 new Lahore rnpeee 
are manufactured. 

March 23rd.-Pind Dadud Khan.-Left Pind Dadud Khan at wn- 
rise for the purpose of visiting a point of the salt range to the W. of 
Xeurah, and to the N. W. of the former tomiwhere the range seemed 
to attain a great height, the fort of Dundhote being built on it. T h e  
ascent being very difficult and rocky, w a ~  obliged to leave my home 
behind and go on foot to climb the hills. As before, the lower part of 
the range at this point is formed of the ealiferons red marl, but at pre. 
sent is not excavated for salt. Above this is a succession of sandstonee 
and conglomerates, almost destitute of vegetation on their surface and 
dipping to the N. W. at  a considerable angle. Superimposed upon 
these and a considerable distance below the fort of Dundhote, there 
occura a series of fossil sandstones and bituminous shales, among whi& - 
a seam of coal2 ft. thick is found, in every character appearing the same 
M the one d d b e d  M oMNling at Keurah, 2 or 3 milee distant. It 



does not however appear of ao good a quality, but from its position in 
tbe heart of the hills, where no beast of burden could at preeent reach 
it, ecm never be worked to advantage. In relation to it I met with the 
m e  limestone as at Keurah, and obtained several fossils in addition to 
those I got at the latter place, among which WM an Echiw, and a spe- 
eiea of coral, beeides several +WI of shells. Above the coal shales is 
r rmEcession of calcareoll~ sandstones, generally of light red color, and 
reating on these is a bold escarpment of a limestone rock, apparently 
diceow and containing large numbera of iiinte such as are found in the 
Eoglish chalk formation. From the strata below this the water that - 
h e a  is perfect brine, while from the limestone the water flows meet 
urd good, and is most refreshing to any one who attempts to climb such 
hills. I reached the top of the range at the fort of Dundhote about 3 
r. Y., and waa quite taken by surprise by finding on the gentle north- 
an dope of the limestone strata, which we q inclined to identify with 
the chalk formation, a beautiful garden in the midst of a comparative 
derd--crops of wheat, barley, (kc. being in full growth on the nod 
fonned by the decomposition of the limestone. This fort aeems to be 
pLad  on one of the highest points of the range, and commands a moat 
aimwive view. I t  is aaid to be within 4 milee of Kutcrr, and from it 
CAoe, a fortrees in the hills, is well seen. A h  resting a little, began 
the descent of the hills, which from the rough road was almost an di5i- 
d t  rs the amznt, and reached my tents at Pind Dadud Khan about 
dark, pretty well knocked up with my day's work, which however well 
repaid me for the labour of the ancent. 

March 2 4 t h . P i d  Dlrdvd Khan.-Received vieite from Miasem 
Oyan Chund and Rulla Bam, and diepatched diary to Lahore. Again 
visited the Mint to witness the p r o c e ~  employed for the rzvival of the 
lead, copper and small portion of silver abaorbed by the cupel alluded 
to in dinry of 22n4 but which presented nothing uncommon; a mix- 
tare of Sujee (Carbonate of Soda), and Borax being uned to reduce the 
midired metals to a metallic state. Sujee, a ooarse Carbonate of Soda, is 
mrnnfietnred near thb in quantity by burning a Chenopodeaceoua 
plant, probably allied to Salmla, from the rshea of which it is ob- 
tdned. Thin occum in great quantity wherever the mil is impregmted 
rith sn&, an is the caae iu the plains at  the foot of the salt range. 
M d  25tA.-Pind Dodud Khan, to Buttipid-V'ited the vil- 
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lage of Tober, where daring the an account of the heat and mus- 
quitoee, the inhabitmtu of the d t  mine rillrge of Ke.urah are obliged 
to take refuge, completely deserting the latter. I t  in situated st a 

considerable height above the erlt mine to the west of the road to Ku- 
tass, and in built on the oandatone rtrata which rest on the &eroua 
red mul. The accem to it ia by a m o w  footpth cut out of the 
rocks, the ascent of which is very steep. The hub  of the v w  are 
d built of stone, cemented with mud and are flat-mfed. Beyond this 
oillage are a numession of heiihtu rising one above the other of sand- 
m n a  and mglomeratea, the former at times highly c a l a u e o ~  and 
dipping to the N. at an angle of 350 or 400. Ascending tolrrards the 
white c l i  above the village of Ruttipind or Goommli, one comes on a 
eriw of friable white and yellow ahreom sendstonea of a colvse kind, 
succeeded by a eerien of darkcolonred bitminoas s h a h  full of g y m  
and pyriteu and interlamibated with thin beds of a yellow clay. Them 
&ales u e  from 30 to 35 feet thick, and inclooed in them I d i v e r e d  
two seams of coal, the lower 2 fi. thick and reparated from the upper, 
which ia 4 ft. thick by about a foot of shales. Both seams were t d  
down a valley for 50 or 60 yards, but the coal does not appear so good 
re that of Kenrah, being more brittle and containing a good ded of clay. 
Above the shales is a yellow mu1 containing a few shells ; and saper- 
imposed on this the eame limestone containing abnndance of fossils as 
found at Keiuah, Dundhote, kc. Covering this b the white siliceous 
limestone full of *ta. I t  contains forsils, and forms the summit of 
the hi& of the range. On reaching the top of these a aeries of valleys 
running east and west is presented to view, yielding good crope and 
abundance of meet water, and forming a striking contrast to the math- 
em aspect of the salt range. Clone to the village of Ruttipind there is 
a large h t c k a  tank of water. In  the afternoon got back to K e d  
and visited another salt mine about + mile distant, called L a r g d k  
This mine yields a very large quantity of salt of the best quality, and 
is very easily worked. The entrance to it is at a considerable height on 
the side of a hill, and the descent into the mine t by a series of step. 
The salt is dose to the snrface, and in the interior of the mine enormonr 
m8mea of salt are lying which have become detached from itn roof and 
sides, and under which the var im paasages lead to an immense &stan=. 
Tbe temperature of thin. mine waa much lower than the Keurah one, 
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1 bPt having through an accident broken my thermometer waa unable to 
d it exactly. There is a good deal of moisture in the mine, and 
probmbly to this cause nup be assigned ita comparative coolness. The 
d t  q p e ~  quite inexhaustible, and to be deposited in strata with their 
p h g ~  of red marl, .ad dipping to the N. at an angle of 350 or 400. 

1 The roof of the mine M here and there rent and cracked in an extraor- 
&my my, and ia incrusted with a salt dorescence aa well M with eta- 
LcLiter of dt, which with the dim light in which they are seen, pre- 
rent a most etriking appemnce. Some of these were upwrrrds of a foot 
in length and mneh resembled the etalactitea of carbonate of lime so of- 
ten seen under bridges or in caves. Goolab Sing is the last individ~ial who 
hs vkited thie mine i h m  curioeity, which is considered rather oneafe 
h the loose state of the rocte forming its h f  and des .  It ia hornre- 
m by far the moet wonderful of the mines in the neighbourhood. Got 
bek to Pind D d u d  Khan late in the evening. 

M a d  27th.-Pind Dcrdrd Xham to Baghnwalla, 10 km.-LeR I pis M u d  Khan this morning and marched to BnglunwaIla, a dic 
tm of fdly 10 kaa, to the east of the former town, the road leading 
&rough a wel cultivated plain running p d e l  to the salt range. With- 
i - 2 milea of Baghanwalla the road becomes very stony and bad, 

1 d the mil in its neighbonrhood studded with bushes of Salvadora, 
Cappub, Aphylla, Bselepiaa gigmtia, Zieyphus, LC. LC. which reach 
up to the very foot of the range. When these have bwn removed good 

I aopa of barley u e  raked, water being abundant for the pnrpoee of ir- 
+tion. The village M mihated at the foot of a valley, and is built on 
the rrnMone forming the base of the h i s .  No salt ia got here, al- l m h  the ground is in many places incrusted with a d t  eHoremnce, 

the red gypmam marl prevails, but not neuly to the extent that it 
&ny~ to the &. The compnratire absence of salt in the mcks around 
the +ce is evinced by the much greater amount of vegetation prevail- 
iag on their sruf.oe, which in many plaoer, is covered with trees of small 
dte, ro .s to give a gem appearance. In the afternoon vieited some 
of the heighb to the e u t  of the village, but aaw no traces of coal or 
other minerds of importance. The red anliferoue mul is rmccceded by a 
aia of bluish grey aoft ar-us fiseile sandstones dipping to the 
N. N. W. at a eoneiderable mgle, and on which mts a blue calcareous 
-. Above thir k a fawn colored mlicsou~ fine gnined lime- 
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stone of considerable thickneim, on which reate a aeries of variegated 
rrandstonea encloeiag nodules of a greenish clay. The prevailing color 
of these strata ie blood red, and on their northern dopea, which form a 
sncceaeion of valleys, vegetation seems to thrive. We here found s 
species of Nerium growing on the banks of the rivuleta, n Scrophulariq 
a Viola? and several other interesting plants. In the clear stream 
which runs through the village of Baghanwalla, there are numerous 
axcall fish of a species of Salmon 1 Cyprinus and Cobitis ? none of them 
however longer than 6 inches ; a species of crab ie alm frequently to be 
seen in the fresh water streams of the range, and even close to its nun- 
mit . 

28th March.-Baghnwal1a.-Visited the coal seam which ocenrs in 
a d l  valley about 3 miles N. E. from this, in the middle of the hilh, 
which from the neighbourhood of Baghanwalla to the point where tbe 
coal ie seen, are of a blood red color, from the sandstone rocks on their 
surface. The coal, as in the other localities where the mineral is found 
in this neighbowhood, is associated ~ t h  a marl, bituminous shalea and 
limestonee fnll of fwils, and in this locality these occur in the uucces' 
mion mentioned, reating on the variegated arrndstones constituting the 
middle part of the hills. The coal Beam is included in a yellow &- 
reoua marl and is in mme placea 5 ft. in thickness. Above the mul, 
and within a foot of the coal, the limestone is full of shells, indeed it ap- 
penrs to be composed of them ; and on it is a etratum of chalk limestone, 
which seem the repreaentatire of the siliceous Kmty limeetone which 
in other points of the range is so largely developed The coal seam 
can be traced on each side of the valley where it is best wen, for at least 
4 a mile, in mme places appearing to degenerate into highly bitumi- 
nous shdeg and in others to form really good coal, the best and thickest 
part of the seam being in the valley above mentioned. The seam dip8 
conformably with the strata above and below to the' N. N. W. at  an 
angle of 45O to 500; and from its general appearance and the geological 
character of the rocks and fossils with which it M associated, appesn, to 
us to be, if not the eame, at least one much resembling the seams at 
K d ,  Dundhote and Rnttipind, and differing from them apparently 
in their being a less development of bituminoua shales, their place being 
supplied by the lignite seam, which in mme placea includes brown 
laaaees of half decomposed vegetable matter. Above the carboniferous 
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dntn is i m p d  a grey friable sandatone, which is succeeded by a series 
of drat. forming a range of low hills running N. N. E. towards Doo- 
me& .nd between the village of Futtipoor and mount Tilah. T h m  
h t a  appear to be a aucoeesion of soft sandatones of a red and blue 

, color, and appear to dip tad mount Tillah, which is about 20 mila 
dbtant. In the coal large maeaerr of sienite or crystallized gyprum 
ue found imbedded, and in the shalea large qnantitiea of iron pyrites. 
Good sunplea of the coal were taken, which from its position in the 
barf of the hilh~, and from the high inclination of the strata could 
only be worked at a large expense. In the hills around Baghanwalla, 
I an bm occasions saw an animal known to the natives by the name 
of Oviar. Once only had I an opportunity of approaching them ; 
unfortunately I had not my gun with me. They roam about in flocka of 
6 or 8, the female resemblea a small female antelope, but is of stouter 
make and of a dark brown color. The male ia much larger, haa the 
body of a deer, but the head resemblea that of a ram. In the indivi- 
dual we saw, the horns were lrvge and curved backwardfi on the head. 
Be WM of a dark brown color and had a streak of long black come 
hir extending from hia chin to his breast. They are very wary and 
hut seldom dlow people to approach. Porcupines are frequently seen, 
and leopsrde are by no means uncommon. 

March 29th.-BaghanwaUrr.-Being d o u s  to trace the foesilifenrna 
limestone above the co$ to the W. of the position where that mineral iebeet 

I croMed the highest pert of the range of hills behind Baghanwalla, 
when I eune upon the ilinty niliceom sandstone, and traced this pdu- 
ally to the emat, until it WM covered by apparently a seriea of eandstone 
strata forming the low range of bills stretching towards Mt. Doomwaia, 
md through which the mall stream, the Bunndli, flowa, in whoae 
cmd gold is collected in small quantity. The fosailiferoua limestone 
% in some plsces well seen, as also the marl, including the bituminous 
rhrler, in which the eoal occurs, but owing to the immense quantities of 
bose wee which hare rolled down from the heighta, no good scctiona 
of the coal - d d  be got until within about a mile of the valley 
before mentioned, where it occurs of best quality and most largely de 
reloped In  the neighbourhood of Baghanwalla the following appears 
b be the order of muxeaaion of the rocks compoeing the range com- 
mareing at the base. 

4 e 
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1. A compact red sandstone, on which reata. 
2. The red saliferoua marl containing large masaes of gypsum, both 

saccharine and crystallized, and covered with a d i n e  in~~lltstion. 
3. A aeries of red and brown sandstones of various thicknese and 

fineness, with here and there conglomeratee. 
4. A aeries of blue slaty eoft argillaceous sandstones of consider- 

able thickness, and towards their upper part beaiming calcareous, no as 

to form a bad sort of limestone of a bluish colour. 
5. A light fawn-colored limestone of a ailiceom character, and de- 

void of foesib. 
6. A thick series of dark blood red sandstones and fine wnglome- 

rates, containing nodules of a greenish clay, and interlaminated with 
thin strata of clay of a blue color. In the sandstones vegetable im- 
preesions resembling the fronds of Fuci were noticed, and also ripple 
marks, but no other foseile. 

7. Yellowmarl. 
8. Bituminous shales with coal. 

' 9. Marl and ehell limestone running into a cherty limestone, con- 
sining bodies resembling nummulitee, and minute shells. 

10. Sandstones of a blue and red color stretching to the N. E. and 
interlaminated apparently with strata of blue clay. These eandstone~ 
are only noticed towards the east of Baghanwda, and seem deficient on 

, the western part of the range. 
N. B. Sungi Momiai is the local name of coal in this district, and id 

uaed extensively by the hakims as a medicine, adminiatered i n t e r d y  
along with milk, in all bruises, wounda or external injuries, and it is 
said with wonderful effect. 

Gypmm, known here by the name of dberud, is not used for any 
purpose, the natives being ignorant of its properties when calcined. 

March 30th.-Returned to Pind Dadud Khan, passing on the way 
the villagee of Gureebwalla, Tudiil, Riwal and Kuaseli. A practica 
prevails among the zemindara of this district of ploughing up the paths 
which exist between the villages, which proves a aource of great 
annoyance to travellers, there being in some places no road or path leh. 
In the evening received viaita from the two Misere, who communicated 
the intelligence of Moo1 &j's mignation of office and of Mr. Agnew 
being about to be sent to Mooltan along with Shem Shere Siig. Left 
specimem of Baghanwalla coal with Miaser Gyan Chund. 
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Monk Slat.-Pind Dadud Khan to Choee, 8 koa.-Crossed the 
d t  range to Choee. On the southern slope of the range the road ia most 
execrable, but on reaching the ridge or highest point at Dundhote, it 
nomewhat improves--the ascents and descent. being of less height, and 

i 
m e n d  well cultivated valleys intervening. From Dundhote to Choee 
the sM. seem entirely composed of a siliceous Bi ty  limestone, which 
by atmwpheric influence disintegrates into round boulders, which strew 
the face of the hills and valleys and render the road very bad for 
braes or camels. An the traffic between the south and north sides 
of  the range at this point is considerable, it ia much to be desired that 
r road were made on which loaded camels could travel with ease,-a 
project which we ahonld think could be effected without any great 
wculty or ex- from the soft character of the rocks, on the south 
&le in particular, where a good road is most required in consequence 
d the aacent being greatest. All along the southern slope of the 
nnge aweet water is abundant, and at Choee a clear running stream 
commences and continues itr course to the famous tank at Hutass. 
To the N. W. of Choee, about 2 miles, is a hill of considerable height 
aUed Kuringuli, on the top of which, in a limestone rock, grains 
a rather mall cubical crystals of Sulphuret of Antimony?* are 
found, which ia coneidered of very fine quality, and sella at a higher 
price here than that brought from the northern countries. Kuringuli 
appears to be baaed upon the same tlinty limestone as extends from 
-Dnndhote to Choee, but above it are a aeries of calcareous ~andstonea, 
~onglomerater and sandstones of a brownish colour, on which reposes the 
uenaceous limestone containing the Surma, all these strata appearing 
to dip towards the plain of Dunni to the N. The Surma occurs in but 
amall quantity and is collected chiefly after rain by the villagere, who 
bad it in the channels made by the water running down the ravinea. 
At the very top of the hill, on i& south western escarpment, there seems 
to hare existed a d vein of it, a sort of cave having been excavated 
in the limestone rock, down the face of which the villagers descend by 
meaw of a rope to eeaich for the mineral, in which attempts, two indivi- 
d d  have lost their livea in consequence of the cutting of the mpe, 
by which they had suspended themselves, they having fallen into the 
&v below, a height of at least 200 feet. From the western aide of 

* Salphurtt of Led, or GI~ I .  (See Report.) 
4 a 2 
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Kuringuli a aeries of ~ n d s t m e  strata are seen stretch- to the W. 
forming aa it were a natural bound- between the I ~ W  of Ch- 

. and Thunni. These strata, ss seen from the top of Kuringuli, sppw 
to dip to the N. W. under the plain of Thunni, and reat on the strata 
forming that hill, being in appearance exactly similar to thoae seen at 
Baghanwalla, an stretching towards Mount Doomeyah, and &tly of 
a more recent character than the strata on which they repose. 

dpn'l 1st.-Cbee to Kutag, 4 ha.-From Choee a m e  unto Ku- 
hss thia morning, the road leading through a aeries of valley rmr- 
muded  by limestone hi4 through which the clear stream of water 
flows towards Kutaas, which commences at Choee and on the sides of 
which a h e  green sward exists. Around Kutm the limeatone hills in 
rome places am covered with s recent kind of limestone commody 
known under the name of Travertine, and which when burned yields 
a remarkably white and fine lime, a property of which the natives of 
thin plsce are wel aware, and for which theg quarry it estenaively. 
The same fiaaertime k seen s t  Dundhote, Baghanwalla, kc. resting on 
the ailiceoue flint limestone, and frequently contains perfect impremiow 
of leaves, t c .  on which the lime forming the recent rock, hsr been de- 
posited from water, originally holding it in solution. 

The difference in the character of the rocks on the north and south 
sides of the salt range, gives to the vegetation an equally different a p  
perrance. On the south side, and where the ualt rocks occur, the mil 
is barren in the extreme, but whenever one getn above their influenoe 
treea and shrubs occur, giving a green appearanw to the sides of the 
hills in the valleys, between which, especially on the north ride of the 
-I36 g0 od crops of barley and wheat are raised. At Kutaas the fa- 
moue tank of water ie formed in a fissure of the t h t y  limestone rock, 
m d  k said by the native8 to be of euch a depth that though a faqueer 
llpent two years in making a rope, he could not in that time make it 
long enough to reach to the bottom of the tank,-* fact, the value of 
which only depends upon the length of rope he really manufactwed, 
information on which point I could not obtain. Being anxious to M- 

certain if the alledged depth WM really correct, I pmcnred a rope about 
300 yards long, to which a heavy weight waa attached, and entrusting it 
to a man seated on a ch- supported by inverted gurrahe, by navi- 
gating which on the d a c e  of the tank, I obtained the depths at 
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mnl hundred pirite, bnt h no case found it greater than 23 feet, a 
fiet which we think disproves ita alledged depth, although we have no 
doubt that a small k w e  exista in the bottom of the tank in the lime- 
dolle rock, by which the snpedwun water is carried off to a lower level, 
there b e i i  no apparent exit for the water flowing into it. At pre. 
wnt there is Itn immenoe concourse of people at this place, which from 
E beantifbl pomtion in the heart of the hills, ia well choseu ae a resi- 
dence for faqueen. 

April 2nd.-dCutaw.-Despatched diary to Lahore, and being Sun- 
day halted. 

dpril 3rd.-Xutaau to Kdar ,  10 kw.--Came unto K u h r  this 
morning, a distance of about 10 koa. The road lea& through a series 
d d e y s  between a lower range of hills and about 3 or 4 miles from 
the high ridge of the range. T m d a  Kuhar the iiinty limestone is 
here rod there capped by caluueoua sandstone and conglomerates, which 
to the north become more and more abundant. Kuhar is situated to 
the W. of a d t  water lake in a valley surrounded by hilla compoeed of 
rhrCa far superior to those yielding dt, which ia exaavated about 3 
miler muth from Kuhnr at a village called Snrdi. This lake is pro- 
bably identical with the salt lake of the same name laid down in Tassin's 
mup to the south of the salt range. Ita water is a perfect brine, but whence 
the d t  is derived could not be mmtained. To the wwt of the lake the 
water is meet and good and in great abundance, issuing from the lime- 
rtone rock in a clear stream behind the village of Kuhar, and flowing to- 
4 the west, avery mall portion of it running into the lake; at the east- 
em extremity of which a amdl burn which drains a valley near the d t  
&pat, and which at the time we passed it waa nearly dry, appears to 
cnter. The ba& of the lake are covered with a d i n e  incrustation, 
but I umld get no information as to whether d t  was deposited from 
the d m  in the lake by evaporation, which mnst be the arse if d t  
rprings stin continue to flow into it, a fact which we could not M- 

cerbin. 
The d a c e  of the lhke is covered with wild fowl which collect in 

gat q u a n t i ~  wherever the s d l e s t  stream of fresh water entern, and 
in t8e neighbcymhood of whiih their food is probably found. We could 
not learn that any fish exiated in the lake, the banks of which u e  
formed of s oo4€ fated blue mud covered with a thin sward. Fevm 
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are prevalent at Kuhar, and no doubt sre the result of the malarious 
exhalation of the lake. Aa coal waa said to occur to the north of 
Knhar, I visited the locality at a place called Narwa, where a clear 
stream haa cut ita way to the depth of at leaat 200 ft. through a series 
of soft friable sandstonee of a greyish colour, interlaminated with beda 
of red and blue indurated clays, all of which dip to N. N. W. at  
m angle of 259  and seem from their general appearance to be identical 
with those which abut on Kuringuli and stretch west between the 
Illeguss of Thunni and Kuhoong, their lower strata resting on the 
flinty limestone which forma the ridge of the salt range. At the bot- 
tom of the valley above mentioned and nearly on a level with the 
stream, mames of coal of a totally different character from any hitherto 
wen make their appearance, but in no regular seam, being evidently the 
remain8 of trunks of trees which in these strata have become converted 
into coal of the character of Jet, and in which in some specimens the 
fibmu character of the altered wood ia moat distinctly seen. This 
coal occum in the eoft friable grey sandstone, and near it I found dis- 
tinct marke of leaves in the sandstone (probably those of a palm), 
destitute however of coaly matter. No other organisms wuld be found 
essociated with the coal, but in an indurated blue clay above the and- 
stone indistinct marks of these were observed. The strata above men- 
,tioned seem evidently of a more recent character than those to the 
eouth, and appear to dip under the plain of the Illaqua of Thunni. On 
the tops of the hills formed by these strata large deposite of travertine 
occur of the same character aa described at Kuhar, &. 

P. S. Can the small fresh water rivulet which forms the valley of 
Nunva be the drainage of the tank at Kutase ? 

April 4th.-Kuhar to the salt mines of Surdi.-Left Kuhu thia 
morning for the pnrpoee of vieiting the salt mines of Snrdi on the 
south face of the d t  rang, and within a couple of milea of the plain 
of Jhelum. From Kuhar to the salt mine village of Surdi, a distance of 
fully 6 miles, the road gradually m n d s  through a series of cultivated 
valleys between hills, covered with bushes of an Acanthaceoua shrub, 
probably a species of Hypoestes, wh&h .abounds on the salt range 
ground and affords a good shelter to Chiire and Pheasants, the former 
of which are at thie point very abundant. These hills are apparently 
composed of a continuation of the erne  eerie8 of etrata as aeen .to toe 
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N. of Kuhar, beneath which are a succession of conglomerates 0f.a 
alcueo11s character, interlaminated with a limestone much resembling 
thmt of Kminpli  where the Surma occurs. Beneath these strata and 
rs one approaches the highest ridge of the range at Surdi, the flint 
limestone crops out and forms the top of its bold southern escarpment, 
being deposited in a stratum at leaat 200 ft. thick, on the northern 
dope of which ia a very richly cultivated valley stretching E. and W. 
On deecending from Surdi the aame ahell limestone and marl M ia 
found above the coal to the eaatward was seen beneath the flint lime- 
&one, but the position of the carboniferous strata waa completely 
obnved by the enormoue masaes of rock which have fallen from the 
disintegrating limestone above, and which are accumulated between this 
md the variegated sandstone strata beneath the coal-beds. We are 
d e d  the aame lignite bed occurs here as to the eaat, and if diliient 
rearch were made in the neighbourhood I believe it would be found, 
although we were unsucceeeful, being unable on account of the intense 
heat to nearch at various points aa we could have wished. 

The d t  minea of Surdi, three of which I vieited, have been more 
recently opened than those to the east, and appear to be constructed 
on a better plan ; good fights of steps being cut out of the salt to faci- 
litate the accent and descent of the mine, and the roof of the p m q e s  
king well supported by cross beams of wood. The d t  appem of 
excellent quality, clone to the surface and remarkably compact. The= 
minee are under the management of Peer Mohumodeen, who stated 
that 40,000 maunds of ealt were annually extracted from the mines at 
this place, and which ia eent chiefly to Kashmir and the north.* The 
n l t  M it ia raised from the mine is conveyed on camels to a dep8t about 
2 miles From Kuhar on the road to Kutass, none of it being sent to the 
muth aide of the range. 

Aptil5d.-Kuhar to Nooqoor SuAutta, 9 kos.-From K u h r  came 
on thia morning to Noorpoor Suhutta. The road ekirte along the foot 
of the E i t y  limestone hills and through valleys generally well culti- 
vated, but which @em to be but ecantily supplied with water. Noor- 
poor is nearly S. W. from Kuhar, and situated more on the ridge of 
the range than the latter place. Around it there ia rich cultivation, 

* We m fnclincd to doubt the accuracy of the amount of d t  excavated here 8s 

Bbkd .bore. 
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water being abundant within 8 feet of surface. The flint limestone 
generally prevails here, being at timee capped by the soft friable sand- 
stones and conglomerates which form the lower part of the northern 
dope of the salt range. 

April 6th.-Noospoot and Nilawon coal.-A little to the south of 
Noorpoor, and above the Nilawan salt minea, the flint limestone forms 
a precipice at least 150 feet high, beneath which is the aame shell lime- 
stone as is found in other localities to the E. above the coal be& and 
only differs at this point in being more arenaceow. Beneath the shell 
limestone ia the yellow marl, succeeded by bituminous shales at least 30 
feet thick, in which two small seams of coal occur 8 inches in thickneer 
and separated from each other by about a foot of shales. The coal ir 
identical in character with that to the eastward, and the carbonifemas 
etrata at this point seem only to differ from thoae to the east in their 
being a leaa deposit of coal and a greater development of bituminous 
ehdes. Beneath the coal is the usual succession of sandstones, conglo- 
merates, 812. reposing on the red saliferous mads of the Nilawan salt 
minea, at present closed. Sunplea of this coal were preserved and rent 
along with a apecimen of the Kuhar Jet coal to the care of Miseer Gyan 
Chund at Pind Dadud Khan, to await my return to that place. 

djwd 7th.-Noorpoor to Jabba, 10 km.-From Noorpoor came on 
to Jabba, a distance of 10 kos, panning the villages of hionam, Pudral 
and Pyle-near the latter place, the plain of the Jhelum is distinctly 
aeen, and at this point there ia a sort of valley m s  the salt range. 
through which a good amel d is said to exist lecrding to the rillsge 
of Kutta on the 5011th side of the range. Prom Noorpoor to Pyle the 
road ia very rough, leading along hills of the &ty limestone, but from 
Pyle to Jabba the direction is northerly, and the ssndstone strata ap- 
pears forming a more level country than to the eouth. At Jabba the 
water is near the surface, and raised from well6 sunk about 6 feet in the 
ground. To the north of the place the strata seem altogether com- 
posed of mft friable eandstones, conglomerates and clap, which dip at a 
very small angle towards the plain of the Ilkqar of Chingee, and which 
are part of the aame series ae rest on the fliity limestone towards the 
ridge of the range, and are evidently of a much more recent character. 
They seem to be comparatively destitute of organic remains, although 
nodule8 of peroxide of iron are abundant in them, and which h.s pro- 
bably been accumulated around a centre of some organic matter. 
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A ' '  8th.-Jabha to !llllah, 14 kos.-Being informed there was no 
rcmd for camela dong the first N. slope of the range, marched to Tillah, 
which is nearly dne north from Jabba. Between thew placea soft grey 
aandstonea and conglomerates, interlaminated with beds of reddish clay, 
occur, by the desintegration of which a soil is formed which is tolerably 
productive in the neighbourhood of wells, these being however very 

to the 5. of Tillah, but increasing in number as one descends to 
that place, which is aituated on the N. bank of a dry nullah of consi- 
derable size, from the aanda of which gold is regularly washed. At a 
riIlrge called Nukhe, about 3 miles E. of Tillah, gold in found in consi- 
denble abundance in a nullah which flows through a valley enclosed on 
each aide by soft i and stone, in which the gold occurs. The Gambir is 
the name of the nnllah, and washing its aanb ; about 150 men are con- 
h t l y  employed ; a part of the nullah having been fixed upon for the 
operation, the superficial stratum of sand is removed, and that beneatb 
mllected with a wooden shovel and carried to the spot where it is to be 
Mhed--generally close at hand. The washing ia effected in a long 
d e n  box, resembling a small flat-bottomed boat, wide at one end 
ud narrow at the other, where there in an opening. The wide end of 
this box or fioou, an it is called, is slightly elevated, so ae to give ita flat 
bottom a gentle inclination towards ita forepart, and II coarse sieve of 

' SirLee or fmip of wood is then placed on the wide end of the box. On 

: tbiq portiom of sand are from time to time thrown, a stream of water 
bdng daahed upon them, by which means the h e  sand is washed into 
the troon, the coarse gravel being retained on the sieve. By eontinu- 
ing the wuihing, the lighter particles of the sand are carried down the 
inclined bottom of the troon and escape at the opening in its forepart, 
while the heavier and auriferone em$ essumes the highest level next 
the point where the stream of water is applied. In a very short time 
nothing remains in the bottom of the troon but a thin stratum of black 
nugnetic iron sand, by washing which its lighter particles are removed 
aud the auriferous portion concentrated within narrow limita. When 
tbis has been washed in the troon as much as is considered safe, it ia 
ranwed by the hand into a circular eoncave wooden platter, called a 
. PaMi, made of the Tali tree, and resembling a shield. In this, by a 

motion it'is agitated with water, by which means an additional 
w n  of the black gaud M got rid of and wanhed away from the in- 

4 T 
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dined rides of the Pattri by a stream of water ekillfully applied. The 
&due is then rubbed up with a little m e m y ,  which quickly amal- 
gam~tes with the gold sand, leaving the black portion behind. The 
mercury containing the gold is then removed from the Pattri, enclosed 
in a fragment of cotton cloth, and placed on a bit of live charcoal, by 
which means the mercury is speedily vaporized, leaving the yellow gold 
behind entangled with the tinder of the cloth, from which, by ruhbing, 
it is eaaily removed. In thia state it is taken to the goldemithe, who by 
fusing it with borax remove all impuritiee, which they say amount to 
2 ntteeu per tola weight, a fact however which we are inclined to 
doubt. The gold of the Gambir is considered of very fine quality, and 
of a rich yellow colour, Mering from the Mokhudd gold, which is mid 
to be sufaid (wAite). At Nukhs 15 troons are constantly at work, to 
each of which 8 or 10 men are attached, 2 or 3 being occupied with 
the operations of wsehing, while the rest are employed digging the 
nand and bringing it to the troon. In  the two rainy months 3 or 4 tolas 
weight of gold are collected by ench troon, which sells here at Re. 1 8  
in its crude state per tola. On the Illaqua of Tillah a tax is levied by 
the Sirkar of Re. 110 per annum on account of its gold. 

The auriferous sandetone atrata seem to stretch along the N. side of 
the snlt range, dipping under the plain situated between thia and the 
Hazara country, and extending west to the Indus. 

Note.-From repeated enquiries among the gold ssnd wanhere I 
could not discover that Platinum occurs, though thia is moat pmhble, 
-these two precious metale being generally found aasocieted. I t  would 
remain behind in the heavy black sand after the mercury ie removed by 
amalgamation. The natives, contrary to their usual careful habib, 
take no means for recovering the mercury used in the extraction of the 
gold, apparently not being aware that such a u l d  be effected. In the 
5 a  country the graina of gold are sometimes found of such eke, 
it is said, as to be capable of removal by picking them from the ernd 
in which .they are contained. 

d p d  9th.-l'il1a.h.-Sunday. Despatched diary to Lahore. 
A H  10th.-l'iUd to Lingcoda, 10 km.-From Tillah came an 

to Lingewda, through a &8t barren country, the soft esndstone rtnQ 

b e i i  cloee to the surfam and covered only by a very shallow soil. On 
thia march water iB very w e e ,  though to bs found at r considerable 
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depth. A r m d  L i i a l l a  there are only 3 web  dug near the bed of 
a mrall nullrh, and in which the nrter kt present is about 10 feet from 
dace,  and very good. Qold in also c o l l d  here, and at L u g y ,  
k t  2 kos distant. 
dpril 11th.-Lingma& to Moultan, 10 km.-Lingeaalla to Moul- 

tan, through a country of the same character M previoue mmh, but 
even more barren. P w e d  Tamun about 3 miles from Moultan, near 
which is a n& called the Unkur, where gold in found. At Modtan 
gold is abo wanbed from a nullah of the same nune, in which are some 
good d o n s  of the sandstone, mnglomektes and clay strata, which 
dip to N. at M angle of 100. Rom Tamun a mad leads to KPlibrgh 
direct. 

d p d  12th.-Moultan to Trapp, 4 kw.-Came on to P'rapp thu 
morning-a very short march. This village is situated on the W. 
lnnk of the river Swauk or Surwauk which ia famoue for the mount 
of gold i t  yields. At present it in but a small stream, being not more 
than a foot deep and SO ft. broad. On the road to Trapp pasaed the 
d l a p  of Shah Bfahomed Walla and Jubbee. At Trapp there ia a 
good ded of cultivation, water being abundant and good neu the sur- 
tree. 
ApriC 13th.-From Trapp came unto Mokhudd by a very hilly road. 

This village is situated on the Indus, and in the angle formed by the 
junction of a nullah of the same name with that river. At thin point 
the Indna does not appear above 400 yarda wid& ite course being N. 
N. E. sad S. 8. W., and eonfined by soft sandatone and strata and 
c~oglomerrtes, which riae abroptly from the river, here flowing with 
corYidemble rapidity. Conglomerates are at thin point very abundant, 
being chidy composed of bouldera of primitive rocks cemented in a 
bighly crleanous sand. Between Trapp and Mokhudd in many placer 
are W t s  of diluvium full of rolled bouldera of rocb of all agee, 
rppaeotly increming M one apprwhea the Indus. Among thew we 
bbthed a beautiful speeiea of Delphinum, which we have not observed 
Mm on the d t  range. At Mdrhudd the gold ~aahing ia carried on 
atemively both in the mdr of the Indua and nullah of name name. 
dcbordiry to Herr B i b  k u d u ,  in the year 1844, 409 tolm of gold 
rm collected, on which Rs. 1280 of tax were levied by the Sirkar. 
ID 1845, 272 tdas, tax Re. 988. 

4 1 . 2  
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In 1816, 332 tolas, Do. Re. 990. 
At pment the tax is Re. 3-2 annes per tola of 12 ennas the rupee. 
Great complaints were made by the nand-washere of their being 

almoet bound to sell the gold they collect to the Biopareer, who they 
my will not pay them in money, but only give them an equivalent in 
the shape of food and clothes. The gold here sells at Rs. 15 the 
tola of 12 annae the rupee. The inhabitante of this place are de- 
wribed as a very lawleee set, and not at all inclined to pay attention to 
the orders of Herr B i i  the kardar, who says he has much trouble 
with them. 

No coal ie known to occur in thia neighbourhood, the rocks b e i i  all 
of a comparatively recent date. Sulphur occurs at Jubba, 18 kos 
from Mokhudd on the Indue. 

Mulk Ullah Yar Khan, jageerdar of Kalibag, came with his son to 
meet me here, and presented a nuzzur of 11 Mahomed Shah rupees. 
He stated that Captain Chrietopher took with him on his downward trip 
in the Indue steamer ,120 maunds of coal from Kalibag, two kin& of 
which there occur. 

April 14th.-MoMudd to Kalibag by water, 12 b.-From Mo- 
khudd came down the Indue in a boat in Y+ hour& the distance to 
Kalibag in this way being 12 kos, while by land it ie mid to be 19, 
and the road very bad, the villagee of hi, Miker, Shucker and Muean 
intervening. From Mokhudd to Kalibag the river ie confined within 
narrow limits by the soft sandstone strata, which at the former place 
are nearly horizontal and of moderate height above the river, while 
towards the latter locality these ascend at a condderable angle, and at 
Dunghote, 3 miles from Kalibag, form barren rocks of great height, 
which overhang the river on each aide and seem to stretch to the W. 
forming a high range of hills. The course of the stream above Kalibag 
eeems very free of shallows or rocks, and apparently in of great depth, 
flowing with a considerable current. Two milea below Mokhudd, on 
W. bank of the river, is a small village, Ruckwan. Three miles lower 
down on E. eide ie the entrance of the Swank river, a k a  below which 
ie the small village of Peer Pyai ; below thia on opposite aide are the 
villages of Goli and Tulliah, from which latter pkce the strnta on each 6de 
of the river rapidly d n d  to Dunghote, dipping to N. at an .ogle of 
S5O. Below Dunghote the d t  minea appear on both aides of the river, 
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tbe d t  mine village of Maree being on the E. bank, and about a mile 
rbovc KaUag, where the Indne escapes from the hills and increases in 
d t h  aa it flown through the level country of the Esan Khails on W. 
d K u h  on E. ride. Kalibag is but a mall place, built on the W. 
hnk of the Indm, and close upon the river, its housea rising one above 
tbe other in terraen on the ride of a salt hill. The alum kilne form 
the most &King feature of the dhge-their  red mounds rising here 
ad there in the middle of the town. This, dong with varione manu- 
ficbries of iron goo& and cloth, constitute the chief employment of 
the natives, who seem to suffer from goitre to a great extent, numerous 
iodiridnuls being seen walking abont with tnmoure on their necke as 
iuge as their herds. 

In Kdibag there are 14 alum worke, 12 of which are at present 
mrbg.  The alum is prepared from a black, highly bituminous shale 
aIlal RoZ, containing a quantity of iron pyrite% and which is b m q h t  
from Cheetah, about 2 milee distant, and several other loealitiea in the 
hiib around Kdibag. This shale is coarsely powdered and depoeited 
in kpen about a foot thick, between each of which a thin stratum of 
h h d ,  p s  or other combustible material is placed. These layers 
being piled up to a height of 20 or 30 feet are set 6re to, and the 
whole allorred to burn slowly, water being from time to time sprinkled 
an the maim, to facilitate the reaction of the ingredients in the kiln on 
ach other. When the combustion is completed, which occupies 6 or 8 
months, accordiug to the Bize of the kiln, the ahale has assumed a brick 
red color and its d' is enernsted with s coating of nlum mixed 
w i t h  salphate of iron. This burnt kiln affords the materials for the 
alum prepamtione, and portions of it are deposited in a .baked earthen 
vat, which is constructed clone to the kiln, and a little below the level 
of its base, and in it are lixiviated with d r .  When this is eatn- 
ntcd with the crude nlum, it is run off by an opening in the lower part 
of the vat, into another one of the m e  dimemiom and character, 
wbm any muddy particles are allowed to settle. After being allowed 
b reut in 2nd vat for 6 or 8 houra, it is then slowly run off into ano- 
ther sm8ller one in s lower level, and close to a large evaporating iron 
pm, into which the alum liquid is conveyed, and when boiling mixed 
wi th  a brownish earth which ia here called Jumau, and appears iden- 
tial with the d i n e  i n d n  abundant in all jungles in the N. W. 
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provinceq called &A, and which ia a mixture of sulphate with carbonate 
of eoda. When a proper quantity of this has been added, whiih ia 
judged of from the appearance of the liquid, the whole is allowed to 
settle and the clear liquid then removed into smaller earthen vats, where 
it is allowed nlowly to cystallire for several days. By this means crya- 
&le of alum are separated of a mall  size and pinkish color from the 
brown impure mother liquor, from which they are removed, and allowed 
to dry for a short time. These cystaln are then fused in their own 
water of crystallization in an iron pan, and when in a fluid rtate are 

removed into gurraha, where for 8 or 10 days they are allowed to crys- 
tallize. The solid maaa of alum in the interior of the gurrah is then 
pierced with a pick and the gurrah inverted so aa to allow any uncrya- 
taUiaed alum liquor to eecape. The gurrah ia then broken, and the 
Plum moulted to its form, removed to the depat for d e  or exportation. 
I t  ia generally of a light brown colour and d e n t l y  cwtaina iron and 
other impurities. 

By acting on successive portionti of the kiln in the above way, the 
whole ia by degrees converted into alum of marketable quality. 

A kind of alum called Xase, ia prepared for dyera from a light grey 
ahale containing silky c r y ~ k ,  of what appear to be rub-sulphate of 
alumina. Thie shale ia comely powdered and dipped in the liquor 
separated from the emall crystale of alum. It ia then removed and 
dried in irreplar shaped messee of about a aeer weight each, which are 
of a brownish color. When dry theae get a second dip in the aame 
alum liquor, and are again dried, becoming of a tawny yellow colour, in 
which state they are sold to dyem at 8 annaa per maund. . 

The shale from which this variety of alum ia manufactured is found 
.ssociated with the other alum shales around, but in moderate quantity. 
Its price is 5 umu per m ~ m d .  Zn Kalibag there are about 12,000 
maunda of alum manufactured ennually, which here eella at Re. 3 per 
maund. The lwerrge daily expenditure in all the dum works in the 
village is stated aa Rs. 12. 
Note.-The Rd or alum shale is landed by workmen at the durn 

works in Kalibag, at pr im varying from 14 to 17 mrunde the rupee, 
aamdiig to the distance it has to be brought, the workmen being eup- 
plied with mining inatnunents. 
- The price of.the Jumreu, or earth which i s  added ta thc crude alum 
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haid, ia maan& for the rupee of 13  an^^, which is universal here. 
The lixihting vats are 12 ft. square by 1 ft. 5 in. deep. 
The mporating vata in which the amall crystals of alum are d e p  

rited are 8 ft. 8 in. long, 5 fi. 5 in. brond and 1 ft. 5 in. deep. 
The gnmhs in which it ia finally crystalliaed are 1 ft. 8 in. deep, 

the mme breadth at  shoulder, and 6 in. wide at mouth. 
April 15th.-KaZibag.-V'ited the salt minea here, which are situ- 

ated on both sides of the river above Kalibag at a village called Maree. 
The rock d t  form a hi between Kalibq and a nullah called the 
Loon, which enters the Indue opposite Maree on the N. aide of the river, 
md is worked at varioua pointa from the d a c e ,  there being no need 
for sinking minee, the rock d t  having tumbled down in immenm 
numen fiom the heighta above, requiring only to be broken into por- 
tions fit for removal. The salt is of excellent quality on the E. side 
of the hill, but on ita west eide ia mixed with a great deal of red 
mu1 which deteriorates its quality. The stratification of the salt ia 
mare apparent here than in any place we have seen to the E., and d i p  
to N. W. at an angle of 400. The marl ia interlaminated with a strata of 
gypsum, which generally is of an earthy character, the eaachrine 
gppsnm being leas abundant than in d t  marla to the east. The prin- 
cipnl d t  workingr, on the N. Bide of the Indua at Kalibag are in the bed 
of the Loon nullah, and on ita W. side, the soft sandstone strata rising 
up into a high range stretching N. on its E. side. About a mile from 
the mouth of the nullah thin strata are eeen croaaing ita beds and ex- 
tardingalongite W . M ,  reposing on other sondetones andcon~lomeratea, 
eantrining muvlee of ailheoua limestone md primitive rocks. Beneath 
these in regnk succession appeare a deposit of the same white siliceous 
bestme with forsils, as seen to the E. and of great thickness, itr 
bra strata being arenaceons and d e d  by an immense develop- 
ment of bitmuinom shdw charged with  pyrite^ and containing small 
mamo of cod, none larger that we eaw than + of an inch to + an inch 
thick. This ia the ahale from whioh the alum ia made, and in it rego- 
br ehafts are san]r, from which the shale ia excavated ; one I measured 
h.* a depth from snrEsce of 207 feet. The working of the 
rhle is attended rrith frequent accidents, from the lorn natnre of the 
uhh whieh are am&ntly tumbling into the shaft. Here and &ere 
tBe lrhdar am interhhated with beds of indurated adcarqua 
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clays which abound in fosaila, thew being also detected in the 
shales. At thia point, known by the name of Chutah, one of the alum- 
shale s h a h  spontaneously took fire 5 or 6 years ago, and has since 
been steadily burning, and from the mouth of the mine a column of 
smoke ie at preaent constantly iesuing resembling that from the funnel 
of a large steamer. The t e  is evidently the reault of the chemical 
decomposition of the iron pyriten in the shale, an occurrence not at all 
unfrequent in British Colleries. No workable eeam of coal occurs 
here aa far aa we could discover, its place being mpplied by the exten- 
s i ~ e  deposit of bituminous alum shale. Beneath the shales several 
strata of calcareous ~a~~dstone, conglomerates of older rocks and a auccea- 
mon of brown and red mudstones, which to the W. side of the salt range 
become mixed with an extenrive series of red and blue clap, and 
bituminous shales, eome having the appearance of a coaree cod, and 
containing loose massee of a speciea of coal reaembliig jet, which may 
be picked out of the shales in considerable quantity, but haa none of 
the characters of a regular coal warn. About 40 or 50 maunde of thia 
jet or f o d  wood, and about the aame quantity of bituminous shale, 
supposed to be cool, were taken na fuel by Capt. Christopher in his 
downward voyage in a steamer from Kalibag. The extensive dwelope- 
ment of bituminous shales in the position here noticed among the 
variegated sandstone strata above tht! salt, ie quite different from what 
ie seen in the aalt range to the E. aa far a3 we have examined, these 
being almost entirely confined to a position between the variegated 
sandstones and white siliceous tlint limeetone, being apparently a number 
of the latter deposit. Beneath the variegated sandstone shales, aeemed 

I eonglomeratea of immense thickness, reposing on a light colored argi- 
laceow limestone, between which and the aalt marl, are various red and 
brown eandstonea and indurated red clays. All these strata, from the 
siliceous flint limeetone downwards to the salt, aeem to dip to the N. 
W. at an angle of from 40° to 450, but in several placea thew marks of 
having been subjected to distnrbiig agencies. 

Note.-The alum ahale from both aides of the d t  range is camed 
on bullocks from the mouth of the pita to Kalibag, and if a seam or 
warns of mch lignite 8s ia found at the various pointa dready noticed 
to the eastward would be dincovered, it could be excavated in the name 
way aa the ehalen and removed to Kalibag at a tritling expenme. 
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dpiL 16th.-kcrlibag.-8unday. 
April 17th.-Ditto.-Unable to go out in coneeqwnm of heavy 
h. Iron ie manufactured about 30 miles to the W. in the hillr at 
a p b  d e d  Kamgoorum. Wood charcoal ie ueed for the furion of 

I 

tbe are. The iron is brought to Kalibag in coarse lumps of pig iron, 
md is of very inferior quality. 

A@ 10th.-KrJibag.-Visited the alum ahale l d t y  of Cheetah 
in h o p  of discovering a seam of l i i t e ,  but WM unsueaeuful, the 
d y  matter being generally disseminated through the rhalea. In a 

I Ellnreons blue clay interlaminated with the shalee, fosPilr, are abuqdmt, ' rs well M in the Cacareow~ strata above and below theae. 
Peirdnur ie found at a plece called Jabbee, on the 8. of Indw, 7 

1 L# h m  Kdibrg, among the hills. I t  exuder from the rocks and 
00.h on the eurf'soe of water, where it ia collected in quantity, and 
bmasd by the nativer m n d  in place of oil in their lampa. I t  is 
hrom under the name of Gwndtrk ka 601. Prom the description of 
the loality where it is found, we infar it exudes from the neighbourhood 
of alum ahah, and is pmbably the result of the rpontaneoua combw 
tioa of there rhrtr, during which it exudes to the surfaoe .long with 

watery papoar. It is of a dark brownish colour, the most penetrating 
d lad bums with a yellow and smoky h e .  Ita medicinal propertk 
do not reem to be k n m  to the native& who uae it only an a eource of 
light in their lamps. At Jnbbee d p h u r  ie .Iso Eound in small q u a -  

%- 
April 19th.-K&ag to Crrrer, 8 kw.-Left Kdibag and c m m d  

ths Indun, after whieh aame on to Ourree, the road running 8. 8. E. 
-1 with the d t  range, and abont 2 milea from its bree, through a 
jnngly country of little inkreat. In the dbtriat there is a great d t y  
of water, thia d d e  being only found around the villagee, the principal 
of which ia Dankhail, 3 Lor from Kalibag. At G u m  there are two 

bat only one yields water fit for drinking ; the water is reached at 
20 feet from surftux, and hence a brge supply might be procnred were 
mme reDs dug. 
At Tnttee, a mall d a g e  3 miles from Gurree, the Jtuaaam used in 

the prepadon of alum, is procured. An doreucence is m p e d  from 
tbe m r t b  of the ground in the jungle aronnd, ita aolnble part dia- 
doed by nter, and the mlution dried up in the sun in gumhe, is what 

4 n 
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is eold to the alum manufacturers of Ralibag IU J u m ~ u .  The 
etflorescence ie called hUur,  that of the jungle forming Jumamr, while 
the kullur of the village is aaid to yield nitre. 

April 20th.-Gurree to Mwakhit, 10 kw.-Prom G u m  m e  
on to Muaakhail, through the m e  jungly mty ae in laat march, 
where water in very scarce. The only village paseed waa Swau, about 
3 kos from G u m  ; from the former place the range taka a turn to 
the E. running again S. t o w a h  Mueskhail, which ie a emdl place in 
the middle of the jungle, with but little cultivation around it, and no  
wells, water being obtsined at the foot of the range, above a kos distant, 
from a small stream of water which issues from the limestone rocks. 

B ' t  2lrf.-Mwakhai1.-Having heard that coal occurred a t  
Numbhul, 3 kos distant acrosa the hills, halted for the puqbse of vieit- 
ing the locality. The range at thin point aeerrm formed of limestone 
and highly calcareous sandstones At a place called Bukh, nearly o p  
pomte to Mudhail, and about 2 kos from that place, biturninow 
&ales occar beneath the white Binty lieatone which forms the creet 
of the range. These ehnles are developed but to a small extent, and 
contain but a trifling amount of coal, having the appearance of a coarse 
charcoal, which also occura in thin lamina in a white calcareous sand- 
stone immediately beneath the shales, which are charged with alum and 
d p h a t e  of iron. The d is found in no regular eeam, but rather 
in detailed fragments among the shales, and hence is quite unlikely to 
be of any use in a commercial point of view. From the ahalea down- 
wards to the foot of the range on W. side is a development of calm- 
mua strata, which we have observed nowhere in the range to the mme 
extent near the shales ; these may deserve the name of calcareous m d -  
atonee, but generally the rock is a fine-grained siliceoue limestone con- 
taining Kite, and towards its lower part abounding in f a d s .  From 
top to bottom of the range the strata all dip to the N. E. at an angle 
of 450, and excellent sections are exposed in the valley, through which 
the stream of water flows which supplies Mueskhail. This water hae a 
milky color resembling that of the Indus, which reaulta from its con- 
taining a quantity of calcareous mud, which a little alum v e y  rapidly 
removes, rendering the water perfectly clear. 

April 22nd.-Mwakhil to Dwoda, 12 km.-Fmm Mudhai l  came 
011 to Dwoda, by a road or path leading along the foot of the hilh, 
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and covered with loose stones rolled from the heights above. Towards 
Dmda, the range of hilla increases in height, and here and there to- 

wuda their baae, the salt marl makes its appearance. Around Dwoda, 
which is but a small village, the water is salt, the supply of drinking 
water b e i i  obtained 2 koa diatant in the bib, from a small spring 
which immea from the limestone strata,--all that flows from the strata 
inferior to these beimg charged with salt. 
Rock salt occurs here, but is not at present excavated except surrep- 

t i h d y J  by the villagers around, who are generally a lawless set of 
Paths. 

T o d  the foot of the hills in thia and last march several fields of 
perennial cotton were Been, the plank being very green, but small. 

A@ 23rd.-Ihooda to Yurcha, 8 kw.-From Dwoda came on to 
Vmha-m small place situated at the foot of the hilla. I t  is very 
in supplied with water, which ia found about a kos dietant in a small 
&ream which h e a  from the limestone strata above the salt marl, and 
in the only eource of freah water near-any which issuea from the hi at 
a lower level being quite salt. The benefit of a small tank in which 
the fresh water might accumulate here would be immense ; and aa good 
materiala for ita C O M ~ N & O ~  are at hand, ita expense mould not be 
very great. At Vurehs there ia a salt mine superintended by a Mun- 
ahi of Miseer Rulla Ram. 

April 24th.-Ywcha t o  K h d ,  12 h.-Marched to Khond, over a 
moet execrable road covered with loose round stones, which have rolled 
down from the hills above. P d  the villages of Chooah. Dokh, 
Jnbbee and Chnnkie. At the former place there is a small kutcha 
tank made for the nee of villagers, moat of whom are employed exca- 
vating dt, which is found in the red marl above the village. At Khond 
rater is a h  very scarce, being am at Vurcha, only obtainable in small 
quantity an it iesues in a small streem from the limestone rocks. Wells 
mnk at the foot of the hills afford only brackiah waterJ quite unfit for 
me. 

A '  25th.-Xhond to  Naree, 10 h.-Came on to Naree. From 
-and the road leaves the h i  and pawea through a level cultivated 
country, where water however ia very eearce. At Naree, a jageer of 
Shum Shere Sing's, there ia a kutcha tank of water for the supply of 
the villagere. The water ia brought by a conduit from Kutta, abont 

4 u 2  



4 miles eastward nenr the hilla, and where a small streun of fiarh water 
flow. In the tank it is very muddy but sweet. P a d  the rillages 
of Vahur and Pindee, the former 3 and the latter 3+ koe ffom Khmd. 

April 26tb,-Nam to Kuhanse, 14 km.-From Name marched to 
Kuhanee-the road level, and leading throqh m t y  blulh jungle which 
n cleared away around the villqpo, the soil appearing to produce g d  
crops of wheat and barley. P a s d  the villager, of Tnlookur and 
Tesmd, the former 3 kos the latter 5 kor from Naree. Both are 
vdlqp of some size, but ill supplied with water from imperfect kutch. 
tanks. At Kuhanee there ia a kutcha tank of considerable be, 
Wig filled from the Jhelum, which is abbot 4 miles distant, and in 
which the water ia sweet and tolerably clear. 
dptiC 27tk.-Kuhanee to Mawdabad, 7 kor.-Came on to a h m e  

dabad, a town of ooneiderable eke, mtunted on a branoh of the Jhelum. 
Between Kuhmee and this place the corntry is well oultivated, and 
about 4 kos from tho former is Lungur, a place little inferior in size 
to Ahmedabad, and h u t  a mile from the Jhelum. Betmeen these two 
placeu, and pdua l ly  approaching the Jhelum to the E. of Ahmedabad, 
are high day bsnks, which about 120 yeam ago were thorn of the 
branch of the Jhelum which now flows to the 8. of the town. 

28th d p r i 1 . - d i d d a d  to  Pind Dadtui K h ,  10 h.-Itmohed 
Pind Dadud Khan. From Ahmedabad the country ia &at and covered 
with a d i n e  effloreecence, which seem dertruative of vegetation. 
Pawed the vil+ of Surobee, hlpore  and Kourah. The former ia 
d d e r a b l y  to the left of the road, and near the hills. On reaching 
the p b  noeived the news of an outbreak having oumrred at Moultur, 
md of a European Regiment and one of Nativa Infantry hariag been 
o d e d  to march on that place. Drew on Miam Gym Chund for Ra. 
100, md directed him to give m advance of pay to the 6 80- and 
Mumhi who accompany me, to the amonnt of h. 5 each, they pro- 
h h g  to ham no money to pay their erpaosee. 

April 29th.-Pind Dodud Khan.-Diepatched diary to Lahore 
yeeterday. Received a ridt from Mirsar Gym Chand, who informed 
nie thrt 2 mhib h d  been m n d e d  at M o u l t .  and that the whobe 
amntry m a  in rebellion. 

A new locality for coal hrs M y  been h n d  U Muknes, 3 kor fmm 
Dundhote. I t  is of the anme cha- aa the cod of other p h  
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d Pind Dadud Khan, but of an inferior quality, containing much 
brown half decomposed vegetable matter. 

dpril3OtA.-Pind Dad& Khan to Reipw, m a i n g  the Jhelum, 5 
b.-Left Piad Dadud Khan this morning, and crowed the river to 
Reipoor, where I encamped. Reipoor is about 4 miles above Pind 
M u d  Khan, and at thii seaeon boats cross the Jhelum most eaaily at 
this point, the p.saage at Meanee being very troublesome from numeroue 
 hallows in the bed of river, and the existence of numerous deep nullaha 
b e e n  the chief branch of the river and Pind Dadud Khan. 

May 1rt.-Beipre to Phiekie, 12 km.-From Reipoor to Phiekie, 
a rather long march. Water here slightly brackish, in wells 50 feet 
deep. Temp. in tent 1 OOO. 

2 d  May.-Phiekie to Xumira, 12 kw.-Phiekie to Kumira, through 
a j-p county. Water abundant and pretty good. Ther. at 1010. 

3rd May.-Kumira to Rumnuggur, m w i n y  the Chenab 7 km.- 
From Kumim came on to Treka, and from thence struck oi3 to the 
right to s village named Sarun, close to the bank of the Chenab, where 
I got into a boat, nnd after 4 hours on the river, reached the 8. bank and 
came on to Bamnuggur. At this season the Chenab is greatly flooded 
md f d  of  shallow^, which rendem ita navigation highly troublesome ; 
ameh rue femed aeroes the river about a mile above Sarun, but to get 
to it there are metal deep nullahs to be forded. At Ramnuggur put 
up in the B d e r r y ,  which only requires to be furnished with doom to 
make it a very mug residence. 

I 
4tA May.-Rumauggur to Oodewatla, I0  Am.-Temperature moat 

I intenne, 1060. Water bad, but abundant. I 

5fh My.-Muttoo, 8 k m . - - O o d e d  to Muttoo. Temperature in 
tent log0. Water hrs a slight mell, but is abundant. 

6th May.-Suntipoma, 7 kw.-Muttoo to Suntipoora, where water in 
h d a n t  and good. Temp. 104". 

7th May.-Cune on to Pind de dam ka kote, in the morning, and 
rode into Lahore in the evening. 

*,* The Atm mentioned in the above diary may be reckoned at 1 ) 
miles. 
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Note on the Lim'ta of Perpetual Snolo in the Himalayas. 4 
J. D. CUNNINGHAM, Engineera. 

I have just read Lieut. R. Strachey's interesting paper 
limits of perpetual snow in the Himalayas,* in which he I 
torily establishes that the elevatiom hitherto amiped to the 
menon have been under-estimated, and that in truth snow 1 
to be permanently found at about 15,000 feet, on the eouthenq 
abwt 18,000 feet on the northern boundaries respectively, inste 
about 13,000 and 16,500 feet, aa hitheito supposed. Lieut. 8 
very well shows that Humboldt has attached undue weight to th 
or partial observations of travellers and othera in fixing upon the 
numbera, but he appears to me to be himself in error when hi 4 
the greater elevation on the northern side almost solely to the 
quantity of enow which there fdla, although he ia pleased tc 
value to my teetimony that such quantity ia indeed relatively sm 
thus to make me in a way a supporter of hia theory. 

Humboldt'a mew of cauaea correct.-Humboldf in hi " ( 
(Sabine's T r a ~ .  I. 328,) enumerates the contingencies on wl 
limits of the snow line are dependent, and to me he seems 

. refer the superior height on the northern side of the Himalay 
to  the general elevation of Tibet, i. e. to the heat due to radid 
reverberation even at that great height above the sea. Tliu 
strikingly borne out by whet that able officer, the late DI 
obeetved with reference to the Hindu Koosh.? He found t: 
lying very much lower on the northern than on the southern a 
he gives aa a reason for the large difference the existence of d 
lands of Cabul on the eouth side, or the fact that these higl 
contain latent heat which melts the snow, while on the north4 
the slopes merge into the swampy flats of Toorkiatan, scarce t 
above the sea, and are thus met by a cold atmosphere, d m  tc 
level, in aid of the coldneaa due to a northern sspect. 

* Jonm. h. Sw. of Ben& No. 102, April, 1849. 
t Rsportr on S i d h ,  Afghanutan, &., by Sir A. B n m ,  Lieut. h h ,  1 

md Lieut. Wood. (Geographical Memoin, p. 48, &c.) 
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Relative heigiitr on extreme u&eu of mountain belt8.-It will indeed 
be f a d  that in any broad mountain chain resting on a plane inclined 
to the am level, and running nearly east and went, the effect of latitude 
on temperature may be discarded, and that elevation above the parti- 
colar country, and not above the general ocean, ia mainly, although not 
solely, to be considered in determining the limita of perpetual snow on 
the two edges of the belt. The line of snow will rise as the plane of 
the country rises, and keep above it at a continually decreasing dietance, 
until the diminishing temperature due to increasing height causes the 
two to coincides phenomenon which of counre cannot occur in the 
temperate zones, as we know of no table-land so high as to be always 
frozen on the surface. 

Relative height8 on wouite uider of the agme uingle hill of o chain. 
-This reasoning does not however apply to the limita of snow on the 
northern and southern slopes of any one hill or mountain, of a broad 
urd complex chain, and aa a rule, the anow will be found to lie lower 
on the northern than on the southern face of a single peak. In such 
an instance neither difference of latitude nor inclination of plane can 
o d i n d p  have any effect, and the only element to be taken into con- 
sidemtion is the direct play of the sun's rays, which in the northern 
hemisphere have moat power on a hill side looking to the south. 
Captain Hutton, in hi papers on Dr. McLelland's Journal of Natural 
History, had such ieolated hilla in view when he aaaerted that the 
louthem limit of mow was higher than the northern one, and when 
he mnght the support of my experience on the snbject, as I aae then, 
1842, moving about in Lndskh and Kuniwur. 

Dueription of iUwtrative 8ketch.-The accompanying sketch repre- 
gents what I believe to be the true state of the case with regard to the 
H ' i y a e ,  whether a line be drawn north and south across them, b e  
tween the Gogra and Ganges, or east and weat in  the neighbourhood of 
MI&. Towarde the plains of India the limit of mow on the 
mthern & of the extreme hilla will be found at about 15,000 feet 
&ve the seg se Lieutenant Strachey shows, and on the northern face 
of the m e  hill, at about 12,000 feet, a figure however which I have 
resnmed for the sake of illustration, as I know of no observations 
-Iy bearing on the subject. On the Tibetan side of the chain the 

heights rrill be found to be about 20,000 feet on the eouth, and 18,000, 
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or 18,500 feet on the north face of the same hill. These latter eeti- 
mates are Lieut. Strachey's, and they are, I think correct, while the 
southern height of 20,000 feet in an approximation only. 

I have taken the height of the Mensearawar lake, viz. 15,000 feet, 
in making thia sketch, but even Humboldt's mean elevation of Tibet, 
vis. 11,500 feet (Cosmos, I. 330,) will not affect the argument, that the 
distance between the planes of the mountain baser and of the snow 
limits goes on decreeeing M the former wend. 

Quantity of mow falling in Tibet, and the pennonmy or renewal 
of mow generally.-With regard to the quantity of snow whioh f& 
to the northward of the main peaks of the Himalayas, I may refer to 
my statement at p. 238, of the 148th No. of the Journal, where I cay 
that it did not appear td exceed two feet and a half in depth, whew 
not drifted. Thin refera to the tract around the junction of the Sutlej 
and 8piti rivere. In addition to the details there given, I may ~~IIO 

mention that the larger streams began (in 1842) to swell after the 
middle of February. This WM due, I would eay, to the radiition from 
the mountain massea cawing the lower mrface of the snow to melt- 
the recently accumulated snow itaelf forming a protection against the 
chilling winds, and eo allowing the earth to part with ita heat. At thie 
period the temperature of ordinary springe waa about 42O, while the 
air at sunrise WM sometimes below zero, and the mercury would not 
rise above 60°, when exposed to the sun's rays in the early part of the 
afternoon. I ,tab these particulars partly in support of what I con- 
sider to be Capt. Hutton's meaning with regard to mow not being per- 
petual-an opinion to which Lieut. Strscbey eomewhat slightingly 
alludes.* Both observere are right, becauee the one simply means that 
the snow ia ever being mmultaneoudy destroyed sad renewed, and the 
other that hills of a certain elevation always exhibit a covering of snow. 

The Ebet of the Himalayw not a plain or table-land.-Liieut. 
Strachey, and indeed most people, talk of the " plains" or tableland" 
of Tibet, but I doubt *ether between Imans and Emodus, or my 
where in the valleys, or basins of the Indue and Srahmaputm to the 
north of the Himalayas, there are any plains, The range separating 
the upper coureee of the Indue and 8utlej ia indeed inferior in height 
to that which gives rise to the Ganges and Jumnn, but it i$ still a lofty 
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To the northward of the Indue, or on a lime running from 
ds Yarkund, I dare say that undulating ground or moderate 

deep ravines with steep aidea, may perhaps be found, 
or steppes, or at least tract4 afford pasturage to the 
of shawl-wool goats, and Lieut. Strachey is right in hie 
evated although they be, they are as free from mow 

mmer as the plains of India. What he aupposea of the Kail& 
i of the Manasarswar lake, viz. that the height of its (northern) 
e may be 19,500 feet, would also be fully verified on any monn- 

may break the sameness of these steppes, and not be w far 
mnch affected by the latitude. 

&nb&enta of Rivera, and on the Nature of Oaerpouling 
in Dilwmal Plaiw. By Capt. J. D. CUNNINQHAM, Engi- 

henta of the Damooda and other streams, and partly be- 
y propositions were well spoken of by that paper (see h e  of 

am induced to write to you more at length on 
on of such dikes, and also to make my views more 

ood, do nevertheless on the whole usually wind or vary within 

in their deltas and in the upper 
f theiu courses, they do also, after long periode, occasionally 

trike out new channels for them- 
erable distances to the right or left. Hence, &regard- 
changes as not giving cause for yearly care, I recom- 

nding ialands, or covering 
h can be encloaed without 

4 x 
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the larger embankments beyond the limits 
of having them attacked by the tluctusting stream 
regard wi l l  merely have to be had to sustaining the preeaure of 
quil flood or of a given height of water ; while by employing 
embankments likewise, much valuable land may be kept und 
plough, except on the occurrence of p a t  floode, which perhap 
take place at intervals of ten, twelve or twenty yeara. (See P1. 
sketches I. and 11.) 
The upper cmraes of r i o m  in Diluuial plaint.-In 

this echeme it ie necessary to recapitulate the distingui 
istics of rivers subject to flood and running through 
Rivers on quitting the hille rush over the surface o 
water spilt upon a table. The channels are shallow, and are at 
formed partly by tearing up the mil below, and 
coarser materials brought from the hills to t 
banks become formed, the proceaa of depositio 
the coarser debritpa in the bed of the a 
raised, and the watera being impeded by the diminution of 
a new channel on the original plrrin to the right or left of 
chosen. In large and constantly flowing streams thie process is 
ed until at last the general surface of the country is so much 
that the river is effectually controlled by the mass of its own 
and gradually sinks within them, limiting 
refleetions between two lines, parallel, aa in large 
or ten milea apart. In the m e  of small, and occaeional streams, 
ever, such aa the hi1 torrents between thc Gang 
adjustments of channel wi l l  never perhaps take place, and these b 
of a rainy day scarcely even now know which of the two rivera to 
while in the caee of others of greater h e ,  am of those descending from 
the Burdwan and Beerbhoom hills, the settlement is in steady progress, 
mmetimes aided or retarded by artificial " bunds" or embankments. 
Thne the accompanying &etch No. 111. (Pl. XVII.) shows the insbca 
of the Bdlnsli Nullah, which joins the Bhagiruttee near Jungypore, and ' 

&etch No. IV. ahowe the instance of thq Xore, which joins the same 
river between Moorehedabad and Cutwah. The old channels from A to 
B, towud C, had become so raised with coame sand, asaisted in the case 

of the More by embankments, that the mttfcre of the country on eithes 









aide WM but little above the dottorms of the reepective hill streams. 
The mam of ratere waa thus sustained in the air by n s t d  snd art& 
chl manu, md perhaps on the occasion of a great flood, finding a l o w  
hrrl within a given dietance, as in the direction of a p d e l  stream, 
tbrn down their own channels, they at once struck out new coureea for 
themdm toaarde D, M shown in the sketches. The change in the 
Yore took pbee daring the preeent generation, but thirteen years ago 
dm bst seen, it had made but small p rogre~~ in forming a well 
de6ned bed in the lower portions of ita new course, and it had covered 
h t  kenty square mila of good d with interlacing ribbons of bar- 
ren d. F'riai mentions similar occmencea in the smaller rivers of 
upper Italy, and even in the Po itself.* 

Cow= of rivers in the emtralplainr.-At great ci&awea from the 
bJls, the velocities of etreams decrease, large quantities of debritua 
mre to be borne, and the rivers continually endeavor to aink themaelves 
to tbe find level of the ocean. Hence when the soil through which 
t l q  flow is of a firm character, their channels become deep and rep-  
lu in aection, and the uncertain reflections of the upper portions are 

amverted into well formed windings. But the tendency of these wind- 
+ is to be cut throngh at the neck, and the variations of channel are 
h m  kept within limita greater or smaller according to the sue and 
fme of the river, but usually somewhat narrower than in the upper 
p k .  Generally eperrking, in these central tracta rivers do not over- 
dor the country, M in the cane of the Ganges about '&zapore, but 
the tortaoue counea of smaller streams are sometimes invaded by the 
inrmdations of greater rivere running parallel to them. Thus in sketch 
No. IV. the winding course of the Qweea has now become submerged 

1 by the waters of the More, M the old channel of that river (below C) 
sl long been by the inundations of the Bhagiruttee. 
Tk nnrraeu of riama.in the lolam plains.-As rivers approach the sea 

they for the most part flow through plains of small descent, and which are 

Rid om Rmcr~, p. 20. It may be doubted whether the h g s r  h a  y& a t b e o o m s  

W y  &d in ib belt of variation with refemnce to the Jumna, which latter river 
I emeider to mn on a lower level than the Gangu. Thw with a little u d  from 

Ut, tbe 04 might very likely be led from near Campom into the other MOW 
C l l v  change which wodd shorten the new canal, if it ir to be u d  m a y  for 
midien, u it &odd be. 

4 x 2  
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formed of an alluyium deposited by themselves and their afluents, which 
has but little coherence. The reeistance offered by the soil is no longer 
nearly e q d  to the impetus of the main current, and hence all p m e -  
try of channel in lost, and the rivers resume some of the characteristica 
of their upper conrsee, wandering over sand banks from cme low shore 
to the other, or during floode covering the whole country with a eloa 
moving inundation. Still the mutual action, and reaction of the stream 
and banks tends to establiiah a variation within limita, and the breadth 
of the belt of change can always be ascertained, and will usually be 
found to exceed ita measure in the central plains. But disregard must 
be had to such alterations an that which may take the Gangea into the 
Nattore Jheela between Bauleah, and Dacca,* and w h i i  would corm 
spond in caw and character with those changea of the BOnsli and More 
above described. Again, after rivern begin to form deltss, the principal 
stream mostly continue to move onwards in their irregular conrses, 
but the smeller outlets having necesesrily a diminished current, may 
perhaps meet with so much resistance as to cause them to wind, ae is 
the m e  with the Bhagimttee, Jellinghee, and other effluents of the 

Ganges. t 
Some river6 do not exhibit all of the characteristica above dencribed. 

The Omgee is a good type, but the Indue and Sutlej nowhere become 
regularly winding, M neither doea the Damooda, the pro,)er embank- 
ment of which is an object of so much concern. The Jumna again 
merges in the Ganges after passing through two, and the Soane after 
apparently passing through one only, of the diatinpinhing conditions. 

TAe limits of the variation of n'vera dependent on dynamical prim$ 
pk.-The limita of the deflections or windine of rivers can be deter- 
mined on dynamid principles. The elementa of calculation are, a 

* Raanell'r Memoir of a Map of Hindoatan. Appendu, p. 345. 
t Brrnchinga off mast always take p l w  at an angb to the direction of the heam,  

although aometimu they may almoat form a continuation of the adjoining, or pro- 
ducing cod of the puent river. Hen- the water enbn the h m c h  with a r e d d  
initial velocity, or oocuiondly with little mom than with what in due to i b  hei~ht 
u a column of fluid, and being unable to carry forward the whole of the dstrihu 
with which it ia charged, the comer poltiom ue deporibd md the had of tbs 
etsuent becomer rrLed above the bed of the principd rtrum. Thua the had d 
the Bhngimttee t always, u we u y ,  choked with nand." 
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wider or narrower stream with a momentum due to gravity, ever im- 
pelled in the direction of the lowest level, and passing through a re- * medium of earth, or sand or gravel. The river ia first deflected 
to me side by an obstacle on its right, and then impelled back again 
by an obstacle on its left, but as it hae also an onward motion of its 
own, the result of these mutually influencing forces is a series of oscil- 
ktionn on either aide of a central line. Thia is illustrated by a top 
q b i n g  at an angle, or by a carriage swaying to and fro on an uneven 
rod, which wil l  not always upset, although ite centre of gravity may be 
off the perpendicular. The bounding of a ball along a plain, or the 
d a c e  of a lake, is also to the point. I t  is urged upward by the r e l t  
urce of the water, it inclines downward from gravity, and it is impelled 
forward by ita original momentum,-the result being a waving line of 
pkgnm in a vertical plane, similar to what a river exhibits on a hori- 
zontal plane. I do not think these deflections and windings of rivers 
h e  eva been investigated analytically and reduced to formulae, but 
their determination is of practical value, and I hope that a competent 
mathematician, like Mr. Pratt, may be inclined to give his attention to 
the sabject. 

mproper  system of embanking obvioualy that propwed.-These 
ehureteristiw of rivers being admitted as true, it is plain that the 
mutry generally should be protected by embankments formed on the 
verge of the belt of variation, and that lands within the belt should be 
protected by inferior embankments, over which an unusual flood. may 
aweep, and so perhaps destroy them, but without reaching the summit 
of the main lines. I t  ia not proposed to enter into the details of the 
conatmetion of theae dikes, which must vary according to soil, exposure, 
&., but it is obvious that the smaller ones should always allow a 
modemte space, called a " free-way," on either side of the channel for 
the time being, that neither set of embankments should form sharp 
qks,  but rather bend the current by means of a rounded trace, and 
thrt for the m e  reason the inner sides of the bunds" should slope 
paddy into the country or towards the river, although the outer 
k may be as perpendicular as the nature of the soil will allow, or as 
&stances may render convenient. 

Bdanhents  mroda~ t k  t&y of river6 to raise their lie&, and 

1 cqlicatc t b  d i t i a u  rendering remote, but total chunger of courue 
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neceu8ay.-The natural tendency of the double aet of embankments, 
M indeed of all dikes, will be to cause the river to carry its dluvium 
farther and farther, and eo gradually to raise both the bed of the im- 
mediate channel, and also of the general surface within the limite of 
the belt of variation. The belt d l  thus become higher above the 
neighbouring p h ,  and will a h  atretch farther into them, than would 
have been effected by nature alone. After a time there may be danger 
in retaining an immense flood above the level of the country, which 
without such embankmenta would at an earlier period have sought an 
escape to the right or left. The question wi l l  then ark, In ahat 
directions can the river be taken so 8s to cause the leaet m d c e  of 
property with the greateat prospect of a long continuance in the lioe 
chosen ? Such a question has now in fact to be determined with re- 
spect to the ~arnooda, but it can only be properly discussed after the 
requisite data of levels, volume of water, &c. have been ascertained. 
The propoeition eometimea made of abandoning the "bunds" of the 
Damooda aeems unworthy of the science of the age, and if carried out 
would certainly cause a great destruction of property and lead to much 
peraonal diatreea among the poor. 

On the Origin, Location, Numiera, Creed, Cuatotlld, Character and 
Condition of the Kdech, Bodo and Dhimdl people, with a general 

deuctiption of the climute they dwell in. By B. H. HODGSON, Eq. 

If we commence our reeearchea into the aboriginal tonguea and rsaee 

of India in ita northeast corner or Aaaam, we find that province rich in 
euch materials for enquiry. But the majority of the numeroua abori- 
ginea of the mountaim of Asesm, appear to belong to the monosyllabic- 
tongued or Chineae stem, with which we have nothing to do. A line 
drawn north and eouth acroee the Brahmap6tr6, in the general direction 
of the Dhansri river, and continued eouthwarda eo ss to leave K&t& 
within it or to the weat of it, would seem not very inaccurately to divide 
the monoeyllabic-tongued from the Tamulian mountnineera. Poaaibly, 
indeed, some of the hill tribes to the north of the BrahmapGtd, although 
within the Tmulian limita, as above conjecturally defined, may yet be 
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f o d  to belong to the monoeyllabic-tongued races ;* but to the south 
of that river, I think, it is pretty evident that auch is not the case, for 
the BBchttrb~,  Khmii and G M 8  are, in creed, customs and lsngusges, 
either identical with, or mwt closely &ed to, the Bodo, while the 
K6Qi BbbM, and mjbng, if not rather nominal than real distinctions 
(Hajong, Hojai Kachari) are but branchea of the great Bodo or M&h 
bmiiy, w h w  proper habitet, be it membered, is the plains and not 
the mountains. I ehould add, that it is a mistake to suppose the mass 
of the population in the atally of Assam to be of Arian ram. I allude 
to the D h e W  or common cultivators of the valley, who, aa well as the 
gaC& and K h h  of that valley, are Tamulians, as is proved beyond 
a doabt by their ~hymcal attriiutee, and in despite of that B@i die- 
+ of speech and cnetoma, which has misled superficial observers. The 
dhrstrstion of these Aseamese racee is, however, I believe, in better hande 
thsn mine ; and I therefore &all proceed for the present more westward. 
W h o  should advance from G d @ h  in Assam to Aliganj in Morang 
would, in traversing a distance of some 150 miles along the skirta of the 
mountains of Bhfitht and Sikim, paaa through the country of the fol- 
lowing aborigines of Tamulian extraction : the Kdcch, the Bodo, the 
Dhhd, the RbbM, the HBjong, the KG& the Batar or Bor, Khrat, 
P.ILh, fhpi, Marsha, and Dhanuk, not again to mention the Kach6- 

qaantely, they being demomtrably identical with the Bodo, and 
a, in tuture to be regarded, nor further dwelling now on the Hharries 
md Qanw than to o k e  that Buchanan notes them as parts of the 
popdnhn of Rungpbr in i& old extent.$ We may have more to say 

I * In the Nortbern Hills dao the Dhansri s a m a  to demark the Alpine race' of 
T i h  origin (ending e u b r l y  with the Lhopa or Bhutanese) from the Daphlas, 
A h ,  Bon, Abon, M i h m b ,  Miria and othen of apparently Chinetiestock or Indo- 
Chime, that is, rnotloqllabic. 
t Bb$rirr mete Bh6riot. the end of Bh6t, Sanskrit name of the country which 

h -1s t h e w e l r a  all Lb6, but like the Hindu ,  comider it an appendage of 
r. T i t ,  of which the former b the Srnrlvit and the latter the Peniao. desig- 

&. The native one ia B6d. 
15 in 60 words of Brown's Voerbulav, ue the u m e  in Ghr6 and in Mkcch, 

d tb rhola 60 o r  nearly BO in Knchiri and Mkcch. &in, the K . c h f i  called 

1 W . u  Bodo, md w, do ths M a ;  and lastly the M r i  deitiea Sijii, Mu. 

r q  likewiw M6cch deiLiektbe chief one8 too of both people to 
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of the rest of these tribes hereafter. Many of them have abandoned 
wholly their own tongues, and a deal of their own manners. But our 
present business is with the K h h ,  Bodo and Dhim6l, and firat with the 
first. 

KdccA Location.-In the northern part of Bend, towards Dglimkdt, 
appear3 to have been long located the most numemu9 and powerful 
people of Tamulian extraction on this side the Ganges, and the only one 
which, aRer the complete aecendency of the Arians had been estsblished, 
was able to retain or recover political power or possession of the open 
plains. What may have been the condition of the Kocch in the palmy 
days of Hinduiem cannot now be ascertained : but it is certain that after 
the Moelem had taken the place of the Hindu suzerainty, this people be- 
aune so important that Abul Fazl could state Bengal as being " bounded 
on the north by the kingdom of Kocch which, he adds, includes Kam- 
mp." Hdjd founded this kingdom towards the close of the fifteenth cen- 
tury, or beginning of the sixteenth, and it was retained by his sovereign 
successore for nearly 200 years.* In 1773 the Company's gigantic power 
absorbed the Kocch Rbj, which once included the western half of Assam 
on one side and the esatern half of M 6 m g  on the other, with ell the 
intervening county, reaching east and weat from the Dhanari river to 
the Konki, whilst north and south it stretched from Dblimk6t to Ghbp- 
g u t .  In other words the Kocch Rgj extended from 880 to 934 east 

longitude, and from 25 to 27 north latitude, Kocch Bihar being i t .  me- 
tropolia, and it8 limite being coequal with those of the famous yet o b  
scure KBmrhp of the Tantras. Hdjo's representative still exeiciees jura 
regalia in that portion of the ancient possessions of the family which ie 
called Nij Bihxlr, and he and the Jilpaigori and Pbngti Rajaa, together 
with the Bijni and Da.rang Rajas, and several of the Lords Marchers 
of the north frontier of KBmrGp (Barhas of the Dwhs)-all of the same 
lineagmtill hold as Zamindar Rajae most of the Ian& between S i k i ,  
Bh6tBn and Khrhp ,  as at present constituted, and a southern line near- 
ly coincident with the 26' of north latitude. Sukla Dev of the Kocch 
dynasty divided the kingdom, and there seems to have been in later 
times a triple Sultanat fixed at Bihar, Rangamati and Gauhati. The 

whom I restore their proper name. These are abundant proofs or common origin 
of Garla dao. 

* Buch. hngpur, Vol. 111. p. 419, &. drc. 
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1 Rajd~ of G a u U  and their kinamen of D- extended the K w h  
dominion eastward to and beyond the Mbjuli, or p t  Island of the 
Bnhmsplitz& HBj6, the founder, having no sons, gave his daughter 
md heirem to a Bodo or M&h chief in marriage; and to the wise 
policy indicated by thia act (the policy of uniting the aborigines and 
direceing their united force againet intruders) was the founder of the 
Kmh dynasty, indebted for hia succega againat the Moslems, the Bhh- 
tfnese and the Aeeomeae.* Neverthelees the successore of H8j6 speedi- 
ly abandoned that policy, casting off the Mecch (Bodo) with scorn, and 
mamcbg the very name of their own county and tribe, with their 
Imgollge, creed and matoma, in favour of those of the Ariam who, how- 
ever resolntely they may eachew the aboriginen, whilst continuing ob- 
lenre .nd contumaciona, never fail to hold out the hand of fellomhip to 

them, when they become powerful at once and docile. In a word, 
V i m  Sinh, the conqueror's grandeon, with all the people of condition, 
qmtathd to Hinduiem : the country wna renamed BiheuLthe people, ~~ ; so that none but the low and mean of thia race could longer 
t4knt.e the very name of Kocch, and moat of theae, being refused a 
h t  status under the Hindu regime, yet infected, like their betters, 
with the diqmition to change, very wiaely adopted I s l h  in preference 
b bclot Hinduism. Thne the mess of the Kocch people beaune Maho- 
e, ,and the higher pules, Hiidus ; both style themeelvea R4j- 
b d :  a remnant only still endure the name of Kocch ; and of these 
bot a partion adheres to the language, creed and cuetoms of their fore- 
b a a  it were, merely to perpetuate 8 testimony agnbt .  the apoe- 
trep of the reat I The above details are intereating for the light they 
thnn upon the ehurmter and genius of Hindu* which is certainly 
an &ve system, but not idexibly so ; and whih  it readily admita 
the powdid to the eminent stab of RajpGt vel Ghatriya, it is pmne 
to tender to the humble and obscure no atation above helotism--a narrow- - of polity that embled Buddbism not only to establieh itaelf in the 

* Ttss Yogini Tantra denounw there three, under the sppehtiour of Plov,. 
Y a m  d &urn=, ar the foreign reourpa of the h d .  Bnch. 111. 413. The 

( k u )  dladed to are the Ahoms, who held upper h a m  when the 
K d  bald lower d middle, but with ever-varying limitr. 

m R U ~  ir tb Lcpeb. lume of the Bhutmae, urd map be the etymon of the Phva of 
tk T-.L T& pgpL of Bhutan dl thmlclvn Lhbpk. 

4 Y 
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ve y metropolis of Hinduism (Bihar, Oude, Benares) but for 15 to 16 
atur ies* (sixth B. C. to eleventh A. D ) to onteat with it the palm of 
superiority. The Yogini Tmtra very properly denominates the KO& 
Mldechae or abor@nee, the fact be'q imprinted in nnqudanable charac- 
ters on their non& phyeiognomy, md also on the bnguage a d  CUS- 
toms of their unconverted brethren. They are &d Kawcht in the 
Tmtra juat mrmed, ~ b r $  by the -61% or Bodon of Aeecrm, b 6 l  by 
the Dhim6le, and Kocch by the Mecch ar B o b  of the M e  as well aa 
by themselves, where- not perplexed with Brahmaical d e k .  Bucha- 
nan, who ras furnished with every applisnce for aetiaf- lasesrch, 
and whoae sagacity was not unworthy of his opportunities, estimated 
the numbers of the K d  people twenty-fire years ago, at 350,000 
nearly. I am not aware that any good census hss since been taken, d 
I have feiled to obtain a general estimate : but fmm much inquiry, 
sided by Major Jenkinn, Dr. Campbell and Permaxud Bchaj, I am- 
clude h t  Buchuran mieeed a great many of them vnder the disguiae 
of blr$m, that cultivatio~~ bre d y  increesed since his time, that the 
Kocch abound throughout the northan part of Run&, Rhea, Di- 
najph, M-g and in al l  Hgnrup and D m q ,  ss far .s the D h r i  
river, and that their numbers arnnot be lesa than 800,000 ewltipoasiily 
even a million or million and qnarter. In Aeaam they rue divided into 
Kamthali and Madai or Sham, and Kolita or Khoh, lurd in Rungp6rS&. 
into U j b d  and K d - t h e  of the Moslem faith every where drag 
ping theh ethnographic designation. Their firat plienta were Debehi,S 
their next Kolita or Khokta, and their kt, the Brshmans or M e ,  
Buchsnsn vouches that their primitive or proper language (as still ueed 
by the unadulterated remnant of the race) hae no &ty with the PI& 
fits, and 1 can attest the entire conformity of the ph*ognok j of all, 

* S . k p  w a ~  probably born in 545 B. C. a d  died in 465, and that hi8 crmd WM 

rtill flourishing in the elerenth antury A. D. ir prored by the then rolsmn npur  of 
the great temple at Gay& The pertemtion however war hot in the ninth. 

t Thii ia identical with K6cch, the d i 8 e ~  being merely that of the Sawcrit 
and Prakrit forms of the 8ams word. 

$ Ohm tb.r thu ir the name of tb atrat  Bado .nd Dhh161 pdatlood, 0.t 

of numerolu proof8 d s m o ~ h t i ~  of th a i l ~ i Q  d dl thr t h  people. 
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d of the creed and matoms of this remnant with thoee of the other 
.bOrigka mound them. I have already stated that I failed to get at 
the unconverted Koceh, and that my Vocabulsry ie that of the converted. 
kcafter I trunt to mpply t h i ~  dcsiderotum, m d  in the mmwhile I 
annd do better than give Buchanan'e u n d y  aveful and ample sc- 
mnnt of the condition, creed and c m h m ~  of this peopibwhich, h h g  
campred with my m mbtquent &dement of the codition, creed 
and costoms of the BoQ snd Dhin$l (of whom Buchanan nays little or 

mthing), wil l  estisfactoriy the dbiq I have insisted on. 
K M  S t u t ~ . - - ~  The primitive or P h i  K d  live amid the wood% 

frequently changing their abode in order to cultivate lands enriched by a 
Mbm. They cultivate entirely with the hoe, sad more carefully -than 
their (Arian) neighbow who use the plough, h r  they weed their crop% 
which the 0 t h  do not. As they keep h o e  and poultry they are bet- 
tu fed than the Hindus, and sa they make a fermented liquor* from ri- 
their diet b more etrengthening. The clothing of the Phi  Kocch i 
mrde by the romm, snd ie in genernl blue, dyed by themselved with 
their own indigo, the borders red dyed with Morindn. The material is 
eotbn of their own growth, and they are better clothed than the m w  
of the Bengalcae. Their huts are at leaet ae good, nor are t h y  rPiaed 
on posts like the houses of the Indo-Chinese, at leaat, not generally so. 
Thcir only arms are spuus : but they use iron shod implnnenta of agri- 
culture, which the Bengdeee often do not. They eat mine, goate, 

sheep, deer, buffdoes, rhinoam, fowls, and duck-not beef-nor 
dogs, nor cats, urn fmgs, nor makes. They ase tobacco and beer, but 
reject opium and hemp. They eat no tame animd without o5eting it 
to God (the gob), and consider that he who is lenst reatrained ie most 
exalted, allowing the W s  to be theiu mperiom, bearaee the G&~E may 
eat beef. The men are EO gallant ae to have made over all property to 
the mmen, who in return are most indnetrioue, weaving, spinning, brew- 
ing, pbting, eoving, in a word, doing all work not above their strength. 
men a mman dies the family property goes to her daqhters, and 
"hen he liva with hi wife's mother, obeying her and 
bia rife. Msrrisges are usually arranged by mothers in noluge, but 

The c W i  Zyth, &&v, beer without hops, M uoireml among the Abori. 
gim in the of spiritr or dbtilled wahrr. 

4 Y 2 
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c o d t i n g  the destined bride. Grown up women may select a husband 
for themselves, md another, if the first die. A girl's marriage costa the 
mother 1 0 rupeega  boy's 5 rupeea. This sum is expended in a feast 
with sacri6ce, which completes the ceremony. Few remain 1-4 

or live long. I saw no grey hairs. Girls, who are frail, can alwap 
marry their lover. Under such rule, polygamy, c o n c u b i i  and add- 
t e y  are not tolerated. The bst subjects to s ruinous h e ,  which if not 
paid, the offender becoma a slave. No one can marry out of his own 

tribe. If he do, he is hed .  Butties are unknown, and widows alwaye 
having property can pick out a new husband at discretion. The dead 
are kept two days, during which the family mourn, and the kindred and 
friends assemble and feast, dance and sing. The body is then burned 
by s river's side, and each person having bathed, returns to his u s d  
occupation. A h e r d  costa 10 rupem, as several pigs must be sacri- 
ficed ta the manes. This tribe has no letters ; but a sort of p k t h o o d  
called D66shi, who marry and work like other people. Their office ie 
not hereditary, and every body employs what D66shi he pleases, but 
eome one always aasiste at every sacrifice and geta a share. The Kocch 
racrifice to the 8un, moon and atam, to the gods of rivere, hills and 
woo& and every year, at harvest home, they offer fruits and a fowl to 
deceased parents, though they believe not in a future state. (1) The chief 
gods are Rishi and his wife Jbgd. After the rains the whole tribe d e  
s grand sacrifice to these gods, and ocxwionally a h ,  in canes of distreea. 
There are no images. The go& get the blood of s a d c e e  ; their vota- 
ries, the meat. Disputes are settled among themselves by juriea of 
Elders, the women b e i i  excluded here, however despotic at home. If 
a man i n m  a fine, he cannot pay with purse, he must with person, 
becoming a bondman, on food and raiment only, unless hie wife can and 
kill redeem him. 

Climate.-The climate of north Benghl or Kocch (including the coun- 
try of the people so called, and of the Bodo md DhimQs) is too well 
known to require my particular notice. I t  is much leas hedthfnl than 
that of north Bihdir, being infested with low-fevera, which are either 
propagated from the wildsnorth and east of it, or, more probably, gene- 
rated on the spot by excessive moisture and vegetation in the very ex- 
tensive tracta of wsste, still unhappily to be found every where east of 
the K6si river. West of that river, or in the ancient Mithila, and 
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mbdw north BihQu, the climate ie rs much more aalubriow as cultiva- 
tiba is more diffused. The Saul forest every where, but especially to 
the cast of the Kki, ie malarious to an extent which no human beings 
ern endure, nave the remarkable races, which for agea have made it their 

ctrrelling place. To all others, European or native, it is deadly from 
April to November. Yet the Dhimhl, the Bodo, the Kfchak, the 
ThM, the Wnwdir, not only live but thrive in it, exhibiting no symp- 
toms whatever of that dreadful stricken aspect of countenance and fonn 
whieb muh the victim of malaria. The like &pacity to breathe msla- 
ria u though it were common air charaderises nearly all the Tamulian 
&origin- of India, as the K618, the Bhlls, the Gdnds, who are all h e  
and healthy races of men, though dwelli i  where no other human beings 
can exist. This single fact is to my mind demonstration that the Tamu- 
I~UKI have tenanted the wilde they now dwell in for many centurieu, 
probably, 30,* because a aery great lapse of time could alone work so 
maderful an dect upon the human frame, and even with the allow- 
lace of centuries, the fact stande forth as one of the miracles of human 
kind, which those who can explain may sneer at the other amazing 
dinmities worked by time and clime on that marvellorn unit, the seed 
d A h l  The Bodo and Dhim& whom I communiated with, 

alleged that they cannot endure the climate of the plaine, where 
! the heat givea them fevers. This is a mere excuse for their known 

aversion to quit the forest; for their eastern brethren dwell and 
till like natives in the open plains of Assam, just ae the K61e of 

! mth Bii ( D h i n p )  do now in every part of the plains of 
j Bihb and Bend, in varim Pites abroad, and lastly in the lofty sub- 

H ~ ~ Y M .  The Kbla are, indeed, ae enterprising, as induetrious, and 
thcy should be employed by every European who seeks to reduce and 
cultivate my part of the malariow foresb of 1ndia.t But, it muat not be 
forgo#en, that the very name qualities of freedom from &ling preju- 

Them k no ab.lirtie virtue" in 30, u Mr. Lyall observe8 in referma to 
 hi^ theory of the fourfold divirion of tertiary rock#. That number wprerrly ir 

pm, bowever, beemare about 3000 yarn back in the probable date of the emmi- 
p t h  of the Arim Hindna. 
t H m  c o m a  it that the I k p h  p n t a r ,  whom the m d u h  diubla through 

1 trt 
a. not p-re Dhanp. or ~ b l s . ,  who would m w e r  thoroagh1y 

; -1, lor &e parpore in view ? I rpslk from much uptimes. 
I 
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dices, cheerful docility, and peaceable industrious habits and temper, 
which render the Kdls now eo valuable to us, are the inherent charac- 
teristics of most of the aboriginee, requiring only the hand and eye of 
a paternal Government to call them forth, M in the case of the Kbb. 
Agea of insolent oppression drove the aborigines to the wilds, and kept 
them there till their shyness of all atrangers had become rooted and in- 
tense. But I can answer for the Bodo and Dhimsl powming every 
good quality of the Kds, in an equal or superior degree, and the Bodo 
have already ahown us with what facility those qualities may be put in 
d o n  for our benefit as well as their own. 

Phyaical type of all.-The physical type of the Kocch, u, am- 
trasted with h i t  of the Hindu, is palpable, but not M, as compared 
with that of the Bodo and Dhim4l. In other words, the physical t p e  
in aU the Tamulians, (of this frontier at leaat) tends to onenem. A 
practised eye will distinpbh at a glanca between the Arian and Tamu- 
lian style of featurea and form- practised pen will readily make the 
distinction f e l t b u t  to perceive and to make others perceive, by pen or 
pencil, the physical traits that separate each group or people of Arian 
or of Tam& extraction from each other group, would be a task in- 
deed ! In the Arian form (Hindu) there is height, symmetry, lightneaa 
and fiexibiity : in the Arian face an oval contour with ample forehead 
and moderate jaws and month ; a round chin, perpendicular with the fore- 
head ; a regular set of distinct and fine features ; a well raised and un- 
expanded nose, with elliptic me8 ; a well sized and finely opened eye, 
running directly across the face ; no want of eye-brow, eye-lash or 
beard ; and lastly, a clear brunet complexion, often not darker than 
that of the most southern Europeans. 

In the Tamulisn form, on the contrary, there is leaa height, lees 
symmetry, more dumpiness and fleah : in the Tamulian face, a some- 
what lozenge contour caused by the large cheek bones ; less perpendi- 
cularity in the features to the front, occasioned not so much by defect 
of forehead or chin, as by excess of jaws and mouth ; a larger propor- 
tion of face to head, and leaa roundness in the latter ; a broader, flatter 
face, with featurea less symmetrical, but perbaps more expressive, at  least 
of individuality ; a shorter, wider nose, often clubbed at the end and 
furnished with round nostrils ; eyes less, and leas fully opened aud lees 
evenly crossing the face by their line of aperture ; ears larger ; lips 
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thicker; beard deficient ; wlour brunet as in the Isat, but darker on 
the whole and, as in it, very various. Such is the general description 
of the Indian Aria- and Tamuliana. With regard to the particular 
rs~lrs of the latter, it can only be aafely said, that the mountaineers ex- 
hibit the Mongolian type of mankind more distinctly than the low- 
Lndera, and that they have, in general, a paler, yellower hue than the 
htter, among whom there are aome (individuals at least) nearly as black 
ra negroee. Among the KJh* I have seen many Orauna and Mhdaa 
nearly black ; whereaa the Larkas or H6e (says Tickell) are as pale, 
lind handaome too, as the highest caste Hindu? The K h h ,  Rodo 
and Dhirn& are as fair as their Bengali neighbourn on one aide, and 
m u d y  darker (especially the Bodo) than the mountainem above 
them on the other aide, and whom (the latter) they resemble in the 
rtyle of their features and form, only with all the phyaiognomical cha- 
r .cteristics softened down, and the frame less muscular and masaim. 
The K6b have a aimilar cast of face, and a very pleaaant one it ia to 
look upon in youth, exhibiting ordinarily far more of individuality, 
chuader m d  good humour than the more regular but tame and lifeleas 

of the Arian Hindua. 
Bodo and D&dLocatim.-I proceed now from the Kocch tribe to 

the Bodo and D h i d l  tribes, who occupy the entire northern and eastern 
rkirt~ of the K d  conntry, between the open plain8 and the mountains, 
both of which sites, generally speaking, they avoid, and adhere to the 
great forest belt that divides the two, and which is, on an average, from 
15 to 20 & b r d  The DhimB;le, who seem faet passing away as a 
repnte rrrce, and whorre numbers do not now exceed 15,000 souls, are 
at present confined to that portion of the Saul forest, lying between the 
Kwki and the Dhorla or Torsha, mired with the Bodo, but in separate 
rilkges, d without intermarriage. But the Bodo are still a very numer- 
oor ~ree, and extend, as foreatem, from the Shm4 to the Dhansri, and 
hence, d Bijni and the Bhfitan and S i m  Tarai, to the Konki, besides 
mpying  outaide the forest liiita, a large proportion of central and lower 
h. In  the divisions of Darang and Chatgari they constitute the maee 

K61 b ro old and ckseical name, and the ba t  I think for the great mur of 
aharigim intsrrerhg betwear.the Bbilr, the Gond~. and tho Gangas-at l ent  till 
m h o w  them bettar. The O ~ I I ,  Mundlr, KJln proper and Larkar, seem to be 
dltioct, .od the chief hmiim or rtirpa. 
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of the fixed population; they abound in Chbrdwhr and Noudwh: in Nou- 
&on and Tularnm's country, they are the most numerous tribe next to 
the Mikirs and Lalongs ; in K4mrCIp next to the Dhekri and Kocch ; 
whilst in the marchea or forest frontier of the north, from Bijni to dli- 
ganj of Morung, they form the sole population, except the few D h i m h ,  
who are mixed with them ; and in the eastern marches from Gaahati 
to Sylhet, they are lesa numeroue only than the Gdrbs, Bdbhh and 
Hbj6ngs, not to mention, that the two last, if not d l  three, are but 
Bodoa in disguise. I look upon the Ubh4  as merely the earlieat and 
moat complete converts to Hinduism, who have almost entirely aban- 
doned the Bodo tongue and customs, and upon the Hbjbngs or H o j d  
Knc& of Nowgong, as the next grade in time md degree of conver- 
sion, who now very generally affect a horror at being supposed confreres 
in speech or uaagea with the Bodo, though really auch. Nor have I 
any doubt, that the GQrbs are at leaat a most closely afliliated race, and 
no way connected with the monosyllabic-tongued tribea around them.* 
I do not, however, at  preaent include the Gdrh, or U b h L  or Hdj6nge 
among the Bodo, who are now viewed as embracing only the MBchm 
of the weat and the Kbch4ria of the east and south ; and, eo limited, 
this race numbers not lesa than 150 to 200,000 s o d .  An accnrrte 
general cenrms aeems out of queation except for Assam, but the above 
enumeration ie given as an approximate result of several statements 
obligingly mpplied to me by Mr. KeIlner, Mr. Scott, Dr. Campbell, 
and that enlightened traveller Permanand Achaya. Thue the N o  
race extends from Tipperah and the country of the Kdkb on the south- 
east, to Morung and the country of the Kichaks to the north-wat, cir- 
cling round the valley of h a m  by the course of the DAarrai, en mute 
to the north, though Major Jenkins asmrea me that Bod08 may be 
found even east of that river in the Aesam valley. The latitude and 
longitude of the Bodo country are the same with those of the Kocch 
country, to speak without any affectation of a precision the subject doee 
not admit of, and thus we may say the Bodo extend from 25 to 27 
north latitude, and from 88 to 93+ east longitude ; and that the Dhi- 
mbk3 are confined to the most weaterly part of thie wide range of coun- 
try, or that portion lying between the Konki and the Dhorla. My 

* See Nok at  page 703. 
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personal communications with these tribes were chiefly with those still 
found in dl their primitive unsophistication on the banks of the MQhi, 
.nd tnrm much intercourse with these, during four months, I conclude 
tlut neither people .have any authentic ancient traditions. Nevertheless 
tbe ancient connexion of the Dhim4ls with the west, and of the Bodo with 
the cast part of north Be@, ie vouched by the facts, that a tract of 
cormtry lying between the Konki and the Mahananda is still called Dhi- 
mili ; and a still larger tract situated betwen the great bend of the 
Bnhmcrpntrs and the G6rd hills is yet called Mhhp4r4. The close con- 
nection of the Bodo with Khmdp, is further confirmed by the facts of 
the mass of the people being still found there, though under the name of 
B.C& and by the intimate affinity of the Bodo speech and customs 
with those of the Gh-6~. The so-called Kdch6r Rajah is a new man 
and llim to the Bodo race, and so is the maes of the people of Khh4r. 
But T M m  in a Bodo ; and the late Rajah of Karaibari mother ; and 
tba Kdangddr chief a third ; and among the Lords marchers of the 
notbern eonfinen of Asearn, othere might ox& if not still, be found ; 
for when the k e p k  of the northern marches (towards Bhutan) was 
mtnuted to the K w h  race, that of the southern dw4rs or doom (to- 
d Gdr6 and Ngg$ land) was committed to the Bodo tribe, that ie, 
to ib chiefs. I t  would not appear that any chief of Dhimd race now 
airtr : but the scattered remnant of this race assure me that they once 
had chi& when they dwelt M a united people in Morung, on the banks 
of the &d (Rllmla) whence they removed to the TBngwB, and ulti- 
mately to m d  acrow the Konki, 60 years ago, in order to escape from 
6 6 r M  oppreeeion. Of the few lately extant chiefs of Bodo race, 
& =i&i Bajah's estate is transferred to the stranger, and the 
gJ.ng and 'Mkh chiefahips are shorn of much of their " fair pro- 
portion~." But in the days of HLj6, the Kocch founder, as w ell as in 
& of some of hi more pmdent~successora, -the Bodo seem to have 
had great political consequence, and if Hajos' descendants had steadily 
dhered to the wise maxima of their ancestor, their power might longer 
d more dectually have defied its enemies, whereas most of the 
Kocch Rajah followed the illiberal Arian maxims of Vhwa Sinh, and 
th the Bodo were driven back upon their beloved foreste, retreats 
" h a ,  speaking generally, neither they, nor the DhmAls, have since 
gnittpd, mve in Amam. I proceed now to the coneideration of the 

4 z 
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, status, creed and eustoms of the Bodo and Dhii. Upon these 
points the two people have so much in common that though I have 
myself gone through each parti& separately in regardto each people, 
I shall spare the patience of my readera by aggregating what ia com- 
mon, md separating only what is particular, to the Bodo and Dhimdl. 

Satuu-Cditim.-le condition or status of the Bodo and Dhimd 
people is that of erratic cultivators of the wilds. For, ages transcead- 
ing memory or tradition, they have paased beyond the savage or hunter 
state, and the nomadic or herdsman's estate, and have advanced to the 

third or agricultural grade of d progees, but so ae to indicate a not 
entirely broken connexion with the precedent condition of things ; for, 
though cultivators, all and exclusively, they are nomadic cultivators, so 
little connected with any one spot that neither the Bodo nor Dhimd 
kngnage posse~les a name for village.* Though dwelling in those wilds, 
wherein the people of the plaim (-4hirs and Gwtillaa) periodically gnae 
immense n~mbere of buffaloee and cows, they Bave no large herds or 
flocks of their own, to induce them to wander ; but, aa ~cn l tur i s t s  
little versed in artificial renovative proceaaes, they find in the exhenti 
tion of the worked soil nemmity, or in the high productiveness of the 

urn, a temptation, to perpetual movement. They never cultivate the 
same field beyond the second pear, or remain in the same village b 
yond the fourth to eixth year. After the lapee of 4 or 5 years they 
frequently return to their old fields and resume their cultivation, if in 
the interim the jungle hae grown well, and they have not been antici- 
pated by others, for there is no pretence of appmpristion other that1 
possessory, and if, therefore, another party have preceded them, ~ t r  

if the slow growth of the jungle give no snfficient promiee of a good 
stratum of ashes for the land when cleared by fire, they move 0x1 to 
another site, new or old. If old, they remme the identical fields they 
tilled before, bat never the d d  honeea or site of the old village, that 
being deemed unlucky. In general, however, they prefer new land to 
old, and having still abundance of unbroken foreet around them, they 
are in constant movement, more especially as, should they find r new 

Arra in annor muhat et saperest ager I So immutable ia human nature that 
the dacriptionr applied to our anartora in their prirtine atate us .brOlutely and 
most aigui5antly h e  of rimilrly drcumatmced rrcsr now abiding in the fomt 
juyla of In&. 
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rpot pnne nnfertile, they decamp dter the -first harvest ie got in.* 
They rre dl in the condition of eubjecta (of Ndphl, Sikim, BhfiBn or 
Britain) having no property whatever in the soil they till, and dischare 
b g  their dam to the Government they live under (Sikim, for example) 
I& by the annual payment of one rupee per agricultural implement, 
for as much land as they can cultivate therewith, (there is no land 
mmmue ;) 2114 by r corvde or tribute of labour for the sovereign and 
for hie local repmmtative. They calculate that they can raise 30 to 40 
nipeea worth of agricultural produce with one agricultural implement, 
so that the land tax is very light ; and the oorvb is more irksome 
thrn opprkve. It requires them, on the Rajah's behalf, to quit 
tbek homes for 3 or 4 days, thrice a year, in order to carry b&dem 
far him into the hills, whenever he has lpoda coming from the plains ; 
but, on the representative's behalf, to work only on the spot. Four 
times a year they must help to till his fields ; also to build or repair 
hia duelling-home ; to supply him with fuel and plates (leavea) when- 
erer be gives a feeet ; and, lastly, they must pay him one seer of cot- 
ton each year, for every cotton field they have. Very similar is 
the d t i o ~ ,  in regard to taxation, of the Bodo and Dhimdb, under 
the Wdpd snd B h d h  Governmente. Under the British, the perma- 
nent dtivators of the open lands of KdmrGp are subject to the usual 
a incidental to our rule, which they discharge with ease, owing 
to their industrious and orderly habits. Major Jenkins gives them the 
west character, observing t h a t u  they are a remarkably fine peesane 
ry and h v e  very superior cultivation of the permanent kind." This 
u .bondaut pmof of the doeiity of the Bodo, and strong preeumptive 
d e n =  that their erratic habita and adhesion to the wilds, elaewbere, 
ue the result of oppreaaion, at leaat M much as of the biae of pristine 
W m .  But., aa the Umn'lpian Bodo have abandoned with their 
dc pmpensitiea, a d d  of whatever is most characteristics of them 
u a race, I resume the delineation of them and of the Dhimrlls, 

found in simplicity between Bijni and Mirang. There 

* t&z. primitive habitr, #till in use from the Konki to tbe Moniah, and 

w k i i  Q& worthy of s t d y  and record, as beM primitiva, end u heiag corn. 
m o m  to -0 p q l s ,  the Bodo and Dhirnil, though abandoned by the Kimr6pi.P 
4 molt nameroam branch of the Bodom 

4 z 
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they are migratory cultivators of a mil, in which they claim no sort of 
right, proprietary or possessory, but which they are allowed to till npon 
the easy terms of a quit-rent and labour tax, because none others will 
or can enter their malaria-guarded limits. There is no separate calling 
of herdsman or shepherd, or tradesman or shop-keeper, or mannfc- 
turer or handicraft, alien or native, in these primitive societies, which 
admit no strangers among them, though they live on perfectly amicable 
tern with their neighbours, and thus can always procure, by purchasd 
or barter, the very few things which they require and do not produce 
themselves. To a person accustomed to the constiktion of social 
bodies in India, whether Arian or Tamulian, it must seem nearly im- 
possible, that communities could exiet without miths, and carpenters, 
and potters, and comers, and weavers, not to mention barbers. Yet of 
these helot craftamen, whose existence forms ao striking a feature of dl 
Indian societies, and whose origin and statue so much need* illustra- 
tion, there is no trace among the Bodo or DhimG, though they live 
apart from all others, like the Khdnds, Gdnds and K61a, who Roae 
these aliens among them ; and necessarily so, for their inaccessible po- 
sition and predacious propensities, would otherwise too often cut them 
off from all aid of craftsmen, whereas the Bodo and Dhim61, who dwell 
npon the plains, and on peaceful equitable terms with their neighboura, 
can always command such services, or rather their products in the mu- 
kets. The Bodo and Dhimeils have no buffdoes, few cows, no sheep. 
r good many goats, abundance of swine and poultry, mme pigeons and 

* When we mnsider the indinpenaablenem of the remca of them cnftrmsn, i t  
is remarkable that they ~hould  hnre continued to the pruent day, in a helot or out- 

orrte stab, not only among the Ariane, but even among the Tamnlianr, not only in 
the pl& but in the monntaina. My belief is, that most of the Tamnlians on the 
Arian eonqnwt, retired to the mountains and jungles, and that those wbo remained 
were rednced to helotirm and became tbe rrtizms of Arian aociety, nuch u we now 
res them. Agm afterwardti some of them pmed into the f a ~ ~ t n a a w  and wild1 oacr- 
pied by th& Tamulian brethren, in freedom, and fisrca detlurcs, for tha mart put, 
of tbeu Arian enemies. These immigmta us tha recant helot cdbnen  of the 
06ndr, Kh6ncb and K6b, mch u we now IM them ; T a m d i m  in origin like tha 
mutsm tbey =me, but from whom t h q  fdl to obtain hettar treatmsnt than from 
the Arianr. No common tie L recognired; and aga of freedom .ad of nnitub 
hare left no common tnit of k b r .  
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ducks. They have no need, therefore, of separate herdsmen, unless it 
rere swine herds, and these might be very uaeful in feeding their large 
&ore of pigs in the foreat. But they have no such vocation among 
them, each fam'iy tending its own stock of animals, which ia entirely 
anummed by that family, and no part thereof sold, though the proxi- 
mate hill-men would gladly purchase pigs from them. But they love 
mt trade nor barter further than is needful, and their need is contined 
to obtaining (besides rice) a few earthen and metalic culinary utensils, 
sti l l  fmer agricultural implements of iron, and some simple ornaments 

' 

for their women-4 which are readily obtained at the Kocch marts in 
exchange for the surplus cotton and oil seed of their efficient agriculture. 
Each man builds md furnishes hia own house, makes the wooden imple- 
mentti he requires, and ia hia own barber, or hie neighbour for him, and he 
for hia neighbour. He usea no leather and he makes basketry for himself 
md funily, w h i t  his wife spins, weaves and dyee the clothes of the fami- 
u, and brews the beer which all members of it freely conaume. Thus, 
dl mmufacturee are domestic, and all arts. The Bodo and Dhimfils are 
generally averse from taking service with, or doing work for strangers, 
whether as soldiers, menials, or carriers, though there are a few soldiers 
and servanta at Dorjiliq belonging to the Bodo race, who conduct them- 
d v e a  well in their respective capacities. Among their own communities 
there are neither servants nor slaves, nor aliens of any kind ; and 
rhibt their circumstance8 tend to perpetuate equality of means, neither 
their traditions, their religion nor their umges sanction any artificial 
dihwtiins of rank. Though they have no idea of a common tie of 
blood, yet there are no diverse septa, clans or tribee, among them, nor 
yet any caetes ; so that all Bodo and all Dhimfils are equal-absoluta- 
ly m in right or law-wonderfully so in fact. Nor ia thia equality 
the dead level of abject want. On the contrary, the Bodo and Dhi- 
& are exceedingly well-fed, and very comfortably clothed and homed, 
md ao won as you know them-for they are very ehy of strangers- 
their voices, looks, and conduct all proclaim the absence of that grovel- 
ling fear, and cunning which so shock one in one's in tercom with the 
people of Bengal, and the mass of whom are much worse fed, and die- 
t i d y  worse clothed and housed, than either Bodo or Dhimsrls. 

k . - I t  having been already stated, that these people are, and 
lure been, for ages, in condition of subjects of foreign Govern- 
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menta, I need hardly observe that they have no pubk law8 or 
polity whatever, nor even any tracee of that village emnomy which a~ 
pmminently distinguishes Indian-Arian societies. Their habite are 
too simple and migratory to allow of the existence of the village aye- 
tern, with ita train of hereditary functionaries and craftsmen. They 
dwell in the forest in little communities, coneisting of from 10 to 40 
homes, which they are perpetually shif)hg from place to p l q .  Each 
of these communities is, however, under a head called Gril by them- 
selves, Mondol by their neighbours. To the foreign Government they 
live under their Grh ia responsible for the revenue asseased which he 
pays periodically to the Rajah's representative-the Choudri-in cow- 
ries or rupees, the only currency. He kaa no scribe, nor keeps any 
accounts, his simple explanations to the Choudri being verbal. TO the 
Choudri he is answerable, likewise, for the keeping of the peace and for 
the arrest of criminals : but crimea of a deeper dye are almost unknown, 
and breachea of the peace, very rare. Should a murder or robbery 
occur the Choudri would take cognizance of it, assisted by 3 or 4 
proximate heads and elders of villages, and report to the Rajah, from 
whom elone in such caees, a decision could issue. With regard to hie 
own community, the head of the village has a general authoritp of 
voluntary rather than coercive origin ; and which, in cases of the least 
perplexity ia shared with the heads or elders of two or three neighbour- 
ing villages. Thoae who offend against the customs of the Bodo or 
Dhimdl, that is, their own customs, are admonished, fined, or excom- 
municated, according to the degree of the offence, the village prieat 
being called in, perchance, to give a higher mction to the award. The 
~ a m e  Jury-like tribunal, seems to have almost exclueive cognizance of 
C i d  Zmo, or the usages of each people in regard to inheritance, adoption, 
divorce, &c. Marriage ia rather a contract than a rite, and, M such, i 
dissoluble at the will of either party ; and if the divorce be ooc&nd 
by the wife's infidelity, the price pfiid for her to her pareate, muat be 
refunded by them. Dower is not in use, and women, in general, u e  
deemed incapable of holding or trenamitting property. All the sons 
get equal shares, nor is there any nice distinction of sons by marriage, 
adoption or concubinage. Adoption is common and creditable, even if 
there be one son of wedlock : concubinage is rare and discreditable. 
Daughters have no iuheritance nor dower : but if their parents be rich 
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md give them marriage presents, such are held to be their own, and 
rill be retained by them in the event of divorce. Neither Bodo nor 
D h i d  can marry beyond the limits of his own people, and if he do, 
be in severely fined. Within those limits only, two or three of the 
chest lutural ties are deemed a bar to marriage. In the event of 
bivoree, the children belong to the father or the eons to the father, and 
tbe daughters to the mother. If the husband take the adulterer in the 
fret, he may beet hi and likewise the wife ; but no more ;* and there- 
after, if he pleaae, he may put his wife away, when she and the adul- 
terer wi l l  amtinue to abide together aa man and wife, without scandal, 
but without marriage rite; or, if the husband please, he may pardon 
her and frequently does 80, should the offence have been the first, and 
committed with one of the tribe and not with an alien. Chastity is 
prired in man and woman, married and unmarried ; and, as a necessary 
emsequence, women are esteemed and respected, and divorce and sepa- 
ntion rare, notwithstanding the bad footing upon which the custom or . 
law of these nations eete the nuptial union. Siphilia ia absolutely 
mknm among the Bodo and D h i m 4 - a  fact that speaka volumes, 
md one that renders it scarcely necessary to add, that any class of 
women, devoted to unchastity, is a thing for which their languages have 
no m e ,  and their mannem, no place. Filial piety is not a marked 
fatare in their character, nor perhaps the want of it. Sons, on m a r  
hge., quit the parental roof, and sometimes, previously : but it is 
b e d  shameful to leave old parenta entirely alone, and the last of the 
mns, r h o  by hia departure, does so, is liable tn fine as well ss disin- 
heritance. Infanticide ie utterly unknown, with every savage rite allied 
to it, mch rrs human sacrifice, self-immolation and others, too frequent 

/ among rude people. Daughters, on the contrary, are cherished, and 

I deemed a source of wealth, not poverty, for every man must buy his 
r i t e  with coin or labour, and 'tis ve y seldom that the price comes to 

/ k demanded by the wronged and unforgiving husband. There is no 
I hr to romarringe, and satti is a rite held in abhorrence. 

I Lea~~&g.--Of learning and letters, the Bodo and Dhimds are totally 
bbid, and always have been so. The nume& of the cardinal scale 

I 2- p~bcttiu of Nepal the wronged h w h d  may, nay mart, day the 
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are only seven in the Bodo tongue, ten in the Dhimsls, and 'they have 
no ordinals at all. Beyond 7 or 10 they count by the Hindu ways of 

fours and of scores, end in this manner they can reckon to 200. Very 
few of the Bodo or Dhimas have learnt to write the neighbouring Pd- 
krite, but many can converse in them, particularly in the corrupt 
Ben@; prevailing fmm the Koai to the Brahmapfitra. To the segre- 
gated manner of life of the Bodo and Dhimh, and to the practice of 
both people of marrying only within the pale of their own folk, I ascrii 
the present purity of their la&uws. 

Religion.-The religion of the Bodo and Dhimds, is distinguished, 
like their manners and customs, by the absence of every thing that is 
shocking, ridiculous, or incommodious. I t  lends no sanction to bar, 
barow rites, nor does it hamper the commerce of life with tedious 
insane ceremonial observances. I t  takea less cognizance than it might 
advantageously do of thoae great sacraments of humanity, baptiem, 
marriage, and sepulture, withholding all sanction from the ht, and 
lending to the other two, especially marriage, a less decided sanction 
than the interest of society demand. The deplorable impedimenta to 
the business of society, occasioned by the Hindu (Arian) religion, are 
too well known to call for specification. But even some of the Tamu- 
lians are pestered with wages under the guise of rehgion, which are 
alike injurious to health and convenience,* or are pregnant with cruel- 

ty.? From all such crimes and mischiefs the religion of the Bodo 
and Dhimtils is wholly free. With the most striking events or dearest 
tiea of life it meddles little directly, confining itself almost exclusively 
to the propitiation of the superior powers by offerings and sacrificee. 
A Bodo or Dhimiil is born, is named, i weaned, is invested with the 
toga virilis, without any intervention of his priest, who ia summoned to 
marriages and funerals chiefly, if not solely, to perform the preliminary 
eacrifice, which ie indispensable to consecrate a feast, for no Bodo or 
DhimM will touch flesh, the blood of which has not been offered to the 
gods; and, flesh constitutes a goodly proportion of the material of 
those feasta which solemnbe funerals and weddings alike. 

) Kha8iar. Robiiaon'8 Assam, p. 413 and Bnchanan18 Reports, rol. 111. p. 
$ Gbros. Elliott. Anintic Researcher, 111. 29. Khbndr. Macpheraon'8 Re- 

portr and Taylor'r Account, ride Madm Jorund, No. 16, and C h t t n  Review, 
No. IX. 
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l4imthood.-The d c e  of the priesthood ia not an indefewible 
right re&ed in a easte, nor in the profession at all exclusive. Ths 
p&sta u e  native Bodo or Dhimhl, no way diatinwhed from the 
rclt of the community, either before or et€er induction. Occasionally 
tbe lan will succeed the father in this office, but rarely; and who- 
 eve^ choma to qarlify himaex, may become a priest, and may give up 
the pdeacion whenever he ~ e e e  fit. More than this, the E l h  of the 
psople may and do participate in the functions of the priesthood, and 
mn exercise them alone, M) that it in not improbable there wan a time 
*hea the dvil h d  of the community were likewho its ecahimtioal 
directom. Thia imperfect conetitution of the clerical office has, pro- 
bably, proved upon the whole a gnat blesdng to these people by aav- 
ing them from the trammels of all refined Pnpiism, (Egyptian, 
Cbsic, In*) though it has had the necessary ill &t of keeping 
their d i g i m s  idere in a state of extreme vagueness. I am not inclined 
to amaider the natural man" as a savage ; and I have no hesitation 
in uliing the  religion of the amiable Bodo and D h i d s ,  the religion 
of Nature, or rather, the natural religion of man. I t  consists, clearly 
wh, of the worship of the most striking and influential of sensible 
~bjoeCr--of the "starry hoot," and of the terrene elements-with a 
ngne but i m p d v e  reference of the powerr displayed by theae &- 
ble objects to an immaterial or moral aource, unknown indeed, but still 
dored .B Divine, and even M a divine Unity.* It in true that these 
btter wnceptione are too vague to be denominated, strictly epeaking, 
idey proper to these people, much lees positive teneta of their creed ; 
md hence their languages have no word for Qod, for soul, for heaven, 
bar hell, for sin, for piety, for prayer, for repentance. I t  is true that 
their gods an? many, and are all void of definite moral attributes 
(uve when their o m  meaner passions of vanity and anger and 
grief are occasionally ascribed to them). But still, in the  re-emi- 
amce migned, however vaguely, to one (or two) of theae go&, we 
aanot deny to theae simple-minded races the germ of a feeling of 
God's unity ; and when they appeal to Him M the avenger of pe jury. 
the auretioner of an oath-we must acknowledge that the 'moral aenti- 

* I & tbs carillor to Pope'm anirer~d prayer, rod to t h t  frmoua fane of anti- 

quity dediatsd to the unknown God. 
5 A 
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menu of their own nature kehtibly impel them to d b e  like senti- 
menb to the godhead. Now, in every aerioun matter of di8put.e tht 

oannot be decided by teetimwy, oanally eo called, oaths and odedo ue 
hd recoarse to---end both, M substitutes for, and confirmdvea of, 
evidence, accord'ig to the ancient Jewiah (nay, u u i d )  noticwe on 
this head. But oatha and ordeds are appeal# to the moral nature of 
the Divinity: nor can it be denied that, though the practical nd@o11 

of the Bodo and Dhim6ls consista of idle der ing  and aacrificea to 
trivial deitiea, yet that aupplicatioua for pro- from danger, and 
thsnkegivings, when it ie over, accompany these offerings and t h w  M- 

d c e s ,  forming a part, how indderable soever, of the religious righb 
of the people M conducted by the priesthood. The prieats, or the elderr, 
wperintend the administration of oatha and of ordeals : the prienta a l o ~  
direct and conduct thoee high feuti* which thrice a year are celebrat- 
ed in honour ofthe Elemental go&, and once a year in honour of the 
haneehold divinities ; aa likewbe those occasional acta of wonhip, which 
originate with more or leoe d i W ,  or individual, calamity. The calami- 
ties to which the Bodo and Dhimdl stand moat exposed, are Qasll-pas 
and cholera, which sorely al&t them ; and drought, blight, and the ra- 
rages of wild elephants and rhinoceroees, from which their crops d r  
not leas, D k a w  are conaidered to sriae entirely from preternatural 
agency, and hena there are no medical men, but a regular dm of 
&kt, who are a branch of the priesthood, and w h w  mode of 
relieving the p w a e d  or rick will be deecribed presently. They am 
called Ojhh, and are the sole physiciaus. Smallpox ia the direet 
aumrge of the Bodo and Dhimbls ; next cholera (since 18 18) ; next 
iteh ; then dinem of the inhtinee, M d k h m  and dysentery ; then 
fever ; then goitre ; diaeaaes of the liver and lungs are very rare ; and 
aiphilia is unknown. The Bodo and Dhi& though healthy races, 
am not long-lived nor prolific. Grey hdrs are leu common than in 
the hiU1, or plaina : 60 is deemed a great age : a family of 8 or 9 l iv iq 
children is hardly h o r n  : 5 or 6 alive ia nwly the maximum ; and 2 
to 4 the mean. The hazardn and the importance of agriculture to the 
&do and Dhimfl, iue dcient ly  indicated by their creed, the three 
chief feetivala of which have almost exclusive reference thereto. Great 
m ue the ravages committed on the crops by in- and wild unimlln. 
drought mms to be dreaded still more than either, so that unong all 



tba IIUIIICTOUII gods Jupiter Plnvius, pe typed by the rivers, commande 
r mverence, wmnd to none with the Dhim&, second to one or two only 
rikh the Bodo. dU the riven between the Coei and the Torsha are 
chid divinities of the DhimP-ll thoee between the Konki and the 
&1 nadi, prime deities of the Bodo. Pire, however, indispenaible 
lgienltnrally for the oleuing of the forest, ia by no means equally re- 
rarnced ; nor the earth, which yields dl; nor the noble foreat, so 
ch&hed and so many waye indiapeneable ; nor the mountains whence 
mme very rivers ; nor even the sun and moon, which alone of 
tbs atany h w b  u e  worshipped at all. All these deities are wonhip 
ped hout ly  indeed, but none with mch earnestness as the rivers : 
lad yet the rivere flow too low to allow of their waten being turned 
ta hiption, so thnt it is aa an index of oopious rains, upon which 
d & l y  Bodo and Dhimsl crops are dependant, that the riven are 
ditM to this reverence, though croaaing aa they do m frequently 
d w dirsctly thr route of commnnioation through the country of 
ther, tribes, 'tin no wonder that they have u n d y  commanded at- 
hntioe When I k t  obtained lieb of the Bodo and Dhimlll divinities, 
at IW numerous mud ro devoid of attribntae, I wps exceediigly per- 
plersd what to make of these go& how to render them at dl intdigi- 
ble to myself or others. But one key to the enigma wan m n  found in 
the Hindn pantheon-mother in the k t  frontier maps, especially 
tbors of Bemell, where the riven proved to be so many Dii majares. 
A third clur of go& and a very importeat and chuseteristio one, in 
m p d  to the Bodo more perticnlarly, remained, however, for solution. 
Thre fb11owi45 the people themselves, I have denominated the 'house 
bdd godi~,' becnm their worship is conducted intaparistes. ' Nation- 
J' bowaver, were the fitter term, for these are the original deities of 
ths whale people, md though their worship be condu~ted at home, 
a in eaah house, the whole neighbouthood participates through the 

, b of the creeompanyiug esorifim and f a t ,  and reciprocally at 
arg houreholder'r of the village, once a year in solemn pomp, and 
more h p n t l y  and quietly aa occnaion may require. Not to men- 
tim that theee deities likewine share with the elemental gods the high 
kimuial f a t i d  above adverted to ; for how ample soever the Bodo or 

i 
D h i d  ptbeon,  their practical religion is as simple aa their manners, 
d they diepose of their mpeduone divinities by adoring them dl in 

5 n 2  
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the lump! A good many of the household or national divinities of 
the Bodo are elemental gode, chiefly rivers. Bbthb, however, the chid 
god of the Bodo, is not an elemental god : but he is clearly and in& 
putably identifiable with mnetiring tangibk, viz. the Sij or Euphorbi. ; 
though why that d e s s  and even exotic plant should have been thur 
selected to type the godhead, I have failed to ascertain. Mainou or 
Mainong is the wife of Bdth6, and equally revered with him : more I 
cannot learn of her. The supreme goda of the Dhimsrls are u a d y  
termed W d n g - N r h g ,  that is, the old ones, or father and mother of 
the go&. They likewise are a wedded pair, whose proper names sre, 
reepectively, Pochima and Timai vel TimPng, of whom the latter is un- 
doubtedly the Tiehta river ; and the former, I believe, the river Dhark. 
The Bodo and Dhim& have neither temple nor idol ; and altogether 
their religion belonge to the mme primitive era with their habita and 
manner% is void of offence or scandal, and if any judgme~t may be 
made of it from the mannera and ch.rder of ita profeeaore, in not 
without beneficial influencea. 

I prooeed now to some details upon this point, in which it dl be 
necessarJr sometime8 to weak separately, of the Bodo and Dhimil 
religions, though so little essentially distinct. This general cone- 
epondence extenda not merely to the e n t k  mbstauce aad dmactu of 
the religion, properly so called, of each people, but to all minor pointr 
cmnected therewith ; for example, both people have but a vague no- 
tion of the existence or functione of those Dii minorea called Cfeaii 
Farms, Satyrs and Sylvans by the c h i c  ancients, and Fairies, Spritee, 
Gnomea, Ogree, &c. by our Gothii or Teutonic ancentom. Neither 
people ie infeeted with the Gothic bugbear of ghosts, or with the 
Gothic and clessic follies of magicI sorcery, divining, omens, a t q k t i ,  
astrology or fortune-telling. On the other hd, both Bodo md 
Dhimiil dike and devoutly believe in witchcraftI of whiih they enter 
tain a deep dread, and likewise in the influence of the evil eye, though 
much leas dreaded than witchcratt. Omens are very elightly, if at rY, 
heeded by either. 
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Portheon.-The chief deitiea of the 
Boda and DhirndL. 

Bua6, chief god. Euphorbia 
or Sij plant. 

Mainon or wife of the 
mcj ,Mi) above. 9 
A&g, the above male, pair. relative oo o 
ghPrgi male. 
Abhkhfingar, male. 
KhoiK, male, river ? 
Maddh,  female. River Mo- 

or Bods. 
Bdi, male, river ? styled 1 

Brai or the ancient. 
B 4  female, river l styled the i 

rneient or Bfiroi. S. 
Bhmdaira, male, a Rajah. 
J m m ,  male, Ysmn of Hin- 

d ~ .  I 
K6ogar or male, Bhutanese 3 n ,  } Deity. 

i }males. 8 
Dhbrkbrd, mas. river, has- 
hnd of Tiehta. 

Wdkoai, female, river. 
Ti&@ ditto, ditto. 
lhgkai, ditto, ditto. . 
Mknchi, male, river. 

Pochiia, mas. father of the gods, 
the river Dhorla ? 

Timai vel fcem. mother of the 
~imang, } g o b  : the n h t a  

Ldkhim, river. faem. sister of Timai with 
aome : Mahanada ? 

Chim4, fcem. sister of Timai : the 
Koai river. 

Konokchiri, fcem. feeder of Konki 
river. 

Kangkai, fcem. ,er Kmki. 
Mhchi, fcem. river Mechi. 
Sonhi, mas. the Sonm river. 
Bonhi, mas. the B& or Doh. 
Dhdlpi, mas. the D d U y  river. 
Dmto, mu. styled the old. 
Chad%, mu. atyleti hjah, lo* . 

of Timai. 
Aphoi, mas. Ra'ah, son of Tiai, 
Biphoi, A p h h  ditto ditto & ditto tto ditto. ditto. 

Khphdn, ditto ditto ditto. 
Bhphirn, ditto ditto ditto. 
Shhti, clitto ditto ditto. 
Rong, mu. 
Aika, mas. et fmm. etyled the old. 

Tondl8, ditto, ditto. 
ditto, ditto : the Jer- '= B. 

B i k k h h g ~ ~ ,  ditto ditto : the 
Bdllban. 

-d;vi, female. Fliver 
ludmnulda. 

W - ' i  Brdhmapotra. fcem. 
&ter magna. 

malea, aom of Biphoi. 

i 
Females all; 

8 
3 

+ ' 
1 ' -- 

OdWng- 6 
Bni Bhand6ri. c 
Jholon Bhandhri. 
BltM, mde, a Raja. 
hpu*. 
Pbrou khl(ngnr. m 
Sbyhmadai, the mn, 
NokMblnnaQi, the moon. brothere. 

Khhchi  mahad6ii wives of the 
Khii mahad&, 7 sons of Ti- 
Airi mahad&, mai above 
Birti mahddi, given. Ap 
Nflo mahddi, parent17 Hin- 
W o  mahad4 du Deities, 

newly named, or rather re-- 
ed by the DhirnBils. 

% m u .  the sun. 
Tdli, fcem. the Moon. 
Bhmdi, f a n .  the Earth. 
S i i k o  Dir, the foreat gods. 
W o  Dlr, the mountain gods. 
Chsmbochiri, fcem. the Champa- 

mati river. 
Dhvai chi, faem. river P 
Phirl chiri, ditto ditto. 
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Hdmadai, the Earth, fcem. 
Whtmadai, Fire, mas. 
H4j6, Rajah, mpe. 
U'an, ditto ditto. 
~ b d t  i, ditto ditto. 
Phlllibar, mas. 

Uvai chiri, ditto ditto. 
Jivhht4 
Btiwhhnte, }FGs get; h t t  
Uwhhte,  an& of above Chiris. 

Dii minorea, male and 
female of each name, 
equivalent to the Bodo 

Jaman. 

g$ta, } Preside ;a,, nuptlk. 

. BMkhi ,  

Banari, ver . 
Extra lut of the Pantheon of the B h  of h a  a d  K h d p .  

8i'n Gohdn,* 
8 L  

Same M Bbthb. 
Male, great and mulipant. 

IMng chiklau, 
Rdng madai, Spirit. attendant on Shin$ pro- 
Ror gdm, itiated on occasione of sic new, 
h r & m  . Lath  or otho *ty. 
P4t bir, 
Hap b h  
Hap b&* 
Rang ~ k l a ,  
Boja tdkla, Spirita attendant on the 
Mojh Mojhg, 'I, Jang k alap; 
Jang khilip, 

kt. ","d g i ~ c r i f i c e d  t. 
them. 

Ch4ta bir, 
Matho blr, 
Khona khoni, 
Match langkhar, Dii minores, get fowls or eggs only 
Jang kh-9 in mcrifice. 
J q  khani, 
B h  Gorung, Same w BdrhaGosain of the K b d .  
Khok Gorung, Attendant spirit on last. 

* Ooh& ir m mere corrupttan d tbs Pnkrit Qouin, the Supreme 3 8Ijo & tbr 
Sij re1 Euphorbia, type of Batbo. 
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Male, a Penate. 
Agrang of rim lit .  f Fluviatile cities, mdigoant. Pi- 

geons sacrificed to them. 

IF lj.- Kdvfr, Indian Pluto. 

1 know not that I am add any thing worth preserving to the fore- 
*list of the deitia of the Bodo and Dhimd save what will fall 
mom appropriately under the head of rites and ceremonies. The liat 
6ght have been coneiderably enlarged, but chiefly by importstione 
drom the Hindu Pantheon ; and M these combt of mere names, it 

s&cient to obeeme, once for all, that the Bodo and DhimP 
bm h l y  adopted a good many of the Hindu gdd- partima- 
lwly the fonm of Ihuga or Kali, but without my of the rites 
Igpmpi.te to her worship, or even my images of her; The deities 
d the Bodo and Dhimal are divided into mdes and females, old and 
p u g ;  and the latter dbthction is muterid M indicating the relative 
nnl d conaide& of the go& : the rrncient or venerable (Brai- 

in Bodoy Wanq-- in D h i i  according to the sex) are the 
Dii mjores ; the young (Khuqu vel Jholou in Bodo, Whante in Dhi- 

are the Dii minma. It wil l  be notkd that several of the deities 
bep the title of ILjah ; and, M one of these (Hhjb) is a known historic 
parolZ it e m s  probable that this portion of the Bodo and Dhimhl 
plntbeon aempli6en the claeaic and Hindu practice of deifying the 
matrl benef.ctors of mankind-4n a mrd, apoth- or hero worship. 

in Bodo, is a general term, equivalent to Deity3 Divinity : Dir 
M m ,  are eorreapondent term in Dhimdl. 

&I+a rite8 and cmemonier.-The ritea of the Bodo and Dhi- 
dl nligiona are entirely aimk, and cunriet of offerings, amifices and 
PPn. The pmyera are few and simple, when stript of their mum- 
9 ; md moemtdy my being committed solely to the memoriee of 
l-tary and very trivially inetructed and mutable priesthood. 
% dollsid of inmeations of protection for the people md their 
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crops and domeatic animals ; of depreoatioua of wrath when nicknew, 
murrain, drought, blight, or the ravages of wild animals, prevail ; and 
thankegivinga when the crops are safely housed, or recent troubles arc 

paeaed. The offerings consist of milk, honey, parched rice, egge, 
flkera, fruits, and red lead or cochineal: the d c e s  of hogs, 
goate, fowla, ducks, and pigeons-moat commonly hogs and fowla. 
Sacrifices are deemed more worthy than offerings, so that all the higher 
deities, without referace to their suppoaed benevolence or malevolenee 
of nature, receive s a c r i f i q d  the lesser deities, offerings only. Li- 
bation~ of fermented liquor always accompany eacr i f i tx -h~e ,  to 
confess the whole truth, sacrifice and feaet are commutable words, 
and fesste. need to be crowned by copioue potations. Malevolence 
appear0 to be attributed to very few of the gods, though of couree 
all will reeent neglect ; but, in general, their natures are deemed bena 
volent ; and hence the absence of all savage or cruel rites. All dis- 
ewe, however, are ascribed to supernatural agency. The sick man 
ie supposed to be possessed by one of the deities, who racks him with 
pains as a punishment for impiety or neglect of the god in question. 
Hence, not the mediciner, but the exorciat is eummoned to the aick- 
man's aid. The exorcist ie called both by the Bodo and Dhimils 
Ojh& and he operates as follows. Thirteen leaves each with a few 
grains of rice upon it, are placed by the exorcist in a segment of a 

circle before him to represent the deitiea. The Ojhh, squatting on 
hie hams before the leaves, cauaes a pendulum attached to hie thumb 
by a string to vibrate before them, repeating invoc~tiolul the while. 
The god who has posaeseed the sick man, is indicated by the exclueive 
vibration of the pendulum towards his repreeentative leaf, which M 

then taken apart, and the god in question is naked, what sacrifice he 
requires ? a buffilo, a hog, a fowl, or a duck to spare the d e r e r .  He 
anmenr (the Ojha best knows how !) a hog ; and it is forthwith vowed 
by the sick man and promised by the exorcist, but only paid when the 
former has recovered. On recovery the animal is wrifieed, and ita 
blood offered to the offended deity. I witnessed this ceremony myself 
among the Dhimtilils, on which occaaia the thirteen deitiee invoked wen 
P&hima or Warhug, Timai or B6rBing, Lbkhim, Xonokaki, MBchi 
Chimh, Dmto, Chiddng, Aphbi, Biphdi, Andhhan (Aphhn), Tdto- 
phtia (Bhphh) and Shdti. A Bodo exorcist would proceed precisely 
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in the some manner, the only difference in the ceremony being the in- 
vocation of the Bodo gods instead of the D W  onea. 

Futiaab.-The great festivals of the year are three or four. The 
h i t  is held in DecemberJanuary, when the cotton crop is ready. I t  
is edled Shhkhar by the Bodo, HaAjata by the Dhim&. The s e  
cond is held in February-March. It is ~lcrmed WdgdBn6 by the Bodo, 
who alone obeerve it. The Bodo name for the third, which is cele 
b d  in July-August, when the rice comea into ear, ie Phdthdpno. 
The Dhimsils call it Qhvi pdja. The fourth great festival is held in 
October, and ie named Aihh6 by the Bodo-Pochima pakit by the 
D M .  The three firat of these feativala are comecrated to the ele- 
mental gods and to the interests of agriculture. They are celebrated 
abroad, not at home, ( B e n d y  on the banb of a river) whence at- 

tendance on them is call H o p n  hddong, or madai hddong, 'going 
forth to worship,' in contradistinction to the style of the 4th great 
fdi4 which is devoted to the household goda, and ia celebrated at 
hame. The Wagaldno or bamboo festival of the Bodo I witneased a 
y e u  or two eince, and will deacribe it is a sample of the whole. 
l h c e d b g  from Siligori to PankhnbM with Dr. Campbell, we came 
upon a party of Bodo in the bed of the river, within the Saul forest, 
a nther, were dram off the road by the noise they made. I t  WM a 
lott of chbraa of s few eyllables, solemnly and musically incanted, 
which, on reaching the epot, waa found to be uttered by thirteen Bodo 
men, who were drawn up in a circle facing inwarda, and each carrying 
r lofty bamboo pole decked with several tien of wearing apparel, and 
uowned with a Chow or Yak's tail. Within the circle were three men, 
one of whom, with an i m t ~ m e n t  like this ( I I ) in hie hands 
k d  to the music, waving hie weapon downwards on one side, so 
over the head, and then downwards on the other mde aud again over 
the head. He moved round the margin of the circle, in the centre of - 

rhioh stood two othen, one a De6shi, or priest, and the other an attend- 
mt or aervitor, called P h a n t d .  The prieet, clothed in red cotton, but 
not t o n e d  or otherwk distinguished from the rest of the party, 
m u i t e r d  an invocation, whereof the burden or chorus waa taken up by 
the thirteen forming the ring above noticed. The servitor bad a water 
pot in one hand and a brueh in the other, and from time to time, aa 
the rite proceeded, thie person moved out of the circle to sprinkle with 

5 B 
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the holy water another actor in this strange ceremony, and a principal 
one too. Thii is the WdA, or the poreeeeed, who when filled with 
the god, answern by inspiration to the queetiona of the priest as to the 
proepecta of the c o h g  season. When we firet discerned him, he 
was sitting on the ground panting and rolling hie eyee eo @n&mtly 
that I at once conjectured hi function. Shortly a b ~ ~ d s ,  the rite 
still proceeding, the D M  got up, entered the circle and commenced 
dancing with the rest, but more d d l y .  He held a short staff in his 
band, with which, from time to time he struck the bedizened poles, 
one by one, and lowering it as he struck. The chief dancer with the 
odd-shaped instrument, waxed more and more vehement in hie dance ; 
the inepired grew more and more maniacal ; the music more and more 
rapid ; the incantation more and more solemn and earnest ; till at  last 
amid a general lowering of the heada of the decked bamboo p o h  80 

that t b y  met and formed a canopy over him, the D66ds; wmt off in 
an affected fit, and the ceremony closed without any revelation-a cir- 
eumstance which must be recribed to the presence of the sceptid 
atrangers ; for it is faith alone that worketh miracles, and only among 
and for the faithful. This ceremony is performed a n n d y  by the 
Rajah of Siim's orders, or rather with his sanction of the wages d 
hie subjecte ; is addressed to the sun, the moon, the elemental go& 
and above all, to the rivers; and ia designed to enenre health and 
plenty in the coming year, as well ae to aecertain beforehand, ita promise 
or prospect through the revelations of the Dad& With regard to the 
festival sacred to the national or homebred (nohi) gods, called &hano 
by the Bodo and P6chirna pBk4 by the D h i m k  it ie to be observed that 
the rite, like the separate clam of deities adored thereby, ie more d i s t i i  
tively Bodo than Dhimhl. With both people the preeminence of mi* 
among the elements is conspicuous : but, whereas the river gods of the 
Dhimds have nearly absorbed all the reet, elementary or other, tbe 
household gob  of the Bodo stand conepicuoudy distinguiehed from the 
fluviatile deities. The Prochima and Timang of the Dhimals are one or 
both rivers : the Bdthd and MPinaog of the Bodo are neither of them 
rivers, and their interparietal rites are se clearly ditinguiahed from the 
ritee performed abroad to the fluviatile and other elemental gode. How- 
ever, the rites of Blith6 and Mainou are participated by deities of ele- 
mentary and watery nature, and, on the othet hand, the DhimBila amert 
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that Pkhima and Timai have a two-fold character, one of river go& 
(Dborla and lbhta),  and one of mpreme go&; and that they are 
dored, separately, in these two characters, the Pdchima p U  or home 
rite of October, being appropriated to them in the latter capacity, or 
that of mpreme gods. I have not witnessed the Pbchima pBkB, and 
tbrretore peak with hesitation. The Ai h d d *  ia performed aa follows. 
The friends and family being assembled, including aa many penom M 

the master of the house mn afford to feaat, the W s h i  or prieat enters 
the enelmre or yard of the house, in the centre of which ia invariably 
planted a Sfj or Enphorbii M the representative of BBthb, who ie the 
family ur wellas national god of the Bodo. TO Bdth6 thus represented 1 prayera, and a cock. ~e then proceed. i n b  
the home, d o r m  Mainou and sacrifices to her a hog. Next, the p r id ,  
the M y  and all the friends p r o c d  to mme convenient and pleasant 
spot in the ricinity, previously selected, and at which a little temporary 

I shed has been erected aa an altar, and there, with due ceremodee, an- 

\ &her hog ia aacri6ced to A@& a he-gat to Mandsho and to Bai, 
md a fowl, duck or pigeon (black, red, or white, according to the special 

i a d  well known taste of each god) to each of the remainiqg nine of the 
Nobi madai. The blood of the sacrifice belongs to the gods-the flesh 
to hia worshippers, and these now hold a high feast, at which beer and 
. b b a m  are freely used to animate the joyous conclave, but not epiriG 
nor opium, nor hemp. The goddess Mainou ia represented in the inbrio? 
of eacb h o w  by a bamboo poat about 3 feet high, fixed in the ground, 
md m o u n t e d  by a mudl earthen cup filled with nee. Before this 
symbol ia the great llnnnd sacrifice of the hog above noted, performed ; 
and before this, the females of the family, once a ~ t h ,  make offerings 

I of eggs. For the males, due attention to the four annual feativda is 
darned d e i e n t  in prosperous and healthful seasons. But sickness or 
&ty d r a y s  beget special rites and ceremonies, suited to the circum- 
chm of the calamity, and r d d r d  more particularly to the elemen- 
trl g&, if .the calamity be drought or blight or demtations of wild 
*to the household gods, if it be sickness. Huntere, likewise, 
rad &&ere, when they go forth to the c h ,  mrifice a fowl to the 
ellran +, to promote their snceeas ; and lastly, t h w  who have a 

* hi or A p .  b tbegodde.8~ K4mPky4 or Klrnrirp, ria genetru nature, Q p d  by 
L B b g a  a Yo& 

5 ~2 
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petition to prefer to their mperiors, conceive that a similar propitiation 
of Jishim and Mishim, or of the Chiris, will tend to the fulfilment of 
their requeate. And this, I think, is nearly the whole amount of rites 
and ceremonies which their religion prescribes to the Bodo and Dhirna. 
And anxious as I am fully to illustrate the topic, I will not try the 
patience of my readers hy describii all that variety of black victima 
and white, of red victims and blue, which each particular deity is deg- 
ed to prefer ; ht, because the subject is intrinsically t r i w ;  and 
second, becauee the diverse statements of my informanta lead me to 
suspect that the matter is optional or discretionary with each individual 
priest preemibing these minutiee. I have mentioned the rude symbols 
proper to BBth6 and Mainou. None of the other gods seem to have 
any at all, though a low line of kneaded clay attached to the TMli 
that surrounds the eacred Euphorbii in the yards of the Bodo M 

said to stand for the reat of the divinities, who, as I have already 
mid, are wont to be worshipped collectively rather than individd- 
ly ; and thus the sun, the moon and the earth, though adored by 
Bodo and by Dhimd, hare no separate rites, but are included in 
those appropriated to the elemental go&. Witchcraft is universal- 
ly dreaded by both Bodo and Dhimd. Witches (Dain and MMi i  
are supposed to owe their noxious power to their own wicked 
studies, or to the aid of preternatural beings. When any person is 
attlicted, the elders sesemble and summon three Ojhb or exorcbta, 
with whom aid and that of a cane freely wed, the elders endesvoar 
to extort from the witch a confession of the fact and the motives. 
By dint of questioning and of besting the witch is generally brought 
to confesmon, when he or she is aeked to remove the spell, to heal the 
bufferer, means of propitiating preternatural allies (if their agency be 
alleged) being at the aame time tendered to the witch, who is, however, 
forthwith expelled the district and put across the next river, with the 
concurrence of the local authorities. No other eorcery or black art 
eave that of witchea ie known; nor palmistry, augury, ~trology, 
nor, in a word, any other supposed command of the future than that 
described in the ' Wb galho' as the attribute, (for the nonce) of the 
D66di or vates. The evil eye cause some alarm to Bodo and to 
D h d ,  who call it mogon rubgo and mindjd respectively, and who 
mutiously avoid the evil-eyed person, but cannot eject him from the 
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mmrnuni~. The influence of the evil-eye is sought to be neutraliaed 
by deringa of parched millet and egga to Khoja Kajah and Mansha 
Llrjah-Dii minore who find no place in my catalogue, ample as it is. 
Mo-%h madai, I am told, likewise claims a place in the Bodo Panthe- 
on, and a distinguished place too, aa the protector of thia foreat-dwell- 
iog people, from beaata of prey, and especially the tiger. 

Priuthood.-The priesthood of the Bodo and D h h d s  is entire- 
ly the me, even to the nomenclature, which with both people 
apreesea the three sorts of clergy by the terms DMshi, Dhhmi and 
Ojha. Tbe DMmi (senior- priores!) is the district priest. The 
Dbhhi, the  village priest, and the Ojha, the village exorcist. The 
Mshi bas under him one servitor called Phantwa. There is rr 
Whi in nearly evey village. Over a small circle of villages one 
D h h i  presides and possesses a vaguely defined but universally recog- 
nised control over the D156shis of his district. The general consti- 
totion and functions of the clerical body have already been fully ex- 
plained. Priesta are mbject to no peculiar restraints, nor marked by 
my external sign of diverse dress or other. The connexion between 
prstor and flock is full of liberty for the latter, who collectively can 
eject their prieat if they diaapprove of him, or individually cnn desert 
him for mother if they please. He marries and cultivates like his flock, 
md dl that he can claim from them for his servicee ia, first, a share of 
evey animal sacrificed by him, and second, three days' help from each 
of hia h k  (the grown males), per annum towards the clearing and 
cultivation of the land he holde on the aame terms with them, and 
which have been already explained. Whoever thinks fit to learn the 
forrrm of .offering, sacrifice and accompanying invacation, can be a 
pried ; and if he get tired of the profession, he can throw it up when 
he d l .  Ojhaa stsnd not on the game footing with Dhhmis and Wd- 
&b : they are remunerated aolely by fees: but into either office- 
p k t a  or e x o b t h e  form of induction ia aimilar, coneieting merely 
of an introduction by the priests or exorciate of the neophyte to 
the gods, the tirst time he officiates. One D h h i  and two Daahis 
madly induct a D&ahi-three Ojhh, an Ojhh: and the formula ia 
W y  &at of an introduction-' this is so and so, who propasea, 0 
ye go& ! to dedicate himself to your service : mark how he performa 
the ri- &, if correctly, accept them at hia hands.' 
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Curt-.-Under this head I shall atate the usages observed at 
births, naming, weaning, togaririlie, marriage and death, r%gre%athg 

what is common, and distinguishing wht& is peculiar to the Bodo ot 
D h h b .  The customs of both people have a great similitude, owing 
to their perfect simplicity. They are derived, in fact, from nrrtnre, 
and nature as little atmined by arbitrary devices of man M can well be. 
At birth the mother hemelf cuts the navelatring, so lloon as she has 
recovered strength far the act. No midwim are found, lo that nature 
mnst do all, or the mother and offipring perish together. But deli- 
ries are almoet always very easy, and death in childbed scarcely known 
--a ble- derived from the active anduneophi~ticated m e r a  of the 
mx. The idea of unclesnnesa occasioned by births, and by death dm, 
is recognieed; but the period of unclesnnees and segregation ie very 
ehort, and the p d c a b r y  rites conkt  merely of bathing and shaving, 
performed by the parties themselves. The inf'ant is nuned i m m ~ y  
rfter birth, or M noon as the mother come abroad, which in dmp in 
4 or 5 days after delivery. There are no family names, or names derived 
from the gods. Most Bodo and Dhirn6le bear meaninglew desipatiou~, 
or any pawing went of the moment may euggeet a ttipiificant term : 
thm a Bh6th chief arrives at the village and the child is called J- ; 

or a hill pennant arrives, and it is named Gbgar, after the titular or 
general designation of the Bhdtire. Children are not weaned so bog 
M their mother can mckle them, which is always from two to three 
years-sometime more-and two children, the last md penultimate, 
are ocu~~ionally seen at the breast together. The delayed period of 
weaning will account in part for the limited fecundity of the women. 
When a Bodo or D h i d  comee of age, the event is not solemnised by 
any rite or socisl wage whatever. Marriage takes place at maturity, 
the male being usoally from 20 to 25 years of age, and the female, from 
15 to 20. Courtship is not sanctioned : the parents or friends negotiate 
the wedlock, though in lo simple a state of society it cannot be, but tbe 
parties have frequently met and are well known to each other. The 
IIindh wiaely md decorowly attach much diecredit to the parent, who 
taka a consideration" for the grrrnt of his Qugbter in marriage. No 
such delicacy is reeognieed by Bodo or Dhimd parents, who mruirMy 
demrnd and leeeive a price, which is called Jan in the language of the 
former, and G h d i  in that of the latter people. The armrunt variem 
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hDm 10 to 15 rupees among the Dhimda, from 15 to 45 among the 
Bale. I cannot learn the cause of the great difference. A youth who 
hu no mema of discharging this eum, mnet go to the houee of his 
&-in-law elect and there literally earn his wife by the meat of his 
b m ,  kbouring, more judaioo, upon mere diet for a term of years, 
nrgiag from tmo as an avenge, to five and even seven aa the extreme 

period. This eastom is named Gab% by the Bodo-Ghkjyd by the 
D~irnUa It, of eourae, implies a good deal of ioterconrae between the 
ktmthed youth md damsel prior to their nuptids ; but from all I can 
knt, htancea of opportunity abuaed aremoat rare. The legal nature 
md decta of the nuptial contract have been already explained under 
the head of laws : what concerns fecundity, longevity, LC. under the 
kul of medicine, as a branch of reliion. The marriage ceremony ia 
little perplexed with forms. After the eaaential preliminaries have been 
unnged, r p d n  in formed by the bridegroom elect and his friends, 
who p W  to the bride elect's house, attended by two females spe- 
*J appointed, to put red lead or oil on the bride elect's head, when 
the pmceaclion hrs reached her home. There a refection ia prepared, 
rfta partaking of which the procession return, conducting the bride 
cled to the house of the p m D s  perente. So far, the same rite ie 
common to the Bodo and Dhimd-the rest is peculiar to each. 
Among the D h i m a  the D66shi now proceeds to propitiate the go& 
)J oifrrioge. Ddta and B h k ,  who preeide over wedlock, are invok- 
ed, d betel l d  m d  red lead are presented to them. The bride 
ed groom elect are next placed aide by aide, and each fumiahed with . 
fin pgms, rirh which they are required to feed each other, while 
tk puenb of the p o r n  cover them with a eheet, upon which the 
D6Qhi, by spliaLliug holy water sanctifies and completes the nuptial& 
Among the Bodo the bride elect ia anointed at her own home with oil ; 
the eldens or the D&hi pexfonn the sacred part of the ceremony, 
rhicb ameisb in the m d c e  of a cock and a hen, in the respective 
rrws of the grrnrm and bride, to the eun ; and next, the groom, r h ~ g  
rEes Atation to the bride's parente, and the bride, similarly atteets 
b firture duty of reverence md obedience towards her h u a b d a  
pent;  when the nuptials u e  complete. A f w t  follows both with 

Bodo m d  Dhimb bnt ia less costly among the former than among 
rbc h- is d, beaw the higher price paid for his wife by the 
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Bodo incapacitah him for giving m costly an entertainment. The 
mamage feast of the DhirnRls is alleged to cost 30 to 40 rupees m e -  

times, the festivities being prolonged th&ugh two and even three days ; 
whereas 4 to &rarely 10 rupees, suffice for the nuptial banquet of a 
Bodo. 

The Bodo and Dhimb both alike bury the dead immediately aher 
decease, with simple but decent reverence, though no k e d  burial 
ground nor artificial tomb is in use to mark the last resting place of 
thoae muat dear in life, because the migratory habita of the people 
would render auch usages nugatory. The family and friends form t 
funeral procession, which bears the dead in silence to the grave. The 
body being interred, a few stones are piled loosely upon the grave to 

prevent aiurbance by jackala and ratels, rather than to mark the 
spot, and some food and drink are laid upon the grave ; when the 
ceremony ie v e n d e d  and the party disperses. Wends are purified 
by mere ablution in the next stream, and at once resume tbeir usual 
carw. The family are unclean for three-days, after which, beaidea 
bathing and shaving, they need to be sprinkled with holy water by 
their eldere or priest. They are then restored to purity and forthmtb 
proceed to make preparatiom for a funeral banquet, by the m d c e  of 
a hog to Mainou or Tihg, of a cock to BBrth6 or Pochima, accord- 
ing to the nation. When the feat has been got ready and the friends 
are assembled, before sitting down, they all repair once again to the 
grave, when the nearest of kin to the deceased, taking an individda . usual portion of food and drink, solemnly presenta them to the dead, 
with these words, 'take and eat : heretofore you have eaten and drank 
with us : you can do m no more : you were one of ua : you can be 
so no longer : we come no more to yon : come you not to us.' And 
thereupon the whole party break and caat on the grave a bracelet of 
thread priorly attached, to this end, to the wrist of each of them. 
Next the party proceed to the river and bathe, and having thua 1- 
frated themselves, they repair to the banquet, and eat, drink and make 
merry ea though they were never to die ! A funeral costa the DhimUn 
from four to eight rupees-something more to the Bodo, who p r d m  
more formality on the ocmeion, and to whom is peculiar the singular 
leave-taking of- the dead just described. 

Useful Arts.-As alrendy observed, the arts practised by the 
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Bodo and Dhimak are few, simple and domestic. Agriculture is the 
p n d  md almost mle business of the men, but to it is added the con- 
stradon and furnishing of the dwelling house in each of the frequent 
migrations of the whole people. The boys look after the domestic 
mimrlr. The women, aided by the girls, are fully employed within 
doan in epinning, weaving and dying the clothing of the family, in 
brewing, and in cooling. The state of the arts will be euaiciently 
d most conveniently illuetrated by a description of the household 
furniture, clothes, food and drinks of the people, preceded by an ac- 
amnt of the implements, processes, and products of agriculture. 

d+hrre.-The agricultnral implements are an ax to fell the 
famat trees, a strong bid or billhook to clear the underwood and a h  
to dig the earth, a spade for rare but more effectual digging, and lastly 

, r dibble for sowing the aeed. The ax ia called R66 by the Bodo, 

1 Wphd by the Dhi&. I t  is a serviceable implement of iron (the head) 
dmiLr to that in nse in the plains where the head is bought ; the haR 
being made at home. The bill, called ChdkM by the Bodo, Ghong6i 
by the DhimBils, is a "jack of all work," like in shape to our English 
bill, but with the curved extremity or beak prolonged and furnished 

1 with r atmight downward edge of some three inches. I t  is of iron, 
I 

of amme, and pnrch.sed in the Khcch marts. The spade is the ordi- 
ur). lhmt, bent one of the plain* where it in bought, and where it ia 
ailed K & U  The Bodo and DhimPs use it but little, and have no 
nrme of their own for it. The dibble &I a wooden staff about 4 feet 
lung, made by the people themselves. I t  is like a stout walking staff 
h t p e d  at the lower end. The procees of culture, emphatically 
alled I e l e u i n g  the forest,' ia literally such for the most part, and 
d d  be so wholly, but that several of the species grown being bien- 
ntb, a field ie retained over the first year, eo that the second year's 
work co&b merely of weeding and resowing rice amid the other 

products. The characteristic work is the clearing of fresh 
hd, which is done every eecond year, and thus, axes and bills clear 
arrg the wood : fire completes what they have left undone, and at the 
lmLe time r p d  over the land an ample stratum of manure (mhes) ; 
the aoil is worked nearly enough in eradicating the undergrowth of 
tm (for the lo& of the forest are only truncated) ; so that what little 
atbud digging is needed, may be and is performed with the square 

5 c 
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end of the bi. 'Tie no great matter, and firing is the laet efmhrcrl 

process. Amid the ashes the seed is eown by a dibbler sad a maw, 
the former of whom, walking erect, perforates the soil in quincunxes 
by sharp strokes of his pointed staff, (called S M m h  by the Bodo md 
Dhhmsi by the Dhimas) eo aa to make a series of holes from one to 
two inches deep, and about a span apart ; whilst the latter, hllowbg 
the dibbler, and furnished with a basket of mixed seeds, drops 4 to 6 
seeds into each hole and covers them at the same time. All the v o r i o ~  
produce raised is grown in this promiscuous style. Chsit, I3abeJrh 
and half Jeth,* comprise the season for preparing and sowing the mil. 
Shwan, BhlrdCm, K& and half KCtik,? that for gathering the various 
products, aave cotton, which is not gathered till PbM6gh.f The reat 
are reaped as they succerrsirely ripen : first cucurbitaceons plante 
(Kdhara, Louka, Kbira, Kankara KareLi) ; then greens (Sem, mattar* 
Mqm, Chichinda, Pb'i) ; then the several edibIe roots (Yam, Arwi, LC.) ; 
then the condimenu (Haldi, Adrak, red peppera) ; then the milleta 
and pulse (Marwn, Rathi, Urid) ; then Maize ; next rice ; then the 
mustards (Tori or SarslLn or Ti), and last of all, cotton. The field4 
which are much better worked in eradicating the jungle than tho= 
for which the Bengal plough performs the aame office, are likewiniee am 
much better weeded; and how strange soever to mere English ears, 
the huge mixture of crops may sound, this mixture does not greatly 
exceed the practice of Bengal, nor is it inconnistent with good re- 
turns, though there be no artificial irrigation whatever. The cotton 
is a biennial of inferior quality, but it is the main crop, and that h m  
the sale of which in the plains, the Bodo and Dbimhls look to provide 
themselves with the greatest part of the rice they consume ; for their 
own supply is very inadequate. Neverthelas rice ia usually spoken of 
as the crop next in estimation to cotton, though maize and even millet 
aeem to contribute aa much to the quantity of home-reared food. The 
rice grown is similar to the " dry rice"-" the Ghaia" of Nepal-the 

summer rice" of the plains. The other articles grown, have dl been 
enumerated aboves save Indigo, which, with the cochineal of the forest, 
and Madder procured from the hills, supplieu the Bodo and Dhim41r 

Mnrch, April, and Hay respectively. 
) July, Auguat, Sept. and Oct. respectively. 
g Decnmber, January. 
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with dyen. A r k  and a few &re of the superior agricultural and 
horticultural products of the plaine are occasionally grown by the 
Bodo and Dhimb, whose chief products, however, are those given 
above, and of them not absolutely d l  in one field and year, though 
h m  12 to 15 are always there, and include a good aupply of vegetables, 
condiments and cerealea, but the h t  deficient in the article of rice, which 
is the principd grain eaten. Of vegetables the favorites are Bhgans, 
mcurbitacea and roots (Thd vel Kin, in their own tongues) : of cereds, 
rice : of oondimenta, red peppers. Mustards are grown not for their 
oh,  nor an s t i m u l w  but merely for eating like parched pees. The 
oil aeeda are fried and are relished in that state :* the young plants also 
are d ae greens. The surplus seed is sold to the oilmen of the plains, 
neither Bodo nor Dhima being wont to express oil, of which they con- 
sume little, and that only for cooking. Lights they use none (save on 
oeasions of ceremony and of phja) but go to bed early and sit by the 
h splendid wood &+till then. The small qnantity of oil used 
for cooking they buy in the adjacent marts of the Kicch. The cotton 
crop and the surplus of the mnstard crop, are all the agricultural pro- 
duets which they sell any portion of. Cotton is habitually sold, the 
nmd portion only that is needed for clothing the family being reserved, 
which may be about one-fifteenth of what is raised. The domestic 
utim& have been enumerated elsewhere, and must be spoken of n g h  

' when we anne to the head of food. Agriculturally viewed, they are a 

1 dead letter, not even their manure being employed. 
Upon the whole the agriculture of the Bodo and Dhimas is con- 

ducted with M much s k i  an that of their lowland neighbours ; with 
skill superior much to that of their highland neighbourn; and with 
pins and industry greatly above those of either highlanders or K6cches. 
The following details of what is raised by one Bodo cultivator, and 
mnanmed by himwlf, his wife and three young children, imperfect 
though they be, will help to convey a just idea of his position. 

Bodo peasant tilting about 10 bigha with the epade. 

* lby uc fried with greens, and of coarse yield up a (yood deal of their oil to 

LVOW tbc vegehbla. 
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P a o ~ n c r s  oa INCOME. 
Dhdn or rice in hnsk,. . 24 biai = I2  maunds = 4 0 0 
Cotton undressed,.. . . .. 16 biai = 8 maunda = 32 0 0 
Maize, . . .. .. . . . . .. . . 3 bisi = 1+ maunda = 0 8 0 
MilletsandPu lee,...... 4 biai = 2 maunds= 0 12 0 
Condiments,dyee&greens 2 bisi = 1 maund - 4 0 0 

Total Rupees, . . 4 1 4 0 
- 

EXPENSES. 
Rice in hnsk, bought, 3 Pouthi = 48 maunds = 15 0 0 
Salt bought, 18Phol =18seere = 3 0 0 
Cotton field puj6,. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . = 1 0 0 
Government tax, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . = 1 0 0 - Cotton seed bought,. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . - 1 0 0 
Ai huno festival, . . .. . . .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. = 3 0 0 
Oil bought for worship and for occasional lights,. . = 0 8 0 
Sickness, fees to the Ojhd, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . = 4 0 0 
Presents to sisters and frienda who ask aid and 

' 

make visits, .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . = 2 0 0 
Ornaments for wife,. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. = 2 0 0 
Fruib bought for self, wife and children,. . . . . . = 2 0 0 
Fish bought in rains when none can be taken in - the forest, . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . - 1 8 0 
Earthen vessels bought, .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. = 0 8 0 
Proportion of price of Chkkhd or Bill, . . . . . . . . - 0 8 0 
Ditto ditto of Jong or spear. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . = 0 8 0 
Ditto ditto of metallic pots and pans,. . . . . . . . . . = 0 8 0 
Sundries, .. .. .. :. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .... = 2 0 0 

Total Rupees, . . 40 0 0 

Balance in favour,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 4 0 

I t  has been already mentioned that the Bodo and Dhiidl p-t ia 
liable to a come or labour tax, the items of which may be added thaa 
-for the Rajah 3 days, thrice a year or 9 days-for the Rajah's loal 
representative, 6 days-for the village priest or D66shi, 3 days-Total 
18 days per ~nnum. Thie ia eo much deducted from his reeourcea, and 
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may be stated a t  2* rupees in coin. A peaaant of the plains, using the 
plongh, will earn twice or even thrice aa much aa a Bodo or Dhim41, and 
yet, what with the wretched aystem of borrowing at 25 to 30 per cent. 
and the grievona extra frauds incidental to that system, he will not be 
nearly so well off. The Bodo or Dhimhl again, has abnndauce of domes- 
ticmimds, and is moreover at liberty to eat the flesh of all save the 
mw, whereaa the peaaant of the plains haa few, and of those only the goat 
that he can eat. And, lastly, the Bodo's industrioue wife not only spins, 
but weaves and dyes all the clothes of the family, besides supplying it 
mply with wholesome and agreeable beer, whilst the peasant's wife in the 
plains does nothing but pin  ; and though this may diminish the cost 
of the family clothing, still it must be bonght, nor will there be much 
thread to dispoee it in free d e ,  apart from the clothier. The high- 
land peaamtry, generally, earn lean than the Bodo and DhimQs, and 
ue proportionally worse off, though lightly taxed and exempt from the 
wm of the borrowing system. The Newk peaesnta of the great 
d e y  of Nepal,-aa indnstrioue aa the Bodo and Dhimda-my more 
d more skiin1 too,-+am more and retain more notwithstand- 
hag the heavy mt they pay to their landlord, who pays the light tax 

or Gmmment demand on the land. 
Earns.-The Bodo and Dhimh build and furnish their own honeen 

rithont any aid of crafbmen, of whom they have none whatever. 
Tbey mutually assist each other for the nonce, as well in constructing 
their houses M in clearing their plots of cultivation, merely providing 
the helpmatea with a plentiful supply of beer. A house ie from 12 to 
16 enbita long by 8 to 12 wide ; a smaller house of the m e  rort is 
erected opposite for the cattle, and if the family be large, two other 

1 domiciles like the first are built on the other aides, so as to enclose an 
open quadrangle or yard. The houees are made of jungle graiia ee- 
cured within and without by a trellice work of atrips of bamboo. The 

1 roof haa a high and so~ewhat bulging pitch, and a considerable pro- 
jection beyond the walls. I t  also is made of wild grass, softer than 

I that which foms the walls. There is only one division of the interior 

which rpamtea the cooking and the deeping portions of the hone, 

\ which has no chimney or window, and but one door. Ten to forty such 
I 

If ths Bodo pay one rupee of direct and two of indirect taxer, he will be near- 
ly m r lerel, quoad public burdena, with the peamnt of the puns. 
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houses form a village, without any rigid uniformity or any delenoea 
whatever. 

Furniture is very acant, consisting only of a rare bedstead, some 
sleeping mats, a stool or two, and some swinging-shelves ; and all of 
these are made at home. Household utensila are a few earthen veeeelr 
for carrying and holdmg water, aome metallic cooking, eating, and 

- - 

drinking pots, and a couple of knives, to which we must add the spia- 
ning, weaving, dyeing, and brewing apparatus of the women. All the 
latter are of the simpleet possible form and homemake: the earthen 
and metallic pota and pans are purchased in the Kdcch marts. Them 
are none of iron nor of copper ; d l  are of brass or of other mixed me- 
tala that are metallic, owing, it is said, to the dearneaa of iron and cop 
per. There are no leathern utensile. Baskets of bamboo and of cane 
and ropes of gram, are abundant and of homemake, by the men who 
likewise haft all the iron implements they purchase abroad, for agri- 
cultural or domeatic uses. I t  has already been said that lights are dis- 
pensed with beyond what is afforded by an ample fire. 

Clothes.-With both people they are made at home and by the wome6. 
!i%e Bodo women wear ailk procured from the aretor plant worm, which 
they rear at home in each family. The Bodo men and Dhimda of both 
sexes wear cotton only. Woollen is unknown, even in the ahape of 
blankets. The manufactures are durable and good, and not inconveni- - 

ently coarse--in fact, precisely such as the people require: and the 
dying is very respectably done with their own cochineal, morinda, or 
indigo, or with madder got from the hills--but all prepared by them- 
eelves. The female silk v e t  of the Bodos poseessed by me ia 3+ feet 
wide by 7 long, deep red, with a broad, worked margin of cheque pattern 
-and of white and yellow coloum, beside the ground red-above md 
below. This garment is called D6khana by the Bodo, and muat be a 
very comfortable and durable drem, though it somewhat diafigurea the 
.female form by being p r e d  over the breast as it is wrapped round the 
body, which it envelopes from the armpita to the centre of the calves. 
The female garment of the Dhim& differs only in material, being a n .  
I t  is called B6nha. The male h e  of the Bodo consists of two 
-an upper and a lower. The former is equivalent to the Hindu ch* 
or toga. It  is called Shhmi, and is 9 to 10 cubits by 3. The latter, 
styled GdmchB, and which is 6 cubits by 2, is equivalent to the Hindu 
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Woti, and after being pseeed between the legs is folded several times 
round the hips and the end simply tucked in behind. The male dress 
of the DhimsJs ia mmilar : its upper portion is called Pgtak+its lower, 
D W h e  whole, Dhsiba with thia people-Hi with the Bodo. All 
cottoo clothes, whether male or female, are almast invariably white or 
undyed. Neither Bodo nor Dhimtil commonly cover the head, unlesa 
when the men choose to take off their upper rest and fold it round the 
h e d  to be rid of it. Shoes are not in use ; but a sort of sandals or 
aile+overa, called YBpthong vel Champoi, sometimes are, and are made 
of wood by the people themselves. There are no other shoes. Orna- 
ments are rare, even amongst the women, who however wear small eilver 
ringn in their ears and noses also, and heavy bracelets of mixed metal 
on t h i  wrists. These are bought in the Kdcch marts, and are quite 
dmple in form. 
Food.-The sorb of vegetable food have been already enume- 

nted in speaking of agriculture ; rice ia the chief article : what  or 
barley, unknown even by name. Ghin or clarified butter, is likewise 
totally unused and unnamed, and oil is very sparingly consumed for 
food. Salt, chillies, vegetables, plenty of rice, varied sometimes with 
mize or millet, and fish or fleah every second day, constitute, however, 
r meal which the poor Hiudu might envy, washed down as it is with 
r liberal allowauce of beer. Plenty of fish is to be had from Decem- 
ber to Febmary, both inclusive, aud plenty of game from January to 
April inclusive, though the Bodo and DhimBl are .no very keen or 
~Lilfol sportamen, notwithstanding the abundance of game and freedom 
from all prohibitione. They have the less need to turn hunters in that 
their domestic animals must supply them amply with flesh. They 
brve abundance of swine and of poultry, and not a few of goats, ducks 
and pigeons, but no sheep nor buffaloes, and cowa are scarce ; milk is 
little need, but not eschewed, ea by the Girds it is. They may eat all 
&nab, tnme or wild, save oxen, dogs, cats, monkeys, elephants, beam 
md tigers. Fish of all s o h ,  land and water tortoises, mungoosea, 
civets (not eats I), parcupinee, hares, monitora of enormous size, wild 
hogs, deer of all sorts, rhinoceros, and wild buffaloes, are amongst the 
wild auimsle they pmue  for their fleeh; and altogether they are 
h d a n t l y  provided with meat. 

D r i h  and atiaruLnk.-The Bodo and Dhim4la we abundance of a 
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fermented liquor made of rice or millet, which the former call 54 the 

latter, Y6 I t  is not unpleasant, and I ahould think was very harmless. 
Ita taste is a bitterish subacid, and it is extremely like the Ajimana of 
the N h h  of Nepal. Brewing and not dietillmg, aeems to be a cha- 
mcteriatic of nearly all the Tamulian racea, all of whom drink and make 
beer--and none of them, spirits. The Bodo and D h i d  proced~ of 
making th ia  fermented liquor is very simple : the grain is boiled : the 
root of a plant called Agaichito is mixed with it : it is left to ferment 
for two days in a nearly dry state : water is then added, quont. d. ; 
the whole stands for 3 or 4 days, and the liquor is ready. The Agai- 
chito plant is grown at home : ite root, which serves for balm, is called 
Emon. I have never seen it. Besides thin beer-of which both p e e  

ple uae much-they likewise freely use tobacco ; but never opium nor 
hemp in any of the numerous preparatiom of both ; nor distilled wntem 
of any kind ; and upon the whole, I aee no reason to brand them with 
the name of drunkards, though they certainly love a merry cup in 
honour of the gods at the high festivals of their religion. Among my 
own servanta the Bodo have never been seen drunk : the Modems and 
K i d &  several times exceaaively ao. 

Manama.-The manners of the Bodo and Dhimdln are, I think, r 
pleasing medium between the unsophisticated roughom of their high- 
land neighbourn, and the very artificial smoothnew of their neigh: 
b o w  of the plains. They are very shy at first; but when yon 
know them they are cheerful without boirterousnees and inquieitive 

without intrusion. Man's conduct to woman is alwap one of the beet 
telrts of his manners : now the Bodo and Dhimb une their wivea and 

dsughters well; treating them with confidence and kindness. They 
are free from all out-door work whntever ; and they are consulted by 
their husbands as their safest advisers in all domestic concerns, and 
in all others that women are supposed likely to understand. When r 
Bodo or Dhimd meeta his parent or one of the elders of the communi- 
ty, he drops his joined hands to the earth, and then raises them to his 
forehead ; and if he be abroad he says 'father, I am on my ~8y,'--t0 
which the parent or senior answers, ' may it be well with you.' There 
is little vioiting aave that which is inseparable from the frequent religi- 
ow feasta and festivals, already sufficiently described, nor are mnsb 

mente or pastime8 for young or old common. Indeed, children or 
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1 women seem to have none, and the men solittle heed them, that neither 
the Bodo nor' Dhima tongue h a word of its own for sport, play or 
game ! The young men, however, have two games, which I proceed to 
describe summarily. In the light half of October, on the day of the 
fun moon, a party of youths proceed at nightfall from village to vil- 
lage, like our Christmaswakers, hailing the inhabitants with song 
uid dance, from night till mom, and demanding largess. This is given 
them in the shape of grain, beer and cowries, wherewith on their return 
they make a feast, and thus ends the pastime, which is called Harna- 
hami by the Bodo, and Harna-dh6ki by the Dhimbla. Again, in the 
dark half of the same month, when the wane is complete, the youths 

1 mmilarly assemble, but in the daytime, and dressing up one of their 
party like a female, they proceed from house to house and village to 
village, d n t i n g  the inhabitanta with song and dance, and obtaining 
presente ae before, conclude the festival with a merry making among 
themselves. ' The Bodo name of this rite or game is Ch6rgddn-the 
Dhimb call it Chbrdhhkb. And now we shall conclude the subject of 
manners with a statement of the ordinary manner in which a Bodo or 
D h i d  passes the day. He risea at day spring, and having performed 

I the offices of nature and washed himself, he ptoceeds at once to work 
m his field till noon. He then goes home to take the chief meal of the ! day, and which consists of ria, fish or flesh (on alternate days). 
g r e e ~  and chiUies, with dt--never ghiu-seldom oil. He rests an 

I hour or more at noon, and then resumes his agricultural toils, which are 

1 not suepended till night-fall. So soon as he has got home, he taka a 
I 

I m n d  meal with his family-then chats a while over the fire, and to 

I bed b e t i m ~ l d o m  two hours after dusk. If the children be young, 

1 they deep with their parentei f  older, apart. The Bodo call their 
first meal SanjGphClni inkhbm-their second, Bilfni inkhhm. The 

I name for the first is Mhjbdla-ch4k6 ; for the second, Dilima- 
a. Wives usually eat &er their husbands--children with. 

I Character.-The character of the Bodo and Dhimdls, M will be an- 
ticipated from the foregone details, is full of amiable qualities--and al- 

l moa entirely free from such as are unamiable. They are intelligent, 
docile, free from all hard or obstructive prejudices, hanest and truthful 

deed and word, steady and hdultrioua im t6e.i. own way of 1% ; but 

1 rpt to be mutable and idle when first placed in novel situations, and to 
5 D 
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resist injunctions, injudiciously urged, with dogged obetinacy. They 
are void of all violence towarda their own people or towarda their neigh- 
boure, and though very ehy of strangers, are tractable and   leas ant when 
got at, if kindly and cheerfully drawn out. The Commissioner of Asaam, 
Major Jenkins, who haa by far the beat opportunities for observing them, 
when drawn out of their forest receues, gives them, as we have =en, 
a very high character as ekilfd, laborious cultivators, and peaceable 
reapectable mbjecta ; whilst that this portion of them want neither 
spirit nor love of enterprise, is sufficiently attested by the fact, that 
when the Do rjiling corpe waa raiaed two-thirds of the recruita first ob- 
tained were Bodo of haam. Neither the Bodo nor Dhimdl however, 
can be characteriaed, upon the whole, as of military or adventurous 
genius, and both nations decidedly prefer, and are better suited for 
the homebred and tranquil cares of agriculture. They are totally free 
from arrogance, revenge, cruelty and fiertk ; and yet they are not de- 
void of spirit, and frequently exhibit symptoms even of that passion- 
ate or hasty temperament, which is so rare, at least in its manifest+ 
tione, in the east. Their ordinary resource against ill-usage ia immove- 
able paeeiverreaistance : but their common demeanour is exempt &om 
all marks of the wretched alarm, suapicion and cunning that SO d y  
characterbe the penamtry of the plaina in their vicinity, and which, 
being habitual, must be fatal to truth. The Bodo and Dhim6.l in this 
respect, aa in most othere, more nearly resemble the mountainem, 
whose straight-forward manly carriage so much interests Europeane in 
their favour. Oppression and ita abeence beget these different phrees 
of character. The absence of all petty trade liliewiae contributes ma- 
terially to the candour and integrity of the Bodo and Dhima. Among 
all mankind, women, wine, and power are the great temptera, the great 
leadem astray. Now the Bodo and Dhimdls rise decidedly aup& 
or to the firat temptation ; are not unduly enahved to the second ; ad, 
from the perfect equality and aubject condition of the whole of them, 
are entirely exempted from the third. Power cannot mialead those who 
never exercise it : where women are eateemed and no a r t i f i d  impedi- 
menta whatever exist to prevent marriage, women are a aource, not of 
vice, but of virtue: and, laatly, where a honeat john barley corn" is 
free from the dangerous alliance of spirita, opium and hemp, I know not 
that he, even if twisted by the "narcotic weed," need be set down M r 
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mxamry corrupter of morals. True, the Bodo and Dhimd do not pre- 
tmd to the somewhat pharisaical abstemiousness or cleanliness ofthe 
Bindbs. But I am not therefore disposed particularly on Hindd evi- 
dence, to tax them with the diegusting vices of drunkenness and dirti- 
nem, though these, and obstinacy, if any, are the vices we must lay to 
their charge, as the counterpoise of many and unquestionable virtues. 
Pe~ant, be it remembered, must be compared with peasant, and not 
perarnt with people of higher condition ; and if the comparison be thus 
fh1y made, it may perhaps be truly decided, that the Bodo and Dhi- 
rnll ue l ea  sober and ksa cleanly and lesa tractable than the people of 

1 the p b e  aober and more c l d y  aud m e  tractable than those 
of the hills. The Bodo and Dhimh are good husbands, good fathem 

not bad eona ; and those who are virtuous in these most influential 
nktions, are little likely to be vicioua in Lels influential ones, that it 

/ nsed excite no surprise that these people, though dwelling in the forest, 
from the inhabitants of the open county, are never guilty of 

k k  mailing or h i t y  against them, whilst among themselves crimes 
of deep dpe are almost unknown. To the ostentatious hospitality of 
m y  mtkm whose violence against their neighbowr ie habitual, they 1 no pretensions ; bat among theii own people they are hoepitable 

; w, and towad the stranger, invariably equitable and temper- 

l ate. 



PROCEEDINGS 

ASIATIC SOCIETY BENGAL, 

At a meeting of the Asiatic Society held on Wedneeday, the 4th 
July, 1819. 

The Hon'ble Sir J. W. COLVILE, President, in the chair. 
The proceedings of the June meeting were read and confirmed, and 

the account8 and vouchers of the preceding month were laid upon the 
table. 

Robert Catkart  Dalryrnple Bruce, a. M. 5. who had been dnly 
proposed and seconded at the June meeting, was ballotted for end 
elected 

The following gentlemen were propoaed for election at the Augast 
meeting :- 

Arthur Grote, Euq. B. C. S. proposed by Dr. Falconer, seconded by 
Mr. R. W. G. Frith. 

Doctor Madin, proposed by Mr. F. P. Strong, eeconded by Capt, 
Latter; 

Read letters- 
From W. Seton Kan; Esq., under Secretary to the Government of 

Be@, presenting for the use of the Museum of Economic Geology, 
a Map of the district of Patns. 

From E. Madden, Esq. forwarding Supplementary Notea to his arti- 

cle entitled '=The Tursee and Outer hlountaina of Kumaoon," which 
appeared in the Society's Jourual for hiay and June, 1848.--(Ordered 
to be printed in the Journal.) 

From James IIume, Esq. Honorary Secretary to the Agricultural and 
Horticultud Society of India, forwarding mme specimens of iron ore 
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from the banks of the Damooda, for the Muaeum of Economic Geology, 

md requesting the opinion of the Society thereon.-(Referred to the 
Contor, Museum of Economic Geology.) 

From Captain M. Kittoe, forwarding a transcript of an inscription 
cut on a thick brick, found in a field near Jaunpoor, and strongly 
drising the Society to send him all the old Copper Plates now in the 
MIUWUTI for re-transcription and classification. Capt. Kittoe continues,- 

" Haring, while on my recent tour heud of a fine pillar at Pahldpoor, 
nm Jhrgapoor, I sent my inscription hnnbm to examine it. I t  is the 
ame pillar which Major Burt brought to Mr. Prinwp's notice jwt aa our 
Lmented friend wrs leaving for Europe. The Major only sent an impres- 
doa, of the single line, which occurs about midway on the pillar, and thin 
impmaion wna miaaid. I have now reved copiea before me, and moreover 
two w more of the "shell pattern," only most highly ornamented, with dm- 
pn-like flourishes, and a nentence to each in the Thibetan Sanscrit charpeter, 
d ic l~  I here enclose.* You will observe that there are sir syllables, so are 
tbae n u  l e b .  But Thibetan writing is within the scrolls or dragons of the 
hell pttem. 

The pillar is sppuently a pillar of victory of some Knhetri prince, whwe 
name i unfortunately dmd. The character in that found in the cavea of 
~ e r t a n  Indin, given by Col. Sykea and Mr. Wathen. I have no pure copiu 
of the shells, or I would have rent them. Mr. Laidlay hrs moat ingenionaly 

I 9 8  4 6  
met the meaning, and ruppows the words to be Aum man6 padma 

6 
born, but here the six syllables q e  differently expressed, in the Thibetau, 
mi in two ways. 

Frum the position of Pahladpoor, some inclined to think it haa been the 
'Temple of the vast llolitncle of Fa Hian." Referred to the Oriental Section. 

From Dr. E. Roer, Secretary Oriental Section. returning Captein 
%'s letters and their enclosures, and intimating the Section's opinion 
thst the questions therein contained should be translated into Englieh, 
md the most interesting ones printed in the Journsl. Also submits a 
hub t ion  of the questions for the information of the Society. 

Prom the me-forwarding the following extracts of letten from 
h m  d o l a r e  with regvd to the publication of the Vedas. 

have not come to hand ; shall very glad to receive them. 
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Erh-act of a ktterfrmn Dr. MULLSU, dated the 23d April, 1849. 

"Your edition of the Brihad Branya Upairhad, at leart the h t  four 
numbers, h a ~  arrived in England, but I have been of late SO h y  that I bad 
an yet no time to read it. At any rate, it u delightful to have all the mate- 
rial w near at hand, and I hope that the Bibliotheca Indica.wil1 remain a n  
inexhaustible mine for the Sanrkrit. 

NOW in Enrope we'll be able to publuh the Taittirlya Sanhith or Brkmhma. 
Of the k t  there is only one MS. containing 7 h h t a k ~ ,  in Colebrooke's 
collection, and a portion of the commentary to the 7th Ashtaka; and there 
i no complete copy of the Taittirfya Brkmhana. I believe, howera, it L 
the w n e  with the A'partamba Bdmhma, of which three boob ore in Cole- 
brooke's collection. If yon will do rervice to the Shma Veda, why not publisb 
the Tkudya Brkmhana ?" 

&tract from a ktter of Dt. WEBER o j  Berlin, dated 27th Jon. 1849. 

"A publication of the 50 Upanishads, translated by Anqnetil, would be of 
much greater importance. Only five of them have ar yet been printed, riz. 
K6na, Isb, Kithaka, Mundaka, and the Brihad Branyak6 in the Kamvdkhn. 
(Bonn, 1844, by Poley). The Chand6gya Upanishad in being prepared for 
the prers since some yearn already by Windirhmann; but many yearn may di l l  
elapse, before it  will be printed. The work, however, whom publication is 
of the great& importance, ir the Taittiriya Yajur. I ban, examined the  
libraries in England, in Paris and here, and may mure you, that an edition 
of the Yajur i n  impouible in Europe. With reference to thin I have written 
a small paper, which will appear in the next number of h n ' s  Journal. 
According to your advice I wrote to the Societies in Bombay and M a h  
with regard to my edition of the white Yajur, and took at the ruae time the 
liberty of reqnerting them to look out for MS. of the Taittiriya Yajnr, m d  to 
tmnrmit them to you. There are at m y  rate MSS. of the commentary of 
SByana in Belmres, rs I have read in the Journal of your Society. About 
230 pagen of the white Yajur have been printed, and the tirat volume, con- 
taining 310 p q p ,  will be pnblirhed at the commencement of April (in 
London, at Williamss and Norgate, at 21 shillings). 

Rev. Benfey in Qoettinger  HA^ P u a L x e H s D  a moat excellent edition of 
the !%ma Sanbith, with glosr, translation and a copiouu introduction. Tbc 
7-12 boob  of Botbr' N i d a  may won be expected. h n  writen to me, 
that a further portion of hia Indian Antiquitier, conhining Indian history to 
V h m J i t p ,  will probably appear about Euter. Stewgler preprsl .n 
edition of Yajnavdkya, which is to he ready at the ume time. Trithen in 
Oxford h a  lately published BhavabhGtiSr U t h  Urn Chpyitm, Muellerst 
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Rig Veda rmountm already to 640 pages. The first volume will appear 
h u t  Euter. Boethlinck in Petersburg is busy with Tibetan and Jakhtan 

Professor Brockhaus publishes Burnouf's Vendidad Sade in Latin 
1 chureten, together with a complete glossary, which will make the Zend 
1 l a d l e  to the learned." 

Eztract from a letter of Prqfeb~or LABEEN. 

" I  hope the Society have received the recond part of my Indian Anti- 
qnibm. The nacond volume L now printing, and pretty far advanced. I 
true I shaU:have finished within the next two months the first part of this 
volume, containing the history till Vikramaditya. This part of Indian his- 
tory is one of the moat interesting, ad we have so exact records on the history 
of Aleunder, and rs there is so rich a source of information in the i n m i p  
tionr of A s 6 h  which in my opinion are hitherto not properly made w of. 

The following information on the progress of the labours relative to Vkdaic 
literature may be interesting to yon ; the first volume of Mueller's Rig Vkda 
i a  nearly completed. Weber in Berlin publishes the white Yajur with a 
ammatpry  of Midhava. Dr. Aufrecht at Berlin is occupied with the pre- 
puntory laboun of an edition of the Atharva We may therefore hope, 
tht in r short time the Vbdr, in the strict sense of the word, with the excep- 
tion of the black Yajur, will he published. There are, however, several worb  
of importance, necesaay for i h  expla~tion, still to be published, by the 
edition of which the Bsitic Society would do a great service to Vt?daic 

, l i m "  

Prom Bev. Mr. Msckay, requesting a copy of the Asiatic Researches 

md some parta of the Journal, for the Free Church Institution. 
Ordered t h a t  the Society regret that they u e  unable to  grant the 

rqueat, ae it is contrary to the rules of the Society. 
From Capt. J. D. Cunningham, ggNote on the Limits of Perpetual 

8- in the Himalayas." (Ordered to be printed in the Journal). 
From Captain Thos. Hutton-" Notices of eome Land and Fresh 

rrter duds occurring in Bfgbauiathan." (Ordered to be printed in the 

J&). 
I F h n  J. W. Laidlay, Esq. V. P. '< Comparative Vocabulary of the 

8gh6 md Pgh6 dialects of the Karens ; with observations on the gnun- 
matieal pecuhuitiea of tho* languages." (Ordered t o  be printed in 

Joarrul). 
From H. Piddington, Eq. examination of a new mineral, Haugh- 
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From the same-Catalogue of Preaentatione, Geological, Paleonto- 
logical and Mineralogical. 
Read Report of the Curator of the Museum of Economic Geology, 

for the month of June. 
(True Copy) J. W. COLVILE, Prerident. 

J. W. LAIDLAY, See. 

LIBRARY. 
The following books have been received since the last meeting :- 

Presented. 
The Journal of the Indian Archipelago, for May, ~ ~ ~ ~ . - P B E I E N T E D  BY 

THE GOVERNMENT OF BBNGAL. 
The Calcutta Christian Observer, for July, 1849.-BY THE EDITORS. 
Upadeshaka, No. 31.-BY THE EDITOR. 
The Oriental Baptist, No. 31.-BY THE EDITOR. 
Meteorological Regirter kept a t  the Surveyor General's Offlce, Ca1cutt.r 

for the month of May, 1819.-BY THE DEPUTY SURVEYOP GENERAL. 
A discourse delivered at  the Hindu College on the Hare Anniversary, 

Friday, June lst, 1849. By the Rev. I(. &f. B a n e r j e a . - P ~ E s e ~ ~ r ~  BY 

BABU PEABYCEIAND MITTRA. 

Purchased. 

The Edinburgh Review, Nor. 167, 170, 171 and 180. 
The Calcutta Review, Nor. VI. VlI. X. XI. and XXII. 
Compter Rendus, Noe. 10 and 12. 
Tlie Annals and Magazine of Natural History. No. XVI. 
Illuatmtionr of Idinn Ornithology. By T. C. Jerdon, Eq. No. IV. 

(2 copies). 

Donation to the Mwerrm. 

A Portrait of Henry Torrena, Esq. B. C. S. Presented by F. C. Lewis, 
Erq. ; forwarded by Mr. Taylor. 
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' On the Piiya'eal Geography ofthe Himdlaya. By B. EL. Howson ,  Eq. 

A clear outline, illoatrated by n sketch map, of the principal n a t u d  
dinmow of the Himanys, is, and long ha, been, a great derideraturn ; 
for, phymid Geography, which derives so many aida from the otbar 
phyricd sciencer, ir expected in return to render back to them withoat 
annecesslry delay a distinct demarcation of its own p r o v i w ,  since by 
that alone researchers in so many departments are enabled to refer the 
mpectire phanomenn they ame v e r m t  with to their appmpriata I d  
habitations, in a manner that shall be readily intelligible, canully sig- 
.i6ant, and wholly independant of the ahifting and unmeaning man- 
dbtements of politics. 

1 It k tme that our knowledge of the large portion of these mountrinr 
+g b q o a d  the limits of British dominion, ir far from complete. 
Bmt is our knowledge any thing like complete of our own hill posses- 
h! and, if we are to wnit until NdN, Bikim and Bh6t.411 becoma 
thoroughly carosaable to science, must we not indefinitely portpone a 

work, the most omterial part of which may (I think) be perfarmed with 
such information aa we now possess ? 

Tbe details of Geography, ordinarily so called, are wearisomely inaig- 
.ibernt ; but the grand features of physiml geography have a pregnant 
due, as being alike suggestive of new knowledge, and facilitative of the 
orderly distribution and ready retention of old. I purpose to adhere 
to tbore grpnd features, and to exhibit them in that causal connexioa 
whi& gives them their high interest with men of mind. 

No. XXXI1.-Nrw SERIES. 5 r 
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I had been for several years a traveller in the Himaaya before I 
could get rid of that tyranny of the senses which so strongly impressea 
dmoat all beholders of this stupendous scenery with the conviction thrt 
the mighty maze is quite without r plr11. My first step towards free- 
dom from this overpowering obtrusivel~ess of impresaions of sense was 
obtained by steady attention to the fact that the vast volume of the 
Himilayan writers, flows more or less at right angles to the general 
direction of the Himdrya, but so that the numberless streams of 
the mounthns are directed into a few grand rivers of the plains, either 
at or near the confines of the two regions. My next step was due to 
the singulrr significance of the topographic nomenclature of the Nepa- 
lese, whose a Sapt Gandrki" and " Sapt Cousika,"* rivetted my attention 
upon the peculiar aqueous system of the Himhlayas, urging me thence 
forward to discover, if possible, what cruse operated this marked con- 
vergsnce of innumerable transverse parallel streams, so as to bring them 
into a limited series of distinct main rivers. My third and last step 
was achieved when I discovered thrt the transcendant elevation and 
forward position, at right angles to the line of ghits, of the great 
snowy peaks, presented that causal agency I was in search of, the n- 
motest radiating points of the feeders ot' each great river being coinci- 
dent with the successive loftiest masses* belonging to the entire extent 
of tbe HimQlaya. I t  was in Ndpil that this solution of these problems 
occnrred to me, and so uniformly did tbe numerous routes I possessed 
represent the points of extreme divergence of the great rivers by their 
feeders as syntopical with the highest peaks, that I should probably 
long ago bave satisfied myself npon the subject, if my then correspon- 
dent, Capt. Herbert, had not so decidedly insisted on the very opposite 
doctrine-to wit, that the great peaks intersect instead of bounding the 
principal alpine river basins. 
. Capt. Herbert's extensive personal conversancy with the western 
Himilaya, added to his high professional attainments, made me for a 
long time diffident of my own views. But, the progress of events and 
increasing knowledge of other parts of the chain, seeming to confirm 

* &e Journal, No. 198 for Dec. 1848, p. 646, Bc. 

, t Thu exprmion b wed advioedly, for every pre-eminent elevation of the H i d -  
h a  b not ro much a peak u a darter of peaks sprbging from a huge rutainii 

and connected bars. 
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the reenracy of those views, it occurred to me more carefnlly to invee 
tigate whether the facts and the reason of the case were not, ilpon the 
whole, demonstrntive of the inaccuracy of that able and lamentrd offi- 
cer's dogma. Doubtless the western Himdaya presents appearances 
alcnlrted to sustain Capt. Herbert's opinion, whilst such persons only 
aa ue unaccustomed to deal with the classifications of science ~U 
apcct them to correspond point by point with thoae natural phaeno- 
meaq which it is at least one chief merit of such arrangements, merely 
to enable us readily to grasp and retain. But, that the entire body of 
faeta now within our ken is upon the whole opposed to Capt. H.'r 
doctrine,* and that thnt doctrine snits-ill with the recognised axioms of 
geology and geography, is, I think, certain, and I shdl with diajdenee 
now proceed to attempt the proof of it. 

A tyro in geology, I shall not further dwell on the theoretical side of 
the question than may be requisite to facilitate and complete the appre- 
haion of my readers : but the facts, quond Nepal at lenst, I trust that 
OJ sketch map, rude as it is, ancl the following observations, may ren- 
der sufficiently indisputable; it being always remembered that I deal 
with generals, not particulars, aiming to establish the general muracy 
of my main proposition, rir., that the great peaks, bound instead of 
intersecting the  alpine river basins, and that, in truth, the peaks by m 

meate the baains, whereas their interrcction would &troy 
tkm. 

And now, without further preface, I turn to the accompanying sketch 
u p ,  and snbmit such remarks as it seems to require. I t  will be seen at 
r glance that it  embraces the whole Him4laya from 7a0 to 940 of Ion- 
fitah, comprising the following peaks and basins ;-peak of Jamnoutri 
(a), peak of Nanda-dBvi (A), peak of Dhoula-giri (B), peak of Gosain- 
thda (C), peak of Knngchang (D), peak of Chumalari (E), peak of the 
Geminit (e) : which peaks include and constitute the following alpine 
rim basins, h., that of the Ganges, that of the Karnitli, that of the 
Gmdak, that of the Chi,  that of the Tishta, that of the Mdnm, and 
tlut of the Snbhansri (pars). The subjoined table exhibits the elevation 
d the position of these dominant peaks with the authority for both. 

* Jownrl, No. 126, Extra, pp. 20 and 22. 
t 1 b e  M named the two proximate pcska of nearly equal height, which are 

iratsd without name in Pemberbn'a l y e  map, in long. 920 50'. I&. 270 bO0. 
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a Jlmnomtri 25669 30056' 78012' J. A. 8. No. 126, A h  Ber. VoL XII. 
A N m d ~ d l v i  !&SOB 3002P' 79050' J. A. S. No. 126. 
B Dhodcgiri 27600 29010' 830 ALI. Rea. Vol. XII. J. A. S. NO. 126. 
C Gosain-than 24700 28020' 860 An. Res. Vol. XII. 
D Kangchang 28176 27012' 88010' J. A. S. No. 197, with map annsxed. 
E Chumalari 23929 27052' 89018' Tlie name. 

a Gemini {:::!:} 2 7 0 5 ~  92050' Pemberton'a Report and map. 

The longitudinal dark lines of the map indicate, the upper one, the 
Hirn6Iaya proper, the lower one, the last low range verging on the 
plains. The transverse or vertical dark lines denote the great pcaL 
with the ridges sent southwards by them, The Himalaya proper u 

tnced almg the line of the ghita or water shed between Tibet and 
India; and the principal passes of NBp41 and Bikim into Tibet, or 
Taklakhir, Mdsthg, KBrirng, Khti, Hatia, Wallbng, Lbchdn, are set 
do- along the Him61ap, as well for their novelty as to illustrate the 
ghht line of the snows. 

Along the last low range of hills are marked the position of the 
Miris or DbGns, within the range, and the position of the Bh6rer and 
Tarai, without it. 

BellyBn mbri, Gongtali mhri, Chitwan mmiri, Mnkwirni m4ri and Bijay- 
pfir mhi, are so many Nepalese samples of those singular quad 
valleys, termed Dh6ns to the westward.* In the platean of Tibet I 
have indicated the limits of the three great trans-Himdayan provinecs, 
or Onhri, extending (from the Bdbr) easterly to the Gangri boundary 
range of lake MBpang ; Utsbg, thence stretching to the Gakbo river 
beyond Lasrrr; and ~ h & ,  which reaches from the Gakbo river to 
the Yhnling or PBling or limitary range of China and Tibet. T h q  
reverting to the regions south of the line of ghat8 leading into Tibet, 
we have, clearly dehed, the several natural provinces or divisioas of the 
Eimdlaya, with their causal distribution, as follows, commencing from 
the mttward, lst, the alpine basin of the Ganges, extended from tbe 
perk of Jamnoutri to the peak of Nanda-ddvi (Juwhr or JuwQir,) 
or, in other words, from east long. i B O  12' to 790 6(Y : 2nd, the alpine 
baain of the Kamtili, reaching from the peak of Nanda-ddvi to that d 
Dhoula-giri, or from 79O 50' to 8 3 O  : 3rd, the alpine basin of the Gan- 
dak, stretching from the peak of Dhoula-giri to that of Gosain-than, or 

* Sea J. A. 8. No. 126, p. mw. et nq. and p. axxx~v. 
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from 830 to 86" : 4th. the alpine basm of the C6si extending from the 
p d  of Gmin- thh  to that of Kangchmg, or from 860 to 880 lo/: 5th, 
the alpine basin of the Tishta, reaching from the peak of Kangchang 
to that of ChumalLi, or from 88O 10' to 89O 18': 6th, the dpine basin 
of the M 6 n k  stretching from the peak of ChGmalfiri to that of the 
Gemini, or from 6g0 18' to 9Z0 50': and, lastly, the alpine basin of the 
Subhansri, of which the western limit is the Gemini, but the eastern 
p k ,  nnascerhined. It should be sought somewhnt about 940 50' 
between which point end the extreme eastern limits of the Himfilnya, 
must be the basin of the Dihbng. That the above distnintion of the 
Bim6laya into natural districts is, npon the whole, as consistent witb 
the kcts as it is eminently commodious and highly suggestive, I have 
no hesitation of asserting. Lest however I should extend my present 
%rrJ to undue limits to trench apon tbe province of Col. Waugh and 
the other able professional men who are now engaged npon the westem 
hills, I shall say nothing further of the alpine valley of the Qnnges and 
those west of it, nor upon those lying east of Sikim. If my main m- 
mmption be valid, it will be easily worked out by nbler hands and better 
W i h e d  ones thnn mine : wherefore the following more detailed expo- 
dtim will be chiefly confined to the three great central basins of the 
XunUii the Gandak, and the C6si. In the fimt of these brains we 
brm (mccessively from west to east) the Sa rjb, the G6ri, the KBli, the 
adti-gang., the Ka&i proper, the Bh6ri and the Jhingrak or Rapti. 
And it in certain that, whereas these strenms drain the whole nlpine 
valley of the KarnQi, so their most westerly source and course is eon- 
bed on the west by the Nanda-devi peak, ns their most easterly is 
Kmited on the enst by thnt of Dhonla-giri. These riven do not wholly 
mite within the hills, though their tendency to nnion is so decided that 
they ue known by one nnme, even in the plains, where their collective 
rppellation is Sajfi, vel Ktili, vel Ghbgra. In the hills the whole of 
thrm are universally denominated by the collectire name of Karntili 
(corrupted by Rennell end his followen into Ken&). Karnfili is the 
poper name of this noble river, the Karndli brnnch being by far the 
lugest the central and most remote of origin. I t  rises in Tibet, not far 
from one of the sonms of the Satlege, and has a considerable trans- 
&iUaynn c o m e  to the westward of the TaklakhC pma, where it quits 
'Kbet. No -d dirtrict an be more dintinct than ths dph b i n  of 
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the KarnBli, as above defined. I t  includes the political dirisions of Kdli 
K6m6una belonging to Britain, and of the Bdisi, or 22 Rdjes of Neptil, 
with Ydmila vel JGmla, Ddti and SrllyBn. I n  the second basin, or that 
of the Gandak, we have, successively from the west, as before, the 
Barifir, the NBrByani, the Sn6ti-gandaki, the Marsydngdi, the Daram- 
di, the Gandi and the Tris61. These are the Sapt Gandaki" or 
seven Gandaks of the Nepalese, and they unite on the plainward verge 
of the mountains at TirMni above Wan.  They drain the whole hills 
between Dhoula-giri and Gosain-thin ; the Barig4r and one head of the 
Nddyani, rising from the former barrier, and the Tris61, with everJ 
drop of water supplied by its affluents, from the latter. Nor does a 
single streamlet of the Tirsdl arise east of the peak of Gosain-thh, nor 
one driblet of the Barighr deduce itself from the westward of Dhoula- 
giri. We have thus in the alpine basin of the Gandak another admim- 
bly defined naturnl division comprised within two great ~roximats 
H imd~yan  peaks. This division is named, vernacularly, the Strpt 
Gandaki. I t  includes the old Choubisi, or 24 RBjes and belongs to 
the modem kingdom of NBpB1. 

Our third sample of a Himillayan natural province conterminous 
with the utmost sprend of the feeders of a large river, and bounded on 
eiiher hand by a prime snowy peak, is the basin of the Cdsi, which, 
like the Gandak, has seven principal feeders. These are as follows: 
the Miamchi, the Bhotia Cdsi, the Ttimba ~ d s i ,  the LikhB, the Dhd 
Usi ,  the Ardn, and the Tam&. Of these, the Milamchi, rising from 
Gosain-th4n, is the most westerly, and the Tam&, rising from Knng. 
chang, is the most easterly, feeder.* And those two great peaks, with 
the pre-eminent ridges they send forth southwards, include every drop 
of water that reaches the great C6si of the plains through its seven alpine 
branches. All these branches, as'in the case of the Gandak, unite (at 
V a d a  KshBtra above Ntithpdr) within the his ,  so that the unity of 
this alpine basin also is as clear as are its limitary peaks and its extent. 

The alpine basin of the C6si is denominated by the Nepalese the 
Sapt Cousika, or country of the seven Cdsis. I t  comprises the old 
RBjes of the Kil$ntis,t Limb6s and Ktila Makwhis, and is included, 
like the two prior basins, in the modern kingdom of Ndpdl. 

* See J. A. 8. No. 189. Route from Kathmlndlr to Darjeeling. 
t The c lunid Cirrhato, m d  a ones dominmt and powerful rres, though thy  
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The country drained by the J o v e  three rivers (Karntili, Gandak and 
Cisi) includes the whole of NBpa and the proximate part of Kfimdun, 
or, in other words, 800 miles of the central and most characteristic 
portion of the HimBlaya. Wherefore it is legitimately presumeable 
th.t whatever is true of its natural divisions, is true of thoee of the 
residue, quoad rnling principle and geological causation. 

Now, if the above facts relative to these three rivers be justly repre- 
sented (and that they are so, in the main, I confidently assert), we are 
kd irresistibly to inquire why the numerous large feeders of the rivers, 
instead of urging their impetnous way from the snows to the plains by 
independant codses, are brought together upon or near the verge of 
the plains? how unity is effected among them despite the interminable 
mace of ridges they traverse, and despite the straight downward im- 
pulse given them at their sources?-I answer, i t  is because of the 
anprior elevation of the lateral barriers cf these river basing, between . 
which there are synclinal dopes of such decided preponderance that 
they overrule the effect of all other inequalities of surface, how vast 

m v e r  the latter may sometimes be. 
It will be seen by the map that these lateral bamers of the river 

hdm are crowned by the pre-eminent Himhlayan peaks, that the 
peaks themselves have a forward position in respect to the ghht line or 
great longitudinal water shed between Tibet and India, and that from 
these stupendous peaks, ridges are sent forth southwnrds proportiona- 
bly immense. Thus from the peak of Kangchang is sent forth the 
ridge of SingilBlB, which towers as loftily over d the other sub-Hid-  
I.ym ridges of eastern NBpBl and western Siliim as does Kangchang 
itaelf over all the other Him4layan peaks. 

Thia Singilklan prolongation (so to speak) of Kangchang, entirely 
  pa rates the waters of the C6si and of the Tishta. A similar ridge, 
that of Dayabhang,* stretching south from the great peak of Gosain- 
thh, as entirely divorces the waters of the C h i  and of the Gandak. 
Another like ridge rising from Dhouln-giri as effectually sunders the 
watem of the Gandak and of the Karnili Another starting from 

hare long since snceambecl to the political nnpnmacy of other races-first the 
Xakrinir .nd then the Gorkhilu. 

Emcs the name Dhaibbng, erroneousl~ applied by Col. Crawfurd to the peak. 
%&&,,g, tbe dentroyer d pity, from the wrwity of the armnt. 



NundcdCvi in like manner wholly separates the prorimate feeden of 
the Knrnai and of  the Ganges ; whilst yet mother originating with 
Jamnoutri, wholly separates the Ganges from the Jumna. 

Equally effective with the divergent power of each of these supnmdy 
peaked ridges, which run parallel ta each other m d  a t  right angles to 
the ghlt line of the snowy mge, upon two river basins, as just noticed, 
is of course the convergent power of two ridges npon the singlecon- 
trined river basin. The synclinal lines from the inner faoes of the tro 
adjacent ridges draw the waters together; and, because these ridged 
peaks are the lofttiat nW8eJ of the entire mountain#, the dect  d 
all their other masses, even that of the spine of Hemhhal or the ghit 
liue of the suows, is overruled or modified, so that in the ruggedat 
region on earth a very limited series of distinct main rivers appem in 
the plains from innumerable independent alpine feeders, in the manna 
which all behold but few indeed think of referring to its cause. 

I t  is inconsistent with all we know of the action of those hypogem 
forces which raise mountains, to suppose that the points of greatest 
intensity in the pristine action of such forces, as marked by the loftiest 
peaks, should not be surrounded by a proportionate circumjacent in- 
tumescence of the general mass ; and, if there be such an intumescence 
of the general surface around each pre-eminent Him6layan peak, it d 
follow, an clearly in logical sequence as in plain fact it is apparent, thrt 
these grand peak crowued ridges will determine the essential character 
of the aqueous distribution of the very extended mountainous chua 
(1800 miles) along which they occur a t  certain palpable and tolerably 
regular intervals. Now, that the iufinite volume of the Him6layr 
waters is, in fact, pretty regularly distributed into a small number d 
large rivere, we all see ; and, whereas the fact ie tbormghly explicable 
upon my assumption that the great peaks bound, instead of ink& 
ing, the river basins, it  is wholly inexplicable upon Capt. Herbert's 
assumption that the said peaks intersect the baeins. 

The above are normal samples of Himthyan water distribution, and 
it  is very observable that whereae all thoae principal streams which ex- 
hibit the unitizihg principle so decidedly, take their origin in the alpine 
region, at or near the enows, so the inferior streams which rise from the 
middle region only, show no such tendency to union, hut pursue theirmli- 
tary routes to the Ganges ; as for exnmple, the l W m d a ,  the MBch ths 
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Konki the Bbgmatti, the Gurnti, the Cosilla and the RBmgnga. Here 
is both positive and negative evidence in favour ,of the doctrine, I 
advocate as furnishing the key to the aqueous system and natural di- 
visions of the Himklaya ; for, the upper rivers do, and the lower rivers 
do not, stand exposed to the influence of the great peaks. 

The petty streams of the lower region or that next the plains, which 
water the DhGns vel Maris, traverse those valleys lengthwise ; and, as 
the valleys themselves nin usually parallel to the ghat line of the 
mows, such is also the direction of these petty streams. I n  the cen- 
tnl, u in the western,* hills they usually disembogue into the rivers 
of the first class. 

I hare observed that the three great river basins of the KarnBli. 
Gandak and C6si extend throughout Nep41; and truly so ; for a river 
buin, includes the widest space drained by its feeders. But, it results 
necessarily from the manner in which the deltic basins of the Himslay- 
an rivers are formed, that there should be intervals between the plain- 
.ud apices of these deltic basins. Of these intervals the most con- 
spicuous in N b p 4  is that which intervenes between the C6si and Gen- 
dak. This tract, watered by the BBgmatti, deserves separate mention 
on mrny accounts, and it may be conveniently styled the valley region, 
rina it contains not only the great valley of N6pd proper, but also the 
mbordinate vales of Chitlong, Ban6pti and Panouti. 

It haa been already remarked that the classificatione of physical geo- 
graphy, ,rr of  the other sciences, do not constitute a perfect " open 
8emrnY' to t h e  mysteries of nature, but only a material help to their 

d y .  This observation I will illustrate by a few comments on the 
brsin of the Tishta, lest the somewhat anomalous instance of that basin, 
should be captiously quoted to impugn the doctrine I contend for; but 
mntend for, not as exhibiting in every instance an absolute conformity 
with ~ t U r a l  arrangements, but as doing all that can be reasonably ex- 
pected in that way* and as furnishing, upon the whole, a generally 
hathfnl, causally significant, and practically useful, indication of those 
urmgements. 

I have stated above that the basin of the Tishta extends from the 
prak of Kangchang to that of Chhmalbri. But an inspection of the 
Kmnpanying map will show that between these two peaks there occurs 

* J. A. 8. No. 126, p. xxxllr. 
5 G 
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what miners call a fault" in the ghat line of the snows, which line, 
after proceeding N. Easterly from the Uchdn to Powhanry,* dips sud- 
denly to the south for nearly 40 miles, and then returns to ChiimaUri. 
A triangular space called ChGmbi is thue detached from the Himaaya , 

and attached to Tibet; and the basin of the Thista is thus narrowed 
on the east by this salient angle of the snows, which cuts off the 
GhCmbi district from the Tishtan basin, instead of allowing that basin 
to stretch e ~ t e r l y  to the base of Chdrndlri. Chdmbi is drained by the 
Mdchii of Campbell, which is doubtfully referred to the Torsha of the 
plains, bnt which may possibly be identical with the HdchG of h e r  
and Griffiths,t or the Gaddada of the plains. But besides that these 
points are still unsettled, it will be noted that one of the transnivun 
feeders of the Tishta rounds Powhanry and rises from a lake (Cholhii) 
approximating to Chdmalirf ; so, that, one way or another, the Tishta 
may be said, without much violence, to spread its basin from Kmg- 
chang to Chfimakri. 

Chfimbi and all the adjacent parts of the plateau of Tibet, constitute 
a region as singular as is the access to it from Sikim by the L4ch6n 
pass. That pass surmounted, you at once 6nd yourself, without de 
scent, upon an open undulated swardy tract, through which the eastern 
hanmivean feeders of the Tishta and of the Ar~in slpggiahly and tor- 
tuously creep, as though loath to pass the Himdaya, towards which 

* Vide Waugh'r outline of the snowy range of Sikim, J. A. S. loc. cit. 
t E m b q  to Tibet and J. A. S. Nos. 87 and 88, with rketch mapa annexed. A h  

Pemberton'r large map of the w b r n  frontier. Rennell k not earily recancilb 
able with them. In the accompanying map I had identified the laker of Cbolimd, 
which give rim to the Tihta, with Turner'r lakes. But I now learn from Hooker 
that the latter lie a good deal east of the former, and I am ~ t h f i e d  that Campball'a 
M U  ir diitinct from Tnrner'r Hachu. We need, and rhall Lhas find, apace in 
the W r  correspondent to that in the plaine watered by Rcnnell'r Tomha and Sara- 
dingoh md Baddada and Sun&. The W h i ,  (Maiu tchicu apud Ihmer) h 
from the We& flank of Ch6rnalLri. The H b h 6  of Turner ir feeder joining hir 
M U  from the West. The Chaan chb of Turner is the SGnc68i of Rangpair: hia 
Tehii ch6 k the Gaddada, and hir M U  ch6, the Tomha. The ArGn laan ita 
rise in the broken county of Tibet lying N. and a little W. of tba rourees of ths 
Tkhta and Sonth of the Kambdi, or great range forming the Southern bo+ 
of the valley of the Y h i .  Thii broken country Dr. Hooker estimah at  fmro 16 
to 18000 feet above the am. I t  ir a dal terraced near Himachal. 
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indeed it is not easy to perceive how they are impelled, the plateau of 
Tfbet doping on their right to Digarchi, and seeming to invite the 
streams that way. There is however of course a water-shed, though 
by no means a palpable one ; and we know by the signal instances of 
the vast rivers of South America and those of north-eastern Europe, 
bow inconspicuous, ssmttimes are the most important water-sheds of 
the globe. The source8 and courses of the feeders of the Tishta will 
rbortly be fully illustrated by Dr. Hooker, my enterprising and ac- 
complished pes t ,  to whom I am indebted for the above information re. 
lrSive to the b h 6 n  pass and ita vicinity, and whose promised map of 
Sikh, which state is the political eqnivalent for the basin of the 
Tisht., will leave nothing to be desired further on that head. 
But the Himfiya mnst necessarily be contemplated in its breadth ru 
d as i b  length ; and we have therefom rtill to consider what regional 
divisions belong to these mountains in relation to their breadth, or the 
dktmm between the gh6t line of the snows and the plains of India. 

'The H i d a y a n  mountains extend from the great bend of the Indue, 
to the great bend of the Brahmapdtra, or from Gilgit to Brahma K h d ,  
between which their length i 1800 miles. Their mean'bresdth ir 
about 90 milea ; the maximum, about 110, and the minimum, 70 mihi. 
The mean breadth of 90 miles may be most oonveniently divided into 
three q u d  portions, each of which will therefore have 30 milea of ex- 
tmt. Theae tansverse climatic divisions mnst be, of course, more or 
leu u b i t r q ,  and a microscopic vision would be disposed to increme 
them amsiderably beyond three, with reference to geological, to botani- 
4 or to zoological, ph~nomena. But, upon comparing Capt. Herbert'r 
didribation of geological phaenomena with my own of zoological, and 
Dr. Hook's  of baf.nical, I am satisfied that three are enough. The# 
regbaas I hare already* denominated the lower, the middle and the u p  
per. They ertend from the external margin of the Tarai to the gh& 
lint d the mows. The lower region may be conveniently divided into 
-I. the ~nd-stone range with ita contained Dhdns or Mbris ;-11. the 
B M m  or Saul forest ;-111. the Tsrai. The other two regious require 
norabdivi&ms. The following appear to be those demarcations by 
height which most fitly indicate the three regions. 

J. A. S. Ior December 1847, and Jms 1848. 

5 ~ 2  
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Name. Elmotional limits. 
Lower region . . . . . . Level of the plains to 4000 feet above the sea. 
Central region.. . . . . 4000 to 10,000 feet above the sea. 
Upper region . . . . . . 10,000 to 16,000* feet above the sea : Higheat 

peak measured is 28,176. 
I t  is needless to remind those who are conversant with physical geo- 

graphy, that in passing in a tropical country, by a long and gradual 
uscent, from near the sea level to several (4-6) miles above it, one must 
neceaaarily meet with regions equivalent, quoad organic phoenomena to 
the three great zonee of the earth, or the tropical, the temperate and the 
arctic; and, in fact, our three regions above indicated correspond in 
the main with those zones, and might be named after them, but that i t  - 
i s  desirable to avoid terms involving theory, when those designating 
mere facta wil l  snffice. Nor is it merely by organic phcenomena that 
the three regions are contradistinguished. 

In  geology the upper region is the locale of granites and gneisses ; 
the middle region, that of gneisses and schists ; the lower region that of 
the sandstone formation and of dilnvial debris. I t  may be added that 
granite is much more extensively developed, in the upper region than 
had been supposed, and that igneous rocks are by no means so entirely 
unkown. Indeed igneous action is displayed to a stupendous degree, in 
the hypogene rocks both stratified and unstratified of the upper and even 
central region. In botany the first is the region of Juuipers, Cedars, 
Larches, dwarf Rhododendrons, Hollies, Willows, Walnuts, Birches, and 
in general of the superior sorts of Coniferoe ; the second, that of Oaks, 
Chesnutq Mngnolias, Laurels, ,4lders, tree Rhododendrons (many kinds). 
Cherry and Penr trees (large and wild), Oleas (large forest tree), Maple% 
Wax trees, Camelias, tree ferns, some few and peculiar Palms (Chame 
rops, LC.), and thinferior sorts of Pines; the last, that of Sauls (Shorea), 
Sissus (Dalbergia), Acacias, Tunds (Cedreln), cotton trees (Bombrub 
tree figs, (Catechu, Indicus et Religiosus.) Buteas, Dillenins, Bandan- 
gas, Erythrinas, Premnas, some common Palms (Phoenix, LC.) but rare 
and poor, and, lnstly, tree ferns, but much rarer than above. Pinm 
longifolin likewise recurs in this region, but not one other of the many 

* Thin  is about the average height of the gh6t.a and of the pcrpetnd mow. It 
in dm nearly the limit of po~sible inrestigatiou, and of the existence of o p i c  
phmomenr. But the upward limit need not bs rigoroar17 M i e d .  
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Conifera above.* In  Zoology, again, to begin with man, the upper re- 
gion is the exclusive habit of the Bhbtias, who extend along the whole 
line of the gu t s ,  and who, with the name, have retained the lingual 
and physid characteristics of their tramontane brethren. To the cen- 
tral region are confined, but each in their own province from east to 
west, the Mishmis, the Bors and Abors, the Akb, the Daphlas, the 
Lh6& the Lepchas, the LimbGs, the Kidntb, the M6rmis, the N& 
m, the 86nw613, the Chdphgs, the GGdngs, the Magare, the Khan 
or b i a s ,  the Kdhliq the GarhwBlb, the Kakkas, the Bambas, the 
Gakara, the Khatirs, the Awbns, and the JanjGhs. To the lower re- 
&n m as exclusively limited the Kdcch, the B a d ,  the DhimBl, the 
Klchh, the ThOd, the DdnwBr, the Pallah, and the Bdksar. Of these 
nerr, those of the central region are all of transnirean origin lie 
the h t  named; but they are much altered in speech and asp&, 
b~ 12 to 15 centuries of residence in a cisnivean climate, and by mix- 
ture in some few crures (as Khas or Khasia) with southern blood; 
whist the races of the lower region are of the aboriginal Indian or 
Tamuli i  stock, and nearly unmixed, though some of them have adopted 
the speech and customs of the Hiidus.t The hill Brtihmans, RgjpGts 
md Moslems so common to the westward, so rare to the eastward, are 
men modem immigrants from the plains. I t  is ve ry deserving of spe- 
&l notice that the people of the upper region cannot endum the cli- 
mate of the central one, nor those of the central region, the climate of 
the lower one ; so that the distribution even of the human race in the 
Bimhya affords a remarkable verification of our triple transverse divi- 
don from a quarter the least likely to afford any such argument. But 
to proceed to our zoological enumerations. To the upper region ex- 

clnsively belong, among the Ruminants, the Bisons (Poephagus) and 
Musks, the wild goats (Ibex, Hemitragus) and wild sheep (Pseudois, 

Imt winter Dr. Hooker pointed out to me in the lower region a Hawthorn 
md a Hone Chaunt. Bnt them are exceptional traits. 

For thae tribes see J. A. S. for Decsmbsr 1847, and April and June 1848. 
ad May 1849 ; also the prior paper in the same by Mr. Bmm. E-J on the 

Koeeh, Bodo, and Dhimal Iangluga and Literature of Nepal. Cunninghum's Hia- 
d the Sikhs, and Hamilton's Nepal. l%e Khalii of Kumaon am w e  of ibe 

biQ of Hdot craftsmen of India, who am m a t  of them Tamulii  in origin, I 
; but the subject u yet to he treated. 
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Ovis) among the Rodents, the Marmots and Pikas (Lngomys) ; among 
Plantigrades, the Bears proper (Ursua). In  the middle region, tme 
Bovines (Bos) take the place of the Bisons of the upper region; Ca- 
prine Antelopes (Nemorhledns, Kemas) replace its Musks and wild 
goats and sheep ; common Rats, and Mice, and Hares, a ~ l d  Porcupines, 
and Hedgehogs, its Narmots and Pikas ; and sun Bears (Helarctos) itr 
true Bears ; whilst the Deer family, unknown to the upper region, u 

here represented only* by the anomalous stilthorns (Stylocerus). I n  
the lower region the ox family is represented by Bibos and Bnbalus; 
(splendid wild types) ; the deer family, here abundant, by Rusas, Stags, 
Axises, and stilt-horns to boot ; the Antelopes by Tetracerus, or the 
four-horned kind ; the Rodents by the Bambd rats (Rimmys) md 
spiny hares (Caprolngus); and the bear family by the honey beus 
(Melursus) ; add to all which that to this region are exclusively can. 
fined all the lnrge Pachydermes, such as the Elephant and Rhinoceros ; 
and the Monkeys also (Semnopithecus et Macacus) though not so a- 
elusively in their cnse. The car~livorq again, are represented in the 
upper region by ounces, by foxes of a large sort (Montanus), by thc 
weasels proper, and by the Ailuri or Cat lories; in the middle region 
by the wild Dogs (Cyon), the Marten weasels, leopards, thick- 
leopards (Macroceloides), wild cats (Murmensis, Pardochrous, Ogilbu), 
Lybmn lynxes (Lybicus). Zibets, ScrePrtails (Parndoxums), and Prio- 
nodons ; and in the lower region by tigers, leopards, hyenas, wolves, 
jackals,? insectivorous foxes (Kokri), Bear badgers (Ursitaxus), U n 4  
Mangooses, Helictes or Oriental gluttons, small civets (Viverrula). 
Eirsute mewtails, and shrpfaced cats (celidogaster). Zibets recur in 
this region but rarely, and one s m d  species of Mangoose is fonnd in 
special spots of the central region. The otters in the upper region are 
represented by the small golden and brown species (Aurobnurnea) ; in 
the central, by monticola and indigitata; in the lower, by the 1- 

I am frilly awam that Rurua (Smber) am Pound in the satern hill, bat r 
carsfnl con~idsration of the fa& in that part of the Hidlaya  with due dmrhos 
b the known habita of the g o r p ,  antirfier me. tbat there deer have been driven in- 
to the western hills by the cleuanm of the Tami and Bbiver. 

t Jrkal  have made their way (like crows) to the moat populoru apota of tbo 
cmtral region, bat t b q  arc not proper to tbe ragion, nor Indim form, thou+ w e  

of ths latter t u d  out by me in 1827 in the great valley of Nepal, hare multi- 

plied and wttled their race there. Ex hu dbce din. 
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Chinese species (Kinensis). Among the squirrels, the great thick-tailed 
and purple species (Macmroides et Purpnreus) belong solely to the 
lower region ; the small Lokries (Locria et Locroides) to the central ; 
and the Siberian, to the upper ; whilst flying squirrels, a numerous 
p p .  are confined to the central region, so far as appears. In the Bat 
group, the frugivorms species, or Pteropines, all are limited to the 
l m  ngion, whilst the horse shoes (Rhindlophinae) specially affect 
the central region ; and the bats proper (Vespertilioninae) seem to be 
the role representatives of the family in the northern region. From the 
dras of birds we may select as characteristic of the three regions the 
f o l l o ~  :- 

The true pheasants (Phasianne), the Tetrougnlli, the sanguine phea- 
wtl (Ithaginis), the horned and the crested pheasants (Ceriornis, 
hphophorus) of the npper region, are replaced by fowl pheasants (Gal- 
lophuis)* in the mid-region, and by fowls proper (Gallus) in the lower. 
I n  like manner, among the partridges (Perdicinae), the grouse par- 
tridps (Tetnuperdix) belong exclusively to the upper region ; the 
chk6rs (Caccabis) and the tree partridges (Arborkola) to the central ; 
d the Prancolines (Francolinus) to the lower, though the black species 
of this last form are also found in the mid-region. In the pigeon group 
the blanched pigeons (Leuconta) belong solely to the upper region ; the 
rinolu pigeons (Hodgsoni) to the central, and the green, the golden, 
md the banded (Treron, Chalcophaps, Macropygia) as entirely to the 
lo= ; the Trerons alone partially entering the central tract from the 
lower. 

The splendid Edolian shrikes (Chibia, Chaptia, Edolius) belong ex- 
elod~ely b the lower region. ' They are replaced in the central tract 
by plain Dicmrines, and in the npper, by plainer Lanians. The cotton 
bLds (Campephaga) of the south cue replaced by gaudy Ampelines 
(Cochoa) and Leiothricinians (Leiothrix, Pternthins, Cutia) in the 
middle region : but both groups seem excluded from the north. Among 

Tbe indueace of longitude on geographic distribution might be ringnlarly illlu- 
Wed, did I I ~ X  permit, from numeroar Himilayan groopr, Galline and other : 
am, for example, bhck.brautcd Csriornb is never recn u r t  of the KUi, nor a 
rsd-karted OM west of it. So of the black and white crestad Gdophum 4 

rLild a black-bclred om u n w w  #m w a t  of the A h ,  nor a whb back, a t  
& iL 
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the Flyatchers the gaudy or remarkable species and forms, belong 
wholly or chiefly to the lower region, as Tchitrea, Rhipidura, Crypto- 
lophn, Myiagra, Hemichelidon, Chelidorynx ; whilst those which ap- 
proach the warblers (Nilkva, Siphia, Digenea) belong to the mid- 
region ; and the plainer and more European types are alone found in 
the northern. 

Among the Fissirostres, Goat-suckers and Swallows are pretty gene- 
rally distributed ; 'but Rollers, Bee-eaters, Eurylaimi, Trogons and rll 
such gaudy types belong to the south, with only occasional alpine re- 
presentatives, as Bucia is of Merops. The tenuirostral birds belong 
distinctively to the lower region. Yet they have representatives or 
summer visitants in all three, even among the Sun-birds. Upon the 
whole however it may be safely said that the Sun-birds (Nectarinin) 
belong to the south ; the Honey-suckers (Meliphagidse) to the centre 
and south ; and the Creepers, Nut-hatches and Wrens* to the north and 
centre. The Sylvians or warblers are too ubiquitarian, or too migratory 
for our present purpose, even Boreal types being common in the lower 
region in the cold weather. Horn-bills, Barbets, Parroquets (Palseor- 
nis, Psittacula) belong to the lower region, though they have a few re- 
presentatives in the central ; none in the upper. Wood-peckers abound 
in the lower and central regions, but are rare in the upper. True C u e  
koos (Cuculus) are as common and numerous in the central region .s 
walking Cuckoos (Phsenicophaus, Centropus), &c. are in the southern, 
where also the golden (Chrysococcyx) and dicrurine Cuckoos (Psendor- 
nis) have their sole abode, whilst what few of the group belong to the 
upper region, are a11 allied to the European type. The Ravens, Pies, 
Choughs, Nut-crackers and Conostomes of the upper region are replaced 
in the central region by Tree Pies (Cissa, Dendrocitta), Jays, Rocket 
birds (Psilorhinns), Pie thrushes (Garrulax), Timalias, and H o o p  
thrushes (Pomatorhinus) ; and in the lower region by the common In- 
dian rows  (Culminatns et Splendens), Grackles,t starer, vagabond pies 

I hare in this paper followed without entirely approving Mr. Gray junior'r clu- 
aification of my collectionr in tbe printed catalogue. Tbe geographic dirtribntion 
ia now attempted for the h t  time. But I will recur to the subject in s mpuats 
paper devoted b it. 
t When D a r j i i ~  war atabliahed there war not r m w  or p u b r  b be sem. 

Now them are r Pew crows but no putora. Enormody abmdmt u botb ate L 
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md dirt birds (Malococercns). Thrushes proper with rock thmshes, 
Onul~, Myophones, Zootheres, Tesiu and Hypispetes are as abundant 
in the central and npper region as Bulbuls, Orioles, Pittas, are in the 
mtd and lower. 

In the Finch family the Haw-finches, Bull-finches, Gold-finches and 
Crwr-bill. (Loxia) are as strictly confined to the upper region, ar are 
the corvine Conostomes, Nut.crackers, Ghoughs and Ravens. The for- 
mer a n  replaced in the central region by the Buntings, Wood-finches 
(Mootifringilia), and Siskins ; and in the lower region, by the Weaven 
md hfbnirs. The Rnptorial birds are; in general, too cosmopolitan to 
subaene the  purposes of Geographic distribution. Still it may be 
remarked that  the true englee belong, quoad breeding at least, to the 
upper region ; the crested eagles (Ciraeetus), the Neopuses nod Hawk 
crgler (Spizaetus) to the central ; and the Pernes (Halisetos et Pan- 
dim) and Halilstnm to the lower. Among the d t u r e s  the distinctioo 
k more muked : for, the eagle vulturer (Qypaetus) belong exclusively 
to the nppr region ; the ivge European vultnren (Fulvus et Cinerms) 
to tbc central; and the Neophmns, and the small Indian vultures 
(Benjplensis et Tenuirostris) to the lower. The H i d k y r  abound8 in 
Pdconida, d l  the oacidental types and species being found there nnd 
many mme, peculiar and oyientd ones ; and it deserves special r e w k  
th.t dereaa the former (Lrnpedis, Chrymtm, Lanarius, Peregrinus, 
hlnrnbuiue, Nisar, &.) affect the upper aad eehtrrl regioas, t& 

oriental types (Hypotriomhis, b l i rs tar ,  J e w ,  Hyptiopua, Elanus, 
Pdiornn) are quite eonfkd  to the lower region. 

Tbore pcd& eosmopolitsata the wadera and snimmers, migrate 
regularly in April rod Octobers between the p k o s  of India and 
Tibet, and, m general, may be add to be wanting in the moustrinr 

I most abandant in the Tarsi. The great Herons (Nobilia 
a Ciereur) tbe great Storks (Niga et Pnrpurea) and great Cranea 
(he Cyrw and hmoiselie) of tbe Tarai are never seen in the 
rmolmt.inr wbae  h e  Jigrrts done represent the first group. But the 
8oRbilIed smaller waders (scolopacidte) are s~ifficiently common in the 
mountains, in which the woodcock abounds, breeding in the lipper 

I region snd frequenting the central, and rarely the lower, region, from 

I the lower @on, thiu rnfficiently proin thq ue not a& to tba csdd tnrct 
t h g h  ammo11 in the grar v a b y  of He*. 
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October till April. Geese, ducks and teals awnnu in the Tarai, when 
every occidental type (so to speak, for they are ubiquitous) may be 
men from October till April ; and many oriental non-migratory types ; 
whereas in the mountains the Mergansers (orientalis) and the Corvo- 
ranta (Sinensis et Pygmeeus) only are found, and that very scantily ; 
with a few Rails and Galliuules and Sandpipers, from the vast host of 
the Waders.* 

But I must hasten from these zoological details to make some 
remarks on the subdivisions of the lower region, a subject which, 
though in mnny ways interesting and important, is so little understood 
that the celebrated Mrs. Somerville in her very recent treatise of phy- 
dcal geography has represeuted the Tarai as being within not only the 
Bhhver, but the sandstone range.? 

All observant persons who have proceeded from any part of the 
plains of India into the Himtilaya are sensible of having passed through 
an intermediate region distinguished by many peculinrilies ; and, if 
their route hnve lnin to the N. W., they can hnrdly have failed to 
notice successively the verdant Tarni, so unlike the arid plains of upper 
India; the vast primseval Saul forest; so every wny unique ; and the 
Dhdns or valleys, separated from the last tract by a low range of hills. 
The natives of the plains have in all ages recognised these several 
distinct parts of the lower Himtilayan region which they have ever been, 
and are still, wont to frequent periodically, aa strangers and foreigners, 
in order to graze innumerable herds of cows and buffaloes in the Tarai, - 

or to procure the indispensable timber and elephants peculiar to the 
BhBver, or to obtain the much-prized drugs and dyes, horns and hides, 
(Deer end Rhinoceros), d s  and dhdnas (resin of Saul and of Cheer) 
and timber of the Dhdns. Nor is there a single tribe of Highlandere 
between the C6si and the Sutledge which does not discriminate between 
the Tarai or Tan, the Jhhri or Bhhver, and the Dhcins or Mhris. Capt. 
Herbert has admirnbly described$ the geological peculiarities and 
external aspect of each of these well known tracta. His details ue, 

* For rs ample ennmerntion of the mammnla and birdr of the Hibblrp, (150 
rp. of the former, and 650 of the latter,) see noparate catalogue printed by order of 
the Trrutees of the British Mn~eurn in 1845. The dintribation ir not them give& 

f Phydcd Qeopphy, Vol. I. p. 66. 
$ J. A. S. No. 126, extra pp. 33 and 133, s t  req. 
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indeed, confined to the space between the Kdli and the Sutledge ; but 
the gened ,characteristics of these tracts he affirms to be equnlly 
applicable dl the country between the MQhi and the Sutledge; 
md h p t .  Parish, whilst confirming Herbert's statements, makes them 
m iiknrise as  far westward as the Beas.* What Capt. Herbert states 
rn holding good from his own personal researches in regard to the 
nntern Himdlaya (Sutledge to Kdi), I can confirm from mine in 
regard to the Nepalese portion (Kai  to Mechi), but with this reserva- 
tion, that no more in the western than in the Nepalese Himaaya does 
the sandstone range, with its contained Dhbns, prevail throughout or 
mutinuou.sly, but only interruptedly or with intervals ; and thus the 
Sallyin-mkri, the Gongtali-mhri, the Chitwan-mdri, the Makwinpdr- 
m&ri r i d  the Bijayplr-msui of Ndp6l (which. are mostly separate) 
rrpreaent with perfect general accuracy the Deyra, Kyarda, Pinjor, 
Wt.li and other Dhlns to the westward. The accompanying sectional 
outline d give a distincter idea than any words could do of the reLa- 

Disposition of parts in luwer region of Himdlaya. 

tiollm of the several park of the lower Himdayan region to the plains 
OII the one hand, and to the mountains on the other, according to 
Capt. Herbert's views. The continuous basal line represents the level 
of the plains : the dip on the left, the Tarri ; the ascending slope in 
the antre the Saul forest; the dip on the right, the Dblus or Mdris. 
It u tbos wen that the Tarai sinks below the level of the plains; that 
the forest forms a gradual even ascent above that level ; that the Dhdw 

* J. A. S. Nor. 190 and 202, for April 1848, and 1849. 
5 a 2  
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continue the ascent to the bane of the true mountains, but troughwise, 
m *th a concave dip ; and, lantly, that the Dh6ns are contained' 
between the low sandstone range and the base of the true mountaios. 
The Tar& is an open waste, incumbered rather than clothed with 
p s s e s .  It is notorious for a direful malaria, generated (it is Mid) by 
its excesrive moieture and swampg-attributes derived, lst, from ita low 
rite, 2nd, from its clayey bottom, Srd, from innumerable rillspercolatiq 
through the gravel and saud of the Bhher, and finding issue on the 
upper verge of the Tarai (where the gravelly or sandy debris.from tha 
mountains thins out), without power to form onward channels for their 
waterm into the plains. The forest ir equally malarious with ths 
Tarai, though it be as dry as the Tarai h wet. The dryness of the 
forest is caused by the very porous nature of that vest mass of diluvial 
detritus on which it rests, and which is overlaid only by a thin but rich 
rtratum of vegetable mould, every where sustain& a splendid crop of 
the invaluable timber tree (Shores robusta), whence this tract deriva 

P' its name. The sandstone range is of very inconsiderable height, though 
rich in fossils. I t  does not rise more than 3 to 600 feet above itr 
immediate base, and is in some places half buried (so to speak) in the 
vast mass of debris through which it penetrates.* T k  D h i r ~  are as 
malarious and as dry as the Bhdver. Thef are from 5 to 10 (often 
less, in one instance more) miles wide, and 20 to 40 long, doping from 
either side towards their centre, and traversed lengthwise by a small 
stream which discharges itself commonly into one of the great alpine 
rivers; thus the Upu t i  of Cbitwan-mdri falls into the Gandak, and 
that of BijnypGr-mfui into the C6si. The directibu of the Mdris or 
DhGns is parallel to the ghat line of the suows, and their substratum 
is a very deep bed of debris similar to that of the Bhdver, but deeper, 
and similarly covered by a rich but superficial coating of vegetable 

* The low range which aeparaten the Dhtna and Tarai, on the b i h  road b 

Kathmindi, conkiate almost wholly of diluviurn, rounded pebhlea loosely aet in 
ochmou~ clay, ouch M form8 the great nubstratum of Dlihn and Bhiver. The 
mdstone formation o111y dowo itself where the rain tormnte have worn deep guL 
Uen, and it there appeam aa white weeping nand imperfect1 y indurated into rock. 
Anthracite, ahale, loam, are found in thh quarter, but no organic fonilr, such u 
rbound m the wutward. Herbert uaigns the Sirrilikr to the new red formuion of 
geologi~ts. But if I underatmid Lyell rightly, illat formation k inimicd b forrilr. 
11 there any mistake u to ths teohnid clau of mob ? 
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mould whicb, if not cultivated, naturally produces a forest of Saul 
qd to that outside the sandstone range, and then in like manner 
hubonring elephants, rhinoceroses, wild bulls (Bibos), wild buffaloes, 

m d  other large deer, with oreeping things (Pythons) ar gigantic 
u the quadrupeds. The height of the sandstone range Capt. Herbert 
atimatea a t  3000 feet above the sea, or 2000 above the plains adjaoent ; 
and that of the Dhdns (at least the great one), at 2500 above the eea, 
and 1500 above the plains. These measurements indicate sufficiently 
tbc heights of the lower region, and it is observable that no elevation 
rhort of 3 to 4000 feet above the eea suffices to rid the atmosphere of 
the lower Himaaya from malaria. Thus, the Tarai, the Bhhver and 
the Dhhm are alike and universally cursed by that plague. And thin 
(by the way) is one among reveral rearons why I have assigned 4000 
kt of elevation as the eouthern limit of the healthful and temperate 
mid-region ; that above it being the arctic or boreal, m d  that below it, 
the tropical, region ; though it must never be forgotten that more or 
km of the tropical characters, espeaially in the suite of the reasons, 
penulem the whole breadth (and length likewise) of the Himaila~g 
whatever be the decrement of heat, and also that from the unoommon 
depth of the glens in which the great riven especially run, and which 
in the Central and even Upper region often reduces the height of those 
@em above the sea below the limit just aesigned for ealubrity, such 
glelelu are in both these regions not nufrequently M mrluious as is the 
whole lower region. 

But, the above chamcteristics of the rubdivisionr of the lower Him& 
l a p  region, how noticeable soever to the west of the MQhi, are by 
no means so to the east of that river, when a skilled eye alone can 
painfully detect the t r am* of the sandstone formation (without which 
there cm be, of course, no DhGnr,) and where the Tarai, considered as 
a trough running parallel to the mountains, forms no marked feature 
of the country, if indeed in that senjle it can be said to exist at all. 

1 * In my recent expedition in the Tarai enat of the Mechi with Dr. Hooker, that 
nccampli.bed traveller firrt deteckd tr.cer of the umdatone formation, with imperfect 
d, rhle, h., in a gully below the Pankabki Bmgalow, PI well ar at Lohagarh. 
Tbr d r o n e  rock b e l y  peeped out at the bottom of the gully lying in cloas pmx- 
Li wi th  the momalins, w that n o t b i ~  oould be mom inoonrpiaoua than it ru 
u r fatxue. in ths pbyriognomy of tho country. 
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And as, even to the westward, the sandstone range, with its cantained 
Dh6n11, is by no means constant, i t  may be desirable to attempt to 
characterise the lower region considered M a whole without reference 
to local peculiarities or too rigidly defined eubdivisiona. Now I con- 
ceive that the lower region owes its distinctive character as a whole to 
the vast mass of diluvial detritus which was shot from the mountains 
upon the plains, like gravel from s cart, at some great geological epoch, 
and which has been, since its deposit, variously and often abraded both 
in degree and direction, by oceanic, and, in a far less degree, by ordin- 
ary, floods. Where there was, at the epoch in question, no sandstone 
range to intercept the downward spread of the debris, this debris wonld 
necessarily be carried further south, and be of less thickness ; when  
there waa such a barrier, it would be carried less far southward and be 
accumulated it1 greater thickness, especially within the barrier; and, 
in like manner, where no sandstone range existed, but only spurs, sent 
forth, like bent arms, upon the plains from the mountains, the embayed 
detriti~s would still be deeply piled and lofty within such spurs,* and 
thinly nnd unegunlly spread without them, 6 y  reason of the action of 
the spurs on the currents. Again, where, M from Gowhatty to Sad- 
dia, there was not room upon the plains for the free spread and deposit 
of the descending Himtilnyan detritus owing to large rapid rivers and to 
other chains, both parallel and proximate to the Himdaya, the phoeno- 
mena created elsewhere by the more or less unrestricted spread of the 
Himdayan detritus over the plains, wonld necessarily be faintly, if at 
all, traceable. Lastly, if nt the time of the descent of the debris, there 
existed a great dip in the Gangetic plains from N. W. to 5. E., the 
Lithologic character, as well M the diatribution, of the debris, would be 
materially affected thereby ; for, the subsiding oceanic current would have 
a set from the former to the latter quarter, and would continue to Iaah 

* Them in a aignal example of thin on the road to Da jiling via Pankabiri wbem 
the debris, anbayed by a apnr, u accumulated to meral hundred test, and rhem 
moreover there in onbide the #par a eonspicuona sncauion of t s m m ,  dl dme to 
oceanic form, and clearly showing that the rubaidence ot the sea nu by intmdr,  
and not at once. Conntnnt obaerration h u  cauaed the people of the f i l l  to dia- 
tingaiah three principal tiera of temcca, from the p d e n t  m w t h  of t n a  upon 
each. The higheat, is the Saul level ; the middle, the Khur level and the loweat, 
the Sirs6 level ; Shores, Acacia and Ddberga being abundaatly developed on tb 
thrw ler& u .born enumerated. 
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the gravel into sand, and here to deposit both in a series of terraces, 
there perhaps utterly to displace both, in the latter quarter long after the 
former had emerged from the waves. Now, that the Himalaya really was, 
at one time, in great part submerged ; that the vast mass of detritus from 
the H i m h y a  at present spread over the plains in its vicinity, was so 
cptead by the ocean when the founts of the deep were broken up; that t h i  
huge bed of detritus, every where forthcoming, is now found in unequal 
proportion and distribution and state of commi~iution ; as, for example, 
deeper piled within, than without the sandstone range, and the embaying 
cpnn, and also, more grnvelly and abundant to the N. W., more sandy 
and scant to  the 8. E. ;* and, lastly, that the Gangetic plain really now 
ha rgreat oblique dip? from the Sutledge at RJper to the Brahmaphtrs 
at Gw6lpfi1-6, whereby all the Him4layan feeders of the Ganges are in 
the plains so  much bent over to the eastward-these are presumptions 
relatire to the past as legitimate as the extant facts suggesting them are 
incontrovertible ; and, we have but to observe how, at the graiid epoch 
adverted to, the action of general causes was necessarily modified by 
the peculiar features of the scene, as above indicated, in order to come 
at r just conception of the aspect and character of the lower Him4layan 
+on, d l  dong the line of the mountains. Thus the longitudinal 
trough parallel to the mountains, and exclusively denominated the Tarai 
by Capt. Herbert, may to the N. W. have been caused by the set of 
the subsiding oceanic current from h'. W. to S. E. ; but, however 
mmd, it exists ru, a palpable definite feature only heneath Kumaon ; is 

* Clpt. Herbert hu given statnmenta of ita depth to the westward, where there u a 
nulatone range. To the eaatward, where is none, I found it, on the right bank of 
tk Tbbta, under the mountains, 120 feet, at 15 miles lower down, 60 to 70 feet, at 
15 miles still fnrther off the mountains, 40 to 50 feet. Tbere was hem no inter- 
nptim to the free spread of the detritus, and I followed one continuow dope and 
lwd--the main high one. The country exhibited, near the rivers especially, two or 
Uuw other and subordinate levels or terraces, some marking the effect at unusual 
hdm of extant fluiistils action, but others anmistakeably that of pristine and 
ocanic form.  I measured heighta from the river. I could not teat the sabmrhce 
&pth of the bed. Them w u  every where much more m d  than gravel, and bul-  
dm w e e  rare. 
t up& ir 1000 feet a b w  the M. ; MGrrrdibid 600 ; Gomkph 400 ; 

l t q &  200 ; GwBpLua 112. My authoritiea us As. Rer. VoL XII. J. A. S. No. 
196. b y k .  Him. Bot., Gfith'r J o d ,  uul J. Prinrsp in spirt. 
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faintly traceable beneath Nepal, and is wholly lost beneath Sikim 
and Bhlithn. But, the great bed of debris is e v q  where present, 
and with no other dietinctions than those pointed out, whether it be 
divided into BhBver and Dhlin, by the sandstone range, as is nsunlly 
the case west of the Mbchi, or be not so divided owing to the absence 
of that ratge, as is always the fact east of the Mkchi. Again, m q  
l a k e  there is, at that point where this vast bed of gravel and sand thinr 
out, a constantly moist tract, caused by the percolation of hill waters 
through the said bed, and their issue beyond i t ;  and that constantly 
moist tract is the Tarai, whether it run regularly parallel to the line of 
monntaine and be distinctly troughed, as to the westward ki the crse, 
or, whether there be no such regularity of parallelism or of trwghiig, 
as to the eastward is the case. 

Why that vast mass of porous debris which every where coastitutea 
the appropriated domain of the Saul forest, and that impotous trough 
outside of it which every when constitutes its drain, rhould, aa fu 
eastward as the Mhhi, be both of them developed puallelly to d 
other and to the line of the mountains, whilst beyond the M&hi cgt- 
ward to Asram (exclusive) they should exhibit little or no soch 

, parallelism, but should rather show themselves plainwards, like aa 
irregular series of salient and nsalient anglea meting on the moantainh 
or like small insulated plateaux,* or high undulated plains,* surroaaded 
in both the latter cases by low swampy hind malagom to the Tuai, it 
would require a volume to illustrate in dcbil. I have $ven a fh 
conspicuous instances in the foot notes. For the rest it must suffice to 
observe that such are the general appearances of the Bhkver and Tarai 

* Parbat Jowir, on the confiner of A-m and Rmgpb, L oas of th mod 
remarkable of them small platenax. It is oenlidsrably deratcd, quib i d L d ,  
ramoh from the moantaiar, and m v e d  with Saul, Fhioh h e  low E e d  nmd 

exhibib no t r m  d. h r h t  J o d r  h a frngrnsntav rdic of the high l ed  or Bhim, 
te whloh the Sm1 tree adherea with nodevintiag uniform*. 

t Cowpicumr htanaes occur round DinLjp6r d N. W. ud N. &. d Wgai 
b hngptir, w h  am found highly undnlated do-, ham and thue rvid by llrG 

topped dcbmed billockr, keeping the level of tbe l o h i d  pnrt of the lvdald 
mrface. Looking into the clear bed of the n h t a  it struck Dr. H d e r  d 
m p l f  at (be r a w  moment, how perlectlf tie bed ef tbe river mpmdad in 
m i n i m  the mnfocmation of tbrr  tMt., &momtralim~ to the q a  U& d d 
orwartion under the ra. 
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to the westward and to the eastwnrd ; and that the general causes of 
the diRerencer, have been pretty plainly indicated above, where the 
IWESBUJ effects of the sandstone range and of the eastern dip of the 
pkins upon those oceanic forces to which a11 the phceuomena of the 
region owe their origin, hnve been suggested. 

Throughout Assam, from Gwalpha to Snddia, Major Jenkins assures 
me there is neither Bhbver nor Tarni ; and if we look to the narrow- 
ne~l of that valley between the Himfdnya and the mighty and impe- 
tuow Bnhrnaputm, and consider moreover the turmoil and violence 
of the oceanic current from the N. W., when its progress was staid by 
the lmked-up valley of Assam, we shall be at  no loss to conceive how 
dl distinctive marks of BhBver and Tarei should here cease to be 
hmble. 

It will be obserred that in the foregone descriptions of our Him& 
h p  riven I have not adverted ( s a v e d l y  in one instance, in order 
to mmct an error as to the true name of tbe Kbli) to their partial 
b t l i 6 l a y a n  aources. And I confess it seems to me that perspicuity 
h by MI means served by undue insistency on that feature of our rivers. 
b t .  Hwbert wan thus led to travel beyond his proper limits with a 
m l t  by no means favourable ; for, it appears to me that he has con- 
founded rather than cleared our conceptions of Asie Centrsle as the 
Bdm-ii-d6nya (dome of the world) by attempting to detach therefrom 
tbrt mat characteristic part of it, the plateau of Tibet, becawe certain 
lodirn rivers have (in part) Tibetan sources! My theory of water- 
&dadoes not incline me thus to violate the grander arrangements of 

md the less ro, inasmuch as the rivers I have to speak of 
not afford so plausible an excuse for such violation, IW if 1 had 

tohat  of the Indus, Sutledge* aud Brnhmaputra alias S6nyJ.t The 
and the Karnai, though they draw much water from Tibet, draw 

f~ more from the pente meridiode of the Llimdaya, or the ghbt line 

* Bseh Wij v d  Satdidla. 
t Mr. G n k l d ,  in a paper recently rud before the Geographical Society of Lon- 

dm, b n  rnerbd to Klaproth'a notion that the S h p h  is not the Brahmaputra. But 
Mr. b k l l  hu oierloobd J. Prinlep'a important, and I think decisive argument 
on otba ride, i u . ,  that the Brahmapntra discharges three timed more water 

Ganges, which it comld not do if it a r m  on the N. E. conlinu of Alarm, 
-ding the luge  quantity d wrter contributed by the M o n k  

5 I 
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and all south of it; and this is yet more true of the Ganges, the Monh 
and the Tishta, though they also have partial trans-Himdayan sources. 
To those sources of the several Himdayan (so I must call them) rivers 
above treated of I will now summarily advert. 

. The M6nrie.-It is by much the largest river of Bhbtatn, which state 
is almost wholly drained by it. I t  has, (it is said) two Tibetan sources, 
one from lalie Palt6 vel Yerbro yum, which.is a red lnke, and not en 
island surrounded by a ring of water as commonly alleged-the other, 
from considerably to the west of Paltd. These feeders I take to be 
identical with Klaproth's Mon tch~i and Nai tchG vel LGbnak teh& 
strangely though he has dislocated them. 

The Twhta is also a fine river, draining the whole of Sikim save the 
tracts verging on the plains. The Tishta has one Tibetan source, also 
from a lake, v k .  tbat of ChdlamG. To speak more precisely, there 
are several lakeleta so named, and they lie close under the N. W. 
shoulder of Powhanry, some 30 miles W. and 40 5. of Turner's lakes. 

The A d n  is the largest of ell the Himtilayan rivers, with abundant 
cis-Himdayan and three trans-Himalayan feeders. One, the western, 
rises from the pente septentrionale of the Him4laya, in the district of 
Tingri ; another, the northern, from a place called D b d  ; and a third, 
the eastern, from the nndulated terraced and broken tract lying N. 
and a little W. of Cholamn, and S. of Kambala or the great range 
which bounds the valley of the Yaru on the S. from W. of Digarehi 
to E. of Lassn. 

The Karndi  is much larger than the Alpine Ganges, and nearly e q d  
to the A h ,  perhaps quite so. I t  drains the whole Himlaya between 
the Nanda-ddvi and Dhouln-giri peeks, and has one considerable Tibetan 
aource deduced either from the north face of Himachal near Mom* 
nangli or from the east face of that crescented sweep whereby Gwgn 
nears HimBchal, and whence the Karn4li flows eastward to the Tlklr- 
k h h  pass. 

The Ganges also has of late been discovered to have oae Tibetrn 
feeder, viz. the Jihnavi, which, after traversing a good deal of broken 
country in Gn4ri between the Sutledge and the Him6laya, passes tbat 
chain at the Nilang ghat to join the Bh6garathi.* 

Moorcroft's Trarelr. J. A. 5. No. 126, and I. 5. R. Nor. 17, 18. 
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I rill conclude this paper with the following amended comparative 
tableof Andean and Himanyan peaks, Baron Humboldt having apprised 
me that Pentland's measurements, as formerly given by me, have been 
proved to be quite erroneous, and Col. Waugh having recently fixed 
h g e h m g  and Chumdari with unrivalled precision and accuracy. 

Chi# P e a b  of dnder. Feet. Chief P e a k  of Himalaya. Feet. 
Aeoncsgna, .......... 23,000 Jamnoutri, .......... 25,669 
Chimbanw, ........ 2 1,424 Nanda-devi, ........ 25,598 
Sonto,.. ............ 21,286 Dhoida-gin, ........ 27,600 
Illimani. ............ 2 1,149 Gossin-than, ........ 24,700 
Dexabasado, ........ 21,100 Kangchang, ........ 28,176 
Desyaassada, ...... 1 9,5 70 Chumaltiri, .......... 23,929 

POSTSCRIPT. - 
That sensible and agreeable writer, Major Madden, in a letter just 

received by Dr. Hooker, notices " the disgraceful state of our maps of the 
H d y a ,  which insert ridges where none exist, and omit them where 
tbey do e x i ~ ~ t ;  and, moreover, in regard to all names, show an utter 
ignorance of the meaning of Indian words." I t  is the express object of 
the above Essay to contribute towards the removal of the weightier of 
those blemishes of our maps without neglecting the lesser, by exhibiting, 
in their true and causal connexion, the great elevations and the river 
blsins of the Him4aya. Major Madden supposes that the term H y b  
&, which he applies to Tibet, points to that region as the pristine abode 
d the Huns. But this ia amistake. H$n d 6  is a term unknown to the 
h g q e  of Tibet. I t  ie the equivalent in the Khaa or Parbatia language 
for the Sanscrit Himy& db, or land of snow. Ita correlative term in the 
P u b  tongne is Khas db, or land of the Khae. The ghas race 
n r e  till lately (18 16) dominant from the Satlege to the Tishta : they 

80 still from the KPi to the M&hi. Hence the general prevalence 
ofgeographic terms derived from their language. By H y h  dda the 
h h t i m  mean all the tracts covered ordinarily with mow on both 
& of the crest or spine of Hemhhl ,  or the ghat line ; and by Khas 

nll the ananowed regions south of the former, as far as the sand- 
atone range. 

The bfimana and thoee who use Sanscrit call the H y h  d&, Bhd- 
b t  or appendage of Bh6t ; and hence our maps exhibit a Bh6Ulnt in 

5 I 2 
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what Trail1 denominates (A. R. Vol. 16) the Bhote perganshs of Kd- 
mhn. But, B h f i h t  is not restricted by the brbmans to such pnr- 
ganahs in KClmhn merely, far less to any one p o t  within them. It 
includes all the di~tricta similarly situated along the entire line of the 
Himhlaya. We might create confusion however by recurring to thh 
extended meaning of the word, since it has long been restricted by us 
to the Ddb RQjah's territory, or Bhdtdn (recte B h u h t ) .  MoormEa 
Giannak in Western Tibet is the ne plus ultra of abuse of words. Far to 

the East, some Bhdtia must have told him, lie the G i n a k  or Chinese, 
and thereupon he incontinently gives thie term as a name of a place. 

The Tibetans call their neighbours by the generic name Gia, to 
which they add distinctive affixes, as Gia nak, black Gi, alias Chinese ; 
Gia-ver, red Gias, alias Russians ; and Gia-gar, yellow Gi, alias Hin- 
dGs. With reference to the Hum, if I were in search of them in Tibet, 
I should look for them among the H6r of that county, as I would for 
the Scythians among the S6g vel Sbk. Sogdiana or Sdg-land was, I 
conceive, the original Easio  the first known historic seat of the Indian 
8&6s and Tibetan Sdg, vel S6k. H6rs6k aa one term, means Nomade 
in Tibetan, such being still the condition of those two tribes in Tibet. 

On Native imprem'ms regarding t k  Natural Hietory of certain Bni- 
ma&, by H. TORRENB, &q. B. L 7. P. .&c. 

The singular impressions current among natives even of the highest 
rank, M to the habits and nature of certain animals are not undeserving 
of record. I t  is rarely that the credence of the narrators in these 
things can be elicited, if even they go so far as to mention the existence 
of the belief; for they dread the ridicule aa much as they anticipate 
the incredulity of a European : consequently these strange stories 
but imperfectly known, even to the best informed among us in such 
legends. I mention one or two with the circumstancea of my acquaiut- 
~ q c e  with them. 

While out tiger-shooting with a party of Muealman gentlemen, I was 
asked, in a confidential way, whether 1 had ever seen the p i e :  I 
spell the word with the almost undescribable nasal aspirate with which 
it was invariably pronounced to me. With an air of grave and serione 
intemt., which is the best way of inspiring confidence, I replied that 
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the nature of the thing or being, waa unknown to me, and I requested 
information on the subject. On this there was a little hesitation, when 
&r a time i t  waa explained, that as I had seen more oftigers than my 
companions, they fancied I might have also seen or heard something 
of the animal that always preceded the tiger, called phyw from the 
cwelesa iteration of a sound similar to ite name. I required further 
enlightenment as to this creature, when I found it was a gcsomething 
that preceded the tiger by six cubits, wherever he went, making the 
noise ph- without end, looking for things for it." The old tales of 
'the lion and Ab provider' recurred to me at once; and I bethought 
me of the hospitality of some cat-like sound of felis tigria having led, 
dnring hi nightly search for prep, to the creation of the story. I have 
done all I could, but in vain, to discover whether there were real 
gronnds for the belief, baaed on such a habit of the animal. I killed 
neveral tigers in company with my friends afterwarda, but though we 
fomd nophgew with any of them, the silent faith of my believere in 
the marvelloue, has remained unshaken as to the existence of the myste- 
rim animal. I subsequently learned that there is in Bengal a like 
belief respecting it among the Hindus, who term the creature ghdg.* 

There are few Euglishmen in India who have not perhaps heard some 
ofthe strange tales related by the natives regarding serpents. The most 
remarkable to me, has always been the belief in the Raj Sump, or king 
make, who is represented as belonging to a superior order of serpent, 
as exacting homage and obedience from bie ophite subjects, and, some 
times, M appearing with the semblance of a crown, the type of his 
authority. I was one day in company with a number of native gentle- 
men, when the conversation turned upon the nature of antidotes in the 
caae of snake bites, the belief as to the cure effected, by applying to 
the wound, the head of the identical reptile that had inflicted it, the 
charms p ~ ~ e r f u i  to compel the snake to appear,-as to all which 
matters I have never been able to obtain, amid many tales, any relator 
daring enough to declare himaelf an eye-witness of. the marvels he 
recounted. At last, mention being made of the King Snake, a party 
p m t  &d,-'At any rate I can assure you of the exietence of him, 
for it ia well known that I have seen,' and the story, to the foUowillg 

* Aceording to Babu RajendrU Mittra, the Hindue distinguish the G* rn a 
d h t  m i d  from the P'hm-E. B. 
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effect was then told. The narrator, being at that time he said, about 
fourteen years old, had run hastily to the terraced roof of a ground 
floor house to recover his kite, when hi attention was attracted by a 
large gwrnna (cobra capello) which, without perceiving him, raised 
itself with dilated hood in the erect attitude common with those snakes, 
and uttered a loud cry. Immediitely some ten or twelve snakes 
appeared from different quarters, and assembled before their king; 
when after a short time, he pounced upon, and devoured one of the 
smaller ones, with which arbitrary assertion of regal power the convo- 
cation terminated. Row the narrator of thie tale had no interest in 
attempting to mislead me ; he had mentioned what he stated again and 
again, to the majority of persons present for years, before I ever saw 
him ; and he is naturally of intelligence, and in no sort the man to tell 
a useless falsehood. I t  is, I was then informed, by these sort of neaem- 
blages that the king snake asserta his power, and that his subjecta are 

called to them for the purpose of bringing tribute, in the shape of 
dainties for the royal palate ; should however no tributary frog or cat, 
or bird be forthcoming, or should even the offering produced be insuffi- 
cient, one of the luckless ophids, pays in person the penalty of the omis- 
sion,--even as had been witnessed by my informant. 

I ventured with respect to hi story to object, in as delicate a way as 
I could, to the incident of the cry uttered by the king snake, but in 
this I was immediately over-ridden. The cry of the large goomna wan 
well-known in the ruinom city where we were, and in which they 
abound, and it was described to me as a strident sound, the attempted 
imitation of which resembled the acute staccato note of a treble haut- 
boy. I heard this sound myself eubseqnently during a sleepless night, 
emitted by a large snake which killed a rat in my bed room : as it 
pitch dark I was unable to rise and destroy the intruder, but the eonnd 
was too peculiar not to have been that of the ophid, according as it did 
with the description given me, and being unlike any thing I ever heard 
before, as also contrasting distinctly and remarkably with the cries of 
its victim. 

I have noted down these trivial, but not incurious matters as an 
inducement to the record of more valuable facts as to the opinions held 
by natives upon the habits of animals, whence perhaps some r d y  
useful information may be elicited. 
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NOTE by Mr. BZyth.-The make which I have had invariably pointed 
out to me, as the Raj Samp by natives of Bengal is Bungarus annulatia, 
which habitually preys upon other snakes, and is currently said to be a 
deadly enemy of the Cobra. I have tnken a Tropidonatw umhratua about 
two-thirds the length of ita devourer, from the stomach of this species, 
and the specimen is stuffed in the Society's Museum as in the act of 
seLingite victim which it had swallowed. Another ophiophagous specie& 
with the Cobra hood, is Hamadyaa Aannah of Cantor, or Maia vettata 
of Elliot ; a apecimen of which (9 ft. long, and now mounted in the 
Mnseum), I obtained in the Midnapore jungle. 

Mr. Layard some time ago informed me of a popular notion among the 
natives of Ceylon respecting a "horn" which is said to grow sometimes, 
but very rarely on the forehead of the jackal ; and this horn is regarded 
by them'as a specific of innumerable virtues. Strange to say, the same 
notion is equally current among the natives of Bengal, who believe that 
it ensures the prosperity of its possessor, and success in every under- 
trlrig.-E. B. 

On the Injuenee of Foreats on Climate.* By Lieut. W .  H .  PARISH, 
R. A. (Cmmmunicated by Sir H. M. ELLIOTT, K. C. B .  Sec. to the 
Goat. of India.) 

The influence of foresta in modifying the climate of the globe, may 
fitly be considered in this place, more especially as the subject has of 
kte a t t d  much attention in thia county. I shall confine myself 
however to merely recordiug in this brief notice the opinions of such 
ncientiiic men as have devoted much of their time to the investigation 
of this important subject. 

There can be no doubt that the state of the climate. especially the 
humidity of the atmosphere, influences vegetation, and that in its turn 
regetation re-acts upon the climate, but too much importance haa been 
attributed to the influence of forests, aa if they were the principal 
muse of the moisture of the climate. The felling of forests has doubt- 
leas been attended, in many countries, by a diminution of rain, as in 
B u h d m  and Jamaica. In the Mauritius also, the rivers were found 

Thi to- an Appendix to the Author'r Jounal qf a l t i p  lo the Kohiriar qf 
the J&& pnbltbcd in the April No. of the Jounul. 
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to be diminishing on account of the rapid disappearance of the woods 
in the interior, when government had recourse to the measure of pro- 
hibiting their further destruction, and they rapidly recovered their 
former dimensions. In fact in all tropical countries, where the quan- 
tity of aqueous vapour in the atmosphere is great, but where on the 
other hand, the direct rays of the sun are most powerful, any impedi- 
ment to the free circulation i f  the air, or any screen which shades the 
earth from the solar rays, becomes a source of humidity, and wherever 
dampness and cold have begun to be generated by such c a w ,  the 
condensation of vapour continues. The leaves moreover of all plants 
are alembics, and some of those in the tomd zone have the remarkable 
property of distilling water, thus contributing to prevent the earth 
from becoming parched. 

But there are various circumstances which may contribute to- 
war& the formation of rain, and to which I have alluded in the pre- 
ceding remarks ; temperature, pressure of the atmosphere and its elec- 
trical state, are the chief agents ; mountain chaina and foresta form local 
causes. 

The effect which forests exercise upon the condensation of vapours 
has been ably treated by Daniell, in his Meteorological Essays. 

"Humboldt considers that forests exercise a triple influence upon 
climate-first they protect the soil against the rays of the sun ; secondly, 
they produce, by the vital activity of their leaves, a constant evaporation 
of aqueous vapours ; thirdly, these leaves increase the radiation. These 
three simultaneous causes, ne affording shade, evaporation, and radiati011, 
are so influential that the knowledge of the extent of foresta compared 
with the naked savannahs, steppes and champaign ground, forme one 
of the most important elements in the climatology of a country. T h e  
active vitality of plants consists chiefly in the leaves ; they are the 
organs of respiration, digestion and nutrition. The great quantity of 
water which they perspire may be easily proved by placing a glass next 
the under-surface of a young vine leaf on a hot day, and it it will be 
found to perspire so copiously, that the glass will be in a short time 
covered with dew, which r u m  down in streams in half an hour. Halea 
computed the perspiration of plants to be seventeen times more than 
the human body; he calculated that the leaves of a single helianthua, 3 
feet and + in height, covered 40 square feet, and comparing hie former 



obrnrtim of the of learn with thh ckcnmatancq Hum- 
boldt o h m  properly, if a plant of euch rmall size exerciees b 
BDenar upon evaporation, how much greater must be the perspiration of 
the folestr of the Upper Orinoco, whiah cover 2,60,000 nautical square 
milea l The cloudy and mirty sky of those regiena, and of the 
Province! of h Esmeraldry to the rreet of the Vohno of Piahinehe, 
the decrease of the temperature in the missions on the Wo Negro, and 
the streems of vgpour whiuh h m e  visible on Eing the eye6 on the 
bps of the trecs in the Eqnetorirl fore&, mnst be alike ascribed to the 
quw ab.l.tion of the lervea and to their ndiation towards the 
rpree of the atampbere. * * * * * * 
" It ia aaeerted that there is at m n t  much less rain in hbadaea 

tbPl them f o d y ,  and many of the inhabitant. ascribe it to 
tbc unlimited clearance of foreat d brushwuod, and dthough we bare 
mo dim& reasons to prove why rnch dmry~cea leseevl the anneal quaa- 
tity of nio, we have obnadant p d  tht it ie so. In every insham 
rad in every part of the globe where forests have been cleared, a dimi- 
nution of aqueou~ pncipitotions hw been noted ; and as it ia r faet 
rhieh re& nneonteated, that Barbdoes, within the laet fitly yeam 
ns much m m  wooded tbnn it ia now, tbe diminution of rain must 
&wise be expected ea the natural d w t .  The evidence d Humbaldt, 
b p l d  & B d ,  Dad&, Dove, and others, ia so powerful on this 
labject, that I rhould wish to prea particularly npon the attention of 
the redm how importapt the existence of wooded spota become to the 
rgierrltmriat. I cannot do better tbsn quote the words of Humboldt 
b d o m e  thb oiew :-" By felling the trees that cover the tops and 
the eidea of mountains, men in every climate prepare at once two 
dmitieg for f-re gendans-tihe want of fuel and a scarcity of 
nter ; trees, ly the nature of theiu perepiration, and radiation h m  
their leaves in a sky without clouds, aurround themaelveg with an 
heuphere constantly oool and misty." 
Again, that far- exist in those parta only where the predominant 

riodr c a q  with them a considerable quantity of moisture, and con- 
rapntly .that tbey are not the primary cause of hutnidity, is rendered 
bndhly probsb1e .from the f o h d n g  consideration :- 
" *In all ooantliea having a summer heat exceeding 700 the pre- 

* Msclaren, Art. Amrim. Enqc. Britannia. 
5 K 



sence or a h c e  of natural mods, and their greater or 1- lu..uriroce, 
may be taken M a mmure of the amount of humidity, and of the 
fertility of the mil ; short and heavy rains in a wum country w i l l  pro- 
duce gram, which having its roota near the mrface springs up in + few 
days, and withers when the moisture in exhausted, but transitory rains, 
however heavy, will not nouriah trees, because, atter the surface i 
eaturated with wnter, the rest n u n  off, and the moisture lodged in the 
soil neither sinks deep enough, nor is in sufficient quantity to furnish 
the gianta of the forest with the neeesesry awtenance. I t  may be 
assumed that 20 inches of rain fblling moderately, or at intends, will 
leave a greater permanent supply in the boil than 40 inchea f.lling ar it 
mmetimes does in the tomd zone in aa many hours." 

In all regions," he continues, " where ranges of mopntaine inter- 
cept the conme of the constant or the predominant winds, the county 
on the windward Bide of the mountains will be moist, and that on the 
leeward d y ,  and hence parched deserts will generdly be found on the 
west side of countries within the tmpics, and on the east ads of t h e  
beyond them ; the prevailing windm in theae c a m  being generally in 
opposite directio~. On thiu principle the position of f o r m  in North 
and South America may be explained. Thas for exampie, in the region 
within the thirtieth p d e l ,  the moisture swept up by the trade wind 
from the Atlantic in precipitated in part upon the mountaim of Bruil, 
which nre but low and so distributed as to extend far into the interior. 
The portion which r e m h  is borne westward, and loeing a little .e it 
proceede, is at length arreeted by the Andeb where it falle down in 
showers on their mmmits. The Aerial current, now deprived of all 
the humidity with whichit can part, urim in a state of complete ex- 
siccation at  Peru, where consequently no rain f a .  In the sune 
manner the Ghauta in Hindoostan, a chain only three or four thourand 
feet high,* intercept the whole moisture of the atmosphere, having 
copioua raim on their windward side, while on the other the weatha 
remains clear and dry. The raine in this case c@ regnlarly from 
the west side to the east, and vice v e d  with the monoom. But in 
the region of America, beyond the thirtieth parellel, the Anden aem 
as a meen to intercept the moieture brought by the prevailing riadr 
Prom the Pacific Ocean 5 rains are copious on their mmmita, and in 
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Chili on their weittern Wvities, but none falls on the plain8 to the 
wdwud awpt occ&ndly* when the wind blows from the Atlantio." 

Again, Dr. Daubeny has amxtahed by experiments communicated 
to the BritLb Amciatian, that planta nndoubtadly exercise a purifying 
i d ~ e n &  on the atmqhere. In a letter to Dr. John Liidley, he 
erprrsm bimmlf thus I*- 

"An the observatiom of Ellie left it in wme doubt whether the 
hlurce m a  in favonr of the purifying or the deteriorating influence 
upon the air which ia exercised by plants during different portione of 
the day and night, I conducted my experiments in euch a manner that 
a plant might be inclosed in a jar for several waaessive days and nights, 
whilst the quality of the air m a  examined at least two or three times 
a day, and frerrh carbonic acid adznitted aa required. A register being 
kept of the proportion of oxygen each time the air war examined, ae 
mil aa of the quantity of carbonio acid introduced, it was invariably 
found that, eo long as the plant continued healthy, the oxygen went 
on inc- the diminution by night being more than counter- 
kkacad by the gain during the day. This continued until s+ of 
~~ appeared in the confined plant, when of couree the oxygen 
bsgn to decreaw.'J 
"In a perfeatly healthy and natural ate, it ia probable that the 

pmifjring in%uence of a plant i much greater, for when 1 introduced 
d v e l y  different plants into the ssme air, at intern& of only a few 
bosrq the amount of oxygen me much more rapidly increased, in one 
h to more than 40 per cent. of the whole, inatead of twenty M 

in the air we breathe." 
"Thus the vegetable kingdom may be considered aa a apecia1 pro- 

riion of nature to consume that which would render the world unin- 
W l e  by man, and to have been rn beautifully contrived that its 

I abtence depcnde upon ita perpetual abstraction-of that, without the 
I removal of which our o w  exietence could not be maintained. But 

dtinmgh this i true of green plants, it does not appear to be so, of 

Fun@ Mar& h shewn from carefully conducted experiments, that 
M a ,  vegetating in atmospheric air. produce on that air very 
di%hnt malihtbnr fnnn those of green plants in d g o u  eitu- 
rtianq in firct, that they vitiate the air promptly, either by absorbing 

* V i i  Undley'n Introdrration to Botany, p. 378, 3rd Edition. 
5 ~ 2  



ib oxygen to fonn catknk eoid at the otpcnee of the cubon of the 
vegeiable, or By direngrgi% carbenie wid formed in TII&IM mya. 
That the m ~ c a t i 0 1 u  which the atmosphere expetienoer when in 
contact with growing muduooms rn the wme day and night. That 
if flesh mushrooms are plscsd iu an atmosphere of pure oxysen, a 
great part of that grrs dieappeara at the end of a fedr hours. One por- 
tion of oxygen which ir absorbed o o m b i i  with the carbon of the 
plant to form carbonia acid, whiLt another part appears to be fixed id 
the vegetable, and to be replaced, at l e ~ t  in part, by nitmgm dim- 
engaged by the mushroom. That when freah m h o m r  remainsome 
hours in an atmorphm of nitrogen, they modify but elightly the 
natuie of that gaa. The mole &kt produced is d a l  to the diu 
engagement of a smdl qnnntity of carbonio aoid, and sometimer to the 
nbaerption of a wry a d  quantity of nitrogen!' 

No application of human skill and labour tegda eo greatly ts 
the state of the habitable surface, M that employed in the drainage of 
Zakea and d e s ,  since not only the loditier of tnany animals and 
plaata, but the general dimate of a dintrict, may thnr be moUed. 
There mema little doubt that in the United States t&e rapid " dear- 
ing" of the country haa rendered the winten leaa serere and the am- 
mera lees hot, in other wordr the extreme temperaturea of January and 
July have been observed froa year to year b appmach someahrt 
nearer to each other, and thus moat probably, the mean hmpentnm 
ham been miaed. The same rerdt hrs been bronght about in thia 
ootintrys only to a much greater extent. 

The entire destruction of all woods and foreats ham rendered India 
liable to those dmdful damidea which alwsye fallow a deficiency of rain. 

The N. W. f rovinaes were denuded of their trees during the warn 
that attmded the decline and fall of the Muhammedm Empire, d 
the rice and p m p ~  of the Jats, Seikhs and Mahnttaa. Them 
hebootaxn rwept -away all the grovea f h m  the face of evety d i h c t  
they invaded, whilst they never thought ofrenewing them, or enamqp 
ing their r e m 4  in t h e  counttian which they permanently occupied ; 
many fertile regionr were thw turned .into dreary and arid arPtar 

It u marvellous to think how s h l y  aud reluctantly &e Idliu 
&vecnment come f o m d  and acknowledged the n k t y  fot that 
merciful proviaion of nature by which the thirsty soil ia refreshed with 
grateful drrrlts aad nmdered habitable by mm. Traea perform M 



ioapolbnt fim&01~8, and am as i n d i s p d l e  in the m m y  of natnre 
a the liquid air which e n c k h  our globe, or the mighty ocaan which 
ldKa ita ~ O R A  

The arbonic m5d with which our breathing 6Uo the air, bmorrow 
d l  be epreadii north and south and atriving to make the tour of the 
world. The date trees tht  grow round the fountah of the Niie will 
drink it in by their leaves ; the Cedus of L e b m  will take of it to 
dd to their stature, the cocoolluts of Tahiti will grow riper upon it, 
rod the palme and b u m  of Japan wdl c w  it into flowers." 

The oxygen we am breathing was distilled for us some short time 
 go by the mrgoolies of the Susqoehanna and the great treee that 
skirt the Orinoco and the Amazon. The giant rhododendrone of the 
Eimrkyu contributed to it, the roses and myrtle8 of Cashmir, the 
cimamm treea of Ceglon, and foreeta older than the flood, buried 
dtcp in the heart of Africa fPr behind the mountains of the moon. 

The rain which we aee dizamdiag wan thawed for ue out of iceberg 
whifh have watched the polar ehrr Eor agea, and lotus liliea sucked up 
bmm the Nile end exhaled aa vapoar the snows that are lying on the 
top of our hills."' 

Among the many mum which prod- certain rn-1111 in the 
dimste of my region, and one which ia too k p e n t l y  overlooked, 
u the mature of tbe d. Thia is principnllp owing to the greater or 
hmr porrer any d pmresae.~ of radiating heat. Thm sandy d r  me 
e s c f  to become rspidy and i-edy heated, and when the rays of 
the mn are aithdrsm, they r d y  radiPte or impart to the atmo- 
+ere tbe hent they b e  squired, ithw increRdng the general tem- 
perahre. Clayey wiln on the other haad became slowly hated, and ar 
dorrly put  with heat; awrmpy ground ohills the air, and extensive 
forest tracts have a similar effect. And thus cultivation not unf' 
qPently effects a change in the climrrte of a country, for if marshes are 
dnined, a foreat4 cleared, the temperature will be raiaed. I t  thlu 
rspeur, that the divemitier of climate are brought about by var im 
olees, and .re c W y  dependent on latitude ; on the diatlibutiaa of 
Lpd rod watez; on the elmatian of h d  above the sea, se .Iso on the 
n3nre of the soil, the plevslence of particuler win&, d position of 
fopest, an cwenta of the ooean, on the dirmtion and extent af moun- 
t& - d m y  other l d  ciroumetanoea. 
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The preeent denuded state of the N. W. Proviaceg has, I Mere, 
lately attracted the attention of gomnment, and therefore it may not 
be a m b  to note down here the plans that have nqgeated themaelm 
for restoring to the mil what nature dedgned for ita protection and 
benefit. 

In the first place it appears neceesary that the government should 
set the good example to its eubjecta by cutting canals, planting trea 
and digging wells at every ten or twelve miles along the principal 
thoroughfares of these provincee ; and moreover it should adopt me+ 
wres for their protection, and prevent the groves from being destroyed 
for the purposes of feeding camels and elephante, M well es for sup- 
plying fuel for Military Stations. 

The extensive dawk (Butea frondoin) jungle, situated between Phng- 
wara and Khanoora, in the Jullundhur Doab, ie faat disappearing, and 
in a very few years no trace6 of it will be left. The same may be mid 
of the'pine forests in our Himalayan Provinces. 

On each occasion that I have marched through the above mentioned 
Doab, I have been Borely grieved to mark how the venerable peepd 
and banyan treee planted for the purpose of affording shade to the 
weary traveller, have been ruthleady mutilated in order to feed the 
camels and elephants belonging to Enropeam and the government 
That pictnreaque Doab will Boon beaorne IIE dreary and aa naked IIE my 
of the Upper Provinces, if some protecting hnnd is not immediately 
stretched out to prevent ita spoliation. In the next place, the govern- 
ment should foster and enmurage, or rather turn to some useful pur- 
pow the religions vanity of the Hindus, by granting them certain pbr- 
tiom of rent-free land in perpetuity whereon to plant grovea and dig 
wells for the benefit of their mule, and to the greater a d v a u w  of 
travellere. 
a To live in the grateful recollectiom of their countrymen for beoG 

fib conferred upon them in greet works of ornament and utility, M the 
study of every Hindu of rsnL and property. Such works tend in  hi^ 
opinion, not only to spread and perpetuate hie name in thie world, but 
through the good wishes and prayers of those who ere benefitte4l by 
them, to secure the favour of the deity in the next. 

"According to their notiom every drop of rain water or dew that 
falb to the ground from the green leaf of a fruit tree, planted by them 



for the common good, proves a refmhing draft for their souls in the 
next. When no descendants remain to pour the funeral libation in 
their name, the water from the trees they have planted for the public 
pod b destined to supply its place ; every thing judiciously laid out to 
promote the happinem of their fellow-creatures wil l  in the next world 
be repaid tenfold by the deity."* 

If government d e a  to have the Upper Doab, the Delhi, M u m  
md &a districte again enriched and embellbhed with mango groves, 
they will not delay to convey thin feeling to the hundreds, nay thou- 
*nQ who d d  be willing and auxions to plant them upon a eingle 
parantee that the lands upon which the trew stand shall be con- 
&red to belong to them &d their hem es long es theee treee stand 
upon them. Th.t the land, the M e ,  the fruit, and the water wil l  be 
I& to the free enjoyment of the public, one may take for granted, 
iaQ the good which the planter's sod is to derive from wch a work 
in rhe next world must depend upon their being eo ; and all that is 
requid to be etipnlated for in such grata, is that mmgo, tamarind, 
psepd or bur trees, at the rate of twenty-five the Euglbh acre, shall 
be planted and kept up in every piece of land granted for that pur- 
parc ; and that a well of pncka masonry shall be made for the purpose 
d rrrtering them, in the m d e e t  re well M in the largest piece of 
p m d  grmted, and kept alwaya in repair. 
a If the grantee fulfil the conditioxu, he ought, in order to cover part 
tb expenne, to be permitted to till the land under. the treee until 

&q to maturity and yield their h i t  ; if he feile, the landa, hav- 
bg been dechd liable to resumption, should be reamed. 

The person soliciting mch granta should be required to certify in 
Lir application that he had already obtained the esnction of the pre- 
ma& lcsree of the village in which he wiahelr to have his grove, and for 
thir mndion he would of course haw to pay the fall value of the land 
tb the period of his leue. When hie leaee expha, the land in which 
the grove is planted would be excluded from the ursessment ; and when 
it is considered that every good grove must coat the p h t e r  more than 
50 times the annual rent of the land, government may be satiefied that 

1 they seeate the advantage to their people at a very cheap rate."? 
I u w  4 B e d d o m  of m I n h  O W ,  p. 191, Vol. 8. 

i 
t m, p. 197, Val. 4. 
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B Supplemental Note to the Catalogue ofthe Birda in the h a t i e  
Society'e Muueum ;* by E. BLYTH, Esq. 

No. 1818. CACATWA CITRINO-CRISTATA ; Plyetolqhw c i t r i d  
t a w ,  Fraeer, P. 2. 8. 1814, p. 39. Except that Mr. Fraser statea that 
this species is about the aize of C. uulphurea, his description of it would 
equally apply to C. galm'ta, which indeed it very cloaely resembles, 
except in ita much inferior size. It is larger, however, than C. sulphu- 
ma, and has a much higher crest ; whiie its beak is considerably smaller 
and more cornpremed than in that species, having a much nmowec 
cnlmen to the upper mandible, but the lower being aa broad M in C. 
au&huren, with a medial groove instead of' a convexity. Colow exsetJy 

aa in C. galm'ta; and length of closed wing 109 in., and of crest 4) in. 
Habitat unknown. 

No. 1833. P A ~ O R N I B  CALTHRAPAZ, Layud. A beantithl spe- 
cies, the repreeentative in the mountainom parts of Ceylon of P. adm, 
boidcs of the Nilgirie, to which specie0 it manifeste the neareat afliniv. 
Crown and back plumbeom-grey, paasing to bluiah on the rump, and 
rich dark indigo-blue on the middle tail-feathers and outer webs of tha 
m t  : tail yellow beneath and at the tips, wllied .long the inner vebs 
of the rectricea above : forehead and cheeks (passing beyond the eye), 
broad nuchal ring, and entire under partr, brilliant green : wing deeper 
green, paler and yellowish towards the ecapulariea : throat intenee black 
and eontmtingj with a tendency to form a ring round the neck, but 
which does not ao much as half surround the neck. Upper mandible 
bright coral, with a white tip ; the lower reddish. Wing 54 in. I tail 
plpbably of the usual length, but its medial feathers in the specimen 
d&bed appear but half-pwn. A female or young male u wholly 
green, more pellanish below, except the rump which in brighter bLac 
than in the adult male, md the tail ie mingled green and i d p b l a e  ; 

the more vivid p e n  ring of the mck but obecnrely indiated. Both 
the m d M m  u e  dull coral, with white tips ; and the wing m e ~ ~ e r  
5) in, the tail but 4+ in. 

* The ~pecica included in this paper are, almost without exception, comprised in 
the printed Catalogue of the collection of Buds in the Society's Museum, each 4 t h  
a referenw to Val. XVIII, ol itn J.md, and their anmbcn in tba Catalogue am 
here prefixed. 



Inhabits the Kmdyan cbnnty, in Ceylon. Nothing cap ezceed the 
hnaony and delicate beruty of ita mlouriw. 

No. 1820. Loa~co~ve a s r ~ ~ r c u a  ; Pdtaeus midiow, L h m ,  
md Pa. idimm, Gmelin,-both founded on Edwarda, pl. 6, which ie 8 

good repreaentetion. The names, however, are bad, aa the rnee would 
neetn to be wholly confined to Ceyloa : while L. wmalia inhabite $1 
In& and the countries bordering the eoetern shoree of tbe Bmy of 
Ben& aa fiu lie the Te&m provinces where it abounds, ond a h  
J m ;  whcaeu in the Malayan peninenla there rppeors d y  b be L. 
&ulna. L. criaticvs differe from L. oerndk in having the crown deep 
xed, puming to a safRon hue on the nape, and ia eome specimens oven 
moeb af the back ; while the fore-part of the neck is tinged more or 
ka daaply with wrditer. The n w t  &ty of thew Loriculca ia with 
the genw &kehu;* und there are otber apecieu in tbe Philippk and 
prphbly the math of Chins. 

No. 99. MICRAET~R-? 8 k  of fall grown young mde &r 
~ u r i v s ,  and phmqe  wrcely differing ; but the tail shorter, a d  
the tune longer md more slender. The marki ir  of the under-partr 
M abo lean narrow, forming pear-shaped drop, emall and rounded an 
the bell J ,  lonr  tril-covertq d tibial pinma,--much aa in the young 
M. Badiw : under aurfaee of the primaries (aa seen in the c l o d  wing) 
hast unbarred ; their emarginated portion plain brown ; the leet of the 
hwr mba h..ing narrow bara, which am diitinpt fnwn the fiftb in- 
w d a  d thronghod the mxindariea and tertiaries ; above, the prima- 
rks u e  albescent-rufous at bese, with their outer webs boned from the 
&id inwards: tail with numemua (8 cu 9) trmeree dark bonds, 
numi towards its base and brorrdahg to the laat ; the longer uppst 

of the tail alao distinctly banded. Length of c l o d  wing 13 in. ;. 
of tail 9 in. ; aud tane 3 in., the lat8tter plumed for about ). Habitat 
.nlntom : not improbably A m d n .  

No. 171, t i ;  p. 340 : and No. 172. haxx PuerLLa, nobh. D i e t .  
*ed at a glance from Str. $ammen by ib general smaller I&, eon- - r& fircial ruff, and shorter md more dender tami a d  
bra A rpseimen received from England (but not mpposcd to be Eag. 

* Prinacw Mu, M c r ,  srmneowlyrelsrrad by Mr. Q. B Q n y  to tbi 
m, nema m o d y  to ba tbb fmrk of T a n g p r l k  -wlj*eh, w h i a  u alou. 
$6dbPJc*mi.. 

5 L 
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lish) WM doubtfdy referred to the Anstralian 8tr. deZicahrZa, G o d ,  
in J. A. 8. XVII, 346 ; but Mr. Strickland (in epiatoh') assures me 
that it is not delicatula. Another, like it, but 1) in. longer in the wing, 
h' since been received from Mr. Layard, who informs me that this 
specimen came from Egypt : but the latter may either exhibit the ex- 
treme of variation of colouring as compared with the former, or they 
may be of two small races closely a tbed to each other and to St*. $am- 

nea, in which case the name pama may be bestowed on the Egypth 
race, and prcsilla on the other (the habitat of which is unknown). The 
latter, or that formerly described, resemblea the most why specimens of 
8tr.flammea above, except that the white spots bordered with black 
are lesa defined ; and below it is white, with the usual s m d  blackish 
dote : primaries and tail barred exactly as in several specimens of Str: 
farnmea with which we have compared it. The Egyptian specimen 
resembles the more fulvous examples of Str.j&rmmea above, having 
much lesa of the ashy mottling than the other ; below it is white with 
minute dusky specks ; and the outermost and penultimate tail-feathen 
are wholly unbarred nnderneath, causing the lower surface of the tail 
t o  appear quite white : the primaries are very fdntly banded on their 
outer webs, but the bare on their inner webs are unusually black ; and the 
bands upon the tail as seen above are much more faint than m a l .  I n  
both, the tarai measure but 2) in. (inatead of 2+ in. and upwarda), and an 
conspicuously less robust than in Str. flarnmea. NotwithstRndmg the 
differences of the two specimens, we suspect that they pertain to thc 
same small race or species. 

No. 178. Bncraos APPINI~,  Hutton. This perfectly reeemblea B. 
albiroatrid (No. 179), except that it is constantly of the considerably 
larger size of B.pica (No. 177). Inhabits the Deyn Doon. The 
large bill and mque noticed in XVI, 994, pertain decidedly to thin race. 

There are accordingly now the following aeries of species or permanent 
r a m  liable to be confounded together under B. pica vel ma lab^, 
anctonun. 

1. B. pica (No. 177). Distinguished by its comparatively large I&, 

highly compressed crsque with great black patch not descending upon 
the upper mandible, and four white tail-feathem on each side. Inhabits 
dl the peninanla from central India southward, and Ceylon 1 At least 
a head from the latter country is undbtinguishable ; but the Cinghdese 
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(B. mobxw, anct.,) b described to have constantly only three of 
h outer tail-feathem on each aide white. 

2. B. dbirwtris, Shaw (No. 179), vide J. A. S. XVI, 994. From 
w, Nepal, B a h ,  Sylhet, A r a b ,  and the Teneaserim provinces. 
Great numbem of specimens examined, present no remarkable variation 
af &e, and certainly never approach the dimensions of the Deyra Doon 
na. 

3. B. a$%& (No. 118). 
4. B. intcnneditm, n o b ~  (No. 180), vide J. A. 9. XVI, 994. Like 

No. 179, but with the tail of No. 177. This race is very abundant 
h t  Pinang, but we have never seen it from M b  or Singapore. 
It is probably the Sumatran m&baricw of Raffles, the Javanese albC 
tollrir of H o d e l d ,  and the general Malayan makzbaricw of Temminck 
md others. 

5 ?  B. oiolme~, Shaw, and of Wagler ? (Non widinus.) From Cey- 
bn.-B. nro2ayarrrrs (No. 181) is also nearly &bed, but too different 
b be confounded with either of the others ; and B. nigrirwttia (NO. 
182) ir cert-ly distinct, and is referred to by Dr. 8. Muller M a per- 
m e a t  variety of No. 181 .* 

Gwru, P-, I,., M restricted to the pied q&en forming the division 
hdrocoplu of Sweimn. The Indian specie8 of this group are treated 
of in XLV, 196, eo far M we were then cognisant of them. We have 

learned of two others described from the " Himalaya," via. P. 
-, Natterer,-like P. himu@amu (No. 287), but with the 
rapulary feathem white, and some other diatinctiom,and P. seintiUa, 
Liehtmstein,-which considerably resemble8 P. pygmcau (No. 300). 
-pt in being re  ry much larger. We have now to add 

No. 1a25. P. ATUTWB, nobi. Resembles P. Macei, but h larger, 
rith no fnlvesctmt-white on the rides of the head and neck, except 

admixture of it on the lores, earaverts, and above the eye. 
her-psrb black, the feathere laterally edged with dingy golden- 
rphouo, co~lfOned and intermixed on the abdomen, and the black genet- 

* Tbi author gives four ruietier of B. rhinoeeror, rwpeotirely from Sumha, 
: h w ,  Idio (about Seringapatm), and Java. We doubt .Itopther the oacmr- 

mce of thin bid in In& proper, and may nmuk  that a J a ~ a e  fmmh aumined 
(ilrd in IIO mpect from the oommon Mahymn peninrah w, which u identical 
.ith Dr. S. MPlldr Sum&aa variety. 

5 ~ 2  



Jlp pwvdkg ; lorrsr tailooperte cxhon,  and probably tbe crm .bo 
of the male. Four middle tail--em black, the white leas dneeopal 
m the ohma than in P. X-. Length probably about 8 in. ; of wing 
4+ in. ; span of foot 1% in. : beak from forehead I+  in. Inhabib the 
Fdaasaerim provinm. 

Po* nearly &ed speck erirlt in P. h t u a ,  P. Minx& P. mJi4 
and P. pectoralis, nobia, J. A. S. XV, 15. The laat would aeem te 
approximate very nearly P. cmolis, Horafield, vel Wegmerii, H a r t h b  ; 
but it has merely a very hint tinge of red on the lower tail-awerta. 

No. 304. P. G Y ~ ~ N ~ E A L M O ~ ,  mbis. Thim little Woodpecker m 
nearly membles P. rnolvcccMM (No. Nl), that the aune description 
Of theupper-parte would marly aerve for both; but the under-paas 
an, rtreaklem &cent-white, except the lower trilcorerts which have 
blackiah centres. The crown also differa in being of an uniform aoty- 
Wsck, a little browniah towarb  the lsree only ; the outa webs of the 
primarite are wholly dasky-black without markings; and dl the taii- 
hthera  have aerie8 ef two or three white apob along the borderd 
~h web, not develapcd into ban&. The black generally is also  ma^ 

interne than in P. mokccensis; and there ia a emdl d e d  orbitd 
@ace, lees developed in P. vu&gatw. We have only sesn the femrle, 
k t  Mr. Layard informg au tli& the male b "a slender brilliant 
Crimaon -tripe." 

W b i t a  Ceylon; whm genemlly observed singty qoa d d  taeea 

( L a ~ d - )  
No. 2N. P. Rusaraams, mb. The male of thie waa deecribbd 

as a psrtiohrly 0ne old male of P. pygmma (No. 980) in J. A. S. 
XIV, 197 ; but we have siaae wen mmy spaimens of f. py- 
f b m  the ?L W. Himalap., none of which had the crimson sindgital 

more developad than in P. mok6ccaris; whmm of nrmeraPr 
ammples of the prwunt bird fwp Dajili.g, the malea had invuirbly 
&in mimson much more developed, in some forming a broad oodpitrl 
brmd completely amom, and in dl tending more ow leaa to do so. the 
lateral portions being generally (though not always) more developed than 
the medirrl. There is no other difference, and the females are abeolntely 
alike. The speoimena whioh Mr. Hodgeon sent from the inte- 
aosatrg of Nepal were dl true P. pygrcatrr, and apt. Hutton .~lamr 

nr that he never MW the aincipital tuft of the N. W. num devehped a 
in that of Sikim. 



No. 305. P. VALIDIRO~TRIB, nobis. Described and erroneously 
ntened to P. nanw, T i m ,  in J. A. S. XIV, 197 ; P. nanw being a 
ponyme of P. emiquhrq W d e r  .(No. 303). I t  ir probably from 
the Philippines ar China. 

No. 302. P. CANICAPILLUB, nobii. When I described thia species 
in J. d. S. XIV, 197, I had not seen the true P. apduacmuia which is 
common throughoat the Melay countries, but followed Hardwicke a d  
Gny in reguding the Indian P. oariegatw ae P. moluccnuia. From 
the trlle m d u c c ~ ,  canicapillw only differs in ha+ the entire crown 
bght brownish-grey, with only a little black margining the occiput ; the 
ear-camxb are also prle brown instead of brownirrh-black, and the beak 
ia chiefly or wholly whitish. Theae are slight distinctions, which can 
M y  be regarded as upecific; and yet they appear to be constantly 
ehr;roteristie of the race from Arakan and Tenaseerim, while the Mala- 
y a ~  pePLMlk race is undietinguishable from that of Java. 

No. 347. C o m ~ u s  TENIJIROSTRI~. In Lower Bengal, the majority 
of ddta of this speciea have the lower-parts bright ferrqqinons : on 
the &em side of the Bay of Bengal, all appear to be of thia colaur, 
md rre hrpe nsean to infer thrt they grade inaenaibly into the d~ 
Up rr*x (C.$amr) as we proceed southward, and the adults of 
that race we have never seen otherariee colonred. On the other ha, 
*hmt the peninsula of India and in Ceylon, also in the Deyra 
Doon, the rnfoun-bellied rpecimena appear never to occur, and many w 
whdly dark reby in Lower Ben& while others from thia vioinity 
&it every grade of intermediatenem, having referme neither to age 
.Re 

No. 386. Csn~~omrs  ~ L O R O R H Y N C H O ~ ,  nobia. Distinguished 
from C. aompennxs, Illiger (vel philippensir, Cuvier, No. 385), by 
L nmch shortm wings, d brger bill of an unifm greenieh-yellow 
&r ; by the darker shade bordering on marronne of the back a d  
wiqp; and by the pecnlier bne of the duk  heed, neok, and under- 
prb, which have a mmewhat ruddy Me, and are g l d  with rme 
tbph-~urple, a redder chine of which is =en likewim to gloss the 
oppez-pmta : tJ1 purple-black. Length about 18 in., of which the 

mamuea hdf, its outemoet feathers 9 4 . h  lere : wing 64 in. ; bin 
bgpe 1 ) i n ;  lnrditsvsrtioaldepthfdy+in.: -2.in.; endbag 
W w  akaf I.  in. 
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Inhabits Ceylon. 
No. 405. BATRACHOETO~US AFFINIS, nobii, J. A. 8. XVI, 1180. 

In a collection made at Darjiling, among a number of supernumerary 
fragments we found the heads, wings, and tails of two specimens of 
what we now consider to be the young of thia species, especially dietin- 
guibhed from the adult by the slenderness of the bony rami of the 
lower mandible, as we find to be &o the case with the young of B. 
aun'tua (No. 403). Each ia in nestling garb, though the two are 
remarkably unlike ; one being mainly of a light cheanut hue, with 
nearly obsolete barred markings, and throwing out deeper cheenut or 
light bay feathers on the crown and shoulder of the wing ; while the 
other is profusely mottled throughout with black on a pale ground but 
faintly tinged with chesnut. 

B. MONILIGER, Layard, A. 8.  A little smaller than B. JAVAIENSIS, 

(Horsfield, No. 404), which it greatly resembles at the firet glance, but 
differs coneiderably in the details of its markings. Colour of the upper- 
parts, throat and breast, bright bay. or rufoue-brown ; the latter without 
spots, except. a torque of white spots margined above with black above the 
breast, and another separating the hue of the breast from that of the 
abdomen ; belly and lower tail-coverts contrasting pale isabelline, with 
similar but smaller spots, and a  light dusky mottling over the flanks : 
coronal feathers long, the occipital tipped with white bordered above 
with black, forming a white nuchal ring almost or quite continuous with 
the torque below : over the eye a pale rufescent supercilium ; end the 
lengthened and erect lord plumes are tipped with b h k  and whitish at 
the extreme tip: most of the wing-coverta are tipped with a large 
ovoid pure white spot bordered above with black; the t e r t k k  are 
pale and delicately mottled with dusky, each having also a minute 
terminal black and white epot ; and the primaries are black hving 
their outer webs broadly margined with the colour of the back; the 
scapularies also have small terminal black and white spots, and the 
uppermost are pale like the tertiaries: tail mottled and obscnrely 
banded, the bands terminating externally in aeries of whitish spots, 
successively more developed and distinct on the outer feathers. I n  
form the tail is eomewhat peculiar, its lateral halven separating into 
distinct lobes, whence the closed tail appeara fnrcate. Length about 
10 in., of wing 4+ in., and tail 4$ in., its outermost feather 2) in. lea, 
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penultimate 1 in. lesa, and ante-penultimate but ) in. lea. The uniform 
m f o m b m  of the throat and breast, crossed by the white torque and 
bordered below by another, well dietinpishes this species from B. java- 

tmd the bright white spots on the wings (corresponding but not 
imilar to thoee of the large B. aun'ttrs) distinguish it aa readily from 
B. aflnu. I t  remains to ascertain whether either B. tnoniliger, B. 
dfnu, or B. crun'tus, presents the state of plumage corresponding to 
that named Podatgw cmutue by M. Temminck, who considers this 
to be identical with B. javanensis, while Mr. G. R. Gray regards them 
u leparate species. The dark young specimen of presumed B. a$nu 
from Darjiling would seem to indicate, from its considerable resemblance 
to cornutua, that it would afterwards have assumed that dress, in which 
cue it would seem to follow that the two are different phases of the 

bird irrespective of age and perhaps sex. B. monilign inhabits 
Ceylon, where Mr. Layard is informed that it is not nncommon at a 
prticnlar altitude in the Kandyan country ; and it is most probably 
the Coorg species eeen by Mr. Jerdon, aa noticed in XIV, 209. 

The anatomy of thia genue differs remarkably from that of Capri- 
wp. The stomach is a highly muscular gizzard, like that of Nyc- 
ti&;* and there is a large ell-bladder : sternum mall, subquadrate, 
6th but a slight keel, and four deep emarginationa behind ; the cora- 
dda long and slender, and furcula l i e  that of Caprimrlgua but more 
~ h d e r .  Amrdiug to Mr. Gould, the outer front claw of Podarglu 
is capable of reversion ; but on macerating and completely relaxing the 
foot of P. strigoide:, we found that it can be only half-reversed, M in 
CorytAoit, Tamatia, and some other genera. Save in the proportional 
dze of the feet, which are much larger in P o d a r p ,  there seems to be 

1 nought else to separate Batradostmw from i t ;  and it is probable 
thrr even in this respect a gradation occurs in the different species. 

No. 425. CYPSELWS euarulrca.rwS, nobii : C. cl$nis, var., apud 
Strickland, P. 2. 5. 1846, p. 99. Resembles C. a$Enw, but ia larger, 
deeper-colonred, with the tail-feathers conspicuously more pointed, and 
the outermost measuring ) in. longer than the middle ones. Wing 5+ 
in. ; tail 2+ in. General colour much blacker than in C. a$nw, the 
lrpper m d  lower tail-coverte being quito black ; the white band on the 

a Birds of Jamua,' rbem the habib of the euaadrdy long-wingad 

N w  M described u mach more. thore of Podargw than of Caprimulprt. 
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rump ie narrower and lem p d y  white ; and the white of the throat 
is also leas pure. The nidification is also remarkably difkrent : several 
pain inhabiting a continuous common nest, which is atfired to an esre 
in the manner of that of Hirundo urbiea, or of Gypselus a#nw; the 
latter species, however, (so far as we have observed,) no placing its nest 
as to be concealed or at least rendered inconspicuous by a rafter or 
other object in front. According to the account received, a colony of 
C.  dubfureatw inhabited the verandah of a house in the bland of 
Piang. "They began with a pair, and now compose a harmonbum 
family of about 16 or 18. The nests are fastened to the beam much in 
the same way aa the nest of the Swallow" (Hirundo urbica ?), r' but 
their nidificationary habita differ from those of the latter birds by the& 
running two, three, or more nests into one. There were about eir a 
eight birds in the epecimen of a neat herewith sent, which had three 
aperture& They seem to keep a regular watch at night, for an the 
l e ~ t  noise the sentinel pipes a little and is then followed by all the rest. 
They lay two eggs, and are not migratory,--at least my friends are not, 
tor they have been domiciled upwarda of a year where they now me." 

The nest received is a beautiful fabric in ita way, remarkably light 
and compact; being composed of feathers and other light substanus 
firmly bound together by a good deal of the diva-like gluten. Several 
shed primaries and other feathers of the birda themselves, doubtlea 
caat within the nest, are thue fastened in to add to the lining. The 
only aperture vinible, now that the nest has been cut away from ib 

place of attachment, is a somewhat prolanged entrance at one extremitp ; 
m d  there appear to be but two depreshm adspted for the reception 
of egp, which renden it probable that several of its inhabitants were 
the young of a former brood-or perhaps broods. The total length of 
the interim ia 12 in., by nearly 5 in. where broadest ; and this capacity 
mnld indicate that it is intended an much for a habitation for a number 
of the birds, an for the ordinary purpose of incubation. Procuring 
some nests of C. a#& for comparison, the sire of these a h  indicattu 
the fact thrt they are nimiluly inhhited j but it would appear that 
there im no convenience in them for more than one pair of bir&e tr 
incubate. T h y  anwid of r much thiaker urd heavier m ~ s  of mrtb 
rid than the nest of C. d f i r c a h u ;  but where two are built in contact, 
the wall of sep& is thin, though we suepeat it will be d m y r  f d  
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intut uld comyletely eepwntive. Dnring the night C. aflnir is e q d y  
rlgilrat with ite Malayan rtpreaentative. The latter wouid appear to 
be the annmon houee S d  of the M d a p  penineula, taking the place 
of C. u@h& of India ; while C. m t t a h  would seem t o  be exclusivelr 
r mountain species, which ie common at Pinan& and which Capt. 
Hatton baa obtained from the Tyne range of mountaina near Simla; 
and C. kucoayx may be the repmtmtative of the k t  on the mountaim 
of 8. India. 
No. 420. ACANTHYLIB LEUCOPYQIALIB, nobb. Size of d. sylaa- 

twq Well, J. A. S. XV, 284 ; but wholly deep black with a faint 
of blue, except the upper tailcoverts which are greyish-white and 

liLclrahrRed: tail almost square, i. e. the barbed portion of the fea- 
b; thek epinoua tips well developed, those of the middle feather6 
Wmdbg i) in. Len@ of a male 48 in., by 10q in. in olar expense ; 
% 4$ in. ; and tail to end of spines 14 in. 

From Pinang ; where not a common species, two or thm of them 
rppeving now and t h  about tbe hill on the island, their rapid flight 
d e r i n g  them difficult to shoot like the rest of the genun. The large 
h h p ,  Nilgiri, and Ceylon species (A. gigantea) was obaerved on the 
me 4 a n  : but onr iafcmmmt waa unable to pmaure a epecime~ 
liem the extreme velocity of its ilight. which produced a loud rustling 
orroshing ecwnd through the air. 

~LLOCAI,IA.-? (NO. 428, I?., Catd., p. 315). Several 

-ms o f  a Colloealia from the Navigat~ra' Islands differ only from 
tbe Indim and M&ayan C. &euirostriu, (McClelland, v. nid$ca, Gray), 
in king ra&er blacker, with a dingy whitinh band amoss the rump, 

o h l y  in some Indian epecimene bat not in others; though 
~ n a  ro or nearly m ae in the P o l y n 6  ram. The latter is 
mPQ too large and too dnll+oloured to correspond with Mr. G. R. 
b y ' s  figure of hin C. t r ~ g b d y t e a ~  from the Malayan penineula. That 
r Cd&t& inhrrbits the 8. Seas is, we. believe, not generdly known ; md 
C. w, (Gmelin), is another true specier of thb well marked 

form inhabiting the M~rit ius ,  bidqpmr, and probably all * par& d the E. Coast of Aiiica. Some few Indian specimens of 
C. bvmbwtrir hrfe the tame more or lees feathered, as in Cypelyr 

(mu). 
5 u 
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No. 469. CISBA PUELLA, nobii. Sue d structure of C. VENA- 

maxus, the outermost and penultimate tail-feathem ehorter than in 
that species. Entire head, neck, and b m t ,  with the outer webs of 
the primaries, secondaries, and tertiaries, bright bay or fernginom- 
brom : re& of the plumage beautiful deep blue of different shades, 
except the tips of all the tnil-feathers which are white bordered above 
with black, the middle pair with merely a trace of this : inner webs of 
the p r i w a  and secondaries black, empurpled except on the ~rimaries : 
anterior half of the wing deep indigo-blue ; the back, tail except the tips, 
and a band across the breast, smalt blue : lower-parts dull bluieh-grey. 
Such are the colours of what is evidently a bird in ita first p1umap;e. The 
beak looks as if it would probably have become deep coral-red; and 
the feet are pale, with dusky claws. Bill to gape 1 P, in. ; wing 6$ in. ; 
middle tail-feathers 8 in., the outermoat 2) in., and the reat evenly 
graduating. 
Thia beautiful species inhabits Ceylon. 
NO. 528. PARADOXORNIS (~ETEROMORPHA?) CANICEPS, nobiS. 

Length about 6 in., of wing 3# in., and tail 3 in., its outermost feather 
+ in. less : bill to forehead # in. ; and tame nearly 1 in. Colour rufea- 
cent-brown above, white below ; the head pure grey, with a black super- 
ciliny line commencing from the nostril, and dm a black chin. Bill 
yellow ; the legs plumbeoue, with conspicuously pale clnws. Interme- 
diate in form of beak to the nearly &ned divbions para do^ md 
Heteromwpha. 

Procured at Darjiling. 
No. 541. PARUB R U ~ N U C H A L I S ,  nobie. Length 54 in., of wing 

3 in., and tail 2+ in. : bi to forehead # in., and t a m  # in. Colonr 
grey, with a fulvoua tinge on the back and belly ; nape-spot, axillari* 
and lower tsilaverts, ferruginoua : crown, throat and breset, b W ,  
the coronal feathers elongated to 8 in. : ear-coverta and eidea of the 
neck pure white : bill black ; and feet plumbeous. 

Tlie specimen described (a male) was procured by Capt. Hutton 
from the range beyond Simh, near the snow line. 

NO. 659. CARPODACUS GRANDIB, nobii. A typical speciee, distin- 
guished by its comparatively very l q e  size. The male ia fine red, .s 
usual, but we have only the female to describe from. Length 7 in., of 
wing 3+ in., and tail 23 in. ; bill to gape # in., and tam $ in. Dd 
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hrl-brown above, the feathen, centred with blackbh-brown ; below 
Me, with a median dneky streak to each feather. 

From the same viciity as the last. 
No. 709. E M B E R I ~ A  ALBIDA, nobb. Size and structure precisely 

a in E. cit&eILa; and colour much the 'same, except that the yellow 
k replaced by white, and the ferruginous hue aeen more or less in E. 
cihkl& as a line on each side of the throat and also on the breast 
md flanks, ie much more developed on the throat, sides of the neck, 
and mnnd and posterior to the eye. Length about 6 in., of wing 3+ 
hL, and outermost tail-feather 3$ in. 

From the same vicinity aa the laat; and the only perfectly typical 
Bunting we have Been from any part of India. 

No. 709. EUBPI~A ~IMILLIMA, nobi : Embe*iza melanoccpida of 
India, a u c t o ~ m  ; Tanagta d w ,  (Mus. Curls.), Latham,-the female 1 
DidFas from Xu. mkrnoeqiolo (vera) in ita much smaller size ; the 
cbxd aing rneaeuring 3$ in. instead of 4 in., and the rest in propor- 
h. Common in 5. Iqdia. 

No. 712. Eu. FuvocuLaaxq nobb : Emberieu aureola of India, 
adoram. Differs from Eu. aureola of Siberia in having no black on 
the chin and throat, in the well defined yellow supercilium, and in 
bring the ear-coverta intermixed with yellow or grey. Common in 
the cormtries bordering the Bay of Bengal to the eastward, aa low aa 
the Tenasaerim provinces, and a h  met with in A s h  and along the S. 
E Himday8. 
Eo. HUTTONI, nob'is : E m b b a  Buehanani apud nos, J. A. 8. XVI, 

780.* Nearly afbed to Eu. ?wrtulanu, but differing in colour, having 
the mpulariea, fore-part of wing, and margins of the coverta and ter- 
h ies ,  of the same pale rufous b d  aa the entire under-par& from the 
breast inclusive, which ie aimilar to that of the abdominal region only 
of Xu. b&. Head, neck, throat, and intempulariea greyish 
.itbut marks, but tracee of striation on the lower part of the back. 
Orbital f d e r s  whitish. Bill and feet pale. Inhabits Bfghaniatan. 

No. 727. ACCENTOR ATBOGULARIB, Hutton. Closely f f i e d  to d. 
dnphiatua, but the throat black, divided from the ear-coverta by a 
prle line ~roceeding from the corner of the lower mandible, and this 
with the entire supercilium and the bresst, of an uniform light rufw 

* 8. B m c ~ r i ,  nobir,=Bw. ho*Lrkas, (L). 
5 ~ 2  
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eenbnandy hue. General oolour brown above, the feathm centred 
dusky, more rufescent on the bck, greyet on the nape, rump and uppa 
tail-coverts : mown darker ; a broad upper snpereiliay line, with the 
earaverts and throat, dusky-black : belly whitirh ; the flanks streaked 
with dusky : wing-coverts slightly tipped albeecent, forming slight cross 
bands. Beak dunk5 yellowish-horny towards 5 p e  ; and feet pale. 
Length about 6 in., of wing in., and tail 24 in. ; bill to gape inin, 
m d  tame $ in. 

T b e  specimen (a male) wae procured by Capt. Hutton from the range 
beyond Simla, near the snow line. Together with A. rttopiiafus, and 
an undeacribed black-headed specien we have aim seen from the N. W. 
Himalaya, it would seem to be nearly ailbed to the very rare Eumpean 
A. rmontmelluu, which it ie probable belongs pmperly to the high mom- 
bins of W. A&. 

No. 800. DRY~OICA ~osuarr,  nobia. Diffm from Dr. rylaoiic. 
of the Nilgiris in ita darker shsde.of oolour above, and larger d 
stronger bid and legs, which last appear to have been of a deep reddish. 
brown colour : the flanks and sides of the breasli are ddP;.a.* 

Genus T H A ~ N ~ ~ A T A P H V S ,  Tickell. Form od aspect of k d ~ &  t with exactly the beak of Lania+ius, Vieillot, bu proportionally krger, 
and the stouter tarse of Telqhonua but more lengthened. W i  
short and much rounded, as in the former ; having the 3rd to the f L 
primaries even and longest. Td modem6ely long and even, with the 
exception of the outermost feather which is a little &otter. Tbr 
plumage, also, hes the eoft loose character of that of Luaiuriw, cop. 
t r b g  in this respect with Zanius. 

No. 866. TH. PICATUS, Tickell. Length about 9 in., of wing 3) 
in., and tail the same, ita ontermost feather but + in. shorter ; bill to 
gape 1& in. ; and taree 1) in. ; vertical depth of bill 9, ita t e r d  
hook and notch but elightly developed. Colonr dull greyish-bM 
above, deeper on the crown, and blackest on the l o w  and ear-mveh : 
a white lime on the wing, formed by the tips of the eecond row d 
coverts and continued along the margin of the two of the first mrr of 

* Since the catalogue was printed, we have ucertained Dr. i n o m t o  (NO. 804) 
to be merely the worn and abraded plamage of Dr. nacroura, (Franklin), velfucr, 
(Hodgoon) No. 805, and we much doubt if Dr. Jerda~f (NO. 803) be mom than rn 
d o n a 1  variety. Dr. irorrota ia thb ddat dmhnbh Illhle. 



anab: h e r - p . r b  uniform dencentwhite, tinged with fernginour 
an the h k s  and lower tdooverts. Bill black : and the l e g  a p p  
mtly bnve been plumbeom. 
Pmm the vicinity of Darjiig. Capt. Tickell refere a second ~rpeciea 

b tbis genns, which is (JampwhyncAw mfilus, nobis (NO. 865), and 
the af6nity of which to the Shrike9 we immediately recopbed on 

Th. picatuu, though not a r u S i n t  approximation of it to the 

/ latter to warrant (as we conceive) their being arranged together in the 
m e  minimum division. Ga~.wAyncAtu has a weaker and less 

beak, the upper mandible of which ia however more hooked 
rt ita extremity ; and the gape ie furniehed with very conspicuous long 
md b t  viirissae, whereur thorn of Thamnocatap;hus are emall and 

w h o m .  There am beden variolls other differences. 
No. 1007. EPYTHROSTEBNA PUSILLA, nobia. M e n  from the 

W y a n  E. aea+aus, (Hodgson), in having the upper tailcoverta 
IPd n q i ~  of the tail-feathers constantly of a rufoua-brown cohur 
b h d  of pure ~ h y .  The dimenaio~~s areigned to E. awmaus in XVI, 
187, are thw of the present apeciea J vb. Length 49 in., by 6f in. 
nplnw 1 wing 2) in. ; tail in. ; bill to gape + in. ; tarw the anme. 
COh grey-brown above, with a descent-tawney tinge on the ramp, 

on the upper tail-covette and margins of the reatricea 3 them 
is dw r mfou tinge about the lorea; lower-parb white, pure on the 
throd, belly md under tail-coverts, tinged with grey on the bteaet and 
fLnh The sxillarier slao are pure white; and the greater wing. 
m r b  are t i~ped with whitish, forming a elender cross-band. Bill 

; and legs dark-colonred. Sexea alike. 
Thir little unmmming b i d  is common upon treea about the villages 

of htnl  India, and makes its appenrance m n  after quitting the 
avhl soil of the Lower Granges to the westward; but we have never 
met with it upon the alluvium. In habita, aa in etructure, it much 
m b k s  B. l~nreura, which last has all the mannern of the true Robins, 
ad certainly is not more of a Flyostchn t h  the common British 
&Qtart. The name Eqthrouterna, by no memu fdicito~, was applied 
by the Prince of Canino to the Mwcicapa paw* auct., of 5. Europe ; 

which our Indian E. Zeucura would seem only to differ in having 
fmosiporu colonring which the. d e s  awnme in spring confined ta 

the chin and throat; instead of epresding d m  the breast ae in Ery- 
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t k c a  ru6ecrrla. E. e y t k c a ,  nobie, J. A. S. XVI, 126, is again 
closely affined, but well distinguished. Identical in structure, but with- 
out the white on the tail, though otherwise e i m i  in general colouring, 
and a h  of a smaller aize, we have them the Himalayan E. acomuw, 
of which we have now seen numerous specimens all quite similar ; and 
the preaent little b i d  of Central India, which we formerly s u p p o d  to 
be identical with the laet, until we found the distinpidhg characters 
of each to be constant. 

No. 1020. CYORNIS MAGNIROBTRIB, nobie. The same Darjiliog 
collection which yielded the fragments of a BatracAoatomw contained 
aleo the female of a species of Cyornia quite different from any previ- 
oualy examined. It resembles the female of C. ruiemloideu, but is 
larger, with a proportionally larger and more robust bill, a very conepi- 
cuoua ring of rufescent feathers around the eye, and very pale or 
whitish legs and claws. Length about 6 in., of wing 3 in., and tail 2) 
in. ; bin to gape $ in. ; and tame f in. Colour brown above, darker 
and lees tinged with tawney than the female of C. rubemloidea : wing 

and tail inclining to fer~ginoua : lower-parte bright fermginoua, p k  
on the throat, pure white on the belly and lower tailcovert. and the 
f l d w  brown. Bill dusky. This bird ie certainly neither the f e d  
of C. unicobr, nobie, &o r Sikim speciea ; nor that of C. p&p, 
(Jerdon), of 8. India. 

NO. 1065. MU~CI~AXICOLA-? Length 7.) in., of wing 4 in., 
and tail 3 in., ita outermost feather + in. less ; bill to gape 1 io. ; and 
tame the m e .  Colour brown above, paler below ; supercilium and 
throat white, the latter speckled over with dusky tips to the feathera: 
white centres to the pectoral feathers more or less developed : bane of 
the secondaries and some of the primaries ferruginous, bordered with r 
blackish band beyond, and then again descent. Bill duaky, and feet 
brown. From Chili. 

No. 11 99. HIRUNDO HYPERYTHRA, Layard. lhymblea H. da- 
tica, but han the entire under-parts (inclusive of the earcoverta) d 

- the same deep ferruginous hue aa the rump, which is deeper thaa that 
of H. daurica : the meaial streaks of the feathers of the lower p u b  
being leee developed. Accordingly, this species beam exactly the m e  
relationehip to H. d k a ,  which H. cdirica doea to H. nurico, d 
han the aame claim for separation. 
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I t  appear8 to be peculii to the island of Ceylon, where Mr. Layard 
informci us that "it builds in the houses of Newera Eliyg and does not 
e k . "  A remarkable contraat to the habita of H. dauriea; while it 
&ly reeemblea in i t .  stationary abode the H. caiirica:" 

No- 1834. ALCIPPI: NIGRIFRONB, nobii. Closely affined to A. 
a f r i ew  (Jerdon), from which it differs in not having the whole crown 
bLcL but only the forehead continued aa a line backward over each eye, 
and the ear-coverts. The tail also is darker, and distinctly rayed with 
duly-black. General hue fulvoue-brown above, and on the flanks and 

tail-coverts: rest of the under-parts pure white, the axillaries 
tinged with rufeacent. Wing 2) in. 

Inhabits Ceylon. 
Genus D~YMOCATAPH~S, nobia. Type Brachypteyx nigroca@tatq 

h. 
No. 1835. DR. ~BCOCAPILLUS,  nobis. Like Dr. nigroeapitatw, but 

the snprrdin, uniform with the loree, earcoverta, eides of neck, throat, 
md entire under-parta, pale ferruginowbrown, a little deeper on the 
bmst : coronal feathers dark brown margined with dusky-black, and 
p 8 l e - M  : rest of the upper-parts uniform greyish olive-brown, the pri- 
muies m q i d  paler, aud the extreme tips of the tail-feathers rufeecent. 
Bill pale, the upper mandible dusky : and feet pale. Length about 6) in., 
the wing 24 in., and tail 2+ in. : bill to gape +# in. ; and tame I in. 

Inhabib Ceylon. 
No. 1079. A C ~ C E P H A L U ~  DuMrTouoM, nobie : SYN. dm. mon- 

tuna of India, auctomm. '' Calamohqe montana of India," writeti 
Mr. 8triclrknd, "ie not Hodeld's aontanar, in which the h g  ia 2 in. 
bng, graduated ; the 5th quill longeat." 

No. 1836. L ~ n c o c r a c a  C O M P R E B S I R O ~ R I ~ ,  nobie. Like L. albo- 
jhtotu, but with the bill much more compressed. Perhaps a variety 
only. From Ceylon. 

No. 12 19, C. DICRURUS XACROGERCUS, var. The ~inghalese repre 
aent.tire of this rpeciea appears to be invariably much smaller than the 
rrs of all India, adults having the wiug but 5 to 5) in. (instesd of 6 
b.), d the rest in proportion. D. longicaudahu of Ceylon differs in 
m map& from the common Indian bird ; bnt D. emule~cen~ of India 
m rep- in Ceylon by the nearly a0ined D. Ieuq.ysialb : and a veY 

spceies ex* in the ad, the D. edolifmia, which i6 
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in fact an BdoZiw without the racket tail, ib tail quite mmbliag that 
of D. mamcercua. 

No. 1248. EYPSIPETEB CONCOMB, nobii. Resembles H. pra- 
raided and H. n i w r i d  ; but is altogether blacker, the black of the 
crown forming thus no contrast with that of the rest of the upper-parta : 
lower-parts and rump dusky-cinereoue, and alight edgings of the srme 
to the dare and caud& : upper tail-coverts black. 

Inhabite the Tenasserim provinces. 
No. 1397. PTILINOPUB--? A beautiful spec& &om the Navi- 

gatore' Islanda. Predominant hue of the male a pele canary-yellow, 
or yellowish-white (that of a Mealy Canary) with a broad band of deep 
lake-red croeaing the back and shouldere of the wings ; cap of the name 
lakered, also the lower tailcoverts, and the medial portion of the pec- 
toral feathers, which last have forked or divergent broad white tipr: 
below, the breast in tinged with orpiment-yellow ; end the lower portion 
of the back and edges of the tertiPriee are bright yellowiah-green : 
outer web8 and tip8 of the eeoondariee snd primaries deep green, the 
mndariea having a very narrow white margin : wingaver@ tertiuics, 
and tail greyieh-white, more or lem margined with the yellowish-green 
hue of the lower back. Wing 5 in.; tail 3 in. In the f e d e  tha 
predominant hue is deep green, a little bronzed on the wings ; the ter- 
tiaries are slightly edged with yellow ; the vent is yellow ; crown and 
lower tailc0vert.a aa in the male, lake-red, but the latter mingled with 
the yellow of the vent; the sider and back of the n e ~ l i  are tinged 
grey*, with an obscure dull fulveacent band in placs of the bright d 
d o r d  band of the male ; and the b m t  is gwen, with white tips to tbs 
feathers. Outermost primary sinuated aa ueud in this genus. 

NO. 1400. C A ~ ~ ~ P H A Q A  XANTHINA? C o h h  ianthina (?IJ TUQ- 
minek. A typical species, wi th  the base of the upper mandible tumid. 
Head, neck and breast uniform pale and alightly rinsceoae grey, with a 
alight white ring rurrounding the, b m  of the bid ; abdominal region 
pale dull vinaceons, passing to deep f e r m g b w  on the lower a- 
coverts: rest of the upper-psrta deep e m d d  green naingled with 
ateal-blne, which lnst predomi~tes on the pr-w sad kil. Ww 
10 in. ; tail 6+ in. Received from Java. 

No. 1402. C. PUIILLA, OObjB. Like C, yluatiee (vel amwe d 
India), but much wnller, and the nape very dement. Leryth of wbg 
8) in. ; of tail 5+ in. Nilgiris. 



No. 1407. C. (?)-? General aepact of typical Carpqhugu, but 
the rings and tail aomparatively very short, and the colouring much ar 
in Chdcophps. Head and throat dull vinaceous-brown, deepest on 
tbt occipnf paler about the forehead, and pasing to deep bay or 
ddisb-fmginoua on the b m t ,  .gain paling and paasing to dingy 
inbeiline on the rent and lower tail-colertr r nape pure ashy : mantle 
and wings deep emerald-green, bronzed on the middle of the back, and 
pudng to fine gamebred on the upper tail*overta : tail glossed with 
tbe reme, and blackish with the tarmind fourth pale grey. Length oE 
wing 73 in. ; and tail 44 in. Thia very beautiful species wan obtaineel 
on m blet Ofj the coret of Waigou. 

NO. 14 13. PALUMBUS TOBQUATU6, Aaiftic Or Himalayan v h t y .  
Ody differs from the European race in having the neck-patch constantly 
of IL pde buft dour  instead of white, and pperally much less deve- 
bptd, being oRan nearly obsolete. Common in the N. W. Himalaya. 

No. 1437. GIOPELIA ALIIIVPNTLIS, nobis ; Columba Afaugai (?), 
Tern&&. Thin species d&rs from G. tranquilla of Australia in having 
tho barring of the breast curied much further down, and extending 
.mars the brew (which is not the curse with G. utriute of the Mn&j 
counties), and the abdomen and lower tailmverta are pure white, 
without my descent tinge. From Timer, whence not unfcequently 
brought alive to Calcutta, together with 1Lrtuv bitorpatuu, Chalet+ 
phqu c i s t y ~ ~ a  ((he Anstrtdim species), and numbera of Caeatua 

dphwea. Though named &umt& in the Catalogue, we have now 
reuon to snppore it ts be Q. Msugm. 
Nm. 1467 to 1470. En~~ocoraos. Tbre are four well marked 

rams of Xallij Pheasaub severally inhabiting different parta of tho 
HMalaya, Adm, and the Burmese countries ; and they seem to inter- 
breed f d y  together in the wild state, producing every gradation of 
h d t e  variety, wherever eitber of them comes in contact with 
mother in the same region. Thin in most nmuvkably shewn in Em. 
lineahrs (No. 1467) of Tenasserim, LC., and Eu. HorujieMi (No. 
1468) of A s h  and Sylhet, the intermediate Arakan race shewing every 
@ble @tion from one to the other : and the Nipalese PAaahnw 
-Znnor, L a w ,  inkrrpediately placed to Eu. alb&tatw (No. 
1470) of the N. W. Himlayo and Eu. mhofur  (No. 1469) of the 

b in like manner intermediate 4 the male hering a b h L  
5 N 
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creet, and the quantity of white bordering the rump-feathers of EM. 
alboctistatus much reduced. The male Eu. meho tus  haa a thin black 
crest, and no trace of white on the rump, and its tail is alao longer 
than in the others ; but in other respect0 it is quite similar to Ea. olbo- 
crb ta tw of the N .  W. ; and the females of all are dike, except that 
the hen Eu. lineahu haa the pectoral feathers whitecentred to a greater 
or lese extent. 

On the other hand, it may be remarked that a pair of hybrids raised 
from the male Callus Sonneratii and a picked common hen engen- 
dered very freely, and many eggs were laid ; but none of theae would 
hatch, although other eggs placed with them in the same neat produced 
chicken, as usual ; numerow other eggs were alao obtained from the 
female hybrid trodden by a common domestic mk, and from common 
hens trodden by the male hybrid ; but all attempts to hatch theae were 
equally unsucceeeful.* We now expect to rake hybrids from the male 
Gallw Stankyi (vel Lafayettei) and a prolific half-bred junglehen 
from Arakan, apparently the produce of a domestic hen by a wild G. 
fmuginnrs (v. bankitmu) ; and hope to be able to follow up the expe- 
riment as with G.  Sonneratii. That all our diversified domeetic f m b  
are derived from G. ferruginnu ia indicated by the crow of any domestie 
cock and by all the language of the poultry-yard, which are essentially 
eimilar to the notes of the wild bud ; whereae the voice, whether of G. 
h n e r a t i i  or of G.  Stanlyi ,  in every note they utter, ia exaeedingly 
diesimilar from the voice of G .  ferrugineus wild or tame, and equally 
unlike one from the other. Yet the cocke recognbe and acknowledge 
each other's widely different em, and fight aa eagerly together ae with 
their own kind.1- 

* Yet we have sem 9 bred fowla (1. e. f Pheaamt) in the London Z o o l ~  
Gardenr ; an intermixtnre in thin cure of d8arent genelr (M now mxgnhd), 

,inrtsrd of differant npecisr of the mame gmw. 
t The crow of 0. 8tankyi M a #harp disqllabio round, in which Cuyluh 

nportrmm k n q  they hear the word# 'John Joyce,' pronounced very h q l y  and 
in a peculiar key. (Layard.) That of 0. 8onneratii may be imitated, but IICUCOI~ 
mprescd in writing,-a sort of charar-chadcha, 

Hem it may be remarked t b t  a friend lately m d e d  in obtaining hybrid 
chick between the d e  Plmo mmticw and femals P. d t a l w ;  but u n f o ~ t d y  
it did not lire auny days, .ad it ir now m m b d  in the Sodaty'r Mmaum. 
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Nos. 1510 to 1512. ARBORICOLA, Hodgson. There are three 
dirtinct races or species of this genus which require diecriminetion. 

No. 1510. A. TOBQUEOLA ; Perdix torpeola, Valenciennes : P. me- 
gupodw, Temminck ; P. olivacea, Gray. The common Himalayan spe- 
ck, from Simla to Darjiliig ; with the crown and ear-coverts of the male 
fermgineons, passing down the sides of the neck ; lores, supercilia, and 
throat black, the lateral and lower feathers of the laat white-margined ; 
a broad and dejfned white torque or gorget above the breast, and some- 
times (but not always) a amall white streak from the base of the lower 
mandible. Females have the torque ferruginous, and the throat lem 
deep ferruginous epotted with black more or less ; the crown and ear- 
coverts dusky olive-brown, and a pale rufescent supercilium speckled 
with black: the black bars and spota are also more developed on the 
upper-parts generally; and the ferruginous torque has never a black 
border. This is the only race we have seen from the N. W. Himalaya 8 

md at Darjiling we are informed that it inhabits a loftier range of 
thation than &he next. 

No. 15 1 1. A. auroauLaars, nobis. Rather emaller, on the avet- 
v ;  throat and front and sides of neck of the male deep ferruginous, 
with small black specks on the throat and a &lack margin to the ferru- 
gbou more or lese developed, separating it from the pure aah-colour 
of the breast ; an illdefined white streak with black specks on each 
tide of the throat, and similar but more rufescent supercilia. The bare 
on the upper-parts are generally quite obsolete. I n  the females theae 

well developed ; and unless the throat may be of a deeper fermgin. 
% there seems to be no difference between this sex and the female of 
4. tmq~eola. The present m e  would appear to be common in the 
rieinity of Darjiling. 

No. 1512. A. ATaoaulutaIs, nobis. Breast and flanks of the m$e 
p~ ashy without any rufous, but a few emall white spota on the 
b k s  ; abdominal region pure white ; crown of the same olivween 

the back, passing to ashy on the forehead ; supercilia black margined 
&re with white, and lore0 black bordered below with a broad white 
h k  from the base of the lower mandible ; chin also white in some, 
but in p e r d  the chin and throat are deep black, bordered below by 
a r&jned white gorget, and the upper-part of the breast has 1Prp 
bkk drop below the white gorget. The upper-park are more cb 

5 N 2 
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barred in this sex than in either of the other rmm ; and there 
sre no white medial streaks on the sclrpnlariee. The female is at onoc 
known bp her black throat, pansing into rufona with black spots below; 
middle of front of neck unspotted ~ f o u s ;  breast ashy, with a little 
rufous on the flanka ; and the upper-parts unbarred, instead of having 
broad black barn ss in thia sex of the other races. A. atrogukris u 
common in Asim, Sylhet, and Arakan, from which provinces we have 
seen many dozens alive at different times, and always true to the 
distinctive characters here indicated. In the Tenasaerim provinces, 
thia race seems to be replaced by the affined Rollulus (?) ocellatu; 
and about Pinang the representative is A. (1) Charltoni, (Eyton), though 
B. (?) ocellatur like* inhabita the seme latitude in the Mhym 
peninemla, but we have never Been either in Malacca oollectiom. 

No. 1528. TURNIX- ? A smell extradndim apecies, resembling 
the hinder figure of Dr. A. Smith's plate of T. lipurana of 8. Africa, 
except that the bill and feet are yellow, and the forehead, aupercilir, 
cheeks, and breast are bright ferruginoue, extending iatedly upon the 
&auks, which have transverse black spots bordered with white ; abdo- 
minal region white, passing to pale d o n a  on the lower tail-eoverta. 
Upper-parts with alternately black and deep ferruginoua narrow croaa- 
barn, and the feathers more or leas edged with yellowish-white : pri- 
maries plain brown, the three outer with a pale yellowish margin ; and 
the coverta are apeckled with small white spot. on a ferruginoun ground 
variegated with black. Bill slender. Wing 33 in. Tame 4 in. Ha- 
bitat unknown. Probably China ? Or Philippines ? 

No. 1659. PORPHYRIO CaLoBoNoTuB, nobis. Similar to P. b 
LENI figwed in Mr. Q. R. Gray's ' Illustrated Genera of Birds,' but 
very much smeller, the wing but 59 in., bill to gape 1) in., and tam 

2 in. Habitat unknown. For dimensions of P. Alleni, vide Am. 
Mag. Nat. Hkt. X, 204. 

No. 1873. RALLUB rNDxcus, nobis. Re.semblea R. squeticus, bat 
averages a rather larger siee, having the wing 5 to 54 in., and the bid 
is constantly more robust. Of many dozens of specimens, we have 
never once seen the pure ashy hue of the under-parts eo common in B. 
quaticus, there be@ always much intermixture of brown. Common 
in L. Ben& and in India generally. 

No. 1764. SABCIDIORNIB (?) LIUCOPTEBUB, nobis. This L a very 



bnc h k ,  with broader and more depressed bill than in S. mela- 
nohrr, and no knob in the bnly specimen aa yet examined. The tarsi 

shorter, the toes larger, and the claws much larger than in S. 
dmwtrca. General colour black above and below, a little glossy on 
tbe back. Head and neck white, with black feathers interspersed, 
forming more elongated spots than in S. melanotw. Anterior half of 
the wing white externally, followed by a black speculum ; the primaries 
md tertiaries black, eecondarics dark ash-grey, and the proximate 
tertiary having about half of its outer web white, longitudinally and 
obliquely separated, and bordered with black exteriorly. Bill yellow, 
rith some lateral black specks, the dertrum darker ; and the feet 
rppm to have been orange. Length of wing 15 in. ; of bill to gape 
2+ in.; ite uniform breadth across about # in.; tarse 2S in.; and middle 
toe md nail 3# in. From the Tenasserim provinces, where said to be 
not uncommon. N. B. Though approaching Sarcidiornia in plumage, 
md especially in its spotted head and neck, this bird should perhaps 
nther range nearer to Anas proper. 

No. 1786. FULIGULA-? This Cape Pochard waa described as 
P. maribidea in J. A. 8. XII, 180, but it seems to be another closely 
Jlied specie8 ; if new, F. obscura, nobis. 

No. 1741. PELICANUS JAVANICUS (?), Horsfield. No. 1742. P. 
PBILIPPENSIS, Gmelin, described Ann. Mag. N. H. XIV, 122. 
Them two species of Pelican are common throughont S. E. Asia, and 
ita ialaudq and we believe are here correctly identified. The first closely 
m b l e s  P. onocrotalw, but has never the full and copious pendent 
occipital crest of slender feathers, about 5 in. long, which distinguishes 
P. -talu at least in the breeding season; the head and neck 
plnmrge being of quite a different character, not silky and fur-like and 
the fedhere uodhtinguishable apart aa in P. onocrotalw, but open, 
k y ,  and downy, and curving round upward towards the occiput,- 
chmctern which are more strikingly developed in P. philippenria. 
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BketcA of the Recorded Revenues of the states beyond tAe &tkrj, 
about 1750 to 1800, 6y Major ANDERBON, C. B. 

At a period when so much attention is being bestowed upon the 
newly acquired territories of the Punjab and Peshawur, a sketch of 
their anciently estimated revenue may not prove devoid of interest; 
these, are given in totals ; the amount being that demandable by the 
state, aa the claims on the various districts ; for what would now be 
simply denominated land revenue, in those days, the greater portion 
consisted in the share of the grand grain crop ; though no doubt, m y  
minor taxes and hnwaluhs are also included, as the proportion of the 
minor or secondary crops, with shop, poll, and cattle taxes. 

In the demands on the towns are also included the various excise 
and transit duties. 

The total contains the various Jaegeers granted to state officem md 
servants ; a mode in which a very large portion of the armies of the 
Government wss paid ; these Jaegeers might probably amount to 4 of 
the whole, leaving + for the private purse of the emperor. On the other 
hand these totals are not the whole extracted from the people ; at least) 
more might be added, for local impositions, expences of collections, 
dues to village and district officers, LC. 

The amounts were first taken from the Meezan 01 Momalek of Mom- 
allah Mohmundee, of Peeshawur ; written for Wulee Khan Wuzeer to 
Ahmud Shah Dooranee. 

The various items of Kabul and Peeshawur, within a trifle, give the 
stated totals ; as from his position the writer must have had opportuni- 
ty to correctly ascertain these amounts. 

But when he proceeded to the more distant places of Lnhoor and 
Ycinde, either from original want of information, or from erron of 
transcription, the items and totals can in no respect be made to cor- 
respond. 

Recourse has therefore been taken to the Chnhar Gulshnn ; and as of 
it, the totals correspond with the totals of the Meeurn ; the details also 
of the first work were accepted as correct and are used for Lahore, 
Moltan and Tutuh. The rupee in quantity of silver may be taken u 
equal to that of the present Company's rupee. 

Whether the countries have improved, since these periods, is a quea- 
tion ; but I ehould be inclined to think they have retrograded. 
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Kabul and all the trans-Indus atates have deteriorated ; Cashmeer was 
ever overrated. The removal of the p n d  governments from Delhi as 
a centre. with the alterations of the lines of trade. must all have opera- 
ted on those qunrtem distant from the aea and from the capital. hence 
it m y  be qneationed if these amounts of revenue are at the present 
moment exceeded . 

What may be effected under an enlightened Government and s con- 
tinuance of peace. remains to be seen . 

Revenues of the Soobuh of Kabul . 
....................... CityofKabnl, 10.53. 597 

Koh-damnn . 
.............. Ushtnrgrnm. 1.16. 109 

................. Ertalef. 2.35. 164 
Eah-duds .............. 74. 572 

................ Lumghan. 78. 612 
.................. Bdkhak. 78. 642 

Muhood Urakee. between Ka- 
bul and Nugruo. .......... 76. 451 

Sal. Oolung, near Sirchushmuh. 33. 359 6.99. 567 
L h w r d  . 

Lh"gnrd ................. 2.15. 721 
.................. Muedan. 65. 525 

.......... Hnzamh Behsood. 15. 000 2.96. 246 
........ Gnsnnen, . called N a m .  93. 155 

Gnznnen. ................ 76. 425 
G n r d ~ ~ ,  .................. 7. 500 1977s080 
ZermoL 

Gboorbund . 
.............. Ghoorbund. 46. 279 

B.hmurd, ................ 61. 250 
Bamean Zoohak, ............ 37. 500 1.45. 029 

Punjeer or Punjsheer . 
Punjeer ................... 30. 625 

.................. Nujmo. 37. 500 

.................. Blldrao. 27. 500 
UIner, .................... 15. 000 1910,625 

.............. . Nongn- or JrJalabad. 75. 952 
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S o r b b .  
Hukumabrd. 
Chupral. 
Kmhkoot. 
Konur. 
Kamuh. 
Koot Teeruh. 

L umghanat. 
................ Ueahung, 3,01,714 
.............. Mundramr, 1,98,639 

................ Eslamabad, 65,242 
.................. Ulungar, 69,647 6,44,242 

Modern Kabul. 
................... Begram or Peeshamr,. 4,55,000 

Punjabee Afghan. 
Mohmund. 
Khuleel. 
Daoohee. 
Kugyanee . 

............ Hustghur or Huehtnugur, 3,68,525 
................ Khaleuh, in various places, 86,481 

Yoosufzuee. 
.... Suwad, cspid Mungloor, 50,000 

, , , ,  Punjkoornh,. ... 1,125 
Boneer, Mundure, Lungu-koot, 50,000 1,01,125 

Bujoor. 
.................. Konur,.. 51,000 

............ Chugan, S w e ,  12,500 
Butkee Kool or Punch ? ...... 18,850 
Lushkurpoor or Soor Kumur,. . 12,500 94,850 

Bungushat. 
.................. Korum, 2,09,441 
.................. Kohat, 60,000 2,69,441 

Bunwan, - 
Grand Total,. ....... 45,81,610 - 
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.. District9 remaining to modem Kabal. 32.02. 338 .. acquired to the Punjab. ...... 13.79. 278 

Cashmeer . 
Jieraj and Kamraj. .............. 25.00. 000 
Kishteww, ................... 1.00. 000 
Tebbut. small, ................ 2.00. 000 

J large . 
Buloor containing the temple of a 

celebrated idol . 
Pukulee. ...................... 1.90. 800 29.90. 800 

Moltan . 
...................... Moltan. 31.80. 683 

Debalpoor. .................... 6.09. 681 
Bhukur. ...................... 6.59. 931 
Shewestan or Shewan. ............ 2.90. 740 
Nughurabad. or Deeruh. ........ 6.25. 594 53.66. 530 

TutIlh . 
Tntnh, ....................... 7.99. 383 
Hajeekhen rather Chachgan. ...... 2.01. 737 
Chukurhaluh. .................. 4.30. 377 
Nusrpoor. ................... 3.01. 411 17.32. 908 

The Soobuh of Lahoor . 
................ Bnet JulnndurJ 35.94. 625 
................ Dooabe Baree. 49.33. 921 

.............. .. ChnnaooJ 10.66. 212 

.............. .. Jhoobut, 23.17. 208 
........... .. Send S a w .  35.14. 996 

Dhum Mulookee. .............. 5 1 8  3.75. 
h g u r u h .  Nugurkoot, .......... 6.78. 121 
Chumbuh, .................... 1.15. 000 
Knhloor. capital Pulaahpoor. ...... 45. 000 1.G6.40. 606 

................ Grand Total of Tram-Sutluj 1nd.i. 3. 13.12. 514 

Nm thus dhtributed . 
hjlb,  English . 

Lahoor. ................ 1.66.40. 606 
................ Moltan. 31.80. 683 

Daruhjat. ................ 6.25. 594 
Debnlpoor. ................ 6.09. 681 

hquired from Knbul. trans-Indub. .... 13.79. 272 2.24.35. 836 
5 o 
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........................ Kabul Dost Mohummnd, 32,02,338 
........................... Cashmeer Gulab Sing. 29,90,800 

Scinde English. 
T n t ~ h ,  Js ............ 17,32,908 
Bhuk~r,  9, ............ 6,59,931 
Shewan, SJ ............ 2,90,740 26,83,579 -- 

Grand Total, three crores, thirteen lacs, twelve 
thonsand, fire hundred and fourteen rupees, 3,13,12,514 

An Eighteenth Memoir on the Law of Q t m  in Indiu, icing tk 
Cyclone of 12th to 14th October 1848 in the Bay of Bengol. By 
HENRY PIDDINQTON, President of Marine Courts. 

(Throughoat thia paper the word C ~ m o ~ r n  designates a Circular Stom-H. P.] 

PART I. 

Between the dates above-stated a Cyclone of excessive violence which 
probably originated in the China Sea on the rth* settled down in the 
middle of the Bay of Bengal in about Lat. l i o  47'; Long. 860 16'; 
and travelled up to the N. 419 West to Point Palmirss. Prom this 
spot, and on this rhumb, it exactly crossed the track of Both the out 
ward and inward bound ships, and this at a busy season, so that much 
destruction of life, and loss of property took p l m  amongst those who 
were ignorant, neglectful, or despisers of the Law of Storms ; seven ves- 
sels having disappeared and fourteen being dismasted. But on the other 
hand, as will be seen in the L o p  and in the Summary and Notes which 
follow them, we crrn now adduce numeroue and striking examples in 
which ships hare distinctly and unquestionably been saved from seven 
straining and damage, and in some instances probably from foundering, 
by the careful attention of their commanders to the precepta of the new 

Of which I hare little doubt. It may have comm in hPm the Pm& Oarn ; tb 
cenn nttIrd l o r n  will be mbreqwntly apNaal. 



deog ao distinctly indeed that I ehall at the close of this Memoir 
give a lirt of the whole of the vessels with a brief note to each, describ- 
ing their management and what it should have been according to our 
rahs, which every d o r  can verif3 upon the chart with the Log b e  
fore him. This may probably offend some few individuale at h t ,  hut 
I entreat them to reoollect that it is only by pointing out their errors in 
judgment that we can enforce, and so to say, juahiy our science to the 
profession at large. They may be comforted too with the reflection 
that fifteen years sgo, had I then commanded a ship, I should myself 
probably have been found in the liat of the blpnderers. 

The Cyblone cannot be said to have been felt as a heavy gale be- 
p d  Kedgeree and Saugor. At Calcutta we had nothing but the outer 
and ruping gusts of the storm circle on the 13th, 14th and ljth, and the 
Buometer waa not below 29.70, but there was quite enough to enable 
me to urnounce correctly in the newspapers what had taken place in 
the Bay. d this was soon amply confirmed by the arrival of numeroar 
dinmasted vessels; and the lesaona these dorded, as contrasted with 
those who could fairly claim credit for good management were, as will 
k seen not few nor unimportant. 

Like the Cyclone which passed over Calcutta in June 1812, and which 
terms the subject of the seventh of these Memoirs (J. A. S. Vol. XI.) 
the opportunity w b  not one to be neglected, and I have spared no pains 
b collect every line of information which could be obtained, and I have 
mnch pleasure in thanking the Public Officers of the Marine Depart+ 
ments, Merchants, Commanders and Officers of ships, all of whom with 
the exception of two or three were most attentive to my requests, and 
tome of them most zealoua in procuring from the unwilling, the dilatory, 
ar the diffident, copies of their logs and notes, or replies to what must, to 
many I dare my, have appeared my troublesome or useless queries. I 
hare been however able to establieh with confidence by the ample records 
ofthii Cyclone many points of high importance to the mariner in his 
appronch to our dangerous river, so as to afford him at length a code of 
practical directions how to manage on their approach, and to corroborate 
mu& of which we had before rather inferential than direct evidence. 
In the arraogement of this Memoir as in the former ones I have first 

the various logs and notices, commencing with those from the 
artun ride of the Bay in the Andaman sea and on the eastern a d  

5 0 2  
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north-enstern coasts as far as Chittagong. These are followed by 
those of the inward bound vessels from Madraa and Europe, and 
then by those of the ships which stood to sea from the Sand Heads. 
The logs of the Pilot and Light vessels are included in the Tabular 
atatement. I have then in a 8ummary.detaiied the grounds on which 
the places of the centre are laid down, and the rates of travelling, and 
the Summary is followed by Remarks on the various phenomena which 
this cycione has so well exhibited, and which are so essential to advance 
our knowledge of their causes, and as warnings of these terrific meteors, 
and upon Dingram No. IV. which affords by contrast a very remarkable 
andimportant lesson. I have then given a brief review of the management 
of each ship and a statistic summary of the whole, which will be found of 
great interest. The concluding section is one of Practical deductions for 
the management of inward and outward ships at or nearing the Sand 
Heads, on the approach of a Cyclone, which I trust may be found useful 
to the careful mariner who h.as the interests of his county or of his 
owners at heart. I should not omit to state that this memoir wrr 
rendy in September, but the arrangements of the Journal would not 
permit of its being then published. As however a Cyclone might have 
occurred in October when the practical directions wonld have been 
useful to the outward bound ships, I applied to the Secretary, Mr. 
Laidlay, for the permission of the Council to publish that part in the 
newspapers, which was most readily accorded. Numerous copies of it 
were distribnted, and Government was also supplied with them for tbe 
use of the Pio t  and other sea-going vessels in its service. 

Abridged Log of the BRIG TEAK (Aro. 2 on the Chart) Ccrpiain 
LAID FAR LANE, from pinang to Calcutta, Civil Time. 

Tbe Teak left Pinang on the 19th Sept. 1849, but only passed the 
Sayer Islands on the 6th Oct. On the 8th Oct. in 1 l o  20' N. Long. 
96.31 East, had moderate breezes S. E. and by midnight had a strong 
gale and hard gusts at S. W. 

On the 29th Ocfuber, strong breezes S. S. W. to routh, with squalls and 
rain, 8 A. M. Simp. 29.94, Bnr. 30.45. 

10th 0ct.-Wind from S. b. W. to S. S. W. and south, atrong breezq hud 
rqunlls and min, tile squallr veering to S. W. very uncomfortnble sea. Noon 
Lat. 160 13' N. ; Long. 9 3 O  48' East; A. M. Simp. 29.84. Midnight in 50 
fathoms water. ' 
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11th 0ct.-Running throughout to the W. N. W. from 5 to 8 and 9 
hots, with wind South to 6 A. M. and then S. S. E. throughout, with heavy 
squalls and gusts, but moderating at times before noon, when Lat. 15O 19' 
North; Long. 910 26' East; Bar. 29.65. Ther. 810 A. M. 2 P. M. Bar. had 
fdlen to 29.60.; making preparations for bad weather. Midnight strong 
gale and very high sea. 

12th 0ct.-To Noon running to the N. N. W. 6 and 8 knota. Wind 
S. 8. E. to 3 A. m. when South and S. S. E. again at 8 A. M.; 6 A. M. 

fnrious gale, the sea a sheet of foam. At Noon Lat. 180 9' North ; Long. 
900 00' East; Bars. 8 A. M. 29.47 and 29.50 ; Simp. 30.20 ; Ther. 810 Noon 
Ban. 29.50 and 29.47 ; Simp. 30.10; Ther. 820. P. M. Gale and sea increas- 
ing and reasel ready to broach to; hove to, wind S. S. E.; 3 P. m. blowing 
furiou~ly, a deluge of rain and fearful sea; 4 P. M. wind S. E. ; 6 P. M. Bars. 
29.40 and 29.45 ; Simp. 30.05; Ther. 620. At 8 P. m. Bar. 29.58 and 
29.50 ; Simp. 30.16 ; Ther. 820. At 10 P. M. Bars. 29.64,29.60 ; Simp. 30.20 ; 
Tbu. 8 b  . Midnight clearing a little. 

13th 0ct.-Lying to. To noon wind S. E. strong gale and high breaking 
la, weather clearing now and then ; at 6 A. M. a bank of clouds to the N. W. 
6 A. M. Bars. 29.65 and 29.52 ; Simp. 30.26 ; Tlrer. 8110. Noon 29.65 and 
29.63 ; Simp. 30.25; Ther. 520. Lat. 180 37' N. ; Long. 89. 17. E. ; P. m. 
Wind aa before ; very high and confused seas running in Pyramida and con- 
rtanfly breaking ; besides a very high sea from the S. E. another equally 
high from the S. W..* had all the appearances of what is said of the sea in 
md .fter a hurricane or Tyfoou. At 7-30 P. M. finding the weather had 
cleared, though still blowing a hard gale in unequal gusts, borne up W. N. W. 
md by 8 got sail fairly set. To 6 P. M. Bars. 29.60 and 29.60 ; Simp. 30.25 i 
Ther. 820. At 10 P. M. 29.68 and 29.66 ; Simp. 30.30 ; Ther 830. Midnight 
strong gale hard gusts and overcast sky, sea very confused. 

14th 0ct.-A. M. wind S. S. E. 4 A. M. cleared u p . 8  A. M. Bars. 29.70 nnd 
29.i0; Simp. 30.30; Ther. 83O. Noon Bars. 29.65 and 29.65; Simp. 30.20; 
Ther. 830; Noon Lat. Obs. 190 18' N. ; Long. Chr. 610 51' East. 

dbridged Log of the SCHOONER JOVEN CORINNA (NO. 1 on the 
Chart) Capt. C .  S. BUNDLE fiom Calcutta to Moulmein. Civil 
Tiarc. 

The Jmen Colinna waa a t  Noon 8th Oct. in Lat. 16O 16' N. ; Long. 
91° 23' East ; with a light breeze from the East ; Bar. 29.74 ; Simp. 

* Thevessel was  now, as will'be aeen on Diagram. No. 11. just without the circle, 
md in that put  of it where the monsoon is probably forcing i b  way beneath the 
lihed part of the Cyclone. And to this we may attribdte the double sea 80 clearly 
dacribcd here. Tbe bank of clouds war undoubtedly the body of the Cyclone. 
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29.14 ; Ther. 86O. At 6 P. M. Bar. 29.72 ; Simp. 29.10 ; Ther. 85. 
Wind E. N. E. to midnight.; vesael standing to the 8. E. with a hmry 
head sea. 

9th 0ct.-Steady E. N. E. winds ; increaeing at  8 A. M. with cumuli; Bar. 
29.71 ; Simp. 29.16 ; Ther. 8b0 ; heavy swell from E. S. E. made preparatioiu 
for bad weather. Noon strong gales East ; Lat. 140 47'; Long. 910 54' Emt; 
Bar. 29.66; Simp. 29.10; Ther. 85. Cumuli throughout; 8 P. x. to midnight 
moderate ; Bar. 29.69 ; Simp. 29.38 ; Ther. 860. 

10th O c t . 4  A. M. nearly calm ; by 8 steady S. S. E. winds, cloudy, Cu- 
mulo-atrattm and Nimbi. Noon steady wind South ; Bar. 4 A. M. 29.70; 
Noon 29.67 ; Simp. 29.10 and 29.06; Ther. 850 and 86'; Lst. 15.37; 
Long. 920 2W East ; 2 P. m. wind in a strong squall from arched Nimbi shift- 
ed to S. W. ; by 3, it is marked W. S. W. strong gales and fierce squalls with 
heavy rain from wchdd Nimbi with a very high and inegulu swell and 
eea on. At 6 wind S. W. At 8 BPI. 29.66 ; Simp. 29.12 6 Ther. 84O, m e  
derating a little, but at midnight, as before. Clouda marked m dense s t ~ t a r  

and arched Nimbi. 
11th &tuber.-A. u. wind 6. S. W. fierce gale and femrful squalls, but 

moderating to noon when fresh winds and cloudy ; 5 A. m. wind 6. b. W. At 

7 A. M. Bar. 29.72; Simp. 29.70; Ther. 84O. Noon LPt. Obs. 150 21'N.; 
Long. 940 26'; Bar. 29.70; Simp. 29.17 ; Ther 4O. P. M. wind South, 6 
P. M. S. b. E.. 6 6. S. W. ; towards midnight increasing ngain to sfmug & 
and furiom squalls at interpals. Denre strata rising S. E. 

12th October.-A. M. strong squalls and rain, heavy banks of douda con- 
stantly rising from S. S. Eastward ; 7 A. u. wind S. b. W.; 9 S. S. W. Noon 
very unsettled but wind lighter ; h t .  Acct. 160 25' N. ; Long. 940 14' 
Eert ; Bar. at 8 A. Y. 29.70, at Noon the anme ; Simpiesometer 29.17 and 18; 
Ther. 62 and 63 ; P. Y. wind S. S. W. thick gloomy weather. wind veering to 
S. W. &onally and from E. to South and S. b. E. Clouds den= h t u r  

througbout. Barometer 1 P. M. 29.63 ; at 5, 29.64 ; and at 8, 29.67. Simp. at 
the same hours 29.15,29.17 at 29.22 to midnight ; weather a t  timer inclined 
to clear up but squalh continuing at intervals. 

13th October.-By noon, L.t. Obs. 150 60' N., Long. 930 11' Eart; Bu. 
29.73; Simp. 29.26 ; Ther. 840. ; winds variable from S. b. E. 3 or 4 poinb, 
aith squalls and rain, but weather breaking up and at midnight fine. 

Abridged Extract from the Log of the SCHOONER ENIGMA, (No. 3 
the Chart,) Captain CONNEW, from Singapore to Calcutta. Cidl 
rime. 
Noon 9th Oct. 1848, in Lat. 130 4' N. ; Long. 940 43' Eut; Bar. 29.45. 

Steering to the N. W. b. N. with a Pmng S. S. W. breeze and drialing mi.. 

Studding-sails set; P. u. h u d  gales from S. S. W. 
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10th 0ct.-A. M. moderate breeze. 5 knots, from south. At noon the 
Enigma wrs in ht. Acct. 160 17, N.; Long. 930 1W Erst, with a fresh d e  

marked S. S. W. at  noon and south P. n. and running to the N. W. 4 p. M. 

rind S. S. W. 10 P. Y. S. W. ; strong gales, rain, and hard squalls. Bar. a t  
mon 29.45. 

11th 0ct.-A. Y. dmng gales S. S. E. at  8, and S. E. at noon. At day- 
light moderate, with drizzling rain ; studding-nails set. Noon incrming h e a v  
a throughout; Lot. Acct. 170 24'; Long. 900 55'. P. n. S. E. b. E. 1.30 
r. Y. wind hauled to the S. E. in a tremendous squall; to midnight blowing 
hud and wa getting up. 

letk 0ct.-A. u. mntinued heavy equnllr ; vesrel scudding to the N. W. 
b. W. Noon La+ Obs. 19 19'; Long. Chr. 900 58' E.; P. n. wind marked 
E. S. E. ; and at midnight S. E. Strong gales. In the remarks the wind ir 
lrid to be from E. 8. E. to S. S. E. (i. e. up to noon of 13th.) 

13th 0ct.-A. M. wind about S. E.; 9 A. m. signalized to go to sea from 
P i k  brig3 noon bore N. W. to N. E. b. N.; P. M. lying to with the wind 
at Eut; midnight E. S. E. ; sunset the gnle war tremendour. 

14th 0ct.-A. M. moderating a little. h t .  Indiff. Obr. 210 12' in 17 fa. 
6 P. M. wind routh; midnight terrifio gale; daylight moderating .gain, 8 
A. Y. wind S. W.; noon more moderate; Lat. 200 53'; P. M. ran into the 
Pilot a tdon ,  and up to hugor. 
In a note to me Capt. Connew esys : " W e  brought it u p  with us from 

the Sayer Islands (in Lat. 8O. 28' ; Long. 97O 40,) ; first in  a terrific 
q u d l  from the 5. W. round to south, and then steady, S. 8. W. to 8. 
E. till I made the Pilot on the 13th. 

A t  Kyook Phyoo, on the Arracan Coast, Lat. 19O 26'; Long. 93O 34', 
fim the 9th to the 14th Oct. the Barometer Register with which I am, 
by the attention of the authorities a t  that port, regularly furnished, ie as 

follows :-I take only that a t  noon, as there is nothing notable in the  
weather, and I give i t  only to show the limits of fine weather. 

D.te. Bu. Ther. W~ndr. Pressure of wind. Sky. Remuks. 
Ibs. per sq. ft. 

clear. { Light breezes and 
hot sultry weather. 

loth, 29.89 860 Blowing f r a h  and E. 8. E. 9 Y cloudy. { c~oudg. 
Blowing fresh with 

l l th ,  b.84 810 Eart to E.S.E. 24 ,, rain and q d l y  
appearance. 

12tb,29.80830 Eastt0S.S.E. B ,, ,, Ditto ditto 
S.S.E.W.X.W. 

WPPSD B(O { andN.W. }17 ' c l w .  Moderate and finc. 

14th, 29.86 816 N.WtoNN.W 14 ,, ,, Ditto ditto 
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The  ofticia1 report from Akyab, through the Superintendent of 
Marine, and that in reply to a letter addressed by m e  to Mr. Llewelyn, 
Harbour Master a t  that  port, say :- 

On the 11th October the day previous to the new moon, the weather ex- 
hibited a wild aspect; cloudy with thunder, lightning and rain during the 
night, with the wind from Northward and the Eastward ; during the day blow- 
ing very fresh nt intervals; Barometer standing at 29.60. 

H. C. Schooner Spy's log (at anchor in the harbour of Akyab) forwarded 
also by Mr. Llewelgn, says-A. M. whd E. S. E.; noon fresh squalls from 
the Eastward and a heavy swell ; midnight moderating. 

On the 12th Oct. weather cloudy with fresh squnlls from E. S. E. Barometer 
nt noon falling to 29.55; during the night squally with thunder, lightning 
and rnin from the Northward and Westward. 

Spy's log; daylight, wind E. S. E. ; noon strong gales and heavy qu&; 
Bar. 29.65; 8 P. M. w~nd E. S. E. midnight, weather the same. 

13th 0ct.-Blowing fresh from Eastward and E. S. E., causing a herq 
swell in the Harbour, but atill had no appearance of a gale; the most remark- 
able feature was the immense rise of tide, which had never been known by 
the oldest inhabitants here to have risen to such a height; but it is a fact 
that the whole coast, from Cheduha to Chittagong during this time w a ~  
inundated for miles in shore, aa well as at this place, evidently showing that 
i t  must have been blowing from the S. W. impelling the waters to the North- 
ward : Barometer 29.50. 

Spy's log A. M. strong gnle S. E. and cloudy; noon dark cloudy werthu 
with heavy squalls aoutll. Midnight moderate but aqually; Bar. not observed 

14th 0ct.-Weather still looking wilder, clouds passing with greater vek  
city from the Eastward, tides still very high ; heavy squalls from East and R 
S. E. musing a high swell in the Harbour and a very high sea on the bar, 
and as far ns the eye could scan the horizon the weather indicated a wry 
windy appearance, and that there could scnrcely be a doubt but a gale was 
blowing not very far awny from this port ; Barometer 29048. 

Spy's log; wind S. E. and South with a heavy wel l  
15th 0ct.-Blowing fresh at intervals, winds veering gradually to S. E.; 

dllling the middle of the day heavy squalls from S. E. inclining to the 
Southward with very heavy gusts of wind at intervala, accompanied with 
rain ; 4 P. M. Barometer commenced to rise, 29.55 ; the wind towards aund 
shifted to Southward and Westward; at daylight of the 16th. the w e r h  
resumed quite a settled appearance ; ~arometer  29.60.* 

With this report nu also forwarded, copy of the log of the ship Kir- 
f inlay from Galle to Akyab, and therefore crossing the Bay on a N. E. track, kt 
unfortnnately only one position, that of the 10th October, in Lat. 1 3 O  59'N.; LOW. 
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Chittagow. 

A letter from Chittagong publiehed in the Calcutta Engliuiman oP 
the 30th October, eaye :- 

The tide at Chittagong waa unusually high during the day on Friday th8 
' 13th inst., bnt at  high water at night it rosd to i b  utmost height, being 1 ' foot 7 inched higher than the usual spring tides at the Suddur Ghat. For- 

tnnrtEly it wm a vety calm night, for a very little wind would have speedily 
driven the water over the little bunds which protect the adjacent salt golabr, 
e~ntaining at present about 50 lacs of Rupeea worth of salt. 

*The natives say that the whole island of Kotubdea war submerged, the 
water being 4 or 6 feet above the river. 

I "I find that what 1 have written has hot much to do with the cyclone, 
acept u shewing that aome unuaual influence must have been at work in 
the Bay to produce the extraordinary high tides here. By the kindness of a 

friend I am enabled to give the fall of rain at 0 foot 11 inches on the 13th 
md 0 foot 05 inches on the 14th. The same authority stntes that the Bato- 
mete  wna high throughout the two days. As fnr as I observed the wind, I 
think it blew chiefly from the South and South-East, especially oh the 14th. 
The tides continued high on the 15th, blit gradually diminished." 

&tract from the Aog of the Schmer EAGLE, Capt. DARBY, (NO. 4, 
in the Chart,) from Calcutta to drracan. Reduced to C a t  T i m .  

Tuesday, 10th Oct. 1848, the Eagle was at noon in Lat. 190 44' N. : 
hag.  9@ 35' E. ; Bar. 29.30; Ther. 840, with a ateady E. N. E. breeze and 
fine weather. P. Y. wind easterly till midnight ; at  sunset smart gales E. b. 
N. North and East; standing to the S. Eastward. 

11th 0ct.-A. M. wind East and E. N. E. ; daylight heavy squalls from east 
md N. E. ; 8 A. ba. *iud chopped to E. S. E. Noon moderate and cloudy ; 
hi 190 6'; Long. Indiffr. Obs. 910 15' East ; Bar. 29.15. P. M. mo- 
derate with a heavy sen from the East. 2 p. M. squally and weather threat- 
ening. Wind P. M. East to E. S. E. strong gales; 4 P. M. smart gales, and 
8et etrm main-sail. 6 increasing throughout the night to a heavy gale from 
E. S. E. with a tremendous high sea. Bar. 8 P. M. 39.15; Simp. 29.00. 

Wo 36' E. w i t h  8 moderate Southerly gale, is giien, and the copyiat has most mi- 
h u l l  omitted the dimtann m, though the coume and winds are Bet down. All 

I a n  &xu frdbl it then is, that at noon on the 11th she WM under doable reefs, 
rhd S. E. ; and by 7.30 she bore to with a gala from S. E. ; that she continuh 10 
d* tbs 12th. wind alwqn S. E., and made sail only at sunset of the 13th 

Akyab on the 14th. 

5 P 
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12th.-~. M. to noon, heavy gales E. S. E. ; hove too on starboard tack 
kt. noon 200 2' N. ; Long. 900 30' East. P. M. wind E. 5. E. ; Bar. 9.20; 
a n d a t 4 ~ .  M. windS.E.; 2 P. M. Bar. 29.15; 8 ~ .  M. 9 . 0 5 ;  at 1% 
28.96. Heavy gales. 

13th.-A. x. Bar. 28.90; 6 A. x.29.05; 10, 29.20; noon 39.20,with r 
tendency to rise. Noon wind marked S. E. hard gale and qunlla with 
heavy rain ; noon Lat. by Acct. 190 54' ; Long. 890 12' P. M. wind S. E. 
Bar. 2 P. M. 29.20; midnight 29.25. ~t 11 P. M. wind S. S. E. ; Vessel hove 
too throughout this log ; midnight hard gala  S. S. E. ; heavy thunder and 
vivid lightning to the S. W. 

14th.-A. M. moderating ; noon wind south; Lat. 190 56'; Long. 88057; 
Bar. 29.26 and riaing. 

dbtidged Lag of tAe Barque ARARAT, Capt. Rons~,  (No. 5 on the 
Chart)fronc Penang to Calcutta. Reduced to Civil rime. 

10th 0ct.-150 41', 92.45, squally, wind S. S. W. studding-sails set. 
11th 0ot.-Noon in 170 20'; Long. 910 37'; Bar. 29.80. Fresh breeze 

£3. E. and cloudy; muuing 8 knob to the N. W. but at 3 P. M. Bar. 29.60. 
Cloudy, and nhip'preparing for bad weather, sea getting up and gale i n w e  
ing ; 6.30 nuder close reefs. 

12th O c t . 4  A. M. wind E. b. N. ; 10 E. N. E .  Noon N. E. I n d g  
gple ; 11 saw a ship standing to the S. E. Noon Lat. Obs. 190 11' Eut ; 
Long. 890 6' ; Bar. 29.50; P. M. strong gale N. E. b. E. ; nea getting up, 4 
P. M. Bar. 29.45 ; 10 P. M. very h a r d d e ,  Bar. 29.30 ; midnight cut away the 
starboard quarter boat. 

13th O c t . 4  A. M. wind E. S. E. ; gale terrific. Noon Lat. Acct. 190 31' 
N., Long. 880 6'; Bar. 29.00' P. M. wind N. E.; 2 P. M. Bar. 29.40; 3 P.M. 

Bar. 29.00 ; cut away starboard boat; 4 P. M. Bar. 28.6 : moderate. Breeze 
dying away ; Bar. 28.70 ; every thing looklng for a " gale or hurricane ;" 6.45 
P. x. most terrific sq~~al l  from S.W., nea in a moment very high and the qdlr 
more and more powerful; 8.30 main top mil blew away; Bar. ridng to 29.10. 
Midnight hard gale. 

During the d m ,  or whilst the Barometer was at  its lowest point, the 
nhip was surrounded with birda, buttedies, horseflies and all demriptionr of 
flying creatures ; one snipe WM caught. 

14th October.-Daylight more moderate. In 45 fi. water. Noon L&. 
Obs. 19032' N. ; Long. 860 44' Eart ; Bar. 29.66. Wind W. 5. W. 

* An error in copying, we might at fimt sappone. being an d l a t i o n  from 29.30 
at 10 P. Y. 12th to 29.00 at noon, and 29.40 at 2 P. M. ; but seepsrt the logof tb 
Bulram. 
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dbdgcd b g  of the Schoowr FLORA MACDONALD, Capt. MURCH, 
(No. 6 on the C h t )  from Calcutta to Arracan. Civil Time. 

l&h 0et.-Light breezes E. N. E. and cloudy. Noon Lat. 200 34' N. ; 

w. 920 15' b t  : P. u. calm and cloudy weather, current setting N. W. 
24 b o b  ; a m e  too in 10 fs. water off St. Mutin's Idand ; 9 r. u. wind from 
E N. E. and sea getting up. Midnight increPring strong gales and cloudy, 
with a h a y  high aea. 

11th &:.-A. M. wind E. 5. E. increasing to strong gale and heavy sea at 
noon when La+ 1g056' N.; Long. 9200' East by Awt. ; P. M. wind 5. E., 
h a y  plea and rain with squalls and gusts at times to midnight. 

12th 0ct.-Wind E. S. E. strong gales ; Lat. noon 190 47' N. ; Long. 
91°1(Y Enat; P. m. wind S. E. b. E.; weather the same to midnight. 

13th 0et.-Wind S. E. strong gales and squalls. Noon Lat. 20°20' N. ; 
h g .  W3W E. by Acct. ; vessel under bare poles ; 4 P. M. wind South and 
5.8. E.; midnight weather the name. 

Abridged Eztract from the Log ofthe Shk BARHAM, Cap't. GIIIIBLETT, 
(wmnunded hy Am Chief O$Ecer, Mr. VAILE,*) (NO. 7 on the 
b t ) j h n n  Madrpld to Calcutta. Ciqil Rme. 

Od. loth, 1848.-Noon Lat. 160 40' ; Long. Chr. 86015' ; Bar. 29.72 ; 
s'impiaometer 29.45 ; Ther. 840; P. M. fre& but unsteady breeze northerly, 

q d y  with a heavy swell from the eastward. At 8 hard equalla and 
la; d i n g  preparations for bad weather; 11 more &ate. =dnight 

Bus 29.65 ; Simp. 29.36. 
11th 0ct.-A. m. very h u d  qudh W. N.W. and heavy rain with vivid light- *; 2 A. M. Bu. 29.58; Simp. 29.28. Reduced lPiLa to close-reefed topsaiails, 

clo~dr having a red appearance, similar to what ir observed at sunset; 7 
u. g h u  riringt. and weather moderating. Noon variable with passing 

'pnrllr and a confused swell; Lat. Obs. 15022' N. ; Long. 8r016'. Course 
S. 530 k t ,  63' ; Bu. 29.68 ; Simp. 29.38; Thek. 84 ; P. M. wind S. Westerly 
''isht rin and calms, with squally appearance all round ; 3.30 ; breeze from the 
S.W.; out 2 reefs; 4 P. M. W. N. Westerly, a strong unsteady breeze with a 
b -and much lightning at midnight. 

12th.-A. r. unsteady breeze N. W. and q d l y  : lightning h a  a oery 
ap~~manee similar to t k + h  ofa gun. . Barometers r i ing and fall- 

k b  . mwt extr~ordinuy manner these hat  two &ys ; &ylight weather 

* In m u e n c e  of a mere accident Captain Gimblett WM obliged to remain at 
It riU be lrecn that tbe ship could not hare been confided to abler hands. 

t 'b h e t u  tide no doubt, but the treacherous moderating u mil u the * 'b ~d worth notice. 

1 5 ~ 2  
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ploderate and cloudy; Bar. 29.71. Out 2nd reefs. A number of b i  flew oo 
board, Snipes, Ringdoves, &c. ; 2 A. u. strong breeze with thick weather and 
much rain ; Koon Barometer falling to 29.40 ; Simpiesometer B.12 ; weather 
very thick with hard squnlls and constant heavy rain. Noon hove to under 
plain try-sail and main stay-sail on larboard tack. Lat. 16051'; Long. D. R 
880 23' ; P. M. wind W. N. Westerly ; weather very threatening, blowing a 
heavy gale with very hard squalls; 3 P. M. Bar. 29.27; Simp. 29.08 ; down 
top gallant yards and masts ; 4 P. M. Bar. 29.20 ; 5, blowing very hard. Ship 
not moving ahead, but making as far as could be judged, about 3 knots bodily 
to leeward ; 5 P. M. wind veering to West and W. S. W. ; 7 P. xu. gale still 
incrwing, squalls very heavy. In trysail ; under bare poles; the squalls hlaw- 
ing a perfect liurricane 3 midnight wind 6, S. W. Bar. 29.36. 

Oct. 13th.-A. M. Blowing very hard, squdla heavier, very high sea; a per- 
fect hurricane; 4 A. M. Bar. 29.48 ; 5, rather more moderate hut still blowing 
very heavy. At 6 wind S. S. E. Noon fresh gale and hard squalls, I.& 
Obs. 17052' N.; Long. 8g014' ; Bar. 29.58 ; Simp. 29.30 ; Ther. 82' ; P. M. 

wind 9. S. E. ; 5.15 more moderate and fine ; bore up north; midnight stmng 
unsteady breeze with hard squalls and much vivid forked lightning. 

Oct. 1 4 t h . ~ ~ .  M. wind S. S. E. Inoreasing again to a gale; hove to again 
after makivg 81' to the north; 6 h. 46 A. M. Bar. 29.65. Bore up again; 
Noon Lat. 19043' N. ; Long. 880 44' East; BP. 29.70; Simp. 29.40 J 

Ther. 84); 4 P. M. waatber again thick; hove too again. 
Oct. 15th.-Wind S, W . ;  11 A, M. Ran intu the light veasel. & p a l  b 

rtand to sea; passed many disabled ships. On 16th got the Pilot. 

By the attention of Capt. Vaile, I am enabled to add to the capital 
log of the Barhem, and to the vduable lesson in Cyclonology which it 
affords, his remarks upon the s i p s  of the approaching Cyclone ao well 
observed and so carefully recorded in it. 

The first of these is the red sky, a phenomenon well known in the 
Mauritius hurricanes and in the China Sea* Tyfoons, but which was 

pot yet known in those of the Bay of Bengal, or perhaps does not often 
occur. I n  this case too we hare the singular, and for scientific pur- 
poses, very valuable peculiarity that i t  occurred a t  night ! viz. from two 
to four A. M. and at  a time when the moon was shining as brightly rs 
it could for the clouds; it  being the day before the full moon, wbeu she 
bad at  that time an altitude of 40 or 50 degrees, 

Capt. Vaile states that a t  this time the whole sky was douded with 
dense heavy looking clouds, mare of which were opposite to, than on the 

* See Sailor's Horn Book where dl that b known of this phenomenon h gtusd 
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side of the moon. The red colour extended over all, but was in patches 
deeper in some parts than in others, and that some clouds facing the 
moon w e n  of R deep orange red, and that occurring at  night it was 
the more particularly remarked. 

The lightning of the 12th he compares both to the flashes of a gun, 
and, at times, to sparks as if from a flint and steel. Altogether a most 

, remarkable kind of lightning. Very little lightning during the strength 
of the Cyclom-not more than three or four times altogether. 

The vibration of the Barometer and Simpiesometer was noticed for 
h t  two days, on one occclsion it  amounted to 0.4 (four tenths) in three 
h o w .  A t  7 A. YI. on this day they shook out reefs, for the Bar. had 
risen to 29.65 ; and a t  noon i t  was ngain a t  29.20, and theu rose again 
before finally falling ! 

dbtract Log of the Ship WELLESLEY, Capt. F. ARROW, (No. 8 on 
t h  Chart) f h u  Madras to Calcutta. C i d  Time. 

lOlR October, 1848.-In Lat. 130 40' N.; Long. 830 45' E. ; at noon breeze 
N. N. W. 
11th 0ct.-In Lat. 150 15' N.; Long. 860 8' &t; at noon breeze N. 

W. to W. b. N. with dark lurid appearance to the Eastward, ~etting more dense, 
d a hot stifling feeling; towards noon clouds flying in dark rugged masses to the 
westward; upper strata in ridges from the East, sun obscure with red glare on 
the horizon to \V. and S. W. looking like sunset in the middle of the day; 
shortened nail to prevent nearing it.* Afternoon arched squalls from the N. 
E rose, with vivid Lightning ; 7 P. u. looking finer ; made sail. 

12th 0ct.-Lat. 160 20' N. ; Long. 87O 00' E.; Bar. 29.60, Simp. 29.08 ; 
Tha. 830; looking very threatening from the northward at daylight and all the 
larid appearance of yesterday ; double reefed and reefed the courses ; wind West ; 
gusty and increasing with sheets of rain at times. 3 P. u. wind West; atill more 
thmtening and increaaing to a gale; furled every thing and how to under main 

, ~hpail and trysail. 8 P. u. sent top gallant yards down ; blowing a heavy gale 
from the westward with torrents of rain ; 8 P. u. Bar. 29.50; Simp. 29.00 ; vivid 

, lightning and penle of thunder all round and close over the ship, the rain was the 
most tmnmdous I ever saw, and the squalls most furious. Midnight wind com- 
m e 0 4  veering to S. W. 

13th 0ct.-Lat. 160 53' N.; Long. 880 2' E.; 7 A. u. wind S. W. to S. S 

I W. bore up E. N. E. to get clear ofthe Cyclone ; under cloae reefed topsails and 
=fed foresail; heavy confused sea from all quarters since midnight. Noon wind 

1 * The Cyclone of which Capt. h w  nu fdly a m .  
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shifting to southward aod more moderate and finer weather; bore up my eourze; 
weather getting finer but still coming up from the southward in hard squalls. 

14th 0ct.-ht. 190 07' N. ;  h n g .  88O 57' E.; gradually dearing up t o r  

strong southerly breeze, but dark cloudy weather ; at 10 P. M. hove to ; not liking 
to approach the Sandheads till the weather cleared ; midnight Lat. 200; s t roq  

gale increasing again from the southward, made sail and worked off. I euppwe 
being hove to, the tail of the breeze picked us up ogsin. 

15th 0ct.-Moderating from the southward. 

T o  some enquiries made by me, Capt. Arrow says :- 
"The lurid appearance which is mentioned is that of a deep leaden 

sky. during the day time. There was also to  the northward a heavy 
red glare. 

For two days after leaving Madras a remarkable halo round the 
moon was noticed. I t  was of considerable brilliancy, and the orange 
and blne coloura ve ry  distinct. 

The  arched squalls were remarkably regular in  their formation, 
resembling those of the Stiaits of Malacca. 

The  thunder and lightning were most violent and intense from 8 
P. M. 12th to  2 A. M. 13th. 

H o t  and cold blasts were distinctly felt. I can compare the hot 
blasta only to  the Scirocco of the Mediterranean. 

We found a very confused sea after bearing up, evidently where we 
crossed the track of the Cyclone." 
Abridged l o g  and Notea from Capt. HUMPHRIE~, Ship S E A  PARK 
(No. 9 in the Chart) from London to Calcutta ; reduced to Ciail Erne. 

From the line to 14O N. we had strong westerly breezes with much 
rain and gloomy weather, with a steady Barometer and very warm 
weather. 

On W e e d a y ,  October 11th.-Lat. 160 57' N . ;  Long. 90002' East; Bar. 
at 1 0  A.  M. 290 70';  Simpiesometer 29.30; winds variable from S. S. W., S. E 
and Easterly, with fine weather. P. M. light Easterly breeze, veering to N. E.; 
5 P. M. Bar. 2Q0 60'; Simp. 29.20. At 6 P .  M. in 3rd reefs ; wind light and iui- 
able from N. E. and N .  W. through the night. "At sunset a red lurid light in 
the heavens, but not of such a character as I have remarked off the Cape presi- 
ous to violent gales, and in fact there was no indication for worn weather 

except that of the Barometer and Simpiesometer. 
12th 0ct.-Iat. 170 54'; Long, 890 06' East; Bar. 10 A. M. 29.35; 

light rains and calms; Barometer and SimpiemneterJulling at the t h e  d c n  tk 
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doily rirc bid take place. I t  continued to fall slowly but steadily. hlaking 
dl preparations for bad weather. Ship covered with land and sea birds and 
in- which came on board for shelter and would hardly more when in danger 
of baing trodden on. Faint variable airs till about 2h. 30' P. m. when a 
antherly breae sprang up, which soon began to blow hard with a most threat- 
ening nppearance. At 4 P. M. hove too in about Let. 180 6' N.; Long. 8g0 
25' Eppt, on the larboard tack. 6.30 P. H. Bar. 29.15 ; Simp. 28.80. Wind 
hereosing k t  a t  south, and from 8.30 to 10.30 blowing a perfect hurricane 
but without veering. At 8.30, when the wind was beginning to blow with the 
g~atest fury, the Bar. and Simp. began to rise, and continued to rise steadily. 
~ i d n i ~ h t  Bar. 29.30; Simp. 28.95, Wind S. S. E., a hard gale and heavy 
gusts of wind and rain. 

13th 0ct.-Daylight wind S. E. very h a d  gale but Bar. and Simp. continue 
to rise; noon Lat. Acct. 18, 20' N.; Long. Chr. 890 26' E.; Bar. 29.63 ; 
Simp. 29.35. Saw much wreck in the forenoon ; P. m. wind S. b. E. steady 
mutherly gale throughout; gale evidently broken ; Bar. and Simp. always rising. 

14th 0ct.-10 A. M. Bar. 29.75 ; Simp. 29.32 ; noon Let. 190 25' N. ; 
Long. 890 05. East. A Northerly set of 80' since the time the ship hove too 
00 the 12th. 

&Cracf @om the Log of q e  Barque ASIATIC, Capt. G. BARLOW, 
(No. 10, m the Char t ) f rm  Madraa to Calcutta. CiDil Erne. 

On the loth October, the &tic was at 6 P. u. in 55 fs. h t .  at  noon 19O 
41' N. ; 870 7'. 

11th 0ct.-A. x. light variable breezes, apparently from the N. N. W. and 
Enst; ship standing to the N. E. and S. S. E. ; sounded in 15 is. ; at 5, 25 fa. 
m n  rqually from the North, standing to the East; Lat. 200 7'; Long. 86.56* 
East At 8 P. u. increasing ; Bar. 29.60. 

12th O c t . - ~  u. increasing; close reefs at noon, when wind from the N. E. 
h. 190 32* ; Long. 880 19' East. 

4 P. m. Bar. 29.40 9h. 29.26. 

5 ........ .38 10.. .14. 
7 ........ .33 11.. .lo. 
8 ........ .33 12..28.94. 

lidnight wind East, heavy gales but with breaks in the sky at intervals. 
13th 0ct.-a. u. Pbind %st, hard gales; 7 A. M. E. N. E.; noon Let. 19O 

8L;  Long, 860 8' East 1. 30 A. M.  wore and kept away North; at  3 A. m. 
bore too under bare poles. Noon hurricane from E. N. E. 

1-2 A. Y. Bar. 28.97 1 -6 P. M. Bar. 28.70. 

-........ -90 -8 ........ .GO. 
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- 5 . . . . . . . .  -96 -9 ........ 30. 
6-9 .,...... 29.00 1&11 ...... 29.00. 
Noon, ...... 28.86 12 midnight, .. 29.20. 

4 P. M. wind North; at 6 N. b. W.; 8 N. W. ; 10 to midnight, West; at 8 

blowing a hurricane; impossible to look to windward. Moderating at midnight. 
14th 0ct.-A. M. wind S. W. ; 4 A. M. S. S. E.; 6 South to noon, when Iat. 

190 60' N.; Long. 860 51' East. Fresh gales. 
.... Bar. 1-2 A. M. 29.40. 8 29.50. Noon, 29.70. 

The Ship Lady Sale, Captain Castor, though not experiencing any 
part of the Cyclone, followed i t  closely up  the bay, and taking her to 
have been on the 12th about a degree from the Wellesley to the South- 
ward-for I have not been able to obtain her position-it shews that 
either the monsoon was following up the Cyclone, or that its intlnence 
extended further to  the South, her Bar. register alone could settle this. 
The following note is sent to me by Capt. Castor :- 

cL October, 1848.-LBt. 13O O5'to 18' 2' N. ; Long. 800 3OPW. ; S. 50 07' E. 
From the ninth to the tenth October, while in the Madras roads, the weather 

was very unsettled, blowing in squalls from N. to N. E. with incessant rain for 
about 48 hours; dark and gloomy appearance to the N. E. and N. 

The " M y  Sale" left Madras on the 1 lth with fine weather, winds from the 
Westward ; on the 12th and 13th experienced very squally weather from S. W. 
to W. ; on the 13th, being farther to the North, it blew stronger from the West- 
ward, with puffs and an irregular swell from N. E. to E., so much so that the 
vesrel pitched her jibboom and flying jibboom away, and was obliged to ease her 
by reducing sail ; winds stronger from the Westward. On the 14th very fine 
weather with thick huge clouds over the tops of the hills on the coast; anchored 
on the evening of the 14th, and found the surf ve7 low, the tides uncommonly 
high, weather clear and pleasant, and continued so for some days. 

(Signed) JOHN CABTOE, 
Lady Sale." 

Abridged h g  of the Ship BRITISH SOVEREIGN, Capt. HARRIS, 
(No. 20 on the Chart)from London to Calcutta. Cicil Time. 

12th 0ct.-The ship British Sovereign ran up from 7 O  North in one 
continued series of squalls and rain, with the exception of about 3h. from 
8 to 1 1 P. M. of the 11 t h  October ; wind throughout from W. S. W. 
to W. N. W. On the night of the 1 l t h  the stars had an unusually 
brilliant appearmce, and the heavens were illunlinated occasionally with 
a very red glow. 
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12tA W. A. Y.-Wind variable Fmm North to W. N. W. with heavy squalls 
of wind at intervals. At 4 A. M. heavy squalls from the northward, rising with 
heavy black clouds. At 6, increasing to a steady heavy gale at west, with thick 
dark weather and incessant rain ; making all preparations. Bar. at 1 A. M. 29.60 ; 
at 2,2959; at 3, 29.57 ; at 4, 29.55; at 5, 29.52; at 6, 29.50; at 9, 29.50; 

and at noon 29.50. 10 A. H. wind W. b. S.; noon W. $. W. Lat. Acct. 16O 
37*; Long. AWL 380 38' E. ; wind very steady ; eet the reefed foresail. Course 

Iteored, North. P. Y. wind W. 9. W. No rain but thick dark cloudy weather 
and blowing a steady heavy gale. 6 P. H. gale increasing with violent squalls 
of wind and rain. At 8 P. H. in Lat. 17O 17' N.; Long. 880 35* &st, by 
Acct. finding the Barometer rapidly falling, squalh rapidly increaeiog in strength 
and the weather shewing every appearance of becoming worse, hove to at 9 ; wind 
8. W. b. W.; squdb terrific; at 10, worse, with vivid flashes of lightning and 
heavy lander, ~~pparently very close. Midnight blowing furiously ; wind S. W. 
mth a eontinuation of heavy thunder and lightning. Barometer at 1 P. M. 

29.50; at 4, 29.45 ; at 6, 29.40; at 7, 29.38 ; at 8, 29.33 ; at 9, 29.30; at 
10,29.27 ; at 11, 29.25 ; and at mldniiht 29.20. Capt. HBnis considers that 

he bad h e  heaviest weather from 10 to 11 P. H. 

13th 0ct.-A. Y. wind South ; 3 A. x. S. b. E.; at 4, 5. S. E.; at 6, S. E.; 
at 8,s. S. E. ; and at 11, South. From 1 to 4 A. M. a heavy gale with rapid 
gprtr of wind, sea rising fast. At 4, gusts decreasing in strength to a hard gale 

ht with a high confused sea ; by 8, wind rapidly abating. Noon moderate Lat. 
by Acct. (and nearly correct) 17O 38' N. ; Long. 88O 33*. Bar. at 1 A. M. 

29.20; a t  2, 29.17; at 3, 29.10; at 4, 29.20; at 5, 29.22 ; at 6, 29.22; at 7, 

29.30; at 8, 29.35 ; at 10, 29.36; and at noon 29.40. 

I hare placed this ship in the chart as her run and drift are given, . 
but Capt. Harris states that he had no solar observations for two days 
previous to the 12tb, and in such weather star observations cannot be 

much depended upon. She was, I have no doubt, farther to the East- 
ward than she supposes on the 12th, probably about half way between 

the positions of the B a r h  and Sea Park, which would then give her 

the winds she experienced M the Cyclone moved on and lifted up to 
make way for the monsoon below it. (See summary.) The  Cyclone 

track .Iso may have curved to the westward at first, for it seems certain 

tbat the tornadoes move in waving or oscillating lines, though the rver- - is a straight track, and from analogy we may suppose the Cyclones 

do the same. 
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dbtidged Log of the Barque CHARLEE KERR, %apt. H. T. A P ~ G  
TON, (NO. 21 OA the Chart) from Mauritiw booumi to Calcutta, 
reduced to Civil lXm. 

12th Octok, 1848.-Midnight 11th-12th moderate Northerly breeze and 
clear. Black Pagoda N. W. b. W. distant 3 miles. At 2 A. u. increasing breeze, 
ship standing E. N. E. ; 4, dark gloomy weather; 8 A. u. wind N. E. to noon ; 
by 10 A. m. fresh gale and showers of rain; noon hard gales, heeq  squalls d 
rain and confused aea; Lat. by Acct. 100 36'; Long. 870 52'; Bar. 29.60; 
Simp. 29.30 ; Ther. 820. P. u. hard gales N. N. E. ; making dl snug ; 8 P. r. 
the aame ; midnight wind North ; Bar. 29.50 ; Simp. 29.20 ; Ther. SO0. 

18th 0ct.-Gale increasing to noon when heavy ; veering by 10 A. M. to W. N. 
W, pumpa choked hy amd ballast, and kept ship before the wind to 9 A. M. Hd 
made since noon 12th, 32 mites due South ; noon deme atmosphere, tomts of 
rain and rleet ;* all hands bailing ; Lat. Aoet 190 02' ; Long. 870 27' ; Bar. 28.90; 
Simp. 28.70; Ther. 790. P. u. wind 9. W. b. S. 2 P. u. glaeser b e p  to 
rise. 7 P. u. wind South. 8 P. M. Bar. 29.10 ; Simp. 29.10. Heavy gale 
throughout ; ship running to N.  N. E. and N. E. 6 and 7 knots. Loat nuin- 
topmast iyd misen topmast, at midnight more moderate. 

14th 0ct.-A. H. wind South. 5 A. u. S. 9. W. to noon; by 10 A. M. fd 
breeze; Iat. noon 200 14' N.; Long. 880 41'. Bar. 29.60; Simp. 20.40; 
Ther. 830. After which made the Pilot 

Capt. Kerr's private note book, kindly placed in my hands, says, 
after describing the veering of wind. Throughont there was a denm 
atmosphere and torrents of rain and rleet when blowing from the 
N. W. The Bar. and Simp. gave timely notice, but nothing wan r e  
markable in the sky prior to its commencement, with the exception 
of an unusual bright appearance and twinkling of the s t a n  on the night 
of the 12th. The  Bar. 28.9 ; and Simp. 28.7 a t  noon on the 13th, 
when a t  its height, and a few hours afterwards, they began to riae. On 
the  night of the U t h , t  a very heavy swell was setting in  from tbe 
Eastward, which broke very high on the bench near the Black Pagodr. 
The  sea very luminons and occasionally some thin white clouds puacd 
rapidly over the moon from the N. Eastward. 

* Thu sleet waa, Capt. Applebn inform me true sleet, i. a rain and mow d b  
small hailr tmr,  while the wind nu between N. mnd W. When it M o d  to tb 
Southward it ad. 
t So in MSS. ; 11th and 12th msmt. 
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dbridged Log of the  d i p  SIR ROBERT SEPPINGS, Cuptain STUART, 
(No. 22 on the Chart),from Colurnbo to Calcutta, reduced to Civil 
! h e .  

October loth, 1848.-At noon light airs and hot sultry weather, Gaojam 
bearing N. W. dist. 20 miles ; Lnt. Oba. 190 15' North ; Bar. 30.9 ; Ther. 90°. 
P. Y. ligbt variable winds, standing to the Eastward. Midnight wind N. W. 
M w .  This ship had been on the 6th in sight of Juggernath Pagoda, 
but had been set down the coast by the b d i n g  winds and the Southerly current. 

Oct. 11th.-To noon standing to the Eastward with a fresh Northerly and 
N. N. Easterly breew and a heavy head sen. At noon Lat. 1 8 O  55' North ; 
b n g .  860 18' East; a current eetting to the 8. S. \V. 2 miles per hour. Bar. 
29.90; Ther. 890. P. x. fresh breeze with a heavy head sea ; stMding to the 
b t r a r d  2) to 4 knots, with variable northerly breezes. 8 P. M. squally and 
rain, with a darL threatening appearance; ship pitching very heaviiy. Midnight 
song bRezer fiom the Northward ; much ligh~aing to the Eastward. 

12th 012.-3 A. x. more maderate. At 8 strong breem Northerly, with a 
threatening appearance; i n c m i n g  at noon wit11 hard qnalls, when Lat. 

kt. lgO 27' N. ; Long. 870 20' East. Standing to the Eastward ; Bar. 29.70 ; 
Tbe. 860. P- M. Wind North strong gales, heavy squalb and rain ; 5f P. M. 

making all preparatioos for bad weather; down Royal yards and clolle reefing. 
8 P. Y. Bar. 29.55; gale increasing with avery threatening appearance; hove too 
Pndrr mPiu tryrail. Midnight hard gales and henvy rain ; h r .  29.50. 

13th 0ct.-At 2 A. M. more moderate and Barometer rising. Set reefed foresail 
and main topsail ; at 4 *in hove to, gale increasing and Barometer falling to 
29.20. To noon wind always East, to N. E. at noon, when Lst. by Awt. 190 

W N . ;  Long. Acct. 880 W ;  P. n. wind marked N. E., hard d e s .  2 P. n. 

mare modemte, set foresail and main topsail again ; wind S. E. Bar. 29.40 ; 4 
bard s q u a b  and heavy rain, Bar. falling to 29.10; at  5 P. at. wind marked 5. 
S. E 6 r. Y. weather more threatening, took in foresail and main topsail, both 
d which blew to pieces. The furled mils now blowing from the yards ; wind 
S. E. to Soah. 7 P. BL. wind S. S W., ship on her beam ends, main and mizen 
mas@ and foretopmart went by the board. 8 P. n. wind Sonth ; pumps choked, 
uew baling; midoight a continuation of heavy gales, wind veering from S. E. to 
6.g W. Pmition during the height of the hurricane was about 19.30 N. 87.35 Eaat. 

14th 0ct.-1 A. M. wind S. S. W.; 4 A. n. South; 9 A. M. S. b. E. to noon ; 
4 A. Y. tbe same westher; at  8 more moderate to noon, when Lat. Obs. 1Q045' 

N.; Long. 870 50' East ; Bar. 29.1 ; Ther. 790. P. M. wind S. S. W. Moderat- 
ing to midnight, when wind S. b. W.-no00 Lat. 19" 45'; h g .  87" 50; 

&rPecter broken in the height of the tempest. 
5 0 2  
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To the foregoing, which is partly from the ship's log and partly fmm 
a note obligingly sent me by Capt. Stuart, he adds :- 

IgI must observe that for several days previous to the hurricane the 
weather assumed throughout the day a very unusual appearance, with 
light baffling winds and hot sultry weather. Ther. from 86O to 9 2 O ;  r 
misty horizon and at  night a misty circle round the moon and anun- 
usual twinkling of the stars. An immense number of both sea and land 
birds were constantly about the ship, with much lightning from the 
Eastward and South Eastward a t  times. 

Abstract the Log of the ship CAMPERDOWN (NO. 12 om the 
Chart), Captain CUMBERLAND, f ioin London to Calcutta. Civil Time. 

At noon on the 10th October, 1848, the Floating light bore N. E. b. N. So 

miles, Lat. Obs. 200 17' N. ; by 6 o'clock we had run about 25 miles, on r 
N. E. course, when we 8aw o vessel, which we supposed to be a P~lot Brig, m 
she wao running down to a ship at anchor, bearing N. E from us dist. about 
8 milea ; at this time it had fallen calm end we found there was a strong cumt 
running to the S. W. but, ar the water was too deep for the bower, let go the 
kedge and veered a hawser, which only checked, but did not stop her from 

driving. Soon after (about 7 P. M.) a liqht breeze sprung up ; weighed the kedge 
and stood N. W. a few miles, but findina the wind fnlling light and the ship 
refusing to steer with a 5 knot breeze, again let go the kedge and v e d  2 

hawsers ; the ship still driving; the current appeared to be running about 3 

knot#. 
Wedmdq, 11th October.-A light breeze springing up, weighed the kedge 

and stood to the N. East about 15 miles, but at 4 tacked, as she broke off to N. 
b. E,, and knowing the current was running very strong, I w u  afraid of being 
driven to leeward, intended to stand well to the Southwnrd to get out of be 
strong current. 6 A. M. Lat. by Sirius 200 51', stood S. E. all the day; J 

daylight saw a steamer steering to the Southward ; noon squally and rain, Iat 
Obs. 200 32' N. There - no appearance of bad weather this day; P. r. 
cross sea. 3 P. M. in 1st reefs; there were a few light showers, but the clouL 
had little motion. 

Zhday, 12th 0ct.-Tacked and stood to the northward ; aaw a Pilot brig rt 
ancbor and a ship. At 11, the brig signalled us to stand to sea till the d a  
moderated. At this time the weather wa.9 not bad, but the Barometer hd 
begun to fall, 29.60; noon Pilot veasel N. N. E. 15% Tacked and stood 5. Ea 
In 3rd re&. At 11 P. M. hard squalls. 

Friday, 13th 0ct.-Weather looking bad, close reefed the main topmil ; at 3 

A. M. Bar. 29.20. Prepared for a gale : blowing very hard during the dy 
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fiom E N .  E. to East. At noon wind at S. East; Bar. 29.00, At 5 P. M. 

Bar. 28.90. At 6, 28.70. At 7, 28.50; secured the sails before dark ; furled 
the main topsail, and pmpared for a hurricane, manned the pumps, and got life 
lirm dong tbe deck. From 7h. to 7.30 P. M. a lull, but the Bar. was still 
inclined to fall. Expected a shift to the Southward and more wind ; at thu 
p a d i a h  time, the weather mu Jine owhead  ; 7.30 humcane from the W. S. 
W. About 8, the wind drew gradually round to South and S. S. W. and by 
4 past 8 tbe wind was blowing a perfect hurricane, with hard rain, the wind not 
blowing steadily, but in gusts ; expected the masts to go over the side every 
moment ; got axes all ready to cut away, sent the carpenter down in the well 
md aumhined that the ahip waa perfectly tight, it being of course impossible 
to mnd the pumps with any degree of accuracy, owing to the quantity of water 
taken m to leeward ; at this time the lee hammock nettings were washed away, 
th lee qrlarter boat, and the main and mizen royal masts; the foretop gallant 
mat wiu fortunately bouaed, but we had not time to house the others ; had the 
foretop gallantmart been up we should certainly have lost the foretopmast. The 
h m e t e r  a t  midnight 28.50, began to rise soon after the shift, and continued 
to rise through the greatest strength of the gale. I think the hurricane did not 
last in its greatest atrengtb more than 2 or 3 hours, but of that I cannot be 
certain. 
&tarday, 14th October.-At 1 A. M. Bar. 290 00'; not so much wind, but 

stdl Mowing a heavy gale from S. S. W. At daylight found ourselves in 17 

Atborm. False Point N. W. 7 miles. Set the foresail a~id wore to the East- 

wud. At noon a fresh gale, Bar. rising 29.40. 
QllDdOy, 15th 0et.-Unsettled weather, blowing fresh from the Soutt~ward ; 

at 6 P. M. caw the Pilot Brig at anchor off the South Buoy, passed under his 
stan, told na he had not ~ o t  any pilots, and sent us to sea again ; etood to the 
8. Enst all night from this time; had light baffling winds till Tuesday 17th. At 
8 P. n. got up  to the light vessel, and received a Pilot on board. The last 2 

or 3 days saw many vessels totally dismasted; boarded the Collingwood, to- 
tpny dirnasted, and offered any assistance in our power. 

d&&wd Log of the Ship COLINGWOOD, Capt. MOLISON (NO. 13 on 
the Chart,) from England to Calcutta with troopr on board-re- 
d d  to Civil Time. The force of the wind markud by the Admiral- 
ty numberr. 
On the 1 lth October, 1848, at Noon, the Colingwood was in Lat. 160 21 

N.; Long. 880 38' East, standing to the N. W. with fine weather, a four and 
five knot breQe from the N. Eastward ; Bar. at noon 29.67 ; Ther. 83O. P. M. 
doudy and paysing showera-wind variable from -the Northward, West and 
N. Enst, to midnight. 
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12th October.-Winds variable from the N. Vl'eetmrd, with cloudy weather 
and squally at times ; ship standing 5 and 6 knots to the N. N. E. and N. E. 
At noon h t .  by Acct. 170 46' N.; Long. 890 6' East; Bar. 29.37. P. x. A 
ship in sight to the N. N. W. standing S. E. under close reefed topsails, with 
top gallant masts down. 3 P. M. Bar. 29.25, and falling fast since noon ; made 
preparations for bad weather. P. M. wind variable from N. Wd. ; at 4, Westerly ; 
5, S. Westerly ; at 7, S. b. E., at  8 S. S. E. and at  10 S. E. b. S., f o m  increasing 

from 4 to 9 to midnight; ship running to the N. E. b. N., North and N. N. W. 
from 4 to 10 knots. Midnight Lat. by Acct. 180 55' ; Long 880 44' E. High 
sea getting up ; Bar. 29.25. 

13th October.-3 A. M. Bar. 29.30 ; at 8h 30'. 29.40. Set foresail ; at 11 h. 
Bar. 29.45 ; wind S. E. b. S. to 6, when E. S. E. ; at 8 East and at noon E. S. E. 
force 8. Lat. Obs. 200 27' N.;* Long. about 87.35, according to a p t .  Molieoa, 
Bar. noon 29.50 ; Ther. 820. P. M. Moderate gale (force 8 )  E. b. N. cloudy, 
gloomy, hazy and constant rain; 1 h. 36. in 35 fs. water off Cape Pal~niraa 4 

P. Y. Bar. 29.40, at 6, 29.20; wind E. N. E. (9). Gale increasing; 7.30, a per- 
fect hurricane, with thick hard rain ; Bar. 29.00; wicd E. S. E. (11-12). At 8 

Bar. 21.80. Soon after 7. 30. P. M. lost bowsprit and foremast and main and 
miten topmasts, quarter boats, &c. At 10 wind veering to S. E. (10) a t  14 

Southerly (11-14) Bar. 29.05. hurricane raging with the utmost fury. 
14th 0ct.-3 A. M: wind S. S. W. ; 4 Bar. 29.30, hurricane moderating; 5.30 

A. M. sow False Point 1.ight house S. W. ; sounded in 7 fathoms water. At 6 
came too in 5 f. Pnlse Point Light S. b. W. To noon gale decreasing from 

S. b. W. 

Abstract from the Log of the oh+ EDMUNDBBURY, Copt. REDPATH, 
(No. 14 on the Chart,) from Ceylon bound to Calcutta-reduced to 
Civil Time. 

I am indebted to  I l r ,  Thos. Scnllan of the Pi lo t  service, for some 

notes corrective of this ship's log, arising from errors of the copyist, or 

from the  confusion incident to vessels on thei r  b e ~ m  ends with their 
ballast shifted, in  R hu r r i che .  It WRS probably filled up from recollee- 

tion, and contnined some evident oversights. 

* The tmepoaition i a   bout 180 40'; Long. 880 44'. The Log is very cuefully 
marked, but it gives 31' moreof northing than the observation of the rollowing day, 
which I take to be owing to the sontharly current off Point Palmiru, mining from the 
curving of the Earterly set over ths Sand tleada, u will be shewn in the remark& 
The current was probably much heavier, for the ship had, no d~ubt ,  the storm currut 
and perhmpo r little of the storm wave in her favour. 
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The Ednnrndsbuy at noon on the 11 th October had received her 

Pilot on board h the h u m e  of the morning, and had a t  noon the outer 

Floating Light bearing E. b. 5. 10 miles ; winds variable from E. S. E. 
md squaliy. 2 P. M. came too in 5 fs. 3.45, commenced weighing, and 

at 6. 30 stood to seawith a strong breeze at E. N. E. 8 P. M. increas- 

ing; midnight, Bar. 29.65. 

12th 0ct.-4 A. Y. increasing and threatening appearance, making all prepar- 
a~ions; noon Bar. 29.60. Fresh gale, strong squalls and heavy appearance to 
the Eastward, wind varying from N. E, to East. P. M. h t .  by double Alt. 19O 

53'; Long. 880 11' East ; Bar. 29.60. lncrensing strong gales E. N. E. and at 
6 P. M. East to N. E.; 8 P. Y. Bar. 29.58; 10 P. M. 29.56; midnight 29.50. 

Blowing a bard gale. 
13th 0ct.-A. Y. wind N. E.; 4 A. Y. increasing, with' threatening appear- 

rnea ; at 8 A. Y. made every thing snug for bad weather. Noon hard gale and 
dark cloudy weather ; Bar. 4 A. M. 29.40 ; 8h. 29.30 ; uoon 29.20 ; h t .  Accf 
190 21 ; Long. 870 49# E. P. M. hurricane at N. E., ship under bare poles. 
4 P. M. more moderate. 5. P. Y. dead calm, tremendous cross sea ; Barometer 
Ialling fast, 28.90. Drizzliug rain with threatening appearance to the N. W. ; 
hea7 bank rising fast to the South. Trimmed ballast which had shifted. 6.30 P. Y. 

commenced blowing from the N. W. and veering to the Westward ; at 8, blew 
a bumcane; Bar. 28.40; ship lying on her beam-ends and refusing to wear. 
Winda at 5 P. x. marked N. W. ; at 7 P. M. W. b. N. and at midnight a furious 
hurricane S, W. lulling a little ; all hands by the axes for cutting away. 

14th 0ct.-2 A. Y- lulling a little ; Bar. rising fast, wind S. W. Bar. 28.90. 

By 4 A. M. wind had veered to S. S. W.t half past 4 wore and stood to the E. 
N. E. At daylight raw the Framjee Cowasjee; passed her at 7 A. M. in Lat. 
190 45' N. ; Long. 860 38' East. Noon a large ship to the N. W. b. W. with 
foremaat, bowsprit and stump of mizen mast standing. Another to the S. S. E. 
with her foremast and topmasts gone, both dist. abt. 5 miles Noon Lat. Obs. 200 

2'; Long. 870 7' Eaat. Winds marked, 5 P. M. S. S. W ; 7, South; and at 
11, South. 

* Pilot'r note S. W. 
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Ih.n.m.Bar.29.00. 7h.r.~.Ber.29.50. 
2 ........ -14. 8 ...as... -60. 
3 ........ -20. 9 ........ .60. 
4 ........ .30. 10 ........ .60. 
5 ....... .35. 11 ........ .60. 
6 ........ .40. 12 ....... .go. 

P. M. by midnight had run into 27 fs. with fresh gales and cloudy weather 
from S. S. E. and at 3.30 A. M. of the 15th, saw the light vessel's signah again. 

Cspt. Redpath adds in reply to  my queries, that on Tuesday loth, 
a t  sunrise, he remarked a dtlll lead coloured aky to the S. E. but it 

cleared away by 8 A. M. of that day. He experienced no lightning at 
any time during the Cyclone. When at  the calm centre i t  was much 
lighter overhead ; the appearance like the breaking up  of a heavy gale, 
but after one hour adark heavy bank formed to the N. W. in the form 
of an arch. The ship was surrounded by birds of various kinds and 
amongst the rest they caught a parrot ; swallows, gulls, boobies, &c. ; all 
quite exhausted. 

After the Cyclone a dull heavy Rppearance to the N. W. , 
d b r i d g e d h g  of the dip FRAMJEE COWASJEE, Capt. EDWARDS, (NO. 
15 on the Chart,) from England to Calcutta-reduced to Civil Tim~. 

T h e  Frarnjee Cowaajee had received a Pilot on board on the 11th 
October, a t  7h. 30' A. M. A t  noon the floating light bore East and 
the South Channel Buoy S. S. W. P. M. wind E. N. E. ; wind light 
from E. N. E. Midnight light breeze, rain ; out 2d reefs topsails. 

12th 0ct.--6 A. M. to noon heavy squalls working to the Eastward; Bar, 
29.46 ; Lat. by Acc. abt. 200 18' ; Long. 880 27' East ; 2) miles per hour of 
westerly set being allowed. P. M. to midnight increasing gale from E. b. N. 
Ship standing to S. E. b. S. and at 9.31 P. M. hove too, 

13th 0ct.-Heavy gale E. N. E. ; noon Bar. 29.44. P. M. wind marked E. 
b. N. high sea and tremendous gusts increeeing to a hurricane. 5 P. H. moder- 
ating to a gale with vivid liahtning to the westward; at 6, wind haling to 
the Northward and round to the S. W. braced round on the starboard tatk 

with head to the Eastward; wind W. S. W.; at 8, lulling to a calm with a 

very high sea. Calm lasting till 9 r. M., when it commenced to blow and 
increased to a fearful hurricance. Midnight still increasing, Bar. 8 P. M. 28.52; 
at 11, 28.72; at midnight 28.90. 

* So in %, but evidently an error, and that 28.44 i a  meant. 
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14th M - r .  r. blowing a violent hurricane fmm 9. W. 5 A. m. lost main 
and mizen masts. Barometer 1.30; A. M. 29.10 ; at 2h. 30' 29.22 ; at daylight 
nu pasoed by the Edmundsbwy in Lat. 190 45' N.; Long. 860 38' East. 
Noon moderating and fine with n very high sea ; 8h. wind strong ; at 2 P. m. 
nred five hands from about 47 of the crew of the Ilope which had foundered ; 
hercrew had constructed rafts which the Rwtumjee could not succour as she 
mas unmnnageable. 

From MR. BARCKLEY, the Superintendent of False Point Light-house, 
I k v e  the folluwing memorandum taken down vnia l ly  from h b  
infomtwn. 

Gale commenced on the 12th 'with heavy squalls N. E. to N. W. ; 
between 12th and 13th blowing N. N. E. and always increasing ; began 
to blow steadily on to 13th from the N. E. and on the night of that 
day re  ry heavy. 

A shiR took place to N. N. W.  a t  about 94 P. M. of the 13th 
with high water. Then it fell a dead calm a t  10, which lasted to 12jt 
or O.+ A. M. the rain clearing off: saw the stars very clear over 
head, but a thick bank of haze all round. At  124 breeze fresh 
md very stormy from S. S. E. to a complete hurricane, which lasted 

, about seven hours, varying only two or three points more to the 
Southward. 

The rise of tide, which was about 9 ft. more than usual* (entire rise 
17 ft. high) came in with a rush like the bore. I saw it come in a 
heavy foaming surge of a wave like the surf outside of Plowden's 
Island ;t I heard i t  coming in and went up  to see what i t  was ; and from 
the gal ley of the Light House saw it  distinctly. I a t  first thought 
it was the  Island being washed away. This bore came in about two 
o'clock in the morning$ when the hurricane had reached its full height 
from the Southward. I t  was a bright moonlight night, clear over head 
d cloud~~almost  in a circle towards th.e horizon. During the whole 
time it  was blowing there was uo lightning, but during the calm there 
was some forked lightning, mostly from the Northward and Westward, 

* In thb atimate Mr. Bond, Master Attendant of Balasore agma. 
t At Lt mtrana of the mouth of the Mhnuddy on the North shore, on which 

the h h t  H o w  dm&. 

2 When the tide therefore WM at t h  quartern ebb. 
5 a 



It began from the N. Weatward. The native8 nwer knem d 
a rlse of tide befon. At Puttamurtdy and Hall and Sunkse, to ahe 
North and Eastward, the tide rose 19 or 20 ft. in all, or about 11 ft. 
qbove its usual height. These places are on the North side of False 
Bay ; about 6 or 700 natives were drowned : all their huts destroyed 
and cattle drowned. Water remaining for about three days, all the while 
the wind was to the S. E. not falling more than 4 ft. and it was oiily 
when it veered to the Westward that it went down very rapidly." 

I t  would appear from this very raluable note that the centre passed 
over the False Point Light House on the night of the Nth, s t  11 P. n. 
In  atating the date from which the track is laid down, md in the 
obsemtions, I shall advert at length to the evidence we hare here of 
tlie #term wave. 

BALMORE. 
From this station I hnve the following report, through the Superb 

tendent of Marine, by A. Bond, Esq. the ZIflrster Attendant there. 
Report of Weather at Bnlasore, 10th to 15th Octoher, 1848. 

- .  

Mean Bar. per Ther. I 1 Bar. I hour. lMm. I Remarks. 

.74. 

29. 68. 
.64. 

39.64. 

ie9.60. 

p9.49. 
.47. 

.69. 

Wind S. W. 

October. 

*1 

11 

11 

w 

99 

S. E. to N. W. ligbtnia~ h S E. 
Eastward end West ; ruin frm 
S. E. with heavy clouds. 

N. W.  breeze, very cloudy d 
rain P N. E with Lay. gusU 
of wind. 

Wind shifting ti E. N. E. lo E.S 
82. { E. with heavy rain ; anotber tier 

of clouds above travelling from 
S. W. 

. 

1 

Rise of water at the Tide (imp r l 2 1 jeet, being 8 fl. aboec spriq 
tides. Wind E. N; E. at 6 ?. 

Shining to East and E. S. E. J 18*. {I high " water 4 pest 9 wind in- 
creasing in stronger gusts with 

and fair. 
be47 rain ti1 1 A. u. 06 bhc lSth Ortober, when the wind gasdually r e d  
round from S. E. to South, and cleared up at S. W. with p i n g  dm-; 
Barometer 29.60 at 8 A. m. 



Ranarka. 
On the 14th instant it appeared clearer at intervals through the c l o d s  to the 

W&, cu if inclined to break up, and from the deposition of a nervant who 
was st False Bay a t  the time, he says "the wind was from the N. E. on the 11th 
with heavy rain, and the wind blew in very heavy gusts. On the 12th wind B 
S. E. with strong g u s ~  and heavy continunl rain. The 13tl1, the wind from 
3. E. blowing a hurricane till 2 P. M. of the 14th instant, ahen it cleared up 
with wind at  S. W., and it is reported lhat the sea broke into the oillagas neer 
Fdse Bay, and that numben of lives hare been loat. The Amb bhip " A h -  
d' went on shore on the 14th instant a t  False Bay, dragging her anchdrs ha 
9 fathom¶, more from the very henvy sea running than from the wind, whiah 
the 141h had abated. 
The gale e m s  to have iocreaaed c r ~  it extended to the S. W., ar the d-e 

~byfuthegrecrtestto theS.W. 
A. bra, 

M a w  A t h f e ~ ~ .  

Ihhm, M. A. O&t, the 25th October, 1848. 

dbtract of the Log of  the American ship WASHINGTON ALSTON, Capl.  
DAY, (No. 16 on the Chart3  outward bound; reduced to Civil G n e .  

111 Od. 1848.-The Wu&ngtou Ahton, at 11 A. n. an the 10th Oat. had 
thelightvenel bearing N. E. b. E. 10 or I 1 miles, and A. M. on d ~ e  1 lth b noon 
Mod to tbe S. 9. W. and 9. 5. E. and S. E. b, S. with light Easterly baffling 
bnher till noon when in k t .  206 IS' N. ; Long. by account about 880 36# 

h ?. M. squally rain, and large sar; midnight mom moderute. Ship etandiq 
the S. S. E. and S, E. and S. b. E. Wind is markad E. N. Ed but I take it 

W brve been from E. N. E. to E. S. E. by the courses. I allow a h  1 mile per 
born of current to the Westward for the average of the set over the Sandheadr. 

12th 0ct.-A. m. squally. Noon hard rqudlr and beuvyseo, no observation ; 
ripd E. N. E. Iat. by account 190 0 V ;  Long. 880 46' Enst; taking in second 
rrb, and mdocing nail ; rhipping much water. P. M. heavy galas, wind E, N. 
E 5 p.m. k t .  5 30 hove too. 10 r. M. S. E. Midnight very heavy g k .  

1W &.-A. Y. b y  gpler, ship all under *a*; 1.30, ship full of w.tnr 
lad aft, hma deck load over b o d .  Befare noon foremast and head of tba 

wmt, nothi* standing but the miceo mast and broken main rn* 
h put md plan overboard. Wind a& 6 A. M. S. S. E. a d  at noon 

S d ,  ahcr which not mwked ; entimated position when dirrnutsd ht. 19.44, 
h& 08.03 Esrr; allowing W of drik to the N. W. 

141 &.-Homing gole abated. No position given at noon P. MI wind 
a S. W. blowing hmd d l  night. 

15U ( k r . - h  lat, 190 52' N.; after which flnc weather. 
5 a 2  
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I t  was the 19th November before this disabled ship could get in fsr enoogb 
to get a Steamer ! 

Abridged Noteufrorn the  Log of the  Schooner JOHN BEPBURN, Cap- 
ta in  PLUM, (No. 17 on the  Chart) from Calcutta bound t o  Penany. 

Civil Time. 

The Schooner John Hepburn, left the Pilot on the 7th October, in the 

evening, and had light variable winds to- 
Tuesday, O c t o k  loth, 1848.-A. M. wind light and variable from East to R 

N. E. steering to the S. Eastward. Noon Lat. Obs. 19O 28' N.; Long. Chr. 
880 33' E. ; Barometer 29.67 ; Ther. 870. P. n. moderate light breeze and fine; 
sunset weather becoming unsettled, clouds rising up from the Eastward, at t ima  
sgually ; and a swell from tbe South Eastward. Midnight same weather, vessel 
pitthing heavily and taking in much water forward. 

W e d d y ,  Oct. llth,-A. n. squnlly W. Noon light winds, squally 
fmm E. N. Eastward; Lat. Obs. 180 18'N.; Long. Chr. 890 6' E.; Baro- 
meter 29.61 ; Ther. 860. P. n. cloudy threatening weather, winds light and 
variable from E. N. E. to S. E. ; and a heucy noell from S. E.; Barometer 
29.50. Sunset, steady breezes and cloudy weather; midnight, swell heavy from 
S. E, and dark cloudy weather. 

Thursday, Oct. 12th,-A. n. wind light and vnriable from N. h t m r d  
and a aery threatening appearance to the S. IV., standing close hauled to the 
S. E. to Eastward ; Barometer 29.38. Daylight a ship to the S. Wejtward 
under storm sail, standing to the Northward, distance about I). miles. At 7 
Bar. 29.30 ; Ther. 820. Heavy clouds to the Eastward and a dense black UppW- 
a m  to the S. Westward. At 9, light winds from S. Eastward; vessel on 
starboard tack ; heading up N. E. to E. N. E. a heavy swell from S. Eastward. 
Noon moderate winds and squally weather with rain ; k t .  Acct. 170 35' N.; 
Long. Acct. 890 36' E. Barometer 29.25. 

P. LI. wind increaeing and a very high sea; Barometer fulling k t ,  29.20. 
At 2.30 strong gales and a tremendous high sea ; wind S. E. ; how too under 
balance reefed, mainsail and a small fore shysail. At 4, pie increasing coosi- 
derably ; vessel lurching heavily and shipping great quant~ties of water over dl, 
and to leeward, unable to look to windward for rain and spray, which blew 

along with great violence. At 5, shipped a very heavy sea abaft the mpin 
rigging, which filled the decks and tore nnay the balance reef of mainsail, &c. 

$0' a small staysail up  to the mainmast to keep her too. At 6, blowing 
extremely hard, especially in the squalls. Barometer 29.15; vessel's lee rail and 
part of the deck under water. At 9, Barometer 29.9, and weather very M, 
blowing a perfect hurricane. At 10, the new inner ataysail blew out of the bdl 
ropea-all hands at the pumps. Midnight ditto weather, vessel's h d  N. a 
to E. N. E. 
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Friday, October 13th,-A. M. bad weather. At 2, moderating a little and 
Bammaer on the rise, but still blowing a very heavy gale and seas breaking 
over the vessel in all directions; pumps constantly going. Daylight Barometer 
up to 29.50; and a very high irregular sea, wind veering to the Southward. 
Noon strong winds and a high confused sea; Lat. Acct. 18015' N.; Long. 890 
46' E. ; Barometer 29.59. 

P. x. ditto weather ; wind Southerly, after which it became fine. By observa- 

tion on the 14th in Lat. 190 31' N.; Long. 900 31' East; having experienced 
a strong current to the North durina the Cyclone, and Captain Plum adds that 
there was neither thunder nor lightning, while it lasted, with him. 

I 
Abridged Lag of the Barque EASURAIN, Capt. SHIRE (NO. I8 on the 

Chart), from Calcutta to Bushire ; reduced to Cicil Time. 

Tuesday 10th 0ct.-Pilot left at 2 A. M. Noon lower floating height bore 
E. f N. in 8 fs. water; Bar. 29.62 ; Lat. 210 6' N. ; Long. 860 6'. Light 
airs S. E. and fine clenr weather. Midnight fresh breezes about E. b. S. and 
fine clear weather. 

11th 0ct.-At 3. A. M. wind E. b. S. ; at 7, N. N. E. ; a 4  knot breeze; from 
daylight to noon squalls and rain. Ship standing to the 9. S. FV. ; Lat. Acct. 
190 36'; Long. 870 38. P. M. wind North and at 9, N.  E. ; 5. to 4 knots. 
Cloudy, squally, and rainy weather. P. x. course S. W. b. S. 

12th 0ct.-At 2 A. M. wind N. W. freshening gale; at 8 A. M. wind W. b. N. 
5 to 7 knot breeze. Noon Lat. 170 05' North; Long. 860 06' Eart. P. x. 
moderating wind N. W. b. W. and N. N. W. ; 6 to 2 knots. At 8,light airs. 

Abridged Report of Mr. T .  BELL, Mate Pilot, B.  P .  8. in  charge of 
I the Arab ship Forth. Ciril Time. 

On the 13th 0ct.-At noon saw the outer floating ligl~t bearing S. b. W. 
ship standing to sea with a fresh breeze E. b. N. and beginning to feel the 
strong set to the westward ; passed about 1 mile to leewnrd of the Floating Light 
and was signalized to stand to sea. Shortly after he estimates to he making a 
W. S. W. course though steering S. b. W. At sunset spoke the Camperdown 

and told her to stand to sea, but could not board her. Towards midnight gale 
increased, wind about N. E., running with it on the quarter (or about South) 
blowing furiously, all sails, furled or set, blown from the yards. 

14th 0ct.-All hands continually at the pumps to keep the water down to 3 
or 4 feet in the hold. All we could do was to scud dead before it. Vessel 
atering remarkably well, daylight wind N. N. E. ; during the day blowing furi- 
ously. 2 p. M. a little lighter and shifted to N. b. W. At 5 P. M. we had the 
strength of Jle humcane from about N. b. W. Carried away fore and mizen 

topmuts. Pilot steering himself to prevent her broaching too. Hove overboard 
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guns and every thing on deck ; till midnight, wind and sea dteadful from N. W. 
to W. N. W. 

15th 0ct.-Breeze gradually moderate towards daylight. At noon by O k -  
va~ion in Lat. 190 58' N. ; Longitude not remembered. Pilot statiou bqrina , 

about N. N. E. 

Ship FU~TAY ALUM bound to Calcutta. Abstract of her log forwarded 
by &It.. HAGGARD of the H. C. P. S.  

This log is unfortun~tely only an abstract and I am unable to calcn- 

late from it the ship's position on the different days of the Cyclone. I 
can therefore give but a brief summary of it  without placing the track 

on the chart. 

It is stated only in reference to her position that. she was '#on the 

day before the hurricane in Lat. I i O  58' North ; Long. 86" 34' East, 
by Chr. steering to the N. E. b. N. and N. East. I take this to  have 

been at  noon of the I l th ,  though the wind is marked on t h t  day u 
a t  N. b. E. + E. to N. + E. Bar. 29.6'0; so: that the ship could only 

have been making about an E. N. E. course at  the most. 

On the 12th O c t . 4  A. K. Bar. 29.56; at 7 A. m. 29.50; strong breezes N. 
N. E. Noon reefed foresail and making other preparations. 1 P. m. wind was 
N. N. E.; Bar. 29.48.; and by 5 P. M. N. W. and Bar. 29.46 ; weather wry 
thick with hard rain. 11.30 hove too. Midnight wind south, blowing hard, 
lost a cutter, Bar. 29.40. 

13th 0ct.-Daylight wind S. E. ; Bar. 29.34. Heavy plea .  11 A. m. Bw. 
29.30 ; hurricane ; lost topmluts Bar. 29.26 ; wind S. E. Noon furious hurri- 
cane S. E. Bar. 29.22. P. M. the same awful appearance in the weather, wind 
S. E. Bar. 29.22. Lost gig ~ n d  mizenmust. Midnight wind S. E. Bar. 29.26. 

14th.-Daylight increasing. 6 A. M. wind S. E. Bar. 29.38 ; noon 29.44. 
P. m. wind S. S. E. Bar. 29.44. 

From this time the gale moderated, but the vase1 on the 14th drifted into 
64 fs. 23' to the E. N. E. of the floating light, and was oblied to anchor, being 
a perfect w.reck. One ship, perhaps the Hope, passed her about noon of the 
13th with asignd of distress, and another the Ermouth foundered at her d o n  
in sight of her on the night of the 15th,-16th. 

Abridged Log of the Ship F ~ L E  Rozrcs, Capt. A N D R ~  (No. 
19 on the Chart), from Calcutta to Judda. Civil Time. 

The A i p  Fnttle &o*aek left Calcutta very deeply laden bat, ra d 
be m n ,  by the able and soientific manegemant of her commander 



in crossing in front of the Cyclone, ahe sustained no injury except the 

low of m old Jolly Boat. Several of the dismnsted m d  foundered 

vessels leA their pilots exnctly at  the same time, but they seem all to  

have kept their wind as long as possible, and thus to have just stood 

into the fatal centre. To  this they were no doubt led by the dread of 

the lee shores of Point Palmiras with an Ensterly gale. I trust we 

ahdl now be able to offer suggestions, if not to Jay down rules, to 
I obviate or diminish the chances of such fatal errors in future. 

1 11th October.-P. M. Lower floating light E. b. S. dirty gloomy appearance, 
of getting a breeze about the Sandheads stood South. Wind East, 4 to 6 

knot breeze, to midnight ; 5 P M. weather looking much worse, a deep red glare 
thrown out by the setting sun. Every appearance for a hurricane ; made all pre- 
puptions. At 8 increasing, at 10 a dark heavy leaden bank of clouds, but ap- 
pears stationary all round, about 200 high. Above it a thin strata of clouds 
flying with great rapidity from the Northward. Midnight squally with rain 
Bar. 1 P. M. 29.70; Ther 840; at 8, 29.70; at 10, 29.65. Force of wind from 
5 increasing to 8. 

12th Oct.-1 A. M. Bar. 29.62; 6 A. 11.29.6a; 10 A. M. 29.61; noon 29.61. 
Prom midnight very threatening looking weather, wind varying in a strange way 
h n  E. N. E. to E. S. E, to 3 A. M. moon and stnn about the Zenith beautifully 
bright, not so much as a circle round the moon, and scateely any scud was flying 
during the time the wind was fly in^ abwt in such an extraordinary way. No 
doubt nqv, at 3, that this is a Cyclone ; shortened sail to heave to, to allow it to 
pau, bnt wind shifting suddenly to N. N. E. kept away before it to get to the S. W. 
At 10 A. Y. heavy-looking, dark purple or red clouds to the S. E .  about 50 above 

) he borizon, but about the Zenith some occasional light breaks. At 11.15, a eud- 
den lessenir~g of the wind, Barometer fell between 1lh. and 12h. only .01. At 
noon in Lat. 190 18'. mean D. R. and observation ; Long. D. R. 870 45' ; 

atremendous sea getting up. P. M. dnrk, fearful-looking weather all round. 
Course S. W. wind N. N. E. (7), at 4 North (a), at 8 (9), at 9 (lo), at 10 

N. b. W. and at midnight N. N. W. (11.) At 1 P. M. the dark gloomy wen- 
ther spoken of in the morning to the S. E. has cleared away, and that is now . 
Ibe only p h  with a break in it, and there the wenther looks quite fine ; 9 P. M. 
roddiog under rhe brereil; thick lurid clouds now all round, except about the 

rbem a circle of about 150 in diameter is beautifull J clrer, but the xud 
i lpg pent with very greak rapidity from the North Much light snmmer-look- 

lightning, anly mole broad and not no quick, from S. E. to West. At midnight 
(arihe u d m ,  the w i d  bortmg like ten thousand lPrge plug hdea with the wind 
b b  thugb h, Pad a very h h t ,  but not altogether red appearance to 
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the Eaet; Bar. at 1 P. Y. 29.59; at 3, 29.57; at 5, 29.55; at 6, 29.50 ; at  9, 

29.47; at midnight 29.45 ; ship ru'nniog S. W. to 3 P. M., then South, 5 to 7 
knob, to midnight. 

13th October.-Blowing fearfully from N. N. W. (11) with torrents of rain 

more like hail, but we cannot say if it was so, tl~e atmosphere appears closed in 

dark as possible although moonlight ; 3 A. M. wind N. W. b. N. (lo), 6 A. M. 

N.W.(7),N. W.b. W.(8), 9 W.N. W.(8)andat11 W.b.N.(8). A t 4  

if possible much worse weather in the squalls, lost a Jolly boat. By 8 less wind 
but so fearful a sea that we cannot haul the ship to the wind yet. Noon more 

moderate, but the same sea, ship running to the South and S. E. Noon Lat, 

by Acct. 170 17'; Long. 880 5. The Barometer as follows ; 1 A. M. 29.48 ; 
at 2 to 4 29.42, 29.37, 29.40; at 5, 29.45; at 6, 29.50; at 7, 29.51 ; at 8, 
29.52; at 9, 29.55 ; at 10, 29.56; at 11, 29.57; and at noon 29.57. P. u. 

moderating, mnde a little sail, a dark heavy leaden bank of clouds away to the 

N. b. W. ; u cross confused sen lifting the ship up and then letting her full 
as if it would jerk the musts out of her. To midnight wind from West to 

S. W. and S. W. b. S.; at 10 P. M. heavy squalls with dreadful thunder and 

lightning. At midnight moderating fast. 
On the 14th 0ct.-The weather became fair. Noon Lat. Obs. 170 15'; 

Long. 88O 26'. 

On the 18th.-Picked up the Rustomjee Cowaajee's mainmast in Lat 170 

58' ; Long. 860 5' East. 

T o  thie very valuable log Captain Andrew adds, in his remarks in  a 

letter written from Aden, gc  I do not think we were within the revolving 

disk till we got the wind at  N. N. E. Consequently I do not think 

by any manoellme I could have got better weather than I had. I made 

a sort of diagram at  the time and mnde the track of the Cyclone about 

N. W. b. W. & W." 

At Calcutta. 

There was nothing remarkable in the weather at  Calcutta till the 
13th October, on which day my notes begin as follows. 

13th O c t o h  4 A. M. Bar. 29.810; Simpiesometer 29.760; at  6 A. M. 

Bar. 29.810; Simpiesometer 29.76; the nky a dull white haze above, below 
heavy nimbi and cumulo nimbi with broken light scud flying beneath all. Wind 

E. b. N. end N. E. in the squalls; squally and then almost calm. Lower send 
flying from about E. N. E. the heavy clouds from E. b. S. At f past noon 
calm and light q u d l s  ; Bar. 29.84 ; Simpiesometu 29.76 ; Ther. 82t. Dark 
gloomy weather with heavy dark nimbi, cumuli and strata, moving at a moderate 











d h m  the N. E. ; drizzling and light rain. The heavieet muses of clouds 
to the S. E. At 4 P. Y. Bar. 29.79; Simp. 29.70; Ther. e l f ;  fresh breezes 
at timea h m  N. E. bat not constant At 7h. P. M. Bar. 29.79; S i p .  29.75 ; 
Tber. 820. Squalls, rain and some little moaning wind from the N. E. Sky a 
dull white haze with streta, &. as at noon and 4 P. Y., but fewer moving clouds 
d those slower. 

14th 0ct.-9 A. Y. BPT. 29.80 ; Simp. 29.73 ; Ther. 810. Altematp squab 
rith beavy rain and breaks in the clouds; calm with appearance oi Geering 
up. Wind N. E, scud from about East moving fast at times. P. alternate 
squalls and calms with distant thunder, wind hauling to the Eastward and the 
send from S. E. and E. S. E. 

15th 0ct.-During the night rain, blowing fresh in squalls S. Easterly. A. M. 

squab with frah gale at  timee from S. East; heavy banks to S. E. and 
South; rcud from S. S. W. At 7) A. M. Bar. 29.76; Simp. 29.70; Ther. 820. 
10 A. Y. Bar. 29.83; S i p .  29.72; Ther. 8240. Moderate breezes, and then 
.Imart dm, with heavy puffi at times ; wind S. S. W. to South, dark gloomy 
mather. At 0.30 P. x. Bar. 29.80; Simp. 79.72. The 82f light breezes. 
After this time the weather gradually becoming fine. 

Taking thae to hare been iafiwnced by the vortex thb & what &odd occur 
hm their gmt dintuur (205 mila  at noon) h m  the centre. 

[To be continued.] 



PROCEEDINGS 

OI TES 

ASIATIC SOCIETY 

At a meeting of the A s i c  Society held on Wednesday, the 1st of 
Anguet, 1849. 

Dr. J. MCCLPLLAND in the chair. 
The proceedings of the former meeting were read and confirmed, and 

the accounts and vouchers of the preceding month were laid upon the 
table aa uanal. 

The followhg gentlemen who had been proposed and seconded at 
the last meeting, were ballotted for and duly elected. 

Arthur Chote, Euq. B. C. 8. 
Doctor Martin. 
Candidate for election at the September meeting, viz. : Raja Pratap- 

cbandra Siiha. 
Bahu Bajendra Dutto, proposed by F. E. Hall* E q .  seconded by J. 

W. Laidlay. 
Read letters-- 
From Captain J. D. Cunningham, Engineera, forwarding a paper 

"On the Embankments of rivere, and on the Nature of ovedofing 
riven in diluvial plains." 

From Dr. Harrwitz, Berlin, proposing an exchange of workg pub- 
liehed by F. Duemmbler in Berlin with those of the Society, and for- 
wards a list of Sanekrit work published by F. Duemmbler. Referred 
to the Oriental Section. 
From John Barlow, Esq. Secy. Royal Institution of Great Britain, 

aeknmledging the receipt of the Society's J o u d .  
Pmm F. E. Hall, Esq. to publish the Bhakta Mala in the B i b b  

theca In* Referred to the Oriental Section. 
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F m  the name requesting to be allowed to take with him to Mofuad, 
10 or 12 Pereinn worke, for reference, and some other Hindu Books. 
Prom Major Madden, forwarding Supplimentery Notes to the Turaee 

md onter mountaim of Kumaoon. 
Prom the Secretary to the Bombay Geographical Society, forwarding 

a complete 8et of the tramlation of the Society, and requesting an ex- 
ebnge of publication to be established between them. 

Propod by Mr. Jackaon, and eeconded by Capt. Forbes, that all 
propods of thia kind from individuals or Society, for the exchange of 
booke be in the first place laid before the Council. 
Prom Dr. Boer, proposing Mr. Ariel, Secretary to the Oovenunent 

of PondicheryJ to be elected a corresponding member of the Aaiatic 
kkQ, m n d e d  by Mr. H. Alexander. . 

Ram the m e ,  proposing the printing of certain Upanishads in the 
Biiothcca Indica. 

The Zoological and Qeological Curatore having read their respective 

The Resident etated that he had the pleaaure of laying before the 
meeting, the Catalogue of the Birds in the Society's Museum recently 
prepared by Mr. Blyth. . 

A h  some remarks npon that work, Mr. Welby Jnckeon suggested 
thrt a copy be circulated to the Council of the Society, that ita price 
and the number of copies to be placed at the disposal of the author to 
be determined npon. 

The ordinary businem of the evening being concluded, the President 
erlled the attention of the meeting to the financial poaition of the 
&&y, read the subjoined report upon that mbject from the Council. 

Some discussion having arisen upon the varioue i tem of retrench- 
mmt s n g g d  by the Connd, it waa proposed by Babu Ramgopaul 
Ghose, seconded by Mr. hfitchell, and carried- 

"That the Beport of the Council be received with thanks, but that 
ib consideration be postponed till the next monthly meeting, and that 
in the meantime, it ehould be circulated to resident membere along with 
the manta now laid on the tables." 

The meeting then adjourned. 
J. MCCLICLLAND, 
J. W. LAIDLAY. 
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FINANCIAL REPORT. - 
The mbjoined Report of the Council of the Aaiatic Society is print 

ed for circulation among the Members, in pursuance of a resolution 
p a e d  at the Meeting of the Society. 1st August, 1849. 

J. W. LAIDLAY, 
P. P. and src. - 

The Council of the Asiatic Society having anxiously considered a 
statement of the financial position of the Society submitted by &e 
Secretaries, deem it their duty to recommend coneiderabe reductions 
in the Society's present expenditure, the adoption of which the Council 
believe cannot be postponed without exposing the Society to the risk 
of falling into a state of serious, if not ruinous, embarrassment. 

On a careful examination of the accounts, it appears that the p m  
lent liabilities of the Society exceed the amount of its available assets 
by Rs. 2,557 6 7 ; that whilst on the one hand sums, which though 
nominally due to the Society are supposed to be irrecoverable, have 
been carefully excluded from the list of available assets, and the list 
of liabilities includes some sums not likely to be presently claimed, and 
others which represent demands that in their nature are extraordinmy 
and unlikely to recur ; yet on the other hand the liabilities which now 
exht are certain in amount, whiilst the outstanding asseta when a&- 
ally realised may fall short even of the amount now assumed to be 
capable of realization. I t  further appears, and this is a fact which the 
Council desire to impress particularly upon the Society, that if the 
monthly income and expenditure of the Society remain unaltered, ita 
smbarrassment must increase, because the present ordinary expendi- 
ture exceeds the present income by the sum of Rs. 179 6 0 per men- 
sem. This is of course a state of things which none can wiah to 
continue; but the Council beg further to remark that in their judgment 
it is not merely by limiting the ordinary expenditure of the Society to 
the amount of its income, or even by the discharge of ib present 
debts that the Society's finances can be placed upon a antisf- 
footing. Provision should be made for the purchase of books, the 
ocoasiod repairs or improvement of the premises, the preservation 
and extension of our collections, and the other extraordinary demands 
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to which thy like every other Society of similar constitution, has 
hitherto been, and is likely to continue snbject. 

The Conncil regret that some of the reductions which they recom- 
mend wi l l  presn heavily npon individual officers of the Society; a 
consequence which the Council would willingly have avoided, had they 
sew my other mode of extricating the Society from its difficulties. 

In proposing mch reductions they desire to be understood sa 
erpmabg, not any opinion that the officers who wi l l  be affected are 
now too highly remunerated with reference to their attainments, but a 
deliberate conviction that the affairs of the Society must henceforth be 
conducted npon a more economical acale, and that they may be effi- 
ciently conducted notwithstanding the reductions proposed. 

The following are the principal reductions recommended by the 
Connd. 

Id. They recommend that the European Accountant at present 
employed by the Secretaries be hereafter dispensed with. This will 
eiht a saving of Rs. 60 per mensem. The Council are by no means 
insensible to the importance of providing for the due keeping and 
adit of the Society's accounts. But the native writer attached to 
the Secretary's oaice ought to be, m d  the Council believe is, fully 
competent to keep the accounts ; and the Council believe that a far 
more effectual and satisfactory system of audit than any which  ha^ 
yet been provided, would be found in the appointment by the Socieq 
of three or more of its members to act ss a Finance Committee. The 
Council think that the duties of such a Committee need not be 
restricted to the mere auditing of the Secretaries' accounts, but that in 
mry eue in which the Society is called npon to make a vote of money, 
it might d u l l y  refer to the Committee to report whether, having 
regard to the then state of the Society's finances, such an expenditure 
mdd be safe or prudent. This would in no degree affect the undoubted 
privilege of the Society at large to determine to what objects its money 
chould be applied, whilst it would afford a safeguard against hasty 
8nd improvident votes by which the resources of the Society are liable 
to be anticipated. A further, though slight reduction is proposed in 
the Secretaries' &ce by the removal, of one of the peons at present 
employed there. 

2md. The Zoological department as at present constituted, is a 



heavy burthen upon the Society's finances. Over and abovs the 
Curator's salary of RB. 250, and the allowance for colleethg and 
preserving specimens received from Government, the Society expends 
in this department out of its own resources about Rs. 142 8. The 
establishment, independently of the Curator, consists of four Taxider- 
mists or assistants, and two Carpenters, besides Durwans and Fe- 
rashes, who onght properly to be included in the general establishment 
of the Society. The Society has further, pursuant to a resolution of 
the 21st day of Oct. 1845, to pay the sum of Rs. 40 per mensem as a 
house allowance to the Curator. The Contingent bid of the depart- 
ment more than exhausts the Government monthly allowance of 
Rs. 50. 

The Council consider it essential for the well-being of the Society 
under existing circumstances to reduce the expenditure under this head 
to an amount exceeding as little as possible that of the Government 
allowances. They propose therefore that the establishment be reduced 
to a Curator, and two Taxidermists at Rs. 30 elrch ; that one of those 
Taxidermists be paid out of the Government allowance of Rs. 50. per 
mensem ; that the contingencies, including carpenter's work (the pre- 
sent carpenters being no longer kept on the fixed establishment) be 
limited as far as possible to the balance of that sum. They further 
propose that the house allowance to the Curator, a charge which the 
funds of the Society are no longer adequate to bear, be discontinued, 
but that hi reduction do not take effect until the 1st of October next. 

3rd. With respect to the Library, the Council recommend that the 
fixed establishment consist merely of one Librarian at a monthly 
salary of Co.'s Rs. 50, who is to have the charge of all the books 
whether European or Oriental. Of this sum the Conncil consider 
that Co.'s Rs. 25 should be paid by the Oriental Fund, which baa 
hitherto borne the charge of Rs. 30 per mensem, for the Moulvie who 
took care of the Arabic and Persian works. They recommend that 
the services of the Moulvie ip this respect be discontinued, and t h a t  
for the future no Moulvie or Pundit form part of the fixed establish. 
ment of the Society, but the cost of employing such persons, if their  
services are required for the purposes of collation or copying MSS., or 
of correcting the press, be treated as contingent, and defrayed accord- 
ingly out of the Oriental Fund. I t  is proposed that this redaction of 



the prermt Librarian's d a y  ahodd not take effect until the 1st of 
October. The Duftries and other menial servants to be employed in 
the Library, form part of the general establishment of servants now 
proposeda and some reduction in this respect wi l l  also be effected. 

The general establishment of servants now proposed will be found 
in the paper marked (No. 6). Several useless servants will be dis- 
pensed with, and the whole expence of the establishment now proposed 
wi l l  be Bs. 781 8 0, whilst the expences of the present establishment 
IE Bs. 1089 8 0, and thus if the reductions now proposed be adopted, 
the naring to the Society will be Rs. 338 0 O* per mensem. 

For the elucidation, and in confirmation of the foregoing statement. 
the Council lay upon the table of the Socicty, the following accounts 
md papers, viz : 

No. 1, Statement of the Debts and Dependencies of the Asiatic 

Society- 
No. 2, Statement of the average monthly Income and Expenditure 

of the Asiatic Society. 
No. 3, Statement of the monthly Expenditnre of the Asiatic Society, 

u proposed by the Council. 
No. 4, Changes among the Members from death, withdrawal, fkc. 
No. 5, List of Members of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 
No. 6, Revised Scheme of an Establishment of the Asiatic Society, 

M proposed by the Council. 
One of the heaviest items in the Society's expenditure ie the outlay 

for the publication of the Journal. The council would recommend no 
duction on this head, which might interfere with the dissemination 
of this work. On full consideration of the subject however, they 
~ V B  that the number of copies printed may safely be reduced to 
400, and without laying down any definite or inviolable rule for the 
conduct of the work, they recommend that for the future, the Secre- 
taries limit Y far as possible, the outlay on the work to Re. 250 per 
month. 
lf this can be dected, the saving to the Society, by means of these 

General dactions, wi l l  be increased to Ra. 528. 



Statement of the 0.52 and Reaised Establwhnaent of the Adatic Society, shewing in detail the I t m  of Saving, per month, 
to the Society, and to Government Allowaneee. 

OW J~TABLIBBMKNT. 

Salariea per 
mouth. 

Deeqmtion. 
." < < 
8a .: 

- 
Zoological Curator-Salary, 

Ditto Hoam rent,. ....... 
1 Asshbnt to Ditto ....... 
3 Taxidermists,. ......... 

2 Cupenten ............. 
l o &  ECo : aS0l.r. Cu- 

RATOR-SALA RY, 

1 Writer, ..............., 
1 Carpenter ............... 
IPeon,.... .............. 
1 Ponkha boy, ............ 

REVI~ED E~TABUSBMENT. 

DeejgMtion. 

Zoologicid Curator-Sale 
ry I.................... ........ 

........ 
1 Taxidermist, .......... 
1Ditto ................... 

........ 
Mue. Em. G ~ L Y .  Cu- 

~AIOR-SALABY, 
1 Writer, ................ 
1 Carpenter, .............. 
lPeon,... ............... ........ 

-- 
. . 
40 

20 
75 

19 

.. 

R s u ~ a l e .  

Paid by Government. 

Ra. SO to be paid outof 
the 50 Rs. al lowand by 
Oovt. for pre g. npeci- 
meos of Nar dmt. 

Paid by Govennnent. 
Thie Establiihmeat is mw- 

SAVINO. 

260 

.. 

.. .. 

.. 
250 

16 
8 
6 
2 

Items of. 

........ 
Allowance of House rent 

to Zoological curator, . . 
Ay$tant to ditto, ........ 
2 l axidermists,. ......... ........ 

.......... 2 Carpentere, 

........ ........ 

Salaries per 
month. 

........ ........ ............. 1 Pankhaboy 

.A 
8;  
m a  e a m  
gb 

. . . .  

. . . .  
80 

. . . .  

.. 

. . . .  
tioned by Govt. who d- . . . .  low -64 I@, for it and 
conhnganclea 

2 

" 
0% 
a E  
g5 --- 
250 

.. 
30 

250 
16 
8 
6 

Saving per 
month. 

PD 
R - 
-3 
"2 
gz -- 
. . . .  
40 
20 
45 .. 
13 

. . . .  

7 

?g 
"E 
g- 

..{ 
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J O U R N A L  

ASI ATIC  S O C I E T Y .  
SEPTEMBER, 1849. 

..,.MUUP.-.-^. \.\..--.,IWII\*.w~?,<,,, 

An Efghteenth Memoir an the Law of St- in Iqdia, being the 
Cyclone of 12th to 14th October 1848, in the Bay of BengaE. By 
HENRY PIDDINGTON, Preuident of Marine Courts. 

~ r o t ~ g b o u t  chi paper h e  word CYCLONE designates 8 Circular Storm.-H. P.] 

( Concluded jwm page 857.) 

1 proceed now to give in a Tabular form the winds and weather 
expieneed by the various ships and stations during the Cyclone, r t  
noon on different days, from which its gradually reaching and strength 
at the spot will be seen, and at the same time many of the effects pre- 
d i n g  the onset of the bad weather, as contrasted with those actually 
undergone by other vessels at the same time, at no grecrt distance from 
them. 

T a h k r  View of the Winds and Weather fw the Cyclone of Oct. 1848, 
in the Bay of Rengal at Noon. 

U.N. y Bar. S@p. f Remar),. 
F - -  -- 
0 

14m47' 91054'E.N.E.; Noon 29.65 29.10 85 Heavy rwell 
East, strong from E. S. 
g h .  E.; 8 P. M. 

to mid- 
night mo- 
derate. 

0 

29.90 87 Sky clear. 
P e ~ o o .  N. E. to E. 

S.E. md hot1 



2 Brig Teak. 16. 37. 92. 29. 

------ 
3 Enigma. 15. 17. 93. 10. 

I 

------ 
4 Eagle. 19. 44. 90. 35. 

6 Flora McDonald. 20. 34. 92. 15. 

Win& a d  Weather. ---- 
s. b. W. to S. S. W. 
and S., aqunlls to S. W. 
rain and sea. 

4 A. BE. nearly a l m  ; 8 
steady S. S. E. Noon 
Sonth ; 2 P. m. strong 
aqndl S. W.; 3,W. S.W. 
atrong gale and fierce 
nquaUs. 6. S. W. 

Preah gale S. S. W. 
atNoon,and South P.M.; 
4 P. x. S. S. W. md  at 
10 S. W. 

Blowing freah E. S. E. 
m d  cloudy. --- 

Steady E. N.E. breeze 
and fine. Wind Easterly 
till midnight. Sunnet 
smart gales, E. b. N. 

Squnlly and variable 
S. s. W. -- 

Light breezes E.N. E.  
~ n d  cloudy ; P. u. calm 
md cloudy 9 P. Y. E. 
N. E. ntrong galw and 
dondy. 

--- 
At 8 moderating a lit- 

:le, but at midnight aa 
3efore ; dense strata and 
iimbi. 

Ship running to the 
N. W. 

---- 
At anchor till 9 P. Y. 

1ff St. Martin's Island. 



6 .  1 P. M. Fremh unmteady 
brae- Northerly : mnd 
a q d l y  to b u d  quallr. 

8 -- 
--- 

Windr variable and 
light ; Emt to E. N. E. I -7 

17 

I 

Wellaley. 

South to 6 A. u. then 
S. S. E. tl~roughout with 
11eary sqnalh. 

12 Camperdown. I 
John Hepbm.  

18 

A. Y. S. S. W. 6erm 
gale and fearful squalla, 
moderating to Noon. 
when South; P.M. S. S.. 
E. it1cma8ing to mid- 
night. 

- - - - -  
13. 40. 

PO. 72. 

- .. .. 
20. 17. 

----- 
19. 28. 

--- 
Eunrain. 

.... 
I . . .  

.. .* 

.. .. 

83. 45. 

88.33. 

84' Heavy 8well from the 
Eutward 8 mmking pre. 
pmrmtiom for bad wcm- 
thcr. Midni~ht Bar. 29. 
65 ; Simp. 29.36. ----- 

N. Wy. breeze. ----- 
89. 03. 

- 
86. 16. 

! 
I 

Light .In and d m r .  

-. 
Light aim S. E. ; mid. 

night frenh breezer E. 
b. N. and 60s. 

.. .. 
87 

~~p 

Noon Floating Light 
N. E. b. N. 50 milea. ---- 

P. u. moderate ; nunnet 
Guther becoming unaet- 
tled from the Eastward ; 
swell from the S. E. ----- 

B 1  Running to the W. 
N. W. 5 kr. to 9 knots. 
Midni~htatrongg.la and 
high sea. 

84 Noon only fnsh wit~da 
and cloudy ; midnight 
dense r h r a  from S. E. 



.. .. 
E. - I .  11chr n l n  and 

~t AKYAB. .... 
rain ; r ind from North 
and East; A. u. wind E. 
5. E.  ------- 

19. 6. 91.15. r . u . E a s t t 0 E . N .  29 .13 . '  .... .... ~ . ~ . r n o d e r a t a , w l t h  
E. 8 A. M. E .  S. E. mid- a heavy ma fro* the 
night E. S. E. i Eantward ; 4 F. U. smart 

gslesincreasingthroagb- 

I 
ortt the night to a heavy 

5 IArnrrt. 17. 20. 91. 37. Fresh breexe S. E. and 29. 81. .. . . Running 8 knota tp 
cloudy; P. m. cloudy and the N. W. b. N.; at  5h. 
puffy. 30 under clow r08&. --------- 

6 Flora McDonmld. 19. 56. 92. 0. A.M. E.S. E. increas- 
ing to I strong gde  and 

I 
hear J sea at Noon, when 
wind 8. & P. M. 



--- 
9 Ssr Pug. 1 

6: A: ;p.xbrd mqudb. ( 29. 68. ( m. 813 
oon rmrlmble 

#. x. 8. W. S. linht alr 
and a lms  6h. N.-W. 9li 
W. N. W. 1 1 . -  . . ... . - 

a.w..ti, W. N.W. 
r. M. uohed dqudbfrom 
N. E. 

--- .... .... 

. ,. . .. .. 
Wind variable S. 8. 

W. b 8. E. and E.bt 
and fine; P. M. EaJIt, 
veering to N. E. weather 
looking d w .  . .  . . -  ----- 

A. M. Light variable 
breezes N. N. W. and 
East ; Noon squally from 
North. 

. 
I0  A. Y 
29. 70. 

- 
8 P. Y. 
29. 60. 

To Noon ftarh North- 
erl y and N. N. E. breeze ; 
midnight atrang North- 

7 A. Y. wmtber mo. 
denting ; 6 P. m. h r d  

sea, much Il#htnhg at 
midnight. - 

Dark Inrid a p p r u m  
tb 1 1 7 . .  f l~~atlrnral, 6rt t i11~  
more den-. lad hot 
stidlag feeling tormdr 
Noon. Clouds in dark 
maam flylug to We~t .  --- 

5 r. M. Bar. 29.60 ; 
Smp. 29.20 ; Bar. N- 
h g ,  variable' tb mid- 
nlglt. 

29.90. 

' 

Sqwlly.rain m d  light 
dm and Eltmr 

. . 

8 P. Y. increasing. 
Ship standing to the 
Eastward. 

erly bnexw: 

I ..- . . . . . . . . 

Heavy head sea throbgh- 
out;  midnlght mu& 
lightning to the Eut- 
ward. Ship standing to 
the Eastward throngh- 
mt. 

-- 

Ship standing to the 
5. E. A orbu rsr but 
no appmmkc& of bad 
watllsr. 



' 
Hde weather, wind 29. 67. 

from N. Eaat 4 and 5 
knot breezes P. m.cIoud~ 
and variable from N. and 
N. E. to midnight. -- I Variable from E. 8. . . . . 
E. 6.30 E. N. E. in- I 

Sbip atanding to the 
**.. I 830 1N.W. 

-7 --- .. .. .. .. Anchored with Pilot 3 on board ; s t  6.30 etood 
to with a strong * 
breeze at E. N. E. in- k 
creasing ; midnight Bar. 1 129.65. P 

P. Y. wind E. N. E. 
and light to midnight. 

- ---- 
87. 12. S. E. to N. W. Light  

ning to 9. E. East and 
West, rain from S. E. 
with heavy clouds. 

. . . . Received a Pilot at  7. $j 
30 A. m. Noon abreut 
tbe Floating Light. -- ir 

83 Bar. falling ; from 29. 
74 to 29.72. & e 

2 

- 
17 

P Y. I a d  n 1 .. .. I .. . . 1 . . .. I Ship standing to the 
E. N. E. to E. S. E. 9. 8. E. 
and a large sea. Mid- 

f 

John Hepburn. 18. 18. 89.06. 
-- - -  

Lightwindr aadaqtul- 29. 61. 86. Heavy ~wal l  from the , 
l E.N.E. P. M. olondy 1 / * '  / ( 8. E. Bar. 29.bO ) mld- tm 
tirutaning E. N. E. to night dark cloud J wen- 
6. E. ther. It- 



S. A. Y. E. b. S. ? 
N. N. E. to Noon wbem 
squally. 

P. Y. wind Eut. 

Wind S. E. to Eut  
Noon ; P. r. Easterly, 
r t ~ r y  brazs and heavy 
n1n. 

- -  
A. r. Eut  to S. E. 

7 P. Y. rtrong Eu~erly 
brserer and clear wen- 
tber. 

S .S.  E . to  3 A. r. 
when South and 6. S. 
E. ; at 8 P. Y. S. S. E. 
4 P. r. s. E. fdou# 
gale and rer. a rbset of 
foam. 

----- l i  

1 p . r . 1  .... 1 84 I P. Y. Lower F. L. E.) 
29. 70. S. 5 weatber looking bad. ---. - 

.. .. I Noon at anchor P. 
L. V. N. E. by E. f E. 

8 a  r. .... 81 A t  anchor most lp 8 
29. 86. 86 South Channel Buoy 
Noon 1 81 South4'. 

29. 84. , s 
8 P. Y. t' 
29. 81. 1 

E i  

e 
1 s 

--,- -- - - 
I 

82 Ranniag to W. N. W. 
P. Y. hove tOO. Mid- 
night clearing A little, 
Bar. at 6 P. Y. 29.42, 
and at 10 29.62 ; Simp. 
30.5 to 30.20. -1 

U1 



Date. 

1848. 
12th W. 

No. 

2 

- 
3 

- 
4 

- 
5 

6 

Name qfrhip or 
Station. ------ 

Jorm Corinnr. 

Enigma. 

At KYOOK Paroo. 

At Armn.  

$.%e. 

Ararat. 

Flora Mcdoluld. 

Lot. N. 

15O25' 

19. 19. 

. 
19.26. 

------ 
20. 08. 

--- 
20.02. 

--- 
19. 11. 

16. 4 

*. 
Eat .  

94O 14' 

90.28. 

93.34. 

92. 55. 

90. 30. 

89. 6. 

- 
9 16. 

Wrrlr arl W m t k .  - 
Stronq qdh, nin 

and th~rk ~ l o w n p  wsc 
ther; srron: w~ndfrom 
S. b. W. to S. S. W. md 
5. W. ~csring-to 
and S. b. E. -------- 

P. Y. E. 8. E. mid- 
night S. E. strong gala, 
mntinued hear). aqualls. 

Blowmg fmh, Emt ta 
S. S. E. light rnin and 
rqo* sppsa-. - 

Daylight wind E. 6. 
E.P. Y. the same ; rtrong 
rqualls to midnight. 

Heavy gala E. S. E. 
to 4 P. x. when S. E. --- 

A. M. E. b. N. Noon 
N..E.-increaeing gale P. ; 
X.N.E.b.E.10P.Y. 
very hard gale. -. 

E. 5. E. rtrong gala 
m . ~ . 5 . E . b . E .  

Bar. - 
29. 70. 

.. .. 

29.80. 

29. 66. 

-- 
29. 20. 

29. 50. 

.. . . 

h b .  
- . - - , -  

Cloub, dome rtmh 
throwbout ; brardr 
midnight inclined to 
clear up. 

Veue.lauddingtothe 
N. W. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 
Barometer falling and 

sen getting up. 

Same weather to mid- 
night. 

1 
Simp. , - 

29. 17. 

.. .. 

. . .. 

.. . . 

.. .. 

.. .. 

---- .. .. 

We.  - 
824 

.. .. 
------ 

88 

--- .. .. 
-- .. : 

-------- . . . . 

.. .. 
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Rcnah. -- -- - 
Midnicht 11th Bhek 

Pagoda N. w. b. W. B 
N. N. E. midnight wind mlilm. Ship atanding to 
North. the Eastward. Midnigbt 

29.50 ; Simp. 49.20. 

8 P. r. Bu. 29.55 
br- t. Y. North, and gale incrasing, b a a  
rtrong gale and heavy too. Midnight 29.50, 
n i n  nod squrlla. 

I-- --- 
12 Camperdown. . . . . . . . . .... . . . . Noon Pilot V d  N. 

N. E. 15.' b o d  to 
the 8. E. 11 P. M. hard 
aqnallr. -- I--- - ---- -- ---- 

13 Collingwood. 89. 06. 1 Variable from N. went 29. 87. .. .. . . .. Standing to N. N. 

I and squally ; P. M. rari- E. and N. E. 8 r. r. 
I 

ahle N. wertward ; 4 Bar. 29.25 sad falling I W e d ;  7 S. b. E. to 6. fast ; midnight h i p  m- 
I S. E. at 10 S. E. b. 8. ning to the N. E. b. N. 

- I-- I, 14 

increrring rapidly. - -7- -- 
Edmuntlrbuq. 2 Alts. 

19. 53. 
86. 11. Frwh p l a ;  d r a g  

qudlm, wind N. E. to 
E u t i  6 r. Y. erong 
gnle Eut  to N. E. d d -  
*ht hard gab. 

29. 60. .. .. .. .. ---- Noon henry appear- 
ance to the Etutward. 

Midntht Bar. 29.50 





Date. 
Name of Ship 01. Long. 

No. I fiation. I Lat. N. I Brut. 

IH. C. P. V. ~ame.1 .... ( .... 
at the F. L. V. 

Wind1 and Weather. 

------ 
H. C. P. V. Colle- 

roon. 

C. PILOT AND L I Q ~ T  

A. M. Fresh Easterly 
and cloud y ; 8 atrong E. 
N. E. cloudy and squal- 
ly. Noon strong N. E. 
b. E. ; 4 P. Y. strong 
Easter1 y wind.heavy sea. 
Midnight blowingstrong 
at East, heavy squab, 
rain and heavy sea. 

Strong winds from 
East and thick dirty wea. 
t l~er with squalls ; Noon 
to midnight N. E. to E. 
S. E. 

.. .. 

Pirst part fresh breeze 
East to S. E. and very 
clear atmosphere ; mid- 
dle squally nnd latter 
moderate E. N. E. --- 

Daylight rtrang East- 
erly brazer and aqaally, 
10.30 blowing a gde 
from Eant : 8 P. Y. 
ltrong gdsr R u t  to E. 
8. E. 

.. .. 
I 

Tha .  -- 

86 

- 
. . . a  

-- .. .. 

- .... 

Bar. --- 

Two Barorneten on 
board ; 4 P. M. veered b 
to 120 tms. Sunset B; 
atrong set to the Weat- 
ward. 1 

B 

8imp. -- 

Lightning to the N. 
W. Bar. 8 A. Y. 29 80 ; 
Noon 29.73; 4 P. u. 
29.76 ; 8 P. H. 29.73; 

- 
Ther. 84 to BBO. Hldhg 
with 160 fa. able.  9 



-- 
1848. 

13th Oct. 1 

Noon rtmng E. N. E. 
bmseam mnd nq!~nlla r. ; 
Y. to mldnight E. N. E. 
to N. E. thick cloudy 
weather. 

Noon S. E. atrong 
d o .  

H. C. F. L. V. Ben- 
WII. Middleton 

Point StnUon. 

- -  
Brig Teak. 

At midnighthe. 

Signalled to 8- a p h  
by the Pilot. 

.. .. 
Midnight moderate ; 

an immense r i ~  of tide 
from Chedoha to C h i t  
tagong for milea h h o w .  

Midnight h a v  y thnn- 
der and Vivid lightning 
to the 9. W. herd @a 
S. S.E. horeto through- 
out. 

---- 
S. b. E. and qu.11~. ---- 

3 Enigma. 

-- ---- 
I-- 

At AKYAB. 

--------  
Eagle. 19. 54. 89. 12. Wind S. E. hard gale. 29. 20. .. .. 

sqadla and heavy rein ; 
11 P. Y. S. S. E. 

Btrong nppsuurosa o l  
bad weather. 

6 A . M .  bankofcloudfi 
to the S. W. Sea run- 
ning in high pyramib ; 
8 P. Y. bore up and 
made sail. 

82 

. . . . 
84 

. . . . 

. . . . 

. . . . 

-- 
18.32. 

80 
84 
84 

82 ' 

Noon 
29. 77.  
r. x. 

29. 74. 
Mid. 

29. 70. 

z9, 65. { 63. 

. . .. 

89. 17. 

' .. .. 

--- --- 
30. 25. 



Baa Not. at p.'. -. 

W e .  -- 
1848. 

13th Oct. 

Noon humcane E. N. Y. 29.20 ; at midnight 
E. ; 4 P. Y. North to when modarating. 

I N. W. 1 midnight Wart 

f i t .  N. - - -  
1Q020' 

-- 
20.10. 

-- 
17. 52. 

16.53. 

18. 20, 

------ 
19. 8. 

No. 

5 

6 

--- 
7 

-- 
8 

-. 
9 

Nm&? ef #hip o* 
Station. 

b r a t .  

R o n  Macdondd. 

Burlam. 

Welldy. 

Park. 

*. 
Barf. 

88*30' 

90. SO. 

89. 14. 

-- 
' 

-- 
88. 2. 

89. 06. 

86.08. 

ma& R m k .  
--7 --- 

6 ~ . x . E . S . E . t a t - 2 P 0 0 ? *  .... S P. x. Bar. 29.00 ; 
ri6c p l e  ; P. x. N. E. 4 28.6,6.45 ; centre had 
6.45 hrYrioane 8. W. pmsed 8h. 30; Bar. 

riling to 29.1 0. Ship 
mrrounded with b h .  

A. x. 8. E. P. x. . . . . . . . . . . . .  .... 
Sonth P. M. S. b;' E. 
Strong plea and rqaallr 
thronghout. 

6 A. X. 8. S. E. P. 29. 58. 29.30. P. x. Bore up North. 
x. S. S. E. moderating. Midnkht r b o n ~  brsaa 

4 t h  I~nrrl n q l i n l l < ,  n n d  
vivid forked lightning. - - -- .... . . . . . . . .  

Noon rind shifting to Heavy confwd rer from 
the Sonthward, but rtill all quartem. 
with hard lqualln. -- 
hnr~l jial:.. P. M. S. b. E. 

S. W. to S. 8. W. Bore np E. N. E. 

Dnrlieht S. E. very 29. 63. 29. 55. ... Midnight mom mo- 
derab. 

rte:dy Sontberly gale 
throughont. 

L . Y . E M ~ ; I A . M .  18.86. Bar. from 28.97 ; at 1 
E. N. E. hard gal- A. Y. to 28.60 ; at 8 8. 

- 
10 Adat&. 



A. U. South 4 6. 8. E. By 8 A. u. r1nd.b.t- 6 8. E. at 8 S. S. E. 11 in# ; Bar. 29.20 8 at 1 South ; heavy gale with  A. Y. to 29.40 atNoon. 
rapid g u m t r .  -- 

21 

13 

Blowing hard E. N. 
E. to East; Noon ab- 
out East; 7.30 P. M. 
hnrricane from W. S. 
W. ; 8.30 S. S. W. 

- 
Chu. Yerr. 

A. M. East to N. E. 
gale P. Y. N. E. hard 
ralsr ; 2 P. Y. wind S. 
E.; 5 S.S.E.; ~ P . Y .  
S. E. to South ; 7 S. S. 
W. ; 8 Soutl~ ; midnight 
S. E. to S. S. W. 

---- 
Collingwood. 

- - 

Noon wind E. S. E. 
P. Y. moderate gale E. 
b. N. ; 4 P. Y .  E. N. 
E. ; 7.30 hurricane E. 
S. E. ; 10 S. E. ; 12, 
South. 

.. .. 

Ship keeping before 
the wind ; 2 P. Y. glww 
be- to h e .  h 

'2. 

19. 02. 

1 
A. u. and at 2 P. Y. $: moderating ; at 7 P. Y. 

lost marts. Position dar- % 
ing the height of the 3 
I~urricane about 19.30 ; 51. 

- ? 
Clone reefing Bar. 3 h 

A. r. 29.20 ; 5 P. Y. 
28.90 ; at 7 28.50 ; 5 0 
P. M. 28 90 ; at 7 28. 
50, from 7 to 7.30 a lull ; 2 midnight Bar. 28.50 ; 
having fallen lower in 
this interval. 

--- 
87. 27. 

Bar. 28.80 at 8 P. Y. 
7.30 P. M. has deammt- 
ed ; midnight hurricane 
atill raging. 

Grle inoreuinq to 
Noon ; 10 A. Y. W. N. 
W., noon dense atmom- 
phere rain and sleet P. u. 
8. S. W. b. S. 7 South. 

28. 90. 28. 70. 7- 79 



Name of Ship or 
No. 1 Statson. 1 La*. N .  

Long. 
Eart. 

-- 
870 49' 

Bar. Date. W i d  and Wealher. 

A. M N. E. threaten- 
ing ; Noon hard gale ; P. 
M. hurricane N. E. ; 6. 
30 nhifted to the N. W. 
at 8 hurricane W. b. N. 
midnight S. W. 

4 P. M. more moder- 
ate and calm ; 6.30 hur- 
ricane from S. W.  Bar. 
5 P. M. to 7 28.60; 
midnight 28.98 ; wind 
s. W. 

A. M. Heavy gale E .  
N . E . P .  M.E. b . N . ;  
5 P. M. moderating ; 6 
hauling to North and 
S. W. wind W. S.  W. ; 
at 8 calmer midnight 
hurricane S. W. ---- 

Shifting E .  N. E. to 
E. S. E. l~eavj  rain. 

Bar. at midnight 28. 
90 ; position merely en- 
timated. 

Upper clouds travel- 
ling from the S. W. 

At 6 A. M. S.E.  Noon 
South. 

Ship in much distrera. 
Before Noon disrnaated. ------- 

Daylight Bar. 29.50. A. M. wind about S .  
E .  moderating a little ; 
wind veering to South. 

19 Puttle Uozack. ) -17. 17. I A. M. Blowing fear- 
folly N. N. W. 3 A. N. 
N. W. h. N. 11 W. b. 
N. Noon more moder- 
ate;  r. n. moderating 
wemt 8. W. and 6. W. 
b. 8. 

Ship running to the 
South and S. E .  ; 10 P. 
M. heavy nqualla and 
thunder and lightning. 



H. C. Ploallng 21. 4. 
Lllht V e w l  
Hope. 

- - -- 
.... H. C. P. V. Sd- 

wean. 

- -- 
H . C . P . V . C o b -  .... 

room. 

A. Y. strong E u b r l y  
wlnds 1 4 A. x. atran6 
gale8 E. 8. E. to E. N. 
E. 1 noon E. N. E .  ; 4 
P. Y .  inamadng at N. 
E. 8 P. Y. E, N. E. 
l u r f d  heavy garb and 
rain. 

Daylightblowing freah 
E. 5. E. to East with a 
heavy em ; 1 P. r. was- 
the; wont ; 6 heavy 
~qnalla E. S. E. ; P. Y. 
rale E. 6. E. to S. E. 

S t r o a ~  gale E. N. E. 
latter part E. S. E. hea. 
V aqU8b md grUk 

5.30 A. Y. huvy gale 
from Eut .  Noon Eamt 
to E. N. E. 3 P. M. 
Eaat to 5. E.; 8 P. Y. 
East to 8. E. 

8 A. Y. 
29. 76. 
Noon 

29. 75. 
29. 68. 
4 P . M .  
29. 71. 
29. 50. 
Hidnight 
29. 65. 
29. 60. --- 
8 A. Y. 
29. 84. 
Noon 

29. 71. 
4 P. Y. 
29. 55. - 
A. M. 

29. 77. 
Noon 

29. 80. 
6 P. Y. 
29. 60. 

.... 

Two Barorneten on 
board, but differing 
greatly. Tbrir fa11 from 
noon to midnight la 0.1 
and 9.08. reapeatively. 

- - 

6 P. Y. Parted and 
atood to lea and laid too 
in 23  fa. water. 

-- 
Throughout hird gala,  

rrin m d  huvy rsr. Bar. 
8 A. Y. 29.72; noon 
29.80 ; lRcr which ob- 
liged to tuuhip it. 







Rmarha. 

I=. A. r. the hard& 
quallm of  the gale ; 
w, liqhtnin~totbeSoath- 
wsrtl und 1,:astward. 

Throughout at sn- 
ohor in tila South 
Cllannrl. 

B u r . 8 ~ . ~ . 2 9 . 6 1  
nod 7h. 810: noon 29. 
72 and Ther. 84 ; P. N. 
29.65 ; Thcr. 83; 8 P, 
M. 29.73 ; Ther. 82; 
midnight 29.70 : Ther. 
81. 

B r . u . R a r . 9 9 . 8 5  
and 29.64 ; Ther. 82 ; 
nnon 29.90 and 29,61, 
Tl~er. 82' ; 4 P. M. 29. 
95 and 29.65. 

- .... 

TAW. 

------ 

.... 

1 Bar. ) Bhrg. 

. . . . . . . . . . . .  
--- 

... . . . . . . . . .  

--- --- 
..... . . . . . . .  

...,.... 1848. 
14th O h  H. C. P. V. Coil* Continued gale Eart 

roon. to S. E. 3 A. M. E. S. 
E. ; 8 A. u. veering to 
S. S. E. ; noon S. S. E. 
to South ; P. N. from S. 
S. E. to South in heavy 
~ 8 t 8 .  

-I---- 

H . C . F .  L . V .  .... .... Galecontinuingfrom 
Beaeon, Middle- I about 8. E. till 8 P. M. 
ton Point Station. I when moderated at  S. 

S. E. ; midnight rtrong 
Southerly breeze. 

16th Oct. 

H.C.P.P.Colle.~ ........ 
roon. 

I 

--- --- 

~ . x . h a r d p l e . S . I  
to 8. b. E. moderating 
ahat noon when wind 
South. 

8.C.F. L.V. 
H o p .  

I 

........ 
-- -- 

~ . u . d r o n g S . b . W .  
gales, heavy squalls and 
rain ; noon S. S. W. to 
S. W. ; 4 P. u. moder- , 
sting very fast at S. 
W. ; 8 atrong S. S. W. 
winds ; midnight fine. 

C _ _ _ L _  
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PART 11.-SUMMARY. 

Prom the foregoing details and tables I now proceed to shew upon 
what coneiderations the places of the centres of this Cyclone for the 
different days have been laid down. insertiDg here. for more conveuient 
reference to the diagrams on the chart. a list of the numbers affixed 
b each ahip's name in the foregoing table . 

INDEX TO THE NUMBERB OF THE SHIPS ON TEE CHART AND 

DIAGRAME . 
No . Log at page . 

1 . Joven Corinna ........................... 829 
2 . Teak ................................ 828 
3 . Enigma ............................... 830 
4 . Eagle ................................. 833 
5 . Ararat ................................ 834 
6 . Flora MacDonald ....................... 835 
7 . B a r b  ............................... 835 

............................. 8 . Wellesley 837 
9 . See Park ............................... 838 

10 . Asiatic ................................. 839 
. 11 Sir Robert Seppings ..................... 843 

........................... 12 . Camperdown 844 
........................... 13 . Collingwood 845 
........................... 14 . Edmundsbuy 846 

15 . h j e e  Cowasjee ....................... 848 
16 . Washington Ahton ......................... 851 
17 . John Hepburn ......................... 852 
18 . Easurain ............................... 853 
19 . Futtle Rozack ........................... 854 
20 . British Sovereign ...................... 846 
21 . Charles Herr ........................... 842 

Before entering on the details of the positions of the centres of the 
Cyclone, for digerent days. I am desirous of making a few remarks 

the positions of the ships. as shewn by their logs or the notes trans- 
mitted to me . 

It will be eeen thnt there are four differently marked clam of tracks 
an the chart . Theae are :- 
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1. Ships inward bound from the Southward. 
2. Ships inward bound from Madras or from the Eastward. 
3. Outward bound ships. 
4. Ships standing to sea from the Pilot station. 
Now of these four claeses the ships of which the positions an the 

most certain are those from Madras, as having had good observatioas 
but a day or two before. 

Next to theae are the ships inward bound, from the Southward and 
those from the Eastward, though both were subjected to considerable 

chrrncea of error, as some of the ships from Europe had up from 
7 O  North in continued gloomy weather, and those from the Eastward 
had had two or three days of bad weather from the Preparia passage. 

The ships standing to sea, whether as outward bound or as standii 
off by orders from the station vessel, or under charge of their pilota, 
were enveloped in the strong current which I have elsewhere announced, 
and which we see here from the logs of several &ips,* and especially 
the Camperdown, sets at a rapid rate acroes the Sand Heads to the 
Westward at the approach of a Cyclone ; and it is probable also that 
the ships in the vicinity of the coast about Point Palmiras, and to the 
Southward, were much affected by the sweep of this current, which 
no doubt curves round within Balasore Bay and p t  the Point : at l e d  
we m o t  reasonably suppose any other direction for it. 

On the 9th of October we cannot fairly Bseign any pomtion for the 
centre, though as the Teak and Enigma in the Andaman Sea about the 
latitude of Narcondam, were running up with a strong 5. S. W. breeze, 
while the Joven Cwinnq outside in the Bay of Bengal, had a strong 
Ebterly breeze; these might at first have been thought part of a 
Cyclone circle, of which the centre in that case would fall in about 12" 
3W North ; and 9 2 O  00' East : or about lo West of the body of the 
Great Andaman, and Captain Connew. it will be wen, thinks they 
"brought it up from the Sayer Islands;" but at the close of the 
monsoons mar t  blowing weather is often experienced on the Eaetern 
aide of the Bay, and the next day was h e  again, for- 

* At the hial of a Branch Pilot before a Marine Court for failing to take a pilot 
out of an outward bomd ahip, it war proved on oath that the Weatarly mt at the 

ration vessel WM not lean than from three to four knob per hour on the 11th 
October. 
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On the 10th October, we find the Teak, Enigma and Joaen Carinno 
with tolerably fine weather and the wind between S. S. W. and 8. E., 
mme of the vessels carrying studding mils : we cannot thus Jlow that 
either on the 9th or loth we have any sort of data for assuming the 
presence of a Cyclone, which had it existed must have had its centre 
to the Westward, and W. S. W. of these ships, and consequently have 
reached the Sea Park and Britiuh Sovereign, the next ships to the 
Weatward, and have given them a Northerly wind. There is only one 
circumstance which we are a little puzzled to account for, which is the 
presence of the land birds and insects on the 12th on the Sea Park 
apd other vessels. These it is clear must have been brought from some 
of the land to the Eastward or S. Eastward, that is either from the 
eoQst of Pegue above Point Negrais, or from the Andamans. We 
might suppose indeed that, according to Captain Connew's view, the 
Cyclone existed as such within the Andaman Sea, and that it was lifted 
up by the hiih mountain range of the Andaman Islands, and descended 
win in the Bay, which we know to happen with Cyclones crossing 
the peninsula of India, and descending, or being again as it were, renewed 
in the Arabic Sea. This supposition would account perhaps in part 
for the depression of the Barometer of the Jmen Corinna, but we 
cannot go farther than to indicate these doubtful pointa in the absence 
of my evidence to prove them : I ahall refer again to this singular 
phenomenon. 

On the 1 l th  October.-It is difficult also to assign any poeition for 
a centre, ar even to affirm that any Cyclone existed in the Bay, for 
though we have the Barham, Collingwood, Sea Park, Enigma, Ararat 
l a d  Teak dispersed over a sort of curved or hooked line of 4 O  of Lon- 
gitude, mud 240 of Latitude, there is nothing like Cyclone weather to 
be fonnd in their logs, nor any thing approaching to a gale. The mere 
a i d  of the three nearest to any supposed centre, i. e. Teak, Sea 
Park and Collingwood, might indeed give us a spot about 900 East ; 
1 4 O  5(Y North, as a centre, but the British Sovereign must have been 
crossing near t h i  spot on the I lth, and she carried the somewhat 
stormy, but not mum a& October S. W. monsoon with which she had 
mu up from 7 O  North past it, and the Sea Park and Collirrgrooal had 
both h e  w e d m  up to noon. Henae we cannot I thiik for this day 
at noon, by my sort of eonetructien, allow that we have any data fairly 
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indicating that a Cyclone had commenced at  the sarrface of the ocean. , 

AB before remarked, it might have been, and probably was, formed or 
coming up overhead. Towards the close of this day many of the 
ships began to have indubitable eigns of its approach, or indeed I m y  . 
rather perhaps say of its descent.* 

On the 12th of October.--If we examine the diagram which I have 
placed with the chart, in which the numbers signify the ships according 
to the table just given, and the little arrows their winds (though the 
force of these is not expressed), we shall see that on the N. Emtern 
quadrant of the Cyclone we have at noon the Enigma (3) and Eagk 
(4) with "strong gales" and "heavy gales" at E. 5. E., while the Teak 
(2) nearer to the centre but in the same quadrant has "a furious g.le 
with the sea one sheet of foam." On the opposite or 9. W. quadrant 
we have the Barham (7) with thick weather and hard eq~uUs, heaving 
too at noon, from the conviction that they Were within the verge of a 
Cyclone, and that standing on, though the wind was fair, would plunge 
them into the centre ; and the Brit* Sovereign (20) with a steady 
heavy gale" just ,allowing her to set the reefed foresail. She was, u, 
remarked at the cloee of her log, probably a little farther to the Eastward. 

On the North western and Northern quadrants we have a group of 
six vessels inward and outward bound, of which the first two, the drarat 
(5 ) ,  and Wuuhington dlston (16), at the same distance from our centre 
as the Barham and Bn'tiah Sovereign, and both like them with strong 
and increasing ga1es.f The four othere, duiatic (lo), IZdmorrdsbury 
(14), Futtle Bozack (19), and Charles Kerr (21), had also heavy 
weather, and the Cyclone fairly set in with them, both from the fall of 
their Barometers, the strength of the wind and the unquestionable 
appearance of the weather. We have unfortunately no record of the 
weather on the Eastern quadrant. 

We may thus take the diameter of the Cyclone for this day to hrve 

* Adopting, only for the premnt, my own theory of then metaon, that they m 
formed above and deacend as disks to the anrface of the ocean, M a mom convenient 
form of erpresrion, and one which Beems much more juetihed by the phenomam of 
the following day, than the word approach. 
t They hrve both alw the same apparent d i i ~ r q m & #  in the d i i o n r  of their 

wind-arrows, but thii may arin from many ~~IIKUI, M 1. Tbe wind d d y  mark- 
ed-2. Ship's ponitbn nncertrin-3. Incurring of the wind at the time. 
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been not quita 300 milea? or 150 milea of aemi diameter on its 
dmchg semicircle, for the Sir Robert Seppinga (1 l), and Frmjes 
Co+ee (16) (this last with a pilot on board) had a heavy sea, squslle 
8nd threatening appearances, but did not mske their preparations for 
bd reather till the afternoon : and if we refer again to the diagram 
we ohdl h d  that at the centre of the wind circlea we have a apace, 
marked by a double line, of 50 miles in breadth, within which are three 

m a s d  right angled triangle, of which the greatest aide is 
dy 33 mileg with winds and weather at this time, 8e follows : 

Faint variable airs from the S. W. Bar. fall- 
9. Sccr Park. ing fast, birds, &c., taking refuge on the 

ship. 
Wind variable from the N. W. Barometer 

13- CoUb@- { faling fwt. 
17. John Hepkrn. -Noderate and squally from the S. E. 

Two of these vessels also, the Hepkrn and Collinpood, akhted 
rhips between daylight and noon under storm sail, and with top gallant 
nu& h.* 

It is evident then from these light opposing win& and dark gloomy 
d m ,  with other ph~nomenon prevailing within thie tract, while a 
H e  cmd even a heavy gale ww blowing around it, that these ships are 
.irhin a broad central space, which I have marked for the centre of the 
Cyclone. I defer to the concluding remarks the strong evidence 
which thia atfords not only of the fact that Cyclones are, aa I have 
&ady announced,t sometimes h o s t  Zonal, when the proportione of 
the central to the atom portion are considered, but moreover of the 
fict that Cyclones are lifted up and deucend again 1 I take the centre 
of the Cyclone then at noon thia day to have been about in Lat. 170 
48r N.; Long. 89" 18' East. Bnd we should remark also that ita 
&a WM not yet sufficient to diamast any of the veesela withim its 
b. 

On the 13th October.-We have a diagram, which upon considering 
me of the wind-arrows, appears rather an anomalons one, but we have 
drsr to consider if the ships' positions are correctly laid d o n ,  and this 

* hlmbl j  the Vieloris and three otberoutw~rd-bound rarelr,tbc log8 of which 
not ranched me. 

t JOWMI Asiatic h k t y ,  Vol. XIV. p. 907. 
5 z 
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no one can possibly answer for, although many are but just from aight 
of the b d ,  or from the pilot, yet several are now two or thm daya 
without observations, in strong or severe gales, and some no doubt 
within the influence of the storm wave and current. 

The nearest vessel to the centre at noon on this day was the drorat, , 
No. 5, which vessel had the centre passing her between 4h. and 6h. 
45' P. M., or say at 5 P. M. 

At 1 P. M. the wind is marked as N. E. and her position is given 
by Acct. as in 1 go 20' North ; Long. 880 30' East ; but upon examining 
and working over her log I do not consider that suflicient allowance has , 

been made for leeway and drift in such weather as she evidently had ; the , 
gale, being described in the log as "terrific" at 4 A. M. and the e q d  . 
"frightful" at noon, when no doubt they were close upon the centre. j 
From these considerations then, and without any allowance for the storm 
wave, I have placed her at noon in 1 3 1' N. ; Long. 88O 6' East ; and , 
the centte close to her, as it was moving up from the 8. Eaatwtud, ah ie  
she was drifting down across its track from the N. E. 

The next to the Arurat is the Sir Robert Swings (No. 11) also with 
the wind at N. E. of varinble force, and veering to S. E. by 2, and 8. S. 
E. by 5 P. M. and apparently most violent, at 7 P. M. when she had drif- 
ted close to the centte and lost her main and mizenmash with other 
damage. The Cyclone passed close to her, but she did not, it seern6, 
drift into its centre like the Ararat. Captain Btuart informs me that 
his positioli as estimated at 7 P. M. when at the height of the Cyelom, 
is he believes nearly correct, as he worked it with every allowance, be& 
forward and backward. 

We have then No. 14, the Edmundsbury. This ship was one of 
those which put to sea with her pilot on board, and must have been in 
much distress, for her ballast shifted in the Cyclone. As she e x p  
rienced the calm and shift, her log and remarks are highly valuable, and 
I have calculated her position as nearly as possible. The Camperdown, 
No. 12, stood to sea from the pilot at noon of the 12th to the 9. East- 
ward, but i s  the winds were barely at any time to the Northward of 
E. N. E. and mostly East, with a heavy lee current and sea and ber 
leeway, she posmbly may have been quite as much to the Weatward an I 
have placed her, though not farther to the Southward at noon ; although 
nhe wems by her log to have headed to the South till she reached the 
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d m  centre at  7 P. Y. having the s w  at 7.30. She was probably at 
thie time to the South of the parallel of 200, and aa the Cyclone was 
ePning a little, we ean see that its position and hers closely approxi- 
mate, which ie all we can expect with so many sources of uncertainty. 

The Framjee Cowarjre, it will be noted, is upon the parallel pf 20s 
North, and she was on the advancing (Weetern) vexge of the centre at 
h t  6 P. M. when she had the wind North, and moderating to a calm 
at 8, which would place her also to the South of 20° and cloae on the 
track of the centre, as I have marked it. No. 21, the Chrles Kmr, 

some anomaly of wind, or of position rendered erroneow by 
the effect of the etorm wave and storm current, which aa ehe was for 
r &demble time with the wind at North, and hemmed in beheen 
the const urd the advancing Cyclone, where she would perhaps have 
hd morewer gome part of the Southerly current from Point Palmiras, 
it ia not unfair to suppose that she waa a little farther to the Southward 
4 Eastward than she supposed, which will account then Eor her 
bRlng the wind eo far to the Weatward. This ship was also in great 
dktnm, her pumps being choked by the sand ballast ; the wind at 10 
A.M.  is marked W. N. W. and P. M. S. W. b. S. so that it veered 7 
P k t a  in two or three houm I ahowing that the ship waa close upog 
the centre, andall hands probably too anxiously engaged in freeing the 
sbip, M they were d u c e d  to b s l i  to pay much attention to the exact 
k t i o n  of tbe wind for which I have therefore given a curved arrow. 
No. 20, the Britirh Soarreign, is a h  m anorsaly, if we suppose the 
Cyclone to have extended ao far, but this it could barely have done, 

the log of the Teak shews that there was a strong Southerly 
following the Cyclone. 

The Teak, No. !2, oleo presenta a slight anomaly, but ehe had now 
ken three daye without an observation, so that her position is necea- 
d y  uncertain. 

The wind and position of the da'atic, No. 10, however, are at first 
@t the moat difficult to mount for, as her position must be tolerably 
-t since she had juet stood off from the coast on the I ltb, and 
tbongh with the N. E. and Easterly gales and hurricane which she 
bd, she appears to have made little more than a W. S. Westerly drift 

&e 12th and 13th) yet as regards her Southing she must at 
k t  hare been at noon on the 13th aa far to the South aa ahe 

5 2 2  
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placed, though she may have been more to the Eastward. Yet we h d  
she had the wind at noon blowing a hurricane from E. N. E. veering 
to North at 4 P. M., and to N. W. at 8, when it waa "imposeible to 
look to windward." I t  is very clear that this could not have been my 
part of the main Cyclone, and I am thus inclined to believe it to be r 
maller one thrown off from the main vortex, as we have so frequently 
teen occnrs, especially when near coasts ; and it is the more certain that 
this occurred as we find that the centre of the Cyclone p d  Fabe 
Point at 10 P. M. of the 13th, while the Auiatie was 7 2  miles to the 
South of that spot, near the centre of an evident Cyclone, or tomdo 

Cyclone, blowing a humcane at E. N. E. at noon ; veering as we have 
just described, the ship having evidently drifted round the centre on 
its Western or advancing side ; and from the brief report from Ganjam, 
as well aa from the veering of thii Cyclone, we may eee it was travelhug 
up to the N. N. W. at least, if not on a more Northerly track.* The 
note we have from Ganjam, in Lat. 19O 22'. N. ; or about on the 
parallel of the Auiatic'a position, shews that the Cyclone can only hsre 
skirted the coast there. 

I have therefore with all these views placed the centre of the prin- 
cipal Cyclone for this day in Lat. 19O 12' N. ; Long. 88O 13' h t ;  
and assigned a emall separate one to the dsiatic. 

On the 14th October at noon, we have the Camperdown (No. 12) 
and Collingwood (No. 13) close in with False Point, the latter nhip 
indeed at anchor to the Northward of it, and the Edmundsbuy md 
F~amjee  Cowaqee about 25 miles to the Southward of it. The 
Cyclone with all these ships was moderating between 1 and 4 A. m. 

from the South to S. S. W. and 9. W. according to their positions, and 
by noon it was nothing more than a gale rapidly decreasing. 

DESCENT OF T H E  CYCLONE ON T H E  I ~ T H ,  A N D  IT8 PROBABLE 

ORIGIN. 

If the Cyclone existed cu one, at the surface of the ocean on my 
day preceding the 12th, we should doubtless find some distinct trraes 
of it. For though we have as early as the 9th and for the 10th d 
Ilth, strong and heavy Southerly and 5. S. Weaterly breezes on the 

+ The whole wring (E. N. E. to Wat) would give N. b. W. hok for tbh 
lttle Cydone. 
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Ea&m ride of the Bay, yet we find that all the ships towards the 
middle and on the Western side of the Bay are running up with strong 
Southerly and S. Westerly winds. Now if there waa any Cyclone at 
thin time we ehould have undoubtedly from 80 many ships some record 
of equally strong North h t e r l y ,  Northerly or North Westerly breezes 
but there is nothing of the kind. 

88 before remarked however, we have the puzzling fact of the numer- 
om exhausted land birds which alighted on several of the ships (Sea 
Park, I L I I ~  Barhunt, on the 12th and Edmundabuy and Ararat on the 
13th) to account for, and if we allow that by any remote possibility 
thoee of the 13th might have been whirled into the vortex by a stream 
of wind at N. E. from the Sonderbnnds,* yet those of the 12th cer- 
tainly could not have been so ; and the nearest land to the centre on that 
dny is Cheduba, at 330 miles distance to the E. N. E. with the coast 
of Pega to Point Negraia to the Eastward, and the Northern Andamnus 
b the 8. Eastward. 
Hence referring to what has already been said p. 893 of the winds, 

md of the appearances of the weather at the centre, and the falling 
of the Barometers of the ships on the 1 lth, we seem justified in saying 
that in this instance the Cyclone actually deaeended on the 12th, after 
passing wer some land, from which it tamed up the Ringdoves, Snipes, 
Purot, Butterflies, kc. and that judging from its track this was more 
pbably the Andamans than the Coast of Pegu : the S. S. Westerly 
rinds of the Jmen Con'nna being an evidence that for the 10th and 
llth, the centre of any Cyclone must have been to the South Westward 
of the Preparis passage. 

Having shewn that the Cyclone must have settled down in the Bay 
of Bengal after having previously passed over some land to pick up 
the birds and insects which it brought with it, we are naturally led to 
enquire where. it originally came from, since the bad weather experienc- 
td by the Enigma in the Andaman Sea does not give us any evidence 
for its formation there. 

From neveral logs which have been forwarded to me it appears that, 

TheJ wuld not hare been brought from the Cuttack cout, where the wuther 
modcrab though threnhing on the whole of the 12th. 

t Tba aremgu track u N. 41° Wert, and the average rats for the whole dtl.ncs 
-5'pahoUr. 
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from the 7th of October, there was bad westher e t h g  the appmch 
of a Cyclone in the N. Eastern part of the China Sea, apparently by 
the Straitr of Formoaa, whiih by the 9 t h  waa a severe Cyclone, in 
which H. M. S. Childers was nearly lost on the P r a h  B h d .  I mske 
the centre of thii Cyclone to have been on that day in Lat. 21° 1Y 
N.; Long. 1170 351 East; and that on the following day it hnd 
travelled about 285l to the W. b. 8. Now from the position of thia 
Cyclone in the C h i  6eR on the 9th, M given above, to that of aus 
in the Bay of &ngd on the 12th in ljO 4W N. ; Long. 890 811 East, 
the course and distance ia 6. 8 3 O  W. 1530 miles, which in the 3 drys 
gives 5 10 miles per day or 21 milea per hour. 

If we then take thie to have been the same Cyclone, it wna one which 
when raging at the surface of the Ocean in the China Sea travelled 
about at the rate of 12 miles per hour, as by the logs of it which I 
h v e  ; then for three day8 at 21 milea per hour in the atmosphere ; and 
then after re-descending, at an average rate of 5 mila per hour in the 
Bay of Bengd, and in the couree of ito aerial track altering its route from. 
W. ) S. to N. 41° West. In the change or curving of the track there 
is nothing remarkable, se we have numerow inatPoEes of thii, but it 
geema a mmewhat forced conclusion to assume at pleasure theae dir- 
ferent rates of 12, 21 and 5 miles per hour for the purpose of aceonnt- 
ing for a eupposed connection between these Cyclonee. We can then 
only note all the data as above, and affirm that our Cyclone certainly 
descended in the Bay of Bengal, after prreeing over, or being formed 
upon @me h d  from which it brought the birds and ineecte. 

The couree and distance between the centre of the 12th and 13th is 
N. 37O West 90 milesonly, giving a rate of not quite 4 miles per hour. 
From the centre at noon of the 13th to False Point ia N. 47O West,? a 
little more than the name distance, which it passed over between noon 
and 11 P. M., so that we may thus fairly set down its average rate for 
thin interval of time, as 8 mile8 per hour, and this phcenomenon of the 
Cyclone's augmenting i t .  velocity as it approaches the shore is well 
worthy of note, as in this case it was approaching a low shore with the 
broad valley of the Mahanuddy river inland. If we compare on our Dia- 
gram No. 4, the run of the Collingwood, overrunning the Cyclone, wibb 
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that of the Futtle Ro~opack clearing it, we shall be satisfied that thia 
rogmentation of velocity took place, and moreover, ae the CollingwooGr 
log may be quite depended upon, we may be assured also that our 
estimate of the track, if not mathematically true, is so near to the truth 
that none of the main facts can be doubted. 

REMARKS. . 
Under this head I propose to set down first, short disquisitions on 

many pointa of great interest which have been elucidated in this 
Cyclone, then to give a table of the ships, with remarks on their manage- 
ment or errors, and finally to deduce, so far as we can safely do so, 
some practical rules for ships approaching or leaving our dangerous 
bdheads at the Cyclone seasons. 

SIGNS OF THE APPROACHING CYCLONE. 
Leaving out the swell, which at the head of the Bay at least may be 

contidered an equivocnl indication, as the varying monsoons and the 
heavy discharges of 200 miles of the channels forming the mouths of 
the two great rivers, the Hooghly and the Burampooter, must often 
dect it, we come next to,- 

The Barks of Clouds. 
Thew are very distinctly noted in the logs of the Wellesley, Joha 

Hrpburn and Futtle RoPaek on the approaches of the Cyclone, and 
ue noted by others on its leaving them. They were no doubt seen by 
more of the ships, though not registered at the time. There can be 
no mrt of question however, now, tbat Cyclonee are frequently so seen,* 
md they will be oftener noted when sailors learn what, in conjunction 
with other signs, they may indicate. At present unless a peculiarly 

A reeent and a wry remarkable instance has occurred to myaelf. During the 

Chittapg Cyclone of May, 1849. I distinctly raw and watched for two day8 from 
the larux of my bouce i n  Calcutta, may at B height of 50 feet, or of a dip'# 
&top, the bank of clouds moving from N. E. to S. E. and I an aatisfied, from 
thh and 0th- aigna, together r i th  the barometrical indications that it waa a Cyclone 
moving down from the N. E. corner of the Bay to the S. W. an it  proved to be. 
Chittogong u 220 m i l a  W. f S. of Calcutta, and had I been at  the time in command 
.fa shlp b a n d  to the Sot~thward I should thm have had ample time to make all 
Pw, and to comider bdonhrnd what my beat plan of management would bare been. 
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remarkable and threatening cloud or bank appears, it is thought little 
of, and never noted in the log. We should bear in mind too that the 
same bank of clouds may look most dimal and alarming with the sun 
and ship in certain positions, while in others it may appear c o m p  
tively trifling, and only a bank of clouds. The queation for the intelligent 
Mariner should always be, " is there a bank of clouda in addition to the 
other signs ?" 

The FVellesley, Barham, f i t t l e  Rozack and other ships notice the 
" dark lurid appearance and the clouds flying in broken massea and thin 
sheets aa if torn from some other mass." Thia I alao noticed at the 
time of the Chittagong humcane referred to in the preceding note. 

2. The Red Sky and Red Light.-We have fortunately obtained in 
this instance complete proof, of the most convincing kind, that the red 
sky and red light occur at times in the Bay of Ben@ as a distinct and 
remarkable appearance on the approach of a Cyclone. I have been 
unwilling to separate the detaila of each log as given to me by the 
Commanders, and thus refer the reader to the Barham's at p. 835, the 
Wellesley at p. 837, the Sea Park at p. 838, the Futtle Rozack at 
p. 854, and the Bt-itixh Sovereign at p. 840, which ship nppeara only 
to have seen a red glow at times. 

The evidence, however, of the other ships is fully conclusive, and I 
have moreover the testimony of one of the oldest commanders to thin 
port, Capt. McLeod of the ship John McPiccar, aa to a very remarkable 
Cyclone, that of the London, Capt. Wimble, in October, 1832, quoted 
by Col. Reid in his Law of Storms, in which it was distinctly seen in 
Lat. 1 5 O  N. ; Long. 89+ O E a t  ; and also a t  night ! lasting from sunset 
till nearly midnight, the sky, and sea, and every object being of a bright 
sixlet colour ! * 

3. Peculiar brightness and twinkling of the Stars.-This precur- 
sory sign waa also very clearly observed and noted by the BritiJ 
Sovereign p. 840, the CAm Kerr, p. 842, the Sir Bobert Sqpkgs, p. 
844, and Futtle Rozack p. I remarked it alao very notably at the time 
of the Chittagong Cyclone before adverted to, aa also that the stus 
were viaible at very small altitudes, and I have no doubt that had the 
sea horizon been risible from Calcutta, it would alao have been very 

* I ahall in another place give the detailed ntatement ant ma by apf 
McLeod. 



dhhct, u remarked by Capt. Shire in the China Sea, (Joum. Pol. 
XrnII. p. 49.) 

4. Pecvkhr Lightning.-This is ale0 noted in the log and remarks 
d the BmAaan, pp. 835,837, and corrobomtea what we before knew of 
this peculiar Aurora Borealin or &shin$ kind of lightning. Thii appear- 

is not mentioned by any of the other ships, and it ia singular to 
reumrk that while some veaaela in the Cyclone had no lightning, or 
but very little, others had very severe thunder and lightning. I t  would 
qpar that there may be certain zones or quarters of the Cyclone in 
rhieh alone the electrical diecharges occur, so far we can at present 
jndgc. Like many other matters, this requires to be better observed befbre 
we arm any thing positively on the subject. I have collected in 
mother section the evidence we have now obtained on this curious 
point. 

Rbroth of the Barometer.-This remarkable sign we find very 
H y  noted in the log of the BarAam ; and in that of the Sea Park, 
that the Barnmeter and Smpiemmeter were falling at the time the 
daily rim should take place. 

80 far then as relates to the precursory eigns of these meteom, we 
h e  m 1 1 d  here, from the obsemations in a single Cyclone, a great 
number of them. qdite snfficient indeed to warn the attentive mariner 
of what may be at leaat psseing near to him, if not appronch'mg his 
paaition, md thence to give him frequently much more time for hi 
p ~ @ ~ - s n d  time is often with him a question of muta or dis- 

even of life and death ! 

OF PESNOMENA DURING TEE CYCLONE. 

Dish of the Cyclone mtd it8 unequal -tent k mas and rear.* 
I have already discussed at p. 897, the reasons which induce me to 

believe that this was a distinct instance of a Cyclone settling dorm in 
tbe middle of the Bay, perhaps after it had been raging in the China 
&a, md certainly after it had picked up hundreds of land birds and 
tboarmda of insects from some land which it had passed over, and I 

* Tbn word nor may mmd more military than naatjeal to merchants, and evm 
ccwe nard-bred -men of modern days ; bat M we have the van, centre, and 

Far of a fleet, we may with propriety rue theae worL for the artificial diviaionr of 
''om the Cyclone. 

6 A 
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now propose to remark on the limited and u n e q d  extent to which 
we can trace it distinctly as a Cyclone. 

I hare given with the chart two diagrams, Nos. I. and II., of the 
ships in their positions at noon on the 12th and 13th, with their wind- 
arrows and the Cyclone circles correctly marked ; as also one, No. 111. , 
of a supposed section of the following, or rear, half of the Cyclone in 

the line of the track which will be subsequently explained. Taking 
the first of these diagrams, that of the 12th, we find the utmost extent 
which we can fairly allow it to have reached, as a Cyclone, at noon on 
that day to the S. Eastward, or on the line of its track, is to the circle 
marked a little without the positions of the Barham, No. 7, and Britid 
8ouereign, No. 20, or about 90 miles of radius, or 180 miles of diameter. ~ 
Had it extended farther in this direction these ships, the commanden 
of which were most fully prepared and anxiously watching for it, 
would have been hove too swner, as they were running up t o d  it 
a t  the rate of 8 and 9 knbts an hour. But we see, also, that in front, ou 
the line of ita future track, the Cyclone circles distinctly extend to Nos. 
10, 14, 21 and 19 or even to Nos. 15 and 11, the four first of which 
ships had the Cyclone fully commnced with them, while the two kst 
were certainly on the verge of it, and this would give its aemi-diameter 
an extent of 140 miles in front, or 280 of diametek, against 90 in the 
opposite direction or 180 of diameter. At right angles to the track 
we have No. 8, evidently without the Cyclone circles, though just 

approsching to them. We cannot also on this day allow that it reached 
the Pilot or Light Vessels, but they had evident indications of it, and 
while No. 15, the Framjee Cowadee, at 170 miles N. N. W. of the 
centre has a strong and increasing gale from E. b. N. and E. N. E. 
No. 18, the Earnrain a t  190 miles to the W. 5. W. or at right angla 
to the track (she is  not included in the diagnrm) has a tine N. W- 
breeze and fine weather, moderating nearly to a calm in the afternoon. 

On the 13th again, we perceive by the dagram No. 11. that wbii 
the monsoon ie evidently following up the Cyclone with Nos. 7, 9,2 
17, so that we cannot to the 5. Eastward allow its semidiameter to 
be more than 65 miles, or 130 of diameter in all ; we find that to the 
North Westward we mny without any exnggeration extend the c i d u ,  
marked, to the Light Vessel and False Point Palmiras, or to 115 miles. 
giving a diameter of 230 miles, or about in the same proportion UI that 



of the 12th. For the extent of the Cyclone on the 14th, rs it had 
tben reached tbe land we h v e  not any data. 

We may then take it that we have here tolerably distinct evidence 
art though the form of the Cyclone was circular, the continuations of 
these circles were wanting on the following side of the storm disk, and 
hence we arrive at a solution of the undoubted fact that the latter half 
o f r  Cyclone, as calculated from the passage of the centre, seems 
dwap to be of shorter duration than the advancing or frout portion 
of it. 1 have already (Sailor's Horn Book,) euggested that this 
may arise from the disk's not being truly tangential to the earth'e 
dace,  but slightly lifted up behind, from the friction of the advancing 
put against the snrface of the ocean retarding its progress.* Now 
assuming that a disk is one of 150 miles in diameter and of 5 miles 
in thickness, we can easily calculate that while the whole 75 miles of 
the ran or advancing portion, if it was moving at the rate of 6 miles 
an bow, would take 12+ hours to pass over the ship, a slight inclina- 
tion of the dink might elevate the following or rear half of it suffi- 
ciently to leave say 20 or 30 miles of that part free from its surface 
relion; for a n  elevation of one mile will, if the whole is projected to 
rule, be seen to give but a very slight curving upwards to the last 20 
or 30 miles of the following side of the disk, so that in such a case 
the centre of the Cyclone would have 75 miles of the storm diik and its 
tolerably regular circular winds before it, and only 45 miles behind it ; 
or it would appear to be situated eccentrically on the chart if it was pro- 
jeeted according to the winds reported ; and if a strong monsoon or trade 
waa blowing behind it this would soon follow and occupy the vacant 
r p  between the disk and the earth's surface with its own wind. I t  
k trident that if we multiply the supposed size of ouf disk, gay by 5 
or 10, making i t  750 or 1500 miles in diameter, and double or treble 
ib velocity, or suppone it to move at the rate of fifteen miles per hour, 
we shaU have s storm disk, which, truly projected on a chart by the 
logs of the ships, will extend in the same proportions to 375 or 750 
miles on itu van or advancing portion, and to only 225 or 450 on ita 
follomng or rear part, m d  be consequently of so many h o w  lear 
dnntim to the ships it may meet with. 

I .m not ran that this 8ugption nu originally my own, and have wma remi- 
drcmce that it ir Mr. Red6cld'r, or Sir J. Hemhell':, but cannot find the mfemnce. 

6 A 2 
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I have given in diagram No. 111. the true projection of a section of 
the following, or rear, half of a Cyclone of 150 miles in diameter, cm the 
line of its track, both horizontally and vertically, to a scab of 10 miles 

to one inch, to shew the lifting up clearly ; in which the disk on that 
dde b shewn as having lifted itself two miles above the d a c e  of tha 
ocean, and ie thus giving to the ships involved in it 75 miles of ita 
fury in front, and but 50 milea in ita rear portion ; or to expnss th 
in Time ; it is s Cyclone which, if it w u  moving at the rate of 10 mila 
per hour would last 7+ hours in its onset, till the calm reached, an8 
but 5 hours in its decline. If we take our diagram to represent t& 
following or rear half of a Cyclone of 300 miles in diameter, or do& 
ib scale,* u marked on the second line of figures below, we cm under- 
atand at once how the lifting up of the following part of the disk 
would much diminish the extent a d  duration of the Cydone to the 
little ships marked upon the diagram, say to 10 hours of time, rbae 
those in the advancing circles would have the whole extent of the semi. 
Cyclone in that direation psssiug over them, which would q u i r e  I5 
hmn. 

Cyclone rem through, a t  i t s  centre. 

As connected with its extent we may remark here also upon its 
height, or more properly thickness, which appears to have been veq 
insignificant, perhnps not more than a mile or two, for it will be 
observed that while the Edmun&buy had it at the calm centre " m d  
lighter overhead," Mr. Brackly at the False Point Light House had 
"the rain clearing off and saw the stars very clear overhead, but a thii  
bank of hnze all round," so that it appears to have become thinner as 
it approached the land ? The Camperdown also from 7h. to 7h. 30'. 
P. H. in the calm had it clfine overhead." 

Hot and Cold blastr, Hail, &c. during the Cyclone. 

Capt. Arrow of the Wellesley, it will be seen, noted this pbm+ 
menon of alternate hot and cold blasts, comparing the f .  to the 
&irocoo. The Charles Kerr and Futtlc Bozack also experienced, if& 
hail, sleet. Tl~eae indications are of some importance, inasmuch rs hd 

* For the make of the even numbers : We hare 280 miles for tbs diameter 

mu p m n t  Cyolone, u m d  by the advmeing aircler on the 1% d 230 00 

tbe 13th. 
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is g e d y  coneidered to be an electrical phwnomenon, and whether 
it be as a a u a e  or an effect, every electric indicatio~~ is of importance. 
Tke Storm Wave and Storm Current, and the set owe the Sandheads, 

befoe and during t k  Cyclone. 
Taking the storm wave as our first subject of consideration, we find 

it v q  dearly d e b b e d  to me by Mr. Brackly, (which I have rubstitut- 
cd for his oj5ai.l report from False Point,) p. 849, in terms which leave 
no manner of doubt that it was a peculiar effect of the Cyclone, and this 
b more nnquertionably shewn wheo we advert to the time of tide at  
which it occurred. Had it occurred with the inset of the flood we 
might have allowed it to hare been a tidal bore so common in our 
I P h  rivem. 
The fact that it occurrad about three hwrs  .aAer the passage of the 

antre of the d m  is at presmt di]$cult to account for. We can only 
note it at present as an apparent anomaly, to be compared with other 
correct .ccounta when we obtain them. 

Bnt of the storm currents in the Bay, and especially of that setting 
over the Sandheads, we have abundant proof for dl practical purposes, 
and we can in faot trace it mare or lees from the middle of the Bay 
up to the Sandheads, then across them and again to the Southward, ar 
we shall now show from the different ships' l o g  and Pilots' reports. 

The Sea Park, which ship hove too, soon after the centre passed 
her, on the ustern side of the Cyclone, with the wind South, notes 
from the 12th at  4 P. ma. to the 14th at noon, a set of 80 miles 
to the Northward. This was between Lat. 1 8 O  and 190 $ N. 

Captain Plum, of the J& Hqbwm, states that he experienced a 
strong current to the Northward ; this was between 174 and 1 9 i  N. 

But as these two veesels were hove too it might be fairly suppcsed 
by strangers that they hod under-estimated their drift, but we have the 
log of the Collingraood, which ship was running up with the Cyclone 
ebre on its 8. Eastern quadrant, and though for a considerable time 
within the Southerly current off Point Palmiras, yet she has an e x m s  
of 31 miles by account to the North of her supposed position in 24 
hours, partly no doubt from the storm wave, and partly from the storm 
current. * 

I rm d I s d  to add hcrs from m independent bat very trnstwol.thy rource, a 

reraukrb~ d the atorm current, in the cus of the hip dlbiom, Cap& 
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05 the Sandheads we have the log of the Cotnperdm, which ship, 

even on the loth, found a strong 5. W. current of 3 miles per how 
running, with several of the Pilots' reports, though this current ia so I 
well known to them at the approach of a Cyclone that they rarely no- 1 
tice it, and as already stated on a trial in the Pilot's Court, which arose 1 
out of circumstances occurring at the onset of this Cyclone, it was sworn I 
to by several experienced witnesses, of long standing, that the Westerly 
current was in their judgment running from 3 to 4 knots per hour. 
which is independent of the tide. So that if we take 2+ knots per 
hour it will not be an excessive average for this current in the pade l  , 
of the outer Light Vessel, or 21° 4' N. 

On the coast we have only the log of the Sir llobert Seppinga, mark- , 
ing distinctly the Southerly set on the 1 l t h  of 2 miles per hour, but 
it is not necessary to repeat here what I have elsewhere said of the 
sweep of the current round the shores of Balaaore Bay, and paat Point 
Palmiras. 

. Barometer as meamring the distance of the Centre. 

Having the places of the centre of the Cyclone pretty comedy 
marked for the 12th and 13th, I at first anticipated that this Cyclone 
might afford us some tests to know if the rule laid down by me fbr 
ascertaining the distance of the centre of the Cyclone by the rnte of 
fall of the Barometer per hour, would give correct results with one 
which, as to extent, we call a small, and as to rate of motion a slow- 
moving Cyclone. Unfortunately, 80 far as our present knowledge 
extends, we have no rule within 150 miles of the centre ; and oar 

Cyclone do- not fairly in any case reach to this extent of semi-dimmeter 
except towards the land where the Barometrical indications seem always 
effected by it for some distance, if the land be not very low. Hence from 

McLeod; one of the oldest commanders in the tradebetneen Calcutta and Eughd, 
who in a Cyclone in October, 1833, (the Lorrdon'a Cyclone) rrs up fmm &mt 

154 North, on the meridian of about 894 E u t ,  on the h t s m  verge of a Cplm 
with " a terrifia hnrricane" about South ; and when preparing to heave to at a nfa 
dirtrmce, u they rupposed, from the S a n d h d ,  fonnd themeeha in 86 fatborn1 on 
the trilr of the Sunderband reefs, but fort mat el^ beat 06. With every dlorauce 
Captain McLeod fin& that they certainly overran the log about 70 mila  in 30 
horn l 
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these two eanses I have found that, though with some of the ships the 
d e  would give tolerable results, yet with moet it would place the 
centre very much farther off than i t  really was ; it  being thus, as before 
mnonnced, difficult if not impossible to judge of the distance of the 
antre .t less thm 100 to 120 miles by the rate of fall. 

DIAGRAM, No. IV. 

This diagram requires a brief notice. I t  Is one on a scale double 
that of the chart, of the tracks of the ship Collingwood running up on 
the Eastern and North-Eastern quadrants of the Cyclone, and in fact 
~ermnning it on to a lee shore ! nnd losing her masts in doing so ; 
and of the f i t t l e  Rozack crossing in front and making a fair wind of it, 
while it was dismasting the Washington Aluton, Hope and other vessels 
which left their pilots with her, or about the same time. On the differ- 
ence between the management of these ships it is not necessary to 
remark. 

The Barometers of both are marked at intervals of their track, and 
shew how correctly they mensnre the approach to, or recession from 
the centre, though not the actual distance from it. These two ships it 
rill be seen were passing each other at about 75 miles distance, and 
on opposite sides of the Cyclone, both carrying what sail they could 
shew, but a t  midnight 12th and 13th, the Collingwood, a first rate 
English ship, with troops on board, was running in full career into the 
very jam of deatruction, and the Futtle Rozack, a deeply laden rice 
ship, and a poor sea boat, with a new lascar crew, making her way, as 
surely M scientifically, into fine weather, without straining a rope yarn. 

The Lightning experienced in aarioua parts of the Cyclone circler. 

It seemed of interest to know if we could in this Cyclone deduce 
my vie- from the knowledge of this question. I find that exclusive 
of the distant lightnings before the onset of the Cyclone, the different 
rbip noticed it within the Cyclone circles as follows :- 

B m r h  (7).-At midnight 13th, "much vivid lightning," but 
daring the strength of the Cyclone very little lightning; not more 
thrn 3 or 4 h h e a  altogether, wind about Sonth. 

WeIlcaly (8).--On 12th, 8 P. M. to 2 A. M. 13th vivid lightning and 
p b  of thunder, all round and close over the ehip, wind West to S. W. 



Britieh Suumeign (20).-At 10 P. Y. 12th, vivid h h e s  of &M; I 
ning and heavy thunder to 2 A. ur. of 13th, sppa~ntly very c k .  
Wind 5. W. , 

E d m d b u y  (14).-No lightning at any time. 
False Point Light acme.-No lightning while blowing, but during 

the calm some forked lightning from N. Westward going to the S. 
Eastward. 

John Hepbum.-Neither thunder nor lightning. 
Futtle Bosack (19).-9 P. M. midnight 12th, muoh summer look. 

ing lightning from S. E. to West ; and at 10 P. M. 13th, heavy squab 
with dreadful thunder and lightning ; at midnight moderating frst, 
wind West to 5. W. I mlde enquiries of most of the Commanders who 
sent me their log4 but received for reply that there was no lightning 
or "little to speak of," so that if there had been any of any seven- 
ty we may suppose we shall have had it noted. All that we 
derive from this brief summary then is, that a few ships on the 
South and S. Eastern quadrants of the Cyclone where it way lifting up 
as we snppose,* experienced heavy electrical discharges. We must 
wait for farther knowledge on this question. 

PART IV. 
Table of the ships with remarks on their management. 
1. Brig Teak-Should have hove to at midnight of the 11 th, or by 

8 A. M. of 12th till her Barometer rose agin. 
2. Joven Cminna-Was perfectly correct in standing to the East- 

ward, 88 the Southerly wind shewed that she was on the Eastern verge 
of the Cyclone, if there was one. 

3. Enignur--Ran too close in between the 12th and 13th; 
might, if the Cyclone had been travelling up to the N. b. W. or N. N. 
W, have placed herself, possibly when disabled, between the Cyclone 
and the lee-shore of the Bandbeads of the Sunderbunds ; and this WIG- 

lessly, as she could not have obtained a Pilot or run in with sach 
weather. In other respects she kept safely on the N. E. quadrant of 
the Cyclone. 

4. Bagle-Hove too on the right tack and properly allowed the 
Cyclone to pass her. A stout merchantmnn or man of nu might 

* Tbe d g y  of thb to the candeneing disk of the eleatrician k obwo~, but 
we want more cvideeoe before we r e a m  apon it. 
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hve carried sail to the N. E. or N. N. E. and soon found finer 
weather, but a small schooner could do nothing better. 

5. drarat-Chased and ran into the centre, though being evidently 
r good sea boat, and well handled, she escaped unscathed as to masts. 
though of course straining her hull greatly. She should have hove too 
rt leaat by 6 A. x. on the 12th, for there could then be no sort of 
doubt of a Cyclone, and it is quite useless, if not dangerous, to get 
dore in  with Point Palmiras or the Pilot station in such weather. 

6. Flora Macdonald-Like the Eugle, was hove to on the right 
tack, and could do no better, being close in to the Eastern shore. 

7. Barham-Perfectly well managed, heaving too at the right time 
and in the right place, and did not strain a rope yarn ! 

8. Tellesley-The same masterly maiiagement as the Burham. 
9. Sea Park-The same. She was a t  the centre when it settled 

doan, and though as it passed on it gave her, being on the Eastern 
side a Southerly gale, yet she very properly hove to till it  was safe and 
proper to run on, so as to come illto soundings in moderate weather. 

10. Asiatic-Had the wind at N. E. a t  noon with every indication 
of a Cyclone to the S. E. of her, and the known tracks being almost 
invariably from that quarter. If like the Futtle Rozack, close to 
which ship she was, she had run to the S. Y. W. and hauled gradually 
up, so as to run round the heel of the Cyclone, she might have escaped 
the severe part of her smaller Cyclone, and the risk of being dismasted 
rhie drifting on a leeshore. 

I I .  Sir Robert Scpping+This ship's Barometer, standing high, 
the frequent treacherous moderating of the wind, and perhaps the desire 
to obtain a farther offing, led her to stand to the Eastward till she placed 
herself esnctly on the track of the centre. She should hare bore up 
b the South between 10 P.M. and midnight of the 12th, and have run 
mnnd '' under the stern" of the Cyclone, when she would hare reco- 
vered her Northerly position, unscathed, by about the time at which 
die was dismasted ! 

12. Caqerduum.-At noon of the 12th, was standing to sea being 
15 milea S. S. W. from the Pilot veeeel. Her case and the course she 
should have adopted is exactly that which will be supposed in the 
next section, bat with the difference that she had far more time and 
motn to nur down and cross before the Cyclone, since it was 194 hours 
before the centre renched her. 

6 B 
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13. Collinpod-This vessel's management in contrast with that 
of the Futtle Rozack has already been examined. I t  is evident that 
her rapidly falling Barometer from noon 12th, and 8. E. b. S. gale; 
at 10 P. M. were indications of a Cyclone to the 8. W. of her, which 
according to the known tracks would be travelling up between North 
and West or N. West, and that her safe course wsa to haul ont for a 
few hours to the N. Eastward before the sea was too heavy and till 
her Barometer rose, and then heave too on the starboard tack, so u to 
have had the gale always drawing aft, a clear drift, and the pilot station 
well open to her, whether the Cgcloue was to be followed by Southerly 
or by N. Easterly winds. 

14. Edmundabury-The Pilot stood to sea at 6.30 P. M. on the 
11 th  he had conseque~~tly abundant time to cross in front of the 
Cyclone, if he had known or could have ventured to have adopted t b  
plan, which I shall shew at the conclusion of this memoir is almost 
always the safe one, and that moreover no distance or time ia r d y  
lost by it. 

15 .  Fravnjee Cowaajee-The error of the Pilot on this vessel is 
exactly that of the Edmundsbury. Fifty miles to the S. W. would have 
saved her maste, and have given her a N. Westerly and S. Westerly 
gale, to cross in the wake of the Cyclone and ruu in again in the fine 
weather, without straining a rope yarn. 

16. Washington Ahton-A. M. the same error of standing to the 
8. Enstward, and the same dismal penalty paid for it, in loss of muta 
straining of hull, damage of cargo, and a long tedious drift of t k Q  
reven days I about the Bay, in light winds and calmr, in a disrMed 
state before she could get in again. 

17. John Repbum-This little ressel was bound to the h t w d  
and was oue of those ca~ight by the descent of the Cpclone in ib 
=ntral space about noon of the 12th. She had the wmbg of ha 
Barometer falling on the 11th to 29.50 and A. x. of the 12th to 
29.38 ; but up to nearly noon of the 12th when tbe Barometer had 
fallen to 29.25 and the Cyclone by prssing on had given b a  ib 
8. E. gale with which she wan drifting till the 13th, when i t  grrdnd~ 
left her, she had no wind to indicate to her whereabouts f i e  a t r s  
might lie, and in the 8. E. gale a emall vessel could not risk a d b g  
off to the N. Eartward. 
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18. Eumrois-Had paseed well to the Southward before the Cyclone 
wttled d m .  
The Map Forth was capitally well managed, though from cornpalsion 

of circumstances and not by design ; she was ordered to sea from the 
Pilot and spoke the Camper* and beiig leaky and unmanageable 
hpt before the wind, ran round the Cyclone, being at one time very 
dm on the centre, and was in a good position for coming in again 
b npnir when the weather moderated I 
The fi t toy AUnm evidently ran into the Cyclone on ita Weetern 

l l ~ d  8. Western quadrant till near the centre, when ita violence obliged 
hr b heave to, and she seems to have drifted up with the 5. Easterly 
hmriane, and with the sbrm wave and current, into soundings, disabled 
IPd partially diamasted. 

19. Futtk Rarack-I have already quoted the admirable manage- 
mat of thia ship. 

20. Brituh Sovereign-Like the Barham and Wellsslcy was excel- 
lently muue;ed, heaving to at the proper time and place, and escaping 
dl w e .  

21. CAarler Ken-.-This ship necessarily stood off to get an &ng, 
bnt when l e  had done m, at noon on the 12th, she should have put 
brr helm up and run to the S. W., till the N. Westerly gale of the 
8. W. quadrant of the Cyclone, and her rising Barometer, shewed her 
it rnr d e  to haul round the heel of the Cyclone, or time to heave to 
avoid running up again too early. 

The ttatistics of this Fleet, for such it was, may be well worth 
rnmmiog up. We find, then, that we have in the twenty-two vemels, 
the Xorurain hating altogether passed over the Cyclone tract before it 
desanded, the vessels as follows : 
At a distance from the Cyclone but well managed in anticipation 

ofit, ............................................ 2 
.......................... h n  in bo far before heaving to, 2 

................... &&red mom or lees but noavoidably so,. 1 

b n b g  into, or with the Cyclone, or lying to in the way of it, but 
...................... escaping with only severe straining, 5 

k t e d  by running, or standing into, or chasing the Cyclone, 5 
PrrfeeUy well managed by their h w l e d g s  of the Law of St-, 6 

W d r n u u g e d f r o m n ~ t y ,  ............................ 1 - 
22 
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We have to add to this that seven ships and brigs, exclusive of conat- 

ing craft,are known to have foundered, whether from mismanagement 
or bad condition, or under unavoidable circumstances, we cannot say, 
and that the ships Collingwood, Camperdown and Sea Park had on 
board 733 men, 11 officers, 46 women and 41 children ; altogether 831 
souls ; of H. M. troops, which we may fairly a l l  a whole regiment ; two 
thirds of which, i. e. those on board of Collingwoodand Compcrdom 
were exposed for a time to imminent risk. There surely wants nothing 
more than this to convince the most incrednlous of the deep importance 
of our science to both public and private interests ? 

,Practical deductim f w  the Management of inward and outward 

bound dips, a t  or nearing the Sandheads, when a Cyclone is u p  
proaching. 

The great objects of all these researches are, first to develop the 
laws by which Cyclones are governed, and then from sncb laws b 

deduce rules for every special class of cases whereby life and proper- 
ty may be rendered more secure. In  no part of the ocean are such 
rules more required than at the difficult access to the mouth of the 
Hooghly ; and in no part, as far as I recollect, is there to be Ewnd r 
more perplexing oombination of danger8 at the approach of a Cydmn 
I have long contemplated the task of unravelling this complicated net- 
work of perils, but I have %It, hitherto, that our data were too insaffi- 
cient to enable me to speak with eoufidence on many essential points, 
and to illustrate what I might say with undoubted and s t r i k i  exam- 

ples. In  a word, if I may be excused the phrase, " roe wanted a good 
Cyclose with plenty of ships invoked in it to give w soaa ckar ard 
startling Irssm," and I trust, now that we have had one, the f o r q p  
ing pages will prove that I have done my best to turn to account the 
materials which have been so liberally furnished, and that I shall not 
be found to have tet down thece rules without duly weighing the 
heavy responsibility of doing so. 

Let ns consider what u e  the various dangers in a Cycioae to a ship 
at (within) or near the Sandheads where they invariably commw from 
between N. N. E. to N.E., East or S. E. 
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1. The sands forming a lee shore from the Western Brace to the 
mouth of the Burampooter, with narrow channels and indifferent hold- 
ing ground, and a sea in which no ship can hope to ride with safety in 
a severe gale. 

2. The land to the Northward and Westward, and from Point 
Palmiras to the Southward. 

3. The heavy set to the Westward over the sands, and for some 
distance outside of the tails of the reefs. 

4. The Cyclone itself, with its uncertain track, and its attendant 
storm-wave and storm-current, one or sometimes both, setting on to the 
sands or to the coast about Point Palmiras. 

It i3 evident that in every Cyclone these four conditions must be all 
taken into account ; and as there is now no sort of doubt about their 
rotation, the nsud tracks of the Cyclones become the next consider- 
ation, for it is  upon the track of the Cyclone and its rate of travelling 
that the safe application of any rule must mainly depend. From all 
our investigations up to the present day it appear, that at the Sandheads, 
md from thence to 8 O  or 9 O  North, the tracks of the Cyclones may 
lie from between E. by N. and 8. by E., or S. 6. E., to the W. by S. 
or N. by W. or N. N. W., and as will be seen by the Chart of tracks 

the Horn Book that the average may be about from the S. E. or S. 
E. by S., to the N. W. We can only lay down rules from the ayerage, 
noting where they would be affected by any great deviation towards the 
rxtremes. 

The rate of travelling is the next consideration, and this too varies 
r q  much, though it probably seldom exceeds ten n~iles per hour, 
which we shall also assume as an average. 

Taking, first, the inward-bound ships, whether from Madras, from 
Enrope, or from the Eastward, we have to consider their position, and 
then if the Cyclone is ahead, or astern, or abreast of them, and in 
what part of the Bay its centre may be, for it is clear that all these 
cws rill vary as this element d so  may vary. 

The first case in which the Cyclone ia ahead of the vessel, or in 
other words the ship is behind the Cyclone, is simple enough : when 
e~nrineed of its being a Cyclone, the rule should indubitably be to 
have to, and thii on two accounts ; the first to avoid running across, 
or into the centre, or overteking it, and the second because, even if a 
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vessel got safe through, or past, the centre, she would not gain an hour 
of time on her voyage, since, as we see in many of the foregoing logs, 
she would on reaching the Pilot Station be ordered to sea, or if the 
Pilot Vessel had been blown off the station the stranger might find her- 
self hampered off the Reefs or Braces, with 24 hours of heavy wentber 
yet to go through, on a lee shore ; the Cyclones always ending at South, 
or S. W. 

The case in which the ship is abreast of the Cyclone, which we may 
describe as having the wind North or South blowing a gale, with r 
falling Barometer, so that the centre bears East or West of her, is r 
double one. If the wind is South or between 5. E. and 8. W. it ir 
clear that the ship is also safely to the Eastward of the Cyclone, md 
has only to heave to, if she has not a long run to make to the Sand- 
heads. She will of course heave to on the starboard tack, being on the 
right hand side, till her Barometer rises ; or if it be judged, ray by the 
violence of the 5. E. squalls and the fall of the Barometer, that the 
centre will yet pass close to her, to stand off to the N. E., unless indeed 
the vessel be altogether hampered in the N. E. comer of the Bay.* 

If however, she has the wind between N. E. and North, it is clear 
that the Cyclone is to the Eastward or S. Eastward of the ship, and ia 
perhaps coming direct towards her at the rate of ten knots an hour, 
and she must now run back to cross in front of i t ;  always remembering 
that every mile she runs, say to the S. 9. W., after she har brought 
the wind N. N. E., is into safety, as her rising Barometer will quickly 
show. The reason for this is obvious ; she avoids the centre and avoiL 
the farther danger of being hampered, with perhaps a disabled ship 
between the Cyclone and the heads of the reefs or the coast of Orissr, 
as may be. She may always, tu ahe brings the wind to the -West- 
ward of North, haul to the Eastward and run round the Southern 

and under the heel" of the Cyclone, 80 as reaily to lora 
no time while running easily before it,? or with a quartering pie, so 
as to avoid the racking and straining of heaving to, or of oarrying d 
off a lee shore or riding it out when dismaated. 

For the outward-bound ships it is clear that, supposing them to l aw  

* I always ananme sea room as thie h necessarily the railor'r fimt madentiom. 

t As in the ease of the Forth, juat quoted, which though a f o r d  ~nosuvm, 
ruccewfnl, and rhowe what may be done by a rhip whiob rbsm dl t b g h  b 
diitrerr. 
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the Pilot at the commencement of the Cyclone, or to meet with its 
onset a few hours after getting to sen, my in 200 North, their rule 
must J s o  be the same, namely, to bear up so far aa to cross in front of 
it, and not, which has usually been done, to stand close hauled into 
the very path of the track.* And recollecting that from False Point the 
coast trends to the Westward of 5. W., and that in 20° North on the 
meridii of the Light Vessel, a ship is still 120 miles from the Black 
Pwda, there need be no fear about making a little Westing at first, 
for dlowing the Cyclone the very worst track we a n  suppose for a ship 
in this position, namely, obe from 5. by E. it is clear that a very short 
run to the 5. W. will place the vessel at a distance from the line of the 
tmk and bring the wind to N. N. E. and gradually to North, so sa 
to place her abreast of the centre ; and if the track is from any point 
more Easterly, as it probably will he, sny from S. E. or E. S. E., then 
thedistance to be made will be but short to a Northerly wind. The 
intelligent mariner may easily by means of a storm card see the truth 
of these propositions. 

For the set over the Sandheads it may be safe to allow three and a 
hrlf miles an hour at the onset of a Cyclone, a t  the f ight  Peagel, de- 
creuing to two and even one knot by the time the vessel has passed 
the padlel  of 20°; but also increasing both in breadth and velocity 
if the Cyclone has lasted any time, and the careful mariner will duly 
take this into his account, whether standing out or hove too. 

We may further illustrate this by a reference to our Diagram, No. I., 
npon which we will suppose, to put things almost at the worst, a 
Cyclone like this of October, with its centre on the position marked 
for that of the 12th in Lat. 17. 48' North, Long. 89. 18' East, com- 
iPg up on the same tm.k towards False Point, but at the rate of tcn 

miler an hour. This will place it in twelve hours about 20 milea 
&ad of the spot a t  which the centre of the 13th ia marked, or aay in 
Lat. 19- 17' North, Long. 88- 18' East, and leaves still a distance 
of something more than 80 miles between its centre at midnight and 
False Point. Now, though ships would probnbly be ordered to sea, 
my by the station vessel (lying outside of the Light Vessel) on the 1 lth, 
and certainly at daylight on the 12th, we will suppose a vessel so be- 
lated, or to have mistakenly run in so far, tbat she can only start from 

No doubt to make Southing and to get an offing from Point Palminu. 
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the Light Vessel at noon of the 12th, so as to get 100 miles of run 
before midnight. I t  will be seen by taking this in the compasses that 
steering to the S. S. W. and S. W. by S. it will take her between the 
Point and the centre, and at a distance of 45 or 50 miles from this Irst, 
and then enable her to bear away to the S. W., so that she will quick- 
ly run into the moderate weather, and can gradually haul up to the 
Southward, Eastward, and Northward back to the Light Vessel agrrin, 
if the weather is fine enough. Every seaman will of course see that 
this is a question of rate of sailing, aud above a11 of steering so as tu 
avoid broaching to ; but that even if he should be disabled (which he 
might equally be in lying to) he will still here have Northerly winds 
and a clear drift to sea, while on the Northern side of the Cyclone 
track he would be drifting on to a lee shore with Easterly and S. 
Easterly winds. The examples of the Forth, which vessel I take to 
have been at one time within 20 or 30 miles of the centre, and of 
the Collingwood while overruuning the Cyclone, are instances of what 
may be done by good steering ships even in the very height of these 
fearful tempests and close to the centre, and the Fattle Rorack's man- 
agement is a good instance of passing a Cyclone at a reasonable distance 
with a heavy sailing ship. 

In  Borne instances, as in the Coringa Cyclone of Nov. 1839, which 
forms the subject of Part 11. of my second memoir (Journal Asiatic 
Society, Volume 1X.) it has occurred that a Cyclone travelling from 
the Andamans to Coringa was so far felt as a heavy Easterly m d  6. S. 
Easterly gale at the Sandheads, that for some days it was imprudent 
to approach the station, and all vessels were warned to sea. But in 
this and all similar cases of distant Cyclones the Barometer is the guid- 
ing indication, and in this instance the Barometer was a t  29. 92' to 
29- 95' at the Light Vessel. 

In  my third memoir, also (Journal Asiatic Society, Volume IX,) we 
have an instance which might appear to create a difficulty, 1. e. a Cy- 
clone travelling across the Bay from the Andamans, first towards the 
Coromandel Coast, on about a N. W. by W. course, or towards that 

part of it lying between Ganjam and Bimilipatam, but on its appro& 
to about the Meridian of the Light Vessel curving to the N. W. by 
N., ao as to '' land" between the Black Pagoda and Juggernaut, girind 
the Light Vessel and ships at the Sandheads a heavy Easterly and 
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8. by 8. gale, mounting at one time with some of them who were 
h e  to Fdse Point or on the parallel of 200 to a hurricane. 

But in this case also there will be found abundant guidance for the 
jndgment of the attentive seaman, who will see by placing his Horn- 
cud on the Chart, that the wind at the Light Vessel is at E. by 8. 
(shewing that the centre is S. by W. of him already) from the first, 
d E .  5. E. (centre bearing S. S. W.) by the time it is really blow- 

h d ,  and thus he will not attempt now to croes in fro* but get m 
ding and heave to. 

To sum up these rnles then. For the ships to the Northward (i. c., 
on the right hand side of the track) of the Cyclone when the gale, with 
I Nlmg Barometer, is at 5. E. to E. 5. E., they may if they have sea 
m u  rhud to the N. E. to allow it to pass them comfortably, heaving 
to of course on the starboard tack when far enough out of its way. 
Between E. S. E. and Enst they may, if the Barometer be not too low 
~d they have sea room to give the shores of Orissa a wide birth, with 
I stout ehip and good helmsmen venture to cross, or if this be not ad- 
riaable, heave to on the starboard tack when they have made an offing, 
if in ru outward-bound ship, or before they run too far in if inward bound. 

With the wind between Eaat and N. E. to North. I have already 
shewn that crossing may almost always be safely adopted for the ships 
to the right (Northward) of the Cyclone path; and for those to the 
Mi (Southward) of it that they must not run into it fancying it a fine 
fiir wind, or too far up if in its rear, as that is wholly useless, and may 
bring them into soundings with a heavy Southerly gale, and this much 
m e r  than they expect, if the storm-ware and current are strong when 
the track is one near the Meridb.* All will, I hope, recollect that they 
lure 6rst to consider what their ship and crew can do, next what their 
bat conme is, and h t l y  in wbat position they may be if dbmaating, 
oreven loss of topmasts ahould occur; and this may happen from 
bnmching to, or from sheer hard blowing, in the best ship. With an 
o~ahors gale the resource of anchoring in the open ocean, which all 
the Srndhead anchoring, and most of that of the coast of Orism is, be 
cornea one to which no good amman would desire to be reduced if he 
can avoid it. 

W y  ; I need not remark that in all this, both as to the expected 
* S& the c u e  of the Albion in Noh at p. 905. 
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Cycfom and what in to be done to avoid it, much must depend on 
the judgmd guided by careful obmation. Than for inrt.nes r 
wa from the Eastward, crossing a Southerly one, with a bank of d d  
to the E. 8. E. are strong signs of a Cyclone, though it may lk b h -  
Mg tresh from the South at the time ; and again if the bank ia heavy 
to the S. S. E. that it may come up from that quarter. In a 4, 
the vigilant seaman will watch every thing and despise no indiatioa, 
and the dull and the careless will see nothing and be always too kk; 
and then it will be said that the ship was very unfortunate ; but h e  i 
under-miters have paid the damage, and the Captain, poor fellow, bu 
bat  his command ! " i 

Deum&tion of a Cohual Ja in j lp re  nearly 80 feet higk, cut in telirf, 
discwered on a Spur of the Satpoorah Range, in the dktrict oj 
Bunoanie, on the Nerbudda.-By Dr. IMPBY. 

(COPY-) 
From E. IMPIY, Eaq. R e d e n y  Suqpon, Idore, 

To Sir H. 116. ELLIOT, K. C. B. Seereta y Foreign Departmat. 
Dated Reuidmcy, 30th Oetober, 1049. 

SIR,-I have the honor to submit through yon, for the p e d  
of the most noble the Governor Qeneral, a report on, and dra- oc 
a remarkable object of antiquity,+ Colossal rock image cut in 
and nearly 80 feet in height, situated on a spur of the S a t p o d  range, 
in the district of Burwanee, on the Nerbudda, about 100 miles from 
Indore. 

2 A6 the image is, I feel ~ ~ ~ u r e d ,  of considerable intereat, being tha 
hugest figure of the k i d  known in India, and second only in magnitpds 

to the Bhuta at Bamiyan, and haa never been described, I ham been 
at some pains to do BO fully, and also been particular in the tnnartim 
oE the inocription found in the reamatructed temple connected nirb 
the womhip of the image, both of which are of the Jab perarmsion. 

3. ' I have reason to think from the c h d r  of a eepuate imaip 
tion found by me, that others may yet be discovered of more remob 
date than Snmmut 1223, A. D. 1167, which ia however of eo much 
value that it accotdr with, and fiUll up, a bldnk in the dates of soma 
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Jab temples at Woon, oleo vimted by me recently, and of which I 
am prepuing a notice in conjunction with the Budhietical avee  of 
& of which a very imperfect description &b. 

4. Should I be able to accomplish thie object in the eneuing cold 
maam, there will be lea  of the known m m b ~  of the Budhi~b and 
Jdna in central India, the caves of Chundwma, adverted to by (Cd. 
Todd) done that need detail. 

5. For the drawing which accompanies this report, I am indebted 
b Lientenant Mubeen, of the 74th Regiment, now at Mhow. 

I have, kc. 
(Signed) ELIJAH IMPEY, * 

lzes&qy &?gum. 
I d m  l h i d a q ,  the 30th October, 1849. 

Crme COPY.) 
H. M. ELLIOT, 

Sc y. to Gwt. of India with the Govr. Genl. 
Pwm W. GEEY, Bq. Foreign S e m t a y  to t i e  Govem~ent of 

I&, 
To the Secretary to the Ariatic Sodety, 

Dated Fort William, tke 15th Daearbcr, 1849. 
Ponip D e p u M t .  

81%-I am directed by the President in Couneil to transmit to 
 on, for communhtbn to the Aaiptic Society, the accompanying 
letter k m  Dr. Impey, Residency Surgeon at Indore, regarding a 
C o l d  BocL Image in the Satpoorah range, together with the report, 
dmings and inscriptiom connected with the same. 

I have the honor to be, Sir, . 

Your moat obedt. Servant, 
W. GREY, 

Foreign Seq. to the Doat. oflndia. 
Fort WiUioq the 15th Dee&, 1849. 
It ms with some reluctance that in giving a title to the subjoined 

dereription of a very remarkable and interesting relic of the Jain 
faith and religion, now for the first time brought to public notice, 
I applied the word discovery, which is perhaps in many semen more 
suitable to a wientific deduction, but being assured by those rnmt 
competent to give an opinion that priority of snnounoement is generdy 
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held to be decisive of priority of discovery, I had less hesitation in 
using so ostentations a term, particularly as it is becoming apparent 
from the announcements made almost daily, that there yet remain m~ I 
many records of sacred and architectund antiquity unobserved b as, 1 
but mattem of notoriety to every lutive aronnd, and undirulged from no ! 
desire of concealment, but either from the apathetical habit of the , 

natives in general, or their excessive reaerve in speaking of re&m 

subjects, npon which they are a s d y  unwilling to originate a anversa- 
tion. 

The value m d  importance of the 6gure brought to light, and which : 
may be most aptly termed a rock image, I hare no desire to estimate 
unduly. I dare say those interested in these peranits, will glean 
from the following description all that is deserving of record rod i 
worthy of confidence in an antiquarian sense. I must content my& : 
therefore with stating in this place, that the chief Colossal figure is not 
a statue, but a naked image cut in high relief out of the aide of r 
hill of amygdaloidal trap, in the same manner and similar to the Bhub . 
at Bamiyan, and its full height must be ninety feet, at least that portion 
above ground, viz. about a foot below the knee, measuring seventytwo 
feet, eight inches ; and I believe it is, with the exception of a few 
figures, between thirty or forty feet high in the fort of Gwdior md 
one near Kussia,* the only one of the kind as yet known between 
the Himdayas turd Cape Comorin, differing from those at B a m i y ~ ,  in 
being naked, and from those at Beligula, E i u r  and Kurkal in Claur, 1 

in being essentially a rock imnge cut in relief instead of being sedp 
tured aa a statue ; other points of wmparison will be noticed in deb& 
my only fear is that in the hurried visit of a few hours which I ma 

enabled to make, many subjects which might have been highly usefnl 
both in an historical and theological light have been left nnnoticed or 
touched too lightly npon. 

My notes were taken as far back as '1846, when I was stationed 
at Mhow with a troop of Horse Artillery, and should have been given 

In the J o n r d  of the Ariatic Society Bengal, for June 1837. them u a c o l d  , 
image dwribed under the r a l p  ap'pelhtion of Mata Koou ; it is dtnated u m  
Kus& in the Gorakpoor dthict .  The height;though r e f e d  to in the repah 

not stated, nor a  ketch of the figure lithographed, but Mr. Primep, in a ndc, 
regards it ir an image of Bhoodha. 
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publid9 to sooner, but jmt as I was arrrrnging them, I received my 
rppointment to the Reeidel~cy at Indore, and I was in hopes that I 
r b d  ere this have had an opportunity of adding to, or correcting 
my 6rat impreemions ; illness and other causes have however arism to 
pment this and I now furnish them with not a little diffidence. 

It ms on the occasion of my return from an excursion to the under- 
dud and imperfectly described caves of Bang, the extent and beauty 
of which however I hope to shew in a subsequent report (having 

fortunate enough to d i v e r  few large Vehars, and cieveral small 
detached caves, for the +hop only, and not chaitya cathedralbano- 
d i e s  I believe in Bhoodhistical excavations), when it was mually 
roggcstcd to me to h i t  the Bawnnguj. Tbia proved to be the genernl 
reeeptrtion of the height and the current name of the colossal figure, 
the chief subject under eonsideration.* I t  is situated in Burwanie, 
8 conliderable district in Kimar, on the left or south bmk of the 
Nerbuddn, under the chiefbinship of an independent rnjah, who has 
jut obtained his majority. The capital of district is also named 
Borwmie, a few miles went of which run the first spurs that the 
&tpoarah Range sends off towards the Nerbudda in a north westerly 
dinetion. About seventeen miles further down they close in and 
meeting others from the north bank of the Vindhyan chain, form the 

Literally 52 gnj. If we reckon the guj hem alluded to, to be that in ordinary 
a aa thin side of India, iu. Malwa, iu. 30 incber, and we are bound to accept 
tbL rt.nd.rd in prefuenm to the Engliah gnj or yud, which ia chiefly u d  in 
doth meamre, and could ouly h e  come into general adoption with the utendon 
offnu power ; and before tbat period the nuns in d l  probability had b a n  given 
b the Qpm ; we lou ld  haie a mpponed height of 130 feet to it. With itl pe- 
w if it h u  any, it could not haie extended to thin, nor d m  it approximate in 

UJ degree to my meamremcnt of 90 feet 10 inch- ; but the standard of 30 inchs 
b not m qprorcd or legitimate one, and the only one I am aware of tbat h, in 
tbeIU.his guj.of the Emperor Akhr ,  fixed by him at 41 fingem, and determined by 
hbnd B o h ,  kte s n n q o r  G a u d  in India, (l'mnaction~ hiatic Society, VoL 
7,) from mad mururementa of the Taj Mahuland other Mahomedm building8 to 
ba 31 *a and a fraction more than one-third, which would make the Barnngnj 
IS4 feet 7) inchu. a beigbt utterly incanristent and ax t r a~aguk  I mention 

this, not that an approach to a- is likely t o~a ru l t  from my bypotberir that 

cwld be drawn from a mere name, yet it ir u rd dwaya to sndmrour to test the 
-tn of mtirer, p u t h l u l y  if hdit iond, to ucat.in if there us. any 4 
fooldr for their appell.tionr w h  mar ro common or onmeaning. 



alebrated mpid called from its conformation the Humph1 or Deer's 
Leap.* The hills as they stretch toward the river present shup 
defined outlines, and are crowded and heaped c o n i h d y  -her, their 
summib for the most part terminating in peaks or sharp rid@% d 
rise from 14 to 1700 feet above the bed of the river, which at Chickuldq 
on the opposite bank, is 550 f a t  above the level of the sea; thns 
giving an extreme elevation of at least 2000 feet to the eacred plr, 
which is by no means the highest visible. 

I t  is upou the east face of one of thew hills, about 3 miles fi9m 
Burwanie itself, distant upwards of four from the Nerbudda, that tbe 
Colossal figure is cut. 

About a mile from Burwanie the first aacent commences, and from 
hence to the summit, is fully two miles of a most laborious, and in the 
hot season most fatiguing way, for there is neither shelter, stream, 
well, or tank to refresh the traveller. Colonel Franklin's description 
(in Transaction, A. S. Great Britain and Ireland, Vol. 1st) of the .sant 

to k e t  Sikhara in Behar, is no applicable to that of Bawunguj, that 

I cannot forbear quoting it :-"The ascent, he ssys, commences by r 
narrow path in a winding direction, surrounded on both sides by the 
thickest forest. I t  is steep, with loose stones overspreading the mad; 
aa yon proceed the ascent becomes steeper, and the summit of tbe 
mountain presents a stupendous appearance; no animal of m y  Kid 
ia to be aeeu. The aacent still continues md the forest begins to thin, 
&c. kc. and after some difficulty the summit is reached, from which 
is an inexpreseibly grand view of what may Lre also be termed the 
jungle tarai on one side, on the other the Nerbudda stretching f u  
and wide its alluvial banks, luxuriating in the most fertile vegeltion. 

I t  is after you pass the tabulated surface of the lower hill, and 
immediately at the foot of the steeper one, that the first rppeawe~ 
of "holy ground" presents itself, consisting of a small figure of 
Parswinath, seclted in an enclosure, and in front of it a rude sqm 
pillar resembling a dipmahl displaced, unused and almost fallen dona 

* Siu J. M.lwlm, in his Central Indii thua dacribw tbk npid. " T& rn 
of the Hurnp.hl ir derived from the circurnrt.nm of the river being hem obtmcb 

od by large maser d b d t ,  rising &oat 10 or 11 feet &bore the ordinary kd 
of the stream, d giving p q  through three very s d  chraoL1, .am uch d 
which it ia rappored an antelops could bound." 
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T k  us 6gnrer of the m e  kind but neglected, all around. The chief 
object, riz. the colossal figure and temple, being still much further np 
the hiIl, I could not stop to examine these minutely. 

Per other traces of the prorimity of the great divinity were percep- 
tible until a nther sharp turn brought you' literally upon heaps of 
mes, some 12, some 5 feet high, erect as well as seated, quietly 
enmnced each in his own secluded retreat. Opposite to these, on the 

bm bill side, was the great colossus himself. 
The drawing* will perhaps give a better idea of the figure than any 

drseription ; it is reached with aome difficulty, owing to the large boul- 
ders and blocks of stone that have fallen down from above. As will 
be wen, it is Digambaree, and stands quite alone, almost in full relief. 

The Deity seems in mental abstraction, as if undergoing tapasya." 
The countenance is particularly placid and contemplative, and the figure 
presents generdly the appearance of composure or repose, with the 
hrnds by the side. The earth an'd rocks that have fallen at the 
feet make it appear buried nearly to the knees, and detracts from 
ita ned height. It has no canopy, bnt on either side of the head some 
masonry of later workmanship evidently than the figure itself. That 
on the lek is evidently brick work, meant perhaps to rectify and square 
the unevenness of the niche from which it is chiselled ; on the right, 
hmdrome stone brackets act as supports to the recess. The hill being 
almost perpendicular, I was unable to make an accurate hand measure- 
ment, and had not the instruments to observe one ; tbe only course 
kft to me therefore was to send my guide round to the top of the 
hill, md from the crown of the head of the figure to make him let down 
r chord I fortunately had with me, to the ground, and as be did so, 
to law marks or knots at the different places I indicated to him, such 
u the knees, pubes, &c. kc. ; by this means I obtained a measurement 
u reeante at least as circumstances permitted. The extreme height 
to the baried part I find to be 72 ft. 8. in. The different proportions as 
Mows :- 

1. From below the calf to the Patella, ...... 11 ft. 18 in. 
2. To the extremities of the fingers,. ....... 6 8 
3. The wrists and os pubis, .............. 8 9 

4. The umbilicus, ...................... 9 9+ 



5. The axilln,. ......................... 11 
6. The shoulders and clavicles,. ........... 4 
7. The chin, .......................... 5 

...................... 8. The ala nasi,. 4 
9, The droop of lower eyelid, ............ 2 

10. The arch of eyebrow, :. .............. 2 
l l .Therootofhai r ,  .................... 2 
12. To the vertex, ...................... 2 

Total,. . 72 8 

From the os pubis to the vertex being usually reckoned aa one half 
the body, and that being in the figures 45 ft. 5 in., the extreme height 
should be 90 ft. 10 in.* and that portion of the body below the calf 

now under ground, according to the same calculation, should be 18 A. 
2 in. The proportions are however by no means sculptural or i n  nnison 
with the above standard ; for instance, from the lower part of the kneet 
to the foot, or + of the whole body, in the figure however it is only 15 
ft. 5 in. instead of 22. 8 ; this would only give a height of 61 ft. 8 in. 
whereas 72. 8 are above ground. 

Again, as will be noticed a t  R glance, the head is very much out of 
proportion ; properly it should be equal to + of the whole body, but as 
it measures in the figure 14 ft. 94 in. this would give a height of 119 
ft. 4 in., and there are other disproportions which at onoe strike the 
observer, namely, the shortness of the neck, which is but two inches 
less than from the chin to the ala nasi, the aquareness of the shoulders, 
and the closeness of the axilla to them. 

The abdomen and right breast are much worn away, and the left 
thigh and right and left fore arms also mutilated, owing to great musea 
of trap boulders that hare evidently been detached in consequence of 
the decomposing nature of the rock and its exposure ; green earth enre- 
lopes these boulders. The rock here is a good deal broken, which 
might lead to the inference that the figure must have been meant to ba 

In confirmation of ths m u -  of thiu m-ant, r pundit, whom I mnt 
rip, took the mauuremsnt in lome way not at.ted by him ; but he giva the height 
above ground 52 cubits, or 78 feet, end gueuer that under ground 8 aubita more- 
1. s. 100 feet in total. 

t Tothsbo~mofLheorp~~oqhttobsthorrmarrhmtha~. 
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clothed or Swetambaree, but there is no trace of an ornament, belt or 
dothing upon either the body or limbs, or between the latter, except 
the breaat, which has a quadmted lozenge marked on it. The ear-rings 

b the neck, which is cut in wrinkles ; the face is pretty perfect, 
with the exception of the nose, which appears to have been jointed on. 

If we accept and regard the Bhudhistical estimation of beauty, we 
8m we little to quarrel with in this or other kindred Qures, for hair, 
u p w  of forehead and face, roundness of head, elev~tion of the nose 
md arched eyebrows, are, Mr. Hodgson tells us, among their thirty-two 
diaerimi~tin~ points. The figare is naturally wane to investigate 
dosely, but the towte mmbk is imposing. There mu no trace of 
hatiription any where. 

In a small recess facing the great imnge, and a few paces from it, them 
m upright figure of solid stone surmounted by a circular canopy 

projects over it. I t  has three retiring borders, decreasing in cir- 
cumference, and leading to a kind of dais, on the upper or flat surface of 
whii a d l e r  6gure is seated cross-legged. The arms are not on the 

but hold a sort of pillow, which rests on the knee, or in the k p  of 
tb @re, and sometimes behind it. I se~rcely h e w  whether to cdl 
thb the mbeit or lacquered basket, one of the requirements of the 
Jlinrq and which is round, or in reality a pillow, but the position of it 
khind the image sometimes is decisive of its being the ghadee.. On 
cithrr side of this small fignre are elephants, each holding in their 
trunks an inverted Lotah, their feet resting on the lower mugin of the 
mpy.  Viewed in front the canopy has a festooned support. I t  is 

plain on the under mrface, and without a fringe, and about a foot 
d o r e  the hnir of the chief figure, which is like all Jain and Bhudhis- 
tial  statue^, short, curly and raised slightly, aimilar to a wig, and carried 
hk straight to the ear. At the back of the head is the lambent 
&me of sanctity, for which Budhitical figurea are also relaarkable. 
On either side of this statue, parallel with the neck on the outer part 
of the tablet, are attendants, their heads circled with a smdl mughut, 
md holding wreaths in both their hands; their attitude is similar to 
thme on tbe sides of the Daghop, at Karlee, and in the Keneri caves, 
rht of flying ; the outside one is a woman, the inner clothed, kurra or 
bgles  on their arms and ancles ; round the neck, anus and body a 
*licity of chrine or the conrolutions of one. I look upon this M 
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a mere ornamental chain, common to rttedmta, for the Zs3mau a 
Janwi is 'seldom if ever seen in Bhndhistid sculptures, neither is it 
worn in this way in brahminical ones ; and the Jains in their d m  for 
the very first class of ascetics "anuvrata," which are less stringently 
dealt with than the higher orders, enjoin the Janwi to be thrown am!. 
Plate 14 of Moor's Pantheon of Mahadeva in the act of destroyhg 
Tripaisura, has a like arrangement of the chord. I t  is however worn 

by attendants only, and there are two others similar to the abore, with 
the exception of bangles. They are immediately below the hands of the 
chief figure, which touch their headdresses ; these headdresses, like 
thoee of all figures attendant upon the Tirthankns of this locality, ue 
peculiar, being spiral, with two, three or more coils or rings npon them 
tapering to a point. The nearest hands of the attendants rest npon a 

stone support, a kind of mace, or may be conch, with three convolutions ; 
of thii I am not quite sure ; their lower halves as well u that of tbe 
chief @re, are in the ground. The outer part of the tablet by the 
arms of the chief figure is plain and not ornamented. The eyebrorn 
differ fiom most images of Bhndh in general, in being turned up at 
the outer corner, the eye the while denoting repose, being prominent, 
but fully one half covered by the upper lid; the nose is hemtifully 
formed in shape and proportion, displaying a very favorable contrast t~ 
those given to Bhudhistical figures, upon which however Jain ~cnlptura 
seem to have greatly improved. The lips project, the lower one espe 
&ally, and is very angular ; the chin is dimpled, and the cheek m M  
but the face is remarkable for breadth, being 2 ft. 5 in. from ear to ear; 
the throat has 3 zones or creases round it, and on the breast is an 
expanded lotus, with 8 smooth edged petals enclosed in a lozenge. The 
nipples are traced; the belly projecte in the least just below the nmbi- 
licns, which is indented ; the thighs are round and prominent; the gnat* 
cnemii in proportion, and approach one another, but the image is &or- 
tnnately buried beyond this. The length of the arm, from the shoulder 
to the extremities of the fingers, ia 4 ft. 6$ in., the latter are in excellent 
proportion, and turn towards the thigh. The 6gwe is bea11tihUy 
rounded, and the sculpture is altogether of the most finished workman- 
ship, and in point of art and symmetry very perfect; too much so to 
be otherwise than modem. There are unfortunately of thii fignre bat 
10 feet above ground, and no more than 12 inches below the k m  am 
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visible. If, as before, we consider the head equal to + of the body, 
according to eculptural proportions, it would give a height of 12 feet 
M more, or taking the arm M 3 heads, 13 ft. 69 in. 

From summit of hair to chin, . . 1 ft. 6 in. 
. From chin to clavicles.. ....... 0 3+ 

Clnvicle to navel ............ 2 3 
Navel to pubii .............. 0 119 
Pubii to knee, .............. 2 0 
Length of arm,. ............ 1 7 humerus to elbow. 
Fore arm,. ................. 1 83 to wrist. 
Metatarsns and fingers, ...... 1 2* 

Total,. . 11 6) 
None 4+ inches + 4=1 ft. 6 in. length of head. 
1 ft. 6 in. +8 =12 ft.-lengthof figure. 

But for the canopy and attendants one might consider this to be 
meant aa a more perfect miniature of the great colossal figure, or u it 
% itself colossal, the Bawunguj, which we may d it par exwllena. 
For this reason, and as other images will be met with precisely of the 
m e  kind, I have been particular in my deecription, lest there should 
be my misconception, and as we o h n  gather more information from 
this source than even date affords, which are, I have little doubt, added 
generatiom or centuries after the erection of buildings, by some aspir- 
bg devotee.* The temple or recess on which it stands, is open toward 
the gmt colossus, and bnilt of cut stone, graduating to the top. This 
rems to me to have been merely meant as an enclosure to premrvs 
the imrgs fmm the debris of the hill, which might tumble on it either 
fmn the force of rain in the monsoon or other disturbing causes. 
%re haa been no attempt at any kind of covering or roof for it, and it 
b now in ruins. About six yards directly in front of this, has Gdlen or 

* Since I viaited Bawunpj  and wrote the above, I have had r c m  to the rnubls 
ad. statue in the Society'r Muanrn, Bombay, and it ro closel J reaemblea the smct 
ape, th;t the d d p t i o n  might almost be thollght to hare been borrowed from it ; the 
dy dikrence apparent is the dothing of the c h i  figure b d  the wit ion  d rome 
drbe &end.ntr. There ir no record of where thir muble W e  wan brought h m  ; 

.atprob.blj Abo, botwhersrer ita habit&, it confirma the i b t i q  both of the object, 
IPd t& which e t e d  tha mlptum of both. 
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bcen arried. a sitting figure of Parawbath, 2 fa4t 9 inches high ; it u 
solitary and plain, the right hand and left leg uppermost. 

In a more mterly direction are two other erect statues, half bmied 
and evidently out of their proper places ; the moat wsterly hm huthe 
solar radiance opened ont behind it, divided into 29 points, and is only 
two feet above ground: the other has been much more elabo* 
carved ; the stone is liihter and brighter, and the proportion more 
graceful; it hur no canopy, but the curled hair tied in a knot on tbe 
crown of the head, the atone out of which it was worked ia gncefdy 
finished, and in a heart shape behind ; the two attendants are precisely 
similar to those on the fimt d w r i b d  image : 3 feet 5 inches of thb 
figure are above ground. M e r  to the erst ia another built mew, 
5 feet square, in which is a aitting Ggnn of Pamwinath, broken d 
unfortunately at the neck and 4 feet in height ; the fallen had hu 
the peculiar curled hair and ia overshaded by the nag4 the palm of the 
right hand has an ornament which I take to be the lotas, though 
I have never seen it with three leaves. On the plinth is another treW 
but I almost think the lower leaf hur been omitted or worn off, and 
that it must have been a Srivatslr. There is in Lord ValentiaSs w l b  
tion, and in all Ceylon Bhudhiatical image, a flower of this ahape, but 
with a fourth leaf on the hand of the seated Budha, and curio- en+ 
the leaves have eemted edges also. Theae are the chief attractive 
objects in the neighbourhood of the great rock image. H i i e r  up the 
hill is a small platean, where are the remains of masonry, the bricb of 

apparently modern date, or elm the inhabitants of the district have 
adhered to, or perhaps taken the cuatom from previoas agea, for tbe 
bricks are of the =me sire and shape and material as those made at 
B m n i e  in the preaent day; and peculiar in their pmportioas,-14 
inches long, 9 b d  and 3 thick. Here are two images, one fall length 
and erect, but buried to the waist, and dmiLr to tho- dweribed; 
the other is more ancient and set upon a pedestal as if intended fa a 
niche. The figan, is not large, scucely 3 feet high, but -IS fmmrhe 
others, being a female having very protruding breasta. nnd a h  in pob 
tnn.. It is represented M if seated on a bench, the left leg bent unda 
the right knee. It ha6 a canopy of 9 ribs, much resembling an umbrel4 
and ita handle or stem runa down the left side. Ths fsce of the imqp 
ia much injured, the hair f i l e  and bound into a knot behind the ri@ 
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ear. Then is an abundance of ornaments on the arms and feet, and 
four rings on the neck, from the lowest of which two wparrte perpendi- 
mkr pieces hang close to the breasts, underneath which they turn to 
the arm, which they encircle once. From the junction of the breast- 
p k  there depends the usual lotus within the lozenge. I imagined 
this to hare been some ornamental chain, probably the Candora, which 
dirtinpishes the Seetambaree, and which is somtimes very long and 
mhined a good deal over the limbs, bnt from the general description, 
rbnndrnce of ornaments, protruding breast, and pediar hair knot, I am 
inclined notwithstanding the posture, to regard it as 8 female deity, which 
r e  know w m  not uncommon with the Jainas, 48 being admitted into 
their Pantheon (see Bhudha Vilaea), and one among their Tirthankan. 
If I un correct she has a niche also in the small choultry upon the 
biU ; the 6gwea under her feet differ from those before described, and 
M nther remarkable. Under the right knee is a small one serted 
utride a tiger with the pillow under the leA arm, and close to the foot 
m exceedingly small figure on its knee in a suppliant, almost in a weep- 
ing pmture. The side is to the observer, and the head bent upon the 
Idt um. Under the l& knee the figure there placed also faces the last, 
bat k seated, not cross-legged, the buttocks on the ground, the fore 
-8 along the thighs, the elbows on the groins just as natives sit in the 
pnrent day. Still ascending you euter near the summit of the hill a 
kind of rnde gateway, with a small parapet w d  on either eide ; upon a 
rLing ground on the left are the walls of an old temple, which appem 
h m  the remains of the masonry to have been circular, with a vaulted 
dome; there remain in it yet two erect figures similar to that first 
&bed, of which there are several in the temple--now in me. 
Taking the path to the right and ascending some broken and irregular 
gnmnd yon r e d  the chief fight, which conducts to the temple ; from 
the remrinr of stone, masees of bricks and mortu and figures jumbled 
togher every where, the whole surface of the mmmit must have b a n  
built over. One ereat 6gure ia peculiar in standing isolated in an attitude 
mt common in a divinity, but pertaining usually to Dup&,-that of 
limtless attention, the hip being thrust out and the right hand leaning 
On it. Close to this commences the ascent of some 40 or 50 rude 
8tepa, which l e d  to a platform about 30 feet above the surrounding 
obj- but only upon one dde, and evidently erected rs a but- or 



abutment to the spur of the hill to the level of which only it is raised. 
The steps lead direct to the temple door, which faces the east, and 
must always have done so, there being no evidence whatever of my 
attempts at destruction. In Cnptain Stewart's remarks on WOOD, 
great stress is laid on this direction of the doorway, as indicating 
itself of Brahmanical interference, the Jain temples there usually facing 
the north, and one, which is said to be Brahmanical, the east, but thia 
is not an invariable rule, for Neelkunt Mahdeo's temple in the townfrrea 
the west, and at H i n n a p d  on the Kristna alluded to by Captain 5 

Wenbold, there ia one which faces the east. Captain Stewart is borne 
out by Ram Rat in his illustrations of Hindoo architecture, and the , 
custom in all Sivite temples in general, but the Mahawanso affirms that 1 

the palpits in Bhudhistical Vehars alwaya faced the east, the seats of tbe 
priests the north. In the Bawunguj the aspect of the temple and colos- 
sus coincide. In a temple where there is not much space to spare the 

I 

ehief object might naturally be placed fronting the entrance, as well for 
light as effect. In the Jain temples in Kanaree there are always 4 en- 
trances. The B a m g u j  temple is surrounded on three aides by a wd 
5+ feet high, it is 82 feet long, measured inside, and 54 feet in front; at 
about + of ita length, owing to the confined eurface of the hill, the d 
is contracted and closes in 4+ feet on each side, and in conseqnencs m 
only 45 feet broad behind. Lengthways there are 16 recesses for 
figures of some Jab Iswarra, which from the wheel and lion being 
invariably depicted, I take to be those of Mahavira or Vaidhumana 10 
of these are in the narrow part of the wall, 16 in the broad, 11 in the 
rear. There are evidences of the wall having been continued some dis- 
tance on either side in front adjoining the eteps ; it is however im+ 
ble to say decidedly how many figures there may have been receaaea for, 
-whether any multiple of 24 or an indefinitennmber. In one of the 
temples at Abu I notice there a n  56 mentioned, and at Indrapnr nar 
Belegula, there were 72 images (As. Res. Vol. I&) but in 1807 
only 42 wen rimnining in good condition, placed in a gallery under a 
portico mpported by pillars, which was carried inside along the d. In 
the temple I am describiug there was no space for these images, rhih 
were consequently placed onteide. The presence of the court d 
would seem to make the bnilding resemble that species of temple d a  
scribed by Dr. Buchanan as a Basti ; which, though w y i n g  a hill, 
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ir applied to an open area s m n n d e d  by a wall, but Gomat 1s- is 
the only image placed in it, generally colossal, the 24 Tirthankraa being 
wonhipped in the Basti or covered temple, and represented M naked 
md $ittin& exactly of the same form which will be found presently 
to bs the case. This would give a composite character to the edifice 
embracing both description#. The temple itself, save in the admixture 
or variq of stone need, has the appearance of a modem structure 
dcmrlly, which the repairs and addition newssay to protect the 
figPns inside have effected ; its dome is completely so, but on entering 
that impression immediately ceases. I t  consists of an outer verahdah 
inhnt, an inner square chamber, a vestibule, beyond and in rear of it 
the unctnary for the chief object of worship, which here is the Pra- 
kthee, or impression of feet, 4 in number, two large and two small. 
The verandah is approached by 8 steps, and is 15 feet long by 9 feet 
ride ; the pillars supporting it (with the exception of the four immedi- 
atdy in front, which are very old and of the amygdeloidal trap which 
forms the hills, surrounding wall, and even the iigures in the recesses) 
UG of jellow coral limestone, brought from Dedhallee, on the other side 
dthe Nerbuddah.* The roof of the verandah is flat, with the lotus 
innibed within the lozenge itself within a square. On the north and 
erst walls are niohes containing an elephant upon which is some retinue 
of figures, 5 in number, the last, on each side near his tail, supported by 
m met figure cawed on the flanks or thighs of the elephant ; they are 
1 wated, the foremost holding a lotah. This seemed to me a com- 
plete anomaly in Bhudhistical or Jain sculptures. I have never seen 
them depicted except in a group or tableaux, while here they are repre- 
mted more like Kriahna's Gopia, save the matter of sex, and do not 
gire the idea of being the Gnnndharee or Ganadhipa, or followers of any 
of the TirthanLuscl. The entrance from the verandah into the Mindra 
a principal chamber of the temple, is by two doors in the same wall, 
the outer much larger than the inner, being 8 feet high md 5-6 wide, 
while the latter WM 5-4 high and 8-8 only in width. The posh and 

Of the existence of thii bed of yellow limestone I WM not aware, and do not 
P know B euct locale, but I took paina to hunt out the red rarieq of similar 
pw chmcter, end of which the Mabomedrn tombr and templw at Dlur and 
Yedas eon&, it ia foand in dtn at Nwmkwra on the Maan Nnddse, in the he& 
d tbs Vindym nnge below the Hydrce g h t .  



supporb of both doom, aa well as the W n g  pillare of the outer, being 
modern and of coral limestone. A descent of two steps leads into the 
chamber, which ia 16 ft. 3 in. square. Exactly a foot on each side of 
the doorway the phsten commence; the intercolnmniation being 
tetrastyle and the pillars four feet apart. The pilasters are nearly d 
dissimilar, and resemble the iimt pillare visible; the centre ones rre 
Merent and more modern, all 6 ft. 8 in. high, supporting slabs across the 
ceiling, above which ia cut the lotus within the lozenge and square, r 
form found likewise on the roof of the verandah and m~ctnary itself. 
There are two plain sitting figures on each side of the doorway, as you 
enter, and in the centre of the side walls 20 others 5 feet high, and 
raised 3 feet from the ground on a Sihasa; that on the left w d  is 
Parswinath ; he has Seshnaga or Dhare Nadaru for a canopy, with the 
lotus engraved on his breast. The opposite figure on the right mu 
has no covering, but the hair merely ; adjoining there are four otben 
also seated, but smaller. On the wall  facing the entrance, and between 
each pilaster, are @ires of quite an opposite character, via. erect; the 
principal one is on the left ; it is almost precisely the same as that met 
with on the hill below, but lighter and more fitted for aroom ; the herd 
canopy is moat riohly carved and has festooned supporb at the sida; 
the elephants have lotahs on their trunks. If there is any difference it is 
in having outside the wreath-bearera one row of figures, the upper with 
stalks of the lotua over the shoulder, and the lower resting with thdr 
hands on maces or staffs. The forefingers of the chief image are nd 
extended on the thigh, but bent over the middle ones. There are db  
gether 20 images in this temple, 3 large and 17 small. On the north aide 
of one of the figurea of Parswinath there are 4 short linen amtched bat - 

very much worn and too indistinct to copy ; opposite the outer entmnce 

M that to the inner chamber, which hes a most elaborately carved door- 
way and six receding pillars with square and projecting capitala cut in 
the depth of the wall. A dercent of two steps leads into a little vestibule 
6 tt. 3 in. quare, in which rue erect figures, also similar to the prerioor 
ones. From this vestibule is the entrance to the aanctuuy, which h 
quite plain ; a sinall altar is raised in front of the door about 2 feet high 
m d  on it are eulred in relief two feet, very large h k e d  by two others 
lomewhat larger ; there is no other ornament of any kind, but a little 
miniature on the pedestal with round ear-rings ; about the feet mregrd 
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of rice md flowers, giving proof of the recent presence of devotees. The 
m e  objects, viz. representations of feet, were found llot as chief objects, 
but at the foot of a statue in another very small building on the es- 
beme edge of the same hill to the west, very similar to those seen in 
Colonel Todd's plate of the temple of Kamalmair. In  the centre of 
the enclosing wall of the large temple is an opening leading along the 
8pnr of the h i1  to this building, 20 paces distant ; it  has a cupola made 
of brick and coarse plaster, very uneven ; it  is only 7 feet high and 5 
aquare, with an entrance of 2 ft. 10 in. through which it is of course 
ntcesslry to creep inside, and too low to admit of standing straight 
when there, probably meant to cause the necessary degree of prostra 
tion to the deity. Facing the door and by itself was a tolerable sized 
Jab image in an attitude not found elsewhere among the figures either 
h e  or below or in the temple, via. that of supplication ; the palms of 
the h d s  joined together, the extremities of the fingers pointed upwards 
md the thumbs on the breasts. As a curious coincidence I may men- 
tion that there ie a very old figure of exactly this character and posture 
hrlf buried in  the land in the neighbourhood of the Jain temples at 
WW~. There were two attendant figures below this, the outer hip 
k t  out, npou which the outer hand rests, the inner leg bent and the 
m p o n d i n g  arm supporting a eubstance more like a lengthened bell ; 
&insrigme, my memory does not seme me as to the exact nature of 
tb emblem, but from its having been held over the head of a figure in 
mother place it munt be a rude umbrella, though as well as I recollect 
it ma precisely similar to those surrounding the Gaya, Buddhistical 

at plate 70, figures 6, 7, 8, of Moore's Pantheon. On the right 
d l  k the same figure cut in marble with alotus carved on the breast, it  
k apparently of recent workmanship. The group is rather remarkable, 
for underneath are two figures, right and left, the former holding the ob- 
1%-shaped symbol over the head of a lower figure, which is kneeling or 
mkd upon one leg bent underneath, the hands in front in the act of 
'pppliation, and a c h d  with tamel leadingftom tAe wrists to a jug or 
jar which is placed near its right foot. The left figure ie on both knees 
md two juga are near it of a double form. 

On the pedestal are the following letten :- 
-, \(we Wardhamtin Ukehesa, 1659. 

On the left wall are two large figures, one holding a lotus over the 
6 E 



shoulder, but subordinate to no other that I could perceive, tbir wm 
decidedly Svethmbara, and the only one, the cloth hanging down to the 
knee and covering the belly and hips. On the pedestal wen a pair of 

feet, the solea turned up and the toes turned outwards ; next b thii u m  
two figures resembling the solitary one on the ascent of the hill r p p  ' 

ently very OM ; they were seated as if on a bench, one leg bent mda 
the other, which was defending a c h i  on the left knee, with its right 
hand to the left breast, both of which were uuusurlly large ; the mace in 
one hand of the figure and some fruits in the other ; a lion under the 
right knee.-This seems a further confirmation of the solitary littla 
figure on the hill being female, and had it four arms, would be Bhrvhi 
and a recognition of a deity of the Hindoo Pantheon that om would not 
expect in conjunction with such unequivocal Jain %urea. As nature 
personified, she is admitted by the Jainas as a Devi, and gives a name to 
a class, Bhawhipatis ; one or two are worshipped daily by them, .ad 
her place by the side of a Tirthankara is in correct keeping, bnt Lhi 
figure baa not a multiplicity of arms, and as we have a Jain Tirthdm, 
"Sumati," and according to the Svetiimbarti, a second Mfi-nbrh, 
them is no occasion to stretch a point or trespass upon the Hindoo 
mythological system. There was nothing further of importance in thb 
little building, so I retraced my steps to examine tb ijgurea in the 
recesses of the enclosing d. Of 43 niches there were 3 emptg, 4 
@urea only were erect, the rest seated cross-legged, and but one with 
the snake canopy of Parsvanath ; they were all very ancient, evidurtlj of 
the mme rock of which the temple and hill were formed, an amygddoi- 
dal trap with decomposing nodules, which left a white, red, or green 
appearance or incrustation upon them as they happened to be c o d -  
tuted ; the recesses were constructed by one slab forming the roof a 
upper part, on the either side, and rough uncemented stones the aides. 
The group was ranged usually in the following manner on a slab. I mast 
premise that both sides being alike, the description applies b the whol. 
group. Directly in the centre is the chief figure seated with the hawh 
oroesed over his feet, the right uppermost, over his head a canopy. 
with two or three retiring ledges or circles, upon the uppermost of 
which was also a figure sometimes seated, at others kneeling, either ua 
one knee or two, and supported by a mund pillow, which nu either 
plain or tied in the middle; mme little distance apart at each comv d 
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the dab, parallel with the head, was a small figure always eeated, and 
oeadonrlly in a portico by itaelf. Between it and the canopy, with 
their hind feet upon the head of t h i  seated figure, was an elephant, 
the trunk down, frequently with Bodhisatvan on its back, or between 
it and the m o p  J two small figures with their knees bent under, M if 
clinging to the canopy. Under the four feet of the elephant, close to 
katill parallel with the head of the chief figure, two small flying 
Jigure~ bearing wreaths in both hands, the nearer clothed, the outer a 
roman with frnit in her hand. Directly under these, along the arm of 
the chid images, a full length figure, ita neareat hand supporting the 
tktof the flying +re above, or with lotus stalks carried over the 
shoulder, and the outer hand with karr6, &c. On the corresponding hip 
or thigh, these are always clothed and have the spiral caps of attendants. 
Onbide of these, and of the same height, is another erect iigure, the 
a m  hands in respect to the large image resting upon a fish, bird or 
dub, the other by the side. At the feet of both of these below, but 
onbide the knees, there are two small @press one seated cross-legged, 
tbe other as if on a bench with one leg dangling, the right hand holding 
a M; these seldom vary. Outside of them again under the small 
figure seated in the corner above, is a pillar supported by pigmies 
(rojalya) having for its shaft a tiger rampant, on a reclining elephant 
u its bue. Immediately under the knees and feet of the chief image 

four diminutive pillars, between the outer of which ia a lion facing the 
r b d ,  which is in the centre. This latter is but the personification of 
the earth, or two cl~ps meeting at the base, according to the Join belief: 
the bet surfhe at the junction, the earth-it presents no form of the 
pnling wheel pictured by Colonel Sykes in hi notea on the moral and 
political state of India, and ia represented with its tire in front, not ib 

bmd aris. 
In those which seem very old and weather-beaten there is a ee 

mad 6gure over the first in a little porch supported by birds, with 
e n d o d  on ench side ; on a level with ita knees two others simi- 

1~ to it, under which are the elephants. Where the principal figure is 
met the niche ie carved a good deal, and there is a pillar on each 
ride, the tops of the figures of one hand touching a club or bird's 
had. 

From the above rough notes it may fairly be deduced 1 think that the 
6 3 2  
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colos~l  image, aa well as all the other Qures, are Jaina. I cannot tna 
one single symbol of Brahmanical intrusion, and in thin there is a &A- 
ing singularity ; in every other situation and country it has struck me b 

be so universal as to amount almost to a law or principal that whema 
edifices, temples or caves of any religious persuasion abounded, that w a  

selected by the holders of a rival and succeeding creed as the spot to 
establish themselves, and to vie with their predecessors in megni6cena 
and extent of structure. Such is not the case however either with the 
colossua or temple of BQwangaj, nor, with the tritling exception of r 
single insignificant image of Ganesa, is it so at the caves of Bang. 
This may possibly argue no very great antiquity for them, but it ma- 

bles us in this age to see them unmixed aud in their pnrity, seathed 
only by the ruthless hand of time. I t  is not the least remarkable part 
of the colossal figure at Bbwangaj, that it is the only one of the kind N 

yet known in India. There are statues at Kanare, at Belegula, 70 feet 
3 inches high ; at Einur, 35, and Karkal36-6. The largest of these is 
variously computed 18 times a man's height, (18 fathoms and) 6 time 
its own feet, which is 9 feet, e. i. 54. This is so exactly the halfof 18 
fathoms, or 108 feet, that there must have been some error in reckoning 
the fathom, however the true height, according to Dr. Buchanan, is little 
more than 70 feet. The Bbwengaj must be at leeat 90, it being 534 
to the calf of the leg done. The height, nudity and posture of the 
Kanara figures and their dedication to Gomat Isware, or Indn  Bhutr, 
the disciple of Mahe, proved now almost beyond question to be identical 
with Buddha himself, indicate resemblance to the Bdwangej l ipre ,  
end the difference8 perhaps consist in respects which may be considered 
merely lo&, for instance, the hair is arched, not cut straight auosa the 
forehead ; the earrings do not touch the shoulders, and on the urns md 
legs are traced branches of a tree with leaves which arise from a aerie 
of mounds behind, and between the legs, one for each arm and leg. In 
Indii the %re8 that approach nearest to Bbwangej in point of con- 
struction are those in the hill fort of Gwalior, of which there arc very 
meagre descriptions. Mr. Fergusson says of rock cut temples, that 
" the colossal figure#, nome sitting, some standing, some 30 or 40 f& 
b ih ,  have sometimes a screen before them which form a small cham- 
ber," and Colonel Sleeman thus depicts them in his Rambles of 
Indian Official : " On the face of the rock between the glacis .ad foot 
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of the wall are cat out in bold relief the colossal figures of men sitting 
h h e a d e d  under canopies on each side of a throne or temple, and in 
another place the colossal figure of a man standing naked and facing 
outward, which I took to be that of Buddha." Of the colossal figure of 
Mab Koomr in the district of Gorakpore, Mr. Prinsep has not thought 
necessary to give the height or a sketch. His opinion of its being a 
6gnre of Buddha is sufficient to authorize its reception as such, but the 
omission is unfortunate for comparison sake. He states, it is sur- 
m d e d  with smaller compartments, descriptive of various acts of Bud- 
dha's life, surmounted also above by angels and gods, and below sup- 
ported by the Sinha and elephant, and is probably connected with the 
Mathi Lat, described by Mr. Hodgson, Asiatic Society's Journal, Vol. 
3. Mathia being evidently the patronymic of Mata and Koonar or Kun- 
war, a corruption of Kumlra, the youthful, or god of war. Mr. Lia- 
ton's description however shews several points in which it is dissimilar 
to the Bdwangaj rock image, which is either essentially Jaina or of the 
esoteric Buddha creed. Mata Koogar is associated with devatas and 
a t idant  figures on each side, with flames around their heads, and their 
hmds on goats, and the lotus over the shoulder, whereas every thing 
about the Bdwangsj is particularly plain. The only other hidl figures 
m account of which has been published, are the 3 Bhuts at Bamiyan, 
the largest of which is 120 feet high ; these, though traditionally Mid 
to hare been inhabited by Abraham, and to have been excavated befok 
the bod (Colonel Wilford, Asiatic Researches, 6, Vol.) are considered 
by every traveller to be Buddhistical. Mr. Masson, the latest visitor, 
uys, they are in the same attitude as the figure at Kanari, that of 
preaching, and the paintings are similar d over the caves. Sir A. 
Bmes ia the only author who makes allusion to their Jain extrac- 
tion, and thinks the paintings over the idol to have a close resem- 
blance to the images of the Jain temples in western India, as Mount 
Abu at G i i a r ,  and Palitana in Kattywar, and can trace no resemblance 
to the figures in the caves of Salsette. Notwithstanding such high 
anthority, they can scarcely be said to belong to the Jain faith, as 
we know it. Their figures are never in such a posture, and the clothing 
M thrown loosely over, exposing the right shoulder; the Bamiyan 
6p.m besides were in existence at a time when the Jain religion 
nu certainly not in the a seenh t ,  while Buddhism an certainly was. 



Mr. Prinsep states, that it was in the height of its glory a century or two 
prior to the Christian era, from Kaahmere to Ceylon, and M. Bemud, 
from the examination of Fa Hian's travels, that so late as the beghing 
of the 5th century Buddhism mu flowiahing in the same regionr. 
These therefore have little in accordance with the BP-j im~ge. I 
have of courae excluded from the catalogue of rock images, that at Da 
was, described by Lieut. Conolly (Prinaep's Journal, Vol. 6, page 855), 
M gigantic, because it is so completely Brahmanicd, being a form of the 
Sacti of Siva, under the name of ChBmundd. One of the principd 
matters of interest however connected with both the rock image d 
temple, is the date that can be assigned them, if we can depend upon 
those we meet with on buildings, which I am almost persuaded ue in 
m y  instances the handiwork of regenerators, not founders. Infonna- 
tion on this head rerolvea itself into the evidence afforded by the tem- 
ple and figure separately as well as conjointly, and it is important to 
prove the connection of both if possible, for though the worship of the 
Prabatha, Paduk6, or representation of feet, and the numerous emblems 
of the lion in the recesses, and the inscription at the foot of one of tbo 
most modern figures may perhaps, in conjunction with the nakedness of 
all to induce us, attribute them to Vardhambna Mah6vira. The m.nifert 
ly abandoned state of the eolossal rock image and the figures in h n t  of 
it might lead us justly to the inference that it had ceased to be an ob- 
ject of ronhip, which if they were one and the same divinity, would not 
be probable, and I cannot but admit that the nakedness of the 6gure 
making it Digamha, the admitted antiquity of this sect, their great 
prevalence in Rnjpootana, (though the Swethnban, according to Limt 
Conolly, are more numerous in Malwa, Op. Cit.) and their devotion to 
Rishabha, the 1st %thankam, and acknowledged chief saint, him extreme 
height 500 poles, or Dhamish (albeit imaginary) the fact of his primi- 
tive shrine being at Abu, and a temple and luge figurn being dediatcd 
to him at the top of a high mountain, Satranjya near W L i t h h *  in 

* Palithum, nar Bhormrgar in Kattywu, ir u debrated a pLea of pilgrbqe 
for the J a b  in the western ride of India M Samat Sikhan in Beh.r .ad Bd@ L 
Canara ; there are a gnat nnmber of templea on the hill, and a tnunry w hrga u 
to be placed under the management of four large bmken, two of whom are inb.bi- 
tanb of and rmide in Ahmedabad, one in Bombay, one in Jeynulmser. The Calp 
Sum page 10, q r ,  la them ia no holy place superior to &i-&bPaj8p." 
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W u ,  under the appellation of Adhiswara Rishabhadeva, called by 
the S n w h  or laity, Adi Bhudha, and to which there is a large annual 
Tirtha, md the circnmst.nces of the exact spot in which his apotheosis 
bok p k  b e i i  undecided, being the mountain of Catachachal, accord- 
ing to Major Delamaine, and Ashtaplda according to Mr. Colebrooke. 

circumstances not to be rejected in attributing the colossus to him. 
Yet if it were his, the brahmins who admit him into their mythology as 
2nd in a list of kings in their regal families (Bhagavat Puhna, and 
Dr. Stevenson in Kalpa Sutra) would be likely to have eome more 
certain records of him, and he would have the chief, not secondary place 
in the temple, unless in the recent changes it has undergone, the sub- 
rtitntion of Mah6vira as a later and better known divinity may have 
been made, and the Bbwnngaj and other divinities have been forsaken 
md derertcd on account of some imaginary superstition or ill fortune, 
which Dr. Steveneon assures me, is among the Jnins not an unfrequent 
ocmmnce. To  whosoever honor the colossus may have been originall J 

cutwhether Riihabha orVardhamlna,-and one of the two it must have 
been,-the worship of both it and the small statues near him, including 
me or two of Parsvqath even has pmed  away. The inclusion of the 
latter in thii desertion, shewing the correctness of Dr. Steveneon's sur- 
mire, for notwithstanding this, the temple on the hidl gives a place to 
them and to more than one of the 23 Tirthankaras besides, while all 
those on the hill below are perfectly neglected. There are however 
m q  difliculties to overcome and reconcile, which are not a little puz- 
h g .  Bock images, in a general sense, we may naturally suppose to 
brve been cut in rude, if not ancient times, and in truth every thing 
awed on rocks bears on this fact also the stamp of antiquity, and is 
mmciated with such in our minds. Whether images, temples or inscrip- 
tions, they leave with us an impression that the projectors of such were 

r degree in ignorance of the state of art, if any such existed, before 
their time, and that their conceptions were rude aud imperfect, and this 
hrs part iah  reference to sculpture and etatues. We can scarcely 
conceive i t  possible that the individuals composing, for instance, such a 
h e  and numerous sect as the Jains, spread over such an immense 
tTlEt of country, could in the 11 th century have been so totally unaware 
of the science of sculpture as to cut such ill-shapen and disproportioned 

in the face of a hill, with examples of the beautifd works of 



previous centuries within 40 miles of the caves of Bang, and leave it 
exposed to the destructive force of the elements. Preservation scarcely 
one would imagine could have been had in view in such a course, yet 
experience has proved that rocks and nature are more commemorative 
agents than all the art of man. The Bamiyan figures have withstood 
the play of artillery ; the cave temples, the sacriligious chisel of the 
sculptor, and notwithstanding the injuries so caused we can tmce 

through them some evidences of the originators of these antiquarian mo- 
numents ; not so with the later and more approved custom of enshrin- 
ing within temples, desertion of these latter being almost equivalent 
and synonimous with destruction. In  the Bdwangaj figures we have 
evidence of a succession of science ; all improvements upon the grut fi- 
gure, the more finished execution being, we must naturally infer, the most 
modern and the reserve the evidence of antiquity. In chronology wa 
often, as in this instance, can discover no era or date to guide us, and 
when we do, are disposed to regard it as a source of error at d times 
magnified and perverted by the stroke of a pen ; we therefore seek to 
derive from the observation of the natural characters of sculptures and 
figures the intentions, tenets, and opinions of the framers, a method 
reasoning applicable to times and edifices within our own eras, and in r 
great measure decisive and indicative of national character. This is espe 
cially applicable to the varied sculptures found at BIiwnngaj, the v a t  
rock image being the most rough and artless, while the smaller but 
still colossal figures placed opposite to it,-images it may be of the same 
divinity,-are most perfect and polished in comparison. I do not mean 
to infer that the antiquity assumed from this source is sufficient to 

warrant one going back to the Dwapar Yug, and fixing upon Rishabha* 
as the deity personified on account of his antiquity, (for there is ample 
time for MahIivira to come in, his apotheosis being 569 B. C.) but 
there are strong grounds for the former suggestion, as well in tliis as in 
the fact of the images being erect as well as sitting. Parsranath, and 

* Rinhabh.-If any credit u to be attached ta the &to of Riahabhr'r .pothen& 

which took place 3 jeara 8+ months before the end of the 3rd age, m d  we admit 

the Jain method of commencing the Kali Yug or 4th age, u 1078 B. C. we ahodd 
have a positive date to Rishabha of 1074 B. C.-comparatively a recent one. Tbe 
Brahmin date of the Kali Yug in however much better fixed and ahbliahad, uni by 
it hb &to would be 3098 B. C. 
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whatever other Tirthanknrn is represented, being without a fringe to the 
anow, denoting an inferiority and apparent subordination to the great , 
figure, which, as Mahivira succeeded Parswinnth, would not be likely. 
1 M free to ccmfess however that the sabordinate nature of these is 
hut a conjecture of my own, but I may safely class with the same date 
and period, the temple itself and the figures in the recess, though not 

inside either the temple or choultry.* Of the dnte of the temple 
I8lull hare occnsion to speak presently. The seated figares on the 
tablets in the recess of the court wall, accompanied by the almost inva- 
lkble emblem of the lion, would point to Mahlvirn, the only Digam- 
bur-Tirthankara known, m d  several reasnns of weight conduce to his 
wincidence with the rock image ;-lst, the precision of his ern, which 
d i k e  Riahabha is not disputable,-the likelihood of Rishabha's being 
little more than the first ascetic, not the extensive promulgation of the 
faith ; the inscription on the small temple Vardhamdna Rakshnsa, the 
worship of the Prapathr or Padukq-almost exclusively his own, both 
in the hrge temple and at the foot of a statue identical with the small 
6gurea opposite the colossus. If heights can be trusted, and are not 
M frivolous and exaggerated as dates, and we proceed in the ratio of 
decre~e, which the Tirthankaras are made to do, viz. from Rishabha to 
8 i  by 50 poles, Sitnla to Ananta by 10, and Ananta to Nemi, the 

*% only mpport to my aopposition rrgarding the inferiority of the amdl 
6gnraM the very slight one of the name by which two of them an at prssent known 
-" Ood.nM and " Doodnra" and hen, @n the common appellation of f igura 
aq tmd to cstablih a clue from which more positive data may yet he arrived 
at. After hunting over many lib for thorenuurn I feu in with one in Vol. 1X. A. 
E a  receivedfrom Chmcirt i  Acharyb the Jain chief pontiff at  Belegula. I t  would 
sppar t h t  according to the Jain belief them were born other 24 Tirthanku.s in 
the world daring the firat age, beside the 24 after Riahabha. Among the names of 
these lfrthankaru of the Antadln or p u t  times, stand Odrra, the Bth, and in a note 

d Mr. Colebrooke'a, a corresponding liat M qiven by Hamachandm Acharya, the 
nth  of the A b h t d h i ~  ChinEimini in which the 8th ia called Damodara, a name to 
th& d.J. m d  bqnently aa a first ruune by the Samwaks, though claimed M aal~al 
4 applied by Brahmins to Viahnu. Unfortamately thin coincidence of name lm not 
u yet led to m y  date. but there donbtlesr ia one credible and substantial and much 
Lcr apocryphal than the Tred  Yng, and connected with some SLdhu or Guru, for 
the Jaina puy a respectful adoration to thole who obtained Mobsha in timesof anti- 
quiv, e r m  more usidnoudy and with greater veneration tban lo the Tirthankarar 
who w a s  iPcuarte in the Utsarpini period. 

6 Q 
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21st and last whose absolute height is given by Mr. Colebrooke, viz. 5 
poles, we may suppose Mahslvira to be within bounds, and have another 
ground for ascribing the rock image to him. We know that Mah* 
vira's apotheosis took place at Pawapuri, in Behar, but the Jabs 
worship as well the places where their Iswarahs were begotten and 
born, where they resigned worldly pleasures and began to  meditate, 
as well as where they obtained Nirvana, though I am not aware that 
any of them took place in the district of Burwanie. A closer study 
of the figures and emblems, and digging round the pedestals aud feet 
of the statues where the chief events of the Deva's life are n s d y  
represented, will, I dare say, elicit more ~ccurate information, aud m 
enquiry made into the records of the town of Burwanie, m d  eonversa- 
tion with the Jain devotees at the period of their tirthe, would doubtleu 
assist materially and lead to much more certuin dates than a cursory 
visit of a few hours. I am however much afraid that we shall light 
upon no very remote date, either for the figure or the temple, for 
although on the authority of the Yappa Jaina Patavali (Trans. A. S. 
Great Britain and Ireland, Vol. 3), written by Calm Acharya, A. D. 
4 15, Jain temples were first built in the year 882, after Vit, i. e. A. D. 
313, during the spiritual government of Mnndeva Surie, I have not pd 
(with the exception of the temple of Kurswa near Katah, whose date is 
given by Colonel Todd unmistakably S. 597) seen an inscriptionofeu. 
lier date than the 12th Century. The Abu temples, reckoned the most 
ancient, have then 1,100 and 1,400, nnd almost all those in Behar, J 

Nakkmn, Pan and Calurpur near Champanagar, have them respectively 
somewhat 1676, 1605, 1694 ; and the temples of Woom in Nimm 
date 1192, 1203, and 1243, 1263. I n  Rnjpootana they are about 
the same age-Nadole some with 1208, Jabrapatan 1103, Kurain 
1400, Cheetore 1449. We thus bring the most flourishing era of 
Jainism in respect to architecture, to the 11 and 12 centuries, and this 
tallies precisely with Professor ,Wilson's opinion; he says the Jain 
faith was introduced in the Peninsula 7th century, A. D., its coo- 
south wag stopped at an earlier period, but it extended itself to the 
west and centre of India, and enjoyed some consideration in the 10 
and 11 centuries." We must of course take this as its re~usci ta t i~~ 
or revival after the obscurity into which it was thrown by its r i d  
creed, Buddhism, and which luted nearly 1,000 years. Professor 
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Wilson mnaives however, and is there met by the Behar inscriptions, 
that it received its final overthrow in the 12th century. The date of 
those I have given above would certainly indicate that the religion 
my where had rmmved the persecution in the 9th century of Sankara 
.4chya and Kumarilla Batta, and I hope to shew presently that the 
Jlin temples at Woon, not 80 miles distant from Bhwangaj, were, if 
not boilt, at  least repaired, and a colossal figure set up in the reign of 
Yrsovum(l Deva, sovereign of Dhar in 11 92, fourth in deacent from the 
3d Raja Bhoja. Mr. Ferguson thinks the Gwalior figures to be of 
the I I or 12 centnry,-an assumption which would imply a degenera- 
tion in the arts gradatim, or in ignorance of those of previous ages, 
rbich is contrary to the experience of aU nations. It is scarcely 
probable for such a descent to have occurred from the beautiful and 
&bed sculpture of the caves of previous centuries, both before and 
$kr the year of our Lord, to such rudeness and disproportion. Major 
Delamaine asserta that none of the temples at Mandu are earlier than 
the 12th century. There were several inscriptions in the Balbood 
hatter in the B6wangaj temple on each side, but I had not time 
to copy them, mbseqoently however I obtained the services of .a pun- 
dit to do so, and he sent me four, one from each side, leaving one 
very old nnmpied, it being too much worn to be taken off. Perhaps 
from this very one we may yet learn more than all the others put 
together. 

The inscriptions he has sent consist of four or five, and from the 
Sanskrita form of the letters and modee of expression, do not appear. 
very ancient : there is a possibility of his having departed from the 
red character of the letters and transcribed them in modem Balbood, 
the language best known to himself, but I think that this is not the 
ase, from his having gone out of his way to explain in Sanskritn the 
maning he conceived to pertain to them, his version being very wide 
of the mark; for this reason I consider them facsimilar and not 
rithont their interest. They are inscribed one npon ench wall of the 
temple, and one over the door, and bear distinct dates, with an interval 
of 293 yeus-nearly 3 centuries-and it is remarkable that the name of 
the temple aho~ild be presel~ed or adhered to for ao long n time, consi- 
dering the peculiar ideas of the Jains regarding names. The inscriptions 
.which are on the eastern and so~ithern walls, hear date Sumbut 1223, of 

2 8 6  
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Vikmma, I presume, as we are in Malwa, corro~po~~diing to A. D. 1166, 
and are both eulogiurns upon Rbmachandra, said to be the h d e r  of 
the temple. The phraseology of the eastern one is particularly patial 
and beautiful ; language more chaste and emblematica1 could scarecb 
be selected, or associations more pure than that applied to Umnchra- 
drays fame, which is described as white as the moon, the kunda dower 
and snow. The southern inscription specifies Umschaudra as the 
builder of the temple, and departs from the name of Indmjit, gim 
to it in the preceding one, changing it to Snrapatijit, a cognomen of 
the same deity. I t  alm gives an outline of his connections, making 
him of the family of Devanandamnni, and pupil of Lokanandamoni, 
and adored by Yana Raja, the Lord of the earth. Here is a d i d  
name of a sovereign and, it would have been very matisfactory to hare 
discorered a reigning prince in him, but there ia none to whom the 
name applies. The nearest approximation in sound is Vana kjr, of 
the Anhilwarra Dynasty, but his era was 417 years before, at which 
time it ia just possible the first temple was built during his reign, 
8amvrt 802. Who the reigning prince of Avanti in Samvat 1223 my 
have been, is not quite clear, bnt I think it can be h e d .  Prom m 
inscription of Colonel Todd's, given in the Transactions of the Aa. 
Sot. Or. Britain and Ireland, of a Copper plate grant found at Uj- 
jayinn, the ages of several kings are satisfactorily determined, and it 
would seem that in Samvat 1200, only 23  years prior to the Indmjit 
temple inscription, and Lnchsmnn Varma, the 4th in descent from the 
3d Raja Bhoja, was'the reigning prince at Dhar, the then capital of 
Avanti, subordinate to Jaya Singh of Phtan, who had conquered his 
grandfather, Nara Varrna, and reigned in chief from Snmvat 1150 to 

Bumbut 1201. The successor of Jaya Singh, in Mr. Prinsep's list, h m d e  
hia son Ajayapala, without date, and on the same rruthority in the 
Malas line, Birsal is placed next to Lachsman Varma, but Colmel 
Todd's inscription gives a successor to Lachsman, vir his brothe 
Jaya Varma. Unfortunately this part of the plate was corroded, and 
the date could not be made out, but it is not too much to assnma tbrt 
M h h s m a n  reigned in Samvat 1200, and was above them, either be 
or his brother and successor, Jaya Varmq was in power in 1223.' 

* Coloael S y k r ,  in bin notsr on the moral, religious rrrd politiolrl atate 0fLdi.e 
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For a century or two about this time both, in Malwa and Rajpootana, 
the Jain creed appears to have been in its zenith. The temples at Woon, 
about 50 miles distant from Bbwangaj, bear date 1203, 1243, 1263. I t  
would #mn almost as if the Bbwangaj temple filled up the blank of 
20 yeam which the Jain temples bear relatively to one another, and 
whih they may have occupied in building or aompletion, the workman 
and every available assiatmcx, being given to effect it. Thus Woon 
1203, Bdnrngaj 1223, and Woon 1243, ditto 1263. A prior date of 1192 
w a fignre at Woon is the very year of Col. Todd's plate, whih  has 
Clchsman Varma'e sign manual, and in 1218 according to another plate 
of Col. Todd's, Aldan D e n  Achohun prince built at Hadole a temple to 
k b i r a .  Of hia persuasiou there is no doubt, scarcely of Jaya Varma'~. 
M g  to the Camarapala Charitra, hi ancestor Boja was a proselyte 
to the J u n  faith, and his father, Ysaovarma's grant is thus worded : 
" The great prince acqnaints the people, Pattalica brahmans nnd others," 
making the brahmcms a sect separate and distinct from the people, added 

which Jaya Siigh of Pattun, from whom Yawvarma held in feoff, was 
of the Anhdwam dynasty, remarkable for their adherence to Jainism, 
md himself in particular. I t  in not without some reason then we 
smaPise that the temple of Indrnjit, if really built in 1223 by RBma- 
ehmdra, was designed and constructed at a time when the Jain religion 
ma bnrishing in the territories pertaining to Avanti. From the hon- 
d y  with which the repairs of the temple is recorded- in the next in- 
kption, Samvat 1 5 16, we may at least assume its having been erected, 

~mw!handra, until we can dircover prior data. 
From the specification of its being the large temple which was re- 

e d ,  it is to be inferred that there were others at hand which, aa I 
have previously noted was the case, the wmmit of the hill being strew- 
ed with figures in its bricks and mortar, and the frustum of one distinct 
temple. The sovereign named in the inscription over the doorway is 

dm mn inscription for Piplienagar and Bhopal on Copper platen, from whioh the 
-on a p p u n  as followr :- 

1. Raja Bhoja Dna,  I 6. Vmdhayavuma, 
2. Son, Udryaditya, 7. Son, Amushyararma, 
8. Naravarma, 8. Bubhatavanna, 
4. Yawvanna, A. a. 1137, 9. Son, Ajun. 
5. Jayararma, A. a. 1143. 1 

In thir list Lach~man Vanna is left out, hat the date of Jaya Varma'r reign 
q d r  exactly with Colonel Todd'r plates. 
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called Yahummoond Rajah, of the Soorsein family. At that period 
Malwa was subject to Mahomedan power entirely, and likewise Gujelat 
and the greater part of Rajasthan, the ruler of Malwa in sumbut 1516 
being the celebrated Mahmood Ghiljee, the 1st. I t  is curious to findhim 
styled Raja and hi family and race brought into a record of a temple 
of a Hindu deity. Surasena is doubtless mennt for Suryasena, of the race 
of the sun, but it is a brahman term. However it speaks volumes for 
Mahmood's toleration and character.-Ferishta, who is an author of e q d  
credit and celebrity, states that both Hindu and Mahomedam were 
alike h ~ p p y  under Mahmood's swap, i t  being his policy to unite them in 
ties of concord and amity, and they consequently in his reign enjoyed 
prosperity and repose in an unusual degree. To no other prince an r 
reign be assigned at this period, and i t  was in the 16th year of hi reign 
that the temple was repaired. Mahmood succeeded to the throne of 
Hindoo in Samvat 1500, and reigned for 34 years. Under his govern- 
ment Malwa reached its highest prosperity as a kingdom ; its territories 
were bounded by the Satpooras on the East and Bundlekand on the 
West. We are'thus enabled to refer both inscriptions to reigning 
sovereigns comparatively modern it is true, but we may yet discover 
others who will assist to fill up the many blanks that historical ata- 
logues require. In  the later inscriptions of Samvat 15 16, the Rator- 
kirti take pains to describe his spiritual predecessors and teachers, Jlin 
gurus and arhats doubtless, of some local consideration. He  makes him- 
self the 3rd descendant, the pupil of Shri Kamalkirti Deva, who wps 

the grandfather of Rayavudie, and pupil of Shri Hemakirti, and be 
again of Shri Kshemakirti. The matter worthy of note in these is the 
term kirti, avery usual title of Digambara Jets, which I have in another 
place supposed the Indrajit Jains to be. Afier them follow a list of 
local gurus who assisted in consecrating and iu the daily worship of the 
image of Indrnjit. The paleography of the appellation, the a f b  of 
the word Jain to it, and its application to a figure, is ringulrr, e q d y  is 
its having been preserved unchangeable contrary to the habit of the 
Jains, who are whimsical in these matters. Were Indra the deiq 
invoked it would not be surprising, but there is no trace whatever of 

an image of him ; none certainly in a posture of adoration, or as D m -  
pals, the position and place assigned to the devatas, brahman and other 
wise men which the Jains acknowledge. Tbat they recognise deitiea of the 
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bnbmsns in notorious, but they are subordinate not principal ones, even 
Bnhma and Maheswara are at present deities but inferior in rank and 
power to Indra, who is considered "the chief of all the happy beings 
that reside in S w a p  ;" by the Jains termed Sukko or Sakkee (mighty) 
and worshipped by prayer and offerings of fruits and flowers, and he 
is a favorite presiding deity, but not solitary, there being 64 Indras, 
two of whom govern one of their classes, the Bhawanipmtis. Indra is 
also worshipped in hi character as the regent of a quarter, and the 
bhbrea of Canouj are said to have sprung from the back-bone of one 
(CoL Sykes). We might thus easily be prepared for the name of Indra, 
rnd attach a modern source to it, but here we have the name not of In- 
dn, but of lhe figurative conqueror of Indra, Indrajit, the sou of Rbvana, 
the MeghmMa, so renowned in the wars of Rbma, preserved for three 
ceuturies in the records of the temple, and applied not only to the tem- 
pks, but also to a figure, the object of worship, and how one of the 
Tirthankam wonld have got the surname of Indrajit it is difficult to 
say, nnless r s  in MeghanMa'a case, the term is used metaphorically as 

attribute of great power, which I take to be the true ra t ion4 of 
the term for Rbvana, king of the Rakshasas, is mid to have worshipped 
t k  image of Gomat I s w m  at Beligula, but at B4wangaj his son In- 
drajit is made n devata and himself worshipped, a manifest contradic- 
tion, and we find a temple at Woon bearing the very same name. En- 
pt, I may remark the very strong a5nity between the Jain strac- 
turn at B4wangaj and Woon, a similarity extending to the date, name 
and isolated figures, which will form the subject of another paper. The 
orthography of the word scarcely permih a resolution into 
ib component parts, which but for its establiihed meaning and histori- 
d reference might be attempted. For instance, Indra and Ajet referring 
to the 3rd Tirthanknra, and written without the medial, but ngainst 
my a d  corruption is the distinct a 5 x  ja't to Sakra, and 

Surapati, names of Indra decisive, I think that I~ldra and not 
Ajit is the deity meant, otherwise Indra's names would be separate and 
other appelation Ajetha given. The most important inscription which I 
myself met with at  Bbwangaj was a small one upon the Nokar foot of an 
image of Parswinath, found near the large figure, and which I brought 
away with me, and have appended to the others. For some time I 
m u  M c d  by it, but the Rev. Dr. Wilson, to whom I feel under great 



obligation for much valuable instruction and assistance, and the deci- 
pherment and tmnslation of this, at once reeognised the Pali form of ' 
many of the letters and expressions, which is an important fact, as it 
implies, from the more ancient form of the language, a more remote and 
older date for the images than that in which the temple inscriptions 
nre. Kantharanathn is either a nnme of Pbnwrnath, mennt for Knntee, 
Chnturrahati is the Pali form of the Sanskrit Chatur Vinshati (24). I 

Saka Sala, of the Sanskrit Shaka Shala, and Prnati of Pranati. The 
second letter of the group is a very difficult one. Dr. Wilson found 
it to correspond with an inscription in his private collection from Abn, 
as also the form of the T, which the Jains write with a terminating 
stroke to the left like ru. ( 

The moat interesting letter is perhaps the r hu, in the second line, 
which in conformable with the Gujerat character of the 2nd century. 

The atone in a closegrained dark limestone, whether found in situ 
near the Nerbuddn I cannot say, but probably not far from B a d n i .  
I t  seems the same formation in which Dr. Leith has discovered f o d a  
in, and which is to be seen in the island of Bombay, on the other side 
of the causeway, nt the breach, but less slatey. The meeting with it 
350 miles inland on the other side of probably the same bnsdtic over- 
flow with which it is connected here, is a coincidence which mny pme 
of geological as well RS historical moment. The temple itself requirer 
short notice. In strncture it is so decidedly modern from the wpJn 
it has undergone, that little can be elicited regnrdiog its original form ; 
at present it can scarcely come under any denomination of temple, but 
that of misra, mixed, a term having reference to the materials with 
which it is built. 

The oldest Jain temples in India, as Behar, Abu and Gimar, have 
a large dome in the centre, and occasionally smaller ones in the corners, 
some have pyramidal spires, as in Nimar Guyt, and Siam, where the 
building over the Prnbhnt is especially described as pyramidal ; but there 
is only one flat one that I am aware of-the temple to Parswinath, hdf 
way down the mountain of Samet Sikhar. The circular frnstrum still 
remaining at the Bdwangnj temple, over which the modern dome has 
been placed, might lead to the supposition that the sanctnary md veati- 
bule were included in a vaulted roof, es with the temple of Kamdmair 
in Rajpootana. The Garbhn Gribl or chief body of the temple is Bat 
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lod does not look as if it had been disturbed, and may have been flat 
originally. I n  other respects the temple was the usual vestibule and 
mindra, but no semblance of a colonade or porch. The pillars nearly all 
differ; they are small, six feet eight inches only in height, light and 
tapering and devoid of much ornament, but this, with their projectionr 
on the shaft and bracketshaped capitals, only attest their antiquity. 

I t  is remarkable though not rare that the PadukB or feet-worship 
which extends over such an immense tract of country,--Ceylon, Melwa, 
Kim, Ava, and Behar, should be discovered on a solitary mountain in 
the centre of India, and speaks much for the uniformity of the religion, 
whether in its primitive form of Buddhism or that of the succeeding 
frirh of the Jains, but it is, I fancy, less reverently adored than among 
the Siamese, where the Paduktl are covered with water for the devotees 
to sprinkle and wash away .the stain of sin,-a potency not admitted 
by the Jains in central India. 

Those at BPwangaj are probably emblematical of MahPvira, to whom 
such are generally attributed,-the only exception which I know being 
wme to Vasupujya, in a temple at Carbirpur near ChBmp6nagar in 
Behar, and to Parsvanath at Samet Sikhar. There is an annual Tirtha 
to Bbwangsj, most likely the feast of the Pajjusan or Paryushana, hut 
of the season of it I have no note, nor whether it is kept in conformity 
with that festival in respect to religious meditation, fasting and rending. 
I believe the aesemblance of Srawacs at this season is large, from Man- 
b u m ,  Rattam and all the large mercnntile towns in central India, and 
I think there must exist, or have in former times existed, some caves or 
buildings for them to assemble in which may yet be ascertained, for 
the country is quite barren. Neither at the summit of the hills, nor on 
the road at the foot, is there any water or shelter for devotees, uor yet 

.my building. I t  may not he uninteresting, and perhaps prove of 
utility, if I describe the road and means of access to BPwangaj m d  its 
figure. Taking Mhow as a starting point, there are two roads, one 
ninety and the other one hundred and nine miles long, each having its 
advantages ; the first and shortest is by Akbarpur and the Nerbudda, 
md is that most likely to be taken by a traveller going towards the 
provinces. The distances are--from Mhow to Akbarpur, on the Ner- 
bud& 39 miles, from this to Chakulda, 44 miles, but by water some- 
what Im. I pefformed it in nbout 20 hours, going with the stream, bnt 

6 o 



sleeping during the night dnwn up upon a sand bank. From Chskuldr 
on the right bank to BBwangsj temple, is about 8 miles, including the 4 

crossing of the river. The only benefit iu travelling this mad is the 
celerity with which you can get over the ground, i t  being the high r d  
bebeen Agra m d  Bombay as far as Akberpur. Beyond this it ia a 
matter of choice whether the land route be taken vi4 Dharampad 
md Bicanwr, or the water. At one of the bungdoas, Googree, below 
the ghats, a stroll of 100 pacea round the building amply q n y s  tbc 

traveller in the innumerable specimens of lucustrine deposits, prink- i 
pally shells mattered curiously enough loosely over the surface, ns if left i 
there by receding water, and in profusion. The Nerbudda pments 
of course its own peculiarities, but beyond these there is little to attract 
attention. The other road is longer but full of inkrest almost dl the 

I 
way. T h i y s n e  miles distant i~ Dhar, the reputed aapital of the 
Prarnara dynasty, now on the wane, but which haa preserved its name 

and site if nothing else, for nearly 10 centuries. On every side we 
tombs, musjids and palaces, evidences of the Mahornedan invaders, but 
now and for some time past falling fast into ruin, and being body 
despoiled to furnish materials for Brahminical temples, in return no 
doubt for a like complimsnt paid the Hindus by Dilawar Khan Ghori , 
in 1387. We may say with no itreverence here :-u Sic transit glork I 

mundi." Bsug, 48 miles distant on the direct mad, but belaw I 
the ghats, furnishes its caves, the only purely Buddhiatid ma I 
hitherto found in central India, so long the seat of Buddhbtid 
mk, and ita invariable associate, parnmount religioas influem. 
Hence to Chakulda there is nothing of interest, and there merely r 
bungalow, from which Bbwangaj temple caa be both seen md visited, 
and from which it bears about 13O south-west. There being no , 
water or shelter on the hill, milsc be returned to daily. I t  is open b. , 
the traveller to return by either route, but perhaps wimr to dureaud 
than to arcend the stream. 

Tramlution of the imctiption on a piece of stone o r  the eaztcm 
of the temple. 

May RLmachandra Muni, who ia the receptacle of Vktue8, who u 
bleaaed with wealth, whose feet are adored by the circle of the lords uf 
the earth ; whose fame is M white as the moon, the kunda flower aud mow, 
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w b  fame is npreaented by the temple of Indrajit Jain,* whose fame 
b3 reached the points of the highest mountains on earth, w h m  hme 
is the greatest on the face of the earth, whose fame has in consequence 
of the gnat crowd of people on the surface of the earth gone to the 
Bun to be crowned with success. 

Dated Friday, the 14th Bhadrapad vud, Samvat 1223. 

Tnarlcrtion of the irrrcription on a piece of atone on the u o u t h  d e  

of the t q l e .  
I make my obeisance to him who has subdued his passions. 
May BO.mpchandra Muni, who has had the beautiful temple of Sura- 

ptijit-f built. 
Who h.s brought all the science to light, whole fame traveln all 

over the earth, who has renounced all evil passions, whose mind is 
developed by knowledge, who is revered by persons making Tapas- 
cbuya, who is possessed of all the virtues, who is a descendant of the 
family of Shri Devhnanda Muni, the receptacle of religious knowledge, 
rad Tapwharya, the abode of the qualities possessed by Yatk ; tbe 
tmsure of good sayings, the leader of all the assemblages of Sidhas, 
md who WM the pupil of Lokhandamuni, the lion for destroying the 
elephant, consinting of the sin8 prevailing in the Kali Yug, and whose 
feet were kissed by the mown of VAIN, the Lord of the earth,-be 
aomed with success. . 

Samvat 1223. 

Tradatiom of the imcriptim on the gate qf the temph. 
On the auspicioue day of the 1st Mrigabbirsha vadi, Samvat 151 6, 

rod dnring the reign of Mahmood, of the Soorsheida family, when 
the Shn'kashtha$ Singh, was prepared to proceed to Muttra and 
h h h ,  8hd  Ratnakirti, who has crossed the ocean of com- 
mitting to memory the principles of the Jain religion. Who makes 
mental devotion. Who is the Ieader of the circle of Sidhas, and who 
n the papil af Sbri Knmalakirti Dev, who wan the chief of the 
e l e m  on the subject of the great dispute, who w u  the graodfather 
of Rayavadi, who was the leader of the circle of learned meu, who 

* Shakrajit in tbe inlcription. t Indrajit. 
$ A puticllkr mamblagm of pilgrimr. 
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wan the pupil of the moat respected Shri Eemakirti Dera, who ob- 
served all the Vratas, who constantly rend the religious works, who 
made Tapascharya, who had curbed the passions, and who ass the 

pupil of the most respected Shd Kshemakirti Deva, repaired the large 
Jaina temple. 

Paraahri Dashji, Navashutikg%dr, Kahapita Bhndernr, Dnyntyusm, 
Daloobharya, Khetu aliaa Padmini ; Khetoo's son, by name Vadhr, 
and Parus, have consecrated the image of Indrajit, and daily worship 
it ; may this assemblage be happy. 

Tramlation of the inscription on a piece of stone on the northern ridc 
qfthetemple. In Samvat 1516 * * * repaired (the temple.) 

Tramlation of the insniption on a piece of stone on the western ridc 
of the tempk. Acharya Shri Ratnakirti Pandit Pahoo. 

Trcmslation of an i~cr ip t ion on a pillar within the temple and renr 
the gate. 

. Jogi Jangam * * * Mega. 

The name of the artbt in unintelligible. In Roman characters it L S'ilpa N&p 
Sutra 66K-81lIupa dak Shstra SLl6. 

On the east ride of the temple. 

-1 ?h(f~?f a WWWffk t,8 WiTE I 
On the muth side of the temple. *- .. lm%l:-* - a 

v t  irrslw!*qf*: I limmflg*- 
f iram *?vZr4*1 -. 

* 

~ * ~ l \ l l * i a . f s s ~ w m ~ ~ ~  
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On the gate of the temple. 

afsm=wt~{~dsi mwhfk~a anmrrg-clw* 
- -. 

'=-?- 
- - 0- * WgFmt  =aaavdm~~: m- 

- 1 7 5 4 ~ 2 w i i a f d m  

On the north side of the temple. 

On the wert side of the temple. 

W m M I -  
P .  

I 
On the pillor of the gate of the temple. 

From the foot of the rtatue. 

K1ulthuan6tha Sddhh. 
Chhtudhatl hf-li. 
SUI S U  hd pmnati. 
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Remarks on the Snow Line in the Himalaya.-By Captain THOMAS 
H u ~ N .  

In the Journal of the Asiatic Society, No. 202, for April 1849, ue 
some remarke on the snow lime in the Himalaya, from the pen of Lt. 
R. Strachey of the Engineers, wherein he endeavours to prove that 
the observations some years since made by myself and othere in the 
northern tracts of the Western mountains, are erroneous.-[& it ap- 
pears to me that this gentleman has actually left the question where he i 
found it, I might have been induced to pass by his remarks without 
notice, had he not in the excitement of an i e n a r y  triomph, thongbt i 
proper to indulge in a somewhat satirical tone of condemnation]. I That Lt. Strachey, after three or four years of scientific researches, , 
haa at length been enabled fully to ewroborate the prwioua o b m t i m  
of Webb and others in Kumaon, there is no denying-but M the 
truth of those observations when applied to that neighbourhood, was 
never called in question, there appears to have been a m t e  of time 
and ingenuity on a laborious endeavour to prove that which waa already 
admitted to be an established fact.-Webb, Hodgson, Colebrooke and 
the Gersrds, are each and all reviewed and in some measure found 
wanting, and pronounced to be ignorant alike of the true meaning of 
"the snow line,"-and of the nature of " a glacier ;"-shall I then 
desire a better fate than to be condemned in h e  company of such 
arrant ignoramuses ? 
Had Lt. Strachey evinced more real anxiety to ascertain and esb- 

bliah,-not a local,-but the general truth,--and Iesa proneness to 
indulge in censure, he might h v e  gathered from my l e t m  in the 

Calcutta Journal of Natural History, that no attempt waa made either 
by me or by those gentlemen whose opinions and observations corm- 
borated mine,-to refute the fecb which Webb and othera had observ- 
ed in Kumaon, but that on the contrary while we admitted those facts 
to be true, we still thought we saw reamn to conclude from what had 
been witnessed in other parta of the mountains, that they could be n- 
garded only as locally and not generally true. 

With regard then to the actual point in dispute, Lt. Strachey h 
done nothing ;-for to prove that his imaginary opponents were wroag, 
he would have collected his data from the districb in which their ob- 
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aenation were made ;-yet, while confidently pronouncing them to 
be in error,-he ingenuously informs us that he never was in those 
districts !* 

What then is the true value of his assertions and ummptions ? Does 
he imagine that the scientific world will be content to accept his un- 
mpported ' i p e  dixit' in preference to the actual observations of four 
independent inquirers, each of whom ia fully as competent ae himself 
to judge of what he sees?-Did it never occur to him that, that 
which may be locally true in one district is not neceaaarily true in 
general when applied to the whole extent of the Himalayan raoge ?- 
Into some such error did Werner fall when he !egarded the geological 
f~ of a limited German district, as an.epitome of the geology of the 
entire globe ; and if men are wilfully determined to look no farther 
than the length of their own nosee, such errore must needs be frequent 
md nnaroidable. 

The first objection made to my views arises evidently from my 
opponent's ignorance of the localities spoken of,-he, according to hie 
own acknowledgment in a note at p. 297 of the Journal above men- 
tioned, distinctly stating that k never waa there himself! Yet he does. 
sot hesitate to w m e ,  that "the true Himalaya," of which I wrote, 
w the Biisehir or Southern Snowy range.-Had he posseseed any 
personal knowledge of the country over which I had travelled, he 
nonld have seen that all the Paaaea mentioned in my letters, were situ- 
lted beyond that range and to the north of it,-while, since he ad- 
mib that *'the mountains on which perpetual (?) snow is found, d l  
lie between the 30th and 32nd degree of north latitude,"-a glance at 
hie map would have shown him that the locality of my observations 
k ritnated between 31 30' and 32O, or as completely beyond the 
Bhhir  mge,  M hie own locality in north of Knmaon. 

In regard to the mistakes into which I am stated to have fallen, in 
eonfounding "the north and south aepecta of the indimdual ridges 
with the north and sooth aepects of the chin,"-I have to observe 
that the mistake is due rather to my readers than to myself, for in 
&bg that *'dense forests and vegetation occur along the aouthern 

Lieut. Strachey 11.8 quoted Captain Cunninghun'a remarka M conhrmati~e of 
bi mn opinionm, but the Idter gentlaman, in a recent paper, rppern to plud 
" mot piIty''--to the dt impeachment ! 
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slopes, while they are nearly altogether wanting on the northern fme," 
-it is evident that I referred to the true north and south q e c b  of 
t k  elrain ;-whereas my opponents chose to imagine that I referred 

I 
" to the north and south aspects of individual ridges ;"-hence Mr. 
Batten's objectiom at page 384 of No. 19 of Calcutta J o d  of 
Natural History, where that gentleman says,-he is "convinced that 
Captain Hutton confounds the singular with the plural number ! vir, 
elope with slopes."-Had he been kind enough to imagine that it wun 
just within the bounds of poseibility that the final r was a slip of 
the pen,-he would have been much nearer the truth.-Indeed, he 
might have seen that ench waa the case from the immediately subsequent 
mention of " the northern face," in the singular, as contrasted with 
" the southern slopes." 

I 
1 

But although Lt. Strachey haa deemed it necessary to lay such st= 1 
I upon what he imagines to be a grave error,-it is remarkable that 1 

he has etudiomly abstained from accepting the explanation of my ~ 
meaning, given at p. 380 of the sum number of that Journal, in these 
words,-" Captain Jack objects to my stating that ' dense forests and 
vegetation occur along the aouthern slopes, while they are nearly d- 
together wanting on the northern face ;'-in making this statement, I 
referred, not to the southern slopes of secondary or minor ranges on the 
Cis-Himalayan aspect, but to the fact,-that foresta and dense vege- 
tation are found on the south of t k  pr im 'a t  chain or true Himduyq 
-while on the noAhern aspect of that great range they are nearly al- 
together wanting.-Thia assertion will, I doubt not, be borne out by 
every one who baa crossed into Turtary ; for while to the aouth of the 
great chain, we find superb and stately forests,--on the north there 
scarcely a tree to be seen, and the few that are occasionally met with, 
are either stunted cypresses growing in the moist soil of ravine% or 
p o p h  planted round a vill~ge by the hand of man, for e c o n o d  
purposes." 

NOW, as a mathematician, my opponent should have known that 
when a man assumea his own data, he ought to be able to prove my- 
thing he likes ; and assuredly he is bound to establish the point for 
which he is contending : yet acting on this ~rinciple he haa somehow 
only contrived to prove himself in errorJ-for, knowing nothing of be  
western Himalaya, and uuuuming that I mean one thing, when I hrre 
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distinctly h t d  that I mean another,-he proceeds to draw conclusions 
which will not bear a moment's examination. Had he before passing 
mtence of condemnation, bent his footsteps towarda the upper parta of 
Bunauur, he would have found that folneata are not wanting to the nwth 
ofthe Bissehir rage ,  and consequently that my remarks could not apply 
to it as the water-shed.-It ia not until the traveller surmounts the 
paww which lead from upper Kunawur into the Tartar districts, that 
he beholds on the one hand a wooded country and on the other a com- 
puatively barren wsste, and when he haa consequently placed nearly 
the whole of Kunawur between himself and the Bissehir range to the 
mth. 

"The doctrine," =ye Lieut. Strachey, "which Capt. Euttou at- 
& M erroneoue, undoubtedly ia so. But it is a doctrine h t  
ma never inculcated by any one. Capt. Hutton having mieunder- 
rtood the true enunciation of a propoaition, reproduces it according 
to hie o m  mistaken views, and then destroys the phantom that he 
haa nieed."-With all dne deference to Lieut. Strachey, he must per- 
mit me to remind him that uwertion, however confidently made,-is 
neither proof nor argument, and that the doctrine to which I alluded 

. erirt, may be gathered from Captain Jack's letter in No. 15, p. 
458 of the Calcutta Journal of Natural History, and likewise from 
Dr. Lord's remarks on the Hindu gush,* which by the way Lieut. 
h h e y  does not deem it safe to comment upon ! Moreover, a the 
phd0111'' whiih I and my supportera destroyed, was neither more nor 
k than thiq-that whereas the common doctrine ass@ed os an um- 

wrml rule, a lower elevation to the aouthern wow line than to the 
wrthern, we showed that it wna only partially and m t  uniaer~dly 
rppliable. Lieut. Strachey however, having rejected the explanation of 
my meaning, M well as everything tending to militate against his own 
pmnceived notions, and having himaelf mimderstood the true 
nmneiation of my prop&tion, deniee to hie opponenta the right of 
Endirhng the evidence of their senses, and leads them to infer that he 
u rmwilling to admit the truth of any fact which he -not actually 
~te. The erroneous ides, which he has imbibed, that the B i i h i r  
mge ia my true Himalaya, as. he loves to call it,-in founded on an 

* C.l. J. Nat. Hi. NO. 14, p. 276. 
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m p t i o a  arising d e l y  from his totd want of knowledge of the 
localities in whioh my obaervationa were made. 

In quoting from Cap& Cunningham's letters to me, L i d .  Stnehq 
is d u l  to extract only eo mu& as may tend to carroborate his ona 
view8 ; but in theorbing an the probable mum which tad to ammu- 
late a greater quantity of anow on the eonthem than on the northern 
mptct, and whioh he thinh he finds in thc mdden congelation of mob 
tarebearing winds from the routh, he M pleased altogether to & 
regard Captain CMningham's obaemtion that it ie the violence of thir 
name m u t h l y  wind whieh actually keepe the southern dopea of Tar- 
ts ry free* mow, and that too at all tima. 

Cantray h all b u t .  Btrachey's viewa and theories, we find Capt. 
Cunningham writing from Tartar tliatricta that,-uin Jaauup rod 
F~bnrrry, and indeed at dl iiw, the violent ecmtherly wind8 kept 
w u h  eqoeuree frce from mo#;"-q+ he eays, "no snm what 
ever on utmthern uloper within 15 to 16,000 k t  ; but on n o r t h  ~lqpa 
d i n  hollown, qf mow." Again-"February loth unl 
I 1 th.-In gettiq up the ~ ~ . t h  ubpea, the mow me, I don't kraP 
h w  dsep I On d i n g  the summit of a ptw I found no aww, nor did 
1 find any tvu th routhem #lopea, except in hollow portion8 or kdembl~ 
fU bits.--The highest paas on the road is perhaps 13,500, or neul~ 
14,000 feet."--phis too, be it remembered, in notorimrly the %eve& 

month of winter, in these hib!] .'#The effect," he continues, "n 

attributable partly to the violent southerly rinds whiih blow during 
Deoember, January and February, and partly t 0 . b  am's nyr. In 
the beginning of May, in coming from Nako to Chuqo in H u a p q ,  
I found no snow on the aoutAern, wtem or wertan a+; but aa 
llome northern one8 which were steep, thee  u w  acoaa t h e  d fi*v 

feet thick; elevation about 1 1,500 feet. At Shalkur up to the mid& 
of June, the snow lay as the n o t t h  eidea of the dies cu mriwr of 
t8e hille; and when out ah0oti.g I had much diiEculty in cmdq 
them ; elevden 1 1,000 h 1 1,500 f e e t . 4  wan informed Jm that th 
m t h  rrbpm of the H u m  ghat, between Soongourn and Elmgo, 
had -me snow until the middle of  June. On tAe adhem frce it hd 
melted riz wee& i@e, except in hollow places." And h d y ,  
"August 7th.-There is no wow on western elopes of hilla 17,000 
feet high, but t h e  ohs a far patched on the n e r t h  uloper." 



Thm we hare obrrerrrtions made in T- regions north of the 
h h i r  ~ g e ,  between S1° 3W and 3 2 O  north latitude, all of whii 
tml directly to pmve that while from December to Auguet snow wrs 
h a y s  to be found an the northern aspect of every hill or range, there 
ru either little or none at an on their southern expure.  

Wht, then, has Lieut. Stracbey proved by his observations in 
Kmrrson, and by his strictures upon nearly every one whohas written 
on the mbject of the mow line in the Ebdap? We appear to be 
indebted to bim h p l y  for proving what was never disputed, namely, 
that the factr observed by Webb and others in Kumaon are t ~ e ,  m 
fir rs ngude that dietrid ; but with respect to the only point in dir- 
putt, nunely, M to whether t h m  fects ue only locally and not gene- 
d y  true, he hra left tbe qne&ion ezactly where he found it. Indad, 
his ummpi?ion that my obaervatione were confined to the B k h i r  

in spite of IITJ decluation to the contrary, prover at once that him 
dortu have been leaa directed to the elucidation of the truth, thPn to 
my p e m d  dimmniiture. 

But amceding even t h t  the Biseehir or routhern snowy range was 
the loc&y on which my fa& were observed, there still appears 
rtmog reuron for asserting that the phenomena there visible are direct- 
ly opposed to the conclusions which my opponent would draw from 
tbem ; for he deebrea tbrrt a grerrtu qumtitp of snaw muat kll  on the 
fmkr southern faee of the range, owing to the interception of heated 
rad anhm-bearing winds iiom the south, and thur he would account 
br the prevalence of the MOW on thrt aspect. Supposing then, fer 
the mke of argnme~t, that thne far hie views are just, when applied to 
the muthcrP range of Kummn, he has still chosen to overlook the 
bct t h t  in Lord and Q e d s  " T o m  in the Himalaya,"-a work too, 
wkkh he hr himself quoted,-it is shted that " the line (of perpetual 
am) in the l a t i i e  390 30' in Asis is fixable at 15,000 feet on the 

or Indian npect of the Ei i l lays mountains, and on the 
portliern (not the Tartsric) may be conelnded at 14,500 fat."-This 
'~ppars to me to give the northern snow line of the outer range an 
bation len 500 fat ,  thrn the mthern m e ;  while Cap& Cun- 

m a recent paper, even mthates the approximate difkencs 
at 3,000 feet.*-The sama gentleuurn likewise atates that-" on the 

J .  A. 8. No. 205, p. 695, for 1849. 
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Tibetan aide of the chain the (approximate) heights wi l l  be found to be 
20,000 feet on the aouth, and 18,000 to 18,500 feet on the north fh 
of the same hill."--The obuervatiom then appear to establish the 
fact that from the southern snowy range to the northern or Tibetau 
one, the snow line ie always, on every hill or range, the outer o m  
inclusive, at a lower elevation on the northern than on the southern 
&pea. 

But Q e d  proceeds to tell ue, that "the cheeks (of the B o d  
pa, on the Biaaehir range) are perfectly naked long before this time 
of the year (August 1822,) and the trough formed by them, nlthough 
eheeted with snow at the summer aolatice, is now (August) bare rock 

down to the ravine on t k  m t h  d, with the exception of mme ac- 
=ul&ions, which wi l l  be very much diminirhed before another month ; 
and aome aeasons, as in the former (1821 .) the w h k  face of the decii- 
aity without a patch of mow. On the north, thee lua a mat JCdd 
which nma dkuolvea."* 

So again, Captain Jack says,-" I crossed the Borendo ghat on the 
25th September 1842, and t b e  ww no mow a t  all on fAe m h  
q e e t ,  or on the very summit of the pass ; but descending a few yudc 
on the n o r t h  aspect to the base of a rock which waa nearly perpen- 
dicular, we had the pleasure of aeeing our baggage, eooliea, &c. b d -  
ing most rapidly by their own gravity upon an d w k e n  hed of unov a- 

tending 250 to 300 yards k one #lope, forming an + of .boat 453" 
Here then, we have different o b e r s  in different years provingtht 

on the Bissehir range, the anow lies deeply and atenaively on I 
t w r t h  f'e, even when there ir ~WJW on t k  m t k m  aqmt ;  we hare 
consequently the very same phenomena apparent, from the outer mmwy 
range up to the northernmoat one, proving that the local ficta d 
Kumaon are not facts in the western parts of the ECimalap a d  &ow- 
ing moreover, aince the true southern aspect of the chuin becows dmu- 
ded of snow,--&at while there is a anow line on the northern or Tibetan 
aspect, there ia no permanent mow line on the eouthetn face of the Bie- 
.rehi? range. 

I t  ie however due to my opponent to state, that I am not awue tht 
the elevation of the prrsses on the Bissehir range have ever been m 
rectly ascertained, for although Dr. Qerard ~IUI sondewhere sWed tho 

t Lord and Gemrd'a t o w  in the H h d ~ ~ p ,  p. 537. 
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chwh of the Borendo pass to be upwards of 16,000 feet, yet the truth 
of thnt meas~~rement has been since called in question. I t  may there- 
fore eventually be found that the elevation of that paas is below the 
mow line, which would account for the disappearance of the wow from 
the Bonthem aspect. I am quite willing then to gire Lieut. Strachey the 
benefit of the doubt ; while at the same time should I be driven from 
my poeition in Biseehir, I shall still take my stand with Dr. Lord, on 
the Hindu Cush, and maintain, (which is in fact the only point for 
whicb I have really contended) that the doctrine on which Humboldt 
relied re applicable to the whole extent of the Himdayg--cannot be 

accepted.-Feeling satisfied that he had discomfited all former ob- 
m r n  in India, and thna converted his local into general facts, Lieut. 
8traehey next proceeds to run a tilt with Humboidt himself, who had 
l~connted for the greater elevation of the wow line on the north of 
Knmaon, by supposing that the radiation of heat from the plains of 
Tibet contributed mainly to produce that effect. With thia very aim- 
pie and natural inference, our author is diesatiafied, and he " therefore 
attempts to onpplant it with a theory of his own. He says, that aa 
ndintion from the plains of Tibet does not produce the greater eleva- 
tion of the northern snow lime, that effect must be occasioned by 
the diminished quantity of snow that falls on the northern, aa com- 
pued to the sonthern part of the chain." Now this, if it be intended 
to apply likewise to the district of Bissehir, becomes a perfect riddle; 
for if less snow falls on the north than on the aouth, how is it that 
there is always mow on the northern long after it haa disappeared from 
the muthem nqects of the higher ranges of the western tracts? Are 
r e  to believe that the greater the quantity, the moner it melts ? 

Even if restricted to the neighbourhood of Kumaon, the theory 
would be totally unsatisfactory, for the small quantity of wow on the 
north, if not acted on by riuliation of heat from the plaine of Tibet, 116r 
mehed by the rains of the monsoon, would laat at the very leaat sa 
long re double the quantity on the sonthern slope, where it b- exposed 
both to the direct rays of the sun and to the destructive influence of 
the heavy periodical rains ; and thia appears to be very satisfactorily 
proved by Lieut. Strachey's own remarks on the black mge, which 
+immediately from the plains of Tibet, retains snow on its northern 
aspect when there is none whatever on the south.-But when to the 
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effects of the above agents we add the h t  t h t  the violent southdl 
win& of winter have a tendency to keep the muthem ahpea tree from 
waa md to socnm111at.e it in drift on the north, we appeu to hm 
every fact leading to the conclusion that the mow will, as a p p d  

role, be found longer and deeper on the north than on the south ; and 
Captain Cunnbghm has stated t h t  when (men in winter) then w u  
little or no snow on southern sspecte, it WM sometimes " fm fed 
thick" on the north I 

The very admission therefore that the northern destructive agenb 
exert little influence on the enow, would of itself be m5eient to over- 
throw thus much of Lieut. 8trachey's theory ; for if those a g e ~ ~ t ~  which 
drive the mow to a certain elevation are removed, it is evident tbrt 
the snow, whether much or little, must remain nearly or .Itogetha 
intact. 

We are farther told that, " the air that coma up from the mmth, 
no sooner reaches the southern bonndary of the IcA of perpetual LIDOW, 

where the mountains euddenly rise from an average of perhapa 8,000 
or 10,000 feet, to nearly, 19,000 or 20,000, than it is deprived of a 
very large proportion of ite moisture, which is convertedinto cloud, 
rains or mow, according to circumstaneea.-And the current in itr p 
g m ~  to the north, will be incapable of carrying with it more mohue 
than is dowed by the very low temperature to which the air ia of 
d t y  reduced in snrmo~t ing  the snowy barrier, 19,000 or 20,000 

feet in altitude, that it h.s to pars. Nor can any fnrther conht&on 
be expected at all comparable in amount to what hm MJ Urn 
place, as it would manifestly demand a much more than mp&q 
depression of temperature ; and this ia not at all likely to m, fa 
the moat elevated peaks being situated near the southern limit of per- 
p e a  mow, the current on passing them wil l  more probsb)g mcd 

6th hotter than with colder air." 
I must confw that this theory do= not appear to me to be citba 

conclusive ar even probable ; for in the first place, we sra neilher hr- 
rdshed with any proof t h t  the air wil l  be hotter to the north of the 
high peeks, nor with any .pgrosch to data for determmig the qu& 
tion ; the wh& resting upon the unu~thorired awwnptk of r dt- 
rird fact, the existence of which is absolutely necessary to give my- 
thing like validity to the theory. 
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Were the upward or northward paeeege of the moilt air effected 
h l y  and gently, no doubt we might expect a heavier fall of snow on 
the southern aspect of the chain, provided a b a y s  the temperature 
beyond it ma,  iaa Lieut. Stmchey supponea, hotter than on the Indian 
.mde ; but thk w not the w e ,  M is moat convincingly proved by the ad- 
mirsion that snow always lies longer on the northern crspecta of all hi& 
ad rangcb, than on the south, d I need only cite Lieut. Strachey's 
orm black range M an instance of the fact.-He likewise admits that 
"mntherly &ds blow throughout the year over the Himalaya," and 
"in the winter," which is of course the season of snow, "with 
t& peculiar dolcnce." Thie ia recorded also by Gerard and by Cap- 
trin Cunningham, and every traveller can confirm the awe. But thie 
very riolence of the southern wiods must neceesarily carry the snow 
reross the southern range and accumulate it deeply to the north, and 
this i elearly &own to be the case by Captain Cunningham, who re- 
htca that while during winter md " indeed at all times, the violent 
mtherly winds kept eouthern exposllres freefnnn mww"-"olr thu 
lorth it was I don't h o w  how deep." Moreover, if the temperature of 
the air hotter to the north than to the south of the high pedcpeale, 
we ought sr we approach the plaine of Tibet to find no snow on the 
~orthernmost range; yet the black range, rising from those plains 
main8 the snow on the northern even when there ia none on the south- 
em slope,+ fact which, while it militates strongly against Lieut. 
b h e y ' s  viewe, tends much to corroborate Captain Cunningham's 
o h a t i o ~ .  But granting that Lieut. Strachey were correct in these 
prtien]ars, does it necessarily follow that what is fact in the neigh- 
boorhood of Kumsan, may not be pure fiction when applied to the 
rcstern tracts? Can the sseumption~ of one who d e s a e a  that he 
nem set foot within the limits of the district where hia opponent's 
o h a t i o n s  were made, in any way affect those observations ? He ia 
evidently dispoaed to disregard the question of one of his own sup- 
portera, who how can any facts of one obeerver in one 
phe falsify the fa& of mother observer in another place?"* 
NOW I and my supporters have long since 'kceived Captain Webb's 

faeta cu tnre, when applied to the places wherein he ohaerved 

Cd. Jaum. Nat. Hint. No. 19, p. 383. 
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them, and we merely in return claim the right of believing the en- 

deuce of our own eenses, when wandering over other trrrcts of the 
Himalaya. 

I repeat then, that as far aa the evidence yet goes, the phenomena 
observable in Kummn are opposed to those which have been observed 
to the westward,--and in rejecting Lieut. Strachep's theory as insnffia- 
ent, I much prefer adhering to Humboldt's until a better is offered. 
Lieut. Strachey denies that the radiition of heat from the plains of 
Tibet exercises any but n tritiig influence on the snowe of the northern 
aspect; still hia denin1 rests on no better bash than that of an r, 

sumption, for no proof whatever is produced in aupport of the opinion, 
save that there is snow on the Tibetan face of the black range, whcn 
there ie none on the southern face.-But this is redly nothing to the 
pmpoee, for it merely ehows that the direct rays of the southern mm, 
united to the greater humidity of the atmosphere, and the effects of 
the violent southerly winds, have a far more powerful effect in m 
covering the southern aspect, than the heat from the plains of Tibet 
has upon the snow of the north. The true question however does not 

relate to the north nnd eouth aspect of the black range, but to tbe 
aspects of the water-shed ; and in regard to it we are told that able 
on the south the snow line is about 15,000 or 15,500 feet, on the 
north it is 18,000 to 19,000 feet. Now the height of the northern 
ranges above the plains of Tibet does not appear, on an average, to be 
more than 3,000 to 8,000 feet, if so much ; while on the muth, tbe 
peaks rise to 16,000 and 18,000 feet above the plains of India, from 
which moreover they nre separated by a broad intervening belt of 
wooded mountains, avenging from 6,000 to 8,000 feet above thole 

plains. Coneequently it does not appear very difficult to perceive that 
radiation from the northern plains, must affect the mow more F- 
fully than from the southern plains, and will drive the mow lime to r 
greater elevation ahme the sea on the northern, than on the southern 
aspect. Th~is Humboldt's theory when applied to the Kumaon and 
other similar dttricts, appears to be perfectly correct. But that the 
physical features of the Kumaon and western track u e  at the anti* 
of each other, ha been plainly stated by Mr. Batten, 6rho nay-"&r 
pmsee at once take us into Tibet, and do not condnct us like bm 
beyond Simlah, into an intermediate and peculiar track, like Kum- 
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rur."* Now it seem to me by no means improbable that thb very 
Merenee in the featurea of the two tracts may be sufficient to account 
for the difference in the phenomena obeervable in each, and that if 
Hmnboldt's theory of radiation from the plains of Tibet is sdicient to 
m n n t  for the retreat of the snow to the heighta of the northern face, 
the want of similar plainat in the western tracta will of course p r a  
dude such radiation from acting on the northern face of the weatern 
mountains, and thna the greater heat of the southern aide, added to 
the periodical raina and to the violence of the winds in winter, will 
h e  mow on the northern long after it haa disappeared from the 
mathern aspect. 

Lient. Strachey admita that the rains have a powerful effect in melt 
hg the snows, but his want of knowledge of the localities to the west- 
rnrd hrs led him into an error when he lrupposea that the monsoon 
does "not extend up the Sutlej beyond the point where the Buspa 
frlL into it ;" the truth being that Chini, which is itself farther up and 
dtnrted in the gorge where the Sutlej breaks through the outer snowy 
mge, is full withii the monsoon, aa both Captain Jack and I experi- 
mced ; beyond thin point the raina are liiht and uncertain, but they 
neverthelees extend to the head of the district, for clouds and vapoun 
p onwards through the valley of the Sutlej even to the upper parta 
o f  Kunawur, and exercise great influence in clearing the southern slopes 
of their mow ; and although Lieut. Strachey has aesumed that clouds 
protect the snow, by warding off the direct rays of the sun, he overlooks 
the fact that such clouds betoken a humid atmaphere, which ia quite 
aa inimical to the duration of the snow aa the sun's rays, and he 
might r t  leaat during his scienti6c researches in Kumaon, have learnt 
the fact that thaws are more rapid in cloudy weather, than in a dry 
md unclouded atmosphere, such aa that which he acknowledges to be 
the general characteristic of the northern aapect. 

Dr. Lord's remarks on the Hindu Cush coincide apparently with 
mine to the north of the B h h i r  range, and since Webb's observations 
in Ku-n me found to be only locally true, there can be little doubt 

Cd. Jonrn. Nat. Hirt. No. 19. 
t Caphin Cunningham ream# to doubt the ubtcnce of my plain# at a11 !-Vide 

J. A. 8. 205, for 1849. 
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that Dr. Lord's sumbe relatin to the effect of heat ndi.tingfmm the 
high plains of Cabul and Koh-idamun ia correct. 

In regard to "perpetual mow," Lieut. Strrchey h rightly undu- 
mtood me, and I again repeat that there w not and cannot he my d 
thing, and that any assertion to the contrary must necessuily convict 

its sathor of being utterly ignorant of the well known fact, that 
nothing in nature is perpetual or everlasting. bll matter ia ever no- 
dergobg chnnge ; the very rocb ue crumbling down beneath the fom 
of atmospheric agents ; the atmosphere itself ia conetsntly undergoii 
change and renovation ; the water a* the mow dike return to it in 
the form of vapour. Where then ia there a eign of perpetaiq f My 
opponent should hare remembered, when he undertook to cenrm my 
ntrpposed illogical reasoning, that there ie a wide diierence betaeen 
a hill covered with perpetual nrorc, and one that is perpetd ly  coae~. 

d with mow !-"The mere continuance of mow on any epot,"up 
no l m  authority than Profeeeor Forbes, " d w  not suppose that mow 
never melts there; were that the case a progmaive and & 
mmmlation would be the reault; the position of the d~, or 
what in often rrroneoualy called the Einc of prpetwl amgclntiim, M 

determined mlely by thia circumstance, that during one complete 
lution of the aecwna or in the courae of one year, the mow which 
firlls w j t d  melted and uo lawe."* 

Thne Lieut. Stnrchey's obeervatiom, dthongh n d u l  in ~0m-g 

thm of Webb and othem, in reality leave the question precidy 
where. it WM, namely, that while in Knmaon the elevation of tba mow 
line ia grmter on the northern repect than an the southern ; the tmtb, 
an the Hindu Cush, and as far as obserwtion goes, in the T u t ~  di, 

north of the Bissehir range, is actually the rereme ; proving r 
I long since h t d ,  and now repeat, that the feicta on which Hnmbddt 
relied M applicable to the whole extent of the H.imday4 are folnsd ta 
be purely local, and dependent altogether on the physical fer tplc~ of 
the oountry to the north and south of the w.ter-ahed. 

* Forbu' TraveL through the Alpr, p. 18. 



Corrcetiona to notes on Land and Fresh Water #he&, &tea in 
dfghanidhan. By Crrpt. THOMAS HUTTON. 

By a letter lately received from W. H. Benaon, Esq., I find that 
the following correctiom are required to my notes on Afghan ahella, 
published in the July number of this Journal for 1819 ; many changes 
haring lately taken place in regard to the names bestowed by writem 
in India. 
No. 1. for " Parm~~e11us"-red " Parmueella." 
No. 4. Helix Bwtriam (Hutton). Dr. Pfeiffer regards this M only a 

variety of the European H. strigella. 
No. 8. Pnpa spelaea (Hutton). According to the preaent classification 

this will stand ur Btrlimad s p a h  (Hutton), unless it 
has been previously priblished by Mr. Benmn as B. 
eremila. 

No. 9. Papa Indica (Beneon's Msa.) . 
P. qlindrica (Hutton), now stands M Bulimvr ptrllvr (Gmy). 

No. 10. Pupa ccenopicta (Hutton), in now Bmlimua canopiehu. 
No. 1 1 .  for " shell convid"-read 'c Skl l  eonoid." 
No. 16. Melnnia e l e g a ~  (Benmn), ie now M. v'nulwa (Lamarck). 
No. 17. M. pyramis (Benmn), ie M. tuberadata (Muller). 

In amtinnatim of my papers already submitted to the Society hav- 
iag in vim to exhibii w m d y  the &tk~ of d l  the aborigines of 
India, I now =bit Vocabaluier, uniform with the'u precursors, of the 
mitten and apokein Bwmm. the S i i h o ,  the NQa in three dialeta, 
tha Abor md the Miri tongues. 

Fbr this serier I am indebted to tho Rev. N. Brown of Bibsagor, 
who in torwarding it to me favoured me with the following remuka :- 

slThere spedmmm appear fdly to tabbbh ihe fact that the Bu-, 
&+o, Ndga and Abor lnnguage~ rue very clwe relatives, and ought 
not to be separated into different f d e a ,  M they sometimer have been. 
The Bnrmrm d S i i o ,  it i true, have been rsgsrded n nearly rela- 
tad; but I am not a m  of ib ever having been lulpposed that the 
Nig. or Abor were c I d y  related to the Bnnnan, or that there ru my 
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very intimate connexion between the two. The NBga tribes are very 
numerous, and every village apperus to have ite own dialect. 

I have not inserted the Khamti or S h y h  because I am not convinced 
that there is any very close radical connection between either and the 
Burmese. This affinity seems always to have been taken for pnted 
M a matter of course, but without any just ground. I t  is true then 
are a considerable number of Burman words in the Khamti, but thq 
bear the marks of recent introduction, and are not to be foundin the old 
Ahdm, the parent Shyh, nor in the Siamese, with which the Ahdm ma 

nearly, if not exactly, identical. I have inserted the Burmese M -.#a 
together with the spoken form. The Mags of ArakBn, it is said, pm 
nounce it aa i t  is written, and not l i e  the Burmese. I t  appear0 to re 
semble the Tibetan considerably. The 1st column of Abor Miri I have 
collected from a vocabulary published a year or two ago by Captain 
E. F. Smith (of the Bengal Native Infantry), commanding at Gadip. 
-The laat column I got from a N r i  residing at this place. 

In  Burman I have used t A  to express the sound of th in think. Blso 
a stroke under the initial letter of a syllable to denote the falling tone, 
and a dot under the final vowel to denote the short, abrupt tone. The 
Singpho and Nameang NBga are taken from a vocabulary published sa 
veral years ago by the Rev. M. Bronson, and may be depended on rr 
correct. The other two Ndga dialects are given by two men from vil- 
lages near Nowgong-the only N@ I can h d  in the station just now ; 
and, M they do not understand Asamese very well, I may have intro- 
duced some errors from them. At all evente, the words are evidently 
encumbered with afiixer and prefixes that do not properly belong hen. 
3 have not however ventured to remove any of them, as yon will be 
better able to do this. I am inclined to think that the radical f o m  
in all these lnngnagell are monosyllabic, aa the Burmese unquestionably 
is. The verbs, kc. would probably show a much greater resemblance 
if we had all the terms for each idea ; M there will generally be many 
verbs nearly synonymous ; coneequently the lists do not almp exhibit 
the corresponding forms ; thus creating an apparent difference when 
there is none in reality." 
Ae it ia not my pnrpom to anticipate the results of the present in- 

quiry, I will add nothing on this occasion 'to the above obliging rod 
mnsible remarkn of Mr. Brown. 



B ~ m a n ,  
Writlm. 

Air 
Ant 
Arrow 
Bird 
Blood 
Boat 
Bone 
Buffalo 
C*t 
Cow 
Crow 
Day 
k g  

Earth 
Egg 
Elephant 
Eye 
Father 
Fire 
Firh 
Flower 
Foot 
O a t  
Hair 
Hand 
Herd 

Horn 
Holm 
Holll. 

16 
puwakchbit 
mr i  
nghmk 
m6 
ILe 
u6 
kwye 
krong 
nwi 

n6 
khw6 
n6 
m d  
u 
c h h n g  
myrkchi A 

pha6 
mi 
d 
Pan 
khr6 
chhit 
chhmbmng 
Iak 
hAong 
wak 
kbyo . 
mrrng 
im 

le 
payuebtlik 

nghet 
lhwL 
Ib6 

~ Y M  
kyaung 
nu6 
& Y i  
n6 
hhw6 
ta6 
my6 
m 
~'beu 
myetsi 
214-6 
d 
u 6 
140 
rhyd 
i'l~eik 
8'hbsn 
et 
rhw 
vet 
;by6 
0 JSO 
ihg 

-- 

Bronrm '8 

Singph. --- 
mbollg 
gagin 
P C ~  

"'! 
MI 

U 

$= 
ntngyau 
kana& 
kokhi 
aingth6i 
ppi 
n6 

;!? 
magui 
mi 
w6 
wan 
=ga 
iibrn 
y6"g 
mlllam 
car6 
ettC 

P 
""I 
:nmrurg 
1t6 

N a p .  
- -~ - 

p6W 
bipchik 
16khur 
r 6  
h6 
kbuonkb6 
irbh 
M 
mbng 
m6u 
rakb6 
r.ng).i 
h ~ i  
n6 
h6 
atl 
puok 
mit 
v6 
van 
n86 
cb6@ 
d6 
Lien 
kmch6 
dak 
k116 
r a t  

:x 
hum 

Nownow# 
Naga. 

mabung 
mschi 
1 - w  
L s  
rza 
murung 
terrp 
chang 
tan? 
naat 
waru .. .. 
u z  
tenanng 
Ui 
ant80 
rhiti 
tenok 
.Pi 
mi 
mgn 
8UP 

bbllng 
nabung 
k6 
tekh6 
takoKk 
Lk 
h a  
k6rr 
ti 

* p a  
Naga. -- 

mspung 
m a t h h  
lanun 
u16 
6i 
lung 
telet 
tYang 
meyan 
m b i  
walo 
tang16 
arh 
k l i a n n  
i l l  
utn 
rut1 
tenyik 
.P" 
mad 
mfl  
nolong 
hohing 
lubmg 
kn 
tekhit 
teko 
6k 
t6i 
knri 
K 

Capt. Smilh'~ 
Abor-Min. 

-- 

aaar 
mirrng 
epnk 
pettang 
yilpi al 
elling 
Uong 
menjek 
mendari 
g h r b h m e h  
piik 
longeh 
eki 
norong 
imong 
6piu 
rita 
imik 
y hi 
eme 
engo 
Ppun 
610 
mbuben 
dnmit 
UPk 
tuku, mittuk 
yGek 
Preng 
g6m 
eknm 

lye 
3 

6llung6 
Uong 0 
menjrg 
menkuri 

- b 
g6ru 5. 
P% 
longko 

9. 
8 

iki 
yerung % 
Pmong f 
r p a  
mite 
m i k  
Mbi 
umme 
orgo 

I 
3 

i l e  
S 
3. 

r@li 
dumed 

? 
e l k  
mittub 
eY=% 

P'm 
ekwn 
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Bnglirh. 

-- 
Kill 

B ~ s  
Take away 
Lift up 

Hmr 
Undmtand 
Tall 
Good 
Bad 

Cold 

Hot 
Raw 

R i p  
Sweet 
Sow 
Bitter 
Bandame 

:aght 
Crooked 
Black 
Whits 
Tbd 
Green 

kz 
T.11 

Nwgong 
Naga. -- 

hok0 { 
6nyaung 
p e n m n g  

.ch6ngatdog 
i6shu 
matQrrm6 
rbiang 
k b i n g  
matdng 

k&Qt6 

h t m k  

} 
t4mm 

pakg 
Ungatdng 
matabg 
tumutum 
tikrak 
tanak 
tamadng 
muam 
tacham 

tatan t h . 3  
talhgka 

Brmuon'r 
N-rmg 

Naga. -- 
rikr6to 

vmro 
krpkito 

tuona 
t6to 

W& 
a ~ l l  
WU 

.ki 
aLh4m 
6hing 

k h b n  
6th 
& 
akh6 
amad 
pmgtd  
iring 
akaang 
anyak 

:&k 
ahfag 

616 at6011 
rchnong 

Copt. Smith'r 
Abw-Mid. 

P ~ P U  
bombipu 
bomkang 

16tdpol 

tadkapil 
ken 
lOp0 
aidu 
aimang 

w i n p  { 
guddrong 

. . .. 
mhd6 
ttd6 
kuns 
k6nam 
kampod6 . . .. 
pundu 
muwat, p d 6  
y ik l r  
arid6 

ydu:g , , 
baddo16 adedl 

.. . . 

Burman, 
Written. -- 

rrt 

*he 
$rw6 
m h m g ,  

mhrok 
M 
Un, d 
chb6, kt6 

ckh6 
khyam, b 

:tim 

mhin, n q  
khy6 
khyim 
kh6 
lha 
amp chhd 
~ h r o n ~  
kok 
oak 
~ h r f r  
nl 
chim 
rhin 
td 
mlrs8 

Teng~  
m a .  

figg } 
khaluang 
cheba chenang 

u y h n g  

6ng6ng 
nyangmang 
r u n g  
ch6ngkdo 
mwhdng 
ichikde 

lamme 

tfii 

t h a n  
brig 
nenla 
P& 
ahongthang 
maeh6ng 
matungkolo 
k6ikolo 
n yakla 
maraag 
malamk 
tacham 
l6ngkolo inan Y 

16asl% 

Sibrogor 
Miri. -- 

dingketo 
bomkuka 
bomkmg 

jowon 

Cittoka 
kintoka 
lubida 
aida 
aima 

ygg 
guu6me 

leda 

minda 
ttdik 
kad6)C 
kod6k 
khgkbne 
aimang 
guyokd6k 
p d 6 k  
y6kidik 
k Ampodik 
1IldP 
gsd'k 
ai4rd6k 
6ndildik 
.ILdIk 

~ w a b n ,  
Spoken. 

#hit 

$ghe 
yhthwi 

} w 
le, tAi 
n'h6 kyi 
hmg 
r'h6 

k h y h ,  b 

PP n"v 
mhe, yen 
k h y i  
khyiu 
kh6 
b/ 
ay6bhd 
P ~ Y  alurg 
kauk 
net 
p h ~ h  
nl 
wing 
mh6 
t6 
my- 

Browm'r 
Sinppho. -- 

ratu 

l iu  
l6u d u  

phiuu 

eh6iu 
m i l  

f& 
katu' 

k6thet 
ketaing 

min 
dQ 
khri 
khg 
j6di 
r m n i n g  
PRng 
m k o  
cbing 
pbr6ng 
khyang 
ketdng 

tib& 
tad* 



le 
"In Burman I have used th to exprees the sound of th in think. I have also put in italice the initial letter of a 

yllable to denote the falling tone-end a dot under the final vowel to denote the short, abrupt tone. The Singpho 
and Nameang Nega are taken from a vocabulary publbhed several yenre ago by the Rev. Mr. Broneon, and mcry be 2 
depended on aa correct. The other two Naga dialects are given by two men fkom villages near Nowgong-the only 3 
Nagaa I can find in the station jnst now ; and M they do not understand Asamese very well, I may have introduced 
some e r r m  from them. At all event8 the words are evidently encumbered with affixes and prefixes' that do not 

Q, properly belong here; I have not however ventured to remove any of them, aa you will be better able to do thia. 
P: , I am inclined to think that the radical forms in all these languages are monosyllabic, as the Burmem unquestionably 

is. The verbs, LC. would probably show a much greater resemblance if we had a11 the terms for each tdea ; as there 
will generally be many verbs, nearly synonymous, coneequently the lists do not always exhibit the correeponding forms -- 

Browom'e 
Na-g 

Nogo. -- 
unlenpr 
iring 
addog 
6tim . . . . 
tode 
r h t  
rch i  

b6rn 

khamlin 

rrmrfo 

EvlirA. 

__I 

Short 
Small 
Grert 
Round 
Square 
Flat 
Fat 
Thin 

Wearinera 

Thint  

Hunger 

-thus creating an apparent difference where there is none in reality ." 

Bmnen,  
Bpohm. 

7- 

nelng 

? 
16ng 
ihdhaung 
P Y ~  
rg,  tdk 
mhyi 

mo, penbin 

Ye n&t 
r lngit  

Burman, 
Wrlffm. 

-,- 

ntm 

krf 
Inn 
Ibthong 
PI 6 
was tap 
lhyi 

mo, pangbaa 

r6 ngat 

d h i  ngrt 

&wonv# 
8ingpbo. -- 

kotdn 
kabl  

r::m .. .. 
n m  
phGm 
lad 

b(hi 

p h h g  gar4 
kodu 

Sibragor 
Mlri.  

6ndUd6k 
imedik 
i t hd ik  
itumdik .. .. 
omrnd4k 
'uiname 
:id& 

{::lzak 

tMELng 

kon6ng 

Capt. Smitb'r 
Abor-Miri. 

adedi 
rngid6 
b6te .. .. .. .. 
neing 1ud6 
ad6 . . .. .... 
t d n g  
ktnong 

Nowgong 
Noga. 

hbEL 
tilala 
taluln 
*"u 
trngakiku 
m a l m  
tab6k 
rpoprr 

6nyok6 

{ z $ r  
yatar 

3 k g r o  
Naga. -- 

4nangU 
W8U 
h ~ 6  
litbkpu 
kngik 
rnadamb 
hb6k 
aP'J 
ngELchaho 

} 
chukle 
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On preparing Facaa&8 of Coim, &.-By J. W. LAIDLAY, Bq. 

Convenient, expeditious, and easy methods of making fao-similes of 
wins, gems and inscriptions have ever been objecta of importance to 
the antiquarian and the traveller ; and as several of my correapondentl 
have found those which I am about to d d b e ¶  and which I have 
practised for some time past, to possess all these advantap, it may 
not be amiss to devote a short space in the Journal to make them more 
generally known. 

To prepare fac-aimilea of wins and medals, the operator should hare 
in readiness a few balls of yellow bed-wax, and a little plumbago in 
h e  powder. The former may vary in size from that of a small pistol 
bullet upwards, according to the size of the medal to be copied, and 
may be kept in readiness for use in a wide-mouthed phial. One of 
thew waxen balls having been selected, is to be flattened by premut 
npon a small disc of wood or copper (an old smoothworn pyce answem 
extremely well), which serves as a support for it, and preventa its subs 
quent alteration of form by keeping. The wax thua flattened and 
extended to about the size of the medal to be copied, is to be rubbed 
on its mrf' with a little of the powdered plumbago applied by meana 
of the finger. I t  will immediately assume a high metallic pollih, and 
in then ready to receive the impreea of the coin. Thin ia dected by 
simply hying the latter npon the wax, and pressing it into the polished 
earface, either with the thumb, or by means of a large pair of pincers, 

' or by any other process e&g a uniform steady pressure. When the 
impresr in considered perfect, the coin is easily detached by a alight 
tap, there being seldom any disposition to adhere, if sufficient plnmbap 
be employed, and more especially if the coin be breathed upon, 01 

mobbed, before the operation. 
On removing the coin, the wax will be found to have received r 

beautiful and delicately perfect impression by a process mechmially 
analagoas to that by which the original itself was formed. This p* 
ceas will be found greatly superior to those given in books, such u 
that by meana of sealing wax, or plaster of Paris, or melted 
The k i t  is generally deficient in sharpness; the laet often CUWS 

vexation by the adhesion of the medal, tx the formation of bubbles on 
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i b h ;  while none of them M ao expeditiow as the one I now 
deacribe, by means of which fac-similes of an extensive cabinet of 
m a  may be obtained in a few hours. 
The waxen matrices thus prepared may, with proper precaution, be 

kept an indefinite time, or transmitted to any distance for the final 
pmcena, that is, the revival of the medal by electrotype deposit. When 
this is to be done, a little more powdered plumbago ahould be brushed to 
md fro upon the mould with a rather stiff painting brush, and then well . 
dmed away. Thi serves to restore the continuity of the conducting 
muface where it may be broken by the impression; a circumstance 
very likely to occur where the legend is in high relief. A hot wire being 
now paased round the edge of the matrix to destroy the electric conaec- 
tion ~ t h  the metallic eupport, rendere the mould fit for placing in the 
depositing trough, where the proma is completed in the usual way. 

I had the honor to submit to the Society specimens of electrotype 
L&iles prepared in this manner about two years ago. I t  ia obvious 
however that this process is applicable to many other objecta and 
pnrpoeea besides the copying of cob, Woodcuts and-other engrav- 
ings in relief may be multiplied in the same manner ; and even stereo- 
type plates of letter-press may be similarly prepared with the utmoet 
taeility. All that is requbite is to expose a prepared surface of wax 
kid upon the type-forma to gentle pressure, and submit the impression 
thw obtained to the action of the electrotype. I have the honor to 
ky before the Society a specimen of this mode of stereotyping, being 
a page from the Veda, prepared by the indulgent permission of the 
Ber. J. Thomas of the Baptist Misa'on Press. This $rat attempt, 
rmrde now more than a year ago, sufficiently testifies the ready 
pneticnbiity of the process. I had occasion about the 8time time, 
in reply to some questions from my esteemed correspondent, the 
Rev. Dr. Gntzlatf of Hong Kong, regarding the application of stereotype 
to Chinese printing, to recommend this process to hia consideration 

one eminently adapted to the special case of copying wooden 
bkka. I have not yet heard the result of his experimente, but have 
no doubt of their eventual mccese. 

It  now only remaim to describe the method of taking paper fa* 
hi lea of inscriptions. The ordinary mode of doing this by inking 
the surface, either with common or printing ink, has the dieadvantage 



of giving a revemd oopy of the original, and has other, and the 
coderable, inoonveniencea which are troublesome enough in p d .  
My friend Capt. Kittoe, who haa had more experience in this deprrt 
ment of prnctiad archaiology than falls to the lot of many, improved 
the process greatly by overlaying the aheet of paper upon which the 
impreseion ie to be taken with mother prepared with a proper pigment, 
and then applying the requiiite preesure or friction ; precieely as is done 
in copying by what ia called "carbonic paper." Thia had the advantage 
of giving the impression erect: but the following is much simpler, 
more expeditious and more cleanly ;-Lay the paper upon the im&d 
eurface and rub it with a large cork primed with powdered plnmbago; 
wherever the eurface reaista, the plumbago adheres and may be kdh 
freely rubbing m. The erciaed parts receive no impreanion. The b 
simile thus prepared may be afterwmds improved if newwry by pep 
and ink. The procees, however, ia capable of such delicacy and ex&- 
nesa, that with h e  paper, it may be uaed to copy in f a d m i l e  the 
slightly depreeeed lettering on the back of a book.. The powdered 
plumbago may be kept for the purpose in a wide mouthed phial, the 
cork of which will always be ready far uae. 



PROCEEDINGS 

ASIATIC SOCIETY BENGAL 

The ordinary meeting of the Asiatic Society held on Wednesday, 
the 5th of September, 1849. 

Dr. J. MCCLELLAND, Senior Member present, in the chair. 
The proceedinge of the last meeting were read and confirmed, and 

the mmmta and vouchers of the preceding month were laid upon the 
table aa usual. 

h j a  ~ratapa Chandro Singk, Babu Rajdra  Ihctto and Captain 
8. FyteAe, having been proposed and wconded at the August meeting, 
were ballotted for and elected ordinary membera of the Society. 
Read letters- 
Prom Sir H. M. Flliot, K. C. B. Secretary to the Government of 

India with the Governor General, forwarding c4 Diary of a Trip to PEnd 
lMm Khan and the Salt Range," by Mr. Aesiatant Surgeon A. 

Plemin%. 
From H. Cnmming, acknowledging the receipt of a bill of exchange 

for 825-10-0, and soliciting the attention of the Secretary to a promise 
made by h i  for transmitting to Mr. C. a selection of duplicate she118 
io ntnrn for those already received by the Society in 1843. 
From Lieut. R. C. Wroughton, expressing, on behalf of himself and 

other mvviving relativee of Brigadier Stacy, their heartfelt thanks for 
the sympathy of the Society on the occasion of the death of that 
eminent antiquarian, as conveyed in their resolution of September, 1848. 

Prom Col. J. Low, forwarding the original atone containing the fac- 
imile of an inscription published in the Journal of the Asiatic Society 
for July, 1849. 



980 Proceedings of the Asiatic 8ociety. 

John Barlow, Esq., Secretary to the Royal Inetitntion of Great 
Britain, 'conveying the thanks of the Institution for a copy of the 
Asiatic Society's Journal, No. 199. 

From Major W. Anderson, a paper on the " Roates and Stages in 
the North Welitern provinces of India in 1750." 

From the same, "Sketch of the recorded revenues of the states 
beyond the Sntlej, about 1750 to 1800." 

From H. Piddington, Esq. Charts of hie 17th and 18th Memoire of 
the Law of Starma in India. 

Read extract of a letter from Lieut. R. C. Wroughton, intimatiDg 
his desire, with reference to a para. in Brigadier Stacey's will, to dispose 
of, if there be any, the stones, sculptures and old copper-plate gifi of 
land belonging to Brigadier Stacy in the Society's Museum. 

Read extract of ;letter 
From Mr. Gutzlaff, returning his thanka to the Society for the 

Tibetan books presented to him. 
The Report of the Council upon the Financial condition of the 

Society, having been in pursuance of the resolution of the pmding 
meeting, brought forward for consideration, after some disc&on, the 
following reeolntion waa proposed by Mi.  Newmarch, eeconded by 
Mr. Heatly, and carried, 

"That the Financial Report of the Council be adopted with the 
following modifications, that i~ to say, that the allowance hitherto made 
to Mr. Blyth of 40 Ra. per month in reepect of house rent be con- 
tinued, and that the Librarian's salary be continued at 100 RE. per 
month instead of 50 Ra. per month, aa proposed by the Council; rlsa 
that in the Zoological department one aesistant be retained on 20 Re. 
per month, one taxidermist on 30 Ra. per month, and one other taxi- 
dermist on 15 &. per month, inatead of the establisbment propoeed by 
the Council of 2 taxidermieta, each at 30 Rs. per month ; and that 2 
Durwan~~ be retained inatead of one only, as proposed by the C o d .  

J. W. COLVILE. 
&ad and con/Em4 Dec. 8th, 1849. J. W. LAIDLAY. 

Ewdum in the laat ntuuber,-*age 858. 
For " Dr. 3. M'LXLLAND in the chair," read " The Hon, the P ~ E B I D ~  in 

the chair." 



CATALOGUE OF MALAYAN FISHES. 

By THEODORE CANTOR, Ep. M. D. Bengal Medical 8 d .  

[Imliticr a t c d  in Ibliol i g d j  t h m  from whence the firha w a s  o b m h d  ; in 
d m r y  type thm p r e v i o d j  given by mthon. Tha drriptionr am dmwn up from 
u r  tJm IPOC+=.I 

Maorbital- and humed bobones, md preopercle strongly toothed, 
th latter with a apine at the angle; anterior d o d  fin higher but 
h k x  than in P m a  and La6rax; tongue smooth. 

h T X 8  HEETADACTYLUS, (hCdpBde)  
Pera Sonnerat (MS. ?) Cur. and Val. 11. 96. 
Hdoeentre heptadnctyle, Wpbde, IV. 344 and 391. 
Baoe11, CXXXI. Pandoomenoo. 
Coiw neti, Buchuuu~ Ham. 86, 369, PI. 16, Pig. 28. 
kter mbilie, Cur. and Val. 11. 96, PL 13. 
ktcr nobilis, Cnv. R. A. 11. 134t1). 
ktcr nobin, Richudson: Report, 1845, 222. 
later mbii, ~ l k k e r  : Verh. Batov. Genoota. XXII. 16, 27, 
Ikn Siyakup of the Walays. 
Emd and back brownish, or blackih pale green, aides silvery grey ; 

&s with a brownish rpot at the root, or edged with that colour ; 
No. XXX1V.-NEW SEEIEB. 6 L 
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ebdomen rilvery ; pectorals and ventral8 pale yellow, the other fins 
brownish or blackish. Iris blackish golden ; pupil cornelinn red. 

*D 7 or 8-1/11 or 12, C 18 or 17*, A 318 or 9, V I F ,  P. 17 or 18 
Br. VII. 

Hns~~.--Sea and estuaries of Pinang, Malayan Pmirearla, Singapore. 
Bay of Bengal, estuaries of the Ganges, Indian Ocean, China Scr, 

Canton, Java, Madura. 
TOTAL LENGTH, 5 feet. 
Thoae inhabiting brackish water are of a muddy flavour, and blrckii 

or of much darker colours than those living in the sea. The species 
appearr to be less numerour in the S'traits of Malam than in Ben& 
Both in fresh and in dried state, it is highly valued as an article of food. 
I t  aleo yields isinglars, of which however, in the Straits, but little L 
collected, partly on accoont of the comparative mrcitg of the f i l ,  and 
partly owing to the thinness of the air-vessel. That of a large-id 
fish when dried, weighs upward8 of one ounce. At Pinaug this kind 
relle at the rate of 25 to 30 Spanish Dollars pr. Pikul. 

GEN. APOGON, Zacbpdde, 1802. 

Scaler large, deciduous ; the two short dorsals widely aepunted ; 
margin of the preopercle double, finely toothed ; pyloric appendap 
few. 

APOGON P~CCILOPTERUB, Kuhl. and Van Hasselt? 

? Apogon pcecilopterns, Cuo. and Val. 11. 154 
Head above, back and upper half of the sides reddish brown ; lower 

half and abdomen mother of pearl; crown and aides of the bed 
minutely dotted with black; opercles silvery; on the tail, in the mid- 
dle of the base of the caudal, a large rounded blackish spot ; membm 
between first, second and third spines black ; rest hyaline, minot* 
dotted with brown ; posterior dorsal, caudal and anal, pale yellowish, 
dotted with pale brown, ventrals pale yellowish ; pectorals by*. 
Iris mother of pearl, upper half black. 

D 6-lp, C 15% A 218, V 115, P 13, Br. VII. 

RwMU: D 7-1/13, C 18, A 319, V M, P 16. 
B I I C ~ :  D 7-1/12, c is, A 3/11, v 115, P it. 
Cur. and Vd: D 7 or 8-1/12, A W8 or 9. 



H~~rr.--Bea of Pinwag, Singapore. 
TOTAL usNavm, 44 inch. 
The length of the h d  ir ) of the total 1 the orbit borden on the 

pmfilc, md occupier the second fourth of the h d  ; the diatance be- 
tween the orbita 8C~OSS the forehead ie * of the horizontal diameter of 
the orbit, which is $ of the length of the bead. The posterior margin 
of the preopercle is finely serrated nearly all  round, except a mal l  por- 
tion of the lower part ; the opercle terminates in a broad triangular 
membranous point, in the upper margin of which appears a deep 
rounded inciaion. The vertical diameter at ooeiput is 3, in front of 
Uw anterior dorsal a little less than the length of the head, at the root 
of the caudal it slightly exceeda ) of the head. The aides are covered 
by 11 longitudinal series of rounded, finely ciliated scale4 eaoh with 15 

to 18 radiating lines at the basc. The lateral line followa the outline 
ofthe back; it occupies the third upper series of d e n ,  23 or 24, on 
neh of which appears a central, longitndiml tnbe, with one or two 
minute tube8 on each side of its root. The sealee of the series imme- 
diitely above and below the lateral line present an indistinct longitu- 
d i d  elevation. The first dorsal spine is $ of the second and third, the 
bngest and strongest, each of which is 2+ of the length of the head ; 
the sixth spine exceeds the first by one third ; the spine of the poste- 
rior dorsal, the second and and the ventrala are of equal length, ) of 
that of the head. In the inconstant character of colom, the present 
spceies differs from A. pocciloptmrr, but both agree in their number of 
in n y q  m d  general reremblanoe to the Mediterranean species. (A. rsr 
rrUmun, Cnv. and Val. 11. 143.) I t  is to be regretted that the 
&scription of d. p i l o p t m u  is not mnfficiently explicit for identifica- 
h. At Pinang and Singapore single individuals of the present ape- 
& ue of uncertain occurrence. 

APOGON QUAD~IIASCIATVS, CUV. and Val. 
? bfdna faacintus, White ; Voyage, 268, Fig. I 
A p o p  qnadrifrhtus, Cnv. aud Vd. 11. 153. 
A w n  qmdrifasciatns, Bleeker: Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 16, 28. 
Cmrm af the head and back brownish black ; aides ud abdomen, 

wLher of pd ; a b d  black band from above the orbit to the mat 
of tbe andal ; a reoond p d e l  from behind the orbit, h t  beneath 
Lat b d  line, bat from n w  the posterior part of the ae~ond dad 

6 ~ 2  
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it inters& the lateral line, continuing above it tbrough the middle of 
the caudal fin ; upper half of anterior do~nal, between 3d and 6th rpiee, 
more or less intense black ; the other fins pale yellorrbh, or prle d- 
son; all except the pectorals with broad blackinh mugins. Iris d v e q  
with large black spots. 

D 7-lp, C 17+, A AF, V 1/5, P 16, Br. VII. 
Ha~r~.-Sea of Pinang, Singapore. 

Pondicherry, Batavia. 
TOTAL LLNOTH, 4+ inch. 
In the young the two lateral black bands, and the blackish margins 

of the fins are very indistinct, or scarcely perceptible. All the species 
of the fins exhibit tracer of transversal strise. Thi specier u not 
numeroaa at Pioang. 

APOGON FUCATUB, Cantar, 
Body and fins, except the pectorals, nilvery carmine with rainbow 

reflections, cheeks, throat and abdomen paler ; from the lower put of 
the orbit to the m o d e  a gamboge oblique line ; at the root of the au- 
dal a large round black spot, rurrounded by numerous minute brown 
dots, and a few similar on the scales of the posterior part of abdomen- 
Pupil circular, black with crimson reflection ; iris golden gamboge, the 
upper fourth part ultramarine. 

D 6-lp, C 185 A 2/16, V 1/5, P 13, Br. VII. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinang. ' 

TOTAL LLNGTH, 20 inch. 
The length of the head is contained about 3+ times in the tota ; its 

depth, which is little less than that of the body, equala its length ; the  
eye is large, circular, the diameter slightly exceeding .) of the length of 
the heed ; the month small, little protractile ; gape subvertid ; the 
angle of the mouth a little in front of the anterior margin of the orbit ; 
teeth excessively minute ; margin of preopercle very finely toothed; 
lateral line following the outline of the back, nearly throughout obliqne, 
becoming horizontal dose to the root of the caudal. Examined unda 
lens, the spines of all the fins are transversely striated, u in the Geam 
Ckada. The spines of the anterior dorsal us very slender, u in A. 
mmroptenu, Kuhl and Van Huselt, and scarcely arched. The lora 
part of the anterior margin of the second spine is umed with threa 
blunt teeth, rertically mtuted. The eecan4 third md fourth a p h  
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ue of narly equal length : abont one half of the vertical diameter of 
the body. The spine of the posterior dorsal fin equals in length the 
longrat anterior, but the second branched ray, which slightly exceeds 
the first and third, is + of the vertical diameter of the body. The 
distance between the last, double, ray of the posterior dorsal, and the 
root of the caudal equals the length of the head. The caudal'is slightly 
forked: the length of the centre + of the total. The basal extent of the 
uul k r little less than the length of the head ; the second and third 
bmnched ray are the longest, equalling the corresponding rays of the 
posterior dorsal fin. . The distance between the sixteenth donble anal 
ray, and the root of the caudal is but about one half of that between the 
htter and the last ray of the posterior dorsal, or about + of the length 
of the head. The first brauched ray of the ventrals equals in length 
the leeond spine of the anterior dorsal. The length of the transparent 
pectorPls is about + of. the vertical diameter of the body. 
This species is closely allied to Apogon lineolahu, Ehrenberg, the 

peculiar colonration is strikingly similar in both, but it differs from the 
latter, and the other species, in the greater-number of anal rays, an& in 
the toothed appearance of the second dorsal spine. A single specimen 
w u  o b m e d  at Pinang in July 1845. The fishermen asserted it to be 
of very rare occurrence. The very capacious stomach, occupying the 
whole length of the abdominal cavity, was expanded with minute 
rhrimps ; the intestinal canal is less than one third of the total length, 
and without eaecopyloric appendages. The rounded acoustic bones are, 
for the size of the fish, remarknbly large. 

GEN. CHANDA,* Buchm. Ham. 1822. 
(drb&,t Cur. and Val. 1828.-HamiCtonia,S Swainson, 1839.) 

Not from X ~ 8 b ~ ,  hlma, ra ahted by mhtake in Noreuc1aior Zoolopicu, 
(PLar, p. 15,) but from Cbdcr ,  the v m u d a r  name, applied in B e a d  to thr 
&ma. (Criordee, Hind. Silver.) 
t MU. Cnrier and Valencbanem obrene that the two firat apacisa of C M a ,  

dacribad by Bnch-, belong to a dierent pnna, and they have for that n u o n  
emcelled Chado. Bnchanan himself srpreased doubb u b the propriety of p h c  
4 hi first rpecisr in that genna. 

2 b. Zddk (B~mnbroidg, Bomp.) Swunwn, Fi~hm, ec. Vol. 11. p. 260. 
Zirdlloaia e d a ,  Sw., Ham. 61. 37, and H. kto, Sw., Ham. 6g. 37." Botb 

~ u o e m t n .  



. Teeth sharp, scrttered in both jaws, with soma of the bones of tb ' 
head distinctly indented on the edge ; with priclrles in some of the ha, 
and with bodies more or leas diaphanous, and much comprcsred ; thc 
sides nearly perpendicnlar. 

CHANDA DU88UXIER.I, (CUV. 8Ud Vd.) 
A m h i s  dusmmieri, Cuv. and Val. 11. 18 1. 
Ambassis dnssumieri, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Qen. XXII. 17, 30. 
Crown of the head and the back pale greenish, minutely dotted aith 

black, opercle bluish silvery ; sides pale P v e y  with a narrow longitu. ~ 
d i d  shining silvery band from the opercle to the caudal fin ; abdomen 
transparent with the silvery peritoneum shining through. Fin-mt, ~ 
branes transparent; that connecting the 2d and 3d dorsal spine, mi- , 
autely dotted with black and with a black margin ; caudal in mme 
with A blackish margin. Iris silvery; the upper fourth part black. 

D 7-l/9, C 17+, A 3/9, V l/5, P 17, Br. VI. 
&BIT.--&?a of Pk4?ng. 

Malabar, Jan ,  Madura. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 3 inch. 
The vertical diameter of the body is contained about 3+ tima in tbr 

total length. This species appears to occnr bnt rarely at Pinrog. In 
tbtee examined there was no external appearance of the horirontd 
spine in front of the fist dorsal. 

CHANDA NALUA, Buchan. Ham. 
Chanda nalua, Buch. Ham. 107, P1. 6, Fig. 36. 
Ambassis nalua, CUP. and Val. 11. 182. 
Ambassis nalua, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Oen. XXII. 17, 29. 
Crown of the head and back pale greenish, with a few indistinct 

blackiih spots at the base of the dorsal fins ; aides pale silvery, with 
A nurow longitudinal ehining silvery band from the opercle to the an- 
dal fin ; cheeks and opercles iridescent silvery, the latter with a blackid 
spot between the angle and the orbit, prodnced by wmemus b- 
dots ; abdomen transparent, iridescent, with the silvery peritoneam 
shining through ; fins pale citrine, the membrane of the anterior d o d  
minutely dotted with black, particularly between the 2d and 3d spine, 
with a black margin. Iris silvery with a black spot beneath the upper 
margin of the orbit ; pnpil circular, black with crimson reflection. 

D 7-lp, 10 or 11, C 17+, A 3 p  or 10, V 1/5, P 15, Br. VI. 
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H A B ~ . - S e a  of P i ~ n g .  
Rivers of Lower Bengal, Batavia, Samarang, Sumbayr, Bima, 

Bumbawa. 
TOTAL LLNGTE : 4+ inch. 
AH observed by M W. Cuvier and Valenciennes thie species differs 

from Chanda gymnocephla (Ldptxle). (8p.SEicena rafgha Pomkal?-- 
Lutjanw gymnocephalm, Ladp.-Centroponrw ambaasir, Ladp.-dm- 
burir commeraonii, Cur. and Val. 11. 17, P1. 25) by its compamtively 
shorter head, blunter muzzle, and greater depth of the body. Besides, it 
may at once be distinguished by the extent of the membrane connecting 
the anterior to the posterior domal, which in the present species attaches 
itvlf to the lower third of the epine of the posterior domal, but d m  
not as in Chanda gymnocephala descend nearly down to the level of 
the back. From the individuals described by Buchanan, those inha- 
biting the sea differ dightly in coloura, and in having one, rarely two, 
branched rays less in the posterior dorsal and anal fine. The specier 
k at all seasone of no rare occurrenee at Pinang. I t  feeds on small 
Cnr~acea. - 

The preceding apecies of dpogon and Chanda are of little d u e  am 
rrtialea of food. At Pinang they, as well as numemu other small 
fishes, the daily residua of the market, are used as manure. - 

GEN. SERRANUB, Cum. and Pal. 1828. 
Dorul fin single ; preopercle serrated ; opercle with two or three 

h t  spines ; teeth velvety, with a greater or smaller number of longer, 
pointed teeth; crown of the head, operoles, and cheeks covered with 
d m  ; muzzle and jaws with more or lees perceptible wales, or apr- 
m t l y  naked. 

~ E E R A N U B  EEXAQONATU8, (Fonter.) 
Pema hexagonata, Forster. 
Holocentm hexagonatus, Bloch. Schneider. 
Semnns hexagonatus, Cur. and Val. 11. 330. 
8erranw stellans, Richrrdeon, Ann. Nat. Hiat. March 1843. 
Smanas hexagonstus, Riohardson: Voy. Sulph. 82, PI. 38, Fig. 1- 
Ground colow of the herd above, bnck and upper half of the rides 

@e nddish brown With~~~II l€T0~8 rounded, frequently confluent spots. 
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a11 indistinct and of a shade but slightly darker than the ground colour ; 
lower half of the sider dilnted reddish brown, becoming whitiah on the 
abdomen ; fins reddish brown, darker than the body from their numer- 
ous iudistinct spots, the largest of which along the back between the 
dorsal spines ; upper margin of the dorsal membrane black ; dl the 
spines greyish brown. Iris reddish brown, with a namw golden ring. 

D 11/17,C 17+,A3/8,V l/5,P. 17,Br.VII. 
HABIT.-S~ of Pinang. 

. Ieles of Borabora and Oualan, South Pacific. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 7Q inch. 
The length of the head is 3$ of the total ; the vertical diameter at 

oooiput is + of the length of the head ; the greatest oblique diameter 
of the orbit is about 44 of the length of the head ; the margin of the 
preopercle is rounded, the ascending part strongly toothed, the three 
lowest teeth larger than the rest ; of the three spines of the o p e d  
the upper one is the smallest, and the centre one the largest, its length 
eqnalling .) of the diameter of the eye ; the membranous portion of tbe 
opercle is elongated to a sharp point. The upper maxillary tath am 
preceded on each side by a single curved canine, inside of which appeu 
several pointed teeth, conspicuously longer than all the rest. The lower 
maxillaries have two canines on each side of the symphysia. All h e  
fins are rounded ; the dorsal spines are rather slender and a little shorter 
than the son rays; the second anal spine ia longer and stronger thrn 
any of the other spines, its length equalling the extent of the bass of 
the anal fin. The greatest vertical diameter of the body slightly 
exceeds $ of the to@ length. 

The stomach is moderate, coriaceous, particularly near the fund-; 
the appendicula coecopylorica are of equal length, about 8 inch ; the 
length of the iutestinnl canal is a little less than the total. This 
cies, of inhich s single individual occurred at Piang in 1845, rgmr 
with the description of Serrmur rteUan8, Richardson, which the an- 
thor later referred to 5. hexagmhu. In the Pinang specimen the 
dark spots disappeared shortly after death, leaving behind 4 uniform 
reddish brown colour. 

SERRANU~ LANCEOLATUB, (Bloch.) 
Holocentras lanceolatns, Bloch. Pi. 242, Fig. 1. 
Holocentras laneeolatus, Shaw. IV. 567. 
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Bmll,  CXXX. Sugglathoo Bontoo. 
h u s  lanceolatus, Cuv. and Val. 11. 316. 
&mnm lanceolatus, Bleeker: Verh. Batrrv. Gen. XXII. 9, 18, 35. 
llIkan Krapu" of the Mnlays. 
Ground-eolour of the body and fins bright gamboge, with five blvad 

vertical brown or black bands, of which the first from the orbit 
over the preopercle, the second from the crown of the head obliquely 
over the opercle to behiid the pectoral fins, where it joins the third ; 
in the obliquely oral space between these two bands some individuals 
haw a large oval black spot ; the third band which occupies the space 
beheen the W and 10a dorsal spine, becomea narrower on the body 
md continues jointly with the second band over the abdomen; the . . 

bnrth band spans nearly the whole lower hnlf of the dorsal rays, pro- 
ceeda over the body and the mal, on the posterior part of which the 
ground colour M visible, with one or mow black apota ; the fifth band 
L in fiont of the caadal; all the fins with one or more aeries of large 
black spots, more or leas confluent; the pectorals in some with three 
uched undulating black bands; jaws with large black sp&. Pupil 
eireniar black ; iris golden. In the young the ground d o u r  in citrine 
or sulphur. 

D 11/16, C 17$,A3b,V l p , P  18, Br.VII. 
HAnx~.-Sea of Pinang. 

Bay of Bengal, Batavia, Samarang. 
Taru. Lrlram : 64 inch. 
In three individuals examined the number of fin nys  was the above 

rtrted; Russell m d  M. M. Cuvier and Valenciennes give the dorsal 
11/14, md the latter give the anal 3/10. 

S r a a d ~ n s  aoaarnos, Kuhl and Van Baeselt. 
h n s  horridus, Cur. and Val. 11. 321. 
b s  homdus, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII. 7, 19, 36. 
" Ikm Kmpu" of the Mays .  
Crown of the head and back blackish brown ; sides and abdomen 

grey, largely marbled with blackish brown ; spinoua part of the 
Qd yellowbh pale brown, with a large basal brownish spot, between 
afh pair of spines; the rest of the dorsal gamboge, the lower hd€ 
a three or fow oblique downward directed blackish bands, above 
* k h  mane large round black spots ; caudal, anal and ventral fins ern- 

6 M 
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boge with large round, sometimes confluent, black spots ; pectorals with 
a large black spot in the centre of the base, and three or four more 
or less interrupted arched black bands. Iris blackiah brown with r 
golden ring. 

D 11/15 or 16, C 17#, A 3/8, V l/j, P 17 or 19, Br. VII. 
 HABIT.-^^^ of Pinang, Singapore. I 

Java. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 4 feet 3 inch. I 

This species ie closely allied to Serranw geographicuu, Kuhl rod 

Van Hasselt, which according to M. M. Cuvier nnd Valenciennes hu 1 
one or two additional soft rays in the dorsal, and two in the and fin. 

I t  attain6 to a gigantic size. In one, the weight of which exceeded 1 
130 lb., the stomach contained remains of Strumatmu, Sphytno Lloehii, 
and of a Lirnulur. Though not plentiful, it  is not of uncommon mur- 

1 
rence at Piang,  where it is valued by the natives both in its fresh and 
dried state. In  the adult the colour of the fins is greenish olive. 

I 
S r a a n ~ n s  ALTIVELI~, Cur. and Val. 

Serranus altivelis, Cur. and Val. 11. 324, PI. 25. 
I 

Cromileptes altivelis, Swainson, Nat. Hist. of Fishes, 11. 201. I 

Serranus altivelis, Richardson : Report 1845, 230. 1 
Serranns altivelis, Bleeker, Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 18, 33. 
Head and body brownish buff changing to white on the abdomen; 

fins lilac-grey ; a11 parts with distant round black spots, edged with white ; 
those of the body and dorsal fins larger than the rent; iris b r o d  
buff with a narrow golden ring, the upper part with two ocelli. 

D 10/18, C 17#, A 3/10, V ID, P 17, Br. VII. 
HA~lT.-sea of Pinang. 

Java, China Seas. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 48 inch. 
M. M. Cuvier and Valenciennes count 19 aoft rays in the d o d  6n, 

but their figure represents 18 ; the latter is probably taken from a per 
served specimen, and gives but an inadequate idea of the exquisitely 
delicate tints of the living fish. A single, probably young, individd 
observed at Pinaug in Jnne 1845, farther differ8 from PL 25, Hut. 
Nut. dcr Po&. in having the dorsal spines froq the third of qd 
length, whereas in the plate, their length is represented as g n d d y  
increasing from the first to the tenth. The very capacious stomach w u  
expanded with remains of Crustacea. 
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S r s a a ~ u s  BONTOO, CUV. 
IlPMell CXXVlII. Madinawa Bontoo. 
h m  bontoo, Cuvier R. A. 11. 141,ta). 
Semnua bontoo, Cnv. and Val. 11.334. 
Semnus bontoo : Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII, 9. 
B m i s h  grey, lighter on the abdomea; head and body with nu- 

merow round b h l r i h  spots ; fin membranes brownish grey ; the 
d a d  blackish at the base and upper hdf. Iris pale greenish olive 
with a narrow golden ring. 

D11/17, C l7#,A3/8,V IF,  P 19, Br.VII. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pirrang. 

&dm, Vimgapatam, Java. 
T ~ A L  LENGTH : 5 inch. 
A Jingle individual with one soft anal ray less, but otherwise corm 

sponding to the description and figure of Russell, was observed at 
Pinrng in 1843. The lowest three teeth of the preopercle are larger 
than the rest. On each side of the intermaxillary bone appears a a- 
nine. stronger than the rest of the teeth. The black spots of the body 
kcome indistinct after death. 

S raaauns  COIOIDEB, (Bnchman Hamilton). 
Bnasell CXXVII, Bontoo. 
Bola? coioides, Buchanan Ham. 82, 369.* 
Serranus suillus, Cnv. and Val. 11. 335. 
&manna suillus, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII, 9. 
Head, body and fins reddish ash-colonred, whitish ou the abdomen, 

with nnmerons metcolonred or orange round spots, those of the d o d  
lometimes codnent, forming one or two longitudinal bands. Iris pale 
golden with one or two m t y  spots. 

D 11/15, C 17% A 318, V IF,  P 18, Br. VII. 
B~ar~.-Sea of P i ~ n g ,  dngupore. 

Coromandel, Bay of Bengal, Gangetic estuaries, Java. 
TOTAL L t a a m  : 1 foot 6 inch. 
This species grows to a gigantic size. Russell saw one 7 ft. in length, 

5 m circumference, weighing more than 300 1b. Smaller individuals 
highly valued as articles of food. I t  is not numerous at Pinang. 

* An unfinbhed colonred rkstch in the duplicate rcriea of Buciunan's Drrwingr 
k u  no doubt of tha mpecie~ in qne~tion. 

6 ~ 2  
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G r a .  Grrryorosr,* Cmtm. 
(Equivalent to DIACOP~, Cwuier.) 

Canines among the velvety marillnry teeth; m e n  of p m p d e  
toothed ; opercle generally terminating in two or three &at poinb; mr- 
gin of preopercle with a notch receiving a toberoaity of the intempwclc. 

G r n ~ o ~ o o r  NOTATA, (CUV. Md Val.) 
Russell XCVIII, Antika Doondiawah. 
Diacope notata, Cm. and Val. 11. 423. 
Mesoprion russelli, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Qw. XXII. 20, 41. 
Head ?bore crimson ; cheeks golden, margin of preoperele pale ar- 

mine ; of opercle vermilion ; back reddish brown ; rides pale d d m  
with red refleclions ; abdomen yellowish white ; fmm the orbit, above 
the lateral line, three obliquely ascending orange lines, of w h i i  the 
loved reaches the middle of the h e  of the dorsal rays; beneath 
which a large black epot ; beneath the lateral line three or four +d 
similar linee, of which the nppermort divider the black spot ; the rut 
nearly straight from the opercle towards the tail ; fin memhmc1 jel- 
lowish ; apical third of dorsal spines and rays, and upper, lower and 
posterior margin of caudal fin crimson ; anal and ventral fins gombogc, 
Iris golden. 

Young.-Head above and back browniah ; chwb,  sides and aMr~ 
men, silvery white ; etripea of the body brown ; fine pale yellow, p&ta ' 

of doraal rays and posterior margin of caudal fin pale &roll. 

D 10114, C 17), A 3/tl, V 1/5, P 16, Br. VII. 
Hanxr.-8ea of P k n g .  

Indian Ocean, Bay of B e n d ,  Batavia. 
TOTAL LENGTB : 9 inch. 
Russell gives 3/6 in the anal ; M. M. Cuvier and Valenciennes 11/13 

in the dorsal fin. Russell h u  observed the clunges of mlour 
by age. On eecb side of the throat appear three emall oval fouetr, of 
which the posterior is the largest. The species is not nnmem at 
Pinang. 

GLN. MBBOPBION, &vier 1829. 
Teeth on the palate and vomer ; canines among the velvety mad- 

lary teeth ; the middle of each aide of the head umed nith tecrh like 
those of a saw. 

* ~ L w ,  cheek ; 1 4 ,  cleft. Subatitutad for Diocopc, Curia 1817, p- 
pied by Dioeope, Habner 1816, (Lepidopt.) 



MI~OPBIOZ~ JOBNII, (Bloch.) 
Camboto, Remrd T. I. PI. 31. 
Anthias johnii, Bloch, IX. 97, PI. 318. 
ht jmus johnii, Ladphde IV. 235. 
8pam tranqnebaricns, Shaw IV. 471. 
hmell XCVII. Doondiawah. 
Coins catus, Buchanan Ham. 90, 369, PI. 38, fig. 30. 
Meaoprion nnirnudatuq Quoy and Qaim. Zool. de Freyc. 301, P1. 5. 

fig. 3. 

Mesoprion unimaculatns, Cnv. R. A. If. 143,(a). 
Mmprion johnii, CUV. and Val. 11.443. 
Ytsoprion unimaculatus, Cuv. and Val. If. 44 1. 
blmprion unimaeulatus, Richardson : %port 1845, 229. 
Mesoprion unimaculatn.s, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII. 4,20, 42. 
Head above and back greyish green, opercles silvery with golden 

dges ; sides silvery with numerow longitudinal blackieh lines, pro- 
duced by a central spot or line on arch scale ; beneath the middle of 
the base of the dorsd rays a large black spot, in front of which, in 
mme, two or three blackish vertical bands, terminating a little below 
the lateral line ; abdomen yellowish white or silvery ; fins reddiah yel- 
lon ; upper margin of the membrane of the doml spines blackish ; of 
that of the ray; and the posterior margin of the caudal fin pale carmine. 
Iris pale polden. 

D 10/14, C 1;+, A 3P, V ID, P. 16 or 17, Br. VII. 
BuI~.-sea snd utua&8 of Pinung, i?fahyan PerPinuula. 

Indian Ocean, Bay of Bengd, Gangetic estnaries, inland of 
Lsntao (Canton River), China Seas, Celebes, Amboina, 
Batavia, Tagal, Samarag, Surabaya, Pasunurn. 

TOTAL LENQTU : 10 inch. 
The intensity of the black lateral spot and lines differs individually, 

md such which habitdly live in brackish muddy water, have a general 
bkekish hue, and two or three vertical blackish bands in front of the 
constant lateral spot. Such WM the individual first described by 
Bloeh u dnthiasjoinki, which denomination therefore takes precedence. 
lk M. Cuvier and Valenciennes, indeed, question the specific difference 
between the latter, and Meaoprion uninacubtw, and point out the 
identity of C o b  cdw, Buch. Ham. and the preunt species. The first 
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ventral my is elongated, but it is frequently mutilated. In some, not 
in all individuals, the margin of the preopercle is so deeply indenM 
and the tuberosity of the interopercle so conspicuous, that they might 
be considered apecies of Genyoroge, and as such they were considered 
by Kuhl. On each side of the throat appear three small oval f-tr 1 

as in Q. notata. At Pinang this species is numerous at aU serwmr. 
I t  is insipid ; the natives however dry it. I 

ME~OPRION BANGoe, Cuv. and Val. 
Russell XCIV. Rangoo. 1 
Mesoprion rmgus, Cuv. and Val. 11. 481. 

I 

Mesoprion rangus, CUV. R. A. 11. 144,(5). I 

Head, body and fins cherry- or indian-red, lighter on the sides a d  
abdomen ; tlie latter in some reddiah whit.. Iris silvery carmine. 

Young.-Head and back purple ; cheeks and sides pale indian-red; 
abdomen reddish white. 

D 10/13, 14 or 15, C 17#, A 3/8, V 1/5, P 16, Br. VII. 
 HABIT.-&^ of Pinang, Sing.apo~e, Malayan Peninmda. 

Java, Coromandel. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 1 foot 8 inches. 
In the upper jaw appear on each aide of the m d e  two &ea, of 

which the poeterior are very large, slightly curved ; on each aide of the 
lower jaw are four similar, conical and equidistant. In  the addt of 
this as in other species, the teeth of the margin of the preopercle be- 
come worn and indistinct. The very large, scaleless, subrhombic 
infraorbital bone, affords a distinguishing character. Accordq to 
Russell this fish is not much esteemed. At Pinaug and Singapore, 
where single individuals occur at all seasons, i t  is of excellent flavour, 
and considered a great acquisition to the table. At Malac- it is pla- 
tiful, and in our settlements in the Straits it is known.under the d-0- 
mination of the " red rock-cod." 

M E ~ O P R ~ O N  ANNULABIB, CUV. and Vd. 
Mesoprion annularis, Cuv. and Val. 11. 484, 111. 497. 
Diacope annularis, Riippell : Atlas, 74. 
Diacope annulatis, Riippell, Neue Wirb. h h e .  91. 
Quoy et Gaimerd, Astrol: P1. 5, fig. 4. 
Mesoprion annularia, Richardson : Rap. 1845, 229. 
Mesoprion annularis, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII., 4, 2% 47. 
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Head above and back brown with a crimson hue, paler on the cheeks 
and sides ; abdomen silvery rose-coloured 5 across the back between 
the operdes, a broad forwards arched black band ; in front of tile root 
of the caudal fin, on each side, a large roliud black spot : both joined 
on the back, and both with a broad white margin, except on the back ; 
dorsal spines crimson, the lower half of the rest of the dorsal fin red- 
dish brown, the upper half crimson ; the anterior half of the caudal fin 
reddish brown; posterior half pale crimson; the upper half of the 
d silvery reddish brown, the rest black ; the anterior third of the 
ventrala white, the rest black ; pectorals pale rose-coloured. Iris 
golden with crimson hue. 

Yomg.--Coloura generally paler and the black marks less distinct. 
'D l l p 3  or 14, C 17+, A 3b, V l/j, P 16 or 17, Br. VII. 
HABIT.-S~~ of Pinang, Singapore, Malayan Penimla .  

Indian Ocean, Massaua (Red Sea), Ceylon, China Seas, 
Batavia, Bantam, Cheribon, Samarang, Surubayq Pa- 
suruan, Patjitan, Celebes. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 7 inch. 
The brown oblique lines of the body, described by M. M. Cwier 

md Valenciennes, do not exist during life, but appear after death, as 
the original colours fade. The ascending margin of the preopercle is 
very minutely toothed, but the lower part is very strongly so ; the latter 
is uched, but there is scarcely any notch where it joins the ascending 
straight part. This species is distinguished by the beauty of its colours 
PO leas than by the symmetry of its forms. I t  feeds upon m t a c e a .  
A few occur a t  times at Pinang. 

ME~OPRION OEMBBA, (Bloch-Schneider,) 
Alphestes sambra, and gembra, Bloch-Schneider, page 236, PI. 5 1, 

fig. 2. 
Mesoprion gembra, Cuv. and Val. 11. 485. 
Mesoprion gembrn, Cuv. R. A. 11. 144,4. 
Upper part of the head and.the back blackish brown; cheeks and 

ride8 dlvery brownish grey ; abdomen whitish ; from oceiput to the 
tail numerous (from 10 to 15) vertical browniah black bands, terminat- 
ing near abdomen, with intervals narrower than the bands themselves ; 
qierl pnrt of dorsal spines and margin of their membrane pale crimson ; 
the membrane with a transversal central series of brownish spots ; up- 
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per third of the rest of the dorsal fin pale blackish, aenM thid 
whitish, bwal pale yellowish brown ; anterior third of the errndal fin 
pale yellowish brown, central whitish, posterior blPekieh ; lower L h i  
of anal blackish, the rest snccessivcly as the caudal ; pectonls md vcn. 
tmls whitish, the lower half of the two anterior ventral rays, rod thdr 
connecting membrnne pale crimson, a large brownish central spot 
between the Zd, 3d a d  4* ventrd ray. Iris pale golden, bIreM 
near the orbit. 

Young.-Ground colow and black bands less distinct ; between the 
dorsal rnya some irregular series of brownish dots ; posterior hJf of 
ventral fins blackish ; no crimson on this nor the dorsal fin. 

D 10/13 or 14, C 17% A 3 f i  V IF P 17, Br. VII. 
Ha~1~.-Rivulet8 of i%8ang, 

Tranquebar.* 
TOTAL LENGTH : 5# inch. 
The anterior ventral ray is elongated, bristle-like. In the peculiar 

distribution of coloi~m this species much resembles a Datnia from the 
estuaries of the Ganges described and figured by Buchanan Hamilton 
aa Coiw polota,t (pp. 25, 370, PI. 38, fig. 31.) Prom the latter the 
present differs not only in the number of its branchiostegous- md h- 
mys, but also by ita more elongated form. But two individda rere 
at different times observed at Pinang : both were taken in riruletl, 
which however communicate with the sea. 

MESOPRION caaour, Cur. and Val. 
Mesoprion caroui, Cuv. and Val. 11.489. 
RusseM CXXV. Karooi. 
Head above and back reddish brown; cheek8 and sides a i lvq 

brownish yellow; abdomen white; between the back and the kt& 
line a .  number of more or less distinct oblique brownish lines ; h m  
the posterior margin of the orbit a reddish light brown band to the 
tail ; from the opercle four undalnting reddish brown lines, con-g 
towards the tail ; fins brownish yellow. Iris brownish golden. 

D 11/15?, G If#, A 3 P o r  9, V ID, P 16, Br. VII. 

* decording to Blocb. 
t Refarrecl by M. M. Temminck and Schl@ M a second rpeder of tbeir g a r  

Awplau. Tbe latter name bowerer in -blq M it h u  bean preoccnpkd by 
droplur, Scbiinherr, 1826, (Cokopt.) 



H ~ ~ n . - 8 e r r  of *any. 
M h ,  Vizappat.m. 

TOTAL LlaaTH, 43 inch. 
Bnssell counted 9 anrl ray0 : a single individual obmwd at Pin- 

bad but 6. The margin of the preopede is finely toothed, except at 
the angle where the teeth are stronger. 

GLN. NANDUB, Cue. and 741. 1831. 
Mouth very protractile, with velvety teeth in both jaws, on the p h h  

md mmer ; margin of preopercle and interoperole finely toothed ; spine 
of o p e d  very minnte. 

NANDUB MARIUORATUS, CUV. and Vd. 
Coinn lundas, Bnchan. Ham. 96, 370, P1. 30, Fig. 32. 
Nandus marmomtus, Cuv. and Val. VII, 482, PI. 207. 
(Ieolr.) Bedula hamiltonii, Gray, Ill. Ind. Zool. 11. P1. 88, Fig. 3. 

Bedula nebulosue, Gray, Ibid. Fig. 2. 
Cams nandus, McClelland, Calc. Jour. Nat. Hist. 11.574. 
H a d  and body dvery or golden greenish olive, lighter on the ddes ; 

cheeb md abdomen silvery with rme-colonred or orange reflections; on 
the head and body large dark olive patchea, edged with black dota, in 
*we dispored like irregular vertical bands ; on the cheeks two or three 
much, ndiiting from the orbit ; in most a greenish black oval spot on 
the middle of the side of the tail; spines and fin-membranes trampa- 
rmt, minutely dotted with black, marbled with pale brownish lake and 
pen& olive ; pectoral rnys pale greenish olive, minutely dotted with 
black; rest of the rays pale brownish red with tranrvereal greenish 
b k k  bars. Iris golden greenish olive, minutely dotted with black, with 
a mrmw golden circle round the pupil ; upper orbital margin black. 

D 13/12, C 129, A 3/7, V I l j ,  P 16, Br. VI. 
M y :  D 12/13 or 13/11 or 14/12, C 17 or 1% A 3/8 or 9, P 

17 or 18. 
H~~rr . -Prai  water Malaysn Pcnintula. 

Bengal (in ponds), Butlej, Chenaub (at Ramnuggur). 
TOTAL LlermH, 6 inch. 
The length of the head is about + of the total ; the vertical diamc 

tn rt &put h I# of the length. The eye nearly borders the profile, 
the dhme~cr is in the young 4, in the adult + of the length of the 
bad ; the dktrna from the m d e  M 1.) diameter, from the flat mem- 

6 u 
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branour point of the operde 2f diameter. The openings of the nor- 
trils are situated closely in front of the orbit. Between the centre of 
the supraorbital margin and the muzzle appear three distant foawe; on 
the infraorbital bone two or three ; beneath the symphysis of the lower 
jaw two pores, and behind them on each branch of the jaw two fossa 
The teeth are minnte inwardly pointing, like those of a card; in the 
intermaxillaries they are placed 3 to 4 deep, bnt they become more 
mwded beneath the symphysis, where those of the innermost series 
are a little, yet perceptibly, longer than the rest. 8ach is also the 
case with those of the symphyab of the lower jaw, but on the bnncha 
they are placed in a single series, and are somewhat distant from etch 
other. The vomer is raised into an acute angular crest, snrmonnkd 
by r series of minnte pointed teeth; the palatal, pharyngeal and 
those at the root of the flattened membranous tongue are very minnte 
velvety. The greatest vertical depth of the body, at the seventh d o d  
spine, b $ of the length of the head. The lateral line consists of s 
aeries of minnte tubes, bifid at each extremity ; it follows on the upper 
fourth of the side the arch of the back towardn the termination of the 
dorsal, where it is suddenly interrupted, bnt it reappears lower dom, 
and proceeds straight in the middle of the tail to the caudal. Thi 
fish is as nnmerous in the Malayan Peninsula as in Bengd. It is of 
voracious habits, preying upon amall Cyprinoida, and as obsewed by 
Buchansn, is very tenacious of life. The longitudinal mark of the 
wales, described and fipred by Buchman, does not exist in the living 
fish, but appear6 after death. Buchanan Hamilton has correctly 
described the teeth : "intermixed with these, in each jaw, are s d  
sharp teeth of a larger size." Snch is the case in Bengal and Mahym 
specimens. Those examined by M. M. Cuvier and Valenciennes ap- : 

pear to have been defective in this character, md they therefore : 

express some doubt about the identity of the species. As yet however, 
no other species of Nan& has been discovered. They have eorreeted 
the error of Buchanan in counting seven, instead of sir branchioatc- 
gous rays. The figure of Bedula nebulosa, Ill. Ind. Zod. appars b 

' 

be intended to represent the present speciea, but whether the d d e  
is attributable to the original apecimen, or to the copyist, is impossible 
to ascertain. The figure of Bedula Lmiltonii, is inferior to that d 
Bucbanan Hamilton, and the colourr are those of & specimen p* 
served in spirits of wine. 
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Grlr. THERAPON, CUU. and Pal. 1829. 
Preopercle toothed, opercle terminating in a strong spine ; d o d  

6n deeply emarginated between the spinous and soft part ; the external 
aeries of teeth stronger than the rest, conical ; teeth of the vomer apt 
to fall out ; airvessel divided by a stricture in two compartments. 

THERAPON TRIVITTATWS, (Bnchanan Ham.) 
Ruse11 CXXVI. Keelpnta. 
Coius trivittetus, Buchan. Ham. 92, 370. 
Therapon puta, Cuv. and Val. 111. 131, and 144, ("an th6npon, 

c e  trivittatns] .") 
Zem. Rerepon trivittatus, Gray: Ill. Ind. Zool. 11. P1. 88, Fig. 1. 

Pterapon trivittataa, (Syn. Therapon theraps) Sichardson's Beport, 
[1845, 238. 

Therapon puta, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Qan. XXII. 23, 50. 
Head above and back pale greyish green, sides silvery, abdomen 

white ; from the first dorsal ray to the middle of the base of the soft 
pert a brownish or black slightly downward arched band ; a second 
from the nape of the neck towards the root of the upper margin of the 
andel fin ; a third, paler, from the opercle to the centre of the caudal; 
&membranes white, upper half of the membrane between the six 
anterior dorsal spines, and in some between the ninth and tenth, black ; 
the npper margin of the soft dorsal with one or two black spots; 
andd  with a central horizontal blackish band, above and below which 
two, more or less diitinct, oblique black hands ; posterior half of anal, 
md anterior half of ventral fins pale ochre. Iria golden ; pupil broad 
Lrreeolate with the apex forward. 

D 11/10,C 17+,A3/8,V 1 b . P  13, Br.VI. 
hl~ . -8 t?U of Pinang, Singapore, Malayan Peninncla. 

Bay of Bengal, estuaries of the Qenges, Batavia. 
T ~ I L  LXNGTH, 6 inch. 
Thi species is well marked by thrw or four teeth at the angle of 

the preopercle, mnspicnonsly larger than the reat. Buchanan H d -  
ton describes Coiw triaittatiu (l. c. 93), ea having "the four lower 
toothlets" (of the preopercle) "larger than the othera." In his dupli- 
ab mrbm of drawing is a correct representation of this species, marked 
in bir handwriting as Holoeentrw Katkaya." Buchnnm's drawing 

nidmtly the original of the figure in Hardwicke's Illnstrrrtionr 
6 ~ 2  



named P t m a p  Mvittshu. In the copy however, the distinguiabing 
character is not represented, nor is Btuhnan'a name atfi.td to I 
the specific. The incorrectness of the copy has c a d  Sir Job  1 

! Richardson to consider it u iutended to represent Tbmpoa t h q ,  ; 
Cur. and Val., and he oonseqnently placed, as a synonym of the h r ,  
Pteropon trimttatur, " Gray," m entirely distinct species, hst  da ' 
scribed by Buchanur Hamilton (Richardson : Report 1845, 238.) 
M. M. Cnvier and Valenciennes count 12/10 or 10-1/10 in the 

dorsal, and SP in the ventrnl fins. In colours the yonng memble the i 
adult, but the distinctness of the lateral bands varies individually in , 

all ages, and in some they are greenish, instead af black. The young 
.have velvety teeth on the vomer, but they disapperrr with Pge. In the . 
.Straits of Malacca the species is numerous at all seasons. 

THXUAPON OBSCURU& CUV. urd Val. 
Thempon obscum, Cnv. and Val. 111. 135. 
Therapon obseurns, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 23, 51. 
Pale blackish or bluish silvery, with two broad longitudinal whits , 

bands on the sides ; abdomen white ; dorsal and caudal fins coloured 
Jike T. trimttatw, lower half of the 8-1 and ventral h a  b W h ;  
body and fins minutely dotted with black. Iria pale golden, bkel 
towards the orbit. 

Youag. Of a general darker colonr than the adult. 
D 12/10or 11, C 17+, A 3 B , V  lb, P 13or  14,Br.VI. 
HABIT.-N~U of Pinang. 

Indian Ocean, Batavia. 
TOTAL LPNOTH, 4% inch. 
This species may readily be distinguished from tbe preceding by its 

shorter, broader shape, by the uniformly toothed preopercle, and the 
smaller spine of the opercle. From Tkerapon .qualidwr, Cur. and Vd. 
it differs in having but 7 caecopyloric appendage& It is of rue m- 
rena at Pinmg. In the young of thin specie6 as well .a of T. airit- 
t a b ,  the suprascepular and humelrl b o w  ue not cren~xl.kd, b 
they become BO in the adult. 

QSN. SILLAGO, Cutiff, 1817. 
Head elongated, rlightly pointed; mouth amall; velvety tcah m 

.the jaws and in front of wunar ; opercle terminn* in . small p&t& ; 
is hrrnahiorkgous ray8 ; two contiguous d o r d  fin& of which Be am- 



terior with thin spines, the t long m d  little elevated. 
SILLAW YALABARICA, (Bloch. Schneider.) 

h n a  dhri~ ,  B1. Schn. PI. 19. 
RmwU CXILI. Soring. 
Sillago malabaricn, CUP. R. A. 11. 149. 
Siilngo acuta, Cuv. and Val. 111. 400. 
Sillago acuta, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 25, 61, 4. 
" Ikau Ubi" of the Malays of Pinang. 
Head above pale reddish purple ; oheeks pale orange ; opercles 

bluish silvery ; back pale greenish ; aides pale reddish silvery, with a 
silvery longitndinal band beneath the lateral line ; abdomen mother-of- 
peul ; membrane of dorsal fin8 with eome minute oblique black lines, 
particularly near the anterior margin of the spines and rays, where 
they in some form faint blackiih vertical lines; the reat of the fins 
whitish or pale yellowish. Iris pale golden. 

D 10 or 11-1/21, C 17y. A 1/23, V IF ,  P 15, Br. TI. 
H~rn~.-Sea of Pinang, Malayan Peffi 'wk 8ingapo~e. 

Bay of Bengal, estuaries of the Ganges, Macao, Bantam, 
Bataria, Tjilatjap, Gauuuang, Surahya, Passuman, 
Bangkallang, Illrkasmr, Celebes, Sumbawa. 

, TOTAL LENGTE, 1 foot. 
Althoagh this species omus  at Pinang in numbers at all aeaaons, it 

ir never very plentiful. Sillago domina, Cnv. and Val. which is very 
numerous at Pondicherry, Madras, and indeed M far north u the 
mouths of tbe Ganges, appeara to be unknown at Pinang and Sing- 
pae. The length given of the present speoies is the greatest observed, 
but M. Leschenadt h u  seen single individuals upward8 of three feet. 

GEN. UMNOSCOPULI, OTome. 1754. 
Head large, depressed, rough ; eyes and mouth vertical ; lowm part 

of preoperele erenata ; ahoulder with a strang spine ; branchioategous 
nys six ; dorsal fins two, or both united into one ; vent ~ntnl. 

UMNO~COPW~ COGNATn& h b r .  
Head above and back pale brownish green, cheeks, aidas and abd* 

IDWI d o e  y, minutely dotted with black ; jars blackish ; anterior 
d n d  fin Mndr, near the base clouded whitish; posterior dorsal 
w U h ,  miantel J dotted with black between the branches, and along 
the upper hdf of the myn ; caudal bright gamboge ; the m w n b ~ e  
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between the blanched part of the rays white, and along the branchra 
minutely dotted with black ; anal and ventral fins white ; pectod 
white, minutely dotted with black, the apex of each ray scarlet. Iris 
pale golden green, blackish towards the orbit ; pupil very minute, like 
a brilliant black point. 

D 3-1/15, C 12), A 14, V lb, P 18, Br. VI. 
Ha~x~.--Sea of Pinang. 
TOTAL LENGTH, 5) inch. 
Except in colours and in the number of fin-rays, this species m 

closely resembles Uranoacopua acaber, Linn6, that it will be sufficient 
to point out the differences. The eyes are vertical, and the very small 
circular pupils are directed upwards, but the level of the orbit is some- 
what sloping, the outer margin being lower than the inner ; the orbit 
itself is oval, ita greatest diameter, equalling the distance between the 
eyes across the vertex, is oblique, slightly diverging forward from the 
medial line of the vertex. The length of the head from the lower jaw 
to the nape of the neck slightly exceeds + of the total, but mea- 
sured to the apex of the opercle it slightly exceeds $ of the total 

length. The anterior process of the infraorbital bone covering the 
maxillary, terminates in an obliquely downward pointed spine, which 
is rugged or shagreened like the rest of the covering of the head. The 
lips have a series of close fleshy papillae. The upper maxillary teeth 
are in two series, of which the outer is the more minute, those in the 
centre of the inner series are stronger than the rest ; the lower jaw 
has on each side four or five long, diatant, recurved teeth ; on the sym- 
physis they are closer, in two series, of which the inner con tab  the 
longer teeth. The four spines of the lower margin of the preoprcle 
am placed by a central interval in two pairs : an anterior, and 8 

posterior. Of the four indentations or shallow depressions of the 
ascending margin, the uppermost is the smallest. The lower put 
of the posterior margin of the opercle has a finely toothed apptuaaec, 
produced by some oblique ridges terminating there. The strong 
vertical spine of the subopercle is on a level with the four spines of 
the preopercle. In  front of the anterior of the latter is a small b m d  
triangular spine. Between nnd beneath the angles of the 10- 
jaw appear on each side three forward pointed spines, of which 
the superior, the longest, is directed obliquely downward, and touch- 
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the oppooite one ; the other two paire are vertical, the posterior being 
the shorter. The scapular spines are small, but distinct ; the humeral 
spiina is very strong, triangular and longitudinally furrowed like a 
bryonet ; ib length is little less than jt of the pectoral fin, or equal 
the upper margin of the opercle. The length of the pectorals equals 
+ of the total; the inferior eight rays are thicker than the rest. The 
mntrals are less than + of the total. The anterior dorsal is triangular, 
its height less than # of the verticnl diameter of the body, which ia 
contained about 4) times in the total length. The posterior dorsal 
commences with a short, thin spine, which so closely reclines towards 
the back, that it easily may escape observation ; the first three rays are 
undivided, gradually increasing in length ; the fourth is the longest, 
about % of the vertical diameter of the body ; the fifth and sixth are 
shorter ; the rest nearly equal about jt of the length of the fourth ray. 
The rays of the anal fin are' somewhat shorter, but not thicker than 
those of the posterior dorsal. The precise shape of the fin conld not 
be rscertained, as it happened to be somewhat mutilated in the only 
individual observed. The naked space behind the posterior dorsal and 
that behind the anal, is a little more than of the total length ; the 
caudal is about +. The space on the back between the lateral lines is 
covered with scales like those of the rest of the back, aides, and the 
posterior hnlf of the abdomen ; the anterior half of the latter and the 
chest are apparently naked. Of the Asiatic species, described by N. 
M. Cuvier and Valenciennes, the present nearest approaches U. mar- 
matau, which differs in colours, in the smaller hnmeral spine, in 
haring five preopercular teeth, the apace between the lateral lines 
d e d ,  and the skull is shagreened but on the posterior part only. The 
capacious, leathery stomach contained remains of minute Crwtaeea 
md mud; its length (4 i  inch.) a little less than + of the total ; that 
of the intestinal canal 4 i  inch. There were eight caecopyloric appen- 
drgea. The gall-bladder excessively large, elongated, bottle shaped, 
in length nearly equalling the stomach, transparent pale greenish. The 
Gshermen of Pinang asserted this species to be of very rare occurrence 
md to grow but little larger. 

GSN. SPHYB&NA, Brtedi. 1738. 
Body elongated with two separated dorsal fins, head oblong, with 

the lower jaw projecting in a point beyond the upper ; some of the 



teeth large, pointed, trellchant ; p~eopercle not toothed ; opercle with- 
out spines; branchial rays wven ; csecopyloric appendages numeroos. 

SPHYRUNA JELLO, CUV. and Val. I 
Russell CLXXIV. Jellow. 
Sphyraena jello, Cuv. and Val. 111. p. 349. 
Sphpraena jello, BBlanger, Voy. Zool. p. 346, P1. I. Kg. 1. 
Sphyraena jello, Riippell, N. W. Fische, p. 98. 
? Sphyraena jello, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 24, 56, 4. 
Head above and back dark greyish green, forming on the upper part 

of th'e sides a festooned band, intersecting the lateral line ; cheeks md 
sides pale silvery, abdomen white ; ventral fins whitish, the other fins 
pale yellowish; dorsals, caadal and pectords minutely dotted with 
black near the margins. Iris pale golden, blackish near the orbit. 

D 5-1p, c i7+, A l a  or 9, v i h ,  P 13 or 14, B,. VII. 
HABIT,-S~~ of Pinang, Singapore. 

Bay of Bengal, Red Sea. 
TOTAL LENGTH, 1 foot 6 inch. 
The length of the heed is 36. of the total, taken from the syrnphy3ir 

of the lower jaw to the centre of a vertical line cutting the lobes of tbe 
caudal ; but taken from the symphgsis to the centre of the caudrl 
itself, the head is 3+ of the total. The horizontal diameter of the od 
eye is + of the length of the head. The opercle terminates in two 
small, flat, mernbranous points. 

At Pinang a few at the time occur at all seasons. The length girn 
is the common, but according to Russell an individual of 4 feet hu 
been observed. I n  one examined the rtomach contained remains of 
Triehiurw. The airvessel is long, cylindrical. 

SPHYRBNA OBTUSATA, Cuv. and Val. 

? Sphyraena chinemis, La&pBde, P1. 10, Pig. 2 
Sphyr~ena obtusata, Cuv. and Val. 111. 350. 
? Sphymna obtusata, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 24,564. 
Head above and back dark greyish green, paler on the upper pW 4 

' the sides, and clouded beneath the lateral line, check8 and the retit d 
the sidea pale silvery ; abdomen white ; pectorals and ventnls whitish 
the other fins and the iris like 8. jello. 

D %lp, C 17#, A lp, V 1/5, P 13, Br. VII. 
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HABIT.-Sea of Pinang, Singapore. I 

Port Jackson, Isle of France, Malabar, Pondicherry, 
Batavirt, Surabaya. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 2 feet 6 inch. 
The length of the head from the symphysis to the centre of the 

posterior candal margin is about + of the total length. The hori- 
mnhl diameter of the oval eye is ) of the length of the head : the 
eje  consequently appears comprratively larger than in S. jello. The 
operela terminates in a single flat, membranous point ; the preopercle 
knot rounded, but almost rectangular ; the symphysis of the lower 
jrr is obtuse, and less prominent than in S. jello. There are bnt 
three longer teeth (the second, third and fourth,) in front on each 
8ide of the palatals ; the rest are all uniformly small. The ventral 
fins are not situated opposite the anterior dorsal, at the termination 
of the pectorals, but in front of the anterior dorsal, opposite the 
posterior half of the pectorals. The caud~l  fin is less deeply cleft than 
in S-Mo. At Pinang a few individuals occur at a11 seasons. 

Htrrd compressed, covered with scales ; muzzle obtuse, 
bmncliiostegoua rays 7 ; pectoral fills with distinct appendages. 

PO~YNEMUS TETRADACTYLUS, Shaw. 

? Trigla asiatica, LinnB, Syst. 1345. 
Bussell CLXXXIII. Maga Jellee. 
Polynemus tetradactylus, Shaw, V. 155. 
Polynemm teria, Buchan. Ham. 224, 38 1. 
Polynemus tetradactylus, Cuv. and Val. 111. 375. 

(Icon.)-Polynemus teria, Gray : Ill. Ind. Zool. I. P1. 92, Fig. 2. 
Polynemus sslliah, Calltor : Journ. Royal As. Soc. V. 166. 
Polynemus quadrifilis, Cantor : 1. C. 

Polynemus tetradactylus. Swainson : Nat. Hit. Fish. 11, 234, 
Polynemus tttradactglus, McClelland : Journ. As. Soc. VIII. 
Polyoemus tetrsdrctylus. Royle : On Isinglass, 25, 26. 
Polgnemur tetradactylus, Penny Cyclop. Vol. XVIII. p. 

360, Note. 
6 o 



Polynemus tetradactylus, Richardson, Report 1845, 218. 
Polynemas tetradactylus, Blceker : Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 

24, 57. 
Ikan Salangan, ' Sinanghi,' or Salanghi' of the Malaya, 

Bead ailvery ; book and sides silvery green ; the lntter beneath the 
lateral line, siivery ; abdomen white ; pectoral, ventral aud anal finr 
gamboge or pale orange ; dorsals and caudal greyish, minutely dotted 
with black, their margins broad blackish ; filament8 white ; iris d v q ,  
metallic green at the upper p u t  of the orbit. 

D 8 or 9-1/14 or 16, C 17+, A 3 or 4/15 or 16, V IF, P 17, F b  
menb 4, Br. VII. 

Bae~T.-Serr of Pirang, Singspore, Malayan Peninnrkr, h c s a y .  
Bny of Bengal, Grngetic estuaries ; Austrdia, China, Bm- 
tam, Batavia, Tjilatjap, Stmarang, Surabaya, Bmgkdhg. 

Twa~ UNQTE : 4 feet. 
I k  is highly vnlued M an article of food, its &avow being compucd 

with that of salmon. In the Straits of Mdacca single individuals 
occur at all seasons, but it is there not numerous as it is in the Bay 
of Bengal, and the Gnngetic estuaries, nor of such gigantic dimensions 
as Buchanan Hamilton describes it to attain in the latter locality. Some 
individuals which in 1837 were observed in the Bay of Ben& and 
by the native fishermen denominated Salliah or SaccoliA, I was i n d d  
to consider as belonging to a distinct, although closely allied specia, 
(P. ualliah.) as they all agreed in presenting one dorsal, and two 

anal-spines more than were attributed to P. Iehurdactylw. The fd- 
lowing is the number of &-rays given by the &%rent describers : 
Ruarel2 : D 8-1/14, C 22 ? A lD6, V IF, P 17. 
Buchanun : D 8-1/14, C 15+, A 2/15, V IF, P 17. 
Cuv. and Val. : D 8-1/15, C 17, A 1/16, V lb, P 17. 
'&I first ma1 spine is very minute, and aa well M the sacceeding em 

or almost hid by sealee, particularly in larger indiridruls. Al- 
though the figure of thin speciea in Buchsnan Hamilton's. d n p l i  
kawiogr represents the am1 fin with fow rpinss rnd f i h n  nya, his 
&serip&io~ gives but 2/15. The length of the filaments ia liable to 
individual &m, and in the adult they are compemtively ahorter 
thm in the young. Normally the two posterior am the longest, 
eqwllipg the length of the head ; the first ia but f. of the fourth. 



Tbe nanding  margin of the prmpercle is very finely toothed, but 
the lowest tooth is conspicuously larger than the rest. The lateral line 
is nearly strnight from its posterior half. From the bnse of the caudal 
it continues sloping a little downwards an the lower half of the fin, and 
dirides in two or three horizontal brnnches, which reach the w g i n  
of the fin. A little behind the plnce where the cystic and hrpatia 
dnetr jcintly enter the duodenum, the latter sends forth three branches 
which rgrJn terminate in innumerable ~lecopyloric appendages. This 
rpeciea, ac~ first observed by M. M. Cuvier and Valenciennes, bar no 
dr nssel. 

Po~vlrlslaos P L E B S I ~ ~ ,  Broussonnet. 
Polynemas plebeins, Emoi, Broussonnet : Fa*. I. PI. 7. 
Polynemus plebeim, Linnd, Byst. 140 1.  
Bynni, Brow, Appendix. 
Polpiemna plebeius, Bloch. 
Polynemus linentns, L d p M e  V. 409, PI. 13, Fig. 2. 
Polynemns plebeius, Shaw, V. 150, PI. 125, Bynni Cnrp. 
Polynemus niloticus. Shaw, im. 151. 
Polynemus commersonii, Shaw, aid. 15 6. 
Polynemas plebeins, Cnv. and Val. 111. (380. Etel. Syn. P. &, 

Buehan.) 
Polynemus plebeius, Temminck and Schlegd : Fauna, Jnp. P i e  99, 

P1. XI. Fig. 1. 
Polynemos plebeins, MeClelland, CnI. Jonm. of Nat. Hist. Vol. 
111. p. 185, (Exel. 8p. P. aele and tAe aceomp. PI. VI. P. aeh.) 

Polynemns plebeius, Richardson : Report 1845, 2 19, (Heel. Syn. 
P. rela.) 

Polyarmus plebeius, Bleeker, Verb. Batav. Ocn. XXlI. 25, 68. 
(Exel. Syn. P. ads.) 

Head above and back greenish grey, or prle bluish silvery ; sides pale 
wilrery ; abdomen white ; fins whitish grey, minutely dotted with black; 
dorsals, eandnl and petorals with pale blackish margins. Iris silvery, 
metallic green at the upper part of the orbit. Filnments white. 

D 8-1/13 or 14, C 17%. A 3/12 or 13, V I p ,  P 13 or 14, Fila- 
m m b  5, Br. VII. 

HABIT.-Sea of f ina~g. 
Otnheiti, Irle of Tanna, Isle of Fmnce, 

6 o a 
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Coast and estuaries of Coromandei, Japan, Polyn&, 

Batavia, Samarang, Surabaya, Sampang, Madura. 
TOTAL LENGTH, I foot : 
The length of the head is $ of that of the body, measured from the 

muzzle to the centre of the caudal margin ; but in the length taken 
from the muule to the centre of a vertical line cutting the lobes of the 
caudal, that of the head is contained 4jt or five times, according to the 
individually varying length of the caudal fin. Tbe horizontal diameter 
of the eye is contained 3jt times in the length of the head. The preopercls 
is more finely toothed thnn it is in P. tetradactylur : the lowest tooth 

is longer than the rest. The anterior dorsal fin commences opposite 
the posterior extremity of the opercle, the extent of the base being $ 
of the length of the third spine. The posterior dorsal commences r 

little in front of the and, the extent of its bnse equalling the length of . 
the third d o r d  spine, The distance between the two fins exceeds by 
$ the extent of the base of the auterior dorsal, while it is but little less 
than the extent of the base of posterior dorsal. The two or three poa- 
terior filaments are longer than the pectoral fin. The lateral line is 
nearly straight towards the root of the caudal, over which it extea& in 
a downward slightly oblique direction to a little beneath the elcft. 
The caudal fin is more or less deeply cleft, the upper lobe in some 
individuals is longer than the lower ; both are pointed, buk edtaa ter- 
minates in a filnment. In a fresh state no longitudinal dark lines 
appear on the body, bat in the young three or four of the scales of the 
lateral line near its origin, are de~isely dotted with black, so as to a p  
pear like a blackish serrated spot. The individuals observed at Pi- 
nang differ from the description of P. plebeius by M. M. Cuvier and 
Vdeneiennes in having three or four pectoral rays less, w d  three anal 
#pin- instead of  two, but the first of the three is so short, and so hid 
by the wales, that it easily may escape observation. In other extend 

characters there is no.difference, and they also agree in presenting r 
great number of caecopyloric appendages, and in having an elongated 
narrow airvessel, w i t k t  appendtzgea. At Pinang this species is of - mrrence ,  and of the few observed, the lhgtst meaawed but OW 

foot in length. Its value as a fish yielding isinglass requires to k 
m r t a i n d  in localities which it frequents, and where it attains its kil 
,b : 4 n. 
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POLYNSMV~ INDICUS, S ~ R W .  
Russell CLXXXIV. Mega Booshee. 
Polynemus indicus, Shar, V., 155. 
Polynemns aele, Buchanau, 226, 381. 
Polynemos uronemus, Cuv. and Val. 111. 385. 
Polynemns indicus, Swainson, Net. Hist. Fish, 11. 234. 
Polynemua aele, McClelland, Journ. As. Soc. Vol. VIII. p. 205, Plate. 
Polynemas sele, Cantor, Proc. Zool. Sac. Pt. VII. 
Polynemns sele, McClellnnd, Cal. Journ. N. H. Vol. 11. p. 
Polynemus ploteus, McClelland, 1 450. 
Polyuemns plebeius, McClelland, 
Polynemns sele, McClelland, 1 Ibid Vol. 1II.pp. 179, 181, 
Polynemas lineatus, McClelland, PI. VI. 
Polynemns gelatinosus, MeClelland, 
Polynemua uronemus, Bleeker, Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 25, 58. 
Ikan Kdrow of the Malaya. 
Head above dark bluish, or greyish, lighter greyish on the sides; 

abdomen white; opercle bluish silvery with a blackish spot on the 
upper half; the body everywhere more or less densely dotted with 
black ; pectnrals black, the other fins greyish or bluish white, dotted 
with black, often EO densely aa to give the dorsals, ventrals, the anal 
and the caudal a blackish appearance; the filaments of the caudal 
lobes black; the anterior h l f  of the pectornl filaments white, the 
posterior blackish. Irish silvery. 
D &1/13 or 14, C 17f, A 3/11 or 12, V 1/5, P 13 or 14, Fila- 

mmtr 5, Br. VII. 
 HABIT.-^^^ of P~nang, Singapore, Malayan Peninnrla. 

Pondicherry, Madras, Vizagapatam, estuaries of the Ganges, 
Sursbaya. 

TOTU LENGTH : 3 feet. 
The length of the head is contained about 34 timea in that of the 

body, measured from the muzzle to the centre of the caodal margin. 
The horitontal diameter of the eye is about + of the length of the 
had. The ascending margin of the preopercle is more strongly 
toothed than in P. plebeiw, the lowest tooth being the longest. The 
anterior dorsal commences behind 'the termination of the opercle, 
opposite the second half of the pectoral fin, the extent of its base 



being ne~rly equal to the length of the fourth spine. The posterior 
dorsal commences considerably in front of the anal, the extent of its 
base equ~lling the third dorsal spine. The distance between the two 

fins is nearly equal the base of the anterior dorsal. The two or tbm 
posterior or upper filamente are longer than the pectoral fins. In the 
young they are comparatively larger : one or two reaching to the anal 

fin. The lobes of the caudd fin are nnqual, the lower being, gewr- 
ally, but not always, the longer. The length of the caudal f i h e n b  
is greater in the very young, in which the lower almost q d s  the 
length of the body. The Interal line proceeds nearly straight to the 
centre of the root of the caudal, from whence it is continued obliquely 
downwards over the lower lobe. The most striking chnrnckr by which 
this species at once may be distinguished from P. plebeiw is the 
strncture of the airvessel, of which M:M. Cuvier and Valeneienm ' 

observe: " ita membrnne is silvery, thick, the general form ovnl. It 
occupies the whole length of the etomach, terminating behind in a 
very h a r p  point, which peuetmtes the thick of the hi1 over the first 

interspinal of the anal. I t  adheres to the third, fonrth, fifth, sixth 
and seventh abdominal vertebre. From both sides towardr the ventral 

surface, proceed twenty-eight to thirty-five appendages, which, with 
the exception of the three last ones, have two roots, but terminate M 
a single sharp point. Above each of these, towards the d o d  mufa, 
appear one or two others. All the appendages penetrate the thick of 

the muscles, and are slightly directed townrds the back of the hh." 
(Hist. Nat. des Poiss. T. 111. p. 285.) Also this species is distin- 
guished by a very great number of ccecopyloric appendages, diridrd 
in two portions : one containing the longer and larger, adherea to the 
stomach, the other to the intestine. At Pinang single individuals 
occur at all seasons, but numbers are taken from June to August. 
The weight is commonly from 4 to 6 tb, seldom exceeding 20. Tbs 
airvessel of a good-sized fish when dried, and read? for the market in 
China, weighs upwards of 2 ounces, is considered very good isin* 
and fetches 25 to 30 Spanish Dollars per Pikul. The fish itself b 
valaed as an article of food, although less so than P. tetradacfylw. 

Spmymy of Polynmw indiew. 
Rwsell, the fimt describer of this species, has also published the 

only correct figure, No. CLXXXIV. His formula of the f n-rays ic : 



D 8-1/14, C 20, A. 3/13, V ID,  P 17. 
S h ,  quoting the demiption of Russell, named the species P. id- 

w. which &nomination, however objectionable, claims priority. 
Budawn Hadton  described this species as P. rde, which 

be observed strongly resembles the description of Russell's No. 
CLXXXIV. bat he strangely misunderstood Russell's formula of the 
4 64 U) an to believe that it expressed " two fins behind the vent," 
aad coneluded that P. rele must be identical with P. plebeiwr. As to 
the identity of P. rele, there can be no doubt, as there exiak, in the 
duplicate aeries of Buchanan's drawings, a coloured figure, which 
Jrhough not quite correct, it ia but justice to add, is far superior to the 
two copies of the drawing published by Mr. McClelland. 
M. M. Cuvier and 7alenci'ennea, who could judge of P. aele but by 

the in part erroneous dewription of B u c k a n ,  admit on his authority 
ib  identity with P. wk, not however without expressiug a doubt. 

Mr. M e C k l l d ,  in Journ. dr.  Soe. Vol. VIII. p. 203, published a 
description of " Polynemw rek." and a copy of the drawing in Bucha- 
am's duplicate series. The fin-mya are given as follows : 

D 7-14, C 20 (?), A 12 or 13, V 6, P. 13. 
The airvessel is described M " a large spindle-shaped organ about 

brlf the length of the .fish, thick in the middle and tapering towards 
the e x t k t i e s  where it ends in front by two, and behind by a single 
tcndenous cord ; similar small tendenous attachments, about twenty- 
two in number, wnnect it on either side to the upper and lateral parts 
of the abdominal cavity." The characteristic form of this organ WM 

b t  obaerved by M. M. ,Cnvicr and Valenciennes, and a reference to 
their description of P. uronentur (P. indicua, Shnw) might have proved 
the identity of that and P. rele. Notwithstanding the distinctive 
chvrekr prewnted by the aimemel of ihia rpecies, Mr. McClelland 
in m "On the East Iudiin Isinglass" (Cal. Journ. of Nat. 
&t. V d  111. p. 179) asserts, Polyncnus plebsiur, P. l heahu  
.nd P. rela a n  names which have h e n  proposed by different ~lthora 
fbr the rune rpecieq" and' suggests aa a more appropriate name a 
n w  om of his own: P. grEotinorur. Mr. McClelland quotrs a trans- 
ktion of the description of P o l y m w  pleheiw, by M. M. Cuvier 
4 Vabnchnnes, in which it is distinctly observed, that this species 
" bur very large swimming bladder, thin, and without rppendagee." 



Yet Mr. McClelland, by way of illuetrating the description of thir 
speciea without appendage8 to the air veuel, has republished a copy of 
Buchanan's drawing of P. uek (I. c. PI. VI.) the airvessel of whii 
Mr. McClelland himself had previously (Jonm. As. Soc. Vol. VIII. 
1. c.) described as presenting on either side about Meaty-:loo ten&- 
now attachments." Thus, in a paper avowedly written to can attention 
to the airvessel (the isinglass) of one species, and to instruct the reader 

. how to disknguish this species from others, not only are two species 
confounded, but the confusion is increased by publishing a description 
of a species, totally distinct from the one iutended to be described, 
and by illustrating that description by means of a figure of another, 
different species. - 

POLYNEYUB SEXTARIUS, Bloch, Schneider. 
Polynemus sextariua, Bl. Schn. 18, PI. 4. 
Polynemus sextarius, CUV. and Val, 111. 388. 
Polynemus sextarius, Bleeker, Berh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 59. 
Young. Head above and back yellowish green, lighter on the 

sides ; abdomen pale silvery ; opercle silvery with a blackish spot; 
another black spot, nearer the back, between the head and the anterior 
dorsal ; fin-membranes greyiah white, minutely dotted with black 
towards their free margins; 6laments white. Iris silvery, black 
towards the upper part. 

D 8-1/12, C 17#, A 3/12, V l /j ,  P 14, Filaments 6, Br. V11. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinarrg. 

Tranquebnr, Coromandel, Batavia. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 4 inch. 
The length of the head is $ of the total measured from the m d e  

to the centre of the posterior caudal margin. The orbit is o d  
obliquely situnted : its grentest dkmeter, parallel to the upper jar ,  

# of the length of the herd. The ascending margin of the preoperda 
is finely toothed, the lowest tooth longer than the rest. The length 
of the third dorsal spine, the longest, is little less than the p t e J  

vertical diameter of the body; the length of the second d o d  rpiw 
equals the extent of the base of the anterior dorsal fin. In  height tbc 
6111 itself slightly exceeds the posterior. The lateral line is a& 

straight; from the root of the caudal it deviates a little downwards 



proeeediog to the posterior qprgin of the lower lobe. The filament 
mucat the pectoral ia a little longer than the rest, its length nearly 
e q d n g  that of the head ; the other five are nearly equal. A solitary 
individual occurred at Pinang in 1843. As observed by AX. M. Cuvier 
urd Valencienpeq the airvessel is excessively emall, poiuted at both 
extremities, of the shape and 8 k  of a grain of oats. 

POLYNEHUS HEXANEMUB, CUV. and Val. 
Polynemus hexanemus, Cuv. and Val. 111. 389. 
Polynemus hexanemus, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 25, 59. 
Head above and back yellowish green, abdomen pale silvery ; fin- 

membranes pale yellow minutely dotted with black, particularly the 
pectoral fins which have a black appearance; filaments white. Iris 
ailrery, dotted with black towards the upper orbital margin. 

D 8 - 1 / 1 2 , C 1 7 ~ , A 3 / 1 1 , V l ~ , P 1 3 , F i l a m e n t s 6 , B r . V I I .  
HABIT.-Sea of Pinang. 

Batavia, Samarang, Paeuruan. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 4 inch. 
The length of the head is 1. of the total, measured from the muzzle 

to the centre of the posterior caudal margin. The orbit is oval, 
dtruted u in P. rextariur : ita greateat diameter is contained 35 times 
in the length of the head, in consequence of which the eye appears 
comparatively smaller than in the preceding species. The ascending 
margin of the preopercle is finely toothed, the lowest tooth being 
rtrongez than the ra t .  The first dorsal spine is minute and almost 
hid by the scales. The length of the third and fourth dorsal spines, 
the longest, are but about 4 of the greatest vertical diameter of the 
body. The length of the second dorsal spine i's a little less than the 
extent of the base of the anterior dorsal fin. In  height the fin itself ' 

is romewhat less than the posterior, the reverse of which is the case 
P. rwtarius. At the root of the caudal fin the hitherto straight 

kted line deviates a Gttle downwards, and then again continues straight 
b r u d s  the centre of the margin. The scales of the body have n 
short raiaed line in the centre, producing aeries of continued lines 

b pMUe1 to the lateral. The second, third and fourth filaments from 
the pectoral fin, are the largest, greatly exceeding the length of the 
had, almost atending to the anal fin ; the rest are nearly equal, some- 
what shorter. From the description of M. M. Cuvier and Valenciennes, 

6 P 
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founded upou a drawing by M. M. Kahl m d  V m  Haaselt, the pnred 
principally cliffen in the comparative s h o r t n e ~  of the Td, 36, and 
4'b pectoral filaments. Although not extending to the caudal fin, tbq 
are the longest, and thus retain the relative dimensions. As tbes 
organs are liable to individual variations in all the other species, there 
appears no reason to doubt the identity of the present and P. h a -  

m w .  From P. xanthonmw, Cw. and Val. the preaent differs in 
the liieated scales, and in the length of the caudal lobes, being more 
than 3 of the total. A single individual was observed at Piolag in 
1844. 

POLYNXMUS HEPTADACTYLUS, CUV. and Vd. 
Polynemus heptadactyluq Cuv. and Val. 111, 390. 
Polynemus heptadactylus, Bleeker : Verb. Batav. Gen. XXII. 25, 60. 
Head above and back yellowish green ; sides beneath the l a d  

' 

line and abdomen pale silvery; fin-membranes pale yellow, minntdy 
dotted with black, particularly the pectoral fins which have a bluk 
appearance ; filamellts white ; the points of the four superior, neunt  
the pectorals, bright yellow. Iris silvery, blackish towards the upper 
margin of the orbit. 

D8-1/l2,C 17#,A3/11, V 1/5, P lS,Pilaments7,Br.VII. 
H~ar~ . -Seo  of Pinang. 

Batavia, Cheribon, Samarang. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 4+ inch. 
In  colours, general outline, m d  relative proportions thii speciea m 

greatly resembles P. hezannnw that nu difference can be assigned, bnt 
the additional seventh filament. The straight lateral line derirter 
slightly downwards at the mot of the caudal ; on the middle of the . 
fin it divides in two parallel branches, which terminate in the centre d 
the posterior margin. The scales have a raised central l i e ,  forming 
series of continued lines, pnrallel to the lateral line. The two iihmenb 
nearest the pectoral fins and the seventh are equal, shorter than the 
other four which extend to the anal fln. The ascending margin of the 
preopercle is toothed ns in P. hexanemw. According to M. x. 
Cuvier and Valenciennes the present in forms and colonn so c l d ~  
resembles the American species : P. plumier& (Lackp),* that thq 

P. a'rginicw, LinnC ?-P. paradir~wr, B1oeh.-Polydactylu p l d .  
kcCp.-P. andcoll~r, Cur. and Val. 
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can assign no distinguishing charactere.-Nevertheless, the two am 
q d i a l l y  distinct. The American species is described a9 having a 
large, thin air-vessel, without appendages, and numerous small coeccr. 
P. keptadnctylur has but four rather large ccecopyloric appendages, 
~ n d  no airvem~l. At Pinang it is of very rare occurrence. Of thrsr 
individuals observed, none exceeded the length given. 

GLN. MULLUB, LinnG 1766. 

SUB. GLN.-HYPLNPUB, Cumer, 1829. 
Resembling Mullur, but with teeth in both jaws ; some with velvety 

teeth on the palate and vomer ; opercle generally terminating in a 
harp point. 

1. With velvety teeth in both j aw,  on the palate and v o w .  

HPPENEUB VITTATUS,* (Forskiil) VAR. ? 

Young. Head above and back pale bronze, with a whitish band 
above the lateral line, along which the grouud colour appears like a 
blub~h line ; sides and abdomen pde silvery ; a yellow longitudinal 
bud from the posterior angle of the eye, at first beneath the lateral 
line, which it intersects a little in front of the caudal fln; a second 
paler yellow band from the pectoral to the root of the caudal; cheeks 
and operclea silvery; opercle with a pale crimson spot continued 
obliquely down the preopercle; a second smaller spot over the point 
ol the opercle and the root of the pectoral; dorsals with two or three 
k u m e d  blackish bands ; caudal pale yellowish with a broad blackish 
margin ; pectorals white ; rays of anal, rentrals and the gular filaments 
pale yellow. Iris pale golden. 
O h .  Head above Indian red, continued on the back ; cheeka and 

operdaa ailvery r o ~ l o u r e d  ; caudal pale orange with a broad black- 
ish margin. Irie golden crimson. 

D &la, C 15% A lp or 7, V l/j, P 15 or 16, Br. IV. 
&sn.-Sea of Pinang. 
TOTAL LSNGTH : 5 inch. 

Yrl& vittdw, Forak:~ Fama Arab. 31, No. 28.-MdIw Jltotur, Lim4 : 
S*. 1341.-L.eCpLde, 111. PI. 14, Fig. 1.-Mdlw aaartw, Bloch-SchndQr, 
79.-Ranell CLVIII. Bmuii UooUaird0.-XdJw M i ,  lhaw IV. 61S.-iVmlhu 
-, 5h.w 1V. 616, PI. 89.-Uprmu cilldw, Cur. and Val. 111. 448. 

6 ~ 2  
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M. M. Cuvier and Valenciennes count 7 spines in the anteria 
doraal; Russell gives 8, and correctly figures the first as being rev 
small. Single small individuals occur at Pinang at all seasons. 

2. W i t h  velvety teeth in both jawa ; palate toothleaa. 

Head above and back pale bluish brown or bronze; cheeks, sides 
and abdomen pale greenish silvery; from the lower part of the orbit 
a vertical crimson streak ; opercle and the root of the pectorals crim- 
son ; on each side beneath the lateral line a broad longitudinal orange, 
or rust-coloured band, intersecting the lateral line at the commence- 
ment of the posterior dorsal, and terminating above it at the rootof 
the caudal ; fins pale yellow ; dorsals and caudal each with three or 
four oblique waved reddish bands; lower part of and  and ventnlr . 
pale reddish ; gular filaments yellow. Iris golden. 

D 7or8-9, C 15+, A 7 ,  V 1/5, P 1401 15,Br. IV. 
Ha~xT. -Sea  of Pinang. 
TOTAL L E N G T H  : 53 inch. 
M. M. Cuvier and Valenciennes count 7-9 in the dorsal fins; in 

some individuals however, a very minute spine precedes the longest. 
Those observed at Pinang appear pri.ncipally to differ from H.* 
lineatur in having wared reddish bauds on the dorsals and caudal 6na. 
I t  must however be observed that these bands become totally obliterated 
shortly ,after death. The lateral band remains, but it changes 
blackish. In other characters this fish agrees with the description of 
H.javolineatua. The length of the head is contained 4% times iu 
the total, mensured to the centre of the caudal margin ; the greatest 
vertical diameter of the body is 53 of the total ; the eye mupiea about 
the third fourth from the muzzle, its diameter equalling $ of the length 
of the head. The distance between the two dorsals equals the extent 
of the base of the posterior, but is somewhat less than that of the 
anterior. The ramifications of the lateral line consist of 5 or 6 
branches on each scale, of which three or four are directed obliquely 
upwards, one downwards. The root of the scales has four or fire 
crenulations. The filaments are rather thick, fleshy, slightly exceeding 

* MuIlw flmlineatur, Lsckpbde 111. 406.-Mullw mrco-aittatw, S h w  m. 
Ql8. -Upcnnu~la~ol i1~atw,  Ctlrier and Valencienner 111. 456. 
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the mmissure of the gill-opening. Single individuals occur at all 
smsou~ at Pinang. 

GSN. PLATYCEPHALU~, (Bloch, Schneider 1801) Cue. and Pal. 
Head much depressed with trenchant edges, armed with spines, 

body covered with scales ; ventrnl fins five-rayed, widely separated 
from mch other, owing to the lengthened and httened rhape of the 
pelvic bones ; palate with sharp teeth ; branchiostegons rays 7. 

PLATYCEPHALUB INBIDIATOR (Forsk~l). 
Cottns inmdiator Forskit, Fanna Arab, 25, No. 8. 
Cottoa inaidiator, LinnB : Syst. 1213. 
Callionymus indions, Linnt? : Sy st. 1 1 53. 
Cottus spatula, Bloch, P1, 224. 
Batrachus indicus, Bloch : 43. 
Callionymus indicue, Bloch, 59. 
Calliomorns indicus, LacdpMe 11. 344. 
Cotte mrd&ssse, LdpMe,  111. 248, PI. 11, Fig. 1, 2. 
Platyeephalos spatnla, Bloch-Schneider, 59. 
Russell XLVI. Irrwr. 
Cottus insidiator, Shaw IV. 260. 
Cottus madagascariensis, Shaw IV. 261, PI. 37. 
Colliomorns chaccq Boch. Ham. 133, 373. 
Platyeephalns insidiator, Cnvier and Val. IV. 227. 
(leon) Platycephalns chacca, Gray : 111. Ind. Zool. 1.1. P1.98, Fig. 2. 
Pktyaphalus insidintor, Temm. Schl. Fauna Japon. Piec. 39, PI. 

XV. Fig. 1. 
Pktycephalns insidiator, Richardson Rep. 1845, 2 16. 
Platycephalus insidiator, Bleeker, Verh. Batav. Qen. XXII. 6. 
Head above and back greenish or brownish grey with a few smeller 

.ad larger dark brown scattered spots ; aides, from a little below the 
lateral line, and abdomen white; fin membrane of the caudal white, 
orange or yellow at the base and along the rays ; the base indistinctly 
spotted with brown; the npper and lower angle black, between both 
three longitudinal, somewhat oblique black bands, liable to individual 
ruirtioos, the membranes of the other h s  whitish, transparent ; the 
d d ,  rentral and pettoral my6 more or less distinctly mulated with 



brown. Iris pale golden green ; pupil black, heartshaped by a pointed 
lobe descending from the upper margin of the iris. 

D 1--8-1-13, C 15#, A 13, V 1/5, P. 18 or 19, Br. VII. 
HABIT.-S~~ of Pinaag. 

Sea of Madagascar, Red Sea, Moluccas, S e a  of C b i ~  and 
Japan, Batavia, Bay of Bengal, estuarien of the (hop. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 1 ft. 6 inch. 
M. M. Cnvier and Valenciennes count 8 spinea in the 

dorsal 6n ; at a short distance, however, in front of the fint of thm 
eight, is a very small isolated reclining spine, and in the spra 
between the eighth spine, and the first ray of the porterior d o d ,  
slightly nearer the latter than it is the former, is another very minute 
isolated reclining spine, which thun make the whole number of spiner 
10 instead of 8. The first and the tellth spines are so minute, and in 
the living fish so 'hid in the scales, that they eaaily escape notice. 
Russell, indeed, in PI. XLVI. correctly gives the tenth spine, and hu 
dewription counta 9-13 in the dorsal fius. 

This M well M the following species of Pkrtycepkku is ocusionrlly 
taken in the fishing stakes placed along the coasts ; they u e  .U cap 
ble of sustaining l i e  some little time out of water. They are eaten by 
the natives. 

PLATYCEPHALVI CLAVULATUB, Cantor. 
(Young?)-Head above, opercles, back and aides pale reddih 

hrown ; beneath and behind the posterior dorsal fin some large ptcha 
of a lighter brown ; along the anterior half of the back wme .dintant 
brown dots ; along .the lateral line II more regular series of dirtrnt 
brown dota ; abdomen and sides, from a little below the lateral line, 
white ; from behind the ventral fins minutely dotted with brown ; 
cheeks whitish, minutely dotted with brown, and with two short d- 
cal brown streaks beneath the orbit; membrane of anterior d d  
minutely dotted with brown ; the upper half so closely m, aa to raqoin 
a blackish appearance ; posterior dorsal whitish, each ray with one a 
two brown dots at the upper part ; caudal membrane whitish, minu* 
dotted with brown ; at the root an indistinct semicircular brown b d  
near the margin some irregular brown spots, which near the lower pt 
are confluent, forming an oblique band ; anal whitish ; nntnL Iod 
pectorals minutely and w closely dotted with brown, u b ban a 



bhekiah appearance ; the apper six or seven pectoral rays white, annu- 
hted with brown, the lgth and 2Om my, white. Iris pale greenish 
golden, minutely dotted with brown ; pupil heart-shaped. 

D8-11,C. 15#, A 1 l . V  l/j, P20, Br. VII. 
HABIT.--Sea of Pinang. 
T ~ L  LENQTH : 5% inch. 
The length of the head is contained nearly 3+ times in the total ; 

the eye occupies the second fourth part from the muzzle ; the distance 
between both eyes is less than one half of the vertical dinmeter of the 
eye. The d bone is rough, but without spines. At the commence- 
ment of the supraorbital crest is a reclining spine, on the posterior half 
three smaller, and on its continuation along the sides of the occiput are 
two distant spines; from the orbit along the upper margins of the 

' opercles ~rooeed 5 small gradually backwards increasing spines ; the 
operele has two backwards diverging linear crests without spines. On 
the middle of the anterior infraorbital bone is a small recliuing spine ; 
on the posterior two distant larger, from whence proceeds a raised 
linear crest, terminating in the apper angular spine of the preopercle. 
The latter spine extends to the margin of the opercle, ita length ex- 
d i n g  three timer that of the smaller, lower spine. The angle of the 
mouth is situated opposite the anterior angle of the orbit. The denti- 
tion resembles that of Platyccphlur iMidiator : the upper maxillary 
relrety teeth form a very n a h w  band, which in considerably widened 
on the intermsrillnry bones, where the posterior ,series hss on each 
dde three teeth longer than the rest. The lateral line is nearly rtraight, 
1- approaching the back than in P. inaa-diator ; at its commencement, 
u f u  M the middle of the anterior dorsal, every other a a l e  has a 
minnte reclining spine ; the rest of the lateral line, though raised and 
&tinct, appears to be spineless. The present species of which a single, 
qpavently young, individual was observed at Pinang in 1843, appean 
to be closely d i e d  to Platyccphalw rcaicr, (Linnk). 

P u m c r ~ a r ~ u s  c n a s u ~ c u ~ v s ,  Cuv. and Val. 

Phtycephalns carbunculus, Cnv. and Val. IX. 461. 
h d  colour p i s h  buff; head, cheeks, back and sidea spotted 

ritb blackish brown, forming three short vertical bands ou the sidea of 
the herd beneath the orbit, md three larger irregular bands on the 
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sides ef h body ; throat and abdomen white ; anterior d d  fr 
white, upper half pale blackish, marbled with white veins; pmterior 
dorsal, caudal ventraln and peetorala white; the rays annnLted with 
pale black; posterior half of caudal pale blnckish with two or thm 
waved vertical white lines ; anal white, each ray with one or two brown 
dots near the extremity. Iris pale greenish golden, spotted with brown ; 
pupil black, hhearshaped. 

D 9-11 or 12, C 11+, A 12, V 1/5, P. 19, Br. VII. 
HABIT.-&U and ertuarier of Pittang. 

Bombay. 
TOTAL LENGTH : inch. 
The length of the head is # of the distance from the muzzle to the 

root of the oaudal ; the latter is + of that distance. The breadth of 
the head in front of the epee exceeds by 5 the &Wee from the m w  
de to the anterior part of the orbit. The raised supraorbital a a t  is 
atrongly serrated, leaving the upper part of the skull like a narrow fer- 
row, the breadth of which is scarcely ) of the vertical diameter of the 
eye. The upper maxillary teeth form a much broader band th.n in 
either P. iMidiator or P. clauu&4w, and it is but little widened oo 
the intermaxillary bones, on which the teeth u e  of nniform length, 
velvety liLe the rest. The nnmber of spines of the head render* thir 
species camspicuous. I t  occurs, although not numerously, at dl au- 
lone at Pinang, and it ia eaten by the nativee. 

GEM. S O R P ~ ~ N A ,  ( h t d i j  Lbnd 1748. 
Head large, spinous, filamentous, d e l e w i ,  comprellsed ; eye8 pLEsd 

near each other; teeth in the jaws, vomer, and palate; d d  6s 
single, anterior part spinoae ; branchiostegous rays seven. 

SCOBPSNA PICTA, Kuhl m d  Van Hwelt. 
(Icorpsenr pic& Cuv. and Val. IV. 321. 
Bcorpsepr picta, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 4. 
Head greenish olive, largely spotted with black, radiating m a d  the 

orbit ; ground colour of body and fins pale greenish or brownish bd. 
on the back and sides above the lateral line largely and imgPirrh 
marbled with black, which beneath the anterior part of the rofi d d  
in continued vertically towards the abdomen ; the latter and the tat 
of the ddee irregularly spotted with brownish black ; spines and 
rays, exaept the ventral, greenish be mnulated with brownish black i 
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membrurea of dorsal, caudal m d  anal fins greenish buff; the spiny 
put of the dorsal largely washed wit11 blnck, the rest with a brond 
vertical blackish spot, continued over the body, and with two smaller 
at the posterior margin ; caudal with a vertical blackish band at the 
mt, a second in the middle, a third at the margin ; membrane of 
pelonis blackish brown ; of anal with a black spot behind the root of 
the second spine, and an irregular blackish transversal band across the 
middle, with black spots on the margin ; ventrala uniformly blackish 
brown. Filrunents of the body black with slate grey points ; the two 
kgt supraorbital ones olive, largely spotted with black. Iris golden 
dark olive with five broad radiating blnck streaks. 
D 12/LOS C 133, A 315, V Ip, P 17, Br. VII. 
B~en.-Sea of Pinany. 

Java, Celebes. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 7 inch. 
The length of the head i a little less than 4 of the total ; the eye 

-pies the second fourth from the muzzle ; the angle of the mouth ia 
~ i t p r t d  a little in front of the eye, opposite the lowest of the anterior 
%rbitaI spines, which latter is arched downwards, but has its point 
directed forwards like the two larger ones. Of the three supraorbital 
lpiner the central is the strongest: behind it appears a fleshy pointed 
ilrmmt, in length equalling the diameter of the orbit. 

S d e r  filaments are scattered m r  the body, and a seriea appenrs 
above the lateral line. The second anal spine is the strongest of all, it8 
bngtb equalling that of the anal fin, which ia + of the total length. 
The h o d  of velvety teeth in the upper jaw is narrowed towards the . 
intennuilla bones. The reverse is the case in the lower jaw, where 
the band of teeth is considerably widened on the symphysia. The 
innermost of the lower maxillary teeth are longer than the rest. The 
pmmt offers tbe specific chnmters of S. picto in having the lowest of 
rhe anterior infraorbital spi~ies directed forwardn, and the second anal 
vine exee~ively large; but it differs in presenting a long filament 
above each eye, which did not exist in the specimen described by M. 
A!. Cnvier aud Valenciennes. A single individual oriurred at Pinang 

1842. 
GYN. PTERO%~. Cutriar, 181 9. 

D i r s  ftom Scorprena in the Jsence of pakd teeth, a d  i n  baring 
the dorsnl spines and pectoral rays excessively elongated. 

6 Q 



PTERO~S rr~rs, (Bennett.) 
Scorpena miles, Bennett: Ceylon, PI. 9. 
PteroTs muricata, Cnv. and Val.* IV. 363. 
Macrochprust miles, Swainson 11. 264. 
A M .  Qround colour of head and body, impure ro le  or fleshcoh, 

the scale8 edged with lighter or darker reddish brown, em as to prod= 
a net-work ; sides of the head and body with oblique and vertical s a r h  
bandsathe number and breadth varying individually : across the hindhead 
two or three such, and between the eyes a longitudinal acarlet band; be- 
hind the point of the opercle a triangular black spot ; lips, t h m t  ad 
abdomen reddish white ; dorsal spines scarlet, broadly annnlated db 
black, or white ; their membrane scarlet, in some with the pointed 
portion attached to each spine, black, or with a triangular black spot 
near the base ; dorsal, caudal aud anal rays and membranes scarlet; 
anal spines scarlet, their membrane reddish black ; pectoral nya w- 
let, more br leea annulated with black ; base of the pectoral scarlet, am 
tinned over the root in the shape of three oblique banda ; membm 
brownish green or bronze, with a black streak along esoh ray ; vmtnl 
spine alternately white and scarlet; membrane pale blackish peen, 
with longitudinal series of black and milky spob between and remr 
the rays ; posterior half of the membrane black ; a scarlet spot insib 
the root of each pectoral. Supraorbital fleshy filaments black ; thome 
of the upper jaw and preopercle white with scarkt points. Irii a h g  
white, with four or five scarlet or reddish black radiating ban. 

Young. Colorirs distributed sa in the .dolt ; the m l e t  paler ; pco 
. toral fins uniformly greenish black. 

D 13/11, C 14#,A3/7,V 1 F , P  12or 13, Br.VII. 

* Although thir Vol. beam 1829 on the title-page, the dencription quota 8. 
aikr, Bennett, in A ~ h e r  of Ceylon, the firrt edition of which appeared in 1830. 
However thin may be, M. M. Cuvier and Valenciennes in quoting Bennett, a d d  
the priority of hh desniption and figrue, and hia 8pedc  denomination m a  
therefore be retained. 

t Macrachyrtu, Swainmn, founded on S c o r p ~ ~  mila, Bennett, ir churdaird 
aa kving "the pectoral fins only one-third aa long u the body, and the math 
subvertid." Both chrrsctem h o m e r ,  u e  incorrd; the pecblrlr in ereryshp 
of growth mnch exceed one-bird of the body (total lengtb ?), and the mmtb opsv 
obliquely rr in Pluou.  
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HABIT.-Sea of Pilung. 
Ceylon, Red Sea, Bourbon. 

T m  LENTH, 9; inch. 
The length of the head is + of the total, equUng that of the caudal 

6n ; the eye occupies the third fourth from the muzzle. Besides the 
d spine, there are two or three supraorbital ones, of whiah the 
posterior is the largest ; behind it proceeds the spiny temporal ridge 
obliquely downwards to the commencement of the lateral line, which has 
one or two spines. On each side of the occiput appears a very broad 
vine, sharp like a knifeblade, with two points. The ridge of the 
infnatbital bones is spiny, proceeding obliquely over the cheek towards 
the margin of the preopercle, from which rise three spines. The sur- 
be beneath the infraorbital ridge is uneven to the touch, but without 

' 
spines. The interval between the orbits is broad, equalling the trans- 
v e d  diameter of the eye. From the central supraorbital spiue rises 
r pointed fleshy filament, which in the young equals one-half of the 
d a l  diameter of the eye ; but in the adult it is much shorter, or 
absent. The most constant of the other filaments ia one on the upper 
PW near the angle of the month, and the largest are two or three on the 
lower margin of the preopercle. The membrane of the three or four 
upper pectoral rays has a very deep incision, so as to give eahh ray a 
father-like appeanmce, and the points of the lowest four or five rays 
me free, projecting beyond the membrane. The length of the pectoral 
hn vvies not only according to age, but also individually. In  a young 
me the point of this fin reaches to the middle of the caudal, its length 
being about # of the total. In  one of two adnlts of equal length, 99 
inches, the pectoral meaaures 33 inches, in the other 4: inches. In  
the fish a~ commonly seen, but a small portion of the bnse of the dorsal 
spines is connected by the membrane. In  such, however, as have been 
examined alive, the instant they are taken out of the sea, the mem- 
b m e  is found continued along the posterior margin of eaoh spine 
till near the point. where an elongated long flap appears, like t h ~  pen- 
dant of a lance. Out of the element the scarlet colour of the 6eh soon 
fdc l  to a deep roe-colour, which then makes the vertical stripes, on 
which the brown net-work appears, more conspicuous. The fish appears 
to be a heavy swimmer, aod as obrerved by Bennett, i t  never attempts 
to sopport itself in the air. At Pinang single individuals occur at dl 
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seasons. I t  is a very bony fieh, and the flesh in said to be iusipiid. 
It preys on small Crurtacea. 

GIN. PROBOPODABYS,* Cantor. 

(Equivalent to A P I ~ B ,  Cuuier.) 

D i e m  fram S v a  in having fewer pectoral mys and dl branch- 
ed, a long moveable spine on the infraorbital bone, urd a similu w 
the preopercle. 

Apistus trachinoides, Cuv. and Val. IV. 401, P1. 92. Fig. 1. 
Trichoeomus trachinoides, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fish. 11. 265.t 
Apistns trachinoides, Richardson, Rep. 1845, 213. 
Apietus trachinoides, Richardson, Voy. Samerang, Fishes, P1. Ill. 

Fig. 3-4. 
Apistus trrchinoides, Bleeker, Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII. 8. 

Head above and back blackish brown; sides and abdomen pale 
neutral tint ; membrane of the dorsal fin pale bluish grey with fow 
large oblique blackish bands, between which llome oblique pale brownish 
lines ; anal and ventrals pale-blnish grey, the former with larger 
oblique black bands, between which some pale brownish oblique linea ; 
the posteriar half of the latter blackish ; csudal yellowish white, minRtd~ 
dotted with broru and with a black vertical band at the mot, and on8 
or two vertical series of black spots near the posterior mugin ; pecb. 
tsls pale neutral tint largely spotted with blackish brown. Iris plh 
flesh-colour, minu@ly dotted with black. 

D 140r 15/5, C 12+,d3/4,V 1/3, P 12, 130r 14, Br.VI. 

HABIT.-Sea and ertuaties of Pinang, Singapore. 
Javn, Madura, 8ea of China. 

TOTAL LENGTH, 3) inch. 

The L h  is numerous at all seasons. I t  is caprrble of living r ma- 
riderable time out of its element. I t  in applied M manure, but not atcr. 

* npdo~~rov, m k  ; 8cwbr, rough. Substituted for Apirlw Cur*r, 1849, p 
oa~lrpied by Apirtu (Scr. Apirtur,) Hiibner 1816 (Lcpidopt.) 

t 3)Jekororu,  in itrelf inadmkrible, t not equivalent to Apbhu,  Car. 
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GEN. CORYTHOBATUS,* Cantor. 

(Equiualent to NINOUS. Cua. a n d  Pal.) 

Dim principally from Proaopodasys (Apiatur,) by the absence of 
den, and of teeth on the palatal bones.? 

CORYTHOBATUS WOORA, (Cnv. md Val.) 
Rnsell CLX. Worrah Minoo A. 
A p i m  minons, Cuv. R. A. 11. 168(") 
Mioom woora, Cnv. and Val. IV. 421. 
Apistes russeuii, swainson, 11. 265. 
Minoua woora, Richardson, Rep. 1845, 213. 
Herd above m d  back brownish grey, or pale silvery grey ; sides and 

*men buff or blhish white; dorsal fin buff, the margin of the spiny 
pmticm, and the upper half of the soft portion black ; caudal pale yel- 

' 
bwhh white, with a vertical blackish band at the root ; a secoud in the 
middle, and a third near the margin; anal and ventrals buff, their 
aternal. half black ; pectorals buff at the toot, the rest black ; the free 
ny white, more or leas distinctly annulated with black ; body and fin8 
minutely dotted with black ; filaments of loper jaw white. Iris silvery 
p y ,  minutely dotted with black. 

D 9 or 10/10 or 11, C 11% A I p ,  V IF, P 10 or 11-1, Br. VIL 
H a m . - S e a  a n d  estuaries of Pinang,  Malayan Peninrula. 

Isle of France, China Seas, Vhgapatarn. 
TOTAL LENGTH, 3# inch. 
M. BE. Cuvier and Valenciennm count 11/12 in the dorsal, Sir J. 

Eichardnon 10/11. (China Spec.) At Pinang the species is numerous, 
and applied N manure. 

CORYTHOBATU~ ECEINATU8, C ~ t 0 r .  
Plate XIII. 

Ground colonr of head and body umber, pale on the sides and ab- 
domen ; fins of a darker brown than the body ; on the opercles, above 
the lateral line and close to the anal fin some larger and smaller irre- 
gular light spots, edged with black ;. numerous similar small round 

Kdpvr helmet ; B&os thorny. Subatitnted for Minow, Cuvier and Vdencienner 
1839, pm-ocmpied by A f i i u ,  Hiibner 1816 (Lepidopl.) 
t Mirovr woora, and M. monodociylw, the two only rpacier dercribed by 

Clriar and Vdenciennsr, and M. &man, Richarbon : Voy. h u .  &ha, 7, 
PI. 11. Fig. 4-6, hare a free undivided my benuth the pwtonl finr, but Cory- 
*blab n k h l w  hu no nuch free ray. 
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spots on the fins ; on the caudal three large such bordering the margin ; 
from the root of the pectornl to the gill-opening two rose-coloured im- 
gular bands edged with black ; a similar angular spot behiid the qe, 
and some similar bars radiating over the iris ; the latter witb a narm 
golden circle round the pupil. 

D 1 3 / 1 1 , C 1 1 ~ , A 2 ~ , V I p , P 1 1 , B r . V I .  
HABIT.-SGU of Pinang. 
TOTAL LENGTH, 3% inch. 
The form of the body is broad lanceolate, with the sides highly 

compressed. The profile of the forehead asoends nearly vertidp 
fiom thence the back forms an arch ascending to the sixth dorsal 
spine, wheu it gradually descends towards the tail ; the profile of 
the abdomen is a little less arched than the back. The length of the 
head is 3+ of the total. The eye is placed high on the head ; the 

' 

vertical diameter of the orbit, slightly exceeding the horizontal, ir ) 
of the length of the head; the distance of the orbit from tbe 
back, or the root of the anterior dorsal spine is 4 of the diameter 
of the orbit. The anterior, moveable, infraorbital bone cruriea tm 
blunt spines of which the superior, the longer, wrcely projects 
beyond the middle of the orbit : both are directed backwards and dom- 
wards. The posterior infraorbital is immoveable, and baa bet two very 
minute spines. The ronnded preopercle cames four distant, flatkned 
spines : the two lower ones are very minute, the two upper hudlp ex- 
tend beyond the anterior third of the opercle. The operde terminates 
above in a flat membranous point, below which appeu two eb4~ 
long ridges. There hppears to be but a single nasal opening whieb 
is a small tube, situated in front of the lower part of the eye. The 
amall oblique mouth scarcely reaches the level of the anterior orbital 
mnrgin. The velvety teeth (PI. XIII. Fig. 2,) are plaeed in both jrrs 
on a crescent-shaped band ; that of the upper is divided under the sym- 
physir by a naked linear interval, behind which appear8 a minute 
tubercle. On the vomer appears a s d l  crescent of velvety to&. 
But the palatals am toothless. The tongue resembles tbat o w  of 

Proaopodaaya tradinoidea asd Coythbahra numa : it L m& 
fleshy, rounded, md occupies nearly the whde cavity. The gmmt 
vertical dimeter, st the root of the pectoral, equals the length of the 
head, the greatest thickness is 2+ of the former dinmeter. The d o d  



Sn oacnpies the whale length of t h  back. Tbe anterior spine rises 
between the anterior orbital margins : it is the longeat and strongest 
of all, ita length being abont + of that of the herd. The socmding 
&pima and rays gradu~lly decrease to the seventh ray, which is about ) 
of the length of the head. The remaining rays abrnptly decreeee ; the 
eleventh, being but .) of the length of the head, is attached to the tail by 
I continuation of the dorsal membrane. All the finrays are undivided, 
bnt jointed. The caudal is subrhomboidal or rounded, the longest, 
antral, rays are a little shorter than the head. The extent of the anal 
In dightly excads + of the dorsd ; the two spines and the seventh 
and eighth ray are a little sharter than the intervening rays, which are 
4 of tbe length of the head. The lower half of the eighth a d  ray in 
attuhed to the tail by a very ahort continuation of the finmembrane. 
The anma is situated a little in front of the fin. The pectorals are 
elongated, rhomboidal, tbe central ray8 eqaalting the length of the 
head. The anterior ventral ray, the longest, slightly a m d s  .) of the 
length of the head; the fifth is attached to the abdomen by a conti- 
nuation of the finmembnoe. The h t e d  line kr a series of liiepr 
hbq nearly following the outline of the back on the appm third d 
the side. The fish appear8 to be without d s ,  bat it is studded 
with small tnbercles, each aurmonnted by a minute, backward directed 
spime. The tubercle. may be seen by the naked eye, but their spines 
ray be perceived by pursing a finger from the tail forward. On the 
kk, the sides of the head and body the tubercles u e  fewer, mom 
distant than on the throat and abdomen, where they are crowded. 
The uilla and the Bpace covered by the pectorals is naked. 

A solitary individual occurred at Pinnng in July 1842. 
GIN SYNANCIA, Blmh ScAneider 1801. 

D i m  h Pelo* by the want of teeth on the palate and romer, 
IPd Bt free rays beneath the peetoral fins. 

SYNANCIA BLONGATA, Cnv. and Val. 
8ynlu3ci. elongsta, Cuv. and Val. IV. 456. 
Tnchicephalus elongatus, Swainson 11. 268. 
8ynancia elongab, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 10. 
Head, back and sides bluish brown or neutral tint, paler on the ab- 

domen and with rose coloured lustre, everywhere minutely dotted with 
black, and with scattered round white spots, and white wnrtg filameots ; 
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dorsal, audd ,  anal and pectoral fins neutral tint, ~ l y  marbled with 
black, and with numerous white spots ; ventds  neutral tint, p d r  
half black ; points of all the rays white. Iris pale golden, dotted with 
black and with radiating black bars. 

D 10 or 11/14 or 15, C 12+, A 2/13 or 14, V 1/5, P 14 or 15, 
Br VII. 

 HABIT.-^^^ of Pinang. 
Java, Pondicherry. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 4: inch. 
M. M. Cuvier and Valenciennes count 9/15 in the dorsal h. The 

length of the head is about # of the total ; the eye occupies the second 
fourth from the muzzle. On the lateral line appears a series of dirtant 
filaments, of which the anterior fonr are long, the rest fleshy, all with 
the apex divided in two. The anterior half of the line proceeds from 
the angle of the opercle obliquely upwards, the posterior half fol- 
lows the back till the root of the caudal, where it bends obliqdj 
downwards to the centre of the fin, terminating horizontally near the 
margin. This species is numerous at Pinang where, if used It dl, it 
is with other offal applied as manure. I t  is capable of living I con- 

riderable time out of water. 
PAM. SPAROIDE. 

GEN. C~RYSOPHRY~,  Cwier, 1829. 
Rounded molars on the sides of the jaws, disposed in the upper j a r  

in at least three series ; in front some conical or blunt teeth ; bno- 
chiostegous rays six. 

CERY~OPHRYS CALAMARA, CUV. and Vd. 
Russell XCII. Calamara. 
Chrysophrys calnmara, Cuv. and Val. VI. 117. 
Head above blackish brown, the rest of the body silvery grey, the 

d e s  minutely dotted and edged with brown; spines, rnys and 6~ 
membranes grey, minutely dotted with brown, which gives the and d 
ventral membranes a blackirh brown appearance. Iris silvery, min~ te l~  
dotted with brown, the upper margin black. 

D 11/10 or 11, C 19#, A 3b, V IF P 15, Br. VI. 
HABIT.-~~U of Pincmg. 

Java, Madras, Vizagapatam, Malnbar. 
TOTAL L E N ~ T H  : 10 inch. 
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When the upper jaw is protracted the length of the head is 3 of 
tbat of the body, the caudal fin not included ; the eye borders on the 
profile, and occupies the centre between the protracted muzzle and 
the membranous point of the opercle; its diameter is little less 
than 3 of the length of the head. The second anal spine is the 
h p t  of all, its length equalling the distance from the protracted 
m d e  to the posterior miugin of tlie orbit. The ventral spine equals 
the length of the fourth dona1 ; the first soft ray terminates in a short 
filunent. The pectoral fins when at rest, are slightly falcated, the 
W ray, the longest, reaching to the second anal spine. 

At Pinang this fish appears to be an occ~sional visitor, a few indivi- 
duds occurring togetbr at irregular intervals, and they rarely exceed 
7 inches in length. The flnvour is said to be good. 

GEN. PBNTAPODUS, CuFier, 1829. 
With three elongated pointed ecales, of which one above the root of 

crch ventral, and a single between these fins, nppearing like five Fen- 
tnls, or feet ; mouth little cleft ; body rounded, with rather hard scdes, 
advancing farther in front than in Dmtez. In each jaw two canines, 
between wbich sometimes two or four smaller; the rest of the teeth 
relrety, disposed in narrow bands. 

P E N T A ~ D U S  NUBILUS, Cantor. 
Head above and back light reddish brown, paler on the side8 ; cheeks 

flcovera and abdomen silvery white ; an indistinct blackish oblique 
band from the nape of the neck to the point of the opercle ; a second 
limikr in front of the d o r d ,  terminating beneath the lateral line in a 
luge roanded qmt ; a few indistinct blackish clouded spots along the 
dm; the d e s  of the body indistinctly edged with brownish and mi- 
nutely dotted with brown; dorsal caudal and anal pale yellowish ; 
pectorals and ventral9 white, the posterior hd f  of the latter pale black- 
bh ; the fin-membranes minutely dotted with brown. Iris pale golden. 
A number of minute par- on the infraobital bones, the cheeks, the 
mvgin of the preopercle and on the lower jaw. 
D lob, C 174, A 3/8, V l/j, P 13, Br. VI. 
LBIT.-SCO of Pinang. 
T ~ T A L  LENGTH, 4: inch. 
The head ir elongated, the profile much sloping, ita length, when 

the muzzle is protracted, is + of that of the body, the tail not inoluded. 
6 R 
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The eye is situated behind the centre of a line dmwn from thepro- 
tracted muzzle to the point of the opercle ; its diameter b a little la 
than 3 of the length of the head. The canines of both j a m  an mry 

small ; there are 4 in the upper, 6 in the lower of which the two outer 
ones are the largest and slightly outwards arched. The pores ue 
very minute, scarcely perceptible by the naked eye, rather cloaely dis 
tributed over the infraohitalq the cheeks, the m a e n  of the preopercle 
and the lower jaw. The lateral line is very distinct, following the out- 
line of the back. The acdes are very finely ciliated : there are about 
47 on a straight line. This species is closely allied to P. p o t ~ l ,  
Cuv. and Val. from which it differs in the eye being situated farther 
back, in the comparatively longer pectoral fins, the second aml t h i  
upper rays reaching the anal spine, and in the comparn t i r e~ te r  
length of the anal spines. The anterior of the latter is half the length 
of the second ahd third, which are equal and of nearly the same length 
as the succeeding soft rays. The description is taken from a s o l i q  
individual, observed at Pinang in 1844. 

GEN. SPONDYLIOSOMA,* Cantor. 
(Equivalent to CANTEARUS, Cuviu.) 

Teeth card-like, close, the external series a little stronger thrn tbe 
rest and slightly curved ; mouth slightly cleft, not protractile. 

~PONDYLIOSOYA QULIMINDA, (CUV. and Val.) 
Russell CVII. Lama Guliminda. 
Cantharus guliminda, Cuv. and Val. VI. 344. 
Young.-Head above, back and aides above the lateral line rose- 

coloured ; the latter bordered beneath by a pale blue line ; sides lad 
abdomen silvery with fire parallel straight longitudinal lines, each row- 
coloured, bordered beneath with pale blue ; cheeks and operclen silwq, 
washed with rose colour ; beneath the orbit an elongated blue spot; a 
larger on the opercle. Dorsal fin whitiah transparent, either pale blPe 
at the base, or with a bluish line behind each spine ; the spiny puL 
edged with vermilion ; anterior half of caudal bluish, posterior 
crimson; the other fins whitish transparent; the anal m e m b ~  
some bluish near the margin. 

* Lwov6krov spindle; a O q ,  body. Substituted for CanlLrrr, Ca*, 1829. 

pro-occupied by CanlAmw, Montfort, 1808, (Polypi.) 
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ddwlt.-Head above m d  back vermilion ; ground-colour of the upper 
half of the sides greenish grey, of the lower nnd .of abdomen silvery ; 
from the occiput a golden longitudinal baud bordering the back ; the 
h b d  line bordered above by a crimson, beneath by a golden band ; 
the scales at the origin of the lateral line broadly edged with erimson, 
forming a large rounded epot, from which proceeds a straight longitudi- 
id crimson band, bordered beneath by a narrower golden band, beneath 
which four similar parallel bands, gradually lengthening and becoming 
plcr towards abdomen. Infraorbitals silvery crimson, cheeks and oper- 
cle d r e y ,  posterior half of opercle crimson ; preopercle violet silvery ; 
audal rosecolonred; the other fins transparent white ; dorsal edged 
with nrmilion. Iris golden, upper margin bluish black. 

D lob, C 17$, A 3/1, V l/5, P 17, Br. V. 
Iinsl~.-Sea of Pinany. 

Madras, Viagapatam. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 6 inch. 
The hend is + of the total length to the centre of the posterior 

rn~rgio of the mudal ; the greatest vertical diameter of the body 
quds the length of the head ; the horizontal diameter of the eye is 
)of the latter; the eye occupies the second third. The ascending 
margin of the preopercle is finely toothed, the angle rounded; on its 
mter surface u well as on the infraorbitals appear some distant minute 
pores. The upper lobe of the caudal is longer than the lower, and the 
third upper ray terminates in a not very long filament, which is also 
the m e  with the first ventral ray. 

The following errors occur in Russell's figure. The first dorsal 
vine is too short, its length in the fish is $ of the second. The pec- 
k d  is also too short, its length being equal to that of the head; the 
dorsal rays likewise : their length slightly exceeds that of the spines. 
The ma1 fin is erroneously represented with one spine : it has three, 
the 6rst of which is + of the second, which is but little shorter than the 
third. The ventral spine ir one half the length of the head and equals 
the iOa dorsal, which slightly exceeds the preceding. All the spines 
are very slender m d  flexible. Single, mostly young individual8 occur, 
but rarely, at Piiang. 

GEN. CR~ENIDENS, Cumer and ralenciennea, 1830. 
The jaws with crenulated teeth, behind which other8 globular. 

6 a  2 
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SUB. GEN. GIRPLLA,* (Gray,) Bichardsor. 
Teeth curved, flat and expanding towards their ends which are trims- 

pid, standing out in three rows on the margin of the jaw ; a little 
way behind them a brush-like band of much smaller teeth which u e  
also tricuspid and like the others, except in size. 

CRENIDENB BABISFJOPHORUB, Cantor. 
PI. I. Pigs. 1-4. 

Young.-Head, back and sides above the lateral line pde umber 
brown; rest of the sides and abdomen silvery buff; all the d a  
broadly edged with pale umber ; spines buff, minutely dotted with dark 
brown; fin-membranes and rays buff, so closely dotted with dark 
brown, as to appear a shade darker than the body. Iris pale golden, 
orbital m~rgin blackish. 

D 1l/ l5,C 15+,A3/14,V l p ,  P 19,Br.V. 
Hnar~.-Sea of Pinang, Malayan Pminaula. 
TOTAL LENGTH : I+ inch. 
The form is elongated oval ; the abdominal profile a little less arched 

than the dorsal. The vertical diameter at occiput is a, at the fifth 
dorsal spine 20, between the last dorsal and anal rnys + of the total 
length. The body is much compressed, particularly towards the back; 
the greatest thickness is at the lower third of the vertical dinmeter, 
where i t  equals .) the length of the head. The muzzle is obtuse ; the 
forehead a little arched between the eyes ; the length of the head ir $ of 
the total ; the eyeis placed high up, its horizontal diameter is h o t  

3+ of the length of the head ; the distance from the muzzle e p l a  the 
diameter. The posterior opening of the nostril i n  an almost 4 
fissure immediately in front of the eye; the anterior is oval and sitnrt 
ed a tittle behind the muzzle ; the infrnorbital bone is very kr@, 
occupying nearly the upper half of the cheek, it is tumid and of m 
elongated, nearly oval shape ; the preopede is narrow and oh ad^ 
ridged, with s single minute spine at the angle ; the opercle terminata 
in two widely separated ilat points ; the subopercla and interope& 
are.smrl1. The scales of the head are very small, those of the check 
less indistinct than on the other parts of the herd. The monthir 

* Founrted upon C r a i d m  punctalur, Richardson, (Report 1845. 242,) of did 
a figure appear8 in Ill. Ind. 2001. under the name of Gireilapunetata. 
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dl, both jaws of equal length ; their teeth are curved, k t ,  widen- 
ing towards the three cusps, of which the centre one is a little larger 
than the lateral ones ; the outer series consists of about 18 teeth gradu- 
ally increasing in length towards the angle of the mooth (Fig. 2 ;) im- 
mediately behind, and in close contnct with the outer, appears a second 
aeries of similar teeth ; at a little dirtance behind these two series are 
Roothem also consisting of tricuspid teeth, but much smaller and 
almost setaceom (Fig. 3 ;) at  the angle of the mouth the teeth of all 
four wries coalesce, and have no intervrl between them. The gill-open- 
bg is small linear, and the five branchiostegous rays are completely 
bid in the membrane ; the suprascapular bone is naked. The body is 
mrered with scales of different sizes ; the largest are those of the sides, 
from immediately beneath the lateral line as far as the pectorals extend, 
they appear bony and tumid; the posterior rounded margin carries 
upwards of 40 minute spines ; their vertical diameter, nearly double 
the length of the horizontal, is about .) of the dinmeter of the eye. 
From the apex of the pectorals the scales gradually decrease in size 
b r u d s  the caudal. The scales above the lateral line and those of the 
abdomen are much smaller than the rest ; all are placed in irregulnr 
wries, so that their number cannot be counted. The lateral line is a 
little below the upper fourth of the side ; it consists of minate single 
bbea and follows the profile of the back towards the tail, in the mid- 
dle of which it proceeds straight to the root of the crudal. The an- 
terior dorsal spine, about .) of the diameter of the eye, is eituated at 
the anterior third of the total length ; it is immoveable, plwed hori- 
zontally, has no membrane and becomes more or less hidden by age ; 
the second spine ia the shortest of all, about $ of the diameter of the 
q e ;  the third is $, the fourth exceeds by $ the diameter of the eye ; 
the fifth is excessively long, robust and appenrs to be composed of two 
parts ; the lower half, when repoeing, covers with its grooved posterior 
margin the sixth spine; the upper half overlaps the succeeding five 
spines ; the length of the fifth is $ of the greatest vertical diameter of 
the body, from the root of this spine. The rest of the spines gradu- 
dly decrease in length townrds the tenth, which equals the dinmeter of 
the eye ; the eleventh exceeds it by $ and is closely attached to the 
anterior dorsal ray. The first four dorsal rays are the longest, of 
qud length, + of the head; the rest gradually decrease, the fifteenth, 
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double one, being 3 of the first. The caudal is almost truncated, the 
central rays being but a little shorter than the rest, which are + of the 
length of the head. The anal rays resemble the dorsal; the spioes 
are strong, the second, the longest, about 23. of the head. The anur is 
situated a little in front of the first spine. The pectoral is nearly 
triangular, the longest ray + of the head. Each ventral is enclosed 
by two elongnted scales ; the spine is + of the length of the head ; the 
anterior r y  is undivided, filamentous, its length equals that of the head ; 
from the second, which slightly exceeds the spine, the rest g n d d l y  
decrease. The indiridual described was observed at Pinang in August 
1845. The fishermen declared it to be a young one, and of rare OC- 

currence. A second, of somewhat larger size, was taken on the amit 
of Malacca. 

(SUB-FAM. MXNOINX.) 
CAZSIO,* (Cmmerson) Cuv. a d  Pal. 1830. 

Dorsal and anal fin covered with' small slender scales ; mouth very 
slightly protractile ; no teeth on the vomer ; a pointed scale above the 
root of each ventral, and a tbird between the fins ; on the occiput r 
chevron or crescent with the horns backwards pointed. 

C E ~ I O  C ~ ~ R U L A ~ R E U ~ , ~  Lacdphde. VAR. 
Head above and back deep blue, changing to bluish olive on the 

sides ; an indistinct golden line from the orbit along the aides, in the 
centre of which it changes to silvery blue, continued to the mot of thc 
caudal ; opercle golden ; cheeks, preopercle, subopercle and interoper- 
cle, lower half of the sides and abdomen silvery glazed with cherry red ; 
dorsal pale olive grey, the membrane minutely and closely dotted with 
brown and edged with black ; caudal membrane black- rays ~ e l l o w a  
olive, the upper, lower and posterior margin cherry ; ventrals and the 
spiny part of anal white, the membrane of the soft anal rays $G 

chewy ; the three upper rays of the pectoral white, the rest pale cherr). ; 
on the inner side a t  the root a large black spot, continued as a s m d  
black point outside at the root of the three upper rays. Iris golden, 
the orbital margin blackish. 

D 10/15, C 179, A 3/12, V IF, P 21, Br. VI. 

* Ccerio, La&pMe, 1800, is founded upon erronsou chamctarr. 
t I ~ d p .  111. 86.-Picurel raillard, Buoi and Gaim. Fqcio, 290, PI. 44, 4. 

3.-Cur. Val. VI. 434. 
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HABIT.-S~~ of Pinang. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 6% inch. 
The scales rue large, deciduous ; there is no crescent-shaped space 

on tbe occiput, which is uniformly covered with scales, which advance 
on the crown as far as midway between the eyes. The present nearest 
approaches the Variety from the Red Sea, which Prof. Ehrenberg deno- 
minated m l e o - t m i a t u a  ; it also resembles C. ch yaozona, Kuhl and 
Van Hasselt, apud Cuvier and Valenciennes. As the distribution of 
eolonn of C. c m l a u r e w  is liable to considerable variations, chryaozona 
may turn out to be but a Variety. The description of the present was 
dmwn up from a single dead specimen, observed in the fish-bazar at 
Pinurg in 1815. The fishermen were unacquainted with the 6sh, and 
had on that account put it aside. 

GEN. CATOCHAENUY,* Cantor. 
(Eqnivalent to GERBEB, Cumer.) 

Mouth very protractile downwards ; the jaws with velvety teeth ; 
the angle and inferior margin of the preopercle minutely toothed in 
rome, in others not ; opercle terminating in an obtuse angle ; body 
compressed, high ; chest square beneath ; head, cheeks and opercles 
like the body with large, deciduous scales; anterior dorsal and anal 
spines more elongated than the rest ; the base of these fins is hid in 
a scaly sheath ; the ventral fins with an elongated scale above the root. 

CATOCHAENUX LIMBATUX, (CUV. and Val.) 
Gerres limbatus, CUV. and Val. VI. 476. 
Silvery with lilac reflections ; dorsal, caudal and anal fins pale yellow ; 

dorsal spines, rays and membrane minutely dotted with brown, the 
upper margin black, caudal with a broad blackish margin; ventral8 

pectorda white. Iris silvery or pale golden. 
D9/10, C 17+, A 3 P o r 8 ,  V IF, P 15 or 16, Br. VI. 
&BIT.-Sea of Pinang. 

Malabar, Pondicherry. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 7 inch. 
The greatest vertical diameter is contained three times and one-third 

in the total length. The length of the second dorsal spine is contained 
two m d  a half times in the vertical diameter. In the adult this spine 

* I&", downwards ; Xafww, yawning. Snbrtituted for Qmer,  Curicr, 1829, 

pm-oanpied by (Latr.) hbrieiua, 1794, (Hrmipiera.) 
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slightly exceeds the third in length, but in the young the two spmm 
are of equal length, and the lower margin of the preopercle is finely 
toothed, of which all trace is obliterated in the adult. The bhckiih 
margin of the caudal is very iudistinct in the young, which beana 
strong reiemblance to Catochaenum lucidunr, (Cuv. and Val.) 

Young individuals of this species are exceedingly numerous at Pirung 
at all seasons, and large quantities are dried. Large individuals are of 
comparatively rare occurrence. 

CATOCHAENUM FILAMENTOSUM, (CUV. and Val.) 
Russell LXVII. Woodawahah. 
Gerrea filameutosus, Cuv. and Val. VI. 482. 
Gerres filamentosus, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII., 4. 
Head above and back pale greenish grey, the rest of the body silveq 

with lilac reflectious ; above and following the lateral line two parallel 
seriee of large oval blackish apots ; below the lateral line one or tm 
straight aeries of similar, but smaller spots ; dorsal, caudal and anal fim 
pale yellow ; the spines, rays and membranes of the dorm1 and a d d  
minutely dotted with brown ; the superior margin of the dorsnl black ; 
the posterior margin of the caudal pale blackish ; ventrols and pecto- 
rals white. Iris pale golden. 
D9/1-0, C 179, A3/7,V 1/5, P 15, Br. VI. 
HABIT.-~~U of Pinang . 

Madurn, Vanikolo, New Guinea, Java, Corommdel. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 74 inch. 
The length of the second dorsal spine appears to vary: in an dult 

m d  a few young, it but slightly exceeded the vertical diameter of the 
body, and did not reach the caudal fin, a~ described by M. M. Cnrier 
and Valenciennes. The young ones have no series of blackish qm& 
which vanish soon after death ; in the smallest examined, 44. kcha in 
length, the margin of the preopercle was not toothed. Thia spedca 
but rarely visits Pinang. 

Head gibbous, supported by cavernous bones ; preopercle toothed or 
crenulate ; bony opercle terminating in one or two fiat point4 ; dornl 
fins two, or one deeply emarginated, the soft pnrt of which longer ttvP 
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the   pi no us ; annl spines extremely small ; strong canines in the upper 
jar, and in some also iu the lower ; under the symphysis of the latter 
two very minute pores, or none ; air-vessel in some* with a hornlike, 
forwards directed proceas on each side ;t a very large loose bone in each 
auricular cavity ; branchiostegous rays I.$ 

OTOLITHUS BIAURITUS, Cantor. 
Ikan Snhmpai, sometimes JBrnng gigi, of the 3lnlays. 
Adult. Head nbore and back greenish grey with golden reflections ; 

sides golden orange, paler towards abdomen, everywhere minutely dot- 
tnl with browu ; lateral line golden ; dorsal, caudnl and anal fins 
brownish yellow or pale ormge, miuutely dotted with brown, black 
to~nrds the margin ; ventrnls pnle orange ; pectorals brownish with n 
bkck spot in axilla, spreading over the basal third of the nine upper 
nya. Iris golden orange. 
Young. Paler than the adult ; abdomen silvery buff; upper half of 

opercle silvery bluish black ; the spot in the axilla very indistinct or 

Il.{EiF} C 17% A yi, Y 115, P I t ,  Br. VII. 

HABIT.-S~~ of Pinang, Malayan Peninsula, Singapore, Laneany. 
Tenasserim Provinces. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 3 feet. 
This fish is of n very elongated cylindrical form, not unlike that of 

the Genus Ophiocephalur; the profile of the back and abdomen is 
nearly horizontal, imperceptibly sloping towards t l ~ e  bluntly pointed 
muzzle. The  length of the head is from 44 to + o f  the total ; the depth 
at occiput exceeds by + h d f  the length of the herd. The eye occupies 
abot~t the second eight of the length of the head ; the anterior upper 
bdf of the orbit borders upon the profile, while the posterior half 
deriates downwards ; the greatest oblique diameter is + of the length 

M. Ji. Cuvier and Valenciennes add (Hirt. Not. tier P o h .  V.) that anch ir 
&caw in the spffiia diuected by them. 

t In othera with nurnerour Iahrd brlnched appendage# ; Vide infra OIoliIAw 

nkr and the s u b ~ q n e n t  apecia. 
Th M d a p  dbtinguirh the f i b  belonging to the Oenar OIoliIAw by the 

mmon denomination of Jkr010 (distant, open), g q i  (tooth). 
6 s 
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of the head, while the vertical is but f of the oblique diameter. Thc 
head above is depressed, slightly arched between the eyes, the ditanw 
of which is about double the oblique diameter. The nostrils open 
closely in front of the eye : the posterior obliquely oval apertnre ia but 
little larger than the minute rounded anterior, the margin of which ia 
provided with a small raised membranous fold. The mouth is large; 
the widely arched upper jaw is hidden when the mouth h closed, by 
the scaly fold which covers the infraorbitals ; the lower jaw is scaly, 
narrower, more pointed, and slightly shorter than the upper, which u 
naked, with longitndinal striee, and a rather large triangular i m p d o n  
near the angle, which is situated opposite the posterior part of tbc 
orbit. In the upper jaw appear an external series of pointed inwards 
arched, distant teeth. On each side of the symphysia is one or two 
canines, larger than the rest ; the other teeth gradually decrease in sirs 
towards the angle of the mouth. At a slight interval behind the a- 
kmal nppears a second narrow series of minute crowded conicll (cud- 
like) teeth. In the lower jaw the external series consists of amhl 
teeth, although small, yet perceptibly larger than thg card-like ones of 
the upper jaw. The internal series consists of single distant large 
teeth, increasing in size as they approach the angle of the month. 
The tongue is large triangular, pointed, fleshy on each Bide of the 
base, flat, bony in the centre, membranous towards the margins and 
the apex. The angle of the preopercle is rounded, the mcending 
margin is but very indistinctly crenulated. The bony part of the oper- 
cle terminates in two flat points of which the upper is the s m d u ;  
both are enveloped in a membranous point, projecting beyond the root 

the pectoral fin, and formed by a prolongation of the subopercle. Tba 
third upper branchiostegous my ia very broad, like the blade of a a&* 
Above the pointed termination of the opercle appears another, t b  
gular point, formed by a lobe of the skin, the ~lcales of the mrrgina d 
which terminate in short sehceoua points. This second, earlike rp 
pendage also appears in Otolitlrw pama,* (Bucl~an. Ham.) The body 
is elongated cylindrical, compressed towards the back ; the vertical dL- 

SYN. Bola puma, Bnchm. Ham. 79, 368, PL 32, Fig. 26.-Geirw 
cur. and Vd. V. 56, PI. 101, who observe it rnlgbt with q u . 1  propiety be ma- 
~idcred a ryeeica of Ololithw. Their daroriptiun apptara to Lava bcar 6... .P 
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meter taken in front of the dorsal fin is 64 of the total length. The 
d o d  spines are very slender; the third is the longest, equalling about 
f of the vertical diameter; the rest gradually decrease towards the 
ninth, but the last spine is longer, nearly + of the third. The caudal 
fin is rhomboidal very pointed, its length from 6) to 7+ of the totaL 
The pectorals are very pointed 5% to 6-f of the total. The rentrals 
and the anal are equal + of the length of the head. The second annl 
spine is scarcely one halfof the length of the rays, very attenuated, and 
not striated. The scales of the body are moderate, deciduous ; the 
lateral line is very distinct and proceeds obliquely downwards to the 
very point of the caudal. The nir-vessel is nearly one half of the totnl 
length, narrow, tapering 1)ackwards to a fine point. Ou each slide of 
the lrtter commences a unrrow hpe-like process, which continuing dong 

' each side, deviates at a little distance from the fundus of the nir-vessel, 
which it again joins. The organ might be compared with an elongated 
antique urn with two handles. From the anterior part of ench of the 
ktter proceed five branches, the four of which give off smaller ones to 
ueh side, and the fifth is tortnous and larger thnn the rest. This orgnn 
atmngly resembles that of 0. pamu, (Cuv. and Val. V. PI. 138,) yet it 
presents differences more easily perceived by comparison than described. 
T b  species approaches to 0. urnegalmsir, Cuv. and Val. and to 

0. puma, from which latter it, however, differs in its more elongated 
form, particularly of the head, and in having much fewer rays in the 
dorsal fin. 0. reeaeuii, Richardson, (Rep. 1845, 224,) differs in having 
10-1/31 in the dorsal fin, the preopercle spinously toothed on the 
opper limb and rounded corner, where the teeth are large, m d  in having 
the second anal spine stout and finely striated. Single individuals occur 
st Pinang at all seasons, but numbers from June to August. Al- 
though not much esteemed by Europeans, this fish is consumed by the 
natives both fresh m d  dried. I t  yields a large quautity of isinglass, 
which in the Chinese market is considered to be of the best quslity, 
and fetches 40 to 45 Spanish Dollars per Pikul. 

OTOLITHU~ RUBEB, (Bloch-Schneider.) 
Johnins ruber, Uloch-Schn. 75, No. 3, P1. 17. 

ffom young rpecimenr, In which the caninu are lesr developed than in the adult, 
b which theJ appear ar strong and coo~picuous as in rereral speoier of OLolithw. 

The form of the airrerrel ia not exclusirely chsrclctsrirtic of pamo. 

6 6 2  
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Otolithus ruber, Cuv. and Val. V. 60, P1. 102. 
Otolithus ruber, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fish. 11. 219. 
Jdrang gigi of the Mnlnys. 

Adult. Hend above and back pnle brownish red wilh silvery, iri- 
descent reflections ; sides of the head and parts beneath the latenl 
line reddish or pure shilling silvery; upper part of opercle steel-blue; 
lateral line silvery ; dorsal pale brownish red, the membrane minow 
dotted with brown ; the other fins pale reddish yellow. Iris reddil 
golden, brown towards the orbit. 

Poung. Sides of the head nnd parts beneath the lateral line s i l v ~  
pale orange. 

D 10-1/29 or 30, C If#, A 2/7, V 1/5, P 16, Br. VII. 
. I~ABIT.-S~~ and estuaries of Pinang, Malayan Peninruk, Singe- 

Coromnndrl, hlalabar. *- 
TOTAL LENGTH : 2 feet 6 inch. 
The length of the head is 3+ times in the total ; its vertical diameter 

equals the distauce from the muzzle to the anterior margin of the pn- 
opercle, or exceeds by + half the length of the head. The greatest 
oblique diameter of the eye is + of the length of the head. The depth 
of the body in front of the dorsal is contained 4+ times in the total 
length. In the young the caudnl fin is rhomboidal, pointed ; but with 
age it becomes rounded, nnd its length little less than + of the total. 

On each side of the symphysia of the upper jaw appear two lnrge arched 
canines, of which the exterior is the shorter ; between the two pain rise 
two distant smaller, yet conspicuous teeth. On each side of the spm- 
physis of the lower jaw appears a long canine ; in most i~ldividnrlr but 
one such is visible, the corresponding one being either missing or much 
smnller. Behind the canines both jaws have an external series of s d l  
conical teeth, and in the upper appears an inner series of velvety. But 
the lower jaw has but a few such behind the canines on the symphyais. 
The stomnch is elongated, cylindrical with four cclewpyloric appendap 
In several it  contnined remains of fishes, of a small Melania and Cnutc 
eta. The air-vessel is large, flattened, broad lmceolate, terminating 
behind in a short point. I ts  length is + of the body, the caudal not 
included. On each side of the body of the vessel appear 34 pmcessm, 
of which the anterior four or five divide in four branches, the next in 
three, the next in two, but the posterior processes, which are sligh* 
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longer thnn the preceding, are simple ; all agnin divide in minor ramifica- 
tions. The isinglass is considered very good, and sells in the Chinese 
market 'from 4 0  to 45  Spanish Dollnrs per Piknl. The fish is consumed 
both in fresh and dried s t n ~ .  Single individuals occur at Pinang at all 
umons, but they are plentiful from June till August. 

( ~ O L I T H U S  ARGENTEUB, Kuhl and Van Hasselt. 
Otolithns argenteus, Cuv. nnd Val. V. 62. 
Otolithns argenteus, Richnrdson, Rep. 1845, 225. 
Otolithus argenteus, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Geu. XXII, 4. 

I J h n g  gfgi of the Malays. 
I 

Adult. Head nbove and back iridescent greyish green, with pnle 
reddish reflections ; sides of the head and beneath the lateral line red- 
dish golden ; upper pnrt and posterior margin of opercle blackish blue ; 
membrane of the whitish dorsal spines reddish trnnsparent, of the rays 
md caudal reddish yellow, minutely dotted with brown, margin black ; 
pectoral, ventrals and anal pale yellowish red ; ventral and anal spines 
whitish. Iris golden, bluish black towards the orbit. 

Young. Sides of the head and beneath the lateral line pnle golden 
orange ; upper part of opercle steel blue ; soft dorsal, caudal, anal, 
ventmls and pectorals orange or yellowish red more intense thau in the 
adait. 

D 9 or 10-1/26, 27 or 28, C 17+, A 217, V l/5 P 20, Br. VII. 
H A B I T . - S ~ ~  and eatuariea of Pinang, Malayan Pminauku, Singa- 

Malabnr, Celebes, Madurn, Batavin. [pore. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 2 feet 7 inch. 
The length of the head is $ of the total, its greatest vertical diameter 

exceeds by + half tbe length of the head. The oblique diameter of the 
eye is 5+ of the length of the head. The vertical diameter in front of 
the dorsal is 5+ of the tntal length. On each side of the symphjsis 
of the upper jaw nppenr two, sometimes three cnnines, of which 
the posterior, or centre one when three are present, is the longest, 
but &U are shorter and more distant than those of 0. r u b .  The 
aninea are succeeded by a series of distant conical teeth of a 
cornpantirely larger size than those in 0. r u b e .  Behind the 
external series is an inner one of velvety teeth. On each side of the 
qmphysis of the lower jaw is a very smnll canine, preceding a 
miea of velvety teeth, behind which is m inner series of large dis- 
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tent conicnl teeth, some of which in size exceed the lower ennine. 
The laternl line describes an arch, terminating opposite tbe middle 
of the soft dorsal fin, from whence it proceeds horizontally to the point 
of the caudal. The latter fin is rhomboidal ; its length about 54 of 
the total. The stomach is elongated, cylindrical, containing fishea and 
Crwtaeea. There are air caecopyloric appendages. The body of the 
nir-vessel is very narrow, lanceolate, about + of the length of the fish, 
terminating in a fine point. From each side of the body of the air- 
vessel proceed 25 branched processes, of which the anterior n n  tbe 
longest and h ~ v e  the greatest number of branchlets. 

At Pinang this species is taken in numben from June till Auguat. 
I t  is valued by the natives as an article of food. Owing to the smd 
eize of the air-veesel, it yields but a small quantity of isinglass, the 
quality of which however is considered very good. M. M. Cuvier and ' 

Valenciennes have observed this species figured in Colonel Farquhnr's 
collection of drawings at  the India House, and its name is said to be 
at Mdacca: Ikanlrampay, which most likely ie a mistake for Salonpi, 
the Malnyan denomination of 0. biaun'tzu. 

O T O L ~ T H ~ S  MACULATUB, Kuhl and Van Hasselt. 
Otolithus maculetus, Cuv. and Val. V. 64. 
Jdrnng gigi of the Malnys. 

. Head above and back iridescent yellowish brown, lighter, sil- on 
the sides ; cheeks, preopercle and abdomen silvery buff; upper part 
of opercle ateel blue ; lateral line shining silvery; on the back and 
sides to within a little benenth the laterd line, a number of bomiab 
spots, the scales of each spot edged with black ; doAnl, anal, ventral 
and pectoral fins yellowish light grey, their membranes minutely dotted 
with brown ; caudnl rays silvery at the base ; posterior half u ~ d  mem- 
brane browpish yellow; single large irregular black spota scathed 

over the fin. Iris pale golden, blackish towards the orbit. 
D 10-1/34, C 17s. A 2/11, V I/& P 18, Br. VII. 
H ~ s r ~ . - S e a  and eatuariea of Pinaqq, blalayan Penhuda, -(I- 

Batavin. [I- 
TOTAL LENGTH : 2 feet 9 inch. 
The length of the head is 34 of the total ; its grentest r e r t i d  d'i- 

meter exceeds by + half the length of the head. The oblique dimem 
of the e je  is a little more than + of the length of the head. The W= 
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t a  diunekr of the body in front of the dorsal is 5+ of the total 
length. 

The dentition resembles that of Otolithus mber, but the external 
wries of the lower jaw consists of fewer, more distant and stronger 
conical teeth. The lower jaw greatly projects beyond the npper. In 
the uldt the caudal fin is nearly rounded ; ib length is of the total. 
The pectorals and ventral8 are comparatively short, their length eqoal- 
ling that of the caudnl. The stomach is very elongted, cylindrical, 
thin. In i t  were found fishes, shells of a Cm'thium, and Crwtaceo. 
The air-vessel is very large, broad lanceolate, tnpering behind into a fine 
point. The length is one half of the body, the caudal fin not included. 
Each side baa from 52 to 55 branched processes, the number of which 
di&m not only individually, but from side to side. The lower abdo- 
m i d  surface of the body of the vessel is perfectly smooth, and as u s d ,  
lilh white, but the upper or vertebral surface is longitudinally divided 
by a nurow furrow, from which proceed a number of distant, back- 
rudr arched, transversal lines or ribs. The intervals between the 
latter are filled up by short backwards bifurcating raised lines, of which 
thole nearest the oentral furrow are directed obliquely inwards; but 
they increme in length, and become longitudinal towards the margin of 
the naael, while those covering the lateral branched processes devinte 
outwards and are mach longer than the reat. Thus the whole of the 
npper or vertebral surfmce of the air-vessel preaents a kind of rnised net- 
work of singular beauty. This species, although not ancommon, 
rppesn, a t  Pilung to be leas numerous than the others, which it ac- 
tompries. It is reported to be flavourless, but it ia highly valued 
for the mke of the air-vewl, which yields a considerable quantity of 
the best kind of isinglaaa. 

O ~ L I T H U ~  vrnelcoLon, Car. and Val.? 
Russell CIX. Pottee Kaarsah t 
Otolithus versicolor, Cnv. and Val. V. 64 ? 
J h g  gigi of the Malays. 
Young. Head above and back itideacent greyish green, lighter on 

the sides ; cheeks and preopercle silvery ; opercle steel-blue ; sides 
beaerth the lateral line silvery white ; lateral line shining silvery ; fins 
ycllorrish b d ;  membrane of the spinous dorsnl and marginal hnlf of 
th sdt, of the anal and caudal minutely dotted with black, on the 
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latter fin so closely as to produce n general blackis11 colour. Iris mr- 
row golden round the pupil ; the rest bluish black. 

D 10-1/25, C 15#, A 2/1, V IF, P 18, Br. VII. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinang. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 6# inch. 
The length of the head is nbout of the total ; its greatest vertid 

diameter exceeds one half the length by 3. The oblique diameter of 
the eye is 5+ of the length of the hend. The vertical dhmeter in front 

of the dorsal is about + of tlie total length. 
The dentition, as represented by Russell, resembles that of 0. mew- 1 

latus. The broad triangulnr part of the npper jaw nt the angle of the I 

month, is finely rndiated, but without the large triangular impression, 
I 

which appenrs in some of the other species. The second anal spine is 
proportionally stronger than in the other species; its length slightly ., 
exceeds + of the anterior ray, and the two lateral surfaces are com- 
pressed, finely radiated, whereas in the preceding species this spine is 
rounded. The nir-vessel is lanceolate with numerous lateral branching 
appendages ; its length equals that of the head, or about $ of the total 
length. The only individual observed, occurred at Pinang in 1844. 
I t  resembles more 0: versicolor than any of the preceding speciea: 
Russell indeed gives 21 dorsal rays, but their number varies conaidu- 
ably iu all. In the present, as well as in the young of the preceding, 
the caudal fin is proportionally much longer and more pointed than in 
the adult, and the eye is also proportionally larger. 

GEN. JOBNIUS, Bloch-Schneider, 1801. 
Velvety teeth in both jaws : in the upper an externd series of uched 

teeth, considerably longer and more distant than the rest ; in the lower 
an internal series of coiiical teeth somewhat longer than the rest. 
Differs from Schna  by the comparntive greater thickness and length 
of the second aual spine, which is nenrly two thirds of that of the k t  

ray. 
JOENIUS DuseuMIERr, (cuv. and Val.) 

Corrina dussumieri, Cur. and Val. V. 119. 
Head above and back dark greenish brown, paler, silvery on the 

cheeks, preopercle and sides ; opercle steel-blue ; the d e a  minutdt 
dotted with brown ; abdomeu pearl-coloured ; membrane of d o d  
transparent, minutely dotted with brown, edged with black ; mudd 
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md rnal yellowish white, minutely dotted with black, their marginal 
part blackish ; ventrals white ; npper half of pectorals brownish, lower 
yellowish white. Iris silvery, upper part bluish black. 

D 10-1/28or 29, C 17+, AZR, V IF, P 19, Br.VI1. 
H~sr~ . -Sea  of Pinang, &falayan Peninadas Singapwe. 

Malabar. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 6# inch. 
The teeth of the external series of the upper jaw are distant, but little 

longer than those of the internal. Under the symphysis of the lower 
pw appear five pores. The anterior part of the air-vessel is dilated, 
forming a rounded lateral process on each side of the vertebral 
colnmn. Immediately behind them the body of the vessel is con- 
rtricted, and the rest presents a broad lanceolate form, tapering 
backwards into a sharp point. From each side proceed ten processes of 
which the eight are branched, but the two posterior pairs, the longest, 
ue either simple or bipartite. The length of the air-vessel is aboat + 
of tbe total. 

At Pinmg single individuals occur at all seasons. The isinglass is 
reputed good, but as the fish is of small sire and not numerous, but 
little is procurable. 

JOENIW~ BLLENGEBI, (CUV. and Vd.) 
Corvina belengeri, Cuv. and Val. V. 120. 
Corvina belengeri, BBanger, 358. 

Colonrs similar to those of J. duumtmieri, but the body and fins so 
dorely dotted with black and brown rrs to impart a general pale brown- 
Lh appearance ; the m u g i d  half of the cnudal, anal and ventral ' fine 
b W h .  Iris silvery, upper half bluish black. 

D 10-3/28, 29 or 30, C l7+, A 2/7, V 1/5, P 17, Br. VII. 
Hasn.-Sea of Pinang, Malayan P e n i d a ,  Singapwe. 

Malabar. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 6# inch. 
The teeth of the external series of the npper jaw are less distant, md 

nther longer than in J. dtunrmieri. There are five pores under the 
vphysis  of the lower jaw. The form and length of the air-verrcl is 
that of J. dmnrmieri; each side has ten branching procesrcs, shorter, 
however, and apparently placed at a greater distance from each other 

in the former species. The three posterior pairs am much longer 
6 T 



than the preceding, the eighth and ninth bipartite, the tenth pait is 
undivided, pointed. Also this species occurs singly at Pinang. 

The two preceding species not only closely resemble each other, bat 
also a third : J d n i w  coitor, (Buahanan Hamilton.*) Their exterd 
distinguishing characters will appeu from the following table. 

- 

JOHNIUEI CARUTTA; Bloch. 
Johnius carutta, B1. PI. 356. 
Corvina carutta, Cuv. and Val. V. 124. 

Head above and back dark brown claret colour, lighter, silvery on 
the cheeks, opercles, sides and abdomen ; the scales minntely dotted 
with black, and their margins of a darker brown than the ground m 
lour ; fin-mernbraues pale whitish yellow, minntely dotted with black ; 
the upper half of the spiny dorsal, from 2d- to 7th- spine, black; the 
soft dorsal with four equidistant, large, oblique black spots ; the mu- 
ginal half of the caudal, anal and ventral fins blackish. Iris golden. 
the orbital half bluish black. 

D 10-1p8, C l7;, A 2pJ  V 1/5, P 18, Br. VII. 

Haa~~.-Sea of Pinang. 
Malabar ; sea and rivers Tmnquebar, Pondicherry. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 6 inch. 
The length of the head is 4) in the total, the depth at the &pa 

$ of its length. The transversal diameter of the eye is $ of the length 
of the head, equal to its distance from the muzzle. The vertical dh- 
meter in front of the dorsal fin, is little less than the length of the 

* S m .  Beh dtw,  B h .  Ham. 75,368, PI. Z7, Q. M.-a)rriu@~ 
Curiar sad Vdonaienner, V. 116. 

Johuiu 

f of total I+. 
8 of the length d 

tbs h d  
54 in do. 
exceeding the d b  

me- by 4 

+ of total 
3 of the lint ad 

ny. 

- 
Length of the head .. 
Depth at occiput . . . . 
Diameter of the eye .. 
Distance from themaz- 

ale to the rye.. .. . . 
Depth in front of dor- 

sal fin.. . . .. .. .. .. 
Length of the portsrior 

mal ,pine .. . . . . . . 

Johniw dwm- 

44 in total lengtb 
4 of the length of 

the he~d. 
f of do. 
equal the diameter 

of eye. 

5f In total length. 
1 htly exoaedin~ 

%of k t  anal ray. 

Johdw behger i .  

- - - -C--  

+ of total length. 
fi of the length of 

the herd. 
3f in do. 
& l a  than the di- 

ameter. 

3 of total length. 
3 of the first ray 

bnt ~lenderer 
than in coilor. 
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hrd. The external aerie8 of teeth of the bpper jaw M bet little larger 
tbm the external ; the velvety teeth of the lower jaw, f m  a bmder 
brnd than those of the upper. Under the s p p h y ~ i s  of the lower jnw 
appear fonr .pores. The second anal spine is very thick, f of the 
length of the first ray. A single individual was obsemed at Piaang in  
May 1815. 

Josil~xns DIACANTBUB, (LackpBde.) 
Lntjanns dincanthus, LaekpMe IV. 195, 244. 
Russell CXV. Nalla Katchelee. (Adult.) 
Russell CXVI. Katchelee. (Ymcng.) 
Johnius catdens, Cuvicr, R. A. I I. 1 73(*-) 
fhRina utalea, Cnvier and Valenciennes, V. 128. 

(Icon). Sciaena macnlata, Gray, Ill. Ind. Zool. 11. P1. 89, Fig. 3. 

(Young.) 
Cawinn catalea, Bdlmger, 360. 
C&a cataleq Richardson : Rep. 1845, 226. 
Corriaa nalla lutehelee, Richardson 1. c. 
C o d  ~&Jecr, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 4. 

Ikan Tambadh of the Malays. 
Young. Head above and back dark brown claret colour ; cheeks, 

pnapmle, and sides to a little beneath the lateral line lighter with 
lilre d m y  reht ion,  the scales edged with dark brown, and the back 
md upper half of the sides with numerous larger and smaller round 
b l d  rpob ; lower half of the sides silvery h d  ; the scales minutely 
dotted with b r o m ;  operdc silvery lilac or blue; dorsal and caudal 
&I membranes brownish M, minutely dotted wi* brown, and with 
more or l e ~ ~  nnmeroua large black scattered spots ; anal, ventnls and 
pectorals brownish buff at the base, the rest pale neutral tint, minately 
dotted witb brown, and the marginal half black. 

ddrlt. Head and sides darker, with or without indistinct black 
q t r  ; aides beoath the lateral line pale silvery bluish or lilac brown ; 
operule Urclrirh blue ; brslrehiostegour rays and membrane pale lilac 
dvery; dond-, caudal- and d membranes pale yellowish brown, 
bntely  dotted with brown, with or withoat indistinct krge d u k  
brown #pots ; ventral8 and pectods yellowish brown, polterior half 
W i h .  Iris a e r y  lilac, minutely dotted with brom ; the orbital 
brM; blui~h black. 

6 r 2  
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D 10-1/24; C 17#, A AD, V 1/5, P 19 or 20, Br. VII. 
HABIT.--S~~ of Pinang, Malayan Peninruh, Singapore. 

Malabar, Commandel, Bay of Bengal, Gaugetic estauia, 
. Tenasserim, Canton, China Seas, Madurn, J a n .  

TOTAL LENGTH : 2 feet 9 inch. 
The length of the head is 3+ in the total, the caudal fin not included. 

In the young the latter fin is rhomboidal, very pointed, and its length 
equal to that of the head ; but with age the point becomes worn, md 
in the adult the length is but f of thrt of the head, or qna l  to the 
depth at the occiput. The oblique diameter of the eye is a little l a  
than + of the length of the head ; the dintarice from the muzzle to tbe 
eye exceeds the diameter by 4. The vertical diameter in front of the 
d o d  fin is $ of the tohl length. The teeth of the external wries of 
the upper jaw are long, distant, and there is generally a anine on one 
or both sides, at a little distance from the symphysis. The lower jaw 
has a smaller canine on each side of the symphysis, and an internal seriu 
of longer conical teeth. Under the symphysis appear four luge porn, 
m d  in some a fifth, very minute. The air-veasel, # of the length of 
the fish, is of a broad, lanceolate shape, tapering behind into a very 
elongated point. Each side has 20 to 24 processes, of which the tw 
posterior pairs are simple or bipartite ; the rest branching. The om- 
tents of the stomach of one dissected were the remains of a speeia of 
Leptocepiralw and an eel, of Crustacea, and of a Zoligo. At Pitung 
individuals of this species occur at  all seasons, but in numben, md of 
the largest size, from June to August. They are not only rdned aa 
articles of food, but also on account of the quantity md q d t J  ot h 
isinglass, which sells in the China market from 40 to 45 Spaaish Ddlm 
per Pikul. 

J O H N ~ U ~  IUACULATU~,* Bloch-Schneider, Vaa. ? 
Head above and back dark greyish green, lighter, dvey on the 

cheeks, opercles and sides, the scales minutely dotted with black, not, 
however, s&ciently to influence the general colour ; abdomen ail- ; 

membrane of dorsal spines transparent with black margin ; be- 
the anterior six spine8 dotted throughout, m d  rather largely with b k J  
and brown ; between the four posterior spines the central p u t  of the 

* SYM. R u s d  CXXIII. Sari Kul1a.--Johniur noeulshrr, Bl. &a. 75.- 
Cowino macuhla, Curier and V d e n c h r w ,  V. 126. 
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mmbraae without dots; membrane of dorsal rays, caudd and anal 
yellowish white, minutely dotted with brown and black, their mnrgind 
portion blackish ; pectords and ventrals whitish, the latter dotted 
with black, particularly towards the margin. Iris silvery, dotted with 
black ; upper orbital half bluish black. 

D 10-1f23, C 17%) A 2/1, V IF, P 19, Br. VII. 
Haar~.-Sea of Pinang. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 5 inch. 
The length of the head is 43 in the total, its vertical diameter at the 

occiput $ of the length. The oblique diameter of the eye is Y+ in the 
length of the head ; the distance from the muzzle is less than the 
oblique diameter. The vertical diameter in front of the dorsal fin 
equals the length of the head. The distance from the orbit, across the 
inf~rbi ta ls ,  exceeds + of the diameter of the eye. This chnrncter may 
lcne a t  once to distinguish r very closely allied species: Johniur 
ehuptu* (Buchan. Ham.), in which the breadth of the infraorbitals is 
much 1-8. The anterior teeth of the external series of the upper jaw 
us rather long and closely set ; the rest are scarcely longer than the ra- 
ther broad internal series of velvety teeth. Under the symphyb of the 
lower jaw appear five pores. The lower part of the rounded margin of 
the preopercle is distinctly and distantly toothed. The opercle termi- 
nates in two flat spines. The lateral line is distinct ; on each scale ap- 
peam a small longitudinal tube, from whence proceed an upper and 
lower oblique process. Most of the scales of the sides have each a 
central oblique line. The second anal spine is rather strong, longitu- 
dinally radited, and 8 of the length of the first ray. The cnudal fin is 
rhomboidal somewhat rounded at the point. From the defective de- 
scriptions of Johnius macukatus, it is impossible to determine if the 
present is specifically distinct or a variety. A single individual wns ob- 
served in 1844 at Pinang. The form of the air-vessel and the number 
of the lateral appendages resemble those of Johniur bekngcrr'. 

SUB-GEN. CORVINA, Cuvier, 1829. 
Diiers from Johrriw by the eompnratively greater size of the second 

and spine, the length of which nearly equals that of the first anal ray. 

SYN. Bola chaptia, Buch. Ham. 77, 368, P1. 10, Fig. 25.-Comina chap. 
Curisr md V ~ a i e ~ ,  V. 130. 
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I 
CORVINA SOLDADO, (Lacdp8de.) 

Holocentre soldado, LndpBde, IV. 344, 373. 
Russell CXVII. Tella Katchelee. 
Corvina* miles, Cuvier and Valenciennes, V. 94, IX. 474. 
Sciaena argentea, Kuhl and Van Hasselt MS. Cur. and I 

pal. V. 95. 
Adult. Herd above and bnck iridescent greyish green ; libter, 

i 
silvery on the cheeks, preopercle and sides ; opercle steel-blue in the 

I 

centre ; abdomen pearl-coloured ; membrane of dorsal spines transpr- 
i 

rent, minutely dotted with black and brown, and with black margins, 
I 

membrane of the rays near the root, and in front of each ray, with n 
small brownish spot; upper third minutely dotted with b m m ,  the 
margin black; rentrnls whitish ; the rest of the fine pale yellowish 
white, the membranes and rays minutely dotted with black on the 
marginal half, so closely as to impart a general blackish colonr. Iris 
silvery, upper orbitrl half bluish black. 

Yarng. Of general lighter colours ; fins of a deeper yellow ; a d  
spines and three anterior rays and their membrane dotted with b m .  

D 10-1/29 or 9-1p0, C 17f, A 2/7, V 1/5 P 16 or 17, Br. VII- 
 HABIT.-&^ of Pinang. 

Java, Tenasserim, Coromandel, Bombay. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 2 feet. 
The length of the head is about 43 in the total ; the depth at oe 

eiput + less than the length. The oblique diameter of the eye is a 
little lees than $ of the length of the head; the distance from the 
muzzle equals the diameter of the eye. The vertical diameter, in k t  
of the dorsal, slightly exceeds the length of the head. The air-vad 
i s  about 3 of the total length, elongated oval, with nnmerons l a d  
branching appendages, which increase in length towards the posterior 
extremity. Four pores appear under the symphysis of the lower jar. 
Small individuals occur at Pinang at  all seasons ; larger ones bat rarely. 
The fish is eaten by the natives, and the few air-vessels procurable, an 
valued as good isinglaes. M. Dussumier found thii species abundant 
at Bombay. 

GEN. UMBRINA, Cumer, 1817. 
Differs from Johmur in having a cirrns under the nymphysis oftbe 

lower jaw. 
* Mirpripted 8ciaa ."  
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UMBRINA BUBSELLI, Cuvier. 
Russell CXVIII. Qurlar Katchelee. 
Umbrina russelli, Cuv. and Val. V. 178. 
Umbrina russelli, Richrrdson : Report 1845, 226. 
Ikan G&ma of the Malays. 

Young. Head above and back silvery greyish green, lighter on the 
rides abore the lateral line; cheeks, opercles and beneath the lateral 
lime shiing silvery; from the vertex, between the eyes, a blackish 
band obliquely backwards over the temple, terminating on the opercle 
in a krge steel-blue spot ; behind the occiput a broader black hand 
obliquely downwards to the origin of the lateral liqe ; membrane of the 
dorsal spines blackish, minutely dotted with brown ; of the rays the 
upper half minutely dotted with brown rind black, the lower transpa- 
rent ; the rest of the fins pale ormge. 

Adult. Body paler ; in certain lights reflecting fifteen obliquely 
backwards ascending lines ; no trace of the blackish band of the tem- 
ples, and but a faint of tbe occipital; a pale steel-blue spot on the 
?tide ; membrane of dorsal spines brownish. Iris silvery, upper 
orbital bdf bluish black. 

D 10-2127 or 10-1126, C 17#, A 2/7, V l/5 P 17, Br. VII. 
h ~ r r . - S e a  of Pinang, Malayan Peninsula, Singapore. 

Vizngapatam, Indian and China Seas. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 6 inch. 
The length of the head is 4+ in the total ; the depth at occiput $ 

than the length. The obliqne diameter of the eye is $ of the 
length of the head, equalling the distance of the eye from the muzzle. 
The vertical diameter in front of the dorsal fin is d. of  the length of 
the body, the caudal not included, but with the latter fin it is 3+ in the 
tohl length. The teeth of the external series of the upper jaw, are 
but little longer than the rest, and rather closely set. The cirrus is 
t h i  fleshy ; in the adult fish its length equals the lower jaw to the 
angle of the mouth, but it ia shorter in the young. On each side of 
and a little behind the cirrus appear two large pores. The fold of the 
skin c o r e ~ g  the iufraorbitals and the upper maxillary forms a small 
rwnded lobe on each side of the muzzle. The vertical distance from 
&he lower part of the orbit down the fold is # of the oblique diameter 
of the eye. The lateral line consisting of a emall central tube on each 
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scale, followa the arch of the back till opposite the middle of the and, 1 
from whence it proceeds nearly straight to the point of the rhombie 
caudal fin. In  individuals with 12 dorsal spines, the eleventh is I slightly, the twelfth much longer than the tenth, and their membranes 
much narrower than those connecting the rest, which from the fourth i 
gradually decrease in length. The pectorals are pointed, their length ~ 
equalling that of the caudal. The second aid spine, # of the first my, 
is compressed, broad except near the root where it is somewhat nu- 
rowed. The air-ressel about 3 of tbe length of the fish, is elonptal 
ovrl, terminating in a long thin point. From each side proceed 14 to 
16 appendages, of which the two posterior ones are simple or bipartite, 
and much longer than the preceding branching ones. At Pinang this 
species is of too rare occurrence to make it valuable as an article of 
food, or as yielding isinglass, although the latter is considered of good 
quality. The fishermen assert that iudividuals upwards of a foot in 
length have been takeu. 

GEN. PRISTIPOMA, Cum'er, 1817. 
Dorsal fin single, and, as well as the anal, without scales ;* angle d 

opercle blunt, or hid in the membrane; the external series of Lhs 
velvety teeth stronger than the rest ; under the symphyair of the lo rn  
jrw two pores, behind which a small fosset; hrmchiostegous xap 
seven. 

PRISTIPOXA COY M ERSONI, (Ladphde.) 
Labre commersonien, LacBp. III.431,477, P1. 23, Kg. 1. 
Lutjan microstome, Ladp. 111. P1.34, Fig. 2 ; IV. 181,21& 
Labrus commersonii, Skw,  IV. 493. 
Pristipoma kaakan, Cuv. and Val. V. 244, XIII. 8". 
Pristipoma commereonii, Cuv. and Val. V. 252. 
Pristipoma kaakan? Riippell : N. W. Fishche, 123, Taf. 3Oj 

C%* L 
Pristipoma kaakan, Richardson : Rep. 1845, 227. 
Pristipoma kaakan, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 3. 

(Young). Head above and back pale greyish green ; opercle bid 
silvery, the posterior part minutely dotted with black ; cheel, 
and abdomen silvery ; the back and upper part of the sides minutdy 
dotted with black and with distant indistinct brownish spots; 

A: o h e d  by M. Swainron, thir character doer net exirt in dl apeda. 
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membranes transparent ; between the dorsal spines with a blnck 
mugin and with two or three series of brownish rpots ; between t h e  
d d  rays two transvend series of smaller brownish spots ; posterior 
htif of caudal pale blackish, Iris golden. 

D 12/14, C l7+, A 3/7 or 8, V IF,  P 17, Br. VII. . 
, 

HAB~.-Sea and ertuarieu of Pinang, Singapore. 
Sea and estuaries of Coromandel, Malabar, Island of Lantao, 
C h i  Sea, Balli, Java, Bambawa, Celebes. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 7 inch. 
The length of the head and the greatest vertical diameter of the body 

tte contained 3+ times in the total length. The fourth dorsal spine 
eqarls balf the greatest vertical diameter of the body. The second 
rnrl spine is two thirds of the vertical dirmeter above it, and as long as 
tbe fourth donal, but stronger. Individuals of the length described 
ue aoessively numerous at all seasons at Pinang and Singapore, where 
they art consumed by the natives either fresh or dried. 

PRISTIPOMA GUORACA, Cuv. and Val. 
Perca gmnniens, Proster ? 
Anthias gmnniens, Bioch-Schneider. 308 ? 
Rnssell CXXXII. Guoraka. 
Pristipoma guoraca, Cuv. R. A. 11.. 1760.) 
Pristipoma p r a c a ,  Cuv. md Val. V. 256. 
Pristipoma guoraca, Bhlanger, 363. 

Herd above and back .pale blackish olive; cheeks, opercles and 
ddee mlvery grey with blue md golden retiections ; abdomen silvery 
pIlowish white; most of the scales have the edges minutely dotted 
with brown, and those above the lateral line r pale brown spot at the 
mot, fonning six or seven indistinct parallel lines ; fins pale ; 

membrane of the dorsal minutely dotted with brown, between the spines 
one or two series of large clouded brown spots, and a single series of 
smrller between tlie rays ; margins of the dorsal and caudal blackish ; 
the membrane of the latter and of the anal slightly dotted with brown. 
Irb golden. 

D 12/14, C 17#, A 3/1), V 1/5, P 18, Br. VLI. 
HABIT.-S~~ of Pi~atIg- 

Isle of Tanna, Batavia, Coromandel, Mahk (Fresh-water). 
TOTAL LENGTH : 1 foot. 

6 n 
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The air-vessel is elongated, nearly one third of the total length, mdl- 
ing in the middle, terminating in a point ; the anterior &miQ b 
blunt and appears to have on each side a pointed process, a little leu 
than one third of the length of the resrel itself, which is rertrictd at 
the origin of the h t e d  processes. The mend a d  spine is esca- 
sively thick, striated on the rnterior rurface ; its length rlightly e s c d  
one half of the vertical diameter of the body above it, but it is eon- 
siderably leas than one half of the vertical diitneter at  the pectorals. 
This spine is therefore comparatively shorter in the present speeia 
than it is in P. hakan, CUV. and Val. which it however mnch recem- 
blea in distribution of colour and other characters. The fish is finely 
flavoured, but ib isinglass is of little value, as the air-vessel is very 
thin. At Pinang it is of very rare occurrence. 

P R I ~ P O M A  wraaou, Mertenr 
Pristipoma nigrum. Cuv. and Val. V. 258. 

You*. Blacltih brown, opercles pde silvery ; membrane of donrl 
spines pde brom with lilac r e W o n s ,  margin black; soft put of 
dorsal and anal blacLih brown with whitish yellow margin ; pectorals 
.nd caudal whitish yellow with a blacLish verticlll band at the root; 
ventds blackish brown. Iris King's-yellow d t h  a black o r b i i  mugin. 

D 14/16, C 17; A 3p, V 1/5, P 17, Br. VII. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinmg. 

Manila. 
TOTAL LLNGTE (04 the young) : !2# ineh. I 

The head is + of the length of the body, not including the aabl 
which is + of the total length. The greatest v d c a l  diameter of thc 
body is # of the total length. The eye occupies the ~ ~ c o n d  third d 
the heed. The basal haif of the roft dorsal, anal, and of the h0d.l 
fin covered with minute d e r .  

This fish, of which a single individual ars obeewed in 1815 d 
Pig, appean to be the young of P. rignu, from whieh it 
merely differr by the yellowish coloar of the oaudal, pactorrlr d of 
the margins of roft dona1 and anal fins. 

I 

PRISTIPOHA PaIrrmLI, Cur. .nd Val. 
Russell CXXI. Paikeeli. 
Pristipoma puked, Cur. R. A. 11. 176 (l.1 

Prietipoma paikeeli, Cur. rnd Vd. V. 259. 
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Silvery brownish white; abdomen b e ;  OD the back and aides as 
far ar the pectoral fin six parallel longitudinal bands, Van Dyke brown, 
41 enclosed by two blmk lines ; fin-membranes yellowish white, all 
e q t  the pectoral minntely dotted with brown ; the margin of the 
spid put of the doreal black ; the upper half of the soft part, and 
the poerior margin of the caudal blackish. Iris golden. 
D 12/15, C 17#, A 319, V 1/5, P 17, Br. VII. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinq. 

Madras, Vixllgrpatam. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 6 inch 
The *re of Ruseell repreaenta the dorsal spines much too slender, 
d the caudal fin too deeply cleft. I t  is also defective in not repre- 
wting the minute d e s  half covering the membrane of the dorsal 
w, of the caudal, a d  and of the ventrals. A single individual ob- 
scnd at Pinang in 1845, had nine anal rays, (the last one double.) 

PBIETIPOMA CARIPA, Cuvier. 
Anthian maculatue, Blocb, P1. 326. Fig. 2 ? 
Lutjan bchet6, LacdpMe, IV. 239. 
Busaell CXXIV. Caripe. 
Priafipoma &pa, Cur. R. A. 11. 176 ('-1 

Pristipoma caripa, Cuv. and Val. V. 26 1. 
Head above and back brownish black, sides silvery brownish white ; 

cheeks and abdomen silvery white, bluish on the operclea ; over the 
infnorbitals an oblique blackish band, edging the orbit ; a second from 
tbe oecipnt, edging the margin of the preopercle and the opercle; a 
third in front of the dorsal to just beneath the lateral line; three or 
four blackish spob along the back, three larger, placed in quincunx 
bnuds the former, along the lateral lime; membrane of dorsal spines 
hemi-transparent, edged and minutely dotted with black, and with a 
hrge black spot between the 4th. 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th apine ; upper 
hrll of the soft dorsal minutely dotted with black, and with a #mall 
&tinet blackish spot in front of the six anterior rays; the other 
h a  pale yellowish white ; the membrane of the caudal and anal minutely 
dotted with brown. Iris golden. 

D 12/14, C 175 A 3/7, V lb, P 16 or 17, Br. VII. 
Hmx~.-Sea of Pirang. 

Batavi., Coromendel, Malabar. 
6 u 2  



TOTAL LENGTH': 5 inch. 
Two individiials together were observed in 1845 at Pinang, when 

the Bsl~ermen asserted the species to be very seldom seen, and never of 
larger size. 

PRI~TIPOMA AURITUM, CUV. and vd. 
Pristipoma auritum, Cuv. and Val. V. 263. 

Upper part of the muzzle dark brown, of the rest of the head the I 
upper half of the opercle and of the lax gill-membrane aud the cheeh 
light brownish grey with silvery reflections ; preopercle, lower half of 

dotted with brown; back and upper part of the sides light greyish 

i opercle and of the gill-membrane silvery yellowish-white, minutely 

green, lower part of the latter md abdomen yellowish white; the 
scales of the occiput and upper half of the body with a reddish b m  
spot at the root, reflecting lilac and forming irregular series or lough ' 

dinal lines ; the scales of the lower hdf of the sides silvery at the root, 
and minutely dotted with brown ; fin-membrane8 whitish t m a p n t ,  
minutely dotted with brown, rays yellowish white ; betwen' the d a d  
spinee numerous reddish brown round or elongated spots, fonning 
from 3 to 6 oblique series ; the margin of the membrane black ; between , 
the dorsal rays some rounded smaller spots, fonning 4 transversal linu. ~ 
Iris golden. 

D 12/14,C 17f ,A3/7or8,V 1/5, P I7,Br.VII. 
Hasr~.-Sea of Pinang. 

Siam. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 1 foot 88 inch. 
The eye oceupies the third seventh of the length of the bead nbm 

the muzzle ia protracted ; the length of the opercle is little lew than 
one half of that of the head; it is convex and projects backwards 
above the anterior half of the pectoral; the mouth is compamtidy 
very smnll with few teeth ; the external series under the eymphysir of 
the upper jaw is a little stronger than the reat; those few in the 10- 
jaw nearest the angle of the mouth are the largest, nearly eonid. The 
length of the second and spine equals that of tile fourth dorsd, tbe 
longest, and it is nearly 3 of the vertical diameter of the body imme 
diately above it. The anterior surface of all the spines in longitudinally 
furrowed. The caudal fin is covered alniost throughout with minPrs 
rough  scale^, so as entirely to hide the short accessory rays ; the mtm- 



bnne of the ventrals is scaly ; the rest naked. This Ash but rarely 
ocmrs at Pinnng, where it is highly valued on account of its excellent 
0avonr and firmness of flesh. Of four at different times examined, the 
smallest measured 1 foot 5 inches in length : in external characters all 
resembled each other except in the number of annl rays, varying from 
7 to 8, the last one being double. M. M. Cuvier and Valenciennes 
deswibe the specimen discovered by Dr. Finlnyson in Siam, with 11 
dorsal spines, whereas those from the sea of Pinang present 12. In 
other chuacters the latter so perfectly agree with the description, that 
their identity appears ,to admit of no doubt. 

GEN. PLPCTORBYMCHUS, Lackpdde, 1801. 
(DIAGRAMMA, Cuoier 18 17.) 

Two minute pores under the eymphysis, and two fossets on each 
branch of the lower jaw ; preopercle toothed ; lips folded and turned 
back. 

PLPCTORHYNCHU~ BLOCHII, (Cuvier and Val.) 
Anthias diiramma, Bloch, P1. 320. 
Sparus diagramma, Shaw, IV. 440, PI. 65. 
Diagramma blochii, Cuvier and Vnlenciennes, V. 3 12. 

Y-. Ground-colonr of the head, cheeks, opercler and npper half 
of the body bright orange, lower half yellowish white ; from between 
the eycs a longitudinal brown band following the back, continuing 
above the base of the soft dorsal fin ; a second from the muzzle above 
the orbit, dividing in two portions which again unite above the middle 
of the pectoral fin, and continue straight to the p te r io r  part of the 
sott dorsal; a third, the broadest, from the eye straight to the root of 
the caudal ; a fourth under and following the course of the latter ; a 
iXh and sixth of lighter brown, from the muzzle to the posterior part 
of the abdomen ; a seventh similar from the gill-opening to the poste- 
rior part of the root of the anal fin. The margin of the dorsal mem- 
brane black, base and npper part orange, intermediate part milk white ; 
between the root of the third and fourth dorsal spine a black spot ; 
from the point of the second to the base of the eighth spine a broad 
oblique black band, continuing straight to the middle of the soft dorsal, 
* h i t  unites with the first band of the body, md thus continues to 
the posterior part of the fin ; caudal orange with scattered irregular 
black spots ; anal and ventrals greyish, posterior part black ; pectorals 



orange with a black band across the root, the centre and the poht. 
Iris golden orange. 

D 10123, C 17; A 3/7, V l/5, P 17, Br. VII. 
HABIT.-G~~ of Pinang 

Southern coast of Ceylon. 
TOTAL L t N G T E  : 59 inches. 
As observed by M. M. Cuvier and Valenciennes this species di&n 

from Plectwhynchw lineatw, (Linnd,)* in the greater length of the 
second, third and fourth dorsal spines, which equals or even slightly 
exceeds oue half of the greatest vertical diimeter of the body, and in 
the compnrative shortness of the anterior dorsal spine, which i one 
third of the length of the second. The first anal spine scarcely erceedc 
one fourth of the second, which ar well aa the third, eqaols'the length 
of the tenth dorsal spine, and slightly exceeds one third of the 
vertical diameter of the body. The number of 6x1 r ~ y s  given by 
M. M. Cwier and Valenciennes : D 12/16 1 A 2/7, appean to be in- 
correct. In fresh state the prevailing, or pound coloars of the I h  
are orange and yellowish white. In the absence of a detailed description 
of Bodian cumer, Bennett, (Fishes of Ceylon, 13,) the species cannot be 
determined. If the relative proportions of the dorsal spines as repme 
ed in the figure, are correct, the fish would appear to be P. lkccrhu. 

A single individual was observed at  Pinang in 1845. 
PLECTORHYNCHUS BALTEATUS, (Kuhl and Van HMdt.) 

Diagramma balteatum, K and V. H. Cuv. and Val. V. 316. 
Bright yellow and black striped ; upper part of the back and ddca 

black : a bright yellow narrow longitudinal band from the occiput to 

the commencement of the soft doreel fin, aending a short vertical 
tion to the third dorsal spine; a second yellow broader band from 
above the orbit straight over the posterior p u t  of the soft d o d ;  
next a black band from the m d e ,  through the eye, across the cheek 
and opercle, straight to the caudal over which it continues; next r 
yellow band, bordered beneath by a pale bluish black, followiPg tbe 
abdomen to the caudal; cheeks and lower half of opercles yellow 

* SYN. Seba 111. XXVII. Fig. 18.-Perca diagramma, L i d ,  Syst. 1319.- 
AntAior diagrmrma, Bloch, 101, PI. 9.-Sciana lincaia, Liz~. MIU. A. F. 1.66.- 
P m  lineafa, LimC, Sylt. 1319.- Qrammi8lea hatw,  Blocb, 6. 18Z.-DSr- 
~ a m r r o  linealam, Cur. mud Val. V .  309. 



wae.hed with black ; abdomen yellow. Dorsal spinea black, the mem- 
brane between the three anterior spines yellow, the rest black ; the 
K I ~  part of the dorsal yellow with a black margin, beneath which a 
broad yellow longitudinal band, next a black, but the lower half of the 
ux or lwven posterior rays yellow, in continuation of the second yellow 
hod of the body. Caudal fin yellow with a broad black margin, and 
longitudinally divided by a continuation of the central black band of 
the body. Anal yellow, lower half aa far as the fourth ray black. 
Membrane, spine and three first rays of rentrals black ; the rest yellow. 
P e c t o ~  white. On the centre of the whitish lips a black spot. Iris 
yellow with a transversal black bar. 

D 10123, C 175, A 3p, V 1/3, P 16, Br. VII. 
HLax~.-Bea of Singapore. 

Java. 
TOTU LXlPQTH : inch. 
The head is contdned 4+ times in the total length ; the eye is situ. 

rtcd a little in front of the second third of the head ; its diameter b 
a little less than one third of the length of the head. The greatest 
vertical diameter of the body is + of the length, the caudal fin not 
included. The f i s t  dorsal spine is # of the second, the longest, which 
8lightly exceed8 $ of the greatert vertical diameter of the body 5 

the third is a little shorter, the fourth equals half the depth of the 
body ; the m t  gradnally decrease, the tenth equalliig the h t .  The 
m n d  anal spine is remarkably short and slender, its length mutely 
e x d i g  the first dorsal, the second anal is but little shorter and 
rleaderer than the first. The preopercle is very finely toothed ; the 
opercles terminate in three small membranous pointa. The caudal fin 
is nearly rhombii its length slightly exceeding + of the total. The 
pectorals are the shortest h, their length being oontained 6+ times 
in the total. 

The intes t id  canal ia simple, about + of the total length of the fish ; 
the stomach M elongated pyriform, the coats thickened : it oonhined 
minute shells. There are 5 caeeopyloric appendages, their length is 
nearly one half of the intestinal c a d .  The &-vessel is elongated 
trtngalu, itr length about one third of the total ; fiom the sides of 
both its extremities proceed two lateral short, pointed pmceam, m d  
six eqeqaidishnt, shorter ones from each side ; its colour is white. A 
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few individuals (the one described.tle largest), were obsewed at S i p  
pore in June 1840. 

G ~ ~ .  LOBOTES, Cumer, 1829. 
Muzzle short ; lower jaw prominent; preopercle strongly toothed; 

the elongated rouuded soft portion of .  the dorsal nnd anal fin, and the 
caudal giving the posterior part of the body R tfilobate appearance; 
towards the symphysis of the lower jaw four groups of very minds 
pores. Branchiostegous rays six. 

LOBOTES EBATE, Cuvier and Val. 
Lobotes erate, CUV. and Val. V. 322. 
Lobotes farkarii, Cuv. and Val. V. 324, (Young ?) 
Lohotes erate, Bleeker: Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII. 4. 
Ikan batu, or Ikan pfchat priuk, of the Mdays. 
Young. Head and body blackish brown, light reddish brown, or 

brownish green, either uniformly or with large blotches of a liglitcr or 

darker shade ; , soft portion of dorsal and anal fin like the body, man- 
brane black ; caudal like the body, black towards the yellowish white 
mnrgin, membrane of the dorsal aud anal spines and ventrab brow 
ish or greenish grey, tinged with orange ; pectorals yellowish white. 

Adult. Brownish lilac or mulberry coloured, either uniformly, or 
with large blotches of silvery grey ; the scales either of the ground 
colour with silvery grey edge, or vice verd ; pectorals yellowish white ; 
soft portion of dorsal and mal, and the caudal like the body, their 
terminal half bluish. or greenish black ; membrane of dorsal and and 
spines light brown or grey marbled with blackish ; ventrala dmk bluish 
grey ; throat, inter- and preopercle silvery grey. Iria silvery of the 
ground colour of the body. 

D 12/15,C 17#,A3/12or 11,V I/a,P 15.or 16,Br. VI. 
Hasr~.-Sea of Pinang, Malayan Penimula, Singapore. 
Java, Madura, Malabar, Ceylon, Bny of Bengal, Estuaries of tbe 

Gmp. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 2 feet 5 inch. 
The young differs from, the adult in having the margin of the 

fin or its posterior third, yellowish white, and in having compmtimly 
fewer but much larger teeth or spines on the margin of the preoperck, 
particularly towards the rounded angle. As the latter is the prinapri 
distinguishing character assigned to L. farkarii, Cur. and Val. it is 



probable that Colonel Farquhar'a drawing, upoa whiieh the heription 
is founded represents a young individual of L. ere&#. Single individu- 
rL weighing upwards of 15Bs, occur at Pinang at all semons, and are 
dried by the d v e a .  The air-vemd is very large, about 3 of the total 
Ispgtb, silvery white and of a h a o l r t e  shape. It is excessively thi4 
md M) iirmly adhering to the back, that bet a d p t  can be rec 
m o d .  The imnghss i s  by the Chinare dealers considered to be 
of pod bnt the a d  quantity procurable reuders the f i h  less 
rhble  in this respect. 

OEN. ~ C O L O ~ E ,  Cut&, 1817. 
(SCOLOPS~DEB, fblfd?, 1830.) 

The sceond infnorbital bone terminating in a rounded Idoe, gene- 
mUy tootbed, with a baekwards directed spine at the angle lldjdni~~g 
t& orbit; third iofraorbitd with a forwards directed spine, in some 
hid in the  kin, croesing the former ; preogcrde toothed ; sub&lluy 
pares either h t  or very minute ; body 04 or obloog with large 
&; do& fin single; month moderate ; teeth relvety ; bmnehio- 
aegam rays fin. 

SCOLOPSI~ AUUTA, (Mnngo Puk.) 
P e a  nnnta, Mnngo Park : Tr. Lina. Soc. 111. 35. 
A n t h i  voemeri, Bloch, P1.321. 
Lutjmas rosmeri, LadpMe, IV. 213. 
Lntjan galon-d'or, Lackp. N. 216. 
Pomacentrus enneadactylnq L d p .  1V. 505, 508. 
Beoloprida vosmeri, Cuv. 11. A. 11. 178tL) 
&obph ugprowmus, Kuhl and Van Hasaek, Cuv. and 

Val. V. 333. 
&obp&a vosmeti, Cur. md Val. V. 333. 

Had above red ; back pals blliirh green ; sides light red with two 
indistiaet mother-of-pearl coloured longitudinal ban& abow the h t e d  
line, beneath which a third broader and distincter, terminating opposite 
the soft d o d  fin ; cheeks, operclea and abdomen reddish white ; in- 
h b i t r l s  gteenish golden ; dl the scales, the iufrrorbitals, preopercle 
.nd opercle with vermilion edges ; membrane of donal, d and ven- 
t& whitish transparent, rpines and rays vermilion ; caudal and pecto- 
ral m e m h  md rays pale vermilion. Iris reddish golden. 

D lop, C 173, A 3p or 8 V 115 P 19, Br. V. 
6 x 
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H~ex~ . - -Sea  of Pirrov. ' 

Java, 8mtra.  
TOTAL L X N ~ B  : 7; inch 
The eye occupies the e m n d  third of the length of the had, whit&, 

when the muzzle ia protracted, is $ of the total length. The grutat 
vertical diameter of the body is contained about timea in the td 
length ; the series of sales forming the lateral line us much lmrllcr 
than the rest and of a triangular shape ; the upper lobe of the d 
is somewhat longer than the inferior ; the length of the anterior roll 
spine is one half of the second, whiih is as long as the pectoral spine, 
but much thicker. The cheeks am concave, and the .scentling mugin 
of the preopercle is salient, diverging fiom the opercle, its teeth &taut, 
bent outwards, but generally pointing backwards. Moat of the teeth 
have at the base a minute downwards pointed spine, which may be 
perceived by passing a finger from below upwards along the mugia 
The spine of the first inkorbital is long, bayonet-shaped ; bemdh it 
appear two or three smaller; theae, the margin of the infraorbitah, 
preopercle, opercle, the spines and rays of the dord,  d and ventral 
fins, as well as the npper and lower margin of the caudal appeu u if 
they were lackered with vermilion. Two individuals of nwly e q d  
length were observed at Pinang in May and July 1845. 

PAM. ANABANTIDB. 

QEN. ANABAS, Cnvier, 1817. 
Head rounded, broad ; muzzle very short, obtuse, more or leas da 

pressed; the eye near the muzzle; mouth small ; A t e 9  teeth in 
both jaws ; a small transvend band of similar teeth on the an-, 
turd a few on the posterior part of vomer between the third a p p  
pharyngeal8 ; margins of opercle, subopercle and interopercle s-7 
toothed ; branchiostegous ray8 six. 

ANABAEI SCANDENS, (Dddorf.) 
Perca scandens, Daldorf: Limn. Tr. In. 62. 
Anthias testadinens, Bloch, P1. 322. 
Lutjan tortne, L d p M e  IV. 192, 235. 
Lutjan grimpeur, L d p M e ,  1. c. 195, 239. 
Amphiprion teatudieus et acamor, Bioch-Schneider, 1(U. 
Cephdopholii, id. 570. 
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Spvas testudineui, Bhw, IV. 471. ' 

Ambaa scandem, Cuv. R. A. (1817). 11.340. 
Coiua cobojius, Bwhanan Hamilton, 98, 370, PI. 13, Pig. 33. 
Anabna testnilinern, Cuvin, B. A. (1829) 11. 226. 
Ambaa scandens, Cuv. and Val. VII. 325, PI. 193. 

(Im.) Anahs spinosas, Gray: Ill. Ind. 2001. 11. P1.89, Fig. 1. 
h a b a s  scandens, Barinson, 11. 237. 
b h s  scandens, Cantor: Ann. Nat. Hht. IX. 28. 
Anabas -dens, Richardson : Rep. 1845, 250. 
Anabaa scandena, Jerdan : Madras Journal, XV. 144. 
A n a h  scandens, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII. 4. 
Huooan of the Malays. 

A M .  Head above and back dark green, lighter on the sides, ab- 
do- @h silvery .; the membrane between the two largest oper- 
ePkr spines black, forming a rounded spot ; dorsal and d epinee and 
membranes pale greenish lilac, minutely dotted with brown; soft part 
of donal and anal, as well as caudal fin greenish grey. Iris narrow 
golden round the pupil ; the rest golden brown, amber, or pale crim- 
rap ; the upper half of the orbital margin green bronze. . . 

Young. Body and the single h e  of much lighter colour ; at the 
centre of the root of the caudal a large round black  pot ; ventral and 
pectoral rays reddish yellow or pale orange, their membranes transpa- 
rent whitish. 

D 18or 19/9or 10,C 16#,A 10/10or 11,V 1/5, P 15, Br.VI. 
HABIT.-Fred wder  and estuaries Malayan Pm'mkr and Island. 

Fresh water and estuaries Chusan, Celebes, Javn, Madura, 
Sumatra, Blurnab, Tenatmerim, Bengal, Asaam, Coroman- 
del, Philippines. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 7 inch. 
At Pi- and Singapore this species is less numerous than in 

Be@, and in the former l d t i e a  large individuals are of compam- 
tirely nue occurrence. The Malayan individuals with the Bmgal 
onm in most of the external charactem : the length of the head is + of 
tbe body, the caudal fin not included ; the diameter of the eye is + of 
the length of the head. But the caudal fin in comparatively longer 
ry ing  from + to less than the length of the head ; the d o d  and d 
vim ue longer, the rentrd rays reach the first d spine ; the greatest 

6 x 2 



vertical diameter of the body varies fmm + to somewhat leu than 3 of 
the total length. Individurls taken in Belyd have the d fin # of 
t3u length of the herd; the greatest vertical diradcr of the bad7 
slightly exoeeda the lep3gth d the head. The coloars u e  digbtll 
different and the d e r  of fin rap ma, 

IP 16 or 17/9 or 10, A 10 or 11/10. 
In the Mal~yan countria the fish ir &en by the poorer c h e s ,  rho, , 

however, attribute to it neither the medicinal qaahk  nor the climbii 
propensities, iw which it ir famed by the native af Be@. 

Gxm. Macao~onnr ,  I;nedpMe, 1802. 
Velvety teeth in both jaws, with m external wries of longer, d h t ,  

recurved teeth ; margins of infraorbitPls md opercler extcmdly smooth ; 
iaternl line, when present, interrupted ; d o d  and a d  ray6 undiridcd; 
dorm1 al of lwa extent then and ; 6mt ventral md some of the pate 
nor anal rays elon& filamentous. 

MACROPODUS Pvanm, Cantor. 

Plate 11. Figs. 1, 2, 3. 

Head above and back pale brombh or olive grey, lighter on tbe 
opercles, mdea and nbdomen; from between the e p  along the back 
8 to 11 blackiih r e r t i d  bands, reachii the abdomen ; along tbs 
ides  5 or 6 longitudinal ailwry ha, produced by a silvery dat am 
each of scale ; from the angle of the mouth, through 'the irir to tbe 
t e r m i n a h  of the opereie a horizontal black band ; lips, cbin, and 
throat blackish b11m epmding lu, a horizontal brad o m  the 10- part 
of tbe side of the herd to the gilhpsaing ; dorsal, a m d d  md mtnl 
membranes pale reddish hemitranrparent ; margin of the d o d  ad 
the filamentons anterior ventral ray pale golden or eilvery green 8 d 
membrane pale Indian red, lower margin dverp bluish or greed ; 
rays blackiih ; pectorals whitish transparent. Irir nmw, golden; 
the half below the black t r v r s v e d  band &e ; the half above the 
bmd gal&., and near the orbit dark olive. 
D IF or 9, C 13+, A 2/25 or %, V 1/5, P 13, Br. VI. 
aA~xr.-Prari water, Pmang, M-0 P a r i d .  
TmA& U n o T H  : 3# inch. 
The head ia much dqremsed, and far broader than the body, which 

b gradually cornpremed towards the caudal fin. The p d e  d th 



brt is rtigkly r d e d ,  the highest part being at  the dorsal spine; 
tLc *mind pmfile is lem arched than the former. The length of the 
h a d  m 3, or slightly more, of the length of the body, the caudal not 
included; the depth at the occiput + of the length of the bed. The 
eya ue prominent, occupying the second fourth, and bordering on tho 
prPbk. Their distance acrosa the forehead is nearly double the dia- 
aetcr. The mouth is s e m i c i d r ,  moderate ; the angle is in h n t  of 
Ile &it. Ths p&r opening of the nostrils ie situated close to 
tLc orbit; the anterior is provided with a small fleahy tube. The 
tongue ir he, fleshy and very pointed. Behind the velvety teeth of 
tbe n p p  jaw appear successively three semicircular membranous folds, 
of which tbe portsrior in papillnlar on the margin, which thna appean 
m if atudded with a second series of minute teeth. The head ia every- 
whua coverad with large r d  scales like the rest of the body, but 
tbo W t l y  protractile jaws are naked ; the posterior part. of each 
h c h  of the low= jaw is covered by a single large oval rerrle. The 
p t a L  vertical diameter of the body, at the dorsal spine, is in some 
indiriduds 4 of, in othela equal the length of the head. The vertical 
dirmeter rt the mot of the caudal fin varies from B+ to + of the length 
dthe body. The d o 4  fin commences a little behind the posterior 
lull of the body; the mys gradtially increase towards the fitlh, the 
bryert ; the extent of the base is from + to of the length of the 
b d y  ; the d b b c a  from the lrst ray to the caudal is $ of the length 
of the body. The caudal is very broad lanceolete ; the two centrnl 
nya ue the longest, in some individuals + of the entire length of the 
fish, but frequently less. The length of the anterior filamentous ventral 
ny rarely exceeds that of the head. The pectorals are rounded, their 
length but slightly exceeds + of the head. Opposite their posterior half 
k dtarted the snns, immediately behind which the anal 6n commences. 
The rqs of the latter gradually inorease in length to the twenty-third or 
twth, which are sometimes elongated beyond the point of the caudal fin. 
The exted of the scaly bwae of the rnal equnls + of the length of the bo- 
dy. No ).ted l i e  appears, but on the series it would occupy if present, 
m e  of the anterior d e s  have each a central rounded depression, 
.hieb, however, also appears on single wales nearer the back. Three 
a& lower down, on the posterior half of the sides, commences some- 
times a row of similar depressions, whictr then continue to the crudal 
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fin. The scales are rather large, higher than long ; the anterior mu- 
gin is straight with 21 ahiae, the posterior rounded, ciliate; a lime 
from the gill-opening to the caudal fin contains 32 ; the greatest 4 
d diameter presents 10. Of the six branchiostegow rap. the uppm 
one in longer and broader than the reat ; the fifth and sixth ue raanded, 
~setaceous. (Esophagus in voluminour, short, suddenly widen+ into 
the rounded capacious stomach. The intestinal canal is doubled u p  
itself, about + of the length of the fish. Neither caecopyloric append- 
ages nor air-vessel appear. The liver is elongated of a nddisb yellow. 
The skeleton hns 28 vertebrae of which 10 are abdomhd. The 
branchial labyrinth (Plate 11. Fig. 2.) is still more reduced than it b 
in Macropodw airiddmrahrs, L d p .  and almost as simple as in &b 
m.obrmchua c q n u i r ,  Cuv. (Cnv. Val. VII. 392, Pls. UH) and 205.) It 
consists of a single backwards bent lamina, and a very d posterior 
rudimentary one. At the foot of the hills at  P h g  this speeica ir 
numerous in rivulets. Like the reat of the family it is aprble  of living 
for nometime out of water. The Siamese inhabitants with whom this 
.species is a great favourite, keep these &en in jar8 with water, whas 
the larva of musqaitoen is their food, and denominate them " Ph kat,"* 
4. e. the fighting fish, although they live peaceably together. 'Ae 
real fish however, the exhibitiou of whose combats is a popular mnne 
ment with the Siamese, appears to be a variety of the present sptdcq 
produced by artificial meam, like the varieties of the golden carp of C W  

Plate 11. Fig. 4. 
Pla kat of the Siamese. 

Head above and back dark greenish olive, lighter on the sides, the 
-lower part of which and the abdomen deep blood red ; d the d e s  
edged with black ; a black longitudinal band from the eye to behind 
the dorsal fin, a second from the nostrils, through the iria to the root 
of the caudal ; a third from below the eye obliquely downwards to tbe 
gill-opening ; dorsal membrane ailvery greenish brown, with numerous 
black undulating lines, vertically intersecting the black rap; aPdrl 

* Pk, Ilrh; kt, r fighter. Tbs Variety ir noticed by Limt. Cdonel Jr far. 



membrane golden green, the n y s  bright blood red, the 6n edged with 
bkeL ; .rul membrane bright blood red as far as the p b r i o r  4 or 5 
np, the mt as well u the lower mugin &very light gmn or sky- 
blue, the rap black ; ventral spins and rays black, the h t  n y  termi- 
nating in a drery 6lammt ; tha membrane between the first, w n d  
md third n y  bright blood red, the mt black ; branchiootegoua nya 
md their very wide membrane black; pectorals white, buupuent. 
Irb pale rsddirh goldem. with a bluish black spot in the centre of the 
brcr haw. 
Tbe number of fin n p  m d  other extemnl chrmctcn ue the m e  

m in the species, but the colom and the length of the dorsal, caudal, 
and lad ventral fins are individdy varying. The bmnchiostegoua 
membrane in remarkably wide m d  lax. When the fish is in a state of 
quiet with the fhs at mt, the dull colom present nothing remarkable. 
But if two u e  brought within sigbt of each other, or if one seer its 
om image in a looking glass, the little creature becomes suddenly a- 
cited, the ni t& fins md the whole body shine with metallic colourr of 
ducling beauty, while the projected gill membrme, waving like a black 
&ill r m d  the throat, ad& something gmteque to the general appeu- 
ma. In thh a t e  it makes repeated dbrta at its real or reflected 
mtrgonkt. But both when taken out of each other's sight, instantly be- 
came quiet. The description r m  drawn up in 1840 at Singapore, where a 
ptlemur- had been presented with several by the King of Siam. They 
w a s  kept lingly in glawes with rater, fed with l a m  of musquitoes, and 
had thas lived for many months. The S i e w  are as infauated with 
the mmbata of these hhea ar the Malnys are with their cock fights, 
md s u e  considerable m e ,  m d  mmetimw their own persona m d  
their M e s .  The liesnse of exhibiting h h  fights is fumed, md. 
U s  a considerable annual revenue to the King of Shm. 

GSN. OSPE~~XENUB, ( h e m )  w, 1829 
(O~PHB~NEXU~ LC-.] Laewde, 1800.) 

Men from Polyoemthw, Kuhl m d  Vm Hssselt, by the shorter 
axtent of the dorul fin, by the more complicated labyrinthform (super- 
b m a b l )  organ, by the very elongated, aetrcsoas first ventral ray, and 
by the toothed mugin of the iafrrorbibla. In the y o q  the margin 
of pre. d interopercle ue toothed. 



OBP~ROYENUB OLFAX, Commersoo. 
Osphmdme gourami, hd@de, 111. 117, f 1. 3, Pig. 2. 
Trichopus goramy, Shaw, IV. 388, P1.55. 
Triohopus slrtyrua, Shaw, 1. c. 391, PI. 35? 
Osphronemua olfax, Hudwicke : Zool. Jaorn. Vol. IV. 309. 
Osphromenus olfu, Cuvier, B. A. 11.228. 
Osphromenus oWu, Cuv. and Val. VII. 377, PI. 198. ! 

i 
Osphromenua notatus, Kahl and Van Hasselt. (Yoang ?) 

Cuv. and Val. VII. 386. 
Osphrommus olfu, S w h o n ,  II. 236. 
Osphromenas olfax, Richardson : Rep. 1845, 25 1. 1 

Osphronemus olfrx, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Qea XXII. 4. 
ILan g o h m i ,  of the Malays. 

Young. Head above and back dark brown or olive, tighter green* ] 
on the sidee of the head and body to a little above or below the ktcnl ' 
lime ; lower parts of the sides of head and body, and abdomen dvq 
brownish or reddish buff; from the occiput to the a d d  7 to 9 ab- ' 

lique blackish bands ; at the mot of the pectorals, md in the penalti- : 

mate lateral band, a little in front of the termination of the and, : 
black spot ; pectorals and posterior half of ventrals whithh, the mt I 
m d  the membranes of the other fins closely and minutely dotted with 
brown ; spines and mys brownish grey. 

ddlslt. Head, back and upper part of the mdts reddish or g t e e d ~  
dark brown ; opercles and lower half of the sidw impure yellowish white ; 
lateral bands very indistinct ; fins greyish brown, ventmls and p d  
paler than the &st. Iris reddish golden with scattered black &B. 

912 1. 

D {::;:I 12/12,C16+, , A {iy$2 V lb, P 15, Br. VL 
12/20, 

H~s~~.-(Nahrrolued) Fmah wate, Pinang, M a k a .  
China, Java, Madura. (Notu*ulwed) Isle of Fmua, Cqmne. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 1 foot 6 inch. 
The very young individuals differ from the adult not only in edoM, 

but also in having the head more elongated : its length b e i i  from 2* 
to 28 in that of the body, the caudal not included. In the dab tbr 
head is 33 in @e body alone, the toothed margin of the p and ioh. 
opercle becomes smooth, and the first ventral my is c o m m  



10rtcr than in the young, in which it mmetimea reaches tho caudal fin. 
Both at Pinan8 and at M a h  this fish hm been succeeafally ~uturdised 
though in the former place it is not numerous, but confined to a few 
ponds. They become tame ro IIB to appear on the approach of their 
Mer, md wi l l  rise to flies, beetles, and oertain bwerr, particuiarly 
I large Hibucuu. Among themselvee they are pngnscioua. Many 
y u n  ago several living ones were imported, and placed in a tank in the 
Calcutta Botanical Gardens. where they appeared to thrive. Little 
care, however, having been bestowed on their preservation, but a solitary 
one mrvived in 1841. 

G r ~ u e .  ~ ~ I C H O P ~ D ~ P ,  Zacdpdde, 1800. 
Seueely m e r s  from Ophornnrur but by a more convex forehead, 

&nd by a d d  6n of less extent.* 
T a ~ c n o ~ o ~ u r  TBXCHOPTEBUS, ( P d l ~ . )  

Plate 11. Fig. 5. (Head.) 
Spams, Koekeuter. Nov. Comm. Petrop. IX. P. 452, P1. 9, 

Lrbm trichopteras, Pallrs : Spicii, Fasc. 8, 45. [Fig. 1. 
Lnbm trichopteme, Limb : Syat. 1286. 
Trichopode trichopt&e, LadpMe, 111. 129. 
Trichogaster trichopteru, Bloch-SchPeider, P1.295, Fig. 2. 
Trichopus pal la^& Shaa, IV. 392. 

Tricbopae trichopterns, Cuvier, R. A. 11. 229 (Is) 
Cuv. and Val. VII. 388, P1. 199. 

'hichopus m r c h t w ,  Srainron, 11. 235. 
Trichopar trichopterup, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 4. 

Head above, back and to a little below the lateral line bmaniah 
olive, each .ede of the latter with a sky-blw or verdigris recbngulu 
rpot; cbeekr and opercles drery light blae with lilac reflection ; sidea 
below the lateral lime silvery light blae, abdomen silvery reddiah lilac, 
dl the & irridescent, edged with reddish brown forming an irre- 
&r network ; from the angle of the mouth through the iris, below 
the dvery lateral line to the root of the oaudal a black sig-zag band, 
rideaing at the termination into a large spot, and in some individuals 
8 similar in the centre part of the band ; dorsal spines and rays whi t i l  
Bsl, tbeir .membrane dark grey with numerous white rounded spob ; 

* Although to these differenma may be added a law complicated labyrinthform 
rrF., md five b n n c h i o u ~  rap, the genw mta bat on dander chamten. 

6 Y 



caudal membrane and rays like the dorsal ; and spin- cumin% 
their membrane and rays whitish, each ray terminating in a short 
nilvery filament ; ventrd spine, membrane and four rays whitiah, the 
anterior elongated ray carmine; pectoral pale carmine at  the root, 
the rest white transparent. Iris narrow golden round the pupil, lmw 
balf ly.blue, upper half above the black bar golden brown. 

V 1/5, P 9. Br. V. 

7/14 14/28, 

Moluooas, Mrdura, Java. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 4+ inch. 

I 
Like all the species of this family, the present is l ible to &a 

able individual variations of colours, number of fin rays and proportions. 
Thus M. M. Cuvier and Valenciennes count : 

i 
D 5 8 , C  16,A 11 /35or36 ,V5,P  14,Br.IV. 

mud ask with doubt if the species be diierent which Bloch chancteriscr: 
D 7ps C 16, A 11/33, V 3, P 10, Br. IV. 
With regard to the number of branchiostegoua rays, it i #we on 

l 
each side; the superior is the longest and broadest, the rest gn- 1 

dually decrease in length and breadth. They are difficult to count 
aa the second is completely hid under the first, and the fourth and 
fifth are very thin, setaceous, and may thus eaaily be mistaken for a 
single one. The ventral spine is very short, and thick, but no 6rmly 
adhering to the root of the first elongated ray, that it easily escapes 
observation. The short, gradually decreasing 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th ray 
m divided, but the latter is frequently undivided. The length of the 
head varies in individuals of equal length from 3.) to 3+ in that the body, 
the caudal fin not included. The latter is a little shorter thm thehead, 
the vertical diameter of which, at the occiput, equals the length. The 
diameter of the eyes is 3+ times in the length of the head ; their dis- 
tance across the forehead is 1 + diameter. The anterior smaller opening 
of the nostrils hae a short membrmoua tube. The mouth is small and 
rendered more so as the lower jaw forms a much smaller half drde 
than the upper. Both have a narrow band of velvety teeth. Tbs 
tongue is small, fleshy, and ib margin completely adhering to the 
floor of the mouth. The greatest vertical diameter of the body at tho 
fourth donrl spine varies from 2+ to 2+ in the length of the body, the 
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a n d  iin not included. The distance from the last doreal fin to the 
upper caudal appeara to be constantly equal the length of the head. 
The longest dorsal, candal and anal rays seldom exceed the length of 
the head, but are frequently a little shorter. The first ventral ray io 
rome reaches the termination of the anal, in others beyond that of the 
d. The anal rays are either all undivided or a few of the posterior 
are divided, and the last oonnected to the candal. The leneh of the 
pectoral is + of that of the head. The lateral line consists on each 
d e  of a central transversal tube, above and below which appears a 
hort elongated fnrrow. A straight line from the gill-opening to the 
root of the caudal contains from 44 to 46 scales; a vertical at the 
&pest part of the body from 20 to 25. The lower margin of the in- 
b r b i t d s  and of the preopercle are closely and rather strongly toothed. 
The stomach is rounded, contracted in the middle, and M well M the 
spirally twisted intestines almost entirely hid by the large light brown 
liver. There are two rather long cclecopyloric appendages. The gall- 
bladder is rather large, the spleen small. Between the vertebral 
column and the abdominal cavity appears a very short air-regel, silvery 
l i e  the peritoneum, but much thinner. The inteatid c d  is nearly 
doable the length of the fish. The labyrinth-form organ (Plate 11. Fig. 
6,) ia lew complicated than in Orpliromenw orfm : i t  consie  of thres 
laminm of which the central is the largest, entirely hiding the third, the 
inner one. Like the rest of the family, this species is capable of sas- 
hining life out of water, particularly if kept in wetted fresh leaves, or 
ocusiondly sprinkled with water. At Pmang it M numerous in strenm- 
lets and ponds, where it is eaten by the poorest clasees. The exguiaih 
beauty of the metallio irridescent ooloura make these fishes aqui~itions 
in &en huks. L i e  Ophrmmw o v m  they u e  very pugoaciow 
among themselves. I - 

A second species of ~ b p o d w  has been d i v e r e d  by Mr. 
Campbell, Superintendent of Da rjeeliig, in the rivers at the Bikkim 
pees on the northern frontier of Bengal. An incorrect and defeetivq 
k r i p t i m  and figure have been published by Mr. McClelland, whq 
imagining the 6sh to belong to the Family of Chtodontide, and, the 
genua to be new, denominated it C t m p  nobilir.* I 

* Cd. Joun. Nat. HLt. V. 281, P1. 41, Flg. 1. I 

6 ~ 2  



GEM. O P R I O C ~ P ~ A L U ~  Bloch-Schnsider, 1801. 
With labyrinth-form superbranchid organ ; h a  without rpiner, tb 

ventrals commenoing with a divided or undivided, jointed ray ; d d  
occupying nearly the whole length of the back ; caudal m d e d  ; 
lateral line uninterrupted; head depressed, covered with polygd 
wales ; both jaws, vomer and palatal bonea with velvetJr, or card-lib 
teeth, among which generally some longer than the rest ; body elongated, 
almost cylindrical. Branchiostegous rays five. 

O P ~ I O C ~ P H A L U ~  maxATue, Bloch. 

Ophiaephalua striatus, Bloch, P1. 359. 
Ophioephalum wrahl, Ladp&de, 111. 552. 
Ophicephalw striatns, 8haaa IV. 530. 
Rwsell, CLXII. Muttah. 
Ophicephalaa wrahl ? Bneh. Ham. (" 601.") 60,367# PL 

31, Hg. 17. 
Ophiiphalue chena, Bueh. Ham. (Vat-.) 62,367. 
Ophicephalus striatus, Cur. R. A. 11. 230 c) 
Ophicephalus atriatus, Cuv. and Val. VII. 417, Pi. 202. 
Ophieephd~ striatua, Swainson, IL 237. 
Ophi~phaltu =dl,  M c C l h d ,  CaL J o ~  N.t. Bbr* 

11.575, 
Ophicephalns striatus, Jerdon. Madr. Joarn, XV. 146. 
Iknn h h  of the Malaya. 

Bead above and back greenish olive with indistinct douded black 
spots; cheeks, opercles and sides to a little beneath the latdnl line 
lighter with metallic lustre ; throat, abdomen and loner part of the 
head and eides white; from the angle of the mouth a short me- 
olive oblique line, and on the throat a few distant dark s p k  ; 1- 
part of aides with a number of backwards directed oblique, black& 
lines, the intervals between which pale salmon-domed ; d o d  mem- 
brane minutely dotted with bmwn so an to produce oblique b r o d h  
lines, between which, at the baae, appear some rounded whitish rip& ; 
caudal pale brownish with indistinct light concentric lines ; upper half 
d anal white with oblique brown lines ; lower half blackish bmm; 
ventrals white with indistinct blackiah spots ; pectoraln transpuea( 
whitish, minutely dotted with bmwn along the m u g h  of the np 



Irir mbercoloured, orange or reddinh golden round the pupil, the 
reat elden olive, clouded with black. 

D41,48or43, C 14+, A25, 26or27 ,V6,  P 16or 17, Br.V. 
h ~ ~ . - & r h w a t e r  and utuarieu, Malayan P m i ~ l l l a  antildanda. 

Wa, Celebes, Tenssaerim, Rangoon, Irawaddy, Gan- 
gea, Bengal, Burampootr,Goalparab,Coromandel, Makbu, 
Hindostan. 

TOT& LrnoTH : 2 feet. 
The length of the head is from 3) to 3+ in the total ; (it is + of the 

diatance from the muzzle to the last dorsal ray ;) the height at the 
occipnt im 2+ in the length. The horizontal diameter of the eyes 
#lightly exceeds + of the length of the head ; their distance acroea the 
fonhead equals two mch diametem. The vertical diameter at the first 
d o d  my in + of the length of the head. The anterior part of the 
bnl line gradually descends tdwards the commencement of the se- 
cond third of the dorsal, from whence it proceeds rtraight to the root 
of the caudal. The line is marked on each d e  by r rhort central 
tabe, which bifnrcatea. The number of component scales vary from 
60 to 62. An oblique series from the anua consists of 18 to 20 odes. 
In these m d  other characters the Malayan individuals exactly cotre- 
p n d  to 0. rtriatwr, Blooh, aa dellcubed by M. M. Cuvier and Valen- 
dsnnsr Individarls of 0. wrail? apud Bnchanan Hunilton, (Sol,) 
tLcn in the vicinity of Calcutta, ditrer but rlightly in coloum, and in 
p ~ m t i n g  from 43 to 46 donal, and fmm 26 to 28 a d  rayn. 0. 
dcry Buch. Ham. &err the rame number of rays ss the latter, and 
*pan but to be another variety, probably as Buchanan suggests, the 
identi4 one which Rnaeell @red No. CLXII. MuttaA. In  the 
Malayan countries, the fish in M nilp~erona M in Bengal, and it is Plro 
b r a  mtsn by the natives. 

PAM. MUGILISIDB. 

Gm. Mverr,, (drtdJ Linn6, 1748. 
Body nearly cylindrical, covered with large scales ; two dorsal h s  

.idely aqumted : the anterior qinoua, the posterior with one or two 
Ipi#, tha reat rap; ventrdn behi6d the pectomla; mtm of the 
bwsr jsw with an elongated quhr paint, companding to a no& 
in the upper jaw; teeth minute, Bmnchiortegoua n y s  sit 
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MUGIL PARXITUB, Cantor. 
I'mng? Head above and back pale brownish olive ; cheekr md 

upper half of the sides silvery greenish grey ; lower half of the aiden 
and abdomen silvery white ; on the upper part of preopercle a triangu- 
lar bluish blwk spot, behind which an indistinct amber-coloared spot ; 
the rest of preopercle and opercle pale silvery blue, faintly vermienlabd 
with brown ; dorsal and caudal membranes pale grey, minukJy dotted 

, hth brown ; the rest of the fins white. Iris silvery grey. 
D 4-18, C 14 I, A 3/4, V l/j, P 14, Br. VI. I 
Hasr~.-Sea of Pinang. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 4 0  inch. 
The length of the head is 48 in the total, or $ of the length of the 

body, the caudal not included; the height at the occiput f of the 
length of the head. The orbit occupies the second fourth of the had; 
the eye is covered in front and behind by a crescent-shaped adipose 
lobe ; the distance of the orbits acroas the forehead equals I +  b e -  

tern. On the anterior margin of the infraorbital bone appears a b d  
angular incision, which receives the angle of the lips ; the inferior 
margin is truncated, minutely toothed ; near the upper margin of tba 
infraorbital, below the two small openings of the nostrils, appear tro 
minute pores. The mouth is very small ; both jaws have excessively 
minute netaceous teeth, scarcely projecting beyond the cartilrginons lip. 
The greatest vertical diameter of the body, in front of the anterior da- 
sal spine, equals the length of the head ; that in front of the a u d d  bn 
is + of the former. A straight line h r n  the gilldpening to the andd 
contains 27 scalee, an oblique series 10. The anterior d o d  spiie u 
rtrong : its length is a little less than 9 of that of the herd ; no elm 
gated triangular scale appears at the base of the anterior dorsal, nor d 
the pectoral. The second dorsal, the caudal and anal 6ns ue hJt 
covered with very small scales. The firat a d  spine ia excessively mi. 
nute. The two central rays of the caudal are but very slightly shorter 
than the rest. A single individual was o b m e d  at Pinang in April 
1844. 

The present greatly resembles M. g r a d + a d ,  Cut. m d  Val 
(XI. 103), an African specier, remarkable for the great sire ofitn &. 
The latter diiers in the following particulars. The greatest heigbt k 
nearly + of the t o t d  length; at the occiput the height is 8 of tb 
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length of the head; at the root of the caudal it is one half of the 
greatest. It is described as havidg no teeth. 

MUGIL XA~ROLEPID~TUB,  Riippell. 
Muge chrirtian, Quoy et Gaimard : Voy. de Preycinet. 
Magil macrolepidotns, Riippell : Atlas, Fiche, p. 140, Taf. 

32, Fig. 2. 
Mngil macrolepidotns, Cnv. and Val. XI. 134. 
Mugil macrolepidotae, Richardson : Report, 1845, 249. 

Ymng. Head above and back pale bluish green ; lighter, silvery, on 
the aides of the head and abdomen ; opercle steel blue; on the sides 
four p a d e l  pale blackish lines ; dorsal, caudal, and anal spines, rays, 
d membranes minutely dotted with black ; on the dorsals and anal 
ao c l d y  as to give the marginal half a black appearance ; ventrals 
white, posterior half of the three anterior rays minutely dotted with 
blrek; upper ten pectoral rays black, the rest white. Iris silvery. 

D4-la, C 14 t, A3/8, V 1/5, P 16, Br. VI. 
&BJT.-Sea. of Pinang. 

Waigiou, Rawak, Borabora, Vanikolo isles, Malabar, Red 
Sea, China Seas? 

TOTAL LENGTH : 5 inch. 
The length of the head is 4f. in the total ; the height at occiput + of 

the length. The diameter of the eyes is 3+ in the length of the head ; 
their distance across the forehead equals two diameters. The anterior 
mvgin of the infraorbitaI bone is arched, so sa to receive the angle of 
tbe lips, and M well as the inferior truncated margin finely toothed. 
The young baa no perceptible teeth ; M. M. Cuvier and Valenciennes 
deacribe them as short and fine in the adult. The posterior margin of 
the preopercle has three deep indentations. The vertical diameter in 
front of the first dorsal spine slightly exceeds 3 of the total length ; 
h t  in fiont of the caudal fin is less than one half of the former. A 
stxaight line between the gillspeningand the root of the caudal con- 
tains 29 scales ; an oblique series in front of the anterior dorsal fin 9. 
The ht dorsal spine is scarcely + of the length of the head, and less 
rtrong than in 111. pannatur. A single indi6dual wan o b m e d  at 
Pkung in A u p t ,  1843. 

M V ~ I L  CIPHALOTUB, Cnv. and Val. 
Mugil Bur, Ponkil, Conq. p. XIV. No. 109, Var. 8? 



Mugil cephalus, Rassell CLXXX. Bontah. 
Mugil cephalus P (Sole bhangg.n),Buchaa. Ham. p. 219,381. 
Bonhh, Ruwll. (BYN.-Mugil oiir, Fonk.) Cuvier B. d 

11. p. 232 (1). 

Mugil cephrlotns, Cnv. md  VaL ($mi--Mugii oiir, Fonkrl) 
XI. 110. 

Russel 11. CLXXX. Biippel : Neue Wibelth. Fische, p. 131. 
Mugil cephalotus, Bleeker, Verh. Bat. Qen. XXII. 5. 
Jfimpul of the Nalays. 

Herd above and back ldcoloured tinged with green, lighter dnv 
an the side8 of the head d body r s  frr aa the upper margin d the 
pectoral fine ; all the parb below dull d v e  ry white ; on the aides fiw 
to seven m e l ,  d u k  grey longitudinal M a  ; anterior d o d  h 
light bluish grey; posterior a d  caudal membrane dark grey, rap 
lighter; anal and venaals white ; pectorals outride white, hemi- 
parent, inside with a large obliqw blackish qwt on the .aterier hmlf. 
Iria silvery or mother-of-pearl round the pupil; the rest W 
brown. 

D4-la,  C/l4#,A33/9, V 1/5, P 17, Br.VI. [I&. 
HABIT.-~CPI of Pinang, Malayan Peninrukr, Singapore, hwcaq 

Charan, Macao, Madeira, Corommd el, Bay of Ben& 
Qangetic eatmarks, Mdabar. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 2 R. 
Tbe head ia much deprested, broad oral, fbe mmle  k g  rbollt 

half the breadth of the occiput. The uppar surface ir ksn 
veraely arched than the lower; bath surfacer when, they join, form 
a blunt ridge from behind the eye to the ehort triangular ma- 
branoun point in which the opercle terminates. The eye k rikrtad 
in fiMt of the ridg, occupying the third eighth of the head; itr 
trrnrveral diameter Wig + of the length of the h e 4  which ia Cf 
tinus in the total, or + of the body, the caudal 6n not icladed. The 
distance bstween the eyea across the forehead equals 3) dhmsta. 
The vertioal diameter of the head between the eyu ir about + d tbs 
length : at tbe occiput it m +. The openings of the ncmtrib m 
situated r little above the level of the orbit, along the mperior m y i .  
of the infrrorbital ; the porterior, the larger, M tranrversely oval ; the 
anterior is air&. The infnorbitrl bone ir broad triangular, with 
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the rounded, truncated apex downwards; the latter, as well as the 
backwards arched anterior margin, is finely but distinctly toothed, and 
naked, but the rest of the external surface is covered with small scales. 
The adipose membrane covering the circumference of the eye is of a 
whitish grey. No such series of pores appear on the lower half of 
the membrane, as N. Riippell has observed in Mugil oar, Forski1 
(not spud Cuvier and Val.), nor are there any pores under the lower , 

jaw. m e  lower half of the posterior margin of the preopercle has 
two large, a little obliquely upwards-directed indentations, and in some 
the upper half of the margin has two similar ones. M. otir as well as 
H. cephdw are according to M. Riippell distinguished by six pores 
beneath the lower jaw, and by three not very distinct oblique inden- 
tations in the lower margin of the preoperculum. The mouth is 
horizontal, the angle is opposite the anterior opening of the nostril ; the 
upper jaw projects beyond the lower. The upper mandible is flattened, 
broad in the centre, tapering towards the angles of the mouth ; in the 
centre is a very small notch. In the upper lip appears a single series 
of very minute teeth. The symphyris of the lower jaw forms a 
tubercle under which appears a notch deeper than that of the centre 
of the upper mandible. The lower lip is more fleshy than the upper, 
md the margin is bent downwards, so as to form on each side a furrow 
proceeding from the notch under the symphysis to the angle of the 
month. The teeth of the lower jaw are so excessively minute, few, 
md distant, that even in large individuals they are imperceptible to the 
~ c h ,  and can only be seen through a lens. In smaller individuda 
these teeth are abrent, or at least confined within the half transparent 
mandibles, and appear like short seta, bent with the lip, but not project- 
ing beyond it. The tongue is fleshy, broad at the root, narrower, round- 
ed at the apex, and raised in a keel in the centre. Along the margitl 
which is fixed to the floor of the month, appears a series of rounded or 
o n l  patches of velvety teeth. At the root of the central keel is an elon- 
@d patch, m d  close behind the apex two smaller ones of velvety teeth. 
On side of the vomer is raised into a tubercle, carrying a trat~sversc- 

p h d  linear patch of similar teeth. Every part of the head is co- 
vend with scales, of which those of the opercle are vey large, but in 
young individuals they are so thin aa to make the silvery opercle appear 
&less. The vertical diameter in front of the anterior dorsal spine 

6 z 
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q d s  the length of the head minus the diameter of the ve.  Ths 
anterior dorsnl spine equals the distance from the muzzle to the ports 
nor margin of the orbit, or about + of the laat mentioned W* 

diameter. The anterior dorsal fin commences in the centre of the 
distance between the muzzle and the root of the caudal. The extent 
of the b u s  equals the length of the anterior spine; from its anbe 
commences an elongated, triangular a l e ,  projeoting midwry behind 
the very slender fourth spine, the length of which is + of the preading 
t h m .  The distance between the anterior and posterior dorsnb equals 
3 of the length of the head, the latter fin commencing opposite the 
centre of the anal, much nearer the caudal than the anterior d o d .  
The anterior ray equals + the length of the head. The distarm 
between the posterior my and the root of the aaudal equals the length 
of the anterior donal spine. The posterior marginof the caudal fin 
is but slightly fhrcated, the inferior lobe is a little larger than the 
upper. The anal fin commences about halfway between the termi- 
nation of the ventrala and the root of the caudal fin. Ib height 
qu&, its extent slightly exceeds tbe m n d  domd. The two anterior 
spines ue M) completely covered by d e s ,  that they eumped the 
olmervation of Russell, whose figure (CLXXX.) repreaenta the t h i i  
much too long: it exceeds but eliightly + of the anterior ray. The 
length of the pectoral fin is 7+ in the tot& or nearly qnn l  that of 
the caudal. Above the root of the pectoral appears no trace of an 
elongated triangular mle,  M in some other species, but in the d r .  
bidden by the fin, are two elongated oval d s ,  much smaller than tbc 
mt. The ventral fins are a little shorter thm the pectonk; thr 
epine is strong and but slightly shorter than the anterior d o d  At 
the base of each fin appern an elongated triangular sale, and a 
dlar, but shorter and broader between the two 6116; the anteriot 
balf of the fifch my is attaohed to the abdomen by a membrane. A 
straight line between the gillapening and the mot of tbe uadd ih 
contains from 33 to 35 d e s ,  an oblique series in front of tho anterior 
dorsal 11 or 12. The scales are very large, nearly as b d  aa lmg; 
the anterior margin is straight, but with from 2 to 6 crennlations, pro- 
d u d  by a number of radiiating lines, varying in number from 3 to 7. 
The posterior margin h rounded and with exaessively minute points, 
the tenqination of a very fins concentric net-work on the e x p o d  



wf.a. Each scale is marked by a fine oentral line, horizontal in 
most, but pointing obliquely downwards on the soales immediately 
beneath the root of the pectoral h s .  

The stomach k compoaed of two portions: the #rdirc into which 
the abort capaciona cerophagua opem, terminates in an elongated 
eylindrial fandns ; the pyloric portion is shorter, globular like a large 
button, m d  r e v  thick, girurd-like. The cavity is very small and 
prwentr a few come longitudinal folds. In several examined, it con- 
tained mme mud, mixed with green aim. Pylorua is surrounded by 
five short bnt capacions mopyloric appendages. The inhtinal canal, 
about 7 timcs tha length of the fish, ir folded several times upon 
ibelf and h l y  enveloped in fat. The gall is rather large, ovoid with 
a nhort duct opening close to Pylorus. The liver is moderate, resting 
amma the stomach, with several lob- of which the longest i attached 
to Rwdenum. The spleen is small, elongated, completely hidden by 
the fat between the folds of the intestiner. The abdominal surfaca of 
Peritoneum is black, the opposite silvery. The air-vessel is Luge; 
&meted, ib parietes very thin, pearl-colouted. At Pinang thii 
rpedta occare, thongb not numerouly, at dl wamns, and when newb 
taken it is highly d u e d  for its excellent flavour. 

The present b the fish aupposed by Runsell to be Hw'Z etpkaltu, 
lid, (Vol. 11. p. 64.) The iigwe, (CLXXX. Bontak,) among other 
inrcnraEier represent8 the mouth without teeth, and the anal fin with 
r single, tuo long spine. The latter, as well ur the margins of the 
scales being entire, (m they in reality appear to the naked eye,) 
induced Buchanau Hamilton to consider the individuals which he 
obtained from the estuaries of the Ganges, to be a distinct species, 
ClPd a h  he overlooked the minute teeth in the l ip .  116. M. Cuvier 
d Valenciennm (T. XI.) unite both under the denomination of M. 
ezp&dotwr. They doubt, however, without reawn, the correctnem of 
Baaell's omitting to figare, and Buobrnan to mention, any elongated 
trimgnlu male above the pectoral fins, and they believe that the fish . 

ir identical with Mrgrl our, Forsk'aI, (Conup. p. XIV. No. 109, 7tu. 
d chamcterised : Labio utroque ciliato, inferiori unicarinato, oculia 
piwi fere obtectia, operculo macok p. p. oblong obliqun.") Dr. 
Biippell, (NCYe Wirielth, &c. Fwck, p. 131,) observes that if Run- 
d s  dcruiption of " Bontah," rs being '' without teeth" is correct, the 

6 2 2  
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fish cannot be identical with. M. oiir, the microscopical teeth of which 
Forski1 expresses by. the word." ciliato." I t  is to be. regretted that 
Dr. Ruppell did not communicate a more detailed description of tbe 
fish from the. Red Sea, which. is most likely Fonkiil's. species, for 
although Russell happens to be incorrect, the tiah he described pn- 
rents neither the six pores under the lower jaw, nor the uched series 
of pores in the adipose membrane, covering the lower part of the eye, 
which Dr. Ruppell pointa out as characters distinguishing M. ihr. It 
is therefore impossible with certainty ta determine if the latter is iden- 
tical with the present species. 

MUGIL CUNNESIUS, CUV. a d  Val. 
Russell CLXXXI. Kunneeee. 
Mugil kunnesee, Cuvier R. A. 11. 232 ( I . )  

cnnnesius, Cuv. and Val. XI. 114. 
Mugil cunnesius, Riippell : Nene Wirbelth. Piache, 131. 

Young. Head above and back silvery bluish green, lighter, minutely 
dotted with black on the upper half of the sides ; lower half and aM+ 
men silvery white 5 sides and abdomen with parallel silvery lines, 
produced by a short line on each scale ; cheeks and operclea shining 
silvery, the latter with steel-blue reflections ; fin-membranes white, those 
of the dorsals and caudal minutely dotted with black, puticukly 
towards their margins, so as to make them appear blackish ; in some 
a black spot at the root of the upper pectoral ray, continued iu the 
axilla u a blackish line. Iris silvery round the pupil, the rest dotted 
with black. 

D4-1p,C 140, A 3 P , V  ID, P 160r  17, Br.VI. 
H A B ~ . - ~ ~ u  of Pinrmg, Malayan P e n i ~ u h ,  8kgopore. 

Moluccas, Bay of Bengal, Coromandel, Malabar, Red Scc 
TOTAL LENGTH : 6+ inch. 
The length of the head is $ of the body, not including the a d  

fin. The. height at the occiput is about 9 of the length of the had. 
The eye occupies the second fourth of the head; the diameter, not 

including the adipose covering, is + of the head ; but the d i i  d 
the orbit is $ of the head ; the distance across the forehead is 1* db- 
meter. The infmrbital is triangular, with the apex tmncated, slightly 
rounded and hely  toothed; the anterior margin is nearly 
neither toothed nor notched. The anteri& opening of the nostril is 



minute, circular; the posterior a little larger, transversely oval, both 
situated along the upper margin of the infraorbital. The mouth is 
small, the lower jaw but little shorter than the upper; the angle is 
aituated opposite the anterior opening of the nostril. The notch of the 
npper lip corresponds to the tubercle of the lower, which is notched 
underneath. There are no teeth perceptible. in the lips. On each 
8ide of the vomer appears a transversal tubercle. In the young the 
opercles appear to be scaleless. The vertical diameter in front of the 
6rst dorsal spine equals the length of the head. A straight line from 
the gill-opening to the root of the caudal fin contains 42 or 43 scales ; 
m oblique in front of the anterior dorsal fin 13. 

Each scale is marked by a central line, horizontal in most, but almost 
vertical in those immediately below and in front of the pectoral fins. 
The thii dorsal spine ia sitnated at equal distance from the mnzzle 
d the root of the caudal fin. The length of this, as well as of the 
two prwding spines, exceeds + of the vertical diameter of the body 
beneath them, and it also slightly exceeds the extent of the base of the 
lin itself. The fourth spine is about + of the preceding three. On, 
ach side of the base is an, elongated scale. The second dorsal fin 
commences at  equal distance from the first dorsal apine and the root of 
the caudal, opposite the third anal ray; the base nearly equals the 
hgth of the first ray. The caudal fin is aliihtly lunated : the length . 
of the h t  and fourteenth ray is about + of the total length. The. 
length of the pectoral fins is 5+ times in the total ; above the root 
of each appeam an elongated scale, formed like a knife-blade with the 
back towards the upper margin of the fin ; its length is nearly + of that 
of the 6n. At Pinang young individuals are numerous at all seasons. 

MUGIL BOEBONICUB, Cllv. and Val. 
Mugil borbonicus, Cuv. and Val. .XI. 113. 

Young. Head above and back bluish green ; lighter silvery on tha 
upper half of the ides  ; lower half abdomen and cheeks silve ry white ; 
opereles shining eilvery ; anterior dorsal fin-membrane transparent 
minutely dotted with black; first rpine blackish; posterior dorsal, 
auld, a d  a d  pectoral pale yellow, minutely dotted with black ; 
spine m d  npper half of the h t  ray of second dorsal, and the upper, 
lowet m d  posterior broad margin of caudal black ; at the root of the 
upper pectoral ray a black spot continued over the anterior half of the 
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inside of the pectoral ; ventrala white. Ids  silvery round the pnpil, 
blackish green towards the orbit. 

D 4-lp, C 14#, A 3/4, V IF, P 17, Br. VI. 
HABIT.-Pinang Biver. 

Bonrbon. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 6 inch. 
The length of the head is $of the body, the caudal fin not included; 

the height at occiput + of the length. The eye occupies the recaad 
fourth of the head ; the diimeter of the orbit is $ of the length of the 
bead ; the distance between the eyee across the forehead is 1+ diameta. 
The infraorbital is triangular, covered with small scales, and with thne 
pores placed obliquely in the middle of the external surface ; the ante. 
rior margin is h e l y  toothed, and slightly arched, bnt becomes a little 
concave towards the truncated, finely-toothed apex. The superior 
margin is somewhat angular in the centre, on eaah ride of r r h i  s p p  
the openings of the nostrils. The mouth is small, trrasvsml; the 
angle ia situated opposite the polterior opening of the nostril ; the lorsr 
jaw is but slightly shorter than the upper. There are no visible teeth 
in the lips; the loner has in the centre a atrong tubercle nhieb in 
front and beneath is deeply furrowed. On each side of ths voma 
appears a strong tranmersal ridge. Under each branah of the low 
jaw appear three pores. The preopercle is covered with large wry 
thin scdes, and has a long transversal incision in the po-rior margin, 
near the angle ; the opercle and aubopercla are apmtly withaat 
males, and brilliantly shining with silver. Nearly all the males of tbs 
occiput are divided lengthwise by a shallow h o w ,  which on the 
scaler of the body becomes a short longitudinal line. But the 
scales immediately below the pectoral fin are m h  marked near ths 
root by a short vertical line. A longitudinal series between the gill- 
opening and the root of the caudal conaiata of 39 scales ; an oblique in 
front of the anterior dorsal fin of 14. The vertical diameter in tbe latter 

pkrce is 4+ of the total length. The length of the three antmior d o d  
spines is about + of the length of the head, and eqarb the extent d 
the fin iteelf; the fourth spine slightly exceeds + of the length of tb 
preceding three. At the base appears an elongated de, extending b 
the posterior margin of the fin. The second dorsal spine is situated ia 
the centre between the m d e  and the root of the caudal fin, The pol- 
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tcrior dorsal fin is utuated at equal distance from the anterior and 
from the root of the caudal, and it commences opposite the anterior 
d ray. The upper margin b falcated ; the eighth ray b r little 
longer than the preceding. The extent of the 6n equals that of the 
anterior d o d  The posterior margin of the caudal ir lunated. The 
d fin in nearly triangular, but that the posterior ray slightly exceeds 
the p d i  ; the third spine is + the length of the anterior ray. The 
length of the pointed, slightly falcated, pectoral fin is + less than the 
length of the herd ; above the auperior margin appears an elongated, 
bifbbkdo-like de, + the length of the fin. The ventral 6ns com- 
mcnce opposite the posterior half of the pectorals ; their length equals 
+ of that of the head. The elongated scale above the root extends to 
the margin of the membrane which connects the anterior half of the 
W ray to the abdomen. The elongated d e  between the fins is 
bmder and projecta fu behind the latter connecting membrane. 
A single young individual wu obtained from a part of the Pinang 

Ever, (Sungei Pinme;) where the water M fresh. 

SUB PAM. ATHERINOINd. 

GXN. ATHERINA, (drtsdi,) LinnC,lf66. 
Body elongated ; two widely separated dorsals ; ventrals behind the 

pectorals ; upper jaw protractile ; minute teeth in both jrws ; in some 
rpecita dm on the vomer, palatals and pterpgoida ; each side with a 
broad silvery band. Branchioetegoas rays six. 

ATEXRINA FORSK~LI,  Riippell. 
Atherina hepetus, YorskU, 69, No. 101 ? 
Atherha LrnkClii, Riippell : Neue Wirbelth. F'ische : 132, 

Tab. 33, Pig. 1. 
Head above, back and npper third of the sides pale sea green, dotted 

with black ; from the axilla to the caudal a light blue longitudinal line, 
under w h i h  a pale yellowish, bordered beneath by a broad shining 
rilvery b d  ; muzde and lips blackish ; cheeks and opercles shining 
silvery, upper half of the latter steel-blue ; throat and abdomen silvery 
white; fin8 hyaline, margins of spines and rays of the dorsals, caudal 
and m r a l s  minutely dotted with black ; posterior margin of caudal 
bLeLirh. Iris silvery; above the pupil a transverse bluish black spot. 

D 5-lp or 10, C 178, A 1/13, V 115, P 15, Br. VI. 
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HABIT.-Sea of Pinang. 
Red Sea. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 30 inch. 
The length of the head is 38 in the.total, measured to the centre of 

the posterior margin of the ,caudal. On each side of the httened 
vertex, where the opercle joins, appears a longitudinal farrow a n t a h  
ing two or three pores. Three or four snch appear on the infraorbitah, 
several beneath the nostrils, and three beneath each branch of the 
lower jaw. The diameter of the eye is 2+ in the length of the hnd. 
At the lower part of the ascending margin of the preopercle, near the 
angle, is a deep incision.. In  both jaws, on the vomer, palatals and 
pterpgoids appear bands of velvety teeth. The vertical diameter at the 
ventrals is 5i in the total length. The anterior dorsal fin commenm 
a little behind the centre of the back ; the four first rays are plured 
close together ; the fifth is somewhat removed from the fourth. Tbe 
body is covered with seven longitudinnl series of rather large scale; 
the third series from above cnrries the lateral l i e ,  which consists of .a 
minute notch on the posterior margin of each scale. The auterior 7 

or 8 scales of the series appear to have no snch notch, so that the 
lateral line appears to commence on the ninth scale. The pectorals 
are triangular, a little downwards pointed ; their length slightly exceeds 
+ of the total length. The laet ray of the second dorsal, and of the 
anal fin is a little elongnted. Two individuals observed at Piang in 
July 1643 and April 1645, differ from Dr. Riippell's description in 
having five instead of six spines in the anterior dorsal fin. The smaller, 
26 inches in length, is of a more elongated form, its vertical diametw 
at the ~entrals being ) of the Ltal length. I t  is also dietinpished by 
having on the vertex a small raised triangular space, resembling an 
escutcheon, with the point between the orbits. The latter (# ecusson'), 
is described by M. M. Cuvier and Valenciennes as a character distin- 
guishing Athm'fia lamnosq Forster. As both individuals examined 
at Pinang present similar pores, and the characteristic incision of the 
margin of the preopercle, neither of which characters are noted in the 
description of A. kacunosa, their identity with A. forskili cannot be 
doubted. 
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FAM. SCOMBROIDIE. 
GEM. SCOMBIB (drtedi) fiunt!, 1748. 

Anterior d o d  fin separ4ted by a considerable interval from the 
reeond, the posterior part of which as well as of the anal fin, forms 
6ve spnrioua fine; on each side of the tail two small crests, the one 
above the other ; body fudorm with small smooth scales. Branchi- 
Ostcgons rrys 7. 

SCOYBEU XICBOLLPIDOTUS, Riippell. 
Scamber microlepidotns, Biippell : Neue Wirbelth. Fische, p. 38, 

Taf. 11, Fig. 2. 
Herd above, back uld sidea as far as the lateral line intense steel- 

blur, after death with three irregular series of black spots ; sides of the 
oceipnt and of the body immediately beneath the lateral line ailve ry 
l ig t  blne; lower part of tbe sides, abdomen, and aides of the head 
lhining silvery, immediately behind the angle of the mouth a black 
trirngalu spot ; membrane of anterior dorsal transparent, scantily 
dotted with brown dong the spines ; second doreal, caudal, anal and 
the qarious fins pale yellow ; the dorsal spurious fins and the caudal 
with black mugins ; ventrds and pectorals whitish, the latter with a 
bIreLirh line along the root. Irb ailvery round the pupil, the rest 
blairh bke]E. 

D 9-12-V, C 178, A I/ll-V, V l/j, P 18, Br. VII. 
HLPrr.-Sea of Piamg. 

-.ar, (Bed sf=) b 

TOTAL LLIUQPH : 5 inoh. 
The length of the head is 3) in the total. The diameter of the 

mbit is 3) in the length of the head ; the d i e h o e  between the eyes 
rn the forehead is 3 of the d i e t e r .  The anterior and posterior 
thirds of the eye are covered by an adipose arescent-shaped membrane, 
k v i q  a central, hnceolate spree open. A single series of minute, 
yet risible teeth, appear in both jaws. The cavity of the mouth is 
whitih, minutely dotted with black ; the anterior part of the tongue 
it h h m d ,  rounded, and closely dotted with black, the poetenor part 
ir a nunn lineu crest, covered by a series of small rounded spota of 
vehety h t h .  The sides of the head am sadeless, except the cheeks. 
or the rntarior half of the preopercle, which os well as the space below 

7 A 
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the pectoral fins are covered with scales, larger than the very d 
ones of the body. Along the lower margin of tbe preopercle, appear 
some rather indistinct radiating lines. The verticnl diameter in front 
of the anterior dorsal is 4+ in the total length. The h t  spine of the 
anterior dorsal fin is but little shorter than the second, (in the figan 
of Russell No. CXXXVI, Seomber kanagurta, Cuv. its length i 
jt of the second,) the second and third are each a in the length of the 
head. Although the present fish differs from Dr. Riippell's in ha* 
9 instead of 10 spines in the anterior doraal fin, in other chanekn 
both agree ao perfectly that they appear to be identical. A single indi- 
vidual was observed in August 1844, at Pinang. 

GEN. T H Y N N U ~  (Willoughby, 1686/, (bier,  1817. 
Round the thorns a kind of corslet formed by scales larger, but la 

smooth than those of the rest of the body ; a cartilaginous keel on 
each side of the tail between two amall crests; anterior d d  bn 
elongated, separated by a very short. interval from the second. 

T H Y N N U ~  APFINI8, Cantor. 
Head above and back indigo-blue, lighter, silve ry, with rose-colmued 

reflections on the aides above the lateral line ; from the angle betreen 
the points of the corslet to the tail, a number of oblique, brckwuda 
and upwards directed undulating blackish bands ; sides bmerth the 
lateral line and abdomen pde silve ry or satin, with maacoloured lad 
light-blue reflections ; cheeks and opercles shining silvery with s i m b  
reflections; anterior dorsal fin greybh buff with a dark brown liPe 
along the anterior margin of the six first spines, changing to a frkP 
gdar  spot in front of the succeeding ones; second d o 4  and d 
their spurious fins pale brownish yellow, edged and washed with bkel- 
ish ; caudal yellowish buff, washed with brownish in the cenw; m- 
trals brownish grey ; pectorals dvery grey, blackish towards the mu- 
gin. Iris silvery, blackiah blue towards the orbit. 

D 15-3/10--VIII, C 174, A 3pI-VII, V IF,  P 27, Br. VII. 
Hasx~.-rSea of Pinan$. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 1 foot 10 inch. 
In general outline this species resembles T. pelaneyu (LinnC). Bd 

compared with the description and figure of the latter specieu, (Ma 
and Val. T. VIII. p. 113, P1. 214,) the present diffem in cdom 
number of fin rays and in charactere to be pointed out. The 



the herd is contained three times in the distance from the symphysis 
of the lower jaw to the centre of a vertical line drawn between the 
fifth dorsal and the anal spurious fins ; it is about 39 in the total length. 
(In T. pelamya the head bnt slightly exceeds + of the latter.) The 
height at occiput is # of the length of the head. 

The vertical diameter of the eye is +, the horizontrl+ of the distance 
from the point of the upper jaw to the gill-opening. (In pelamya the 
diimeter of the eye is 5+ in the distance given.) In the upper jaw 
appear 23 distant, small, inwards arched teeth; in the lower 30, the 
posterior of which are a little stronger than the rest. The posterior 
part of the external margin of the palatal bones cames a single series 
of very minute teeth. The tongue is free, flattened, oval, and as well 
M the whole cavity, of a pale blackish blue colour. The vertical 
diunekr in front of the pectoral fins is 4+ in the total length. The 
anterior d o d  spine is placed opposite the second seventh of the pec- 
bnl fin. Its length is + of the head, hken from the symphysia of 
the lower jaw. (In peZutnya it is shorter.) The second spine ia nearly 
aa long, but only half the breadth of the preceding; the rest gradually 
d m  in length to the sixth, which is about 3 longer than the 
menth ; the enmeding decrease less perceptibly towards the fifteenth, 
the length of which is abont + of the seventh. The distance between 
the anterior and second dorsal fio equals the length of the seventh 
s p i i  The anterior spine of the second dorm1 fin is very short ; the 
third scarcely exceeds + of the first ray: all three spines are so com- 
pletely hid by the integuments, as to be nearly imperceptible unless 
the latter be removed, and such is also the case with the spines of the 
anal fin. A vertical line drawn between the points of the caudal fin 
ir kntained a little more than 3+ (in pelamyr scarcely more than 3) 
times in the total length. The length of the pectoral fin is 6+ in the 
btrl length. The ventrals are # of the length of the pectorals, and 
aeh is received into a furrow, externally bouiided by a fold of the 
omslet. Between the fins appears an elongated lamina, in length 
#~tdling the iifth ray, the anterior half of which is counected by a 
membrane to the abdomen. The corslet consists of three points : the 
superior atends to and clasps the second dorsal fin. The series of 

nearest the anterior dorsal fin, particularly those of the anterior 
put, u e  very Inrge, nearly rhombic; the next three aeries are smaller, 

7 r  2 
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yet conrpicuously larger than the rent. The central point, the hpt, 
commences opposite the seventh dorsal spine, and terminates in I 
blunt point opposite the fourteenth spine, while the lower, som& 
undulating margin, extenda to a little in front of the origin af b 
ventral fins. Between the occiput and the anterior third of the pca 
toral &I, appears an oblique triangular space, cowred with narrow doP. 
gated scalea, but bonnded behind by 4 or 5 oblique wries of hga 
rectangular scales. The lateral lime commences gently asediq 
towsrds the sixth dorsal spine, from whence it geutly descmdr till 
opposite the anterior dorsal spurious fin, when it proceeds stru@t b 
the cartilaginoue keel of the tail. The third point of the corslet ta- 
minates on the abdomen, opposite the point of the pectoral fins. A 
single individual occurred at Pinurg in December 1844. 

GER. 'CYBIUM, Cuairr, 1829. 
Body elongdted, without corslet ; maxillary teeth large, c o m p d  

trenchant, (lancet-shaped ;), palatal bones, anterior put of mnw 
tongue and branchial arches with velvety teeth. 

CYBIUN COYXERSONI, (Lecdpede.) 
Soomber commerson, LacBp. 11. 600, Tab. 20, Fig. 1. 
Elcomber maculosus, S h  : Nat. Miac. No. 982. 
Rnseell, CXXXV. Konam. 
Soomber commersonii, Shaw : Geu. 2001. IV., 589, P1.85. 
Scomber maenlosus, Ibid. p. 592. 
Cybinm commusonii, (Cnv.) Riippell: A*, W e ,  Pg. 94, Td 

as, Q. 1. 
Cybium cammersonii, Cnv. R. A. 11. 200. 
Cybium commersonii, Cuv. and Val. VIII. 165. 
Cybium commermnii, Riippel : Nene Wkbelth, P i e ,  p. 41. 
Cybium commersonii? Richardson : Report, 1845, 268. 
Ikan Tangglri of the Malap. 
Head rbwe hnd back intense blue with golden gnan 

lighter on the sides of the head and body to a little beneath the ktal 
line ; the,rert of the sides, the abdomen, opercles and cheeks s b a  
silvery with lilac reflections ; membrane of anterior d o d  fin @ 
lilac grey, minutely dotted with brown, upper mugin black ; d 
dorsal, anal and their spurious fins pale silvery lilae grey; uul md ib 
spurious fins with white margins ; caudal ailvery blackish; v e n d  



white ; anterior half of pectomb w b ,  posterior blackish between 
the gill-opening and the root of the upper margin of the pectorals a 
hp black rpot. Iris silvery, bluish black near the orbit. After 
death the sides above the lateral liie acquire a number of close, vertical 
undulating linen and spots ; beneath the lateral liie appear fewer and 
more distant black lines. 

D 174*/13-% C 17#, A 4/13-X, V l/5, P 23, Br. VII. 
IIasrr.-Sea of Pinang, Malayan Pmirratla, Singapors. 

Isle of France, Coromandel, Bay of Bengal, Massaua, (Red 
Sea,) C h i  Seas. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 3 ft. 
The length of the head is 4# in the total. The orbit is surrounded 

by a circular, rather broad, adipose membrane. The diameter of the 
orbit is a little less than + of the length of the head ; the distance of 
the eyes across the forehead is a little less than two diameters. I n  
tbe upper jaw appear on each side 20 to 25 large lancebshaped teeth 
in the lower 10 to 15, of which the posterior ones are the largest of dl ; 
velvety teeth appear on the anterior part of vomer, on the palatals, 
pterygoids, on the tongue, and on the mar* as well aa the internal 
mrfacs of each hyoid bone. The only perceptible, small elongated 
scales appear along the anterior dorsal, on the second dorsal, caudal 
md anal fins, and from behind the infraorbitals round the eye to the 
occiput. The vertical diameter in front of the anterior dorsal is + of 
tbe total length. The lateral line deviates but little from the upper 
third of the body, till opposite the first spurious dorsal fin, when it 
mddenly descends, describing an arch which terminates nearly opposite 
the fourth spurious dorsal fin ; from thence it prooeeds in the middle 
of the body, over the strong keel in front of the caudal fin. Both in 

'Fhe mrsrior d o d  and the d b n y r  are p d a d  by four rpinsr (undivided 
nyr) which however camot diitinctly be prrcoived without removing the covering 
l a l a  and integamenta. The caudal fin conaiats of 17 central branched raya, 
rbom and below which appeu 14 gradually decreasing, undivided raja. The fol- 
W i g  number of fimyr hare been given by the different dwriberr : Runell, 
whore figure k more correct than his description: D 16-16, C 24, A 14, V 6, 
P 22, Br. VII. 

Riippell: D 16-14-X, C 26, A 3114-X, V 1/5, P 24, Br. VI. 
CP* d V.k* : D 16-1/15-XI A 1/15-IX, P 22 or 23, Br. VII. 



h n t  of and behind the arch, the lateral line makes a few, in different 
individuals varying, slight undulations. The spines of the antetior 
dorsal fin terminate in excessively slender points, which when uninjured 
are completely connected by the membrane. Such, indeed, WILY the 
m e  but in very few young individuals observed at Pinang, the instant 
they were taken out of the sea. The membrane, however, is d y  
tom and the spines are left each terminating in a filament u 
represented by Dr. Riippell ( 8 t h  : Taf. 25, fig. 1). The fish occura 
at Pinsng dnring all seasons, but not in numbera. As an article of 
food it is there valued both in its fresh and dried state. Single 
individuals may be seen in the cold season, but very rarely, in the 
Calcutta bazars. But they are not eaten by Europeans, M this as 
well aa other Indian mackuels requires to be very fresh, to be fit for 
the table. 

CYBIVY, LINEOLATUH, Cuvier. 
Cybium lineolatam, Cm. and Val. VIII. 170. 
Cybium liieolatnm, Bklmger : Voyage, p. 366, P1. 11. Pig. 1. ' 

Cybium lineolatum, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII. 4. 
Tanggiri of the Malays. 
Head above and back intense blue with golden grem reflectiom 

l i i t e r  on the sides of the head and body, to a little beneath the rote- 

rior half of the lateral line ; the rest of the sides, the abdomen, opes- 
eles m d  cheeks shining silveq with pale lilac reflections ; membrane 
of anterior dorsal fin pale l i i  grey, minutely dotted with brown, upper 
margin black ; second dorsal and spurioaa fins pale silvery lilac grey ; 
caudal silvery blaclrish grey; anal and spuriou fins silvery white; 
ventrals white ; pectorals silvery white, minutely dotted with bkct on 
the posterior outer half and on the whole inner sarhce, so closely m to 
appear blackish. Iris silvery, bluish black towards the orbit. ARU 
death appear several series of black spots : irregular above the l a t d  
line; beneath the latter three or four aeries of longitudinal short 
linear spots, each aeries appearing like an interrupted line. 
D 164/12-IX, C 1 js, A 5/14-X, V lp, P 21, Br. VII. 
Has1~.-8ea of Pinang, Malayan Penitamla, Singapore. 

Malabar, Bay of Bengal, Madura, Java. 
TOTAL LENGTE : 2 feet. 
The length of the head is 4.) in the total measured to the wntn of 
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the posterior caudal margin, bat + to the centre of ti vertical line 
betreen the points of the caudal lobes. The diameter of the orbit is 
4) in the length of the head ; the margin of the orbit supports a rather 
broad circular adipose membrane. The distance of the eyes across the 
forehead is 1) diameter. On each side of both jaws appear upwards 
of 18 lancet-shaped large teeth, of which, however, more than 10 or 
11 are seldom present. The middle ones of the lower jaw are 
the largest. On the anterior part of the vomer appears a pointed 
triangular spot with velvety teeth, aud on each palatal and pterygoid 
r nther broad continued line of similar teeth. Others appear at the 
root of the small oval, flattened tongue, on the margin and internal 
d a c e  of each hyoid bone. The scales are perceptible in the places 
noted under Cybilrm conmetroni. The greatest vertical diameter 
dightly exaeds + of the total length. The lateral line, a series of 
abort rectangnlar elevations, commences following the upper fourth of 
the body, from which it gently deviates towards the termination of the 
weond dorsal fin; from thence it continues declining to below the 
middle of the body, opposite the fifth spurioas fin, when it slightly 
ascends towards the strong keel in front of the caudal fin. The spines 
of the anterior dorsal fin are very slender, m d  the membrane is easily 
detached, so as to leave the filamentous points of the anterior and the 
rbole of the posterior five or sir very short spines nnconnected. 
Ths anterior spine, scarcely equalling the diameter of the eye, is + 
of the length of the second, which is shorter than the third. The 
fourth, the longest, ia $ of the length of the head ; the rest gradually 
dcenrse; the sixteenth is so short and slender that' it easily map 
~ p e  observation. The anterior spurious fin is often by a short 
membrane connected to the second dorsal nnd a d .  Each caudal lobe 
qorls the length of the head. The length of the pectorals is 8+ in 
the total ; the ventral0 of the pectorala. 

At Piiang this epecies occurs at all seasons, but not in numbers. In 
q d t y  it resembles C. eommrmai, and like it, a solitary, stray one, 
may during the cold season, be seen in the fish baaars of Calcutta. 

CYBIUM G ~ A T U M .  (Bloch-Schneider). 
Seomber guttatns, B1.-Schn. 23, PI. 5. 
Bussell, CXXXIV. Wingeram. 
Geomber leopardus, Shaw : Gen. Zool. IV. 591. 



[Nor, 

Cybium guttatum, Cnv. R. A. 11. 200 ('). 
Cybium guttatum, Cnv. and Val. VIII. 173. 
Cybium kuhlii, Cur. and Val. ihid. 178 (Pmng). 
Cybinm guttatam Richardson, Report, 1845, 268. 
Cybinm guttatum, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII. 4. 
lsrnggiri @pan of the Malays. 
Adult. Membrane of the first seven or nine spines of anterior 

dorsal fin black, that of the succeeding spines white, minutely dotted 
with brown, and broadly edged with black ; reat of the body and eyes 
colonred like Cybiun, lineolatum. After death appear on the beL uwl 
upper half of the sides numeroue black rounded and oval spots, of 
different sizes, moetly irregularly scattered, here and then in ngnlu 
longitudinal series. 

D 18--4/16-X, C 15#, A 5)6-IX, V 115, P 21, Br. VII. 
or D 17 --5)6-X, A 6/16--1X. 

Yormg. Ventrals, second dorsal, and and their spurious fins pis 
yellowish ; caudal whitish, the root the posterior margin and between 
the central five rays silvery bluish. Rest of the body like the ad& 
but no black epots appear after death. 

D 17-5/17-VII, A 6/16-VII, or D 15--5/16-VIII, A 6 / 1 6  
VIII. 

HABIT.-S~~ of Pinany, didayar Pminuula, Sirsgapore. 
Java, Madure, Malabar, Corommdel. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 3 feet. 
The length of the head is # of the total, measured to the antre of 

the posterior caudal margin, but 5f in the total, measand to the centre 
of a vertical lime between the points of the caudal lob-. The orbit is 
mnoanded by a circular adipose membrane. The diameter of th 
orbit is $ sf the length of the head. The distance of the eyes ~erosl 

the forehead ia 1+ diameter. The maxillary teeth am generally sbo* 
and lese broad than in C. eommeraoni or h ' d t u m .  On each side of 
the upper jaw appear upwards of 19, of the lower upwards of 15 teeth, 
The velvety teeth are disposed as in C. Zineoktur, but they are moxa 
numerous, as the whole of the roof of the mouth, bounded .in front by 
the vomer and on each side by the palatals, is 'studded with of 
teeth. The very centre of the roof behind the anterior pointed 
of vomer, presents a singular appearance : it in covered with lineu tk- 



d o n a  separated from each other by narrower lints of the nrked lining 
membrane. The greatest vertical diameter in front of the second dorral 
6n equals the length of the head. The lateral line, consisting of .little 
mt.ngular elevationr, follows the outline of the brck while gently 
acdiniag till oppodte the third or fonrth dorsel spurions fin; from 
thence it .continues rtraight to the rtrong keel in front of the caudal 
6n. ~n' the young of thir and the preceding rpecies the latter keel ir 
very little developed. Single individuals occur at Pieang at all seaaons, 
md are v h e d  rn rrticler of food. In Calcutta they are very rarely 
wea, md during the cold eerson only. 

GEW. TRICHIWRUS, Lilld, 1766. 

Body elongated, compressed, with a single extensive dorsal fin ; tail 
terminating in a slender Mesa filament; neither ventrals nor anal, 
but inatead of the latter a number of minute spines ; muzzle elongated ; 
lona jar  projecting beyond the upper, both with distant lancet-shaped 
tccth, among which several arched ones longer than the rest, and with 
tbepowrbr p u t  of the point barbed ; each palatal with r series of 
velvety teeth. Branchiategous rays seven. 

Willoughby : App. P1. 3. Fig. 3. 
Clnpea hanmela, F o r r u  : Fannr Arab. p. 72, No. 106. 
C l n p  hmmela, Linnt? : Byst. 1408. 

LdpMe, 11. P1. 7, Fig. 1. 
Burell XLI. B a d .  
Trichium lepturns, Bnchan. Ham. Fishes, p. 31, 364. 
Triebiaras haumela, Cnrier, R. A. 11. 218. 
Triehmma hanmela, CUV. and Vd. VIU. 249. 
T r i e h  banmela, Ra~pell, N. W. Piache, 4 I .  
Richiarns hsumela, Swainron, 11. 254. 
Tricbimr hanmela, Bleeker: Verh. Batav. Oen. XXII. 4. 
Ikan P-k of the Malays. 
M t .  Head above, bsck rud naked point of the tail blue blackih, . 

u t c r  rilvexy on the jar& rider of the head rod body; &donrm 
dl-; do& n y r  and membrane pale reddish yellow, the latter b 
the t- my, and from thence the upper half, minutely dotted with 

7 B 
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black, so M to appear blackish ; anterior third of pectorals pale reddub 
yellow, the rest blackish. Iria silvery blue, blackish the 
orbit. 

Young. Head above, back and naked point of the tail silvery blnirh ; 
the rest of the body shining silvery; dorsal and pectorals gellowish 
white, minutely, dotted with black like the adult, without, however, 
acquiring the blackish general nppearance of the latter. 

D 127 to 133, P 11, Br. VII. 
Han~~.-Sea of Pirwng, Malayan Peninrula, Singapore. 

Chusan, Canton River, Corommdel, Bay of Bengal GtP- 
' getic estuaries, Malabar, Djetta, (Red Sea,) Java, Celebes, 

Madm 
TOTAL LENGTH : 2 feet 8 inch. 
The length of the head, measured from the gmphysis of the lmer 

jaw to the termination of the opercle, is + of the total. The diameter 
of the eye ir # of the length of the head, or f of the ver t id  dinmeter 
of herd through the eye itrelf. In the upper jaw appear on ach d e  
axpnards of 15 distant teeth, of which the anterior pair whiih are pre 
sent in the very young ones only, are directed forwards. Behind them 
appear a pair, or a single lower arched tooth, the posterior part of the 
point of which is barbed. Next follow 3 or 4 very small lancet-sluped, 
behind which is a very long arched, half-barbed tooth. The rest of 
the space is occupied by eome distant lancetshaped teeth, of which 
those in the middle are the largeat. On each side of the aymph+ 
of the lower jaw appears an arched tooth, like the corresponding one 
of the upper jaw, but shorter. Behind the tooth is a vaunt sp- 
followed by upwards of 12 lancetshaped teeth, which with the exception 
of one or two half-barbed in the middle, are smaller than the corns 
ponding of the upper jaw. Along the margin of each palatal is a series 
of velvety teeth. The tongue is small, oval, a little pointed, and smooth. 
The anterior dorsal ray is $ of the length of the head. The greatest 
vert id  dimeter of the body is generally A, but in the adult of the 
total length. This species is excessively numerous at  all seuo~lr in 
the Straib of Malacea and in the estuaries of the Ganges. The mu- 
moo length i8 about one foot, and bat a solitary individual of 2 kt 
8 inch was observed at Pinang. The fish is consumed fresh, but chicdl 
.dried, by the native% and forms in the latter state an article of aportl. 
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tion. I t  is of voracious habits, devouring ib own 'kind, M well as 
other fishes, and crustacea. The adult had a nodulous enlargement of 
the sire of a ooffee seed, on one of the anal interspinal bones, similar to 
tho# observed in Plataz arthriticus, Cm. and Val. 

Tarcaru~ue SAVALA, Cuvier. 
Trichiuras snvala, Cuvier, R. A. 11. p. 219. 
Trichiups armatus, Gray : Zool. Misc. 9, ( E d .  Syn. 

Sawala, Buuell.) 
(Icon.) Trichiurnn armatas, Gray: Ill. Ind. Zool. 11. PI. 93, 

Fig. 1. 
Trichinrns mvda, Cnv. and Val. VIII. p. 251, PI. 224. 
Trichiurua savala, Cantor : Ann. Nat. Hist. IX. 15. 
Trichiurus armatua &chardson, Report, 1845, 268. 
Wchuk of the Malays. 

Head above, back and the naked point of the tail pale bluish, all 
other parts shining silvery ; dorsal and pectoral rays yellowish white, 
their membrane hyaline. Iris silvery, bluish towards the orbit. 

D 112 to 120, P 11, Br. VII. 
 HABIT.-^^^ of Pinang, Malayan Pminalrla, Singapore. 

Canton River, Chusan, Pondichery, Bay of Bengal, Gan- 
getic estuaries, Malabar, China Seas. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 1 foot 4 inch. 
The length of the head is from 6f to 7) in the total. The diameter 

of the eye.is from t3+ to + of the length of the head, or of the verti- 
cal d i e t e r  of the head through the eye ibelf. The anterior rays of 
the dorsal fin are proportionally shorter than in T. haumelo: the 
length of the first ray but slightly exceeds the diameter of the eye. 
The lancet-shaped teeth of the jaws are proportionnlly smaller than in 
the preceding species, which it in other respects greatly reaembles. 
Although not very scarce at Pinnng and at the Sandheads, it is of far 
rarer occurrence than T. haumela, which it resembles in voracious 
habits. As observed by M. M. Cuvier and Valenciennes, neither 
species is electrical, but both give at certain seasons, like many other 
fishes, a vivid phosphoric light. 

GEN. ELACATE, Cuaier, 1829. 
Head depressed ; body fuaiform ; a number of free spines preceding 

the dorsal fin, but none the anal; no keel in front of the caudal fin. 
7 e 2  
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ELACAT~ BIVITTATA, CUV. and Val. 
Elacak bivittaG, Cup, and Val. VIII. 338. 
E l m t e  bivittata, Temm. 8chl. Fanna Japan. Pis. 104, PI. LVI. 
Elacate bivitkta, Richardson, Report, 1845, 269. 
Head above and back inky, or bluish black j from the posterior pu( 

of the orbit to the root of caudal, r pale silvery longitudinal hnd, 
dotted with black ; from the shoulder, euclosing the posterior ) of the 
laterd line, an intense bluish black band ; beneath which a nurower, 
pale silvery, dotted with black ; under which a bluish blrck ; thmt 
rrod abdomen pale silvery, dotted with black ; upper half of sides of the 
head silvery blackish ; lower half: pale silvery dotted with black ; d o d  
free spines, and all fin r a p  whitish ; their membranes pale greyish, 
minutely dotted with brown so as to acquire a genenl brownish, or 
bluish black appearance; caudal whitish at the root, and with a whita 
triangular spot at the upper and lower angle; in some the posterior 
margin whitish ; pectorals whitish at the root, the rest intense bLJ. 
Iris silvery, minutely dotted with black. 

D 8-2/30, 34, 35 or 36, C If#, A 2/25, 26, 27 or 28, V 1/5, 
P 20, Br. VII. 

aAn1~.-*9eo of Pinang, fingapore. 
Moluccas, Japan, China Sea. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 2 feet. 
The length of the head is + of the total. The eye is surm1~11ded by 

a large circular adipose membrane. The transversal diameter of tbr 
orbit is $, the vertical + of the length of the head. The distance of tb, 
orbits actom the forehead slightly exceeds their t m v d  dimem. 
The diameter of the eye itself is + of the length of the had. Besida 
the cudlike teethof both jaws, tho vomer and the palatals, therholed 
the roof of the mouth between the three latter bone4 the tongueand th 
innerside of the gums are covered with velvety teeth. As in 8. p c d  
eetiaw, Cnv. and Val. the upper surface of the cranium & on each 
ride r hseicle of striae, radiating forwards and backwards. They m 
indeed leas apparent during life and in specimens preserved in spirits, 
than in dried ones, which probably accounts for M. M. Cur ic rd  
Valenciennes describing the surfnce as nearly s m ~ t h  (VIII. p. 358.) 
On each opercle appear npwards of 9 backwards radiiting, sharp rtrlc. 
Each side of the occiput and the cheeks ore covered with d o d  



dightly pointed d e n ,  like t h w  of the body ; the rest of the head is 
naked. The eight free dorsal spines are all directed backwards ; erch 
is attached to its groove by a small trhgular membrane. The anterior 
'"J of the dorsal and anal fins is shorter than the second, m d  not 
branched like all the succeeding. The lateral line proceeds nearly 
rrnight towards the termination of the pectorals from whence it gently 
deelineq keeping the middle of the body, nnd terminating a little in 
front of the posterior margin of the cnudrl. I t  makes several rlight 
undulations, and the anterior portion ir sometimes found double, the 
one above the other. The length of the caudal fin is + of the total ; the 
porterior margin is stmight, vertical. The pectoral is a little f.lcated ; 
the length + of the total, nearly donble the length of the ventrds. 
The stomach is an elongated muscular sac ; at some distance from the 
p ~ h  appears a caecum, nearly aa long M the stomach, from the 
side of which proceed a number of short proaeasea, each terminating 
in many minute branches, dl forming a countless mass of caeca. The 
intestinal c a d  maker a single circumvolution : its length is about 4 
of the total. The liver is elongnted, hgle-lobed. The gall-bladder 
ia reduced to a narrow tube. The spleen is small triangular. There 

no air-vessel. In several dissected the stomach contained fishes , 

(Ckrpeoida) and Loligo. Single individaals occur at all seasoas at 
hang. They are eaten by the nativer. 

G r r .  C E O ~ I N E M U ~ ,  Cuv. and Val. 1831.* 

Body oblong, compressed ; no keel in front of the caudal fin ; ante- 
rior dorsal fin oomisting of singly moveable spines, erch with a small 
membrane ; the first of these ppines preceded by an immoveable one,? 
more or lesa hid in the s k i  and pointing forwards ; rays of the second 
dorsal and anal fin either entirely detached, or united by a mem- 
bnne so brittle, aa to easily disapptsr, and make the rays resemble 
rpwiona finr ; two free spinea, memhling those of the anterior doroal, 
Mi the anw. 

Snbstitrtted for Scombsoider, Lad$de, 1800. 
t L the immormble spine u rarely puceptible except in wry ymng individa- 

ds. it rill not be given in the formltlu of the do& fin, but ~pccid mention will 
k m d s o f k  
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CEORINEMUB LYBAN, (Foram.) 
Scomber lysan, Forskil: PI. 54. No. 67. 
Scomberoide commersonien, M p .  11. Tab. 20, fig. 3. 
Russell, CXLI. Aken Parah. 
Scomber mndagascariensis, Shaw, Gen. Zool. IV. Pt. 11. p. 590, 

PI. 85. 
Lichia lysan, Riippell : Atlas, p. 91. 
Scomberoide commersonien, Cuv. R. A. 11. 204 (I). 

Scomber lysan, Cuv. Ibid. 
Scomber madagrsceriensis, Bennett : Life of Wlies. 
Chorinemus commersonianus, Cuv. and Val. VIII. 370. 
Chorinemus lyznn, Cuv. and Val. VIII. 387. 
Chorinemus lymn, Riippell, N. W. Fische, 44. 
Chorinemus commersonii, Bleeker : Verh. Batar. Gen. XXII. 4. 
Tallang reya of the Malays. 
Head above and back golden greenish olive, the test of the held d 

body brilliant golden citrine or sulphur colour; second d o d ,  4 
pectoral and caudal like the body, but not golden ; posterior mugin of 

caudal blrckiih, anterior dorsal, ventrals and post-anal spines white 
Iris golden sulphur-coloured, greenish towards the orbit. 

4 t m  death. Head above and back greyish olive, lighter oa the 
sides towards the lateral line ; .rest of the head and body ailvey; dda 
along or above the lateral line with 6 or 7 large oval blue-bhekiish or 
greyish spots; second dorsal, anal, pectoral and caudal yellowish whik 
Iris eilvery. 

D 7 or 6-1/20, C 17+, A 2-1/18, V 1/5, P 18, Br. VII. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinang, Malayan PeninacZa, Sirrgapotc. 

Sumatra, Java, Madun, Commandel, Red Sea, -- 
TOTAL LENOTB : 2 feet. 
The length of the head is 4# in the total, measured to the centre 

the posterior margin of the caudal ; the height at occiput neuly e q d  
the length of the head. The diameter of the orbit, supporting d- 
pose membrane, is ) of the length of the head ; the distanc~ m 
the forehead equals the diameter. The angle of the mouth is sitold 
at  some distance behind t i e  orbit; the distance from the m d e  
the angle of the mouth slightly exceeds .) the length of the had 
The immoveable spine preceding the first dorsal, is appusnt in 



very yonn5 but later it becomes entirely hid by the integuments. 
The lateral line forms an obtuse angle opposite the first dorsal spine, 
md at e q d  distance between the latter and the middle of the pectoral 
fin. The anterior of the black spots which appear after death is situ- 
rted beneath the origin of the lateral line, between it and the root of 
the pectoral ; the upper part of the opercle becomes frequently black- 
iah; of the rest of the spots, the two or three are above, but touch the 
kknl line ; the others are altogether above it. The scales are minute, 
oral, with a longitudinal central furrow, and enveloped in the transpa- 
rent epidermis. The greatest vertical diameter of the body, in front of 
the posterior dorsal fin varies from 3$ to 3+ in the total length. 

At h a g  single individuals occur at dl seasons. They are eaten 
dthtr fresh or dried by the nativen. 

CRORINIMU~ mq Cuvier and Valencienner. 
Bumell, CXXXVIII. To1 Parah. 
Chorinemua tol, Cuv. and Val. VIII. p. 385. 

Herd above and back metnllic bluish grey, lighter on the aides to 
r little above the lateral line ; opercles and the rest of the body ailvery 
white; peebrala and cmdal yellowish white, the latter edged with 
M;relrish; the rest of the fins white; the angle of the second dorsal 
fin bkelr. Iris silvery, bluish black towards the orbit. 

dfln death. Upper part of opercle and a spot immediately behind it, 
mchllic blaish grey; in some a series of from 6 to 8 similar spots above 
the lateral line. 

D 7-1120 or 21, C 17#, A 2-1/18, 19 or 20, V I/& P 18, Br. VIL 
ELs~r.-Bea qf Pimug, Malayan Penitamla, Singapore. 

Amboyna, Bum, Coromandel, Bay of Bengal, mouths of 
the Ganges, Malabar. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 80 inch. 
The lrngth of the head is from 4) to 9 of the total, memured to the 

centre of the posterior margin of the caudal fin ; the depth at occiput is 
) of the length of the herd. The transversal diameter of the orbit is 

in the length of the head ; the distance across the forehead equals 
the diameter. The greatest vertical diameter of the body equals the 
length of the head. The lateral line makes a very obtuse angle oppo- 
rite the third dona1 spine, from thence it declines till oppodte the 
third or foarth ray of the second donal, when it proceeds straight to 



I the an t re  of the caudal. The length of the lobes of the ernd.l equals 
thrt of the head, but generally one of the lobcl ia rhorter thrn the 
other. The length of the pectorals and rentralr rlightlp ex& + of 
the lmgth of the head. The angle of the mouth is mtuated b e n d  
the oentre of the orbit ; the lower jaw sligthly prqectr beyond the 
upper. The d e r  appear like numerow, clone, horizontal n e c k  
The immoveable spine preceding the fird dorsal, is in some putkDy 
apparent, in others entirely hidden. Younger individualr ue at 
exceaavely numerous during all reasons, and .re dried by the natives. 

GEN. TRACEYNOTUB, (LQEb.) CU&, 181 7. 
(Csero~oaus ,  Latdp. 1800.-ACANTHINION, h ~ d p .  1802.-) 

Digera from Gen. Lidia by r more elevated body, a profile more 
rapidly descending in front of the eyeq and by the more elongated 
pointa of the second dorsal and anal fin. 

T U G R Y N ~ ~ B  moonA&rr, Cm. and Val. 
Guterosteus ovatus, Linn6, Syat : 1325 ? 
Centronote ovale, U p M e  ? 
Russell, CLIV. Mookalee Parah.. 
Trachinotw mookalee, Cnv. and Val. VIII. 423. 

Head above and back silvery green; sider above the lataml line 
golden green ; beneath the line, .bdomen and opercler golden graPbak; 
dl BM gamboge ; anterior mugin of dorsal spineis and first ny of 
second d m a l  bhcIrL,h ; membrane of second dorsrl, caudal and 
rale minutely dotted with brown. Ida golden gamboge, grrm t o 4  

tbe orbit. 
D 6-1/19. C 17, A 2-1b7, V IP, P 20, Br. VII. 
H ~ o r ~ . - s e a  04 P*. 

Corommdel, Malabar. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 8 inch. 
The length of the head is $ of the total msrsmed to tbe e a t n  of 

tha posterior margin of the caudal ; the depth at the d p u t  accsL 
by + the length of the head. The diameter of the orbit i .) of k 

Dr. Riippcll ow8idw1 thb idenrial with ' I L u c l p f w  fdcdw ,  ( P d ) d  
which a h  the following synonymcs are given : 8-bar faleohu, ~onk:l, p 57, 
No. 76.-Cen'ommu bbcli i ,  h & p .  111. Tab. 3, Fig. 2.--(BPppell: A h ,  P. 
88.) TO tbs# tbe author hu llter added c TvaeAbrohu d n p d r ,  Cuv. Id 
VIII. 409, 
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length of the herd. The infraorbital is broad, rounded in front, taper- 
ing to r point beneath the centre of the orbit, so as to leave the 
inferior haif of the narrow maxillary bone exposed. The preopercle 
msists of a very narrow vertical portion, and a shorter, bronder hori- 
m n d ;  where both join, the posterior margin describea a segment of a 
circle. The external surface is divided in two parts by a ridge in 
the middle: the anterior part has at the angle four longer and 
m e d  smaller spine-like radiating processes, between which appear 
numerow ndiiting linea which continue along the vertical part of 
the posterior margin, which has the appearance of being very finely 
deaticulated in an oblique upward direction. The angle of the 
mouth ia situated in front of the orbit. In n young individual, 38 
inches in length, a band of card-like teeth appear in both jaws; 
but in another, 8 inches in length, the jaws have no perceptible 
teeth, and such was also the case in those examined by Russell. M. M. 
Curier and Valenciennes describe their specimens of T. rnookalee with 
velvety, easily perceptible teeth in both jaws.* It would therefore 
appear that some, not dl, individuals with age lose their teeth. As a 
young individual examined at P iang  has very distinct teeth, it follows 
thrt the division adopted by Dr. giippell (Atlaa, p. 88) of TtcrcKnotvr, 
L d p .  containing species suppowd to have no teeth, is inadmieeible. 
The anterior opening of the nostrils is much smaller than the posterioh 

The lotad line commences dightly ascending till above the point 
of the pectoral fin, from whence it gently desceuds till opposite the 
posterior third of the eecond dorsal, when it proceeds straight to the 
middle of the caudal fin. The d e a  of the body are very minute, 
appearing like points. In the young individual examined at Pinang, 
the spine preceding the moveable d o r d  ones, had the point projecting, 
but in the larger one, although perceptible, it WJ imbedded in the 
integuments. In Ruesell's @re the point projects. The length of 
the point of the second dorsal slightly exceeds # of the extent of the 
, h e  of the fin. The point of the anal is a little shorter. The greateet 
vertical diameter, in front of the second dorsal, is by + lees thau hnlf of 
the btal length. The lobe of the caudal is + of the total length. 
The length of the pectorals is ) of the head ; that of the ventral4 .) 

* T. bbrhii ( M p . )  sod T. fakatwr, (FO~LPI), which Dr. Rippall conriden 
to he idwtioll with the prcaent specia, l u r e  no teeth. (Cnv. and Val. VIII.) 

7 c 
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of the peetods. . The two above mentioned individuals wme o h t d  
at  Pinang in June, 1843, and in February, 1845. 

TRACE~YNOTW~ Q U A D R I P U N ~ A T n s ,  (Riippell.) 
Csssiomorus quadripunatatw, Riippell: A h ,  p. 90, Tab. 24. 

Fig. 1. 

Trachinotus qnadripuncktw, Cuv. and Val. VIII. 434. 
Head above md back eilvery greyish green, lighter on the sides tor 

little above the lateral line; rest of the sides, abdomen, operdea d 
cheeks silvery white ; on the lateral line 2 to 5 distant black +; 
fins hyaline; point of second dorsal and anal, and lobes of 
black. Irish silvery, greenish toward8 the orbit. 
D 6 1 / 2 2 ,  C 17#, A 2-1/12, V 1/5, P 17, Br. VII. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinung. 

Massaua, (Red &a,) Seychtlle Islands. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 7# inch. 
The length of the hend is 4f in the total, measured to the centre d 

the posterior margin of the m d d  ; the depth at the &put eqnrlr thc 
length of the head. The diameter of the orbit is 3f in the length d 
the herd. The nostrils, the infraorbital and the preopercle m ~ ~ b l r  
T. raookalcc. In both jawa, on tGe vorner and palatals appear ad 
like teeth. The lateral line is slightly arched downwards tiU tho origin 
of the second dorsal fin, from whence it proceeds stnight in the mid- 
dle of the body towards the oahdal. The wales are minute, aa& 
perceptible. In the individual examined at Pinang the point of tbe 
immoveable spine, preceding the first dorsal, projected far beyond tbe 
integuments. On the left lateral line appeared four small black spotm: 
the first oppomte the 4th dorsal spine, the second, the largest 05 4 
opposite the root of the second doml, the third opposite the middle d, 
and the fourth oiposite the termination of the second d o d .  On tb 
right lateral line, however, the last spot was alwent. The indiridd 
described by Dr. Riippell had on each side two such spots, am 
spnding to the second and third in the present. In those elnmiacd 
M. M. Cuvier md Valenciennes the number of spots wied troon S to 
5. The greatest vertical diimeter of the body in front of the d 
dord is 2% in the total length, measured to the centre of the 
rior margin of the eandal. The length of the point of &a d 
d o d  eqnnls the extent of the brw of the h; tht of the d 



w y  a d s  it. The lm@h of the aadal lobes is 2f in the total, 
m a s d  M .bmb obrened. The pectorals u e  # of the h g t h  of the 

; the vmhah # of the peehala. A 8ingle individual was taken 
.t Pi- in Jnoe 1845, while nnnrrully strong soathmly ~ d s  pre- 
rriied. The fishermen asserted the species to be of re y m s  occnfi 
re=. 

GEN. APOLECFUS, Cm& a d  FaMenrer, 1831. 
D i k  from Trachynotw by the ventral fins being 6xed under the 

throat. 
A w ~ r m e  sraourTrna, Cav. mid Val. 

Apolechu atromatens, Cur. aud Val. IX. 439. 
Head above back m d  sides to the lateral line silvery brownish olive ; 

cheeks, opercles and abdomen dvery pale neutral tint, everywhere 
minutely dotted with blnck ; dorsal and anal pale greenish olive, minutely 
dotted with black ; edges and the posterior part, containing the 3 or 4 
last rays yellowish white ; rentnls blackish ; pectorals yellowish white, 
minntely dottad with bhck; caudal yellowieh white, posterior half 
minutely doUcd with black. Iris silvery huff, orbital half blackish 
blue. 

D 6 1 / 4 3 ,  C 17H, A 2-lp7, V 1A P 21, Br. VI. 
E I T . - S ~ ~  of Pin*. 

Java, Pondicherry. 
T m  UIUOTB : 39 hob. 
The length of the head ir 3f in the total, measured to the centre of 

the posterior mugin of the caudal fin ; the depth at occiput e x a d s  
by ) the length. The diameter of the eye is of the length of the 
had. In each jaw appeare a single series of ercesaively fine teeth. 
The gresteat vertical diameter in front of the second d o d  fin is 1 t  in 
the totd length. In front of the first minute dorul spine appears an 
i m m o d l e  forward-pointiog one, anterior to whkh two minate spices 
m y  be fdt  by peeing the finger along that p u t  of the back. The 
kngtb of the point of the m n d  dorsal and anal fine is 2% in the totrl. 
T b  of h e  Wcsted pectonls a d  caudal lobes is + of the total length. 
The v c d  am 4 of the peetodr; the rays are very alender. A 
sin+ individual was observed at P i m g  in June, 1844. 

GBW. CAMNX, (Laedp. 1800,) Cumer, 1829. 
ktal line mare or less muled with scaly plates, each keeled and 

7 c 2  
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with a, spine ; two dorsal fins 5 a horizontal immoveable spine in ha t  
of the anterior dorsal ; two free spines in front of the and ; body, C 
hteral line excepted, covered with.small d e s  ; crest of cranium 
chant; last rays of second dorsal often slightly connected; in wrmr 
separated in spurious fins. 

d.-With'rmeral qut iorujfns  b l i n d  the second dorral and a d  
CARANX ROJFTLERI, (Bloch.) 

Scomber cordyla, Linnd, Syst. 1332 ? 
Scomber rottleri, Bloch, Tab. 346. 
Russell, CXLIII. Woragoo. 
Scomber rottleri, Shaw, IV. 598. 
Cnranx rottleri, (Lacep.) Rappel1 : Atlas, 102. 
Caranx rotleri, Cuv. R. A. 11. 208 (') 
Crranx rotleri, Cuv. and Val. IX. 29. 
Caranx rotleri, RiippeU, N. W. Fische, 48, 52. 
Carenx rotleri, Richardson, Report, 1845, 273. 
Head above and back steel blue or silvery dark green, lighter on (hr 

ddea towards the lateral line ; the latter ao well as the rest of the body 
shining silvery ; on the upper part of opercle a bluish black spot ; hu 
transparent, yellowish ; point of the second dorbal, and mugin of the 
caudal minutely dotted with black. Iris silvery ; adipose fold of the 
orbit pale amber-coloured. 

D 8-1/10 or 11-IX, C 17+, A 2-1-111 or VII, V Ip. P B. 
Br. VII. 

H~m~.-rSco of Pinang, Malayan Peninnrlcr, S ingape .  
Coromandel, Malabar, Massaua, (Red Sea,) China Sns. 

. TOTAL LracTa : 7 inch. 
The length of the head ie ) of the body, the caudal not incladd; 

the greatest vertical dlmeter, in front of the second d o d  Bn, is i. 
the length of the body. The diameter of the orbit ia a little l ea  tbr 
3 of the length of the head ; the broad adipose fold of the orbit 1- 
a vertically oval space, in which the eye appears. The anterior part d 
the lateral line is formed by very small rounded scales and describes a 
*hod higb arch, which terminates opposite the middle of the anterior 
dorsnl fin ; the rest of the l i e  is etraight, consisting of 53 to 55 o w  
keeled and spinous plates. The anterior of the latter are- 
eroh neatly + of the vertical diameter of the body; the p d a r h  
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mcrem in breadth and entirely cover the tail. The fdcated pectoral 
fins are 3.) in the total length,' measured to the centre of the posterior 
m e n  of the caudal. Single individuals occur at a11 seasons at Pi- 
mug. They are eaten by the natives. 

B.- Without spvnspvno~ $nr 6ehind the recod dorsal and anal Jns. 
CAEANX vrar ,  Cuv. and Val. 

Cannx vari, Cur. and Val. IX. 48.  
Head above and back steel blue with silvery green reflections, lighter 

on the npper half of the sides ; the rest of the body shiuiug silvery ; 
abdomen with mse-coloured reflections ; on the npper part of the operr 
cle md at the commencement of the lateral l i e  a large pale blnish- 
black spot ; anterior dorsal fin black ; second dorsal and caudal pale 
yellowish white, their marginal halves minutely dotted with black ; the 
mt of the fins hyaline, white ; the middle of the anal sparingly dotted 
with brown. Iris silvery ; adipose fold of the orbit pale amber-co- 
bared. 

D 8-1/24, C I:+, A 2-1/20, V lh, P 19, Br. VII. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pkrmg. 

Pondicherry. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 6+ inch. 
'l'he length of the head ia 3+ i n  that of the body, or 39 in the total 

measured to the centre of the posterior margin of the caudal. The 
inferior margin of the opercle is very slightly concave. The diameter 
of the orbit is 3+ in the length of the head; the opening of the 
adipose fold of the orbit is vertically oval. The greatert vertical 
diameter of the body,. in front of the second dorsal, is of the 
length of the body. The arched portion of the laterd'line extends 
to opposite the anterior part of the second dorsal, the straight portion 
wnsisb of from 55 to 58 plates, none of which exceeds in height 
+ of the greatest vertical diameter of the body. The falcated pectorali 
are 3+ in the total length. This rpeciea is of uncommon occurrence 
rt Pimag. 

CARANX HATE, CUV. and Val. 
Cmnx mate, Cur. and Val. IX. 54. 
Herd above and back steel blue, with silvery green reflections; 

lighter on the npper half of.the sides, rest of the body shining silvery ; 
abdomen with mother.of-pearl refleetions ; pectoral, caudal and second 
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dorsal yellowinh white, the latter minutely dotted with black tmPds 
the margin ; first dorsal, ventral8 and anal whitish, the latter sparingly 
dotted with brown ; upper part of opercle with a blnish bleck  pa 
Iris silvery ; adipose fold of the orbit pale amber-coloured. 

D 8-1/24, C l7+, A 2-1/20, V 1F, P 22, Br. VII. 
H~sx~.-Sea of Pinang. 

Seychelles, New Guinea, Anjer, P o n d i q .  
TOTAL LENGTH : 98 inch. 
The length of the head dightly exceeds 3+ in the total, m w d  

to the centre of the posterior margin of the caudal; the depth at 
the &put is ) of the length of the h d  The diuneter of the orbit is 
3# in the latter; the opening of the adipose fold of the orbit i d- 
cally oval. The lower margin of the opercle ia nearly straight, or 
dightly concare about the middle. The greatest vertical dimutter of 
the body in front of the second dorsd is 3+ in the total length TL 
arched portion of the lnteral'line terminates opposite the anterior 
fonrth of the second dorsal; the rest is straight and covered by 31 
to 40 plates, none of which in height exceeds + of the grateat d 
diameter of the body. The length of the falcated pectorals i 34 io 
the total. The last dorsal and anal ray is stronger and more elongated 
tbrn the preceding ones, and aa the connecting membrure &d;l 
bemmes tom, these two rays acquire tbe appearance of aparious ones. 
M. M. CuvierIand Valenciennes describe C. zanthurw aa conam 
in every respect to the p m n t  species, exapt in ite haring a aeries d 
eight or nine dorsal spots of a darker blw than the rest of the bret 

Pmrn C. aflnu, Riippell, ( h e  Wid&. P a ,  49, Tab. 14, 
Fig. 1.) the prewnt also differs but aliihtly ; in a m  the head u 
+ of the total leagtb, and the pectorals equal the length of the had: 
both are therefore shorter than in the present. The fimt d o r d  lpiar 
M & of the fourth, the longest. Iu the prerrent the fimt spine b 24 i 
the length of the tlrird and fourth, which are of equal length. S i  
individnals occur at  all seasons at Pinang. They tire eaten by tLc 
natives. 

CARANX LEPTOLLPII, KIAhl. and V m  m k .  
Cuuu leptalepiq Cuv. and Vd. IX 63. 
Caranx mertcnsiii CUV. end Val. IX. 64. 
Hud she u u l  bnck steel blue ; h n  above the orbit to tbe qd.l 
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r broad gamboge band ; the reat of the body shining silvery ; dorsal 
md a u d d  fins gamboge, the rent white. Iris silvery, blue towards the 
orbit. In  some individarls r large bluish black spot on the upper 
put of the opercle. 

D 8-1/25 or 26, C 17#, A 2-If22 or 23, V 115, P 20, Br. VII. 
B~nr~.-Sea of Pinang, Singapore. 

Java, Manilla 
TOTAL LENGTE : 4* inch. 
The length of the head is 33 in the total, measured to the centre 

of the posterior margin of the caudal ; the depth at occiput is + less 
!ha the length. The diameter of the orbit, which is surrounded by 
r very narrow dipme fold, is 3 of the length of the head. The lower 
margin of the opercle is straight. The snout is uncommonly protma 
tile; the teeth of both jaws are excessively minute, w, aa to be barely 
perceptible to the touch. The very slight arch of the lateral line 
terminates o p p i t e  the middle of the second dorsal ; the anterior part 
of the rest ia covered by minute d e s ,  which do not perceptibly in- 
ause in size till opposite the posterior third of the second dorsal, from 
whence may be counted 25 such. None of the6  scales exceed & of 
the greatest vertical diameter of the body, which equals the length of 
the head. The length of the falcnted pectorals also equals that of the 
head. M. M. Cuvier and Valenciennes describe C. cnert-i ae merely 
Mering by the absence of the black opercular spot. At Pinmg, 
where the fish is uncommon, individuals m r  with and without the 
spot, in forms and coloure M) exactly like, as to leave no doubt aboat 
their identity. 

C.-mth trenchant projle, forming a regment of a e i d e  ; p&tm 
crelvriaely on the rtraight portion of the lateral line; pectorah falci- 
forn; in fwnt of thejirrt dorral an irnmovea&le horizontal upine, oftn, 
Aid in the ktegusaatr. 

CARANX FOESTERI, CUV. md Vd. ? 
Snnnber hippos, Lin. spud Porster ? 
Caranx forsten', Cuv. and Val. IX. 107 ? 
Young. Head above md back golden green, lighter on the sides ; rest 

of the body shining silvery ; abdomen with mother-of-pearl reflections ; 
It the angle of the opercle a very faint bluish blnak spot ; first dorsal 
minutely dotted with brown, ao as to appear pale grey ; ventral8 and 
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anal white; pectoral, caudal and second dorsal yellowish, the point 
and margin of the latter, and the posterior margin of the ad11 
minutely dotted with brown, so as to appear greyish. Iria silveq, I 
bluish black towards the orbit. 

~ ~ ~ p O o r 2 ~ , c ~ 7 + , ~ ~ - 1 f i ~ , 1 6 0 r 1 7 , v 1 ~ , p ~ ~ . B r . ~ I ~  i 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinang. I 

I 

TOTAL LENOTE : 4% inch. 1 
The length of the head is a little less than 3+ in the total, measured , 

to the centre of the posterior margin of the caudal fin ; the depth at I 
occiput equals the length. The diameter of the orbit is 3$ in the 
length of the head. The infraorbital is longer than broad : ib greatat 
breadth, along the superior margin equalling + the diameter of the 
.orbit. The arched, very slightly undulating, portion of the lateral line 
terminates opposite the fifth or sixth rap of the second dorsal; the 

straight portion is covered by 30 to 31 plates, none of which exceed 
about + of the greatest diameter of the body, which is 3) in the tohl 
length of the body. The length of the falcated pecfonla equals 
that of the head. Single individuals occur at  Pinang at all cleraosr. 
They appear nearest to correspond to the description of C. fm&ri. 

CARANX BAALABARICUa, (Bloch-Schneider.) 

Scomber malabaricus, Bloch-Schn. p. 31. 
Russell, CL. Tallam Parah. 
Caranx malabaricus, Cuv. and Val. IX. 12 1. 
Caranx mdabaricus, Richardson, Report, 1845, 275. 

. Head above and back pale silvery sea green ; sides of. the bed d 
body shining silvery with blue reflections; abdomen white; at rbc 
upper part of the opercle a bluish black spot ; pectorals, second d d  
and caudal yellowish white, the two latter sparingly dotted with black 
towards the margin; anal and ventrals white; first dorm1 L y d k  
Iris silvery, minutely dotted with brown ; upper orbital margin b l d  
blsck. 

D 8-1h2, C 173, .4 2-1/18, V lfi, P 20, Br. VII. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinang, Maltayan Peninrula, SMapore. 

Commandel, Bay of Bengal, Red Sea, China Sea. 
TOTAL LENOTB : 8 inch. 
The length of the head is 3%. in the total, meaaured to the centre of 
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the posterior margin of the caudal; the depth at occiput equals the 
length. The transversal diameter of the orbit is a little less than + 
of the length of the head. The teeth of both jaws, of the vomer and 
the palatals are velvety, but those on each side of the sympbysis of 
the jam are a little longer than the rest. The tongue is very amall, 
iiear, and with the exception of the apex, covered with velvety teeth. 
The arched portion of the slightly undulating lateral line terminates 
opposite the postinor third of the second dorsal; the straight portion 
u covered by 35 to 36 plates, none of which exceeds of the greatest 
vertical diameter of the body, which is about 2 i  in the total length. 
The peetomla equal the length of the head. Single individuals occur 
at Pinang at all seasons, and are eaten, fresh or dried, by the natives. 

CAIULNX NIGRIPEB, CUV. and Val. 
Bnseell, CLII. Mais Parah. 
Caruu nigripes, Cuv. and Val. IX. 122. 
Caranx nigripes, Richardson, Report, 1845, 275. 
Clrsnx nigripes, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 4. 
Head above and back pale silvery blue Qr green ; sides of the head 

md body shining silvery with rose coloured reflections ; abdomen 
white: on the upper part of the opercle an indistinct bluish black 
qmt ; base and anterior margin of ventrals white, rest greenish black, 
md between these fins a black apot; first dorsal greyish, minutely 
dotted with black ; the rest of the fins white, the second dorsal and 
aadal minutely dotted with black towards the margin ; at the symphy- 
L of the lower jaw a black spot ; branchiostegoua rays and membrane 
dsery white, the latter broadly brimmed with black between the four 
bwer rays. Iris ailve ry, upper orbital margin bluish black. 

D 8-1/21 or 22, C 178, A 2-1/18,19 or 20, V 1/3, P 19, Br. VII. 
HABIT.-~C~ of Pinang, Malayan Peninrula, Singapore. 

Coromandel, Bay of Bengal, Java, Balli, Madura, China 
Seas. 

T ~ A L  LENGTH : 6 inch. 
The length of the head is 3f. in the total, meaaured to the centre of 

the posterior caudal margin ; the depth at occiput exceeds by + the 
length. The transvend diameter of the eye is 3) in the length of 
the head. The greatest vertical d i e t e r  of the body ia 2) in the 
tokl length. The horizontal, immoveable, rpine in front of the first 

7 D 



dorsal, is rather strong, with the point free. The arohed portion of the 
lateral line terminates opposite the fifth ray of the recond ; the akaighl 
portiou is covered by about 36 or 37 slightly pointed pWcq none of 
which exceeds of the greatest dumeter of the body. The length 
of the falcated pectorals is 3+, that of the ventralrr is 4 j  in the blrl. 
The length of the ventral spine is 2+ in the neuest ray. The point of 
the second dorsal and anal fin k 3+ in the greatest vertical dknekr d 
the body. Behind the eyes appear rome indistinct d e s  ; the errnirl 
crest, the rest of the head and the thorax u e  scaleless 8 the mtd  
the body is covered by small orbicular, mmewbat deciduous d m .  

This species ia at d l  times excessively numerous in the Stnib d 
Malacca and the Bay of Bengal. The natives eat it in ita frerb d 
dried state. 

CARANX rraorvs ,  (Bloch-Schneider). 
Brama atropns, Bloch-Schneider, 98, P1. 23. 
Olistus atropos, Onv. and Val. IX. 14 1. 
D 6 1 / 2 1 ,  C 17#, A ?-1/17, V Ip. P 19, Br. VII. 
HherT.--Sea of Pinang. 

Tranquebar. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 7+ inch. 

In  proportions, number of fin rays and colow thir fish d j  

raemblm Caramx nigripes, from which it merely diffelr in ha+ tb 
6 t h  rib, 8th, 9th, IOtb, 1 lth, and 12th rays of the second d a d  
longer than the rest, and the elongated pnrt not conneated by tb 
membrane. The 8th and 9th are the longest, each being abwt 24 m 
the greatest vertical diameter of the body. All the elongated nyb 
although filamentous. are distinctly branched, wbich c o n s e q d ~  
excludes the fish from the genus O l u t h . *  The elongated put, aa 
well as the half of the membrane in front of each ray, ia minntrlj 
dotted with black. However ermneoos Bloch'r d k p t i r n  and figure 
of Brama atropw may be, there seems to be no reason to doubt tht 
a apecimen of the present fish was his original. bt. M. Coiw mi 
Vdenciennes observe that the apecimen now extant, w k e d  by 
Bloch : Brem atrqw, (his specimen of Caranx rrigriper ir kbdcd : 

O~rarnor, the. (R. A. 1829.) D i h n  from C.rou, (6hJ.J in 
dddla r q a  of the aeooad domi not brnachcd, bat mmly a&nkd, d d 
&mgated into a 6Lmart. 
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Brama melampus,) is nothing but Caranz nigripcs. Mutilation of the 
delicate filaments of C. atropua would indeed render it indistinguish- 
able from C. niqripav. A single individual of the present was 
observed at P iang  in June, 1844, and it remains to be ascertained if 
the elongation of some of the dorsal rays is more than an individual 
dintinetion. Dr. Riippell obtained in the Red 8ea s rpeeimen of his 
Cihrh ciliaria (Syn. O l u t t ~ ?  rupllii, Cuv. and Val.) which had the 
middle rays of both the second dorsal and of the anal fin elongated 
fihmentous, and he therefore thinks it possible that the fish is iden- 
tid with Olirtur malabcm'nu, Cuv. and Val. (Nene Wirbelth. Fische : 
p. 50). 

CARARX AUATU~,  (Riippell.) 
&isen@ armata, Fordttll, Faunr Arab. p. 53, No. 681 
k n a  armata, Linn6, Sy at. 1306 ? 
Rumell, CLI. Tchawil Parah. (Young.) 
Citula armah, Riippell : Atlas, 103. 
C.ranx citnla (cirrhosus, Ehrenb.) Cuv. and Val. IX. 126, P1. 250. 
C w e x  armatns, Cm. and Val. IX. 127. 
Cuanx eiliaris, Cuv. and Val. IX. 129. (Poung.) 
Citnla armat. (Syn. Caruu cirrhosm,) Riippell, Neue Wirb. Fin- 

che 50. 
Carruu ciliaris, Temm. et. Schl. Fauna Jnpon. Pisc. 112. 
Cuanx ciliaris, Richardson, Report, 1845, n6. 
Y'owng. Head above and back pale eea green or bluiah green ; sides of 

tbe head and af the body beneath the lateral line mothersf-pearl 
with pale row coloured retleetions ; abdomen white ; an indistinct 
black spot at the ripper part of the opercle ; first dorsal hyaline 
minutely dotted with black ; second dorsal yellowish white, the elongat- 
ed point and the upper margin minutely dotted with black ; caudal 
ytllorriah white, marginal half minutely dotted with black ; anal and 
pectorals white; base and anterior margin of the venttale white, rest 
pale greenish grey, minutely dotted with brown. Iris silvsrg, upper 
orbital half greenish black. 

D 8-1121, C 179 A 2-1/16 or 17, V IF, P 19, Br. VII. 
Bnsrr.-Sea of Pinang, Singapore. 

&as of China and Japan, New Guinea, Jam, Coromandet, 
Red Sea, I n d i  Ocean. 

7 ~ 2  
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TOTAL LENGTH : 44 inch. 
The length of the head is 3# in the total, measured to the centre of 

the caudal fin ; the depth at occiput exceeds by ) the length. The 
diameter of the orbit is 3 of the length of the head. The grertd 
vertical diameter of the body, in front of the second dorsal, is 2) in 
the tohl length. The arched portion of the lateral line docs not 
abruptly become straight ; it straightens a little in front of and opposite 
the third posterior part of the second dorsal, and is covered by about 
24 plates, none of which exceeds 3 of the greateot vertical diameter 
of the body. The elongated first dorsal ray exceeds by about ) 
the greatest vertical diameter of the body ; the first anal my a a d y  
exceeds + of the first dorsal, but is frequently less. The point of the 
horizontal spine, in front of the first dorsal fin, is exposed. The length 
of the falcated pectorals is of the total length ; the-ventnls slightly 
exceed + of the pectorals. This species is of uncommon occurrence at 
Pinang. I t  corresponds exactly to Russell's No. CLI. (Car- eilG 
aria, Cuv. and Val.) which would appear to be the young of CihJ. 
amata, which Dr. Riippell considers to be identical with C a r w  eiW 
(cirrhoars, Ehrenb.) Cuv. and Val. The description of the latter 
dfords no specifically distinguishing characters. 

CARANX OBLONGUB, CUV. and Vd. 

Caranx oblongus, Cuv. and Val. IX. 
Young. Head above m d  back pale yellowish green ; aid- of the 

head and body beneath the lateral line shining silvery ; abdomen white ; 
first dona1 hyaline, sparingly dotted with brown; second d o d  md 
an J hyaline, the marginal half minutely dotted with brown, the e l m  
ed points of the fins bright pellow ; ventrals and caudal yellow, tbc 
margin of the latter minutely dotted with black; pectorals white 
Iris golden light green ; upper half of orbital margin bluish black. 

D 8-1/22, C 17+, A 2-1/19, V 1/5, P 21, Br. VII. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinang. 

Vanicolo, Onalan. 
TOTAL .LENGTH : .5$ inch. 
The length of the head ie + of the total, measured to the centm 

the posterior .margin of the caudal ; the depth at occiput slighq a- 
d s  the length of the head, of which the diameter of the orbit h 4- 
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Of the velvety teeth those of the symphysis of both jaws are some- 
what stronger than the rest. The greatest vertical diameter of the 
.body in front of the second dorsal is 2+ in the total length, measured 
b the antre of the posterior mar~in of the caudal. The lateral line is 
alightly arched, following the profile of the back it terminates opposite 
f i e  wcond third of the doraal. , The straight portion is covered by 40 
ntrongly keeled plates, none of which exceed ) of the greatest vertical 
diameter of the body. The point of the horizontal spine in front of 
the fimt dorsal is exposed. The elongated anterior ray of the second 
dorsal exceeds by + the greatest vertical diameter of the body, of which 
the anterior ray of the anal is but 5. The falcated pectorals equal the 
lobes of the caudal, and are 2+ in the total length. The ventrals are 

of the pectorals. A single individual occurred at Pinang in Septem- 
ber, 1843. 

CARANX sprcxoaus, (Forekil.) 

&omber speciosns, Forski], Fauna Arab. 54, No. 70. 
Scomber speciosus, Linnd, Syst. 1332. 
Ladpede, 111. Tab. 1, Fig. 1. 
Russell, CXLIX. Poloosoo Parah. 
Scomber speciosus, Shaw, IV. 603. 
Caranr B six handes, Quoy et Gaim. Tab. 65, Fig. 4. 
Caranx speciosus, Riippell, Atlas, 96. 
Caranr speciosus, (Syn. C. petaurists : Imd. Geoff. Eg. Tab. XXV. 

Fig. 1. Adult.) Cuvier, R. .A: 11. 209 (') 
C m x  speciosns, Cuv. and Val. IX. 130. 
Culuu speciosus, Riippell : Neue Wirbelth. Fische, 45. 
Zonichthys snbcarinata, Swainson : 11. 248. 
Caranx speciosus, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 4. 
Ground colour citrine or Ling's-yellow with a bluish black oblique 

band from the centre of the orbit to the occiput ; a second from the 
occiput vertically over the posterior margin of the opercle; a third 
m w  line from in front of the first dorsal to a little below the lateral 
line ; a fourth broad band from the middle of the first doraal to abdo- 
man; n Mth narrow line from between the dorsals; a sixth broad 
bond from the anterior part of the .second dorsal ; a seventh narrow 
line from the middle; an eighth broad band from the posterior part ; 
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and r ninth narrcm line from the termination of the sceond d a d ;  
the posterior three alternate bands and liner reaching the abdomen ; 
in some a bluish bkck spot at  the root of the p e c d r  ; branehiolta 
gons ruys and membrane, the two spines in h u t  of the anal m d  tha 
rentrals white ; the rest of the fins citrine, the dorsals mbrrkly dotted 
with black, the points of the m d d  and the posterior margin black. 
Iris golden citrine, npper orbital margin bluish blact. 

D 7-1/19 or 20, C 17+, A 2-1/15 or 16, V IF, P 22, Br. VII. 
H u m . - S e a  of Pinmg, itfalayon Perimule, Singupore. 

New Holland, Vanieolo, Isle of France, Red 8eq 
Trincomalie, Cormandel, Java, Madnra. 

TOTAL LXNOTH : 9 inch. 

Tbe length of the head is 33 in the total, measured to the  centre of 
the posterior margin of the caudal ; the depth at occiput quala tba 

length. The diameter of the orbit is $ of the length of the head. In 
individuals not exceeding 3+ inches in length, velvety teeth may be 
felt on each side on the symphysis of the npper jaw ; on eaeh d c  of 
the symphysis of the lower they may distinctly be seen, and a $ngb 
series of from 10 to 12 rather distant teeth appear rcrosr the vmer. 
I n  an individual 9 inches in length no teeth appeared except a wall, 
get distinct, one on each side of the symphpis of the lower jaw. Tbe 
greatest vertical diameter of the body, in front d the second d d ,  h f 
of the total length. The arched portion of the lateral line terminates, 
but not abruptly BO, a little in front of an& opposite the middle of the 
second dorid fin. The straight portion is covered by upwards of 34 
slightly keeled plates, of which none of the posterior 12, the krgcst, 
exceeds & of the greatest vertical diameter of thu body. The length of 
the falceted pectorals equals that of the head. Single individuals o e m  
at  Pineng at  dl eessons. They are eaten by the natives. 

GEN. BCYRIS, Cuvier, 1829. 
Diem fram Carurn by 8 mare elevated, tredbmt prnflle; 6 d  

dorsal entirely hid; second d o d  with some of the n y s  elongatd, 
fihmentons. 

S C Y R I ~  IIIDICUI, Ruppell. 
Scylis indiicus, Biippelt : Atlrs, 128, Tab. 33, Fig. I. (Yaug) 
Sqr i s  indicrr, Cuv. and Val. IX. 145, PI. 252. (dJult.1 
S y r i a  indicas, Riippell : New Wirbclth. Fischc, 5 1. 



Wris rii~pdli, (yo-) swainson, 11. 25 1 
-a indieus, (Adult) 
Scyris indiu, Richardson, Report, 1845, 276. 
Head above and back blackish silvery; cheeks and opercles shining 

ailvery, the latter minutely and sparingly dotted with brown; at the 
apper part of the posterior margin of the opercle a small intensely 
black spot; the rest of the body silvery satin, abdomen sparingly 
dotted with brown ; &-rays and membranes yellowish white ; upper 
sugin of the second domd and posterior margin of the caudal minutely 
dotted, so as to appear blackish; root of the pectoral silvery. Iris 
ailvery, npper orbital half bluiah black. 
D 1/19, C I;#, A 1/06, V 115, P 19, Br. VII. 
HABIT.-sea of pjlldlng 

Java, Pmdicheny, Bcd Set, C h i a  Seas. ' 

TOTAL LENGTH : 1 foot 9 inch. 
The length of the head is 3f in the total, measured to the centre of 

the posterior margin of the caudal ; the depth at occiput k but + of 
the Ldal length. The diameter of the orbit is -) of the length of tbe 
had. In both jaws appear two or three seriea of small, but strong, 
conical teeth resembling those of some rSpamfO1& ; thore on each side 
of the symphysia are larger than the rest. The vomer presents a few 
chdar, but the small, oblong, tongue is covered with card-like teeth. 
The greatest vertical diameter of the body, in front of the dona1 fin, is 
2* in the total length. Each of the small acalea composing the l a t e d  
line bar a central longitudinal tube, from the posterior part of which 
bmch off two smaller ones : one upwards and backwards, the other 
downwards and backwards. The arched, somewhat undulating poation 
of the l i e  terminates opposite the middle of the dorsal fin. The 
straight portion consists mostly of small scales, but towards the termi- 
nation of the dorsal the posterior eleven gradually enlarge and become 
sharply keeled; the three or four last, although the largest, do not 
crceed +, of the greatest vertical diameter of the body. In the adult 
thr mid crest is very large and arched, like that observed in Plataa 
~tAr i t i ccy  but the posterior part, from opposite the opercle, is not can- 
*w, but coaaists of three separate, gradually decreasing, egg-shaped 
pieeer of bone. Behind the last, lie six successive pieces, entirely 
Pid plda the integumenb, and rating on the intenpids. The ante- 
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rior undulating dorsal ray is the longest, slightly exceeding the length 
of the head. This, as well as the three succeeding, gradually decreu- 
ing ones, are undivided ; the fifth and sixth ue branched like the fol- 
lowing, but their anterior branch is undivided and sliihtly elongated 
The anterior anal ray equals in length the corresponding dorsal, and 
is as well as the second undivided. In front of the and fin lie tro 
small distant spines entirely concealed under the integuments. The 
length of the falcated pectorals is 3 of the body, not including the au- 
dal; that of the ventral8 a little less than of the pectorrb. 8 4  
individuals are of very rare occurrence at Pinang. 

GEN. GALLICETEY~, Gun. a d  Pal. 1833. 
Body h i h  and compressed ; profile much elevated ; v e n d s  el@ 

ed ; kudal furcated ; first dorsal fin very low or reduced to a 6 
of short spines ; anterior rays of second dorsal and d exoessively 
elongated. 

GALLICHTHYB MAJOR, Cuv. and Val. 
Ros8e.11, LVII. Gurrah Parah. 
Gallichthye major, Cuv. and Val. IX. 168, PI. 254. 
Blepharia gallichthys, Swainson, 11. 250. 
Gallichthys major, Richardson, Report, 1845, 271. 
Head above and back blackish silvery ; cheeks and opercles shining 

silvery ; at the upper part of the latter an indistinct bluish spot ; rat 
of the body silvery ratin; fin-rays and membranes yellowish white; 
elongated portion of the dorsal and anal, upper margin of the d o d  
and posterior of the caudal minutely dotted with black ; d d  md 
anal filaments, and ventral h black. Iris silvery, upper orbital half 
bluish black. 

D 6-1/18 or 19, C 17#, A 2-1/16, V 1/3, P 19, Br. VII. 
HABIT.-SC~ of Pinang, Singapwe. 

Coromandel, Molucm, China Sea. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 6 inch. 
The length of the head in 3 of the total, measured to the ant=  ol 

the posterior margin of the caudal; the depth at occiput in n d y  
double the length of the head. A narrow band of velvety teeth rp 
pears in both jaws and on the kmer. The diameter of th? eye is + d 
the length of the head. The greatest vertical diameter of the body is 

1+ in the total length. The lateral line in ite component d e r ,  d 
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its eonme exnctly resembles that of Sytis indicus. The length of the 
mkrior ray and its hairlike filament, of the second dorsal, anal, and 
m t n l  fins equals the length of the body ; it is, however, liable to indi- 
vidual variations. The four anterior rays of the second doTsel are 
undivided, and as well aa the five succeeding branched rays, terminate 
in gndunlly decreasing hairlike filaments. The two rmterior and rays 
are undivided, aid as well pe the third, which is branched, terminate 
in 8imil.r filaments. The anterior vedrnl r a j  is undivided, and, as 

rs the second, which is branched, filamentous. The length of 
the fdcated pectorals and of the candal lobes is 2# in the total. Single 
individuals are rarely seen at Pinang. 

Grx. S~RIOLA, (Riuuo,) Cuuier 1829. 
Tm dmals,  no spurious fins; tail without keel or crests ; jaws, 

mmer md palatals with velvety or card-like teeth. Differs from 
Caran+ by the not mailed lateral line ; from fiehia by the membrane 
hniting the  spines of the first dorsal. 

SXRIOLA BINOTATA, CUV. and Vd. 
Seriola binobta, Cuv. and Val. IX. 215. 

Head above, back and sides to the lateral line yellowish green ; 
sides of the head and body beneath the lateral line greenish yellow, 
abdomen blnish white or green ; dorsals greenish yellow; a black verti- 
d band above the eye, a second broader from occiput over the opercle ; 
r tbird from between the aecond and fourth spine of first dorsal down 
towards the pectoral; a fourth from the point of second dotsal to the 
side below the lateral line ; a fifth from the middle of the second dorsal 
to the lateral line ; a sixth from the posterior part of the second dor- 
sal ; a seventh in front of the upper half of the root of the caudal ; 
between the bands some roand and irregular black spots ; caudd yel- 
low with a round black spot in the centre and an oval over each lobe, 
the point of which is yellowish white ; anal light blnish green, lower 
h.lf bla&, anteiior and posterior angle yellowish white ; ventrals light 
blaMh green, posterior half black, point of anterior ray yellowish white ; 
p h r a I s  pale yellow. Iris light golden green, orbital margin blackish. 
D 7 4 / 3 2  or 33, C 17+, A 2-1/15, 16or 17, V I P ,  P 19, Br.VI1. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinang, Singapore. 

Pondicherry, Bay of Bengal. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 4; inch. 

7 = 
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The length of the head is 3+ in the total, measured to the centn of , 
the posterior margin of the caudal; the depth at occiput ia a little 
less than the length of the head. The diameter of the eye is ;f of the ' 
length of the head. The forehead between the eyes is arched, not 
trenchant. The angle of the mouth is opposite the posterior margin 
of the orbit. The card-like teeth of the jaws, vomer and palatals are 
rather luge, recurrons; those of the tougue velvety. The greatat 
vertical diameter of the body, in front of the first do&, slightly 
exceeds the length of the head. No immoveable spine is perceptible 
in front of the first dorsal fiu. The anterior third of the lateral line is 
a little arched, the rest nearly straight. The first dorsal is small: itr 
height bnt ;f of the greatest vertical diameter of the body; the point 
of the second doraal is more than double the height of the former. The 
length of the ventrals equals that of the head ; the anterior half of the , 
fifth my is connected to the abdomen by a membrane. The length af 
the pectorals is + of that of the body, the caudal not included. The 
caudal lobes are $ of that distance. Single individrula occur nrely 
at Pinang. This species greatly resembles Serioka nigmfheiutu 
(Ruppell,)* from which it, however, may at once be distinguished by 
the remarkably shorter distance between the first and second doraal. 

GEN. LACTARIUB, CUD. a d  yak. 1833. 
(PLATYLEPIB, Swai~011 1839.) 

Dzers from Seriola in having one or two long archpd teeth on ereb 
$de of the symphysis of the upper jaw ; in having a eingle Mien  of 

fine teeth in the lower, and on the symphysis 0n.e or two longer ooa; 
and in the absence of free spines in front of the anal fin. 

LACTARIUB DrLlcaTuLue, Cuv. and Val. 
Scomber lactarius. B1.-Schn. 3 1, No. 26. 
Rnrsell CVIII, Chundawah. 
Seriola hctaria, Cur. R. A. 11. 206. 
Lactarins delicatulus, Cuv. and Val. 1X. 238, P1. 261. 
Platylepis lactarin, Swainson, 11. 24 7. 
Lnctarius delicatulus, Richardson Report 1845, 27 2. 
Lactarius delicatulus, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII. 4. 
Head above, back and sides to the lateral line greenish grey or iad 
* Sm.  Nomew nipmJareialw, Riippell, A h ,  82 PI. PI,  Fig. I.--- 

riippeUi, Cur. and Val. 1X. 216. 
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coloored ; the rest shining silvery ; a black spot at  the upper part of 
the posterior margin of the opercle ; fins hyaline, marginal half of 
dorsals and caudal minutely dotted with blnck. Iris silvery, upper 
half of orbital margin black. 
D 8-1/21 or 22, C 1i+, A 33/25, 26 or 27, V 1/3, P 16, Br. VII. 
Hur~.-Sea of Pittang, Malayan Peninrula Singapore. 

Coromandel, Bay of Bengal, mouths of the Ganges, Mala- 
bar, Java, Madura, 

TOTAL LENGTH : 4% inch. 
The length of the head is ) of the total, measured to the centre of 

the posterior rnugin of the caudal ; the diameter of the eye is 3) io 
the length of the herd. The grentest verticnl diameter, in front of the 
k t  dorsal, equals the length of the head. The lateral line follows at 
the upper third of the body the outline of the back. The scales of 
the lateral line and the body are rather large, orbicular, very thin and 
deeidnons. This species is excessively numerous at all seasons. I t  is 
-.ten both freah and dried. 

GEN. STROMATEUS, (drtedi,) Linnd. 1748. 
V e n t d  fins none ; dorsal single with the spines hid in the anterior 

margin ; vertical fins covered with scales. 

STROMATEUB NIGER, Bl0~h. 

Stromateus paw, Bloch PL 160. 
Stromateus niper, Bloeh PI. 422. 
Stromateus paru, LinnB : Syst. 1148. 
Stromatens paru, Sbaw IV. p. 108, (Bloch P1. 160.) 
Stromateus niger, Shaw ibid. 1 1 1. 
Stromateus niger, Russell, p. 35, NO. XLIII. Nalla Sandawrh. 
Stromateus niger, 8. pam, Cuv. R. A. 11. 213 (') 
Stromateus niger, Cur. and Val. IX. 385. 
Stromatens ni'ger, Cantor: Ann. and Mag. N. H. IX. 15. 
Btromateus niger, Richardson Rep. 1845, 272. 
Sttomateus niger, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII. 4. 
Bawar or B a d  tumbak of tbe Malays. 
Head above, back and sides dark greyieh brown with blue reflec- 

tions ; cheeks, opercles and abdomen silvery light bluish grey or pale 
neutrrl tint ; dorsal and anal silvery bluish grey, blackish towards the 

7 c 2  
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mugin ; pectolrls and caudal yellowinh light grey, edged with bkclirb. 
Iris ailvery blackbh or brownish blue. 
D 1/42 or 43, C 17+, A 11/37 or 38, P 23, Br. VI. (VII ?) 
Hr~x~. -Sea  of Malayan P e n i d a  and Islwdr. 

Chwan, Macao Coromandel, Bay of Ben@, k b y ,  
Jam, Celebes, MMIM. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 1 foot. 
The length of the head is 3s in the total, measured to the centn of 

the poshrior margin of the caudal. The diameter of the eye m ) d 
the length of the head. In each jaw appears a single re* of a ~ c c  
rively minute teeth. The greatest vertical d i e t e r  of the body,  fro^^ 
thy middle of the point of the dorsal to the anal, is a little less thn 4 
d the total length. The lateral l i e ,  at the upper third of the body, 
follows the outline of the back to a little in front of the dorsal, from 
whence it proceeds straight to the caudal. I t  is raised, like a thin 
cord ; the t6il is distinctly keeled. The d o d  fin is preceded by forr 
or five, the anal by four short spines, which, however, u e  completely 
bid by the integuments. The length of the f h t e d  peetorah u r 
Ettle more than 2 i  in the total. The lobes of the. caudal e q d  th 
length of the head. This species, " the black p&et," N at all 
sons taken in abundance in the Straita of Malaccn, where, howem, it u 
considered inferior to Strmatcrrs a n d ,  8g the white porfret." L 
dried state it is largely exported, and thua it appean in the htun d 
Hindustan, which are chiefly supplied from Bombay. 

Stromateus sinensis Euphrasdn : Act. A d .  Stockh. IX. 49, Tab. 9. 
Stromnttw atoo-koiq Russell, p. 35. No. XLIV. Atoo Kok. 
Stromateua albuq Cur. R. A. 11. 213 (') 
Stromateus albus, Cur. and Val. IX. 388. 
Stromatsl~ atow, Cuv. and Val. 1. c. 389. 
Stromateua albus, Cantor, Ann. N8t. Hiat. IX. 15. 
Stromatew atow Richudson Report 1845, 273. 
Bawar or Bawd chirmiu of the Malays. 
Youmg. Head above and back reddish brown ; teat of the body ad 

.fins lighter, silvery, with A mixture of' ventral tint, lilac or blue ; d d  
-I, aud caudal with the margild half blaclirh ; everywhen .iJ 



b m m  dots of Merent sizes : the larger with a silvery point in the 
mtre. 

ddrlt. Head above, back and sides to the lahal  line deep neutral 
tint; rest of the body with a mixture of brownish grey with metallic 
&tion, lighter, dvery towards abdomen ; everywhere dotted ps the 
young ; large patches of milkwhite naked skin, where the saalee have 
disappeared ; fins silvery grey, marginal half blackbh ; cavity of the 
mouth and tongue pale bluish grey with brown dots, silvery in the centre. 
Iria reddiah silvery or copper-colonred, minutely dotted with brown. 
D 1/43 to 46, C I I+, A 11/39 to 42, P 26 or 27, Br. VI. 
Hn~x~.-Sea of Mabyan Penimla and Ie1and.n. 

Coromandel, Bay of Bengal, Ma-, Chum. 
TOTAL LBIGTB : 10 in&. 
The length of the head ie 4+ in the total, measured to the centre of 

the posterior margin of the caudal. The diameter of the eye is a little 
leas than + of the length of the head. The lower jaw projects a little 
beyond the upper : in both appears a single close series of excessively 
minute teeth. The thread-like lateral line, at the upper fifth of the 
body, follows the outline of the back to the termination of the dorsal 
h, from whence it proceeds straight, along the upper third of the tail 

to the caudal. The d e n  of the body are small, orbicular and so 
deeiduoar that the fish generally appears with large patchea of milk- 
white naked skin. The greatest vertical diameter of the body, fmm 
the middle of the point of the dorsal to that of the anal fin, exceeds by 
+ half tha total length. The pectorals are broad, pointed but not 
f d ~ t d ,  and project from the body ; their length is 3+ in the total. 
The length of the broad tria~~gulru caudal lobes equals that of the head. 
Both the d o d  and anal fin are preceded by four spines amplctely 
hidden by the integuments. As in Stromoteua jatolu, Linn6, and in 
8. argatewr, Bloch, the fleshy oesophagus is armed with numerous 
bony, barbed, opines or teeth. In the stomach of those examined ap- 
perred remains of fishes. This is par excellence the white pomfiet" 
of the Straits Settlelnents and Madras, " pample bknch" of Pondi- 
cberry. I t  ie justly renowned for itn flavour, but it requires to be 
freshly taken when used. In the Straits and on the Coromandel Coast 
it is abundant at all seasons. At the Sandheads in the Bay of Bengal, 
(21' N. I..) it occurs, but less numerously. Russell happened seldom 
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to see this species and considered it very inferior to the "Muk" 
(Strmatew niger, Bloch) or w#te pornfret," by which latter b 
sell means Stromatew wgmterrs, Bloch. (Rumell p. 34.) 

( ~ T R O M A T E U ~  ARQENTm6, B ~ o c ~ .  

Stromateua argenteus, Bloch, P1. 42 1. 
Stromateus argenteus, Shaw IV. 110. 
Stromateus argenteus, Russell p. 3 1, 35, No. XLII. Telh  Smdawa. 
Stromateus amdidus, Cuv. R. A. 11. 213 (') 
Stromatens candidus, Cuv. m d  Val. IX. 39 1. 
Stromateus argenteus, Cur. and Val. IX. 393. 
Stromateus secunfer, Cuv. and Vd. IX. 394, PI. 273 ( h n g . )  
Stromateus candidus, BQanger, 369, P1. 11. Fig. 2. 
Stromateus secorifer, Cantor Ann. Nat. Hist. IX 15. 
Stromateus securifer, Richardson Report 1845, 273. ' 
Stromateus candidus, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII. 4. 
Head above back and aides to the lateral line neutral tint with par- 

ple reflections ; aides of the head and body beneath the lateral 
silvery grey, everywhere with minute black dots, dbposed on the sidida 
of the occiput, and the upper half of the body so as to produce alterartc 
indistinct, blackish and silvery grey-undulating, irregular linea ; oo 

the upper part of the opercle an irregular black spot ; abdomen silvery 
white ; dors'al and anal silvery, minutely dotted with black so as ta 
render the point and marginal half bhk i sh  ; caudal and peetorah Id. 
lowish white, minutely dotted with black so as to make the posterior 
half and the margins blackish ; cavity of the mouth and tongue u h 
8. anenrir. Iris silvery, minutely dotted with black. 

D 9-1/39 to 43, C l7+, A 6-1/34 to 38, P. 25, Br. VI. 
H~sr~ . -Sea  of Malayan P e n i w h  and Ialanda. 

Malabar, Corommdel, Bay of Bengal, Mum,  Cb-3 
Java, Mdan. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 9 inch. 
The length of the head is 4+ in the total, measured to the centre d 

the posterior margin of the caudal. The diameter of the eye is 5) 
the length of the head. The muzzle is rounded protuberance w h a  
considerably projects beyond the mouth. Both jaws have r s i d e  

close series of excessively miuute teeth. The naked skin of the Pppa 



part of the head and the anterior part of the back is longitudinally 
wrinkled. The lateral line follows a similar course to that of 8. chi- 
&, and the scales of the body are equally deciduous. The points 
of the dorsal and anal are more falcated and as well as the lobes of the 
modal and the pectorals more elongated than in the former species. 
The length of the point of the anal, slightly exceeding that of the 
d a d ,  equals the pointed pectorals which as well 8a the caudal lobes 
are 4 of the total length. The greatest vertical diameter of the body 
between the commencement of the dorsal and anal fin, exceeds by $ 
half the total length. The dorsal fin is preceded by nine truncated 
processes of which each has one forwards and one backwards directed 
vine; the anal is preceded by six similar ones, differing, however, in 
baring the longer spine pointing backwards. In young individuals these 
apines are much more distinct than in the adult, and in thin stage the 
hh has been described as Stromatnrr secun7m.-Stronratew argen- 
ku, Euphdn,-Strorratew aeuleatur, Bloch-Schneider, is pro- 
bably .Lo the young of this species. In the adnlt fish the anterior 
two or three of the truncated dorsal processes are completely hidden 
by the integuments, and the rest are barely piercing the back, so IN to 
be more readily felt than seen. Although they escaped the observa- 
tion of Bloch, Russell correctly identified his No. XLII. Tellu Sari- 
b u ,  with Bloch's P1. 421. In the Straits Settlements ns well as at  
M b ,  a h  thii species is denominated the "white ponrfet." In 
& d a n c e  and excellence it vies with 8. rincnris. 

&ROMATXUS CINEREUS, B ~ o c ~ .  
Stromateus eiaerws, Bloch PI. 420. 
Stromateus einmus, 8haw IV. 109. 
Bnsaell XLV. Sudi hndawrrh. 
strOmteus 8ndis } Rnsrell p. 35., 
h m a t e u a  cinereus, 
Stromateus griseus, Cnv. R. A. 11. 213 (') 
Stromateus grisens, Cuv. and Val. IX. 395. 
Had above, back and sides to the lateral line lead grey ; cheeks and 

ope&a silve ry, slightly dotted with bhck ; an irregular black spot on 
t .  upper part of the opercle ; sides beneath the lateral l i e  ailvery 
g t q  ; abdomen silvery white ; dorsal and am1 ailvery gey, minutely 
dotted with black ; their elongated points and margins blackish ; caudal 



yellowish white, minutely dotted with black, margins and posterior pat 
of the lobes blackish ; pectorals buff, upper margin and posterior lulf 
minutely dotted with black ; cavity of the mouth and tongue M in 8. 
r i n d .  Iris silvery, orbital half lead grey. 

D 7 or &I139 to 41, C l7+, A 5-1/32 to 39, P 23 t~ 25, L.VI. 
H ~ s x ~ . - S e a  of bfdayan Peni~wka and I 8 l d .  

Coromandel, Bay of Bengal. 
Le@h of the body, .................... 4 inch. 

.......... . of the lower caudal lobe, 4 ,, 

TOTAL LEICSTH : 8 inch. 

The length of the head is of the total, measured to the oentra of 
the p te r io r  margin of the caudal. The dumeter of the eye m f d 
the length of the head. The muzzle forms n large rounded p b e  
lance projecting ovec the mooth. Each jaw h a  a cloae e u k  d emm- 
sively minute teeth. The lateral line k nituated as in 8. ekmh and 
argmtcwr. The scalea of the body are small, o rb idr r  d w d d u -  
m that the fish generally appean scaleleaa. The truncated pm 
~~ preceding the dmal  arrd anal fm resemble thorn of 8. rrgcr- 
tau, from which the present may readily be distinguishmi by the frr 
greater elongation of the lower lobe of the caudnl, and of the frlclrd 
point of the anal fin. The faleated point of the d o d  e q d  ihr 
length of the pointed pectorals, which are 2# in the total lclrgth. The 
upper caudal lobe is but -) of the lower, which equal8 the length dtbr 
body, the caudal not inclded. The length of the fdcated pobt of 
the anal fin in some individual8 equals the lower aaodal lobe, in 0 t h  

it is but # of the latter. The greatest vertical dumeter d tba body, 
between the commencement of the dorm1 and and fin, f 
half the total length. At Pinang this speoies is a* abundant u the 
preceding, but probably from its inferior size it is eoasided solw- 
what inferior in quality. At the Sandheada it o c c m  d y .  

GEN. CYRTUB, Block 1787. 
Body campm~red; back greatly elevated with mverd andl mb 

chnt h b h ~  in front of the doranl ; between the ventral8 on the p h  
a horjcoatrl, h c h r r d s  directed spine; scales a&vclj 
tnnmpuent ; r i b  dilated, convex, forming rings in aontwt 6th acb 
0th- a d  pmducing a conical oavity. 
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CYETUB INDICUB, Bl0~h. 

Kurtm indim, Bloch PI. 169. 
Kurtum indicns, Lind, Syst. 1 184. 1 (Female 1) 
Kurtua bbochii, LactSp, 11.5 16 and 5 1 7. 
Knrtna indicue, Shaw IV. 185, PI. 25. 
Berwll XLVIII. Somdrnm Kara Mooddee. (Mab ?) 
Kurha indicns, Cur. R. A. 11. 215. (Tunale P) 
K u r b  cornutus, Cv. 1. c. (Ma& 3) 
Kurtus blochii, Cuv. and Val. IX. 421, PI. 277. (Fennab ?J 
Kurtw cornutus, Cur. and Vd. IX. 426. (Mak?) 
K u r b  blochii Swainaon 11. 253. 
Kurtm blochii, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII. 4. 
Head above and body flesh-coloured, hemitransparent ; bnck minutely 

md elorcly dotted with black, forming immediately behind the occiput 
a luge ronnded spot, from which in some (the malesf) projects the 
bll, downwards arched, horn-like process ; operclea and jaws silvery, 
nith steel blue reflections ; abdomen silvery with roae-coloured, lilac 
md golden reflections ; pectorals md ventrals whitish, the rest of the 
h pde reddish or whitish yellow, minutely dotted with b h k .  I ru  
dvery, upper orbital matgin blackish. 

D 8-2/13, C 17% A 2/33 or 34, V IF ,  P 23, Br. VII. 
WIT.--8ea of Maloyan Peninrula a d  I a M .  

Java, Madura, Coromandel, Sandheads. 
TOT& &E?tQTH : 5 inch. 
The length of the head in a straight line from the aymphysin of the 

h e r  jaw, is $ of the total, measured to the centre of the posterior mar- 
gin of the audal, but taken obliquely upward8 to the mernbranoua 
+of the opercle, it is but $ of the total, and equda the depth at occi- 
put. The diameter of the eye is $ of the former length of the head. 
In  each jaw is a band of card-like teeth : in the upper immediately 
under the symphysis is a naked excavated space, which receives from the 
lowm a Eonespouding protuberance, covered with teeth ; on the vomer 
md the prktals appeam a aingle series of excessively minute velvety 
teeth. On the inferior margin of the preopercle appear three strong 
b.elrwds arched spines, of which the posterior ir the longeat and 
somewbat removed from the others. The angle of the opercle projects 

7 a 
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far back, and is excessively thin, membranous, supported by four orfiva 
backwards radiating rays, the points of which are exposed. In those, 
supposed by Cuvier to be males, projects irnmedmtely behind the occi- 

put a horn-like, compressed process, broad at the base, somewhat atte- 

nuated, but truncated at the apex. I t  is arched, placed horizontally, 
with the apex bent downwards. On the upper margin, close to the 
apex appear fout. minute spines. The two first dorsal spiny pmcesoe~ 
immediately behind the horn-like one, are very minute, triangular, with 
the point directed backwards ; the third is truncated with a minute spine 
in front and behind ; the fourth is much larger and consists of a forrrudr 
directed spine ; the succeeding four spines gradually increase and are 
all directed backwards. The dorsal fin ia preceded by two spincs of 
which the anterior is + of the second, which again is + of the length d 
the first ray. The greatest vertical diameter of the body, in front of the 
first dorsal ray, is 5 of the total length. Each of the broad, exantcd 
ribs, from the third to the fifteenth vertebra, serves to form a amial, 
funnel-shaped cavity, very pointed towards the tail. The broad ttunated 
lower extremity of each rib is striated, so ae to appear aa if fringed. 
The stomach is a rounded, rrther capacious sac, generally expanded b~ 
remains of Cmutprcea ; the liver ia small, divided in two lob- ; tbr 
gall bladder and the spleen excessively minute. The n r m w  inteatid 
canal forms two circumvolutions : its length is about + of the Le@h 
of the fish. In  .the Straib of Malacar and the Bay of Bapl 
as far as the moutha of the Ganges, it is excessively numeroua at dl 
seasons. Individuals with the horn-like process are far lens numerous 
than those without it. Large quantities are dried, and c o n d  by 
the natives of India. Plate 277 of Cnvier and Valenciennes repmusts 
the 0ah much too red. 

GEN. EOUULA, C u e  1817. 

Body compressed ; dorsal undivided ; snout greatly protract&; 
edges of back and abdomen dentated along the fins. 

EQUULA cnerLLA, Cuv. and Val. 

Swmbet equnla, Forskil, Faun. Arab, 58, No. 77. . 
Centrogrster equnla, Limn6 : Syst. 1337. 
C A o  poulain, Ladp. 111. 90. 
Rnrsell LXII. Tottah Kanh ? 
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Bcomber equuln, Shaw, IV. 596. 
Equulr atballa, Cuv. and Val. X. 73. 
Equula caballa, Biippell : Neue Wirbelth. Kwhe, 5 1. 
Equula caballa, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Qen. XXII. 5. 
Head above and back silvery pale green, minutely dotted with black ; 

the teat of the head and body shining silvery ; muzzle above greenish 
grey, minutely dotted with black ; dorsal and anal apinea pale silvery 
itridescent, and as well as their membranes sparingly dotted with 
black ; the base of the dorsal and anal membrane pale reddish yellow, 
the rest hyaline, the margin of the dorsal blackish ; caudnl yellowish 
white, minutely dotted with black, so M to render the posterior margin 
bhckish; ventrals white, reddish yellow at the base and with a few 
black dots; pectorals hyaline, blackish silvery outside along the mot, 
pn the inneraide and in axilla black. Iris silvery, orbital half blackish. 
D 8/16 or 7/17, C 17*, A 3/14 or 15, V 1/5, P 18 or 19, Br. V. 
Hra~~.-Sea qf Pinang, Singopore. 

Red Sea, Bombay, Malabar, Guam, Coromandel, Java, 
Sumbawa, Madura. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 6 incb. 
The length of the head is 3 j  in the total, to the centre of the 

cmudal margin; but with the muzzle protracted it slightly exceeds 
+ of the total. The diameter of the eye is 3 of the length of the 
bed. The narrow band of fine flexible teeth in the jaws, is almost 
Bid by tbe fleshy lips. The lower part of the protracted m d e  is 
eoaaidembly arched downwards. The greatest vertical diameter of the 
body, in front of the dorsal fin, is + of the total length. The second 
d o d  spine is broad, sabrelike, with a sharp edge, and on each aids 
nith a narrow longitudinal furrow. The second anal is shorter, 
but of the same shape. The anterior margin of the third and fourth 
dorsal, and of the third anal spine is toothed like a eaw. Both the 
doral, anal, and ventral spines have the posterior margin transversely 
rtrinted, a etluchre also observed in some speaes of the Genera 
dmm, Ladp. and C h d a ,  Buchnn, Ham. The succeeding species 

. of E m  present the enme structure of these organs. The length 

ofthe second dorsal spine equals that of the head, or 4 of the greatest 
r-1 w e t e r  of the body ; the third dorsal is ) shorter than the 
wnd .  The second anal spine is even broader than the second doreal,, 

7 P 2 
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but shorter, its length but dightly exceeding that of the third donrl. 
The third and is # of the second. In Epukr &atah (BW) 
( e n .  S& edenMw, B1och.-E. myma, Cnv. and Vd.) the 
two spines are of nearly e q d  length. At Pinurg ainglm indidrvlr 
u e  of rare occurrence. 

EQVULA BINDDO, Cnv. and Val. 

Bussell LXIV. Bindoo Karah. 
Equula bindw, Cuv. and Val. X. 78. 
Young. Head above and back silvery pale green, minutely dotted 

with black, so as to form a blackish line along the base of the doml; 
mt of the body shining silvery; upper part of opercle steel blue; 
dorsal fin hydie,  edged with black, upper third of the second, third, 
fourth and fifth dorsal spines bright orange; caudal pale y e U d  
minutely dotted with black, posterior margin blackish ; anterior third 
of aual bright yellow, the rent hyaline ; ventrJl and pectorals whitiah ; 
inside of the month and gill-covers dotted with black. Irh dwq, 
orbital half blackish. 
D 8 116, C l7+, A 3/14, V IF, P 15, Br. V. 
 HABIT.-^^^ of Pk~ftg. 

Coromandel. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 3 inch. 
The length of the head is 3 i  in the total to the centre of tbe d 

margin ; when the muzzle is protracted, it is &. The latter projab 
horirontally, forming a short tmncated cone. In both jam appar a 
single series of excessively fine setreeons teeth. The diameter of tb 
eye is & of the length of the head. The two small spinem abm tb 
anterior part of each orbit are strongly marked. The upper mvgin of 
the orbit ia very finely toothed, but all the cranial cmta u e  smooth. 
Rwsell'r remark, that the back before the dorsal fin feels smrkd to 
the finger, mnst therefore refer to the upper margin of the orbit. 
Between the interparietal crest and the h t  dorsal v ine  ap-I 
rmdler intempinal crest, the apex of which, however, doea not in tbir 
more than in the other species penetrate the integuments. lb 
greatest vertical diameter of the body, in front of the d o 4  fia, is + 
of the total length. The second do& rpine is + of the kt)cr, or 3 
of the greatest vertical diameter ; the third donrl spine h bat litth 
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hotter. The second anal spine eqnrls in length the second dorsal, 
but it is a little leas broad ; the third anal k q of the second. The 
r e n t d  fine are remarkably short ; their length equals the diameter of 
the eye ; their spine k distinct, but slender. A single individual WM 

obsersred at Pinang in April 1844. 

Russell LXI. Goomorah Karah. 
Eqanla splendens, Cuvier B. A. 11. 212 ( I ) .  

Eqnnla gomorah, Cnv. and Val. X. 80. 
Equda gomora, Riippell, Nene Wirb. Fische, 5 1. 

Head above and back pnle golden green, minutely dotted with black, 
forming a blackish line along the base of the dorsal fin ; rest of the 
body silvery satin; the muzzle minutely dotted with black ; a little 
above the lateral line an arched pale reddish line joining the posterior 
third of the lateral, which itself above borders a broad longitudinal 
pale reddish band ; cheeks and opercles shining silvery ; membrane of 
dorsal hyaline, the upper half between the second and sixth spine 
black 6 the rest edged with black ; caudal pale reddish yellow, minutely 
dotted with black; anal pale reddish yellow; ventds and pectorals 
white. Iris silvery, orbital margin black. 

D 8/16, C 17+, A 3/14, V IF, P 19, Br. V. 
H u s ~ ~ . - S e a  of Panang. 

Coromandel, Malabar, Red Sea. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 4 inch. 

The length of the head k 34 in the total to the centre of the caudal 
mugin; with the muzzle protracted, it is 3+. The latter project8 
very slightly downwards, forming a short truncated cone. The lips 
ua rather fieahy and hide the single series of fine setaceous teeth. 
The diameter of the eye k a little more than 4 of the length of the 
herd. The greatest vertical diameter of the body, in front of the 
d d ,  is 24 in the total length. The second dorm1 spine is + of the 
total length, a little less than + of the greatest vertical diameter ; the 
third dorsal h bat little shorter. Tb seeond anal spine is # of the 
second dorsal ; the third anal slightly shorter than the second. Single 
individds occur, but rarely, at Pinmg. 
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E ~ U V L A  DAURA, Cnvier. 
Russell LXV. Dlreer Karah. 
Eqnnla danra, Cnvier 8. A. 11. 212, (7. 
Eqnnla dacer, Cnv. and Val. X. 83. 
Young. Head above and back light greenieh grey, minutely duttd 

with black, forming a black line along the base of the dorsal ; mrt of 
the body silvery satin; between the occiput and dorsal fin a hrp 
triangular blackish spot, not descending to the l a t e d  line; from the 
posterior angle of the opercle to the caudal a pale yellowish longi- 
tudinal band ; cheeks and opercles shining rilvery, infraorbitals black- 
ish ; dorsal hyaline, upper half between the second and sixth spine 
blackish; caudal yellowish white, minutely dotted with black; d 
and pectorals hyaline ; ventrals white. Iris silvery, orbital half black. 

D 8/16, C 17+, A3/15,V I p s  P 19, Br.V. 
HABIT.-S~~ of Pil~ong. 

Coromandel, Ceylon. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 29 inch. 
The length of the head ie 39 in the total to the centre of the a d  

margin ; when the conical, slightly downwards arched muule is pro- 
tracted, it is 3-). The diameter of the eye is + of the length of the 
head. The greatest vertical diameter of the body is little less thro 
& of the total length. The second dorsal spine is 4: in the total 

length; the third is but little shorter; the second d h 3 of the 
second dorsal; the third anal ie + of the second. Single individda 
occur occasionally at Pinang. 

E a n n u  FILIGERA, Cur. and Val. 
Cuvier : Mem. du Mus. I. 402, PI. 23, Pi. 1. 
Equula filigera, Cur. and Val. X. 92, P1. 284. 
Eqnnh filigera, Swainson 11. 250. 
Head above and back pale greyish green, minutely dotted with brown ; 

rest of the head and body shining silvery; fins yellowish white; d d  
spines and their membranes, and the muzzle dotted with pale brown. 
Iris silvery, orbital margin blackish. 

D8/16,C 17+, A3/14,V IF, P 19,Br.V. 
HlsrT.-Sea of Yina fig, Malayan Penitamla, Singape. 

Molucetrs, Seychelles, Malabar, Ceylon. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 5 inch. 



The length of the head is a in the total to the centre of the caudal 
mugin ; with the protracted downwards arched muzzle it is +. The 
diameter of the eye is 3+ in the length of the head. The fleshy lip8 
entirely cover the narrow bands of setaceow teeth. The greatest 
vertical diameter, in front of the dorsal fin, slightly exceeds + of the 
total length. The second, slender, flexible dorsal spine h by + lesr 
thrn the greatest vertical diameter of the body ; the third is about ) 
of the length of the seoond anal; it slightly exceeds + of the second 
do- and is of equal bredth; the third am1 is % of the second. This 
@ea occurs, but not numerously, at all seasons at Pinang. 

EQWWLA INBIDIATBIX, (Bl~ch). 
Zene insidintor, Bloch, PI. 192, Fig. 2. 
Zens insiditor, Linn6, Syst. 122 1. 
Z6e rud, La*. IV. 575. 
Zeus inaidiator, Shaw IV. 284. P1. 41. 
Equula insidktrix, Cur. R. A. 11. 212 0. 
Equuk insidiatrix, Cuv. and Val. X. 98. 
Equula ineidiatrix, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII. 5. 
Head above and back metallio violet, paler on the sides towards the 

kbnl line ; rest of the head and body shining silvery ; head and back 
minutely dotted with black, forming a blackish line along the bare of 
the dorsal ; along the upper part of the sides nine or ten pale reddish 
b r m  vertical bands, esch consisting of three or four mund or irre- 
phr spob, descending a little beneath'the lateral line ; in some indi- 
d u d s  a blackish spot on the npper part of the opercle; from the 
lower part of the orbit doog the anterior margin of the cheek an 
oblique black line, bordered behind by a sulphurooloured one; fins 
hyaline ; caudal minutely dotted, dorsal edged with black ; cavity of 
the mouth minutely dotted with black; internal surfaoe of opercles 
mlphur-coloured, partially dotted with black. Iris silvery, orbital 
mugin black. 

D 8/16, C 17% A 3/14, V 1/5., Br. IV? 
HABIT.-SO~ of Malayan Pem'nmla and Ia&&. 

Snmt, Coromandel, Malabar, Bay of Bengal, Moutha of 
the Ganges, Jan,  Mulum. 

TOTAL LraeTa : 3$ inch. 
The length of the herd is + of the total to the centre of the poste- 
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nor margin of the caudal ; when the slightly aprrarde dincted t&&r 

mouth is protracted, it is j of the total. The lower m e n  of the 
preopercle, particularly the anterior part, ir finely yet distinctly a d .  

The diameter of the eye is 2+ in the length of the head. The gnrtat 
vertical diameter of the body, in front of the dorsal, is a little l w  thrn 
+ of the total length. The second d o d  rpiue is + of the 
vertical diameter of the body. The second anal spine is + of the mod 
dorsal ; the.third anal is + of the second, but much dendeter. Tbs 
ventral8 ue very short, their length romewhat less than the d b e t e r d  
the eye. The branchiortegoua membrane appears to have a fiAb 
e x d v p l y  minute ray. This species is at all season8 very abundmt 
in the S t rub  of Malawn, and numbers are dried and consumed by tbe 
natives. 

EQWULA LONGIMANA, Cantor. 
Head above and back lend coloured, minutely dotted with blvt 

along tbe dorsal fin; rest of the head and body ahining ail-, 1 

dightly iridescent ; where the opercle and preopercle join above a p p  ' 
a pale blackish spot; on the anterior part of the side between the 
commencement of the dorsal and the anterior third of the pectod, 
a large rounded bluish black npot ; fins hydine ; upper half of d d  
membrane, between the third and eighth spine, indistinctly spotted db 
pale brown. Iris silvery, orbital half black. 

D 10/15, C 17+, A 4/13, V IF,  P 13, Br. V. 
HABIT.-Sea of Malayan Psninnrkr and Idad#. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 4* hlch. 
The general form of the &h is elongatad oblong, the gnrtert d 

al diameter of the body, in front of the dorsal fin, being + of tbs 
total length, measured to the centre of the posterior mugin of tbs 
cmdal. The length of the head is 3+ in that & h c e  ; whm th 
very little d o w n d  protractile mouth is extended, it h +. lh 
cranial crests are short and less sharp than in the preceding speck 
No spines appear above the anterior part of the orbit. The dimam 
of tbe eye is 2+ in the length of the head. The lip6 are flahy, covering 
a nurow band of minute, recumour, setaceoue teeth, of which them am 
fewer in the lower than in the upper jaw. The operde tumioata 
behind in a very obtuse, membrurour angle ; it is joined to the wb- 
opercle by an oblique line i by a rerticrl to the preopede. The 13ts 
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is t r i ~ @ r ,  with the poaterim p u t  very thii ; the posterior matgin b 
smooth, not toothed, i b  asoendin~ portion b rertial, the lmer rounded, 
nearly horizontal ; the anterior mugin is thick, forming a broad, ~ b -  
+e line. The interopercle fib closely so as to cover the branchior- 
tcgow membrane ; its lower mugin b convex. The infmorbitals are 
mmpletely hid. The cheeks, M well M the rest of the head u e  cover- 
ed nith d m  like those of the body, but the opercles have a scaleless 
rppermoe. The indistinct lateral line follows the outline of the back 
dong the upper third of the body. I t  appears during life to be 
naked ; it is, however, covered with large rounded, diaphanous scales. 
They are deciduous, and the vertical diameter of the part exposed 
exceeds three to four times the horizontal. All the spine# of the fins 
u e  finely transversely striated, bat not toothed, and, except the sccond 
-1, remarkably slender, transparent. The fint d d  spine is aces- 
sively minute; tbe second is + of the third, the length of which 
&htly exceeds .) of the greatest ver t id  diameter of the body ; the 
fwrth and fiRh u e  but little shorter. The aeoond anal spine is $ of 
the accond dorsal, but much broader, sabre-like 8 the third anal is 9 of 
the seaond. The pectorals differ from those of all the other species by 
being very elongated and falcated ; they extend as far back as the poe 
terior third of the dorsal 6x1 ; their length is 3 of the total. The VUI- 

trals are less than of the pectorals. The caudal lobes qua l  the 
length of the head. The series of spines along the base of the domal 
md anal fin are very small. In the Straits of Malacca Lhie speaiem is 
very abundant at all eearons, and quantities, both fresh and dried, are 
mnmumed by the natives. 

GEN. GAZZA, RdippelZ 1836. 
Body compressed, with very minute scales ; mouth moderate, greatly 

protractile, with a single series of crooked teeth among which a few 
longer and strodger than the rest ; no teeth on the palatals nor vomer ; 
pnoperde with rr double margin ; the lower part of the external margin 
serrated ; otherwise remMing Equulu, but the series of spines along 
the b u e  of the dorsal and anal fins may be felt, not seen. 

G A Z ~ A  EQUtJLAEFORMIS, Riippell. 
Gwza equulaeformis, Riippell : Neue Wirbelth. Fische, 4, Tab. 1, 

Fig. 3. 
Herd above and back pale lead coloured, minutely dotted with black ; 

7 e 
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rest of head and body shining silvery ; muule and upper lip minutely i 
dotted with black, the cheeks with pale blue ; palate, floor of the month 
and internal surface of branchiostegons membrane minutely dotid with 
black ; dorsal and anal spines pale steel blue ; fin-membnnes hyalii; 
dorsal between the second and sixth spine minutely dotted with blreL, 
superior margin black ; posterior balf of caudal minutely dotted with 
black. Iris silvery, orbital margin black. 

D 8 p 6 ,  C 17+, A3p4 ,  V lp, P 160r 17, Br.V. 
I HanxT.-Sea of Parang, Malayan Penilldula, Singapore. 

Massaua (Red Sea.) 
TOTAL LENGTH : 4 inch. 1 
The length of the head is 34 in the total to the centre of the p& I 

rior margin of the caudal; with the mouth protractid it is +. The 
diameter of the eye ie + of the length of the head. Above the anterior 
partof the orbit appear two minute spines, and behind them the whole 
of tbe upper margin of the orbit is very finely toothed. The grrrtat 
vertical diameter of the body, in front of the dorsal fin, slightly d 
2+ in the total length. The second dorsal spine is 24 in the p t e s t  
vertical diameter ; the second anal is $ of the length of the second dor- 
sal ; third and is but slightly shorter than the second. The superior 
branchiostegous ray is closely adhering to the gill-cover ; the inferior, 
(the fifth,) is farther removed from the fourth than the other four am 
among themselves. In the Straits of Malncca this species ir v q  
numerous at all seasons, and forms like the rest an article of food. 

QEN. MENE, LacCpkde 1803. 
Mouth like that of Epuula, bat body more compressed; mugin of 

abdomen trenchant, very convex owing to the development of the sea- 
pular and peldc bones, throwing the ventral8 farther back t h ~  th 
pectorals ; profile of the back nearly horizontal. 

MENE MACULATA, (Bloch-Schneider.) 
Zeus maculatus, Bloch-Schneider, 479, 480, P1. 14, Pi. 2. 
Mene anne-caroline, L&p. V. 95, No. 6, P1. 22. 
Russell LX. Ambata Kntke. 
Mene maculata, Cur. and Val. X. 104, P1. 285. 
Mene maculata, Swninson 11. 251. 

Mene macdata, Temm. Schl. Fauna Japon. Ph. 127, PL L m  
pig. 5. 

Mene madata, Richardron, Report 1845, 276. 
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Herd above and back greenish lead coloured, paler on the sides 
towards the lateral line; rest of the body silvery satin ; above the 
L k n l  line one or two longitudinnl series of more or leas distinct, 
rounded, lead coloured spots ; beneath the lateral line two similar 
aeries ; jaws, cheeks and operclea ahining silvery ; dorsd pale olive 
greyiah, minutely dotted with black ; candnl silvery at the basq rest 
yellowish .white, minutely dotted with black ; anal silvery white ; ven- 
t d s  white; first, elongated ray, silvery at the base, rest blackish; 
pectorals hyaline ; lips blackish ; tongue, and internal surface of the 
month dotted with black. Iris eilvery, orbital margin blackish. 

D4/43,C l f# ,AAl ,V lp, P 16,Br. VII. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinang. 

Java, Coromandel, Japan. 
TOT* LENGTH : 5 inch. 
The length of the head is 3+ in the total to the centre of the p o s b  

nor margin of the caudal, with the muzzle protracted it is 23. The 
diameter of the eye is 3+ in the length of the head. The teeth are 
uceasively minnte, velvety : in the upper jaw their narrow linear band 
d d e n l y  widens towards the angle of the mouth. In the space be- 
tween the interparietal and the interspinal crest, in front of the dorsal 
fin, appear in succession three emdl flattened, lancet-shaped ossicles. 
The greatest vertical diameter of tbe body, in front of the dorsal fin, 
k a little less than + of the total length. In a solitary individual, ob- 
served in August 1845 at Pinang, the lateral l i e  presents the follow- 
ing appearance. The short anterior part, consisting of three rather 
krge tubes, rises nearly vertically, when it turns backwards under a 
nurly ri%ht angle, and proceeds very close to the back towards the 
origin of the dorsal, where it suddeirly disappears. A similar line, but 
formed of much smaller tubes, commences on the upper fifth of the 
brek, opposite the eighth dorsal ray, and proceeds, deviating a little . 

-obliquely upwards, to the thirty-first dorsal ray, where it suddenly 
terminates. The length of the first ventral ray is 2* in the total 
length. The pectoral rays am remarkablj broad, comprersed, parti- 
d u l y  the m n d  which resembles the blade of a ~ b w .  
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FAM. CHETODONTIDA!. 

G m .  CHETODON, (drtedi) In'nnd 1748. 
Teeth of the jaws slender, flexible and close like the hairs of a brnsh ; 

mouth very small, slightly or not at all projecting ; body elliptical or 
nearly orbicular ; caudal fin truncated ; 12 or 13 dorsal, 3 anal opines; 
dorsal spines and rays continued in a nearly uniform curve ; branchi- 
oategow rays six. 

CHBTODON PRZTEXTATUS, Cantor. 
Plate 111. 

Head as fat as the eedput, gill-coten and t h t  black; on tbs 
chin a rounded white epot ; a white band round the throat to tbe 
angle of' the mouth ; a second, also encircling the throat, obliquely 
upwards and forwards in front of the eye acrols the forehead i r third, 
narrow, backwards arched white line on the forehead between the 
eyes ; n broad white band ~nrrounding the chest, narrowing u it ver- 
tically uoends between the preopercle and the eye, md continuer to r 
little in front of the first dorsal spine 3 body and the sady part of tk 
dorsd and anal fin light greyish brown ; each d e  minutely dotted 
with black, and on the body with a short central dark bar, reflecting r ' 
aeries of parallel lines ascending obliquely backwards 3 d d  a p h  
vermilion, their membrane light greyish brown ; margin of the sofr fin 
black (the very point of the rays colourless,) beneath bordered by r 
narrow white line, under which a broad vermilion band, g r a d d j  
widening backwards j in some the latter is placed immediately un& 
the black margin, and longitudinally divided by a narrow white liut 3 

on the anterior half of the caudal n vertical vermilion b d ,  next 8 

narrower black, behind which the rest of the fin is white ; uul rpina 
light brownish grey, membrane black ; margin of the SOB put bLeL 
(the very point of the rays colourless,) bordered above by a bmd 
crescent-shaped vermilion band ; ventrals black ; pectorr3s bromiah a 
blackiah at the root; the rays brownish white, membrane tMI+ 
Iris milky white or M. 

D 12/26, 27 or 28, C 174, A 3/20, 21 or 22, V Ifi, P 15 a 16, 

Br. VI. 
H~sr~.-Sea of Pittang. 
TOTAL LENBTE : 5+ in&. 



The outline of the much comprersed body ir broad ovd, deeply 
mruginatrd behind by the three vertical fin8 ; the profile deaoends 
nearly rtraight from the d o r r a l 5  to the narrow, slightly elongated mlu- 
de. The g n a t e ~ t  vertical diiameter of the body, taken from the root of 
the 7th domnl spine, is .) of the total length. The length of the head, 
nearly equalling the height at the occiput, is about $ of the total 
kngth ; the eye is rituated a little above the centre of the longitadind 
diameter, but in the centre of the greatest vertical diameter of the head ; 
ih  diiameter in of the length of the head. The mouth is slightly 
protractile, very small, the cleft being + of the length of the head ; the 
teeth are normal ; the noltrilr open near the anterior part of the orbit ; 
tbe preopercle is nanow ; near the angle are a few indistinct crenula- 
tims ; the opercle terminates in a rmall flat membranous point. The 
black ocular band is in front bordered by the recond white bmd, 
which obliquely encircles that part of the head ; behind by the porte- 
riot white bmd, which from the chert proceeds vertically over the 
preopercle to a little in front of the anterior dorsal spine. As the pro- 
6le of the head is sloping, the black ocular band is nenrly threesided, 
much broader above than below the eye. The dorsal spines gradually 
increase in length till the fifth which, an well aa the rest, is nearly 
equal # of the length of the head ; the two anterior spines are exposed ; 
the rest become gradually covered with scales which spread in m ob- 
lique uched line, so as barely to leave the points of the three laat spines 
riible ; the loft portion is gently arched, ecaly, highest in the middle, 
where the rays slightly exceed'the length of the fifth spine. The 
lmgth of the caudal fin is a little more than 4 of the length of the 
head ; the posterior margin is straight when at rest, but rounded when 
expanded, and then more than double the length of the fin ; the ante- 
rior ) are covered with sealer. The anal commences opposite the 8th 
or 9th dorsal ray ; the anterior opine i s  jt of the second and third, 
which in length equal the fifth dorsal ; they are gradually covered with 
sales, so that of the last one third only is exposed ; the soft part is 
mnnded, rcaly, its highert elevation in the middle equalling that of 
h e  dorml. The ventrals commence opposite the, termination of the 
m t  of the pectonlr ; the length of the spine is 4 of that of the head, 
lad # of that of the ibrt ray ; above the root of each ventral appem r 
brocld pinted wale. The length of the pectorda M a little more than 



+ of the total. The scales of the body are rounded, higher than Ion& 
oiliabd ; those of the lateral line much smaller than the rest and nmly 

triangular ; the line itself ascends backwards till opposite the 1 I th dor- 
sal spine, from whence it descends, closely following the back ta Be 
termination of the soft dorsal fin. The lateral line followa a similar 
course in Chcetodon reticulatuu, Cuv. and Val. Of the present speck 
two were observed at Pinang in May 1845, and in June eleven rere 
takeu together in a fishing net, all nearly of equal size. The 
fishermen asserted the fish to be an excellent article of food, but 
of rare occurrence, and not to attain greater dimensions. Like other 
species of this and the neiphbouring genera, the present expires imm+ 
diately, when removed from ite element. I t  appears to be allied to 
C. reticulatw and C. lunula, Cuv. and Val. 

GEN. CHELMON, Cuuier 1817. 
Muzzle excessively long, slender, formed by the horizontally elon@ 

ed intermaxillary bone and the lower jaw, both of which haw OW 

hnlf or two thirds united by a membrane, so as to reduce the mouth to 
a small horizontal cleft at the extremity of the cylinder ;.teeth in both 
jaw8 fine, velvety ; in other respects like Chletodm. 

CHELMON EO~TRATUS, (Lind.) 

Seba. 111. P1. 25, Pig. 17. 
Chsetodon rostratus, Lin. Mus. A d  Fr. I. 61, Tab. 33, Fig. 2. 
Chsetodon rostratus, Linn$ Syst. 1244. 
Jacuhtor, Schlosser : Phi .  Transact, 1764, 39, PI. 9. 
Chsetodon rostratus, Bloch. P1. 102, Pig. 1. 
Chsetodon enceladus, Bhaw : Nat. Misc. 2, P1. 67. 
Chsetodon rostratus, (Jhaw IV. 337, PL 47. 
Chelmon rostratus, Cnv. R. A. 11. 190. 
Chelmon roetratus. Bennett : Life of U e a ,  689. 
Chelmon rostratus, Cuv. and Val. VII. 87. 
Qround mlour of body and fins silve ry, with one frontal and fire vet- 

tical, lateral bands ; all, except the fihh, orange or brownish ochreol~ 
edged with blackish brown, outside of which with white; the f1011d 
band along the profile of the head to the point of the elongated muzzle; 
the first lateral from the occiput through the iris to the thrort ; 
aecond from between the first and aecond dorsal spine over the opcde 
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in front of the pectoral to the abdomen in front of the ventrals ; the 
thud from the sixth and seventh dorsal spine down to the anus ; the 
fourth, the broadest, from between the ninth spine and the tenth dorsal 
ny to between the third anal ; within this band, at the base of the 
wft dorsal, a rounded black spot edged with white ; the fifth, in &out 
of the caudal, black with white margins. The soft dorsal and and 
with a black mugin, the base of which bordered by a white line en- 
closed between two black ones ; the anterior half of the caudal pde 
ochreous, the rest ~rs well as the pectorals and ventrals white, the latter 
minutely dotted with black. Iris pale golden orange, longitudinally 
divided by the ocular band. 

D 9/29, C 17#, A 3/20, V IF, P415, Br. V. 
 BIT.-&?^ of &gapwe, M ~ ~ U C C U .  

Sea and rivers of Java, Sumatra. 
TOTAL LZNGTH : bt'inch. 
Numbers were observed in May 1840, at  Singapore; they were, 

however, all dead, and their colours apparently somewhat faded. The 
fish is considered excellent by the natives, and eaten both fresh and 
dried. At lbIalacca it appears to be of rare occurrence, and at Pinang 
no specimen was observed during upwards of four years eearch. The 
fishermen judging from a drawing, asserted that they were acquainted 
with the species, but they invariably brought Plotax ocellatw, Cnv. 
and Val. instead, which iu colours and their peculiar distribution, 
certainly offers a remarkable resemblance to the present species. 

GEN. DIPHREVTLR,* Cantor. 
(Equivalent to HENIOCHUB, Cuuier.) 

The anterior dorsal spines rapidly increasing in length, the third or ' 

fourth Glamentous, sometimes double the length of the body, resem- 
bling a coach-whip ; scales large. 

DIPHRPVTPS MACItOLkPIDOTV8, (LiIIn6.) 
Chsetodon macrolepidotus, Linn4 Syst. 1247. 
Chaetodon macrolepidotns, Bloch, P1. 200, Fig. 1. 
Chsetodon bifasciatus, Shew 1V. 342. 
Heniochm macrolepidotus, Cw.  R. A. 11. 19 1. (') 
H e n i d u s  macrolepidotus, Cuv. and Val. VII. 93, PI. 176. 

* ~ r g p d s ,  n clmiotesr. Subrtituted for Renioehur, Curier 181 7, pre-wupied 
by H e a k L ,  Hiibncr 1816. (Lcpidoptera.) 



Heniochur mrmolepidotur, Temm. .ad W l .  P. J. Pk. 82, Tab. 
XLIV. Pig. 1. (P0my.J 

Henioahus macrolepidotus, Richardson, Report 1845, 246. 
Ymng. Ground colour of the head and body milk-white ; on B 

upper part of the muztle, as far as the anterior opening of the noatrilq 
a rmall black rectangular band ; between the eyes across the folzhad, 
a backwards pointing angular black band ; a broader, comprising tho 
three anterior and in some the root of the elongated fourth d a d  
spine, proceeds obliquely downwards over the side and posterior part 
of the opetcle, from whence it becomes broader, spreading in frmt 
over the ventrals, behind over the spinous part of the and, edging the 

soft part ; a posterior black band, partially covering the 5th, 6th, 7th 
and 8th dorsal spine, proceeds obliquely backwards over the side corer- 
ing the posterior half of the soft anal. The fourth elongated, flexih, 
dorsal spine and its membrane milk-white, miiutely dotted with black ; 
rest of the dorsal, the caudal and pectoral fins bright gamboge or 

citrine. Iris gamboge, blackish towards the orbit, divided by an ob 
lique black band, appearing as a continuation of the angular one d 
the forehead. 

D 11/25or26,C 17+, AA/l8or 19,VI/aYP17,Br.V.  
 HABIT.--^^^ of Pinang, 8ingapore, Malayan Peninauk. 

Manilb, Molucc~, New Guinea, Celebes,. Ceylon, Pod-  
cherry, Isle of France, Mauritias, Mozambique, Japan. 

TOTAL LENGTE : 6 inch. 
Solitary young individuals, not exceeding the length given, occur at 

d l  seasons at Pinang. 
GEN. ILARCHIS,* Cantor. 

(Equivalent to EPHIPPUB, CuwiCr.) 
Body oval or nearly orbicular ; dorsal fins two, or one deeply ~IIW 

ginated between the spinous and soft portion ; the former not c o d  

with scales, capable of reclining in a groove, formed by the skirr of tbc 
back ; anal spines three ; pectorals oval. 

ILARCHES osars, (Bloch). 
Chsetodon orbii, Bloch, Tab. 202, Fig. 2. 
Chaetodon orbis, Linn6, Syst. 1244. 

* I A ~ S ,  commrndw of n troop. Sabatitmted for Bphippu, C a d  l8fO~ 
pre-occupied by Bphippium, htreille 1802 (Diplam.) 
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Chaetodon orbq M p .  1V. 458,491. 
Chaetodon orbis, Shaw, IV. 339. 
Ephippue orbia, Cuv. R. A. 11. 19 1 (?. 
Ephippns orbis, Cnvier and Val. VII. 127. 
Ephippas orbib, Swainson, 11. 213. 
Ephippus orbis, Richardson &ep. 1846, 245. 
Head above and back light greyiah green; sidm and abdomen 

silvery with pale lilac lastre;. fin-membranw tnnaprvent, minutely 
dotted with black, giving the marginal half a blackish appearance; 
dorsal and d spines and their membraaea, pale silvery, the n y s  
pllorrirh white. Iria pale golden, minutely dotted w i t h  bkck. 

D 8-1/19, C 17#, A 3/16, V lp, P 19, Br. VI. 
H~~rr . -8ea  of Pinany, Bingapre, Malayan P e r t i d .  

Malrbmr, Trmquebu, Pondiiherry, Indian and China Sus. 
Total length : 5+ inch. 
The greateat vertical diameter of the herd exceeds by 4 ita length, 

which u a little leaa than ) of the total ; the greatest vertical diameter 
of the body ia 1+ in the total length. The young individuals, like thole 
of Ilurcher fabet, (Brouas.) are of a leas orbicular outline than the 
adult, their greateat vertical diameter being + of the total length. On 
erch aide of the centre of the upper jaw appears a small pore, and oa 
each side of.the qmphysia of the lower two dmilar, the one placed 
a little in front of the other. There is besides a larger pore or some- 
timer two on each branch of the lower jaw. The p t e r i o r  margin of 
the caudal fin is not straight, but convex in the centre, above and 
below which it ia slightly concave. In the yonng the colour of the 
dad membrane, particularly the upper half of the so& the and and 
the ventral is of a deeper black than in the adnlt. Although indivi- 
darrb aocur at Pinang at all reasons, they are not numerous. The fish 
tboagh bony, and conridered inditremt, ia by the natives consumed 
both fresh and dried. 

QEN. H a n m c a ~ ~ u m , *  Cantor. 
(XMvalent to DBEPANIE, Cue. and Val.) 

Ptdoral fins elongated, faloiform, nearly reaching the base of the 
add; outline of the body h o s t  qnrdrangalu. 

* -h, rtbC ; xeb, h d .  Snbatitntcd for Drapac, Cnr. nnd Val. 1831, 
p ~ ? - m p m d  by Drrporo, SohrrnL 3802 (tlpfdopt~wa.) 

7 H 



HABPOCEIBUB PUICTATUB, (Linnd). 
Chaetodon punchtus, LiunB: 8yrt. 1243. 
Chetodon faucheur, Ladp&de. 
Chaetodon punctatns, &w, N. 365. 
Russell LXXIX. Latte. 
Ephippus panctatus, Cuv. B. A. 11. 191 ('1. 
D r e p e  puncbta, Cuv. and Val. VII. 132, PI. 179. 
Drepme punctata, Swainson 11. 213. 
Drepane punctnta, Itichardmn, Report 1845, 245. . 
Drepana punctata, Bleeker : Verb. Bat. Om. XXII. 5. 
Head and body iridexent rilvery ; the creat from the ooripat to die 

dorsal fin blackish; the upper half of the sides with more or kr 
regular vertical seriee of small black spots ; in some r mull bW 
#pot in the axilia, in others a single oblique aeries of rpob at the br / 
of the soft dorsal ; spiner and rays pale rilvery, the anterior nurginr d 

portion silverp, the marginal minut$y dotted with black, in some 4- 
I the first dorsal ray black ; fin-membraner whitirh trmrpumt, the d y  
I 

cieutly atrong to impart a blackiih appearance to the muginrlhrlE. 
Iris silvery.. 
D &IF0 or 21, C 17#, A 3/17, V 1/5, P I7 or 18, Br. VI. 
B[~BIT.-~L?~ a d  eatuariu Pinany, Malayan Pcrrinnla, Sirg.pa 

Coasts of N e w  Holland, New Qrrinea, Southern coda d 
China, Java, Celebes, Mdurq Bay of Be+ Gang& 
eatlllirh, Malabar. 

TOTAL LENQTH : 1 f00t 5 hch. I 

The body nppe~rs to become elongated with age : iu the dol t  tbs 
diameter from the angle of the back to that at the commmcement d ~ 
the anal fin is about + of the length of the body, the caudal not in- 
cluded. In  the young it is something more than # of that dirtrna 
In  the my young individnala the occipital m a t  is dmticol.tcd, ad 
they ate nt all seasons numerous at h g ,  k t  lvge individuals 
rarely. In  the largest obsmed, the length of which is given abom 
rounded protuberance of the skull between ths qea in very kg d 
prominent, and the roots of the four central caudal n y r  are caLaad 
and joined together without my i n t c r d n t e  mcmbme. A a i m h  
enlargement of the occipital crert m d  some of the bona occurs in add 
individuals of PZatan artkitiewr, Cm. and Vd. The preat~t speck 
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is bony and inripid. I t  is, however, a t e n  by the ll~tivea in its fresh 
and dried rkte. 

H ~ a m c a r a n r  LoNarmAnnr, (Blooh-&hnei&r.) 
Cluetodon longimanns, Bloch-Schneider, 231. 
Rnamell LXXX. Terln A. 
Rnmell LXXXI. Terlr B. 
Ephippus longimannq Cuv. R. A. XI. 19 1 C). 
Drepane longimam, Cnv. and Val. VII. 133. 
Dceplne longimam, Richardson Report 1845, 245. 
Young.-Head and body iridescent rilvery ; the meat f m  the oc- 

aput to the dorsrl iin blackish ; the upper half of the s ida with four 
or five vertioal, more or leas digtinct, lead co loud  bmdr. P i  like 
a. pmctahrr. Ith rilve ry. 

dcFuIt.-Body uniformly iridescent ailvery ; rest like the young. 
Number of 6n rays like 8. punctahu. . 

hm.-Sea  and rtuariea of A'nang, Malayan Pm'nrvla, Singa- 

pot** 
J a n ,  Bay of Bengd, Qangetic eatuariee, Malnbu, China 

Seas. 
TOTAL LlneTH : 8# inch. 
Except the colonrs, no external chnraeter can be migod to dltin- 

p i a h  the two rpeoies, but anatomical Merences have been pointed 
out by M. M, Cnvier and Valencienner. Lnrge individlulr are r m l y  
seen at Pinmg, but there, aa in the mouths of the Ganges, young ones 
are very nnmeronr. During life or shortly after deatb, none of tho- 
a.mind p m t e d  the red eolour described by Russell. 

GBN. CACODOXUB,* Cantor. 
(Z?pviaolmt to SCATOPRAQU~, C d e r  and Paleneimnea.) 

Four anal, eleven doreal rpiner ; scaler excessively emall. 
CACODOXUB ARQUB, (Linn6.) 

Chcetodon argus, Linn6, Syst. 1248. 
Cbeetodon a r p ,  Bloch, Tab. 204, Pig. 1. 
Chletodon a r p ,  Shaw, IV. 332. 
Rome11 LXBVIII. Chibillw. 
Cbeetodon ~~, B u c k .  Hamilton, 122, 372, PI. 16, Fig. 4 1. 

ill-reputed. Substituted for 8mfoph.gw, Cur. md Val. 1831, 
POCQW by BcJSPWa, MOigm 180% (Dipkn.) 
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Ephippus a res ,  Cuv. R. A. 11. 19 1. 
Chetodon atromaculatur, Bennett : Ceylon No. 18. 
Scatophagua argus, Cur. and Val. VII. 136. 
8catophagua argue, Richardmn Report 1845, 245. 
Scetophagns rugua, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Q e a  XXII. 5. 
Head above and back silvery blackish or brownish green, or parple, 

lighter on the sides ; abdomen whitish or yellowiah ; back and aide 
and in some the operclee, with blrckishbr brownish spots, in form, 
number and aige liable to individual vuiatiooa ; d o d  ud d spine 
and mambnsw rilvery, minutely dotted with, blaak, imputing (o the 
latter a more or less intenre mlour ; d o d ,  audal  and a d  rap of 
the ground mlour of the body, their membrancn more or l e ~  i n t i  
black, with or without aome smaller spots like those of the body; 
vent& grepiah or whitieh, minutely dotted with black ; pcebnl, 
whitish. Iria brown or blackbh with a nurow golden circle r o d  thc 
pupil. 

D 10-1/18, C 17+, A 4/14, V l b ,  P 18, Br. VI. 
Hr~rr.-E~lhrrn'ca and reo 4/ Pinav, Malayan Pcrinnla, fhp 

pwe. 
Malabar, Ceylon, Bay of Bengal, Gangetic artPuiu, Jam 

Celeb ,  Madun, Moluccas, Chion Sea. 
TWAL LrltarH : 10 inoh. 
The young are generally of more brilliant coloum ; in one fiLan m 

the Joomnb, one of tbe moaths of the Qanges, the d o r d  rpiwr ad 
ventral h a  were of a d e q ~  red. At Piing thia a p k  is oot W 
numerous. I t h  a t a n  by the natives, thongh many reject it a 
connt of it8 reputed diagnstiq habits. In  w v o d  examined in* 
ertnarier of the Ganger, and at P i  the stomach aonfsiebd 4 
of amall fishes d crnshcm. According to Bennett, it L ia CcJh 
angled on hooks baibed with a kind of rsa-weed (" Pendah,") of& 
this fish appear8 to be particalarly fond. 

Grlo. Ho~acmaoa, h&p&ie 1802. 
With r large backwards pointed epine at the angle of the p r c o p d  

the margins of which u e  toothed. 
HOLACANTEVS AnNULAnlr, (Bl~eh.) 

Cblatodon mnnluL, Blooh. Tab. 216, Fig. 2. 

Chsetodon annularia, L i d :  Syrt. 1262. , 
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Bolacanthe nnneau, LadpMe IV, 526, 533. 
Chetodon annulnris, Shaw, 1V. 330, P1. 47. 
Bumell, LXXXVIII. 8 h i  Tchapa. 
Hokcrnthur mnuhris, Cuv. R. A. 11. 192 C). 
Holacanthus annnlaris, Cur. and Val. VII. 178. 
Ground colour of the body and fins light brown with golden lustre, 

darker on the head; external half of soft d o d  md anal blackish; 
d m  of the body with a central b lachh spot; at a little dis- 
turce above the rhoulder and opercle a ring of deep blue, internally and 
externally edged with black ; on the body a number of similarly 
colonred obliqne, slightly amhcd bands : the anterior, from the 7th dor- 
sal aihe, obliquely downwards, termiuating a little below the ring; 
the second from the 10th dorsal spine ; the third from the 4th dorsal 
nj joins the termination of the trro preceding band# ; the succeeding 
ndiate from about the 5th dorml, ekeh describing a larger uch, 
the fourth terminating opposite the point of the opercle; the iifth 
in the Pxilla, the sixth, seventh and eighth, w h i i  latter passes 
dong the base of the a d ,  terminate behreen the root of the 
pectoral and ventral ; the ninth passea vertically in front of the 
add fin, spanning the eott anal; the tenth and elerenth follow 
the come the ninth. Prom the orbit a short horizontal blue black 
edged band, which on the opmle divider in three branches, of which 
the lower paaser obliquely dorm to meet the fourth of the body; fmm 
the noatdm to the upper part of the pnopsrcle another horixoutal 
bmd. Dord and anal opines white, covered by the brownish mem- 

j caudal8 ventral and pectoral rays, light yellowish brown, mem- 
bnas dark brown; the brge preopercular epine white, the ehallow 
groove on the e x t e d  rnrlaa filled with a brown membrane ; to the 
*hdy convex upper margin in attached a b W ,  loow membrane. 
Irk brownirh golden8 the orbital half speckled with Mack. 
D 13/!22,C 17\,A3/21,V IF, P. 18,Br.VI. 
HABIT.-S~~ of Pinang. 

Moluecrs, MaLceq Pondicherry, Viagapatam. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 1 foot. 
In November 1843 a single individual mu observed at Pinang. 

Prom the deacriptione and 6gurea publirhed, it appears that the num- 
ber and dirkibatim of the ban& are liable to individual variations. 
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In the one exrmined, the length of the entire fourth dorsal rag 
did not exceed that of the firrt ventral, whereas it commonly pmj& , 
beyond the caudal fin. The figure of Rossell is defective in not 
representing the loose membrane attached to the superior eonart 
margin of the large. spine, nor the dentitioar of the m a e s  of the 
preopercle. 

GEN. PLATAX, Cuvier 1817. 
Teeth setaceous, external seriea trilobate ; body very c o m p r d  

and high; dorsal spines few, hid in the anterior margin of the fin; 
anterior ray8 of dorsal, anal and ventnl fin8 elongated, in some Worm. 

PLATAX VEBPLBTXLIO, (Bloch). 
ADULT. 

Chaetodon vespertilio, Bloch. PI. 199, Pi. 2. 
Chaetodon vespertilio, Linn6, Syrt. 1257. 
Chaetodon veaptrtilio, Shaw, IV. 344. 
Plater vespertilio, Cm. R. A. 1817 11. 334, ("). 
Platar vespertilio, Rilppd : Atlas, 143 (Veneichniss) Note 5. 
Platar veepertilio, Cuv. R. A. 1829, 193, ('). 
Platax blochii, Coo. and Val. VII. 22. 
Phtax respertilio japonicns, Temm. and 6chl. Faun. Jap. Pi- 83, 

Tab. XLIII. 
Platax vespertilio, Richardson, Report 1845, 245. 
Platex blochii, Bleeker : Verb. Batav. Qen. XXII. 5. 
Head and body pale bluish ailvery brown, lighter on the cheeks, 

opercles, throat, sides and abdomen ; the scales minutely dotted md 
edged with blackish brown, and sometimes with a few scattered d 
dark spots on the rider ; the ocular, pectord and caudal bad indb- 
tinct; basal half of dorsal and anal fins like the body; u p p  half 
blackish ; the rays whitish ; caudal pale greyirh transparent ; p&or 
margin blackish ; rentrals blackish ; pectoral rays brownbb yellow, 
with a broad brownieh band at the base. Ir is  b r o w  golden, verti- 
cally divided by the ocular band. 

D 5/36,37, 38 or 39, C. 174, A 3/25,26,27 or 28, V 1/5, P 17 a 

18, Br. VI. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinang, Malayan Peninnrla, S + w e .  

Isle of France, Red Sea, Ceylon, Bay of Ben& Chior 
Sea, Japan, New Guinea, Amboina, Jam, M d u n  

TOTAL LENGTH : 7 inch. 
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The greatest height* of the body is a little less t h  # of the total 
length or equal the distance from the symphyi  of the lower jaw to 
the termination of the dorsal and anal fins. 

Yourno.--VAR. A. 
Seba 111. 25, Fig. 15 1 
Cbaetodon pinuatus, Linub : Mus. A. F. P1. 33, Fig. 69 
Cbatodon pinnatua, Linn$ Syst. 124 1 2 
Chaetodon vespertilio, Bennett : Ceylon No. 5. 
Pla tu  ehrenbergii, Cnv. md Val. VII. 221. 
Plakx ehrenbergii, (Syn. vespertilio) Riippell: N. W. Fieche, 33. 
P h t u  ehrenbergii, Richardson, Report 1845, 245. 
Bead, body, dorsal and ventral fins light rust-coloured, or reddish 

ochre, lighter on the sides and abdomen, minutely dotted with black ; 
on the forehead above the centre of each orbit a brown dot; from the 
occiput through the irir to the ventral spine a more or less distinct, 
often interrupted, blackish blown band ; traces of a recond such from 
the anterior dorsal epine to the pectoral fin ; in some a blackish spot 
.t the base of the anterior dorsal fin and a corresponding smdler at 
the base of the anal ; a blackish spot at the termination of the base 
of the dorsal and anal fins; caudal pale reddish yellow with a vertical 
reddirh brown band at the base ; pectorals pale yellow, in some with a 
brownish lime along the base. Iris golden of the ground colour of the  
body, vertically divided by the ocnlar band. 

Total length from 1) to 4+ inch. 
YOUNG.-VAR. B. 

W i g  No. 199, Cambing. 
Vdentyn No. 62. 
Renard PI. 24, Fig. 129. 
P h t u  albipnnctatus, Biippell : Atlns, 69, Tab. 18, Fig. 4. 
P h b x  guttulatus, Cur. B. A. 11. 193 (I). 
P h b x  gattalatas, Cuv. and Val. VII. 227 Pl. 186. 
Platas vespertilio, Rlippell : Neue Wirbelth. Fische, 33. 
Head and body pale rilvery chocolate coloured; cheeks, opercle, 

throat and abdomen bluish white ; on the forehead above each orbit a 
brown dot; from the occiput through the iris to the ventrals, a 

* h the prerent and in the t r6  ~nccceding species, it ia calcslated from the first 
dorlrl to the fimt anal vine.  
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continued or intermpkd dark brown band, or tight brom nith duk 
e d p  ; from the lmt  dorsal spine to the pectoral mom or less ditind 
traces of a recond band; on different parts of the body some sattend 
pearl-coloured spots, with dark brown edges and of irregular ahpe ; 
bsse of dorsal and anal of the ground-colour of the body ; Rat of their 
membranes bluish white dotted with black ; thek mugins blmkirh ; 
rays light greyish; base of the c ~ ~ Q l  of the ground-eoloru of the 
body with a vertical, forwards arched, dark brown band; m t  of the fin 
pale yellow ; ventral8 blackiih ; the fifth ray aod it8 membrane whitirh, 
minutely dotted with brown; pe~braL yellowish white. Irb p& 
chocolate coloured, with a n a m w  golden ring, vertidly intern by 
the ocular band. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 1+ to 3$ inch. 
In individuals of the given dimendona, the great& height quala 

the length of the body to the centre of the dark band on the a d d  
fia, or it is about leu than the total, The elongation of the anterior 
dorsal, and and ventral rays M liable to individual vuirtiom, the 
m d m n m  of the two former flns not exceeding + of the greatert *hi 
of the body. The ventnls nevu exceed jt of the gmteot height. 
On each side of the lower jaw appear three minute distant p o w  In 
the early sge the teeth of the two or three external aerier M trikhte, 
but they beoome blunter with ige. At Pinang young ind iv idd  rith 
pearl-coloured spote, appear to be of rarer occurrence th.a the h e m .  

- 
The intestinal canal is nearly twice the length of the fish ; of tha 

five csecopyloric appendages the three larger are of nearly qd 1eag.h; 
the other two are very minute; the air-vesael is lmceolate, my 
thin, pearl coloured. In individuals of all ages the stomach conkind 
remains of fishes and crustnoen. Dr. ILilppell addo Plot- guyradi, 
Cuv. and Val. (VII. 216) to the synonymen of the pment species. 

PLATAX T r n u ,  (Forskil). 
Chretodon pinnab, Chinens. Lagorstr. No. 25? 
Cheetodon teira, ForskHI, 60 No. 82, Tab. XXII. 
C h d o n  tein, Bloch, Tab. 199 Q. 1. 
Cbeetodon teira, Linnc?, 8yst. 1265. 
Chsetodon teira, Shaw, IV. 345, PI. 48. 
Platax teira, Cur. R. A. 11. 193 (I). 



Platax tein, Eiippell : Atl. 68. .' 

Platax kin, Cur. and Val. 226. 
Pkhr tein, Riippell : Neue Wirbelth. F i e  33, 37. 
Fmrrg. Ground colour of the body, dorsal, anal and ventral 011s 

pale dvery whitish, the sealea edged with blackbh brown or deep 
purple ; operclea, throat and abdomen blubh white, minutely dotted with 
black ; from the occiput, through the iria over the ventral soft fin a 
blackish h d ;  a second from the anterior margin of the dorsal fin, 
apreding over the dorsal spines, continuing vertically over the posterior 
put of the operele to the abdomen ; a third over the posterior part of 
the do- the body and the anal fin and over the base of the caudal ; 
the rest of the caudal and the pectorals whitish. Irie pale golden, verd - 
tically divided by the ocular band. 

Older. The vertical banda very indistinct ; dorsal, anal and ventral 
b bluish b k k  or brown ; caudal grepish brown, the margin blackish. 
Iris blackiih or brownih with a narrow golden ring round the pupil. 

D 5 p l  or32,C 17),A3/23,24or25, V I p , P  17, Br.VI. 
HABIT.--~c~ of Pinang, Malayan P ~ u k a ,  Singapore. 

Red Sea, Mal~bar, Bay of Bengal. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 8 inch. 
The greatest height equala the length of the body, the caudal fin 

not included ; the latter, as also the head, being ) of the total length. 
The elongation of the antetior rays of the dorsal, anal and ventral fins 
b comparatively greater in young than in older individuals; in all, 
however, it is liable to considerable individual variations. The dorsal 
~d d are either equal or differing: in the young their greatest 
elongation exceeds by + the greatest height of the body. The ven- 
tnk often differ among themlves : in the young their greatest length 
does not exceed the greatest height of the body, in older onea it 
slightly ex& one half of that dirtance. On each side of the lower 
jaw appeu three small diatnnt pores. At Pinang smaller individuals 
occur at d l  seruons ; larger onea are leas frequent. 

PUTAX ARTHBITICUB, CUV. and Val. 
E a n  bonna, Bell : Philosoph. Transact. 1793. 
Choetodon arthriticus, Cuv. and Val. VII. 229. 
Herd, back, side#, dorsal, caudal and anal fins dull chocolnte brown 

or led ooloured, in some largely marbled with dark brown ; abdomen 
7 I 
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PLATAX OCELLATUB, Cnv. and Val. 

pale whitish ; ventrals brownish yellow ; pectorals whitiah. Iris of 
the p u n d  colour of the body, with a narrow golden ring. 

D (5)/31, C 17;. A (3)/23, V IF, P 17, Br. VI. 
HABIT.-~~O of Pittang, Singapore. 

Jsvs, Bnmatra. 
TOTAL L E H ~ T H  : 1 foot 7 inch. 
The dorsal and anal rpines are so completely hidden, that they m 

impetceptible to the touch, but on close inspection their pointr may 
be perceived through the integuments. The greatest height q d s  
the distance from the muale to the termination of the doma1 and rep- 

tral fina. The diameter of the eye is + of the length of the had, 
which is about ) of the total. The large arched occipital mest, 
and the nodulous enlargement of some of the bones render thb 

Phhs ocellatua, CUP. and Val. VII. 229. 

, 

Ground colour of body and fine pale ochrem ai lmy;  with 
frontal and five lateral ferruginous bands, edged with black : a m m ~  , 
frontal band along the profile of the head to the point of the mudo; ; 
the first lateral from the occiput, describing a f o r w d  d i i  ue8 1 
through the iris, over the cheek to a little in front d the d; the I 

second, less arched, from in front of the dorsal, bordering on tbs op* 
cle, enclosing the base of the pectoral to midway betwen the ventnh 
and anus; the t h i i  following obliquely the two or t h n e  podair 
dorsal spines, proceeds a little backwards down the side, to the utc- 

rior margin of the anal ; the fourth, the b d t ,  from betreen tbe 
spine and soft part of the dorsal, describing a slightly U w d  
dieted arch down the side and over the anterior third of the a d ;  
a t  the base of the dorsal within this band a luge rounded or o d  b k k  
spot; the fifth band follows the margin of the soft d o d  ; in hd 

rpecies easily distinguishable. On each side of the eymphyl  of the 
upper jaw appears a minute pore, and five somewhat larger on aeh 
side of the lower jaw. At Piiang this species is not numerous, d- i though' fiom October till January eight or ten are sometirnea a p t a d  1 

at the time in the fiihing atakes. The flavour is eonsidered excellent. 1 
The large air-verse1 is too thin, and yields too little isinglana to bec00.s 
of value. 



of the caudnI, within the black edges of t h i  band, a vertical oval black 
spot with a b d  white margin ; the rest of the band following the 
margin of the aoft anal, r u m  Jve ly  joim the fourth and third pre- 
ceding bands ; the dorsal spines and the angle they form with the rays 
of a bril l i i t  orange, which rpreadr over the origin of the fourth and. 
fifth bands. Anterior half of caudal fernginow, posterior whitish, 
bluish or blackiah towards the margin; pectanls yellowish white ; 
vmMs milky white, the marginal half of the soft part black. Iris 
psle golden, vertically divided by the anterior lateral band. 
D 6 or 7/29 or 30, C 1 it, -4 3/19 or 20, V IF, P 15, Bh VI. 
&sr~.-Sea of Pinang, Mahyan Peninarla, Singapore. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 3+ inch. 
The length of the head is a little less than of the total, its greatest 

vertical diameter dightlp exceeding the length. The eye is situated 
a little above the centre of the vertical diameter of the head, close to 
the profile ; the diameter is a little less than + of tht, length of the 
head, equal the distance acrosa the forehead. The form of the body is 
broad oval, the back and abdomen forming uniform sches, interrupted 

the somewhat horizontally protracted muzzle. The greatest height 
of the body, from the root of the fourth dorsal ray to the first anal . 

spine, exceeda by f half the total lepgth. The mouth is very small, 
slightly protractile, the lower jaw longer than the upper ; the teeth 
seheeous, d l  uniformly .pointed, none trilobate. The anterior dorsal 
spiies are very rhort, the rest gradnally increase, the last equalling the 
length of the head. The two or three anterior rays, the longest, 
slightly exceed + of the greatest height of the body; the extent of the 
brse of the dorsal fin eqaals the length of the body, the head and cau- 
dd not included. The posterior margin of the caudal is slightly 
arched ; the length of this and the pectoral fins is about + of the total. 
The third anal spine equals the fifth d o d ;  the two anterior rays, 
the longest, measure + of the longert dorsal rays ; the extent of the 
base of the anal is less than 8 of that of the dorsal. The ventral 
spine equals the fifth dorsal spine ; the first ray is elongated, about 
the length of the head. The scales are rather large, orbicular, finely 
ciliated; the lateral line continues straight to a short distanca from 
tbe head, where it rises to a moderate arch, gradually approkchi  the 
back till suddenly terqaiuting beneath the last dorsal rays. The pro- 

7 r 2 
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portions and the coloum are the same in all ages. The ~ i f 6 r m l y  
. aetaceous teeth, the comparatively less height of the body and &qp- 

tion of the dorsal and anal fins are charactem which remove th 
species from the reat, and approach it to the Gmua Chatadan. br 

' above observed, the peculiar distribution of eoloura bears a hkiq 
- resemblance to that of C h l m n  rostratur, (Linnt?). Durin~ the 

month of May 1840 numeroue individuals were daily observed in tbe 
%ahmarket at 8ingapore. At Pinang single individuals occur duriq 
dl seasona. The fish ia eaten both fresh and dried by the nrtira, 
although reputed indierent and bony. 

GEN. MONODACTYLUB, Lacb2de. 1800. 

Body compressed; dorsal and anal scaly, more or less fdciform, 
r i t h  their apines hid to the point in the anterior mugin ; teeth c l ~ ,  ~ 
velvety; ventral spines minute, the latter so 8s easily to escape obser- 
vation. I 

MONODACTYLU~ RHOMBXU~, ( F o d . )  I 

8comber rhombeus, ForskO. Fauna Arab. 58, No. 78. 
I 

Centrogaster rhombens, Linnt? : Syat. 1338. 
Cenhopodua rhomboidalis, L a w d e  III.303,304, 305. 
Buaae11, LIX. Kauki Sandawn. 
Pnettus rhombeus, Cnv. R. A. 11. 193 C). 
Paettus rhombus, Cur. and Vd. VII. 245. 
Monodactylun rhombens, Llwainron 11. 212. 
Adult. Profile of the head and back black ; the rest above th 

lateral line golden green ; aides of the head, operdes, md the Wy 
beneath the lateral line pale silvery r from the anus to the d fin r 
black line ; from the occiput to the centre of upper mugin d tk I 

orbit an oblique black band, continued through the pale golden irb, d 
in some over the cheek ; a second similar band from the first d d  
spine to the point of the ope& ; anterior margin of d d  lad tbs 
angle formed by the anterior six or eight rap  black ; the b d  
part of the succeeding rays gamboge, minutely dotted with black; tha 
rest of the fin golden green ; caodal gamboge, margin black or bLcL- 
ish; anterior margin of a d  and the angle formed by the anterior hw 
rays bluirh black ; the branched part of the succeeding mya pols bh- 
uh or blaokisb, minutely dotted with blrck ; the reat of the ba @ 



or blubh ulvery ; anal epiaer aad nys  white, the latter minutely dot- 
ted with black ; pectorals yellowhh white. 

Ymng. Lilre the adult, but the hard, body, dorsal and d fins, 
minutely dotted with black, in some so closely, aa to impart a generd 
b k c k i h  colonr. 
D8/18, 29 o r 3 4  C 17+, Ash9 or30, V 113, 4 or5, P 17 or 18, ' - 

Br. VI. 
ELBIT.-Sea of Pittang, Malayan Peninrula, Singapore. 

Iule of Prance, Red &a, Coromandel. 
TOTAL LENGTE : 5* inch. 
T h e  lmgth of the head M contained 3) times in the total ; i b  great. 

eat vertical diameter is & of the total length. The diameter of the eye 
ia contained !2+ times in the length of the head, bat qnr l s  the distance 
.rros the forehead. The height of the body, between the origin of 
the d o d  and anal finu, ir contained about I+ time in the total length : 
it cqark the dbtaace from the centre of the aakrior part of the 
orbit to the termination of the dorsal and and b e .  Vertically 
measured, the dorul quals the length of the head; the anal is 
.omewhrt more; it nearly equals the greatest vertical diameter of 
the had or about + of the total length. The ventral rpines am very 
rho& bat strong, each being of the length of the head : at the 
bnse both .re dmout in contact, but their 'poiab diverge. The ventral 
rays of each fin ue contained in a a d  groove in the body; they are 
rery minute and their number not only.v~n'eu from 6 to 3 in different 
individaal~, but aluo on dther ride in the anme individual. The pro- 
~d genua Paettw, Cur. and Val. 183 1, is chaneteriued a8 having 
no palatal teeth, which, as far as the present speciea M concerned, is a 
k a t ~ k e .  For~k&"r diagnosir of 8cotnber r h b m ,  nays : "&tea 
~ o n o n ~ b t i k r .  Lirrgwa obCwa, prope apicem m p m c  ccrllo mali, 
pkrra, al-, ocabro," whieh ir perfectly cornet. A11 the teeth ue 
d*, " en veloan M et b e d  ;" thore of both jam appear like nar- 
m.r bands ; of the mmer like a d rhombic elevation ; ef the palate 
an each aide like a Im-t-ubaped line, broader in front ; of each of the 
m i d  bones like a triangnlar band, broader than the rest, nnd with 
fie apes in front. On the oval tmgne the teeth occupy the middle, 
lea* b e  margin d e d .  8ingle individuals occur during all rersons 
.t Pin* where they. are eaten by the nrtiver. 
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GSN. PIMELIPTEBUS, Lac.4pLde 1802. 

Body oval, compressed ; dorsal single, its rays, aa well aa those of 
the caudal and anal, covered with scales ; the single external aeries of 
maxillary teeth trenchant, fixed by means of a horizontal poskrior 
process resembling a talon. 

PIMELEPTEBUS OBLONOIOB, CUV. and Val. I 
Pimeleptew oblongior, Cuv. and Val. VII. 264. 

I /  

ddult? Head above and back blackish brown; the scales silvq 
brownish grey, edged with brown : those above thelatenl line with darker 
brown than those below; each series of scales longitudinally sepuated 
from the succeeding by a lighter or darker fermginoua rtripe, impart- 
ing to the body a striped appearauce ; from beneath the eye, o m  tha 
cheek and opercle a ferruginous stripe; a second continued or interropted, 

i 
from behind the orbit to the point of the opercle ; on the occiput SOIM 

. irregular ferruginous spots. Dorsal and anal spiuea and membrrnc 
pale greyish brown, or neutral tint, minutely dotted with brown; raft , 
portion of doreal, anal and the caudal of the ground coloar ; their mu- 1 
ginal part b lacbh ; ventrals pale bluish grey, minutely dotted with I 
brown, marginal half blackiih ; pectoral nya buff, membrane tmw 
parent ; the scales of the baee and those between the ray8 like thme of 
the body. Iris silvery near the pupil, the rest bluiah black or brawn. 
Yoluog. Ground colour of the body paler and with a bid tint; 

lateral stripes paler and fewer. 
D 11/12,14 or 15, C 17% A3/12,13or 14,V 115, P 18or 19,Br.YU. 
Has~~.-Sea of Pinarcg, Malayan Peninsula. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 7# in&. 
The length of the head ir  contained less than four b e a  ir 

I 

the total : ita height at  the occiput equals the length. Tbe eye u 
ituated above the centre of the head, nearer the m u d e  than the giIL 
opening : its horizontal diameter is about of the length of the hed 
The greatest vertical diameter of the body slightly exceeds 4 of tbe 
total length. The number of external maxillary teeth appeus to L 
crease with age : the largest individual examined had 30 in a h  
Their eke deereues from the centre towards the angles of the moo& ; 
the posterior, horirontal process is slightly longer t h  the ant- 

trenchant one. Behind the external eeries is a narrow crerantJbpsd - 



nrLed space, from the posterior concave margin of which rises a single 
=ria of minute, distant, backwards arched teeth. On the romer ap- 
pnm a transversely oval elevation with velvety teeth ; on each palatal 
bone a nurow line, and on each p t e y p i d  a broad lanceolrte elevation 
rrith Gmilar teeth. The tongue is small, but broad, rounded in front; 
on each side of the bare appears a small oval spot of velvety teeth. 
T& krgnrt indiridnal presented nine longitudinal series of scales above 
the lateral line, eighteen below; the longest of which contained 52 
d e s .  The anal spines gradually increase in length : the posterior, 
the longest, is less than + of the length of the succeeding ray. From 
the figole of Pimeleptmr borcii, Lacbpede (Cuv. and Val. PI. 187,) 
it would appear, that in that species the second and third anal spines 
ue of equal length. At Pinang single individuals of the present species 
occur, but rarely, during all seasom. The &avow is said to be very 

good- 
Grlo. P ~ u r p ~ r a r e ,  Ckeie~ 1829. 

Anal 6n long, scaly ; dorsal short, elevated,; head obtuse ; eye large ; 
opercle with a small spine; velvety teeth in the jaws, on the vomer 
and palatal bones. 

P F M P H ~ ~ I S  MOLUCCA, Cuv. 
Pempherb molucca, CUP. R. A. 11. 195 ('1. 
Pempheris moluca, Cur. and Val. VII. 306. 
Pempheris molucca, Temm. Schl. Fauna Jspon. Pisc. 85, PI, XLN. 

Fig. 3. 
Pempheria molaer, Richardron, Report 1845, 244. 
Ymng. Head above and back pale metallic copper-coloured, lighter 

on the upper Jdf of the sider ; cheeks, opercles and abdomen d v e y  
with golden and rteel-blue reflections ; all parts minutely dotted with 
brown, on the operelee and cheeks so closely aa to acquire the appear- 
.nee of a brown band following the posterior md the inferior margin of 
the orbit ; lateral line pale orange ; fins pale reddish yellow ; the scaly 
portion of the dorsal, caudal m d  anal coloured and dotted like the 
body; the upper half of the dorsal spines and membrane so cloael~ 
dotted with reddiah brown, M to q u i r e  a general brownish appearance. 

Irh pale golden round the pupil ; the rest minutely and closely dotted 
with black. 
D 6p, C 17+, A 3b2, V l/5,.P 19, Br. VII. 



[Nor. 

HABIT.-Sea of Piclang. 
Molacoks, Batavin, J a p .  

TOTAL LENGTH : Q+ inch. 
The length of the heul ia contained 4+ times in the total : its grrrS. 

ert vertical diameter equals the length. The profile betwecri tbe ep 
ir not convex, bat somewhat concave, owing to slight projection of the 
upper margin of the orbit, thua intemting the profile. The dirmeta 
of the eye is a little less than + of the length of the bead ; the. orbit 
occapim the upper half, nearer the m d e  than the gill-opening. TBL 
greatest vertical diameter of the body, at the origin of the d d  fin, h 
about + of the total length. The stomach is thick, leathery, with far 
larger and two smaller appendicula eaecopylorlos. The intertinal aal 
is P of the length of the fish. The gall bladder is long, linerx. 'lk 
rir-veml large, thick ; the anterior third is rounded, joined by a eon- 
striction to the posterior oval portion. A single young individual w n  
observed at Pinrng in May 1845. 

GLN. TOXOTBB, &trier 1817. 

Body short and compressed ; don&n placed on the posterior hrlf 
of the back, with very strong spines ; soft part of dorsal and and 
scaly ; mnzzle depressed, short ; lower jaw projecting beyond thr 

upper ; velvety teeth in the jaws, vomer, palatals, pterygoids md om 
the tongne ; lower margin of infnorbital and preopercle finely toothed ; 
branchiostegou rays 7. 

TOXOTES JACULATOU, (Palins). 

Sciaena j a d t r k ,  Pallan : Spicil. Fmc. 8, 41. 
Scieeor jaculatrk, Hommel : Phil. Truruct. LVI. 1766. p. 18;. 
Scams echlosseri, LinB : Syst. 1282. 
Sciaena jrcuktris, Bonnaterre : Encycl. Method. P1. d'Ichtbyd. 141. 
Elcam schlosseri, M p M e  IV. 5, 17. 
Labre sagittaire, L a d p a e  111.425, 463. 
Scams schlosseri, Shaw, IV. 398. 
h b r u s  jacnlator, ibid. 485, P1. 68. 
Tomtee jaculntor, Cuv. R. A. 11. 196. 
Coins chatareus, Buchan. Hamilton, 101, 370, P1. 14, Fig. 54. 
Toxotes jaculator, Cuv. and Val. VII. 314, P1. 129. 
Toxotes jamlator, 8wainson, 11, 214. 



1849.1 CaWqme of Malayan Fi&a. 

VAB. YALACCSNBIB, Cur. and Val. 
Cnv. and Val. VII. 320. 
Ikan sumpit or Sa sumpit of the Malaye. 
Herd above silvery olive green, brown or bIacIJsh, all the rest s 5  

mp bnE or greyish ; all the scalea with minute brown dots, either 
rprad or collected round the centre, so as to produce faint brownish 
ion&udinaI lines ; along the side five large rounded spots : the 
6mt on the occiput in frent of the operde; the secqnd behind the 
opcrcle, intersected by the lateral line; the tekd between the spiny 
and mft d o d  ; the fouth clone to the termination of the rofr dor- 
d; the fifrh at the upper half of the root of the audd 1 above 
(bir w m  another of smaller black apotlr, rir. one between the first md 
-d h e r  rpob ; anotber b e t a 4  tbt aeoond and third ; o third at 
rbe centre of the bare of the aoft dorsd ; in some the upper series of 
spoh im mofuent dong the back ; some have a small black r p d  on the 
~mphyrie of the lower jaw. Dorsal spines and membrane either b o r n -  
kb b l d  or greyi~h, minutely dotted with black ; the soft dorsal silvery 
dim, with a large oblique black spot joining the third of the upper 
QnJ aerim ; another r p r e d i ~  over the upper half of the ponteriqr 
rerenth or eighth ray ; margin of the aoft portion black ; caudal bright 
p b o g e  with a more or lees distinct black, backwards arched band 
behind the mot ; uppw helf of d silvery dive or greyish green, lower 
brlf black ; pectorais and ventrals white, the latter with a large b h k  
spot, in rome occupying neuly the whole space between the first and 
fonrth ray. Irir bright gamboge or orange, blackish towards the orbit. 

D 5/12 or 13, C Iff, A 3/15, 16 or 17, V lp P 13 or 14, Br. VII. 
 HABIT.^.^ of Pinag, Mrrkry~i P m i d u ,  Singapore. 

New Guinea, Isla of BGru, Javn, Malabar, mouths of the 
Qlllges. 

TOTAL L R N ~ T E  r 7 inch. 
Thii a p p n  to be the vuiety, -bed by M. M. Cuvier and 

Valendtnnea from a drawing in the aerier, fonnerly in the late Colonel 
Paquhu'r pomersion. The food of several examined, oonristed of 
nnrinr of cmstacea. In the S tn ib  of Malunr thin 5ah occurs, but 
d namerody, at .M aeuons. I t  b eaten by the Malaya, who 
aoMd it. habib in the denomination: i k a  signifying r fish, uwaqiha 

blow-pipe. 
7 K 
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PAM. TBNIOIDB. 

GEN. CEPOLA, Linnd 1766. 
Body elongated, compressed like a sword-blade ; dorsal and uul 

fins very long ; caudal pointed ; ventrals attached under the pecbrdr ; 
muzzle obtuse ; jaws opening nearly vertically, with pointed teeth; 
the ventrals are the only fins preceded by a bony spiue. 

CEPOLA ABBEPIAT4 CUV. and Vd. 

Cepola abrevinta, Cuv. and Val. X. 403. 
Cepola variegata, Swainson 11. Appendix, 402. 
Head above carmine ; cheeks and opede paler ; jaws, preopcrde d 

throat ailvery whitish; back deep fleshcolwred, paler, with sil- 
reht ions  on the sides and abdomen, pale bluish under the pectonb ; 
lateral line silvery ; along the middle of the sides e longitudinal serk 
of about 14 round, distant, orange, or cornelinn-red spb, g r a d 4  
decreasing in site towards the caudal; dond  and anal mseaoloond, 
deepening to crimson on the marginal half; anal edged througho* 
dorsal at the posterior part, with dark purple ; membranes sparin& 

dotted with brown ; caudal raya black ; membrane cornelinn-nd; 
pectorals transparent, ventrals white. Iris silvery rose-colonnd, orbi- 
tal margin black. 

D 72 or 74, C 13, A 74, V 1/5, P 19, Br. VI. 
HABIT.-sea of Pirang. 

Moluccas, Anjer (Java,) China. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 7% inch. 
The length of the head is of the total ; the depth at  the ocdpnt 

# of the length. The distance from the muzzle to the eye h + of that 
from the muzzle to the point of the operde. The diameter of tbe eye 
is + of the length of the head. In each jaw rppeus a aingle aeria d 
small pointed recnrrous teeth, of which those near the symphydr are r 

little longer than the rest. There are about 24 on each dde of the 
npper, 12 on each side of the lower jaw. On the lower margin of the 
preopercle appear five rather strong spin- : two pointing o w  
backwards and downwards at the angle, and three, p o i n t i n g f o d  
dong the margin. The cheeks and opercles are covered with nJe4 
the m t  of the head is naked. The vertical diameter at the pedonh 
nearly equals the length of the head; the diameter in h n t  of th 



caudal M seamly of the former. The body is covered with amall 
rounded scales, considerably larger, however, than in Ccpola rubercew, 
Kind. The lateral line, like a thin cord, consists of keeled scales. 
I t  prooeeds from the upper part of the gill-opening obliquely upwards 
to the fourth dorsal my, from whence it accompanies the base of the 
dorsal fin to the termination, which latter is joined to the csudal. The 
length of the longest dorsal ray is + of the vertical diameter of 
the body. The anal commences opposite the eighth doml  ray ; the 
longest rays slightly exceed those of the dorsal. The pectorals are 
rounded, their length .is of the total. The ventrals are situated a 
little in  front of the pectorals, and are a little shorter; the first ray 
terminates in a filament reaching the pus ,  or origin of the anal h ; 
the fifkh ray has three fourths of its length attached to the abdomen 
by a membrane. The caudal in pointed ; its length is 11+ in the total. 
The stomach is small, but thickened. There are eight caecopylorio 
appendages. The intestinal caudal is + of the length of the fish. The 
air-vesael is rather large, ailvey. Two individuals occurred at P iang  
in March and April 1845. The smeller, 4 inches in length, resembled 
the one j u t  described, in colours and in the distribution of the spots ; 
but it Mered in the following dimensions. The length of the head was 
6+ i n  the total, of which the caudal and the pectorals measured +. Both 
head and these fins, therefore, were proportionally considerably longer 
in the smaller than in the larger individual. The specimen in the Zoo- 
logical Society's Museum, London, described by Mr. Swainson, mea- 
sures one foot in length. 

PAM. GOBIOIDE. 

GEN. GOBIUB, L i n k ,  1748. 
H d  depressed with pores between the eyes; dorsal fins two, dir- 

tinct, rays of both flexible ; r e o t d  fine united at the edges, forming a 
circle ; vent with a tnbercle ; body oorered with scales, the free edgea 
of which ciliated ; teeth small, numerous ; bmhiostegous rays 5. 

GOBIUS SLEGANB, Knhl. and VIUI. Hasselt, VAB. 

BdT with a tinge of olive, minutely dotted with brown ; the uppcr 
brlf of the sides with 3 or 4 indistinct lines, each formed by a series 
of very short brown streaks, beneath which a series.of indistinct brodrn 
spots ;  a blackish spot at the posterior margin of the orbit ; a second 

7 ~ 2  



at the upper part of the mot ol the pectoral t, and a third at the 
lmcr part of the root, sprrading on the gill-membrane. Nea tSs 
lower pert of the root of the peotornl is a faint trace of r foorth btam 
spot. Tbe membranes of the fins are of a very pale bluish green, 
minutely dotkd with b m  ; those of the dorsals, particolarly the 
mand, with 3 or 4 indistinct seriea of blackish  spot^, md a f m  similar 
on the caudal membtane. The refa of the anterior dorsal hare 4 ar 3 
eeties of brown apoth I& pale geenlsh silvery, minutely W 
kith bm. 

D 6-lp, C 18f, A AB, V lp, P 18, Br. V. 
H A B ~ . - - ~  01 Phong. 
TOTAL Lracm : 3+ ineh. 
A single individual &ened differs baat Bobivr -,* f m d  ia 

Vanikolo, New Oninea, Jam, and Bombay, in b d n g  one my l a  
in the 2nd d d  and anal-fins ; and dightijl n oalours, doh di&r- 
a a s  h v a  appem not eu9icient to cawtitote a distinct speck 

GOBIU~ nonIva, Cuv. m d  Vnl. 

h e l l  LI. Koku. 
Gobha kokims, Cnv. and Val. XII. 68. 
Gobiur kokiru, Jacqumont, A t h  : PL 14, Fig. 31 
Oobiua kokiaq Jerdoa, Madras Jonm. XV. 148. 
Gobim kokiaq Bleeker: Verb. Batrv. Gan. XXII. 24.5. 
Head above snd back greenish brown, aidm pale reddieh y h ;  

abdomen whita; the baok with 5 large, distant, bromish #pots; 5 
similar on the aides, the latter disposed beneath the ink& of tho 
former. The rays m d  membranes of the doreal and caudal fina with 
brown #pots distributed m t n n s v e d  aeriea, which, however, am fie- 
qacndy very indistinct, and in some wareely perceptible. One or two 
brown rrpotd appar in m e  at the root of the pectoral bar, the 
membrane of rhieh d of the ~nhal  md anal hs is whitirh. The 
lower half of the and md caadal membrane is blreLirh in aometisdi. 
vidullr. Iris golden, in some dotted with black. 
D 61p ,  C 1 or 19& A IS, V 115, P 20 or 21, Br. V. 
SIB1T.-lh&water a d  #do of Phang. 

I& of. France, Malabar, Command4 Orirsr, Jan, Hadm 
T ~ A L  ~tntmm : 4 mob. 

' cur. and Val, XI. M. 



Ca#dipe qf Malayan P h .  

Thia ~pedea ir c l d y  rllitd to W w  giuris, Buch. Hsm. fmm 
which 116. Valencimnsr obwrrer, it chiefly differn in the comparatively 
.a&r eye, the diameter of which ia + or + of the length of the head, 
while in Q. giwir it acoupim tbe lscond fourth of the length of the 
bad. 

Goaxue eoaLtme, Cantor. 

h l o  gregieb brown, lighter m the sides, abdomen buff ; back and 
aid- with six indistinct parallel longitudinal streaks, produced by a 
short brownish line dividing each scale ; fin-membranes minutely dot- 
ted with bmm ; anterior d o d  with a celltral transversal whitish 
waved band, and a similar at the base ; second dorsal and caudal with 
4 or 5 transrmal series of oval whitbh apok ; d with a sabtermiaal 
d i h  whits band ; t h  pwkrior pointed part of this fin, an well u 
the outer hlf of the rentlrk and pectorals, blackish. Iris pale 

@dm- 
D 6-lp, C 151, A 1/8, V 1/5, P 19, Br. V. 
H A B I T . - ~  of Pinang. 
TOTAL LrncvrH : 3 inch. 
The head k tloqated, $ of the total length, depmsmd ; the breadth 

of the nape a little leaa thm the depth, which equh + of the 
length of the head ; the profie ge~tly eloping ; the oheeka and 
opcrclea tumid; the eyes are nearly vertical, occapyiq the semnd 
fonrth of the head, and placed excessively dose together ; the m w l e  
pdnted ; the lower jar slightly longer thmr the upper ; the mouth ve7  
luge, oblique, the angle situated benesth the posterior margin of the 
orbit. The teeth of both jaws are crowded, d - l i k e ,  of unequal 
length, the external series rhorter than the rest, distant, bent i n d .  
On d dde of the symphprh of the opper jaw, on the intanul seria, 
in a pair of teeth in lmgth exceeding dl the mat. The anterior teeth 
of the inner & of the lower jaw are somewhat longer than the nat ; 
tbe tongw is wooth flattened, crammhh.ped. The body is elongat- 
ed, ib patest depth being about 6+ times in the total lsngth. The 
.abr are rrther luge, finely aili.ted, with 8 t h  conveging to& 
tbs centre of the posterior mugin. The b~$~dinrl aerier, from the 
mot of the pectoral b the mu&& contains about 38 dm. The 
hei&t ef the firat d d  in+ of the t0t.l I q t h ;  the fiRh my 



is slightly longer thln the rest, end terminates in a short h e a t ;  the 
membrane is carried very close to the origin of the seami d o 4  tbe 
height of which is + of the total length. In extent and height the 
anal is a little leas than the former : the posterior extremity of both h 
pointed. The caudal, ventral and pectoral fins are a little pointed, of 
nearly equal length, t of the total. The species ir not numerous : it 
appears to be closely allied to Gobiw hwcellatwr, Cnv. and Val. 
(XII. 73), but it differs in its dentition and the h e n t o u r  fifth my of 
the anterior dorsal. 

G o ~ ~ n e  rpooonrus, Cantor. 

Back brownish, sides and abdomen b d ,  opercles minutely dotted 
with black. Back and sides with 5 or 6 parallel sometimes interrapt- 
ed, series of black spob ; fin-membnnea buff; on the anterior d o d  
two elongated black spots, of which the posterior between the 4th and 
5th my; the second do& and anal fin with 2 or 3 tmnrrmrl 
series of black spots, and with their free margins black ; caudal edged 
with black with a number of somewhat irregular t m n a v e d  series of 
black spots ; venttala with the extremities of the two central rays (the 
fitth) black. Irin pale golden, spotted with black. 

D 6-18, C 15+, A lb, V 1/5, P 18, Br. V. 
HABIT.-S~~ of Pinang. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 2* in&. 
The general outline, the short rob& make, and the luge sulea 

impart to this species a certain resemblance ta the Qenm + 
The head is about ) of the total length, depressed, doping; the 
mnvle broad, rounded ; the eyer ere lateral, near the n p p a  probk, 
occupying the secoud fourth of the heed; their distance laar tin 
head, and that from the lower margin of the orbit to the angle d the 
mouth, e q d  the diameter of the eye, or one fourth of the length a€ 
the heed. The jaws am nearly semi-cinder, the lower a h t l y  pro 
jech beyond the upper ; the month is obliquely cleft, the angle ritaatd 
ander the middle of the orbit. The teeth of both jars are velweq, 
the external aeries of the upper consists of a few diatmt teeth, slightly 
larger khan the rest; in the lower jaw there ia a aim* iatsnd 
aerier, of which the two neueat the aymphyaia have the rppeurner d 



small canin-. The tongue is thin, narrow, crewent-ehaped, and 
smooth. The profile of the forehead rises obliquely towardi the first 
my of the anterior dorsal, where the vertical diameter equals about + 
of the total length ; from thence the arched profile of the back and 
abdomen gradually converge towards the last ray of the second dorsal 
mad anal fins, the vertid diameter between which eqnals + of the total 
length, and such it continues to the root of the caudal. The height 
of t h e  first ray of the anterior dorsal fin equals one half of the 
greatest vertical diameter; the recond and third rays gradually 
increase ; the fourth terminating in a filament, slightly exceeds the 
greatest vertical diameter of the body ; but the sixth ray scarcely equals 
half the  height of the first. The second dorsal and the anal fin are 
nearly opposite, on a backwards sloping level, their extent being some 
what less than ) of the total length. Their sixth, divided, rays, are the 
longest and equal about one-sixth of the total length. Their firet and 
laat rays are about 4 of the total length. The distance between the ante- 
rior mad second dorsal M about + of that between the latter and the 
caudal fin. The latter is rounded, about $ of the total length. The 
pectoral fins are rounded, nearly aa long as thk caudal, and with the 
r a p  slightly Wentons.  The ventral8 are a little pointed, and 
scarcely exceed one half the length of the pectorals. The s& are 
p e r a l l y  very large, particularly on the crown of the head, and the 
operclee h e l y  ciliated, and striated ; their breadth double their length. 
The longitudinal series, from the root of the pectorals to the caudal, 
contains about 25 scales ; the aides behind the second dorsal and the 
anal 611s are comred by 5 vertical aeries. 
A few individuaIs were oecaaionally observed among the fishes taken 

in t h e  sbkee off the coaat of Pinong. This species ia closely allied 
to another from the eatuariee near Calcutta: Gobiur radanundio, 
Bnehan. .Ham. (Gangetic Fisher, .52,366) among whose duplicate 
series of drawings there is a representation. In the number of 
rays m d  the large size of the scales both wee ,  and the black 
m u f i g s  of the fins and the body are also nearly the same. But 
6. m d a d i o  is of a strikingly more elongated shape, the third ray 
of the mterior dona1 fin is the longest, and the fourth is ahorter not 
tcrmbtiq in a filament. Gobiw jflorur, Cuv. and Val. (XII. 78) 
appeam rlso to be allied to the present species. 



OOBIWB ACDTIFBNNI&* CUV. and Vd, VAL 
Brownid brPff wi th  some indistinct blaokhh c l o d d  spots ao tln 

b ~ k  and sides ; fin-membranes bluish whi te ,  mioately dotted with 
black ; the two d o d s  and the upper third of tba caudal with idh 
tinct transversal serier of blackish spot& Iris bkckiah dlreay. 

D 6-1/12, C 176 A l/l3# V IF, P 22, Br. V. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinaug. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 3# ilU!h, 
The n y s  of the first d o d  gradually incrcrsa town& the W, 

whioh terminates in a filament, in length slightly axoeeding + of tho 
total. The m n d  dorsal and the other f i s  u e  pointed; the length 
of the caudal is .& of the total; that of the head slightly araadr f. 
In both jaws the teeth are placed in a ringle reries ; thow of the uppa 
are a little longer and more dirtant than thoss of the lower ; t .  uc 
no mines. G. acwtipwnis, Cuv. and Val. has 10 branched rrys ia I 
the second dorsal and 1 1 in the d. But in proportions and cdow 
it cloaely apeam with the pmcnt. 

Gas~ue CRXNIGER, Cuv. uld Val. 

Gobi- criniger, Cov. md Val. XII. 82. 
Pale ochreous with faint silvery l u t e  ; abdomcn w h i i  ; bad ad 

upper jaw black ; three round black spots on the chetks ; a fornth lyr 
at the posterior angle of the orbit ; a similar on the opercle ; on tbs 
rides three krge rounded black spots : the anterior behiad tbe pcebnl 
fin, spreading on the back ; tba second below the poeterior part of tbe 
second d o d ,  and the thud at the mot of the tad. Betwem tka 
spots several smaller, irregakr bhck marka. The fin-membranu 
whitish, that of the vent& minutely dotted with blaok. T h t  of tbe 
two do& and the caudal wi th  mther large black spote ; the frss mr- 
gin of the caudal and anal black. Iria pale golden, blrclish. 

D 6-lp, C 13+, A lp, V lb, P 17,  Br. V. 
HIPIT.-&a of fimng. 

New Guinea, Malabar. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 29 inch. 
The occiput and the operoles are without n e b ;  the rat d tbr 

body with luge nili.trd. faintly etrirted scale4 of which tbe baghiid 
* XII. 80. 



h e a  from the root of the pectoral to the anterior part of the caudal 
contains about 34. The length of the head is about ) of the total. 
The seeond ray of the anterior dorsd is the longdst, terminating in 
-ant ; its length is double that of the greatest vertical diameter, or 
a little less than ) of the total length. The teeth are minute, velvety, 
of nearly equal length. This species 'appears not to be numerow at r 

Pirung. 
GOBIU~ CYANOCLAVIS, Cantor. 

Greenish-grey, paler on the abdomen ; the scales with a central azure 
qmt, forming on the body from 5 to 8 longitudinal series ; the opercle 
and root of the pectorals with a few similar spots; anterior dorsal 
minutely dotted and clouded with brown ; second dorsal black, pale at 
the baae, upper margin orange, between the rays 3 to 5 white oval 
spots, forming transversal series ; caudd similarly coloured, but with 
the upper half of the posterior margin orange ; anal intenses, ventrals 
and pectorals paler black, the anterior margin of each of the anal 
branched rays accompanied by a blue streak. Genital papilla with an 
orange coloured apex. Iris golden, spotted with black ; pupil strongly 
iridescent. 

D 6-1/10, C 176 A 1/10, V 115, P 19, Br. V. 
HABIT.-S~~ of Pinang. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 6 inch. 
The head is a little depressed, the profile slightly sloping, the length + 

of the total ; the breadth at the nape is contained 24 times in the depth, 
which exceed8 one half of the length of the head; the cheeks are tumid; 
eyes obliqnely oval, nearly vertical, situated nearer the posterior angle of 
the preopercle than the muzzle ; their greatest diameter ia about & of 
the length of the head ; their distance + of the greatest diameter ; the 
muzzle is bluntly rounded, the lower jaw slightly projecting beyond the 
upper ; the gape is wide, the angle of the mouth is beneath the posterior 
nurgin of the orbit. The teeth of the upper jaw are generally minute, 
bat the anterior 4 or 5 on each side a little longer than the rest ; 
the external series ou each side of the lower jaw consists of 9 teeth, of 
which the two last towards the angle of the mouth are stronger, and 
much longer than the rest, and .recnrvous. These teeth M. Valea- 
dennerr compares with the fangs of venomous serpents. The other 
teeth are minute like those of the upper jaw. On the lower part J 
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the margin of the preopemle appear five pores of w b i  the two 
upper ones are a little larger than the rest. The scales of the nrpr, 
of the opercle and of the root of the pectorals are much smaller than 
thorn of the body which are very large, finely ciliated and strirtcd. 
The longitudinal series from the root of the pectoral to the caudal am- . tains abont 32 scales. A11 the rays of the anterior dorsal terminate in 
filaments: the third is the longest, equalling nearly half the total 
length ; next to that is the fourth my; the sixth is the shortest, bat 
a11 except the third, are liable to individual variations. The poskria 
dorsal and anal fins are pointed, increasing in height towards the krt, , 
double, ray, which is about & of the total length. The caudal is con- 
tained 4+ times, the pectorals and ventrals 6 times in the total length : 
d l  these fins are broad, and a little pointed. The species is of no un- 
common occurrence: it ie closely allied to Gobiw c d ,  Cw. and 
Val. (XII. 16). 

Gosrns auseus, Cantor. 

Flesh or pale salmon-coloured ; back blackish ; on each side 4 or 5 
large clouded blackish spots, the scales of which have a minute vertial 
lanceolate whitish spot in the centre ; first dorsal whitish at the b a s  
and at the upper margin, with two transversely waved blackish bands, 
separated by a white, which surrounds a large black spot between the 
4th and 5th rays ; posterior dorsal whitish, minutely dotted with bmm, 
ind with two irregular transversal series of pale blackish, clondtd, 
spots ; rays of dorsals and anal flesh-coloured ; membranes of audd, 
anal, ventral. and pectoral fins whitish, minutely dotted with brown. 
Iris pale golden, spotted with black. 

D 6-1/10, C 19$, A 1/10, V IF, P 18, Br. V. 
H,m1~.-8ea of Pinang. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 4# inch. 
The head is depressed, the profile slightly sloping ftom the eyea ; tb 

length equals that of the caudal, and is contailled abont 4+ times in the 
total length; the breadth at the nape is a little less than the h w  
which is about + of the total ; the cheeks tumid ; the eyes oval, kted 
situated on the profile, occupying a little more than the second fomtb 
of the head, nearer the muzzle than the angle of the preoperele ; tbs 
m u l e  is broad rounded ; the lower jaw a little longer than theupper; 
the gape is wide, obliqt~e, the angle is situated beneath the mid& o l b  
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orbit. The teeth are velvety ; the 4 anterior on each side of the upper 
jaw ue distant and longer than the rest. The external aeries of the 
bwer jaw consists of five similar teeth on each side, the last of which 
k slightly recunous, but in length scarcely exceediig the four anterior. 
The space between the nape and the anterior doreal is naked ; the rest of 
the body is covered with small ciliated, striated scales, which are indis- . 
tinct and almost hidden in the skin. The rays of the anterior dorsal 
terminate in short filaments ; the first is the longest, scarcely exceeding 
the vertical diameter at the nape, or about +of the total length ; the 
membrane closely approaches the posterior dorsal, which, as well as the 
4, slightly increases in height towards the 9th branched ray, the 
length of which equals the first ray of the anterior dorsal. The caudal, 
ventral and pectoral fins are broad, slightly pointed ; the length of the 
two latter is little more than + of the total. The species is not numer- 
ous : i t  closely approaches Gobiur phalana, Cuv. and Val. (XII. 92). 

GEN. APOCBY~ES,  CUv. and Pal. 1837. 

(SCARTELAOS,* Swainson, 1839.) 

Ventral fins united as in Gobiua ; two dorsals ; body elongated ; caudal 
long, pointed (lanceolate) ; teeth pointed, distant, in a single series in 
both jaws, near the sympbysis of the lower two teeth a little behind 
the rest ; scales small. 

APOCRYPTES LANCEOLATWS, (Bloch-Schneider). 

Eleotris lanceolab, Bloch-Schneider, 67, P1. 15. 
Gobiur changva, Buchan. Ham. 41,365, Pi. 5. Fig. 10. 

. A p  ryytes changva, Cuv. and Val. XII. 145. 
k r r e l m s  calliurns, Swainson, 11. 280. 
Apocryptea changva, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 36, 5. 
Head, cheeks and opercles blackish olive, bluish beneath ; back 

blackish olive ; sides greenish or bright gamboge mottled with blackish ; 
abdomen whitish or rose-coloured ; dorsal 6ns minutely dotted with 
black. The rays of the second in some mtb brownish spots ; in the 
young both are transversely waved with pale brown ; caudal with alter- 
nnte vermicukted brownish and whitish lines, and at the upper part of 
the root a black ocellated spot ; anal, ventrds and pectorals buff or pale 
jello-. Iria b d .  

* By &take c h r a c b r t e d  an being dentitate d a u i r .  
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D5-lp0 or31, C 17+, A l/29,V Ip,P 18, Br. V. 
H~sx~.-B#tuarier of Pinang, Mahayan Painamla, Singnpmc. 

Batavia, Madura, Rangoon, Pondichery, estuaries of tbe 
TOTAL LENGTH : 6# inch. 
The speciea in numerous at Pinmg. 

APOCRYPTE~ NIXIPINNIB, Cantor. * I 
8late-eolonred, lighter on the abdomen ; throat bluish white ; hp- 

membrane of the united dorsals and of the caudal minutely dotted mth 
brown, giving the fins a greyish appenrance ; anal and ventrals trme 
parent, pectorals blackish grey, divided in the middle by a aesant- 
shaped transparent band, which expands over the lowest eight nyr. 
Iris slateooloured. 

D 6/26, C 17+, A 1/25, V IF,  P 21. Br. V. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pittang. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 3; inch. 
The head is depressed, gently sloping before the eyes ; the brudth d 

the nape exceeds the vertical diameter by one third, and eqwlr f of 
the length of the head ; the latter is -)of the total length ; the eya .n 
vertical, oval, occupying the third seventh of the length of the h d ;  
their distance in somewhat lesa than their diameter. The m d e  ia 
rounded, the lower jaw slightly projects beyond the upper ; the gap 
k enormous, almost horizontal; the angle of the mouth mub 
the anterior half of the length of the head. The anterior tooth oo 
each side of the symphysis of the upper jaw is exce~ively 1- 
cnrved and projecting beyond the lower jaw when the mouth is c l o d  
At a dishnoe from these canines commences on each aide a ah& 
series of 12 to 14 smaller, distant teeth, placed almost horirontrll.r, 
and arched downwards. The thin membranous upper lip coven d 
the teeth except the two foremost, and has a small downwards pointed 
lobe beneath the anterior angle of the orbit. The lower jar bu a 
each side a single aeriea of 10 to 12 distant teeth, horizontally p u  
and bent upwards. The first on each side of the aymphysin h p w  
a little behind the rest, and it is the smallest ; the a d  
four gradually increase in length ; the two krt ue the longat of 
series, which terminates with the anterior half of the jaw, md 
dmbly in front of the teeth of the upper jaw. The t m p  M ml 
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nurow, almost linear, short, smooth, rounded in front and tied to 
the  %oar of the month. I t  is of a buff colonr, but the cnvity of the 
month is inky. The scales of the nape are very small and deci- 
dnons, so as to make tbe part appear naked ; they gradually increase in 
size towards the posterior part of the body, where they are very large. 
They are orbicular with about 16 strise. ,Tbe body is compressed, the 
profile gradually narrowing towards the tail. The first dorsal ray is 
situated at  the second third of the total length: its height is about 
4 of the vertical diameter at  the nape ; the succeeding, undivided, rays 
gradually increane towards the 5th, which, as well as the 6th, are about 

of the vertical diameter nt the nape. The distance between the 5th 
and 6th, undivided, rays, and between the latter and the first branched 
ray is conspicuously greater than the distances between any of the 
preceding or following dorsal rays. The first branched ray is some- 
what shorter than the 6th undivided, which produces a sinking in the 
upper margin of the connecting membrane, and indicates the transition 
from the undivided to the branched rays. The latter gradually increase 
in length towards the penultimate, which nearly equals the vertical 
diameter at the nape. The caudal is broad lanceolate, its length about 
+ of the total. The first undivided ray of the anal is situated opposite 
the 3rd branched dorsal ; the height of the fin is sligbtly less than 
tha t  of the dorsal. The papilla immediately behind the anus is short, 
conical. The ventrals are rounded, their length equalling the vertical 
diameter at the nape ; the transversal diameter exceeding the latter 
by one third. The pectorals are pointed, their length ; of the total. 
I t  is not numerous at Pinang. 

Although the dorsal fin is single, as it is in Goiioideu, LadpMe, 
this species has the characteristic dentition of dpocyptea: it is in 
fact an  d p o c y p t u  with the two dorsal fins united, and M above 

obmewed, with the junction perceptible. The single character is of 
too little value to warrant the formation of a separate genus, par- 
ticularly, as in dponyp tu  dentatw, Cuv. and Val. (XII. 112) the 
membrane of the anterior dorsal is continued to the base of the second. 

 EN. T a ~ ~ n u c a l c ~ A ,  Cue. and Pal. 1837. 

Ventral fins united as in Gobiw; the single dorsal, the caudal snd 
anal united ; on each side of the nape above the opercle r deep foam 



T ~ Y P A U C H E ~ A  vaerlor, (Bloch). 
Gobiw vagina, Bloch-Schn. 73, No. 20. 
Gobioidea mber, Buchan. Ham., 38,365. 
Trypauchena vagina, Cur. and Val. XII. 153, P1.351. 
Typauchena vagina, Swainson 11. 279. 
Typauchen mgina, Richardson, Report 1845, 206. 
Trypauchena vagina, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII. 37, 5. 
Row-mloured with light blue reflections, paler towards the abdoole~ 

which is whitish ; eyes minute, barely perceptible, like two W 
points ; fins transparent, colourless. 

D 6/47 to 49, C 17, A 1/49, V l p ,  P 17, Br. IV. 
HABIT.--Sea of Pinang. 

Sea, estuaries and freshwater of Bengal, C o r n 4  
Malabar, China Seas, Java, Madura, Balli. 

TOTAL Lrnorn  : 8 inch. 
Not numerous at Pinang. 

GEN. AMBLYOPUS, Cue. and Pal. 1837.* 
( P s r ~ o s o ~ u s ,  Swaiwon, 1839). 

Body elongated ; ventrals like Gohiua ; dorsal, caudal and and fins 
united ; mouth vertical ; in both jaws an external series of exposed, 
curved, distant teeth, longer than the rest ; eyes very minute, hid by 
the skin, scarcely perceptible ; no fossae on the side of the nape. 

AYBLYOPUS HERMANNIANUS, (Ladpede). 

Trenioide hennannien, LadpMe, IV. 533. 
Cepola hermanniana, Shaw, 1V. 191. 
Cepola m u l a ,  Bloch-Schneider, 241, Tab. 54. 
Gobioide rubicundus,.Buchan. Ham., 37, 365, P1. V. Pig. 9. 
Tsenioides, Cuv. It. A. 11. 244. 
Amblyopns hermannianus, Cur. md Val. XII. 159, PI. 350. 
Psilosomus, Swainson, 11. 183. 
Amblyopns hermannianus, Swainson, 11. 279. 
Head and back brownish ochre ; rides brick-red, p a k  on the a b b  

men, fins reddish ochre, caudal in some blood m l o d .  
D 6/44, C 15, A 1/45, V I F ,  P 15, Br. V. 
Buchanan Ham. : D 46, 9 40, V 12. 

* Subdituted for Tmnioi&u, L.edp&de 1800, the dsenition ofrrbish, Y. V a b  
oieaner oblencr, ia incorrect, md not complete. 



Cm.mdVd.: D6F0, C 15, A 1/37, V 1/5, P 15. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinang. 

Estuaries and freshwster of Bengal, Rangoon, Tranqnebu. 
Peiho river. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 1 ft. 2 inch. 
The height at the nape is from to If of the total length; the 

length of the head is + to + of the total ; the length of the pectoral 
6n is 2~ to A of the total, and + of that of the ventrals. It is of no 
common occurrence at Yinang. 

GXN. P r a ~ o ~ a r a n ~ ~ n s ,  (Bloch-Schn. 1801) Cuv. and Pal. 1837. 

Profile rapidly sloping at an obtuse angle where the eyes are 
ritnrtcd; the latter are very close to each other, provided with a lower 
lid capable of. covering the eye. Ventral fins in some entirely united, 
in others partially at the basal half; pectorals muscular at the base, 
borered with d e s  and appearing as if supported on arms. Teeth of 
both jaws in a single serien, more or less horizontally placed. 

P ~ R I ~ P H T E A L M U ~  SCHLOSSERI, (Palla3). 

Gobi- schlosseri, Pallas, Spicil VIII. Pl. 1, Fig. 1 4 .  
Gobius schlosseri, LinnB : Syst. 120 1. 
Gobi- rchlosseri, Lacdp. 11. 
Periophthshnns schlosseri, Bloch-Schn. 
Gobius schlosseri, Shaw IV. 246. 
Gobi- schlosseri, Raffles : Linn. Tr. XIIL 
Periopthalmus schlosseri, Cur. R. A. 11. 245 (3. 
Periophthalmus schlosseri, Bennett : Life of Ra%es. 
Periophthalqus schlosseri, Cuv. and Val. XII. 192. 
Periophthalmus schlosseri, Swainson, 11. 280. 
Periophthalmus schlosseri, Bleeker, Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII. 39. 
Ilrm lhah, * Ksah, or 16ah of the Malays. 
Upper part of the head and back blackish green or olive, cheeks and 

dder greenish gamboge, the scales with blackish edges and a large 
blukiah #pot at the upper angle of the opercle ; throat and abdomen 
white. Anterior doreal shining reddish brown, the upper margin 
rbitiah ; reeond domd : upper margin md brsal half brownish white, 
in the middle a broad obliquely upwards tamed black band ; posterior 

* L&k, ratbr. 



part of the pectorals and caudal black; anal and veotds  rhitirb. 
Iris black with a narrow internal golden ring ; eyes strongly idamat.  

D 8-1/12, C 16#, A 1/12, V 1/5, P 17, Br V. 
H~sr~.--Eatuarier 4f Pinang, Malayan Peuhdz, Singopmc. 

Amboina, Sumatra, Java. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 10) inch. 
Some individuals have on one or both sides of the qmphysia of tk 

upper jaw a second, internal, short series of two or three small aeth. 
At Pinang tbis species occurs in great numbers in the moat of Fort 
Cornwallis, which is filled by each tide from the sea. Like the othu 
Gobies it is very way and difficult to capture, but unlike most of the 
others, it is very fierce when taken, and is capable of inflicting ntha 
severe wounds with the long hooked teeth. 

GEN. BOLEOPFITHALMUB, Cue. a d  7al. 1837. 

Differs from Pm'ophthalmuu in having all or the middle kdh 
of the upper jaw straight and strong ; those of the lower jm p l d  
horizontally, all very fine, except two stronger than the rest, remmw, 

and placed a little inwards ; head more oblong than Periophthukru; 
scales small or imperceptible; anterior dorsal fin with five rays; the 
brw of the pectorals not in all species covered with d e e .  

B ~ L E ~ P H T H A L M ~ B  BODDAERTI, (Pallas). 

Gobins boddaerti, Pallas, Spicil. Zool. VIII. 11, Tab. 2, Fy. 4,5. 
Gobius boddaerti, Lion6 : Syst. 1201. 
Eleotris boddaerti, Bloch-Schn. 66. 
Gobius striatus, Bloch-Schn. 71, Tab. 16. ( F e d ,  CUT. md Vd-) 
Russell LIV. Nettee Kunla Mottah. 
Gobius boddaerti, Shaw IV. 238. 
Gobioides boddaerti, Cuv. R. A. 11. 244 ('). 
Boleophthalmus boddaerti, Cuv. and Val. XII. 199. 
Boleophthalmw boddnerti, Richardson, Report 1S45, 208, 319. 
Boleophthalmus boddaerti, Tem. et Schl. Pauna Japon. 148, Tab. 

LxxVI. &. 3. 
Boleophthalmas boddaerti, Bleeker : Verb. Bat. Oen. XXII. 40,B 
Lips, upper part of the head and the back blackiah green; rib 

greenish gamboge ; abdomen white ; the sides from the second dad 
with 6 or 7 obliquely backward8 directed blackish h d m ,  (not r d b g  



the abdomen) ; the whole body, pectorals and caudal with numerous 
verdigris spota ; anterior dorsal pale brownish lilac with violet spotn, 
the upper wrg in  between the first four rays whitish ; second doreal 
brownish, whitish towards the base, between the rays two or three 
transred violet bands edged with white, forming irregular transversal 
wria ; caudal with blackish rays ; anal and rentrals whit& ; pectoral 
membrane blackish. Eyes black, rtrongly iridewent. 

D 5-1/24 to 26, C 16, A 1/25, V lp, P 19, Br. V. 
B~s~~ . -E# tuar i e r  and Sea of Pinany, Malayan P e n i d a .  

Madura, Borneo, Java, Sea of China and Japan, Moluccas, 
Bengal, Coromandel, Malabar. 

TOTAL UNGTH : 5 inch. 
At Pinang the speciea is very namerow in the tame localities as 

Ptriophthlmur rchlorseri. 

Gobins pectinirottris, Linn6 : Chinens. Lsgerstr.-Amow. Acad. 

Dec. 1754. 
Apocryptee chinensee, Osbeck : It. 130.-Amoen. Acad. IV. PI. 3, 

Pig. 3. 
Gobian pectinirostris, LinnB : Sy st. 1200. 
Gobi- pectinirostris, Lacdp. 11. 542. 
Gobius pectinirostris, Shaw IV. 245. 
Apoeryptes pectinirostris, CUV. and Val. XII. 150. 
Boleophthalmus pectinirostris, Richardson Report 1845, 208. 
Head aud back greyish green, lighter on the sides ; abdomen whitish ; 

the whole body with minute blackish tubercles, and with metallic sky- 
blue or verdigris spots ; muzzle, lips, throat and posterior margin of 
the opetcle pale greenish black ; anterior dorsal greenish black with 
numerous vertically placed lilac spots ; posterior dorsal greenish black 
with 6 or 7 transversal series of elongated lilac, black-edged spots, 
which between the 8 posterior rays become larger, but rarer; caudal 
brownish black with transversal series of indistinct lilac spota ; mal, 
ventral and pectoral fins brownish ; the base of ventrals greenish black, 
tbe anterior d y  part of the pectorals with a blackish crescent-shaped 
mrrgin. Iris narrow golden ; pupil strongly iridescent. 
D 5-1/25, C 16+, A. 1/25, V 1/5, P 20, Br. V. 
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Fh~rr.-Sea coat of M g .  
Canton. 

TOT& I~WQTH : 6 inch. 
The length of the head ir a little more than ) of the total length, 

the height slightly exceeds the breadth and equab half the length. Tbo 
vertical diameter at the anterior dorsal is f of the total length. Th 
muzzle is rounded, the gapewide, the angle of the mouth is opposite tk 
posterior angle of the orbit. The eyes are contiguous, situated a tittle 
behind the second fifth of the head ; upper eyelid with tubercles ; tbe 
lower membranous, hemi-transparent. The upper jaw haa on each side of 
the symphyms three conical teeth, distant, and longer than the rest, of 
which there are upwards of 30 very minute, and distant, on each tide. 
On the upper lip behind the canines appears a small httened lobe. 
Each side of the lower jaw canies 30 to 34 horizontal, closely set tectb, 
which are long, almost setaceous, obliquely truncated at the apes. On 
each side of the symphysis, on a more inward level than the others, is 
a stronger, conical, vertical tooth. The tongue is small, rounded, 
fleshy, and fixed to the floor of the cavity, and as well as the latter 

1 

inky. The anterior dorsal commences a little behind the root of tha 
pectoral ; the four posterior rays are filamentous : the third, the long- 1 

est, is little less than of the totd length ; the fifih, a little shorter 
than the first, equals about one hilf of the third ; the membrane 

I 
extends close to the posterior dorsal ; the base of thii fin e q d  1 
the greatest vertical diameter of the body. The posterior d d  
slightly increases in height towards the 21st my, which mersnns about ~ 
8 of the greatest vertical diameter of the body ; the base of the h it 
3+ times its height. The caudal is a little pointed, th~length litrh 
less than + of the total. The anal commences opposite the s c a d  

branched ray of the posterior dorsal, the tract of which i t  follom bd 
its height ia less by one third ; the 23rd ray is the longest and 1- 
than one half of the greatest diameter of the body. The ventnls 
mfundibuliform, their length in about + of the total. Two thirds d 
the peetomla are covered with wales ; their length in  about t of the 
total ; the naked portion of thia 5 is oral. The sealea resemble thor 
of B. hoddamti, increasing in sine on the abdomen md posterior put 
of the body, deeply imbedded in the integuments, which are c o d  
with numerous papillae. Single individuals were obsernd st  Pixmng. 



BOLEOPBTEALYUII VIBIDIS, (Buchan-Ham.) 

Gobi- viridis, Bnchan. Ham. 42, 45, 366, P1. XXXII. Fig. 12. 
Boleophthalmus viridis, Cup. and Val. XII, 213. 
Boleophthalmus histophorus, Cuv. and Val. XII. 210. 
Gartelsos viridis, Swainson 11, 280. 
Head and back greenish ; sides bluish-elate colonred ; above the indis- 

tinct Lteral line more or fewer distant black dob ; in some a varying 
nnmber of bkckiih vertical lines ; the festooned lips, the throat and 
abdomen bluish white ; dorsal tins greenish grey edged with black, the 
posterior one dotted with black; caudal similar, but the black dots 
forming a few undulating transversal lines ; anal and ventrals pale rose- 
colonred or whitish ; pectofnla greyish with a few scattered black dots. 
Irt pale golden. 

D5-1/26, C 17,A 1/25,V 1/5,Pl7, Br. V. 
&BIT.-~~u of &fig. 

Estuaries of the Ganges, Bombay, Surat. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 5 inch. 
From comparison of a number of living individuals it appears that 

the deeper or lighter greenish eolonr of the back, and the absence or ' 

presence of vertical lines on the sides are but individual differences, per- 
haps influenced by age, sex, or habits. Buchanan Hamilton correctly 
observes a there are very minute scales on the body and upper part of 
the head." They ere imbedded in the skin, distant, orbicular #or 
rlightly oval, and become larger towards the tail. On submitting a 
portion of the skin to 60 or 100 linear magnifying power, the scales 
may be seen distinctly enough. This species is very numerous 
at Pinang. 

Gra. EL~OTRIS, .Cronoa. 1763. 

~kneral straetnre of Gohid, but the ventral 5 a  m not united ; 
branchioategous rays nix. 

ELEOTRIS w a o c x r a m  Cur. and YaL 
Eleotris porocephala, Cur. and Val. XII. 237. 
Head .nd back blackish brown ; sides brownish white with clouded 

brownish spots ; abdomen brownish white minutely dotted with brown ; 
anterior dorsal pale brownish ; posterior dorsal and caudal darker with 
indistinct tranwenral series of brownish spots, their free margin whitish ; 
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anal, vantnlr and pectmds whitish hemi-hnspuent. Iris gdh,  
more or l a a   potted with black. 

D 6-la, C 17#, A l/i, V l p ,  P 15, Br. VI. 
HABIT.-Ksrhw~ter Pi-. 

Freshwater Seychelle Islands, New Ireknd. 
TOTU LENGTH : 54b inch. 
The pore a little above the posterior nostril, and that immediately 

behind the orbit are indistinct in the two young i n d i v i d d  amid ; 
the uppermost of the four pores on the p te r io r  w e n d ' i  margin at 
the preopercle ia distinct, the other three less so, coduent, forming r 
short dm. 

ELEOTRI~ OPEIOCEPHALUS, Knhl and Van HaSSelt. 

Eleotria ophiocephalns, Cur. md Val. XII. 239. 
Head and back pale brownish black on a golden ground ; sides with 

six parallel longitudinal brown lines ; abdomen buff, minutely dotted 
with brown; d o d s  brownish; the posterior and the caudal with 
indistinct transversal series of brownish spots, and with whitish mar- 
gins ; anal, ventrals and pectorals hemi-transparent, minutely dotted. 
with brown. Iris golden blackish. 

D 6-18, C 174, A 117, V IF, P 15, Br. VI. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinang. 

Java. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 50 inch. 
From E. poroeephala the present species principally diiers in  its c+ 

loore : the head appears a little more elongated, the scales of the mown 
somewhat larger, and the inferior margin of the preoperde b.s but a 
single rather indistinct pore, near the angle of the month. It a p v  
to be of rare occurrence at Pinang. 

Ewo~arr anTxe, (Bachm. Ham.) 

Cheilodipterus butis, Buchan. Ham. 57,367. 
(Icon.) Cheilodipterus but* Gray. Ill. Ind. 2001. 11. PI. 9S, 

Rs* 3 
Eleotris humeralis, Cuv. and Val. XII. 246. 
Eleotrir humeralis, Bleeker : Verhand. Batav. Gm. XXII. =,5. 
Reddirh brown with dark central spots on some of the d e s  d tbc 

head and sides, and the latter with numerous vu3oilian rpotr; tk 
two dorralr brownish at the base, transparent in the middle ritb 
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brad  vermilion margins ; caudal and anal black with vermilion mar- 
gins; and rays with similar spots ; pectorals transparent; near the 
root, between the 8th and 16th ray, a large rounded bhck spot, above 
and below which a smaller vermilion spot, and a few others at the root 
of this and the ventral fins. Iris blackish golden. 

D 6-la, C 1 i+, A la, V IF,  P 18, Br. VI.* 
HABIT.-Sea and e8tuariea of Pinang. 

Estuaries of Bengal, Batavia, Samarang, Surabaya, Pasu- 
ruan, West Coast of Madurai 

TOTAL LENGTH : 6 inch. 
I t  is readily recopised by the much depressed elongated head, the 

length of which is contained 34 times in the total ; the greatest verti- 
al diameter of the body slightly exceeds 4 of the total length. The 
opercle is a little pointed above the root of the pectorals, which, how- 
ever, is less perceptible in the young than in the adult. Although 
Bnchanan Hamilton points ont the strong affinity of this species to the 
Gen. GobioRPoru~ LacbpBde, he was led to consider it a Cheilo- 
diptmrr. His specimen from the Ganges, figured in his unpublish- 
ed drawings, and later by Mr. Gray, was destitute of the vermilion 
spots of the body, which vanieh in individual8 inhabiting muddy 
mharies. These spots as also the scarlet margins of the fins, be- 
come obliterated after death, when the black spot of the pectoral 
h s  appears surrounded. by two smaller yellowhh-white ones, as de- 
scribed by M. Valenciennes. (Hist. Kat. des Poias. XII. p. 186.) It 
h not numerous at Pinang. 

ELEOTRIS CAPERATUS, Cantor. 

Gmund-colours, the vermilion spots of the body and the margins 
of the fins, the. black spots at the root of the pectorals exactly resem- 
bling those of Zleotris butiu. 

D 6-18, C 164, A 18, V 1/5, P 21, Br. VI. 
H ~ s r ~ . - S e a  of Pinang. 
TOT& LENGTH : 3+ inch. 
The crown of the head is apparently scaleless aa far rs the posterior 

mugin of the orbit ; it is depressed, but less elongated than K kt ir ,  
ib length being contained 4+ times in the total ; the opercles expansible 
and &A in E. butis. The mnzele is rounded, the gape nearly ver- 

* Bachan Hamilton dram by mistake 7 bnnchiwtegoru rap. 



tical, the angle of the mouth opposite the anterior part of' tbe orbit; 
the lower jaw scarcely longer than the upper; the teeth minatc, 
velvety, the external an< internal series of both jaws distant, somewhat 
longer than the rest ; the tongue small, bttened, rounded in front ; ths 
eye oval, comparatively larger than in E. brrtw, occupying the e n d  
fourth of the head ; the distance between both is about one vertial 
diameter. The upper margin of the orbit forms a sharp arched crest, 
armed with minute, close, forwards pointing spines ; the crest iW 
is continued obliquely downwards, but becomes spineless in front of 
the orbit, and there it separates the rostra1 cavity in which the two 
trils open, from a short crescent-shaped cavity, immediately below the 
anterior angle of the orbit. Along the upper margin of the somewhat 
pointed preopercle proceeds a short, but rather deep, horizontal sulcor, 
which farther follows the tract behind the.supraorbitd spinous erest. 
The greatest vertical diameter of the body, at the commencement of 
the anterior dorsal fin, is a little less thau the lengthof the herd. The 
scales of the opercles, cheeks and the nape are a little smaller t h  
those of the body, which are a little broader than long. The longitu- 
dinal series from the root of the pectorals to the caudal contains about 
34 wales. The length of the pectoral fins equals that of the herd; 
the other fins, as well as the genital papilla in shape and proportions 
resemble those organs of E. FF.utia. The similarity of colonrs rod their 
distribution is so striking in both species, that they might be misum, 
but for thc snpraorbital spinous crert, the sulcated, and c o m p d d ~  
shorter head of E. caperahcs. Two individuals were obsend at 
Pinang, taken together in stakes with other hhee. 

SUBPAM. ECHENEIDINB. 

With a flattened disk on the head, cornpored of a certain numk d 
transverad laminae, directed obliquely backwards, dentated or @yon 
their posterior margin, and moveable so that by creating r 
between them, or by hooking on by the spines, they are capbled 
attaching themselves to various bodies, such an rocks, ahips, firher, kc 
Body elongated, covered with minute scales ; r sin& ad€ dorsal oppb 
site to the anal ; head perfectly f i t  above ; eye8 lateral ; moath h i -  
contally clef?., rounded ; loqer jaw projecting and as well 9s the &- 
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maxillaries hrnished with minute card-like teeth ; a regular series of 
minute teeth like d i a  dong the margin of the upper maxillaries ; 
branchiostegous rays eight; the stomach is a wide cul-de-sac; ceeca 
six or eight ; intestine ample, but short ; air-vessel none. 

Eeheneis neucrates, Linnk : Syst. Nat. 1188. 
Echeneis neucrates, Forskdl : Descr. Anim. p. XVI. No. 7. 
Echeneis nmcmtes, Bonnat. Encyclop. Method. Ichthyol. Tab. 33. 
Echeneis neucrates, Bloch. Tab. 17 1. Fig. 121. 
Echeneis neucrates, Shaw IV. 209, PI. 31. 
Echeneis neucrates, Russell XLIX. Aln Mottah. 
Echeneis naucrates, Cuv. R. A. (Ed. I.) 11. 228. 
Echeneis neucrates, Bennett : Life of Raffles, 692. 
Echeneis vittata, Riippell : N. W. Fische, 82. 
Echeneis naucrates, Richardson : Report 1845, 203. 
Echeneis naucrates, Temm. et Schl. Pnuna Jap. Tab. CXX. Fig. 1. 
Guddimi of the Malays. 
(Adult.) Disk, fins, and ground-colour of body livid or lead colour 

of different shades ; from the muzzle over the aide of the head a broad 
bluish black bmd, in some more or less continued along the lateral 
line ; in some the throat and posterior half of the body blkish black ; 
in others livid p~tches  on the sides and abdomen ; upper- and lower 
corner of the caudal with a crescent-shaped or triangular milk-white 
spot. Iris silvery bluish black. 

( P a n g . )  Of darker colours than the adult ; the elevated angles . 
of the dprsal and caudal milk-white as also the angular spots on the 
trapezoidal caudal. 

D 2/33 to 38, C 17#, A 2/33 to 38, V IF, P 21 to 23, Br. IX. 
Disks 23 to 26. 

HABIT-Sea of Pinang, Malayan Pmimula, Singapore. 
Atlantic on both aides, Red Sea, Indian Ocean, Bay of 

Bengnl, Sumatra, Anstralia, Polynesia, Japan. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 2 ft. 4 inch. 
Single individuals occur at  all seasons in the Straits of Mnlacca. 

The Malays consider this fish to be powerful manure for fruit trees. 
(Low : Diuat. of Pinang, 179). 
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FAM. BLENNIOIDE. I 
(OMOBRANCEUB, [Ehrmberg,] Cuv. and Val. 1836 - 

BLENNECHIS,* CUV. and Val. 1836.) 

Teeth setaceous, minute, in a single series ; branchial opening rev 
small, placed above the pectoral fins ; dorsal single, w i ~ h  flexible, but 
not articulated rays ; ventrnls thoracic, with three rays. 

PETROSCIRTES VARIABILIS, Cantor. I 
Head above and back light brownish olive ; sides of the bend and 

. body yellowish ; abdomen greenish yellow ; from the orbit to the 
caudal a longitudinal blackish band, above which the head and body 
minutely dotted and clouded with black ; dorsal yellowish olive, dotted 
with black, rays with more or less distinct blackish spots forming two 
or three' longitudinal series ; in some individuals a black spot between 
the points of the first and second ray ; caudal yellow, base minutely 
dotted with black and in some with a central black spot ; ma1 yellow 
minutely dotted with blnck, in some with black spots on the np 
Eorrning two or three longitudinal series ; ventrals yellow ; peetods 

transparent. Iris bright yellow clouded with blackish ; orbital margin 
glive. 

D 11/17 to 20, C 11#, A 17 to 21, V 3, P 15, Br.VI. 
HABIT.-S~U of Pinang, Singapore. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 5 inch. 
The form of the body is elongated, gradually compressed from the 

bead to the tail ; the greatest vertical diameter of the body, in fmnt of 

* Bleunechir, Cur. and Val.-" Bmnchiostegom membrane cloaed benull 
and commanicating nxternally by a a d  fissure above the b ~ e  of tbe pec td  

fim; dentition a modification of that of Blenniur : lower incisors, attached 
the anterior part of the jaw ; on each side a long canine, in some spaeiea mormw, 
reclining ; in others arched, and when the mouth is clored, fitting in II arity 

each aide of the palate; dond  undivided ; tentacles absent in most.'' (C.T. d 
~ a i .  XI. 279).-Of the two species of Petrorcirfer, dercribed by Dr. RSp+ 
P. mifrahrr i n  characterired .MI having in both jaws a dngle clon -ria d b  
retaeeoua teeth ; P. aneylodon as having in addition two small canin= on d lidr 
of the upper jaw, and a very long one on each side of the lower. Aa M. M. h* 
and Valenciennes admit both species in their Glenur Blcueckb, Dr. Rapfl'fi 
Petroreirfer claim# priority. 
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the anal, is + of the total ; of which that in front of the candal is A. 
The vertical section at the occiput is nearly square, from thence the 
rides of the head are gradually compressed towards the truncated 
m d e ,  the breadth of which is + less than that of the occiput. The 
upper part of the head is flattened, gently declining to between the 
eyes, when it becomes arched and abruptly declining. The length of 
the head is 4 of the total, the depth at  occiput about 4 of the length. 
The distance from the muzzle to the orbit is d. of the length of the 
h d .  The npper part of the orbit forms a part of the profile ; the dia- 
meter of the eye is $ of the length of the head. The mouth is rather 
luge : as the jaws are truucated in front, they consist of a central and 
two b r a 1  portions. The central or transversal supports a single close 
wries of minute setaceons trenchant teeth : those of the upper jaw are 
p l d  vertically ; those of the lower, the ehorbr, horizontally. In 
the npper jaw their number varies from 30 to 40 ; in the lower from 
32 50. The number appears to be independent of .ge : of two 
individuals measuring 5 inch. in length, one had #$, the other $6 inci- 
m, whiie two others, about 3 inches in length, had +) and 39. On 
ercb aide of the lateral part of the upper jaw, a short distance behind tbs 
incisors, appears a small canine. A much longer canine, equalling the 
diameter of the eye, is placed on each aide of the lower jaw immediately 
behind the incisors. When the mouth is closed each of the lower 
canines is received into a large oval cavity in the palate. Behiid the 
canines the jaws are toothless. There is no tongue ; under the throat 
are two excesairely minute filaments. Juet above and a little in 
front of the mot of the pectords nppears a short crescent-ehaped 
6.nue, the opening of the gills. On the upper part of the head 
are several pores, of which one above the anterior part of each 
orbit, appears to be constant. The body appears to be naked with 
nnmerons minute pores secreting mucus. The lateral line proceeds 
fiom the posterior part of the opercle obliquely upwards to about the 
fif& dorsal ray, from whence it follows close to the base of the fin 
towards the eleventh ray, when it turns for a short distance obliquely 
doanaardn and suddenly terminates. The dorsal fin commences on a 
line with the posterior margin of the preopercle ; the first ray is a little 
rhorter than the resf which are nearly equal, + of the greatest diame- 
ter of the body. The dorsal, like all the other fin rays, are undivided, 
b u t  the first 1 1 dorsal are aimple, not jointed ; the last one is connected 

7 N 
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by a triangular membrane to the posterior part of the back. Tbe an= 
dd equals the length of the head; when spread out, the posterior 
margin is rounded with the points of the rays exposed, but ordinuil~ 
the fin appears lanceolate. The anal commences opposite the twr1Rh 
dorsal ray ; it resembles the dorsal, but the rays are a little shorter ; the 
lmt one is connected by a membrane to the posterior part of the rbdo- 
men. The pectorals are rounded, + of the total length. The vent& 
consist of three rays, of which the anterior is the shortest ; the central 
is the broadest, but its length eqnals the very thin posterior one, w h i  
is about ) of the total length. Single individuals occnr at  aU seasmu 

at Pinang. They resemble some of the Gobiokia in their power of 
sustaining' life for some time out of water, in their skipping movemcnb, 
and in their habit of inkting the gill-membrane. The diaphragm i 
silvery white ; the stomach capacious, generally expanded with minute 
crustacea ; the liver small'; the gall large, pyriform ; the intestinal anrl 
is simple, about the length of the fish ; the air-vessel small, pyriform, 
silvery. This species is closely allied to P. Larkieri, Riahardson,* which, 
however, is readiiy distinguishable by its larger eye (i of the head,) 
and by the third ventral ray beiug much shorter than the second. 

PAM. LOPHIOIDB. 

GEN. ANTENNABIUB, (Commerson) LactpJde 1798. 

(CHIBONECTES,~ CIIV~W, 1817). 

Head compressed with three free rays on the man ; mouth rerti. 
a l ly  cleft ; opening of the gills emall, round, behind the pectoral 
in the posterior part of axilla. Tongue toothless. Intennadaria. 
lower jaw, vomer, pnlntines and pharyngeals with minute cud- 
teeth. Dorsal fin elongated. 

Hlein : Mia. 111. P1. 3, Pig. 4 '1 
Lophius hitrio, Var C., Bloch-Schn., 142 ? 
Lophius histrio marmoratus, B1.-Schn. Ibid? 
Lophius raninus, Tilesiua : Mem. Mosc, XI. PI. 16. 

* Zchlhyobgy gf the Voyage of H. M. 8. Sr?phmr, 136, Pl. LXIV. Q. 
-Rcpwt 1845, 266. 

t CAi*orudea, Illiger. 1811, a gcnua of Mqrrupialio. 
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Lesson : Voy. de la Coqde. P o i .  PI. 16, Fig. 2. 
Chironectes mannoratus, Cuv. and Val. XII. 402. 
Chironectes raninus, Richardson, Rep. 1845, 203. 
Chironectes mannoratus, Ternm. and Sohl. Fauna Jap. Pisc. 159, 

LXXXI. Fig. 1. . 
Ground eolour of back, sides and fins yellow ochre, largely marbled 

with blackish brown, in which emu single darker spots ; abdomen 
silvery yellowish-white with brown spots ; the cutaneous 6laments of 
.the 6ns and back blaclrih, those of the sides pale yellow, those of the 
abdomen white. Iris pale burnished golden with distant radiating 
brown lines ; pupil circular, black. 

D 3-12, C 9,A 7, v 5, P 10, Br. VI. 
EABIT.-Sea of Pinang. 

New Guinea, Bombay, Japan. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 4f inch. 
The body is minutely granulated, and the fint dorsal rny is e x e c  

sively slender: it was absent in the larger of two i n d i v i d d  observed 
.at Pinmg. 

Koehlreuter, N. C. Petrop. X. P1. 8, Fig. 1. 
Lophius hispidus Bloch-Schn. 143, No. 6. 
Lophius striatus, Shaw, Nat. Mic. V. PI. 175. 
Rustell XIX. Knppa Murs Moia. 
Lophius histrio, Linn6, Bnssell. 
Chironectes lophotes, Cnvier : MBm. du Mua. 111. PI. 17, Pig. 2. 
Chironecks hispidus, Cuv. and Val. XII. 407. 
Pale reddish yellow (nankin-colour), paler on the ahdomen ; head 
d back with transversal sooty brown stripes : those of the nape and 
back nearly transversal or slightly oblique, radiating obliquely down- 
wards from the eye and from the tail ; all the fins except the ventrals 
spotted with sooty b r m  ; first dorsal my yellowish alternately brown 3 

the tufi of filaments longitudinally blackish and white ; the few short 
filaments of the body, the lips, tongue, and cavity of the mouth pale 
yellowish. Iris pale burnished golden with radiating brown lines; 
pupil black, circular. 

D3-1Z,C9,A7,V5,PlO,Br.VI.  
7 n 2  



H~nr~.-Sea of Phang, Singapore. 
. Bay of Bengal. 

TOTAL LLNQTH : 9 inch-. 
The body and fins are covered with mall, closely set, bipartite @a 

which rise vertically from the skin. The lateral l i e  is composed of 
larger somewhat distant spines, each terminating in 6 to 9 points; 
it commences from the muzzle, proceeds in an arch above the eye md 1 

continues following the slope of the baok towards the posterior put d 1 
the second dorsal. A second, rather indistinct line of Wt, I 

 pines is observed on the upper half of the upper jaw, md a tbhl I 

similar marks externally the posterior margin of the opercle. Bm 
and there on the body, bnt particularly toward8 the anterior put d 
the abdomen, appear some short fleshy filaments. The larger indiridnrl 
was observed at Singapore in May 1840, a akcond, 4 inches in length, at 
Pinang in 1845. The stomach is conical, veq  capacious, oaa~p$ng 
the entire length of the lower part of the expawible abdominal cavity; 
the coats are very thick, leathery ; the internal surface with nnmQoDI 
irregular folds. The duodenum, the widest of the intestines, receim the 
elongated ductus coledochus at a distance of about + inches from pyb 
NS. The length of the intestinal canal is double that of the fish. The 
liver is very voluminous, elongated ; the gall bladder is like a pea, hrlf 
imbedded in the liver ; the spleen very minute. The &-vessel Irrgc, 
oval ; the coats very thick. 

Renard I. PI. 43, 2121 
Lophius mmmersonii, L d p M e  1. 327. 
LacBpMe I. P1. 14, Fig. 3 ? 
Chironectes commersonii, Cuvier : MBm. du Mas. 111.431, P1. 18, 

Pi. L 
Chironectes commenonii, Cnv. and Vd. XII. 426. 
Bluish black. On the back, above the lateral line, m d  in fmPt of 

the first articulated ray an oblique rose-oolourd md 
which a black ring ; at the root of the caudal, rbwe and b t h  tm 
h i l a r  smaller spote, and one on the aide betwan the .ad 
anal fine. First very slender dorsal ray alternately r m o o l o a d  ad 
black, the tufC of filaments rather full, blackish gny. h y a  d tbs 
dorsal, anal, pectoral and ventral fine black, the membwes ia lr~ d h  
a nther broad sub-marginal rosecoloured band, edged with black. 



The points of the ventral rays rolle-coloured. The caudal rays black ; 
k m  the third and ninth, near the root, the black membrane has a 
maversa1 rose-colonred band divided in the middle by a black linh 
On the posterior part of the caudal a broad sub-marginal rose-colonred 
.bend, within which four somewhat undulating black lines, edged wi th  
bhk. Lips, throat, tongue, and cavity of the mouth light bluish 
e y ,  dotted with black. Iria rosacoloured silvery, with oix mditing 
black lines, pupil circdar, black. 

D 3-14, C 9, A 7, V 5, P 9, Br. VI.? 
HABIT.-&u of Sh#voTe. 

Isle of France. 
TOTAL LENGTH ': 5). 
The body and fins are covered with smdl black  spin^ like those of 

A. i+w, but there a* no fleshy 6Iaments. The la ted  line is con- 
tinued to the root of the caudal fin. The abdomen is v e y  erpandbla 
The present differs fromthe description given by Cuvier and Valenciennes 
in the position and number of the rose-coloured spob or ocelli, and 
the d 6n hm one ray less, differences edciently insignificant to be 
considered individual. A single individual was observed at Singapom 
in May 1840. 

GEN. BATRACEUS, Klein 1744. 

Head broad ; mouth widely cleft, lips frequently with numerons 
cutaneous filaments ; anterior dorsal fin very small and almost hid by the 
integuments ; pectorals supported by flat short arms ; ventrals jugular 
with three rays of which the anterior is elongated, flattened like a sword- 
blade ; teeth in the jaws, vome* and palate ; posterior dorsal and the anal 
extensive, but low ; sub-opercle as large as opercle, both terminating in 
strong spines ; infraorbitala none ; branchiostegous rays six. . 

BATRACEV~ GavNNIENe, (Linn6). 

Sebn 111. Pl. 28, Fig. 4. 
W t u s  gmnniens, Var. B. Linnk: Mns. Ad. Fr. 11. 65. 
Cottoe srrmnienq Linn6, Var. B : Syst. 1209. 
Cottus gmnniens, .Bloch, P1. 179. 
Cottus grnnniens, L d p .  111. 232. 
Batmchns, Bloch-Schneider, 42. 
Cattus granniens, $haw IV. 256. 
Batrachus grunniens, CUV. R. A. 11. 253. ('). 
Brtrachdees gaugene, Buchan, Ham. 34,365, P1. XIV. Pig. 8. 



Batrachus gmnniens, Cuv. and Val. XII. 466. 
Head above, back and sides light greenish or brownish o l i i  

abdomen greenish or brownish white ; head marbled and spotted with 
black; body with more or less distinct oblique and vertical brord 
bands, darker than the ground-colour, edged and spotted with black; 
fleshy filsments buff; fins of the ground-colour of the body, dorvlr 
and anal indistinctly clouded with black or with very oblique blackish 
bands ; caudal, pectorals and ventrals with blackish spots or nurm 
vertical bands. Iris nariow silvery olive, orbital part blacbh. 

D 3-22, C 133, A 18, V 1/2, P 23, Br. VI. 
&ax~.-Sea of Pinang, Malayan Peninrulq Singapox. 

Java, Bombay, Gangetic estaaries. ' 

TOTAL LENGTH : 10 inch. 
- The length of the bead ia aboat ) of the total ; the transversal di.- 
meter of the orbit ia & of the length of the head. The eyes are pLecd 
nearly horizontally, their distance from the m d e  is one d i e t e r ,  from 
each other it is somewhat less than two transversal diameters. The 
intermaxillary teeth are minute, placed in a doable series, whieh 
from the eymphysis to opposite the eyes. A double series of stronger 

conical teeth occupies the vomer and palatals, and extends farther back 
than the intermaxillaries. The lower jaw has a doable series of strong 
conical teeth on the symphysis, but it becomes single in the bnneha 
of the jaw. The. tongue is bony, small, flattened, elongated and ro 
completely hid in the integnments that it cannot be perceived dnring 
life. The opercle terminates in two strong spines of which the snpa 
rior points obliquely upwards and backwards, the lower is hothmtal. 
The sub-opercle terminates in a single horizontal spine, in length 
equalling the lower one of the opercle. A nnmber of flesh J fihmenb 
terminating in cilia are scattered over the head. One behind euh eye, 
and at the angle of the mouth is longer than the rest. The g r a t u t  
vertical diameter,of the body equnls the length of the head. Tbr 
ventral spine is very short and by a membrane closcly joined to 
the &st ray which i s  the longer and undivided. The sccand ray 
is shorter and divided in numerous branches. 8iagle i n d i v i d d  
occur, but rarely, at Pinang. The natives attribute poiaonoas quditk 
to these fishes, and reject them even as manure. The cmkiog 4 
they emit has been noted by Buchanan. They ue capable of ii* 
a coneiderable time out of their element. 
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PAM. TEUTHIDIDB. 

Body oval, compressed ; mouth slightly cleft and little protractile ; 
teeth minute, crenulated, in a single series ; a horizontal spine in front 
of the dorsd fin ; ventrals with two spines : an external and an inter- 
nal, between which three rays; branchiostegous rays five, of which 
the lowest is dilated and hid in the isthmus. 

TBUTHIS JAVA, Lion& 
Gronor. Zoophyl. 113, No. 352, PI. 8, Fig. 4. 
Teuthis java, Linnd : Syst. 1362. 
Russell CII. Worahwah. 
Teuthii j a m ,  Cnv. B. A. 11.223, (3. 
Amphacanthus javus, Cuv. and Val. X. 118. 
Amphacanthua javus, Schlegel et Miiller: Verhand. over de Nat. 

Gesch. (Amphacanthus) 10.. 
Amphaeurthns jams, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gee. XXII. 5. 
Ikm kitang of the Malays. 
Head above, back and sides dark brownish neutral tint, paler towarda 

abdomen; on the head and back numerous pale bluish grey rounded 
spots, which on the aides and chest become elongated, irregular, vermi- 
d a t e d  ; on the abdomen longitudinal and whitish ; sides of the head 
metallic greenish yellow or sulphur-coloured; cheeks washed with 
brown; pectorals transparent greyish white ; rest of the fins pale 
brownish grey closely dotted'with brown, and washed with brown, pale , 

orange and lilac. Iris pale metallic. eulphur-coloured ; orbital half 
&rk brown or neutral tint. 

D 13/10, C 17H,A7P, V 1/3/1, P 18,Br. V. 
HAB~T.--SL?~I of Malayan Peninarla and Islands. 

Sunda, Java, Madura, Coromandel. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 11 inch. 
The length of the head is a little more than 3 of the total, in which 

the depth at occiput is contained 33 timea. The greatest diameter of 
tbe orbit, which in a little oblique and falling beneath the .widened 



crendated anterior margin, is 3 of the length of the head. The grertert 
vertical diameter of the body is 24 in the total length. The horizolltrl 
spine in front of the first dorsal has in the yonng of this and of the 
following species the point exposed ; with age it becomes entirely hid bj 
the integuments. In young individuals the length of the head is from 
4s to 48 in the total; the greatest diameter of the orbit is 2) in the 
length of the head ; the greatest vertical diameter of the body is 2# in 
the total length. At Pinang small individuals are numerous at d 
seasons. As all the species of the present genus are supposed by the 
Malays of the Straits to be highly poisonous, they arc not eaten, bat ~ 
set aside among offal of fish to be used as manure. 

TEUTHI~ CONCATENATA, (CUV. and Vd.) 
Amphacanthus concatenatus, Cuv. and Val. X. 127. 
Kltang of the Malays. 
Head above, back and anterior part of the sides above the httrd 

line blue purple ; rest of the sides reddish yellow ; abdomen reddii 
white ; back and sides with numerous rounded brick-red spots bemmbg 
reddish yellow on the lower part of the sides; sides of the bad 
reddish yellow bronur washed with brown ; wstrils, infraorbitala and 
opercles brimmed with cobalt ; pectorals transparent ; rest of the fiol 
pale brownish grey, closely dotted with brown, w.shed with pJs 
reddiih yellow and lilac ; between the dorsal and anal rays some idis- 
tinct brown spots. Iris n m w  sulphur-colonnd r o d  the pnpil; nat 
brown bronze. 
D 13/10, C 17% A 7), V 1/3/l, P 17, Br. V. 
HABIT.-sea 04 Pinang. 

Isle of Bum, Batrris. 
TOTAL LENGTH :' 6# inch. 
The length of the head is 4+ in the tohl, the depth at  &pat Y. 

The greatest oblique dumeter of the orbit is 2) in the length of the 
head. The outline of the head is convex, particularly between tbt cpk 
The greatest vertical diameter of the body ia 2s in the totd lerytk 
When the caudal fin is spread out, the posterior margin is nearly 
mtraight. 8ingle individuale occur at Pinmg at all mmonr. 



TEUTHIB DOXBALIS, (CUV. and Val.) 
-Imphacanthus dorsalis, Cuv. and Val. X. 143. 
Amphacanthns dorsalis, Schlegel .and Miiller : 1. c. 10, 13, Tab. 2; 

Fig. I. 
=tang of the Malays. 

Head above and back pale brownish olive, lighter on the upper half 
ef the rides; lower half and abdomen bluish white 3 immediately 
beneath the origin of tbe lateral line and in front of the pectorals pale 
reddish lilac ; back and sides with numerous small oval bluish white 
spots; cheeks and opercler pale metallic sulphur-coloured, opercles 
edged with pale lilac ; pectorals transparent ; caudal pale brownish 
olive, minutely dotted with brown; rest of the fins greyish white, 
tinged with lilac, minutely dotted with broan. Iria yellowish white, 
orbital margin olive. 

D 13/10, C 1 7 % ' ~  7p, V l/j/i, P 16, Br. V. 
 HABIT.-^^^ of Pinang. 

Batavia. 
TOTAL LINOTH : 6 inch. 
The length of the head i 4* in the total. The greatest, oblique, 

diimeter of the orbit is + of tile length of the head. The greatest 
vertical diameter of the body is + of the total length. At Pinang this' 
rpeeiw is numerous a t  all seasow. 

Grn.  A C A N T H U ~ V ~ ,  Foraktrl 1775. 

( H a a ~ u x u s ,  Forater ~ ~ ~ ~ . - A S P I D U R U S ,  LacCp. 1802.) 

Tail on each ride armed with a strong moveable spine ; head and 
body compressed ; eyes elevated 8 mouth slightly cleft; teeth in a single 
series, trenchant, wilh crenulated margins ; dorsal single ; body covered 
with minute rcales ; branchb~te~one rays five. 

ACANTHUXUB X A ~ H O P T P X U S ,  CUV. and Val. 

Plate IV. 

Aanthurua lanthopterur, Cm. and Val. X. 215. 

Young. Head and body violet brown, paler towards ahdomen; the 
aostrik opening in a bright gamboge triangular rpot, resting behind 
on the anterior half of the orbit, the apex towards the middle of the 

7 0 
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profile ; dorsal fin bright yellow, minntely dotted with brown ; dong 
the b m  a cobalt blue longitudinal band, above which a second padel 
lilac one te-ting, on the anterior third of the fin ; a third and r 
fourth above each oiher : both bifurcating about the anterior half; 
upper margin black; anterior half of caudal white, the rest brown lika 
the body ; posterior margin broad, black ; and bright yellow minutely 
dotted with brown, with a cobalt blue b d  band, above which four 1 
parallel lilac ones, external margin black ; ventral spine and rays .p& 
bluish black; membrane pale grey minutely dotted with brown ; p 
t o d  rays yellow, membrane transparent. Iris narrow, yellow round 
the pupil, next broad silvery white, orbital margin reddish brown. 

D 9/27, C 17$, A 3/25, V l/j, P 17, Br. V. 
H ~ s r ~ . - S e a  of Pinang. 

Seychelles. ' 

TOTAL LIPNGTH : 5f inch. 
The length of the head is 4f in the total ; the di~meter of the eye is 

3+ in the length of the head. The preopercle, opercle, scapnlrr rrrd 
hnmeral bones are distinctly radiated. I n  each jaw is a single aeries of 
16 trenchant teeth : those of the upper appear somewhat larger md their 
margin has from 10 to 12 crenulations (Fig. 3. Magnif.) ; in the lower 
jaw the pair of teeth on the symphysis is longer than the rest, md the 
whole of the margin carries 10 crenulations ; all the rest an shorter, 
truncated with about 5 crenulations. . The greatest vertical diameter of 
the body (Fig. 2.1 is 2* in the total length. The whole of the head and 
body, the anterior half of the caudal and the base of the d o d  and and 
fins, are covered with ernall elongated oval scales (Fig. 4. Magnif.), of 
which those of the body have the posterior part truncated with &kt 

12 unequal cilia on the margin. The lateral line appears like a thmd 
at the upper fifth of the body; it is slightly undulating, following the 
outline of the back, which is lesa arched than that of the abdomen, till 
it amves between the termination8 of the dorsal and anal fins. Fmsll 

thence it is at first a little downwards arched and then rises, s o u  to 
pass above the spine of the tail'towards the caudal. Above md Mow 
the lateral line appear a nnmber of short, excessively minute, b.chru&r 
directed tubes. The length of the spine is less than the diameter of 
the eye; the anterior margin is sharp, the posterior roanded. Tb 
posterior margin of the cnudd is dightly conare; the s ~ p e r h  
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lobe a little longer than the inferidr. The stomnch is 'short, thick, 
gizzard-like ; the gall very large. There are four c~copyloric append- 
ages. The intestinal canal is spirally folded, more than twice the 
length of the fish. A single young individual was observed at Pinang 
in March 1845. The fishermen asserted that it is of rare occurrence; 
and attains to a foot in length. 

PAM. AULOSTOMATIDB. 

GEN. CANNORYNCHUS,* Cantor. 

(Epuioalent to ~ I E T ~ U R I A ,  Linnd, 1766). 

Mouth tubular, elongated, depressed ; jaws slightly clsft, nearly hori- 
zontal, with small teeth ; head elongated from 4 to + of the total 
length ; body elongated depreaeed; scales invisible ; behind the head, 
above and below, some bony appendages w i n g  the anterior part of 
the  head, dorsal fin single, and as well as the anal composed of nndi- 
rided mys; branchiostegous rays seven. 

CANNORYNCHVS I M M A C U L A ~ S ,  (Commerson.) 

Russell, CLXXIII. Goorum.-Fistularia tabacaria, Lin. 
Fistularia tabacceria, White, Voyage Bot. Bay. P. 296, Fig. 2. 
Fistularia immaculata, (Commerson,) Cur. R. A. 11. 267.c) 
Fistularia wmmersonii, Riippell : Neue Wirbelth. Fische, 142. 
Fistularia immaculata, Richardson, Rep. 1845, 247. 
Young. Head above light greenish grey; upper half of opercles 

greenish olive minutely dotted with black, lower half as well as the 
under surface of the head and the abdomen whitish ; sides of the body 
'light slab grey; the lateral line bordered beneath by a pale silvery 
bluish white line ; fins greenish hyaline ; caudal filament brownish 
olive. Iris narrow golden round the pupil ; the rest blackish silvery. 

D 15, 16 or 17, C 13+, A 14 or 15,V lp, P 15,Br.VII. 
&BIT.-Sea of Pinang. 

Indian Ocean, Coromandel, Mohila, (Red Sea.) 
...................... Length of the head : 0 ft. 54 inch. 

,, ,, ,, body to the root of caudnl fin, . . 0 ,, 8; ,, 
.............. ,, ,, ,, caudal filament, 0 ,, 4# ,, 
TOTAL LENGTH : 1 ft. 68 inch. 

* K h ,  qd; pbyxos, mat .  S~lbditubd for ~tukviu,,LinuB, 1766, prc-oaa- 
pied by f i l r lar ia ,  Donati, 1750. (Polypi.) 



The length of the head is + o f  the length of the body, m d  
from the symphysis of the lowet jaw to the point of the a n d d  h. 
The tubular month, to the anterior margin of the orb& u 2) t i m a  
looger than the rest of the head. The horisontal diameter of the e p  
in  O+ in the length of the head; the distance of the eyes acroas thr 
forehead is + of the diimeter ; the narrow forehead is widened by a 
transparent membrqne extending along the upper margin of the orbit, 
m d  giving it m elongated oval shape. Prom the aides of the occiput 
proceeds a sharp crest of minute spines to the preopercle ; the posterior 
pnd anterior part of thd orbit are finely toothed, and the latter part bu 
a short bropd spine above and below, On each side of the tub& 
mouth, nppean a sharp ridge, the posterior half of which is u d  
with small forwards directed spines. The lower jaw is longer tlun rb, 

upper, with a round protuberance at the symphysis. Both jaws hm 
a single wries of small, somewhat unequal, reclining teeth. A rimilu 
single series appears on each of the palatals, and from four to rir: a 
the nnterior part of the vomer. Between the intermaxillary Mlia of 
teeth and those of the vomer ie extended a small crescent-shaped mem- 
brane. Prom the centre of the opercle proceed downwards two strong 
atrire and numerous finer ones radiate backwards. From the posterior 
part of the orbit radiate a number of lines backwards. Imrnediatdy 
behind the occiput commence a pair of elongated lanceolate bony p k t g  
each contained about 5f times in the length of the body, forming in rbs 
middle of the back a slightly raised line. Behind the pectoral finr rp. 
pears a shorter lanceolate bony plate, the upper margin of which joins 
the former pnit of the back ; the lower joins a larger a180 lanceolate pLtc, 
which on each side covers the anterior part of the abdomen. Tha h t t ~  
pair of abdominal plates qre turned up at the sides at a right angle ; their 
lower surface is  honeycombed asd thq anterior half of their lorn 
margin leaves a central open space on the abdominal mrface. lh 
length of t&e pair of abdominal plates is 3 of the dorml. The length 
of the pectoral fins end the lobes of the caudal equal the h o ~ t d  
diameter of the eye. The vertical diameter nt occiput, aa well u the 
greatest diameter of the body, is 3 of the horizontal d i e t e r  of ?lta 
eye. The breadth across the occiput equals the latter dinmeter. A 
vertical section of the head is broad rectangalar ; one of the rnW 
p ~ t t  of tbe body, in front of the dorsal, ia nearly trkngslrr ; behind tb 



d d  it is rhombic. The dored and and fins commena opposite 
each other at the posterior fourth of the distance from the anterior part 
of the orbit to the point of the caudal lobes. The lateral liue corn- 
mences above the opercle; the anterior put, occupying the dorsal 
platas, is arched with the aonvtxity bwuds the centre of the back, M, 

that the lines of both sides describe the 6gure of an elongated hour- 
g b .  At the termination of, tbe lateral pair of bony plates t$t lateral 
line commences, following the centreof the side, above the bluishwhite 
line. The lateral liuo wnsiab of a number of a linear tubes, deeply 
cleft at both ends; behind the dorsal 6n the tubes change to very 
~hort ,  sharp bony ridges, whicb to the touch appear like spinel. , The 
ventral fins are very short situated in the centre between the m d e  
and tbe point of the caudal- lobes. Thelength of the elongated aentnl 
caudal my appears to be proportionally longer in the very young indi- 
vidunls ; in the largest it was divided in two. Four individualr were 
observed at different seasons at Pinwg ;* they were examined some- 
time after death, and none of them exhibited the lateral series of blue 
rpob noted by Dr. Riippell, 

.ORDO ANACANTHINI.. . . 
PAM. PLEURONECTISIDE. 

I .. 
GEN. PLATESSA, Cuvin; 1817. 

I n  each jaw a.series of trenchant, qbtuse teeth ; frequently on the 
pberyngeds teeth like paving-stones ; dorsal eqtending in frolet to above 
the upper eye, leaving, M well as the anal, a naked interval between 
tbemulves and the caqdal ; +pe rhombqidal ; most species have the 
eyes on the ,right? side ; two pr three s d  ceca. 

Eye4 a d  mlow m the left dide. 
. m 

* Another apecisr of the pr-mt family : Amph&& rertdr, Mein, w u  ohrcrr- 
cd in p a t  n u k h ,  at Singapore in May 1840. From 1842 to 1845 none occur- 
red at h a n g ,  nor "ere the firhermm them acquainted with the fish. 

t The tertnn *hl and m, or deatrul and rinuirtrsl ue applied to the apecia 
of this family, M 'to thOM of every othek, while the tlh in p h d  with the Cd to- 
rvdr the obannr, the dorsal& upmrdr, and tha and doknmrdn. 
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(tam.) Plateam rnsselli, Gray: 111. Ind. Zool. PI. 94, Fig. 2. 
Ikan Siblah of the Malays. 

Left siGE. Pale reddish- or yellowish-brown ; each scale with a rsr- 
tical b d  spot clone to the dark brown posterior margin ; opede and 
anterior third of abdomen pale bluish or neutral tint. Iris silv, 
.coloured like the body. 

Beht side. BuE or dust-coloured ; opercle and anterior third of 
abdomen pale bluish. Fins transparent, coloured like the body, bnt 
,paler, minntely dotted with brown ; dorsal, crudal and and with a tm 
'ecattered indistinct brownish spota. 

D 70 to 73, C 15+, A 56, V 6, P 12, Br. VII. 
HABIT : Sea of Pinang, Mdayan Pmi~u lo ,  Singapore. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 1 ft. 1 inch. 
Lefl ride. The length of the head is 4 i  in the total. The upper 

brbit occupies the second-fourth of the head, close to the profile of the 
back without encroaching upon it ; it is oval ; the horizontal diameter, 
being $ of the length of the head, exceeds by + that of the Iowa 
rounded orbit. Both are separated by a very narrow aharp ridge. 
The vertical distance from the centre of the inferior orbital margin of the 
lower eye to the margin of the lower jaw is +of the length of the bed. 
The posterior apertures of both nostrils are eituated imrnediitely in 
front of the orbits ; they are rounded and larger than the anterior ma. 
Of the latter the upper one appears to be a small puncture about mid- 
.way in front between both orbits. The lower anterior 'aperture h 
'sitnated obliquely in front of the posterior, close to the margin d 
the left upper maxillary. The latter bone is narrow, widened ud 
obliquely truncated at the lower extremity. The angle of the month 
scarcely extends to the anterior part of the orbits. The margin of the 
month is exclusively formed by the.elongated intermaxillarics, to which 
are confined the teeth. The latter are conical, blunt, slightly i n d  
.arched and in a single aeries, of which the anterior four or fire 
of each side are a little larger and more distant than the rest, whieh 
are minnte and placed closely together. The teeth of the lo- b w  

.are longer, fewer, and all with intervals. The tongue is lineu, woo&. 

The opercles and cheek8 are hid by scales. The form of the body i 
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oblong, the greatest vertical diameter, at the second-third of the total 
length, slightly exceeds + of the total. The body is covered by 
upwards of 67 longitudinal series of scales, of which there are about 81 
on a line between the gill-opening md the caudnl. The lades are small 
rounded with about 15 radiating lines at the radical part ; the posterior 
margin is closely ciliated. The lateral line consists of simple tubes. 
I t  commences at  the lower margin of the lower orbit, ascends in the 
&ape of the letter 5 to the upper extremity of the preopercle, then 
slightly descends to above the posterior angle of the opercle, when it 
soddenly rises describing a short arch, terminating above the point of 
the pectoral. From thence it proceeds straight along the middle oL 
the side to tbe point of the posterior margin of the caudal fin. The 
d o d  fin commences opposite the anterior angle of the upper orbit; 
the distance from the muzzle equals the horizontal diameter of the 
apper eye. All the rays, except the three last ones, are undivided, 
and with a single series of smnll scales along the anterior margin ; the  
points of the rays project a little beyond the membrane, so as to give 
the fin a fringed appearance. The longest rays are contained 2+ times 
in the length of the head: they are situated at the commencement of . 

the posterior half of the fin, the distance of which from the caudal is 
+ of that of the anterior ray from the m k l e .  The root of the caudal 
is covered with small scales ; the posterior margin is pointed in the 
centre, the two rays of which ard the longest, 3 of the head. The pos- 
terior four or five anal rays are divided ; the rest are simple and resem. 
ble the dorsal. The extent of the base of the anal is about + less than. 
slut of the dorsal. The left ventral ia eitusted a little nearer the gill- 
opening than the anal; the two firat rays are undivided ; the second, 
the longeat, is of the bead, and extends to the second anal ray. The 
right ventral i a little farther back, the first ray commencing opposite 
the third ray of the left fin. The two upper pectoral rays are undivided ; 
the third, the longest, slightly exceeds + ef the head. Single individuals 
occur at P i g ,  at all yeasons. They are eaten by the natives. 

Fins resembling those of Platcsaa ; form generally more elongated ; 
jaws md pbaryru with teeth, in most epecies strong and sharp. 



8.-Eyer a d  odhr  on the right side. 

Pleuronectse erumei, Bloah-Schneider. 
Ruaaell, LXIX. Adalph. 
Hippogloaou8 ernmei, CUP. El. A. 11. 340.C). 
Hippogloaoru ernmei, Biippell : Atlas, 12 1. 
Hippoglossas erumei, Riippell I Neue Wirbelth, Pische, 84. 
Ikan Siblah of the Malays. 
Right ridc. Dull brownish* or greenish-grey ; anterior third of dm 

sal milk-white, minutely dotted with brown ; rest pale bluish bmrq 
dotted with brown and washed with black; caudal b h c b h  with r 
broad, vertical, whiti~h band at the bme ; anterior eighth of and milk- 
white, re& like dorsal; pectorals and ventrals bydine, the law 
minutely dotted with brown. Iris silvery, sending a number of 6 
culu, diverging threads over the circular black pupil. 
. LefC side. Brownish white, minutely dotted with brown. 

D 48 to 53, C 15#, A 35 to 39, V 6, P 14 or 15, Bt. VII. 
Haerr : 8m of Pinang, Malayan Peninsula. 

Coromand.l, Bay of Bengal, Pstuarim of the ( h p b  
RI.rarrk. 

TOTAL LENGTH c 1 ft. 
&At &. The length of the head ia f of the toW. The mpp 

orbit is placed horizontally on the upper surface of tbe head ; its din- 
t ana  from the m w l e  is % of itr longitudinal diameter, which ir ) o f  
the length of the head. A little below, and in front of the upper orbit, 
on the leR side of the mumle, appears the posterior eircllhr apertmm 
of the lea nostril ; the anterior one is smaller, tubular and r i i d  a 
little in front of the posterior. The right orbit is slightlg shorter tlma 
the letl, and is situated vertically on the left side of the head, bord- 
upon tbe upper maxillary. The circular pupils are protected by 
number.of vermicular silvery filaments which diverge from the npps 
margin of the iris. The dishnee between both orbib scarcely exceedn 
$ of their diameter ; each orbital margin is a little raised with a nurm 
intervening furrow. The apertures of the right nostril w a i d  

immediately in front of the right eye, and resemble the c o r t e 6 ~  
of the left. The upper m d l a r y  ie elongated, widened and t d  



bowel. The lineer elongated interrnuillaries form tbe margin of 
the month, and have two series of long, distant, arched teeth, eaoh 
with a minute barb on the posterior part of the point. The teeth 
of the external aeries are bed, but those of the internal ue moveable, 
md may be laid dorm like those of Samrr nuhrewr, (~uchan. Haml- 
ton). The teeth of the lower jaw resemble thow of the upper, 
but they ue more numeroue ; those of the inner miem are a little 
longer, and those near the aymphyds have an indistinct double barb. 
On each aide of the palate appears a single series of sman pointed 
teeth, and in young individunb, upwards of 4 inchca in length, four to 
mix similar an the vomer, which, however, very early disappear. The 
tongue in minute m d  smooth; on each aide of the root rirer a small. 
elortar of minute pointed teeth, and similar appear at inkmala on the rent 
of the hyoid. The angle of the mouth is situated opposite the posterior 
part of the letl orbit. The greatest ruticsl diameter of the body, at 
the second third of the total length, slightly exceeds + of the latter. 
The kted line commences at the inferior margin of the lower eye, which 
it follows, and turning backwards over the upper margin of the opercle, 
it describes a low arch which terminates opposite the middle of the 
dorul. From thence it proaeeds straight along the middle, to the 
point of the posterior mugin of the caudal. The line is a little rained, 
and ia on each soah composed of three small tnber : a central, from. 
which an npper md lower divetge bnckwarda. The greatest vertical 
dhmeter contains from 55 to 57 series of males ; the lateral line, from 
the opcrek to the toot of the caudal, 69. to 7 1 seal-. The scales are 
d rowded, with 12 to 15 radiating lineti at the radical portion and 
indiahetly &ted in the centre of the posterior margin. The d o r d  
fin ammeoms behind tha npper orbit at a dirtrace of OM longitudinal 
diameter, and terminates at an equal distance from the erndal. Tbe 
9 or 10 anterior rays are undivided ; the longest, towards the middle 
of the h, are 24 in the length of the head ; all have at their anterior 
rPvgin a aerier of mall  scales. The .nJ is + shorter than the dorsal ; 
tbe two 6nt rays are undivided; m other reapecta it resembles the 
dad. The root of the caudal is r e~ ly ;  the posterior margin is 
U t d y  pointed in tbe centre, the two rays of which, the longest, are 9 
of tha head. The right ventral is situated a little in front of the pet- - much neuer the gill-opening tban the fire anal ray ; the two 

7 P 
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firet rays are undivided ; the fourth, the hngest, is 24 in the length of 
' 

the head. The left ventral is placed a little farther backward. The 
pectorals are pointed, 4 the length of the head. The stomach is my 
capacious, broad pyriform ; the intestinal canal is simple, about f. of the. 
total length. Single individuals occur at all  seanow at P i  d 
are eaten by the natives. 

B.-Eyes and colour m the Iefi &. 
H ~ ~ ~ o o ~ o s s u s  ERUMEI, VAR. A. 

HABIT : Sea of Pinaag. 
Thin ia simply a reversed, sinutral aariety, necessary, however, to 

distinguish as such from a second, differing in coloum. The preaent 
attains to the sue of the dextral, but at Pig it is of rarer occwrmce. 

Endividarls of eqnal length differ in no characters except in such u am 
necermrily the consequence of rm~sion,  such, for instance, aa the lek 
ventral fin W i g  placed a little anterior to the right. 

HIPPOGLOB~VB ERUMEI, VAR. B. 

Russell, LXXVII. Nooree Nalnka C. 
Hippoglossus nalska, Cuvier, R. A. 11. 340C). 
Left ride. Ground colour pale brownirh grey or white minaklf 

dotted with brown; a broad browniah black vertical band, extendii 
from the jaws over the sides of the head and body to the root of the 
pectorals ; two similar on the sides of the body, and a fourth o m  tba 
posterior part of the body and the tail ; the three laat banda atcndiq 
faintly over the corresponding parts of the dorsal and anal ; anteak 
half of caudal whitish dotted with brown ; posterior half b r a d  
black ; rert of the fins and eyes like H. mmrei. 

Right ride, like the left of H. erumei. 
HABIT : Sea of Pinang, Maloyaw Peninda, Singapore. 

Coromandel. 
Except in coloun, and being siniahul, the preaent variev ysar i. 

every other character with H. mmei. Russell, indeed, oboet.ed & 
strong memblsnce, but he imagined that in thia variety the & 
were smaller, and the lateral line arinated. Comparison of equal in& 
viduala of both s h m  no difference of the lire of the aaln, .Id th 
lateral l i e  is equally nilred in both. Russell dcacribea the kryb m 



baing J x  inches. Of a number of individnals examined at Pimug and 
Bingapore none exceeded 6# inches. I t  remains to be maxtained if 
tbis variety attains ta the name size M 7w. d., or if it is merely a 
airaswt livery of certain young individulls of Par. A. 

Eyer m d  colour on the right side; mouth distorted on the aide 
opposite the eyes; minute crowded teeth in the half of both j am 
opposite the eyes, the other half toothless ; form of the body oblong; 
m d e  rounded and generally projecting beyond the mouth ; donal 
commencing o p p i t e  or a little in front of the upper eye ; caudal =pa- 
rrted from dorsal and anal. 

SOLEA H U M I L I ~  Cantor. 

%kt ride. Pale umber-brown, minutely dotted with black. and 
with numerous s d  blackiah spob; an indistinct larger one close 
below the middle of the bane of the dorsal, and a seoond at the posts- 
rior third ; two corresponding spots near the h e  of the anal ; mm. 
h a  of the fins pale brownish buff dotted with black, rays prle 
umber ; on the caudal some indistinct blackish spob ; near the point 
of tbe pectod an o~al-, and between the two lowest rays a linear b h k  
8pot. Iris pale sikvery. 
hJt ride. Pectoral, venM and short filaments about the mouth 

b&h white. 
D 57, C 12). A 42, V 5, P 8, Br. VI. 
HABIT : &a of Pinang. 
TOTAL LENGTE : 33 inch. 
22iniU ride. The form of the body resembles that of Solea peguro, 

Yamell,* but the vertical diameter is greater in the present. Thg 
length of the head is 5+ in the total. The upper orbit, the larger, ir 
mtruted in the centre between the angle of the mouth and the corre- 
rpondbg p u t  of the doraal, but much nearer the m w l e  ; the horizon- 
bl diameter ia & of the length of the head. The lower orbit is aituatd 
between the angle of the mouth aud the posterior angle of the upper 
orbit, of which ib horizontal diameter is #. The distance betwoen the 
orbib slightly exceeds the horizontal diameter of the upper orbit. 

. f Zool. J o b .  1V: 467, PI. 16.-Bribh Fishes : 11, 260. 
7 ~ 2  



The whole of the head is &vend 6 t h  little waba like those of th 
body, rough to the touch. The hmgue i minute, ~mooth, tnmutd 
triangular. The greateat vertial diameter of the body, at the end of 
the anterior third of the d m l ,  in 2+ in the total length. On th 
diameter may be counted 69 series of scales. The slightly raised 
lateral line continues straight from behind the upper p u t  d the opa- 
ale to the aaadal, a little nearer the back t h  the rbdomerr. It cow 
bins 85 d e s ,  each with a minute central tube. The scab  of tbr 
h d  and body are small, elongated tctmgonal, the posterior magio 
rounded. On the radial part q p e r r  about nine r a w  lines, uma 
of which are divided in two; the centre of the posterior mugin hr 
upwards of thirteen cilii although very fine, yet sufiently s~mng to 
make the d e s  appear rough to the touch. The first d o r d  ray com- 
mences on a level with the anterior angle of the upper orbit. The 6nt 
nine n y r  are undivided ; all u e  c o v d  by an elongated p , d d  
rheath of d e s ,  oonristing of two or three aeries, which extend to oar 
the poinb at the mp, which project beyond the membrane. lh 
longest np, towuda the middle of the fin, e q d  -) the length dtk 
hcad. The anal resembles the dorsrl, bat bas only the four uhn 
rags undivided, The caudal in rom- e q d  the leu@ of Um hd. 
The pectoral ir pointed, + the length of the herd. The right r a t d  
is very small, about $ of the pectoral, and the hat rry ia amrcdsd b~ 
r membrane to the fimt anal. 

Left aide. A little above and behind the aymphyl  of the lpppa 
jaw appean a small tubercle, through which is p i e d  a riogle mbub 
nostril. The base of the dored aa far rn the nine fimt r a p  ania s 
few short soft filaments, some of w b i  are wattsred o m  tbr ddr of 

the head ; they becrome more n u m w w  and crowded towudo  thr Llt 
angle ef the mmth. This dde of the jam rsambla the d p k  3, I 

there being at the angle a r m d  pointed tubercle, d i d  
The teeth ate my fine, arowded .ad hid to the point in tha 
The left rentnl u lonpr thrn the right and not joined to tb d 
A sin& individual war obrer~ed at Pi- in OoLobeo 184%. 

SOLPA O V A T 4  & h u b .  

0olea orata, BiEichardson : Report, 1845, 279. 
Bight a. Brmnirh rsh-grey, h a t a l p  mottld d& bldt- 



bb, towards the bme of the donal and anal three rounded, distant, 
bkcL spots, edged with light grey ; on the reat of the body ; few scat- 
tncd aimlru spots, also indistinctly ocellated ; pectoral greyish at the 
he rest bhck ; m t  of the fins pale ash-grey minutely mottled with 
bkekish. Pupil horisontally oval ; iris pale silvery round the pupil 1 

the reat mh-grey. 
L+ ridc. Brownish white ; opercles and abdomen lead grey ; 6h- 

mate about the head white ; 6ns bug. 
D 65, C 12#, A 48, V 5, P 9, Br. VI. 
HABIT : Sea of PiMng. 

China Seas, Canton. 
TOTU LENGTH : 3+ inch. . 
BigM &. The length of the head ir + of the total. Both eyer 

M narly equal, & of the lsllgth of the h d  ; the upper om occupier 
the mod-fifth ; the lower is removed slightly farther back, and 
tollehar the u p p  lip ; the posterior angle of both eyes are situated a 
lit& futher back than the angle of the mouth, the eyes u e  eepurkd 
by a rhup re&, the dinmetar of which in namely ) of the horirontal 
h e t a r  of ewh eye. The tongue and teeth rcaemble thaae organa of 
8. Mu. The grerkrt vertial diameter of the body, st about the 
middle of the dorsal k 2$ in the total length. On the diameter may 
be counted about 76 scales. The latter are rough to the touch; on 
the radical part appear upwards of 16 radiating lines, mme of which 
are divided in two ; the centre of the posterior margin is armed with 
from 9 to 12 fine spines. The lateral line proceeds rkaight in the 
middle of the side from the gill-opening to the caudal ; it contains u p  
rudr of 96 radu, each with a minute central tube. The first d o d  
ny commencer oppoaits the anterior angle of the upper eye; the 
longat rays, towuds the middle of the fin rlightly exceed + of the 
length of the herd. The and reambler the dord.  The rounded 
aodrlbdirtinct.butunibdby8 membraneto the donrl and end; 

it, ktagth ia 4 of the head. The pecbd is elongatad + pf the length 
d the head. The ventnb rw nearly qolll, h u t  .) of the length of 
tbs b u d  
kfi ride. Numerom filammta appeu on the l m r  lip and the 

lorer mugin of the gill-cover. The kh pectoral k but ) of the right. 
Single individurlr occur at Pinnng at dl mronr. 



BUB GIN. B Y N ~ U E A , *  Cantor. 

h e n 1  etmcture of Sdeq but the c a d 4  dorsal d anal 6m m 
dl d t e d .  

Pleuroneete commeraonien, Laa!p. 111. Pl. 12, Fig. 2, (not IV. 
Bwell, LXX. Jerree Potoo A. 656.) 
lolea commenonima, Cuvier, R. A. 11. 3434'). 
Bmhirns commersonii, Swainson, LI. 303. 
Ikan 16daht of the Malays. 
Right ridc. Greenish or brownish olive, darkest on the ope&, 

minutely dotted with brown ; all the d e a  with a small vertial bad 
spot behind the cilia, giving a dusty appearance to the ground m k ;  
pectoral black with b d  margin ; rest of the fins l i e  the body bnt 
lighter ; dorsal, caudal and anal with a narrow milkwhite edge within 
which a second sooty brown, composed by a series of single spots ap 
the membranes ; lips and pointed papillae of the. lower olive; mouth 

and opercles ineide pale olive, closely dotted with black. Iris a s i l q  
or golden green ring ; the rest bluish black. 

Left ride. Pectoral and ventral buff. 
D 78 or 81. 
C 12, Right V 5, Z@ V 4, P 6, Br. VI. 
A 65 or 66, - 

155 or 1 5  
HABIT : Sea of Pinang, Malayan Patinauk, Singqpom. 

Coromandel. 
TOTAL LINOTH : 8+ inch. 
Right sidc. The length of the head is + of the told. The ~ p p r  

orbit is situated above the middle of the right upper lip at e q d  dic 
bnce from the angle of the mouth and the muzzle; the @ 
diameter ie oblique, upwards and backwards is 4 of the length d be 

.* f u v m b s .  joined ; obp&. tail. Subntitnted for Broehirw, pm@j d: 
B~ciLywrw, Swahon 1839, preoccupied by Brachyvrr, Fkchtx, 1814. p* 
d i a . )  

j Mdah, tongue. 
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head. From the anterior angle of the npper orbit proceeds a short 
bony ridge which terminates close to the muzzle in a flat rounded 
point, which with the muzzle produces a short furrow. The 
lower orbit ia situated immediately above the angle of the month, 8 

little posterior to the npper one, and in a different position. The 
greatest diameter is oblique, downwards and backwrda, scarcely shorter 
than that of the npper orbit. The distance between the anterior 
angles of both orbits equals their greatest diameter. The posterior 
aperture of the nostril is a little in front of the lower orbit; the 
anterior ia a little farther in front, tubular or pierced through a 
small papilla. The lower right lip is fleshy with numerous pointed 
papillae. The tongue is minute, linear, smooth. The teeth resem- 
ble those of Solea humilw. All the scales of the head, below the 
level of the npper eye are a little larger than those of the body; 
above that level, towards the origin of the lateral line, they are nearly 
double the site, and by far the geatest of all. The form of all is 
n e u l y  rectangular, with the posterior margin rounded, with 8 or 9 fine 
spines, which make the scales rough to the touch. At the radical 
pa r t  appear 3 or 4 radiating lines. The greatest vertical diameter of 
the body, at the commencement of the secoud third of the back, is ) 
of the total length. This diameter contains about 71 series of sdea. 
The lateral line commences behind the upper part of the opercle and 
proceeds straight, a little nearer the back than the abdomen, to the 
caudal. I t  consists of about 167 minute central tubes. The first 
d o 4  ray commences close to the muzzle, a little below the level of 
the anterior margin of the upper orbit. The rays, of which the first 
four are undi~ided, gradually increase in length to the last which is + 
of the length of the head. The caudal is elongated, terminating in a 
ronnded point, 3 of the length of the head. The anal, all the rays of 
which are divided, commences beneath the posterior part of the inter- 
opercle, between the two ventrals. The basal half of all three vertical 
fins are covered with minute scales, and the pointe of the rays project 
r little beyond the membrane. They are ao closely connected, that 
the milkwhite outer margin is uninterrupted, and the shape of the fish 
rwmbles a broad point of a lance. The length of the pectorals is 4 
of the head. The ventrals are situated immediately in front of the 
anal, but on r little higher level ; their length equals the pectorcrb. On 
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the left side about the lower lip and the thraat appear a number of hart 
whita filaments. The figure of Russell (LXX.) is inoorrect. Tho 
short arch above the upper eye is not produced by the lateral l ie ,  but 
by a bony ridge, and the caudal fin is too short and m d e d ,  and db- 
tinat. His original was probably mutilated. Single individd ur 
of rather rare occurrence at Pinang. 

SYNAPTURA ZEBRA, (Bloch.) 

Ple~lronectes rebra, Bloch, Tab. 187. 
Pleuronectm =bra, Linnt?: Syst. 1226. 
Pleuronectes zebra, Bhaw, IV. 305, Pi. 44. 
Solea zebra, Cnvier, R. A. 11. 343 (') 
Plenronectes zebra, Bennett : Life of BaWes, 692. 
Bmhirns rebra, Swainson, 11. 303. 
Right ride. Ground colour of herd, body, dorsal, anal and mtnl 

fins reddish white minnkly dotted with brown ; on the head and body 
upwards of 19 vertical m t y -  or blackish-brown bands extending over 
the dorsal and anal; the bands double or in pairs, frequently confluent 
towardm the tail ; a reddiah yellow or pale orrnffe band over the root 

of the caudal and the last dorsal and anal rays; rest of the a d d  
blaak with several oval milkwhite spots ; pecto~.l black ; pnpil iridc- 
reent, circular ; iris pale golden, with four radiating blackish bus. 
I;eP ride. Pectoral, ventral and filnmentm of the moutb and thmt 

reddish white ; opercle and abdomen bluish. 
D 81 or 83. 
C 16, Right V 5, Lc/t V 4, P 7 or 8, Br. VI. 
A 67 or 65 - 

164 
HABIT : Sea of Ma&ym, P d m &  and Idadk. 

C h n ~ n ,  Macao, Bay of Ben& Sumatra. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 7 inch. 
Right risle. The length of the bead is +of tbe total. Tbe opps 

orbit is eitoatd above the middle of the upper right lip, at cqoll db 
tanee from the muzzle and the angle of the mouth; the b o r k d  
diameta is of the length of the head. The lower orbit ir n li& 
firth- backwards, immediitely above and behind the a q l c  of * 
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month : the horizontal diameter &pals that of the upper ; the distance 
between both is somewhat lerr. A slight downwards arched ridge 
p r d s  from the anterior angle of the upper orbit to the mmxle. 
The nostrile, month and teeth resemble thow of 8. cornme*rairma, 
but the lower right lip presents no papilla. The greatest vertical dia- 
meter, at the end of the anterior third of the body, is 3# in the total 
length ; it contains upwards of 71 series of wales. The latter are all 
small, nearly rectangular, with 7 to 9 radiating lines at the radii1 
put, and with as many spines at the posterior rounded margin. . The 
Irtenl line in i b  course resemble9 that of 8. commrraoniancl ; it con- 

of upwards of 121 small central tubes. The dorsal aommences 
opposite the anterior angle of the upper orbit, at a diatnnce from the 
upper lip of & of the length of the head, but not immediately from tha 
appr lip, as represented by Bloch, and the copies of his incorrect 
fgnm The anterior 26 to 28 rays are undivided ; the l u t  rays are 
the longest and M well as the caudal and the last anal rays slightly 
exceed the length of the head. The caudal is broader and more 
roonded than in S. comnm-ana, which in other respects the t h n s  
united fins resemble. The pectoral is very pointed owing to the second 
upper my being much longer than the rert, although it ir but 2+ in 
the length of the head. The length of the ventrals is about 3 of th6 
length of the hend ; they are plaoed as in 8. c o m ~ a m i a n a ,  but the 
histmce from the first anal ray ir a little greater. Single individurk. 
ecuu at Pinang at all aeasons. 

~ L N .  Acarsvs,  Lac&$&, 1802. 

W b l i n g  M a ,  bat dertitute of pectoral fins; dorsal md and 
dintinct from caudal ; eye3 and colonm on the right side. 

A e h i  prvonine, LdpBde, IV. 660. 
Plmraneetes pavoninue, 8haw, IV. 310. 
&ght ridc. Ground colour of head, body and fins yellowish- ot 

pd-brown ; the fin-membranes dotted with black; e d e s  edged 
rith dark brown; head and body with numerous larger and smaller 
mnded milkwhite spots, edged and minutely dotted with dark brown, 
~ s d  with a round soot-eoloured spot in the centre; a few of the white 

7 a 
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spots conffuent ; base of dorsal and caudal with a series of rpa(r 
like those of the body; the rest of these fins, the right ventral d 
the caudal with numerous smaller spob destitute of the brown mtnl 
spot. Iris annular, golden ; rest brownish. 

Left d e .  Head md body bmwni~h white or b d ;  opede rod 
abdomen pale bluish ; filaments of the head white. 

D67,C12#,A50,V5,PO,Br.riyhtVI;  k f t V ?  
H ~ ~ r r . - S e a  of Pkang. 
TOTAL L P ~ G T R  : 78 inch. 
The length of the head ie 6+ in the total. The upper orbit is sitarlsd 

at the upper third of the head, at equal distance from the muzzle m d  
the angle of the mouth ; the horimntal diameter k + of the length d 
the head. The lower orbit is situated vertically below the upper, It r 
ditanoe of diameter immediately above and behind the angle of 
mouth ; it is a little larger than the upper orbit. Between the .o* 

angles of both appears like a pore the posterior apertare of the d; 
the autcrior one is tubular, pierced through a small tubercle which fr 
utuated lower down, immediately above the centre of the upper lip 
The jaws are equal; the mouth very little distorted to the kA; 
the lips are fleshy. The right side is toothless, but on the lefk appeu 
numerous, minute, setaceous teeth, so completely hid by the lips, thnt 
daring life they eaaily escape observation. On the left aide of the bad 
4nd on the throat appear numerous small fihmenb. The to- m 
minute, smooth, truncated triangular. The body forma a regular dm- 
gated oval; its greatest vertical diameter is a little leaa than 4 d 
the total length; this diameter contains about 6 7  aeries of 
The latter are small, oral. On the p t e r i o r  margin appear am 
spines so exceaaively minute, that the surface does not appear rogb 
to the touch. The rest of the circumference of the d e a  is divided 
by upwards of 55 ,backwards radiating lines. The la tcd 
commences from the upper margin of the opercle; at fint  it rlisfirlf 

. descends, and then continues in the middle of the aide to the ad; 
it contains about 99 central tubes. The d o r d  commences very doro 
.to the.upper lip, opposite the centre of the distance between the ep; 
all the rays are divided ; the anterior and posterior onm am a l i b  
J o r k r  than the rest, which are about 2+ in the length of the ba8. 
The anal resemblca the dorsal, but &e rays are a little longer. B d  



6na hate their bud third covered with scales. Immediately above 
the latter a l e s ,  on both sides of the fins, in the centre between eacb 
pJr of rays, appears a very distinct rounded apertnre, the margin of 
which is a little raised, and the bottom of which is formed by a lamina 
of the fin membrane. From the upper part of each aperture proceeds a 
linear fold, which may be traced to the external margin of the fina 
Commersoa discovered a similar row of pores along the base of the 
do& md anal rays of dchirus marmoratuu, Lac6pMe ;* and later, Dr. 
Biippcll observed similar in dchitw barbatus, Geoffr0y.t The caudal 
ia realy, ronnded, # of the length of the head. The right ventral in 
b d ,  rounded ; al l  the rays are divided, # of the length of the head ; 
the fifth my ie throughout connected by a membrane to the first anal. 
The left ventral commences a little more backward ; it is narrower and 
sborter, and not joined to the and. A ningle individual was observed 
at Pinang in August 1843. 

GEN. PLAGUBIA, Brown, 1756. 

Donal, caudal and anal fins united ; otherwise resembling dchinu. 

3' and colonr on the left d. 

PLAGU~U BILINEATA, (Bloch.) 

Pleunrncetes bilineatus, Bloch, PI. 188. 
Plenroneetcs bilineatus, Linnd : Syst. 1235. 
Russell, LXXIV. Jerree Potoo E. 
Plenronecten bilineatus, Sbaw, IV. 3 17. 
PhgPria bieata, Cuv. It. A. Ed., 224.C). 
P1.gniu biliieata, Riippell, Atlas, 123. 
P h p h  dipterygia, Riippell, ibid. 123, Taf. 31, Fig. 3, (-Pang.) 
Pleuronectes bineatus, Bennett : Life of Raffies, 692. 
POlgnsb biiierb,  Itiippell : Neue Wirb. Fiache, 84. 
Ptyuaia dipterygia, Itiippell, ibid. 
Plrgash Elincab, Swainson, XI. 303. 
Plrgasi bilineata, Bleeker : Verh. Batar. Gen. XXII. 5. 
I h  kbh of the Malays. 

* M p W s ,  IV. 660.-Pkuroneetw crormorcllw, Shaw, IV. 310. 
t Ann. du Mm, I, Pl. XI.-Rappall : Atlu, 122, Tab. 31, Fig. 2.  

7 9 2  
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wt sidr. Pala reddirh brown ; meales with metaUic i-t 
rehtionr, with a pale dark brown longitudinal line, md with a bd 
or whitish vertioal line dong the root d the h e  spinea; opnd, 
bluish or neutral tint 8 fin-membranes hyaline ; mya M. Iris mrm 
gpldsn round the eiraalar pupil ; rest blreLiah blue. 

Right aide. Bronnirh white ; opercle and sbdomid  cavity blpbk 
D 96 or 97, 
C 8 ,...... k f t V V , ~ A t V 4 , P O , B r . V 1 .  

f I ~ m ~ . - B e a  oji lfdaym P m i d  d I d k d ~ .  
Oorogandel, Bay of Ben& Red 804 Samrtra, Jam, I h  

d u r  
TOTAL LEN~TE r 9 inch. 
Lep ride. The form of this as of d l  the following @es is don* 

gated lauceolate. The length of the head is 4+ in the total. Ths 
muzzle bluntly pointed ; the distance to the anterior angle of the upper 
orbit is 10) in the total length ; the muzzle terminates downwuds h a 
remarkably long Jckle-shaped process, which extends below the lora 

I 
jaw to opposite the angle of the moutb, or in young i n d i r i d d  r lit& 
beyond it.* The diatana from the m u d e  to the point of the s i c h  
shaped procesr, its length, varies individually from 5+ to in the 
total length ; in young individuals it is proportionally longer, dghtiy 
exceeding +. The upper orbit is situated in the centre of the Bad, 
above the middle of the upper lip ; the horicontrl d i e t e r  L 15 of 
the length of the head. The lower orbit ia thmwn farther beL 
above the angle of the mouth ; both are of about equal sise, d tl& 
vertical distance but elightly exceeds the horizontal diameter. The 
left aide of the jaw is toothleas with fleshy prpillular Lip; h tb 
right of both appear crowded fine setrceoas teeth. A single wrbil 
appears in front of the lower eye, closs to the Lip : the t m p e  k 
minute, rounded, smooth. The greateat vertial diameter of the 
body, at the commencemest of the anal fin, equrk the laogrh of tba 

* The young are farther dirtinpished by their e x d v e l y  minute righl d 
An. The dedpt ioa  and plate d PJmpwir *trrjjda, HUppd, olhr u lprlb 
dimtb@c.biug ohrmskr. 



head ; on it appear about 44 series of scales. The latter are elongated 
o n l ;  those of the body double the size of those of the bead. The 
anterior matgin carries upwards of 17 minute spines, rough to the 
touch ; the radical part upwards of 60 radiating lines. A line between 
the gill-opsning a d  the caudal contains about 86 sales. The lateral 
line commences at the muzzle, ~ c e n d s  a little above the upper orbit ; 
from thence it is straight to new the upper margin of the opercle, 
when it makes a very short ascent, and then continues straight, nearly 
in the middle of the body to the caudal. Above the preopetcle it give# 
dtt a short vertical branch, which again is divided in three priacipd 
branches : an upper which prooeeds backwards to the margin of the. 
opercle, a second obliquely downwards over the opercle, and a third, 
which following the anterior arch of the preopercle despatches a branch 
backwuds to the lower part of the opercle, and terminates on the 
throat. Above the opercle the lateral line gives off mother short 
branch which rises vertically, and divides in what is called the m n d  
lateral line of which the anterior branch proceeds near the base of the 
dorrrl towards the muzzle, the posterior oontinues near the d o r d  to 
tbe uaudal. The dorsal oommences far in front of the eyes at a short 
distance from-the mntxle. The dorsal, caudal and anal rays u e  undi- 
vided, and nearly of equal length, + of the head, with the points 
rlightly projecting beyond their membranes. The left ventral is situ- 
ated at the gill-opening, on a level a little above the a d  ; the firat ray 
is very' short and closely connected to the second ; the rest gradually 
increme in length; the fifth is the longest, + of the head and by a 
membrane throughout connected to the first anal. The stomach 
is capacious, broad pyriform ; the intestinal canal simple, fonning 
two eircumvolntions ; its length is less than # of the total. Single 
individuals occur at Pinang at all masons. They are of ercellent 
davaar. 

PLAGW~IA CYNOGLO~SA,* ( B u c ~ .  Ham.) VAR. 8. 

Ikm ledah of the Malays. 
Lsjt ridc. Ground-colour pale reddish brown, posterior half of head 
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and the body largely spotted and mubled with blackish bmlm ; do* 
audal and anal rays brownish, their membranes pale brad hnc 

parent, minutely dotted with black ; ventrals whitish. his golden, 
annular, rest bluish black. 

Right aide. Brownish white; opercle and a b d o m i ~ ~ I  cavity prle 
bluish. 

Left uide. Differs from F'ar. d by having 7 or 8 re r t id ,  bhckbh 
brown, distant bands not extending over the d o r d  and d; bad 
and intervals with irregular blackish-brown spots. 

D 100 or 102, 
C 10, ...... V4,PO,Br.V1. 
A 76 or 78, - - 

186 or 190. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinang. 
TOTAL LEN(ITH : 6 inch. 
Left de. The length of the head is 5.) in the total. The dirtrnee 

from the very bluntly pointed muzzle to the upper eye is ,+ of h e  

total length ; the point proceeding downwards from the muzzle buely 
aovers the rymphpis of the lower jaw ; its length e q d  the dishus 
kom the muzzle to the upper eye. Both eyer are exceaairely minute, 
like points. The upper one b situated at the anterior third ofthe 
head, opposite the middle of the upper lip. The lower is a little fu- 
ther back, immediately above the posterior third of the lrpper lip. 
The distance between both is apparently two diameters. No nostril b 
distinguishable. The leA side of the lips is not papillular ; the aht 
completely hides the minute teeth. The greatest vertical dimeta of 
the body, in front of the anal, is  4.) in the total length ; on it a p p  
31 to 33 series of scales. The latter are on the body compurtiveb 
large, elongated oblong, with about 17 minuta spines at the po&h 
margin, and abont 36 radiating lines on the radical portion. T h m  NO 

abont 81 on a straight line between the gill-opening and the add 
The lateral line with its ramifications, resembles that of P. bilircrt~. 
The length of the pointed caudal is -) of the head. The distnncs tb 
the first anal fo the first ventral my equals that between the m u d  
and the upper eye, which is .nearly thrice that of therre fins in P. b* 
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rc~rta .  I n  other respects the fins resemble those of the latter species. 
At  Pioang single individulls occur, but rarely, which in addition to 
their small sue, makes them less valued as an article of food, 

P u a n e r r  TBULLA, Cantor. 

Ikan l15d.h of the Malays. 
Zeft aide. Pale dark reddish brown ; opercles much darker than the 

rest ; in some individuals a series of short, distant, vertical bluish lines 
under the anterior half of the dorsal, and above the anterior third of 
the anal ; d e s  with a dark longitudinal line ; posterior margin buff ; 
fins transparent pale brownish, minutely but faintly dotted with black . 
Iris annular golden ; rest bluish black. 

B g M  ride. Brownish white, opercles and abdominal cavity black - 
irh blue. 

D 109 or 111, 
C 12, ...... k f t V 4 , r i g M O ;  PO,Br.VI. 
A 80 or 86, 

%or 2 0 9  
HABIT.-S~~ of Pinang, Malayan P e n i ~ u h .  
TOTAL LENGTH : 1 ft. 
Left d e .  The length of the head is 5+ in the total. The distance 

from the rounded muzzle to the anterior angle of the upper orbit i s  
from 13+ to of the total length. The point proceeding downwards 
fiom the muzzle covers the sympbysis of the lower jaw ; its length 
equals the distance between the muzzle md npper orbit. The latter. 
is uitnated a little behind the anterior third of the length of the head,. 
opposite the middle of the npper lip. The horizontal diameter is 104 
in the head. The lower orbit is placed a little farther back, still con- 
siderably in front of the angle of the mouth; it is a little smaller than 
t h e  upper; the vertical distance between both slightly exceeds the 
horizontal diameter of the upper. Immediately beneath the lntter 
appem a small, but remarkably developed bony pratubennce, or spine. 
A cingle aperture of the nostril appears a little in front of the lower 
eye above the lip. The lips are fleshy, but not papillular, otherwise 
the mouth, tongue and dentition resemble P. bilineata. The greatest 
vertical diameter of the body, towards the middle, is 4f. to 4# in the 



[Nor. 

btd length. I t  conkina 45 a e r k  of d m .  For the size of tkt 

L h  the latter are rather small, elongated oval, with about 21 6% 
lines at  the radical pmt, and 13 spines at the posterior margin, which 
is rough to the touch. A rtraight line between the opercle and the 
caudal contailla about 117. The herd line and ib ramificatiouc 
resemble P .  bilineata. The distance between the muzzle and the first 
dorsal ray, and that between the first ventral and anal ray equal +of 
that between the muzzle and upper eye. The length of the caudal 
varies from 2+ to + of the length of the head. There is but a single 
ventral, on the left aide, connected by a membrnne to the anal. But 
for the absence of the ventral fin, the figure marked Plagwia a b k e  
eiata in nlustrationr of Indian Zoology, 11. PI. 94, Fig. 3, might be 
supposed to repreaent the present species. Individuals, although nmr 
in great numbers, occur at an seasons at Pinang, and are highly d u c d  
for their flavour. 

Left d e .  Pale reddish brown ; acalea with metallic iridescent 
reflections, a central dark longitudinal. line, and the posterior mugin 
buff; opercle and abdominal ca~i ty  bluish black; from above the 
epercle closely beneath the bane of the dorsal n blnck band, graddl7 
nurowing towarda the caudal ; from a little behind the abdomind 
aavity immediately above the bake of the anal a similar bkck buPd 
joining the former at the root of the enudal ; dorsal and 4 prk 
brownish transparent, minutely dotted with black ; caudal blwk, v~P- 
trals white. Iris annular golden, rest minutely dotted with black. 

Right ride. Brownish white ; operele and abdominal cavity b i d  
black. 
D 116, 
C 10, V 4, P 0, Br. VI. 

Hnsr~. -Sea  of Pinoag. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 7+ inch. 
Left #rids. The general fom is narrow, elongrtcd hetolate, me-- 

Ming P-a lingua, (Bnchanan Hamilton.) 



The length of the head is 5) in the total. The diitnnce from the 
md m d e  to the anterior angle of the upper orbit is +z of the total 
length; the point proceeding downwards from the muzzle is broad. 
buely covering the symphysis of the lower jaw ; ite length equalr the 
distance between the muzzle and the upper orbit. Both orbit8 rra 
neuly equal ; the upper one is situated at the aecond fifth of the head 
opposite the middle of the upper lip ; the horizontal diameter ir & of 
the length of the head. The lower orbit is placed very little farther back 
than the opper. The interval between both is excessively narrow, a short 
linear septum ; between the anterior angles of both appears a rmall 
pointed, triangular, bony protuberance. The nortril har a single aper- 
ture in front of the lower eye. above tbe upper lip. The lips are 
fleshy, not papillular; the excessively minute teeth on the right dde 
are completely hid from view. The tongue is linear, smooth. The 
greatest vertical diameter, at the anterior third of the body, e q d e  tha  
length of the head. On it appeu 17 rre* of remarkably large railer. 
of a broad oval form. The length of the largest is + of the head, 
their breadth A; at the radical part appear upwards of 50 radiating 
lines ; at  the posterior margin 36 to 38 fine spines, rough to the touch. 
A straight line between the opercle and caudal contains 59 scaler. 
The lateral line and its ramifications resemble those of P. biliMata. 
The d o r d  commences at a distance from the m w l e  of + of that from 
the latter to the upper eye ; the longest rays, as well aa the pointed 
err&, is i of the head. The distance between the left ventral 

and the ma1 is + of that between the m u l e  and the upper eye. 
Both ventrah are nearly equal, i of the head ; the lart my of the left 
ventral is throughout united to the first anal. I n  other renpecta the 
fins resemble those of P. bilineata. A mingle mdividual occurred at  
Piiung in December 1842. The sealer were deciduous, probably from 

decay. The fishermen rere not acquainted with the specier. 

PLAGWSIA LINGVA, (Buohanan Hamilton.) 

CynGloumr lingva, Bnchm. Ham. 32, 36b.* 
* lkan Mdah' of the Malays. 
Left ride. Reddish brown ; the scales with goldkn irideroent reflec- 

tiom, a dark longitudinal central line, and the posterior margin buff; 
Marked Aeheirir j i b h  in Buch-'m dopliak d a  of drawin@. . 

7 n 



opercle blackish blue ; sides with distant ronnded and irregular blwkiah 
brown spota ; dorsal and and pale brownish grey, traneparent, rnioatcl~. ' 

dotted with black ; the dorsal immediately in front of the caudal, md 
the latter itself, black; ventrals white. Iris golden, annular; rat 
blackish blue. 

Right ridc. Brownbh white ; abdominal cavity b lacki i  blw. 
D 137. 
C 10, V 4, P 0, Br. VI. 
A 107. - 

254. 
HABIT : Sea of Pinang. 

Bay of Bengal, Gangetic estuaries. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 1 ft. 
Left d e .  The length of the head is 5+ in the total. The db- 

tance from the oval muzzle to the anterior angle of the npper orbit b 
11% in the total length ; the point proceeding downwards from tbe 
muzzle projects a little beyond the sympl~ysis of the lower j ~ w ;  itr 
length equals the distance between the muzzle and the upper orb'i 
The latter is situated in the centre of the length of the head, oppoaits 
the middle of the upper lip ; the horizontal diameter is If of the 
length of the head. The lower orbit is placed farther back r little in 
h n t  of the angle of the mouth ; it is slightly smaller than the upper 
one. The vertical distance between the two' equals the diameter of 
the upper. Between both appears a very distinct oval apertare, 
according to Buchanan Hamilton the posterior aperture of the nostril, 
which has another above the upper lip in front of the lower eye. The 
mouth, tongue, and dentition agree with P. gtandirpuodr. The 
greatest vertical diameter, at the anterior third of the body is 6 1  in 
the total length. On it appear 31 series of elongated, irregularly ord 
scales with upwards of 37 radiating lines at the radical part. T b w  
of the anterior part of the body have the centre of the posterior rnvgin 
veery finely ciliated, not rough to the touch ; in the rest of the sales this 
margin is smooth and bluntly pointed. A straight line between the 
opercle and caudal contains about 100 scales. The lateral line and ih 
ramifications resemble those of P. liilineata. The d o r d  commeneu 
very close to the point of the muzzle, + of the distance from the latter 
to the upper orbit ; the rays slowly increme towuds the add, the 



longest being 3 of the head. The caudal terminates in a very #harp 
point ; its length is + of the head. The distance between the first, 
MI, ventral and the anal ray is scarcely 3 of that between the point of 
the muzzle and the upper orbit. The right ventral is rmaller and so 
near the left, which is closely connected with the anal, thnt Buchanan 
Hamilton overlooked both. I n  other respects the fins resemble 
thow of P. bilineata. Single individuals occur, but rarely, at Pinrmg. 

PLAGVSIA PoToue, Cuvier. 

Rossen, LXXIII. Jerree Potoo D. 
P1.gnsia potous, Cuvier, R. A. 11. 344 0. 
Ikan lddah of the Malays. 
fifl uide. Lighter or darker copper-red ; tbs rcales with strone 

metallic iridescent reflection8 ; opercle and abdominal cavity pale 
blackish blue ; fins transparent pale brownish, minutely dotted with 
brown ; caudal bleckish ; ventrals whitish. Iris annular, pale golden ; 
rest blackish blue ; superior margin of the upper orbit and lower of 
the inferior with a buff crescent-shaped membrane. 

Bight ride. Brownish white; opercle and abdominal cavity pale 
bluish. 

D 126 or 127. 
C 10 ,.,.... V 4 , P O n B r . V I .  
A 9 4 0 r  95. - - -  

230 or 232. 
HABIT: Sea ofilfalayan Peninnla and I ~ l a d .  

Coromandel. 
TOTAL LSNGTE : 1 ft. 2 inch. 
k f t  d e .  The length of the head is 5) in the total. The distanae 

from the centre of the oval muzzle to the anterior angle of the upper 
orbit is from 1 1 i  to T\ of the total length. The point proceeding down- 
wards from the muzzle coven the symphysis of the lower jaw, or is a 
little shorter ; its length equals the distance between the muzzle and 
the upper orbit. The latter is situated a little in front of the centre 
of the length of the head, opposite the middle of the upper lip ; t h e  
horizontal diameter is ,t of the length of the head. The lower orbit. 
in siw equals the upper; it is placed little farther back, considera- 
My in front of the angle of the mouth. The vertical distance between 

7 x 2  a 



both equals the horhontal diameter. In front of fbe lower adit, 
above the lip, appear two small aperturer of the mtril ,  repmted r 
narrow membranous septum ; the lower ia 04 double the h of the 
circular npper one, which opem under a small bony protuberance. 
The month, tongue, and teeth resemble thow of P. grad-. 
The greatest vertical diameter of the body, at the anterior third, is 5) 
in the total length. On it appear 23 rerim of oval scales, of wbirh 
the largeat are + of the length of the head ; their breadth A. The 
radical part is marked with upwards of 46 radiating lines ; the p b  

rior margin with 36 to 38 very minute spines, barely perceptible to the 
touch. A straight line between the opercle and the caudal contains 69 
scales. The lateral line and its ramifications resemble those of P. Mi- 
neata. The fins resemble those of P. lingua. The description of R d  
gives 148 dona1 mys, which probably is a misprint instead of 128. 
At all events there is a great discrepancy between the description and 
the plate which represents 165 dorsal and 155 anal rays. The form 
of all the fins is incorrect. At Pinang this species occurs, althoogh 
never in great numbers, at all seasons. I t  is of excellent hvour, and, 
like Plagusia trulla, passes at European tables nnder the denominr- 
tion of " Sole." - 

With the exception of Plagusio granduquamir, which wan nd 
observed alive, the other species are all distinguished for their h m t y  

of life. The fishermen at Piuang assert that some species of Pb 
gtuia shoal at certain seasow. 

. ORDO PHARYNGOGNATHI. 
SUBORDO PHARYNGOGPU'ATHI ACANTHOPTERYGIL - 

FLM. SCAROIDB. 

 EN. JWLIS, &vier, 1817. . 
Head smooth, without scales ; lateral line forming an elbow opposita 

the end of the dorsal fin. 

JWLI~  Dussuuxrsr, Cuv. and Val. 

Julis duuumieri, Cuv. and Val. XIII. 478, P1. 387. 

Ground.colour of the h a d  md body light green ; abdomen pd 



white ; on the upper part of the h a d  some vermilion spots ; a broad 
vermilion band edged with deep blue from the eye to the angle of the 
month ; a second obliquely over the cheek towards the angle of the 
mouth ; a third on the preopercle; a fourth on the temple round the 
eye ; a fifth along the npper margin of the opercle ; a sirtb, angular, 
on the upper half of the opercle ; on the lower half a large vermilion 
qmt ; a seventh on the aubopercle ; each of the scales of the back and 
sides with a large central vermilion spot ; in front of the vermilion 
mot of the pectorals a large dark-blue spot ; pectorals hyaline, the rest 
of the fins pale yellowish green ; dorsal with a series of obliqoe vermilion 
Lines along the base ; a central brownish-lilac undulating l i e  between 
the five first spines; between the fifth and sixth a large dark-blue 
spot ; between the succeeding spines and rags a large triangular brown- 
ish lilac spot occupying the npper half of the membrane ; upper mar- 
gin vermilion ; angles of the caudal with a triangular orange spot with 
a basal vermilion line ; two indistinct vertical brownish bands in the 
middle, the whole fin with numerous small blue spots ; anal with a 
m i e a  of obliqoe vermilion linea along the base; upper half brownish 
lilac, the three spines with vermilion points ; first and second ventral 
rays vermilion. Iris narrow golden, next vermilion, orbital margin 
brownish green with a vermilion spot at the lower half. 

D 9/12, C 14% A 3/12, V 1/5, P 16, Br. V. 
HABIT.-Sea of P d g .  

Malabar. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 6# inch. 
The length of the head in 4+ in the total. The eye occupier the 

third-fifth of the head, and the upper third of the vertical diameter 
passes throngh it ; the horizontal diameter is + of the length of the 
herd. The grertest vertical diameter of the body equals the length of 
the  head. The tooth on each side of the ~ymphysis of the upper jaw 
is longer than the succeeding seven of the external series, which gra- 
daally decrerue in length. At the angle of the mouth at some distahce 
from the last tooth appears a strong obliquely downwards and forwards 
pointed tooth. Two teeth on each side of the symphysis of the lower 
jmw are longer than the rest, which are smaller than the corresponding 
oms of the upper jaw. The scales of the body are large, striated. A 
kmgitudiual series contains 26, an oblique 1 1. The lateral line conrirtr 
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of tubes, each with a smder  superior and an inferior tabe bm~ehiag d 
backwardn. The anterior part of the line rises obliquely towardr the 
sixth dorsal spine, the rest proceeds straight along the upper fonrth of 
the body towards the ninth ray, when it declines a little and p r o d  
rtraight towards the caudal. The posterior margin of the latter 6n is 
rounded. The last ray of the dorsal and the and, and the first ray of 
the ventrals are elongated inhavery short filament. The anterior mJ 
rpine is very minute. The figure of M. M. Cuvier and Vdencienna 
does not quite correspond to their very correct description. A sin& 
individual occurred at Pinang in June 1844. 

JVLIB YOLA, Cuvier. 

Russell, CXX. Sahnee Moia. 
J d i  mola, Cuvier, R. A. 11. 258. 
Bahnee moia, Cuv. and Val. XIV. 234. 
Ground-colour of the head and body pale mgreen; abdomu 

whitish green ; from the muzzle over the forehead along the b a e  of the 
doreal n dark brown longitndinal band ; a second from the aide of the 
muzzle through the eye along the middle of the side to the root of the 
caudals; the two bands in some consisting of two or three k c .  d 
spots ; on the upper part and sides of the head some irregular o w  
streaks ; pectorals hynline, red at the root ; ventrals white ; reat of the 
6ns pale yellowish greeen ; dorsal with an undulating pale bLeLirh 
band along the base md  a second along the middle ; in noma a b h k  
spot either between the fifth and seventh spine, or between the fimt rod 
second ; caudal with some pale blnish spots, and in soms with a 
bkck spot at the root; anal with pale blackish spotr n e u  ths 
margin. Iris narrow golden, next vermilion ; orbital mugin duL 
brown. 
D 9/12, C 14#, A 2/12, V 115, P 15, Br. V. 
Hasi~.-Sea of Pinang. 

Coromandel. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 4+ inch. 
The length of the head is 3) in the t a d .  The diameter d tba 

eye, sitaakd as in J. dwcym'm', is + of the length of the bcud. 'Ib 
dentition and scaler resemble thm of the latter a m .  A* 
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tud id  series contains 27, an oblique 13 sales. The lateral line pm- 
a t d a  straight along the upper fourth of the body towards the ninth 
dorslll my, from whence it declines towards the middle of tlie aide and 
proceeds straight towards the cmdal. The line is composed of tubes, 
h m  each of which, anterior to tbe ninth dorsal ray, branch off 
backwards a superior and inferior smaller tube. The greatest vertical 
diameter of the body equals the length of the head. The first seven 
dorsal spines are shorter than the rest, which makes the anterior part 
of the 6n lower than the posterior. The stomach is a short elongated 
tube, slightly more voluminous than the intestinal canal which ir 
thrice doubled upon itself. The length of both is # of the total. 
The  air-vessel is small, elongated conical, of a silvery colour. Single 
individuals occur, but rarely, at Pinang. 

GEN. SCABUS, Gronov. 1763. 

J a m  (intermaxillary and premandibular bones) conrrx, rounded, 
with teeth, arranged like scales, on their edge and anterior surface ; 
lips single, fleshy; body oblong with large acales; lateral line inter- 
mpted; one inferior and two superior pharyngeal plates with teeth 
like transverse laminae. 

Scrlrus mImAcus, Forskll. 

b r n s  psittacus, Forskil, 29. 
Scams psittaeus, Shaw, IV. 397. 
Scarus psittacus, Cm. R. A. 11. 266 ('). 
Scam psitheus, Riippell: Atlas, 77, Tab. 20, Fig. I ,  
Scarus psittacus, Riippell : Neue Wirbelth. Fische, 28. 
8eams psittms, Cuv. and Val. XlV. 226. 
Petromon psittaeus, Swainson, 11. 226. 
Young. Head above and ground-colour of the back and side3 

grnnish light-blue ; all the scales of the latter parts with broad orange 
margins, forming a net-work ; cheeks, opercles, throat and abdomen 
reddish white ; upper lip surrounded by a light blue streak ; a aecond 
rimikr from the angle of the mouth obliquely upwards surrounding 
the lower half of the orbit; a third from the chin to the cheek ; a 
fourth at  the anterior margin of the preopercle obliquely backwards 
over the opercle ; a fifth along the posterior margin of the preopercle ; 



from the orbit radiite two u p m d s  and two b.ekmrds ; in front of 

the pectoral at the margin of the gillapening m imgahr, light blne 
spot ; dorsal reddish orange ; rays, upper and basal margin light blne ; 
caudal membrane yellowish brown, base, upper, lower and pskrior 
margin as well aa the rays light blue; ma1 reddirh orange, base d 
lower margin light blue ; spine and point of the ventrals light blw; 
anterior half of the membrane orange, posterior half white; pectorals 
yellowish white, second ray light blne. Iris nurow golden round 
pupil ; rest greenish olive. 

D 9/10, C 13+, A 3/9, V 1/5, P 15, Br. V. 
HABIT.-~GU of Pkang. 

Red Sea. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 10%. inch. 
The length of the head ia 30 in the total. The horizontal diameter 

of the orbit is 4f in the length of the head. The vertical diameter at 
the occiput equals the length of the head ; the greatest vertical di.mctm 
of the body slightly exceeds the length of the heed. The body it 
covered by eight longitudinal series, each containing 23 clcalea Tbe 
lrteral line consists of backwards branching tuber. The line eontmop ~ 
on the third longitudinal series to the termination of the d o d  fin; 
a single tube then appears on the succeeding scale of the fourth wries; 
the completing part of the line occupies the five posterior acales of the i 
fifth longitudinal series. This species greatly resembles SCMU b i d ,  
Forsktl, from which it differs in having the outline of the abdomm I 

much more convex than that of the back, and in having the mgia  of 
the caudal much leu  elongated. The fid of the undivided anal np ~ 
is very short and so closely adhering to the wcond, that it d y  may 
escape observation. A single individual occurred at Pinang in May 
1844. 

FAM. GLYPHIDODONTIDB. 

GZN. TETRADRACEMUM,* Cantor. 

(Epuiaalent to DASCYLLU~, Cuoier.) 

Shrpe oblong ; head obtuse ; teeth velvety, the external ask ~ 
* ~ r r @ p x p v ,  n ooin, worth four drrehmr. Snhtitated for I h q l / u .  

Coder, 1829,pre-ecfclpied by Ducillw (d. DucJllw,) khrillr, 17M. IQ 
lecptwq). 
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stronger than the rest; conical, painted ; preopercle toothed, lateral 
line terminating opposite the sof't part of the dorsal fin ; branchio- 
rtegous rays five. 

T~~TRADRACEMU~ ARCVATUM, (Linn6.) 

C h a d o n  arcuatus, LinnB : Mus. Ad. Fr. I. PI. 33, Fig. 5. 
Chaetodon arcuanus, Linnk : ibid. Fig. 8. 
Chretodon abndafur. Fonkal, 65, No. 93. 
Cheetodon arcuatus, Linnk : Syst. 1243. 
Chsetodon arcuanus, Lion6 : ibid. 1250. 
Cheetodon aruanus, Bloch, Tab. 198, Fig. 2. 

Lutjan aruane, Ldphde,  IV. 720. 
Chaetodon arcuatus, Shaw, IV. 341. 
Chretodon aruanus, Shaw, IV. 348. . 
Dascyllus aruanus, C;V. R. A. 11. 1 79("). 
Pomacentrus arnanus, Riippell : Atlas, 39. 
Dascyllus aruanus, Bennett : Life of Raffler, 688. 
Chaetodon araneus, Bennett : Ceylon, No. 1 7. 
Dascyllus aruanus, Riippell : Neue Wirbelth. Fische, 129. 
Daacyllus aruanus, Cuv. and Val. V. 434. 
D a q l l u s  aruanns, 8. Miiller and Schl. Verh. 21. 
Descyllus aruenns, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gen. XXI. 1 Ged. 2, 5. 
Alternately blnck and white ; the anterior band black, occupying the 

space from the throat to the third dorsal spine, excepting the forehead. 
from between. the eyes to the lips, which is .white; next a second 
oblique whitish band bordering upon the root of the ventrals and the 
pectorals, and continuing along the aixth dorsal apine; next a black 
band, comprising the ventral fins to a little in front of the 'anus, over 
the  rides, and over the seventh, eighth and ninth dorsal spine ; next a 
whitish band from the second anal ray, not comprising the spiuy porSion 
which is black, over the body along the first dorsal ray ; next a nearly 
vertical black, comprising the rest of the anal rays, the anterior half of 
the narrow part of the body in front of the caudal, and the rest of the 
doml rays ; the rest of the space in frdnt of the caudal is whitish, the 
mterior half of the latter An is black, the rest paler or grey ; pectorals 
bluish- or greyish-white. Iris narrow silvery round the pupil, the rest 
MuirL black. 

7 s 
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D 12/l2, C 15+, A 22/12, V IF, P 16, Br. V. 
HABIT.-~~U of Pi?t0?8geg. 

South Sea, Timor, Amboina, Indian Ocean, Bay of Ben& 
TOTAL LLNGTE : 2+ inch. Red Sa. 
Three individuals were observed at Pinang from 1842 to 1845. 

Gen. GLYPEIDODON, (ForakZl.) Lacdpade, 1802. 

Body compressed oval, nnd as well na the head covered with large 
scales ; profile rounded ; mouth small ; teeth in the jaws in a single s e k  

close, equal, narrow, trenchant and frequently notched; preopercle not 
toothed ; lateral line terminating opposite the last d o d  my. 

GLYPEIDODON RAETI, Cuv. and Val. 

Russell, LXXXVI. Rahti Pota. 
Glyphisodon saxatilis, Biippell : Atlas, Fische, 35 ? 
Chaetodon tyrwhitti, Bennett : Ceylon, No. 25 ? 
Glyphisodon rahti, Cuv. and Val. V. 456 ; IX. 507. 
Glyphisodon rahti, Riippell : N. W. F i h e ,  126. 
Glyphisodon rahti, 5. Miiller and Schlegel: Verh. over de nJ. 

thsch. 22. 

G1~bLOdOn 'yrWhitti ? } Richarduon : Rep. 1845. 253. 
Qlyphisodon rahti ? 
Glyphisodon caelestinus, Cantor : Catal. Mal. Mamm. in Jonrn AL 

Soc. XV. [Delphinur plurbew.] 
Glyphisodon rahti, Bleeker: Verh. Bat. Gen. XXI. 1 Ged. pp. 

2, 3,5. 
Upper part of the head and the back as far as the dorsal fin geenirb. 

or bluish-black, rest of the back and upper half of, the sides 
yellow or gamboge, lower half of the sides, abdomen, cheeks and oper- 
cler bluish silvery, all the scales with blackish margins. I n  front d 
the dorsal a vertical black band ; a second from between tha sixth d 
seventh dorsal spine ; a third from the posterior spines ; a fourth from 
the soft dorsal fin; a fifth in front of the caudal; d e s  betwan th 
dorsal spines and rays yellow or greenish, membrane bLkiah-bl~  
with a broad black margin ; the scaly bnse of caudal yellow, the rcd 
greenish- or bluish-black with a broad black poateriot mugio; 
mme r broad vertical black band behind the base, lad the upper d 
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lower margin black ; the scaly base of the anal bluish silvery, the rest 
bluish black or grey ; pectorals transparent blnish white, with a black 
spot at the upper part of the root. Iris golden near the pupil, the rest 
blue or black. 

D 13/13or 12,C 15f,A2/12,V 115, P 180r  19, Br.VI. 
Hnsrr.-Sea and ertwaria o j  Pincrng, Malayan Pninuula, Singa- 

pmc. 
New Guinea, Celebes, Java, Cqlon, Bay of Bengd, Bom- 

bay, Red Sea. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 6 inch. 
Not only are the ground colours liable to individual variations 

according to the yellow or bluish being the prevriling, but the vertical 
bands are broader or narrower, and the three middle ones are in somd 
continued over the dorsal fin. In some the black bandq are very indistinct 
or  almost obliterated, as in the one figured by Russell, No. LXXXVI. 
in othem a few distant black spots appear on the opercles and bktween 
the bands (Cliatodon tyrwhitti, Bennett) ; the black spot of the pec- 
torals is absent in some, in others it is a continued line along the root 
of the fin. All nges are subject to these variations. Young individualr 
ue numerous at Pinang at all seasons, but adult ones are seldom 
e n .  They are eaten by the nativer. 

SUBORDO PEARYNGOGNATHI MALACOPTERYGII. 

FAM. SCOMBERESOCIDIE. 

GLN. BSLONI, Cumm, 1817. 

Jaws forming an elongated beak, the upper part principally corn.' 
posed of the intermtuillaries, the base of the maxillaries; teeth in' 
both jaws, those of the internal margin longer and more distant than 
the rest ; those of the external margin small, pointed and closely set ; 
lips none ; under the symphysis of the lower jaw a short, soft,-fleshy 
appendage ; with one exception, no teeth on the vomer ; pharyngeal 
teeth small conical ; body elongated with small scales ; bones of the 
skcIeton green. 

l a 2  
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Russell, CLXXV. Wuhlah Kuddera. 
Belone annulat., Cuv. and Val. XVIII. 447, PI. 550. 
Toda of the Malays. 
Adult. Head above and back sea-green with steel-blue retlectioaa, 

minutely dotted with black ; lighter, silvery on the upper half of the 
sides ; lower half and abdomen silvery white ; cheeks and operch 
silvery ; side of the upper mandible blackish olive, of the lower silvery, 
with a black line from the angle of the mouth along the base of the teeth; 
dorsal, caudal and pectoral membranes- pale greenish grey, minutely 
dotted with black, particularly towards the margins ; anal and ventnls 
white, their anterior part minutely dotted with black. Iris silvery, 
orbital margin black. 

Ywng. Head and back olive green ; above the lateral line a numw 
geenish silvery longitudinal band ; opercles with a large black spot ; 
lower mandible black ; posterior two-thirds of dorsal black ; on the 
middle of the caudal a large black spot. 

D 22 or 23, C 15#, A 21 or 22, V 6, P 13 or 14, Br. XV. 
(Young : XI11 !) 

HABIT.-Sea of Pinang, Malayan P a n i d a .  
Seychelles, Tongatabu, Celebeq Pondicheq, V+*. 

TOT@ LENGTH : 2 ft. 6 inch. 
The young differs from the adult not only in colours, but in relative 

dimensions. In an individual, 6; inches in length, the head is 3f in 
the total. The vertical diameter at occiput is + of the length of the 
head. The horizontal diameter of the eye is 7f. in the herd, measured 
from the symphysis .of the lower mandible, and 29 in the distana 

,from-the anterior margin of the orbit. The distance acrosa the fore- 
head is a little less than the diameter of the orbit. The posterior rays 
of the dorsal fin exceed by about 3 the length of the anterior ones. 
The abdominal crest is barely distinguishable. The tongue is flcsh~, 
naked. In another, 11 inches in length, the head is a little more tbrn 
3+ in the total ; the vertical diameter at occiput is 54 in the bud; 
the horizontal diameter of the eye is 8) in the head, measured from tb 
symphysis of the lower mandible, and ) of the distance from the a n t e d  

margin of the orbit; the distance across the forehead sliihtly ex& 
the diameter of the orbit ; the posterior dorsal rays exoeed by ) the .nta 
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rior ones ; the abdominal crest is distinct, particularly on the posterior 
fiflh of the body; the margin of the tongue is studded with two or 
three series of minute polygonal bony plates, placed beside each other 
like moaaick; the black spots of the opercles and caudal are no 
longer visible. In an individual, 2 ft. 3 inches in length, the length of 
tbe head is 34 in the total ; the vertical diameter at occiput is j of the 
head; the horizontal diameter of the eye is + of the length of the 
head from the symphysis of the lower mandible, and 34 in.the distance 
measured from the anteiior margin of the orbit; the distance across 
the forehead exceeds by + the diameter; the posterior dorsal rays, 
although somewhat elongated, are but f the length of the second ray:* 
Immediately in front of the caudal the abdominal crest is very sharp, but 
becomes less so at its termination on the anterior third of the caudd. 
The hyoid bone and the tongue are entirely covered with a mosaick 
of small polygonal rough bop! plates. The internal surface of the 
lower mandible presents a structure, which if present in othdr species, 
has not been described. The middle where the two branches join each 
other, is raised and forms a bony ridge, commencing behind the sym- 
pbysis and gradually widening towards its termination in front of the 
apex of the tongue. The upper snrface of this. ridge is flattened, but 
made uneven by numerous transversal sharp bars, or rather by one 
continued closely waved bar, forming a kind of grate. The ridge is 
separated from the teeth by a deep groove, intervening on each side, 
and is covered by the fine membrane lining the rest of the cavity. In 
the young it diiers by having a comparatively smaller number of 
transversal bars. The corresponding snrface of the upper mandible is 
smooth, with a longitudinal fissure. In the adult fish the two anterior 
branchiostegous rays are so very minute, that they may easily escape 
observation ; in young ones they appear to be absent. At Pinang this 
species is numerous at all seasons, but large individuals are scarce. I n  
several examined, both of the present and the following species, the 
stomach contained nothing but thick mucus. The fish is eaten by the 
natives, although it is very insipid. 

* The figure of Russell is in thir respect correct ; but the h t  doraal ray is 
placed too near tho an&. Tht dLhncs between the two fin6 axoeed~ by + th 
l ~ g t b  of the 1-t dorm1 ray. 
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BELONE CAUDIMACULA, CIl~ier. 

Russell, CLXXVI. Kuddera, A. 
Belone caudimacula, Cuv. R. A. 11.285 ('). 
Belone caudimacula, Cuv.'and Val. XVIII. 452. 
Belone caudimacula, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII. 5. 
Toda of the Malays. 
Head above and back yellowish green minutely dotted with brown; 

lighter, silveiy on the sides ; posterior half of ihe  latter with a deep- 
blue longitudinal band, bordered beneath by a brdader shining drag 
one ; abdomen white ; sides of mandibles, cheeks and opercles dvey  ; 
dorsal, and in some the anal bright yellow, minutely dotted with brown 
along the rays ; caudal yellow or greenish, minutely dotted with bhk, 
with a rounded bluish black spot in the centre near the mot; ventrrlr 
and pectorals hyaline, the latter in some with m black spot dong the 
root. Iris silvery, orbital margin bluish black. 
D 13, C 15% A 16, V 6, P 10, Br. XI I?  
HABIT.-S~U of Pinang, Malayan Peninarka. 

Bombay, Aleppee (in fresh water), Corommdel, Gangetie 
estuaries, Rangoon, Canton, River B d  (Borneo), Port 
Essington, North Australia. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 1 ft. 1 inch. 
I n  an individual of the length given the .head was contained 24 

times in the total length. The vektical diameter a t  occiput was t of 

the length of the head. The horizontal diameter of the eye wan 10) 
of the length of the head, measured from the symphysis of the lower 
mandible, and -) of the distance from the anterior margin of the orbit 
The abdominal crest becomes most distinct on the tail. The internal 
series of long sharp teeth appear proportionally shoiter in this than in 
the preceding species. The tongue is smooth. On the inside of tbs 
lower mandible is a bony, grated ridge like that of the preceding rpe- 
cies, and Belone caneilia (Buchan. Ham.) is provided with a aimilrr. 
Single individuals, all. of nearly equal length, occur at  Pi- at d 
sellsons. They are eaten by the natives 

Upper jaw very short, formed by the intermaxillaries ; symphym of 

lower jaw extended into a long point, behind which on the margim d 
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both jaws a narrow band of small teeth ; scnles large, rounded, forming - 
a earinated range on each side of abdomen ; body and fins resembling 
Belone. 

HEM~RAMPHU~ sussELLr, Cuv. and Val. 

Rnssell, CLXXVII. Knddera, B. 
Hemtnmphns brevirostris, Cuv. R. A. 11. 286 (I) .* 

Hemiramphus brevirostris, Swainson, 11. 297. 
Hemiramphus russelli, CUT. Bnd Val. XIX. 32. 

T6da pdndekt of the Malnys. 
Head above and back blnish black ; lighter, silvery on the sides 

above the lateral line ; rest of the sides, abdomen and opercles silvery 
with steel-blue reflections; fins hydine ; marginal half of dorsal and 
caudal minutely dotted with black ; sides of lower mandible black. 
Iris silvery, orbital margin bluish black. 

D 17, C 153, A 13, V6 ,  P 12, Br. XIII. 
H ~ s r ~ , - S e a  of Pinang, Malayan Peniwla .  

Coromandel. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 10 inch. 
The length of the head from the apex of the intennaxillaries is + of 

the total measured to the point of the lower, longer, caudal lobe. The 
length of the lower jaw, from the apex to the angle of the mouth, 
slightly exceeds the length of the head, varying in different individuals. 
from + to + of the distnnce to the point of the lower caudal lobe. The 
horizontal dinmeter of the eye is $ of the length of the head ; the dis- 
tance across the forehead equals 14 diameter. The depth at occiput, 
slightly exceeds* of the length of the head, and is but 4 of the greatest. 
vertical diameter of the body, in front of the ventrnls. The length of 
the pectorals is + less than that of the head, which is exceeded by $ by 
that of the lower caudal lobe. The upper caudal lobe is + of the. 
lower. The ven t rh  are placed opposite the posterior third of the. 
dbtance between the apex of the intermaxillaries and the root of the. 

* Corier refen this species to Rnsmell No. C L e V I I ,  and to Wil!ugbhj : 
Appmd. PI. VII. Fig. 4, two distinct ~ p e e i u  according to M. Valenciennes, kho 
thenfore baa changed the specific denominrntion. 

t Pkdrk,  ahort. The Malays thus denominate all the specie8 of Hemiramphur, 
to d i i ~ h  them from tho= of &lone (TddaJ . 
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caudal. At Pinang this species is numerous at all sessons, but larger 
individuals occur at irregular intervals. They appear at European 
tables under the appellation of " ~uard-fish." 

HEMIRAMPEIJ~ GEORGII, Cuv. and Val. 

Hemiramphus georgii, Cuv. and Val. XIX. 37, P1. 555. 
T6da pCndek of the Malays. 
Young. Head above light greenish grey, minutely dotted with blrck, 

particularly on the intermaxillaries and about the occiput; bock md 
sides towards the lateral l i e  pale greenish grey ; the margins of tbe 
scales minutely dotted with black ; along each side a shining silveq 
band, divided in the middle by the lateral line, and edged above by I 
deep blue line ; abdomen faint silvery white ; opercles ehinmg d q  
with steel-blue reflections ; lower jaw greenish grey with a b l s k  mr- 
ginal membrane ; doranl and caudal pale greeaish grey, marginal hl( 
dotted with black ; rest of the fins hyaline. I ie  silvery ; orbital mu- 
gin bluish black. 
D 15 or 16, C 153, A l5 ,V6 ,  P 12, Br. XII? 
H a m ~ . - S e a  of Pinang. 

Bombay, Mah6. 
The length of the head from the apex of the intermaxillnriw in 5) 

in the distance to the point of the lower caudal lobe. The length of 
the lower jaw from the apex to where the teeth of both aides met, 
varies individually from 3# to 3) in the total length. The horirontd 
diameter of the eye is ) of the length of the head ; the distance a o m ~  
the forehead exceeds by $ the diameter. The arch of the roof o f h e  
orbits makes the middle of the forehead appear excavated. The depth 
at occiput is ) of the length of the head. The band of teeth of the 
intermaxillaries is very narrow at the angle of the mouth, g d d y  
widening towards the apex. The inner series of these teeth are 
what longer than the rest. The lower jaw hns but a single aeries of 
minute teeth, behind which the anterior half of the month u limed by 
a crescent-shaped black membrane. The length of the pectorals h + 
af ' that of the head. The ventrals are placed opposite the posterior 
third of the distance between the occiput and the mot of the c r d  
The vertical diameter in front of the ventrals is a little mom tlun tk 
length of the herd. The caudal is but slightly cleft ; the l o w  lobe, 
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k t  little longer than the upper, ir 3 of the length of the herd. The 
two anterior dorsal rays are undivided. M. Valenciennes counts 17 
n y s  in this fin, but his figure gives 16. Single young individuals occur 
at P i m g  at d l  seasons. 

HIMIBAHPHU~ TRIDINTIFER, Cantor. 

T&la p6ndek of the Malays. 
Head above, back and upper part of the rides light blaish green, 

minutely dotted with black, particularly towards the margin of the 
d e a  ; along each side a shining silvery band, widening between the 
d o d  and anal; narrower in front of the caudal; the band edged 
above by a deep blue line, and longitudinally divided by the lateral 
line; rest of the sidea and abdomen pale silvery white; cheeks and 
operelea shining silvery, the latter and the root of the lower jaw with 
strong ateel-blue reflections ; point of lower jaw greenish blue minuMy 
dotted with black, with a black marginal membrane, apex red sealing- 
wax colour ; dorsal hyaline, margins of the rays minutely dotted with 
bhck ; anterior half of caudal pale greenish buff, posterior half, upper 
and lower margin pale blackish, reat of the fins hyaline. Iris d v e y ,  
opper half of orbital margin bldish black. 

D 13 or 14, C 153, A 14 or 15, V 6, P 13, Br. XI1 or XIII. 
 HABIT.--^^?@ of PhlMl#. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 7 inch. I 

The length of the head from the apex of the intermaxillaries is 5 )  
in the distance to the point of the lower caudal lobe. The length of 
the lower jaw from the apex to where the teeth of both sides meet , 

varies from 6+ to 6# in the total length. Mwured to the angle of 
the mouth, the lower jaw is from 5+ to 5# in the total length. The 
horizontal diameter of the eye is -) of the length of the head; the 
dist.nce across the kttened forehead equals the diameter. The depth 

-put equals + of the length of the head. The teeth of both jaws 
are piPced on narrow bands; in the centre of the lower jaw there is a 
very minute interval between the teeth of both branches. The teeth 
themselves are very minute, the internal series a little longer than the 
nst. Examined throngh a lens the apex of each tooth appears com- 
pressed, terminating in three minute points of which the central one is 
a little longer than the two lateral, The intermaxillary farms a nearly 

7 T 
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aquilaterd triangle, each side of which is 9 of the horisontd dirmda 
of the eye; the band of teeth of the lower j a r  is longer, d e d  at 
like a h o ~ b o e ,  The h g t h  of the pointed peetorah is 3 of that of tb 
herd; the vent&, slightly exceeding ) of the pectoda, am pkoal 
fu forward; they commence in the middle of the dbturce b e c n  

the anterior margin of the orbit and the root of the caudal. TIM 
vertical diameter in front of the ventrals ia 69 in the dmt.nee betran 
the gilldpening d the root of the caudal. The d o d  eommenm 8 

little behind the pwkrior third of the distance between the &pot 
and the root of the caudal; the extent of the b w  is # of the length 
of the head ; the fkit and second my undivided ; the latter and the 
third are the longest, # of the -tent of the baae. The hat ny n 8 

little elongrted. The nual ir placed opposite the dorsal, rbioh it 
resembles in shape and extent. The caudal is but slightly cldt; the 
lower lobe equals the length of the head ; the upper one about + h. 
The scales u e  large, rounded; the vertical diameter of the prt 
exposed is about the double of the horizontal. The abdomi~I ud 
b &tinct. This species hns nreral characters in eommon with 8, 
9maarCi, Cav. and Val., but it diiers from that and from all the dh 
species by its peculiar dentition. In Exoe01hrr d i t q  I i d  tb 
pharyngeal teeth before they become worn, am htkaed d * 
pidnte. Perhaps it may be inferred that the individarlr of thr p n t  
speeies are young, although the young of the grecedily + hm 
simple pointed teeth. They em numemw at 9 SUMO- at PinrPg, 
m d  are eaten by the natives. 

Pectorals excessively large ; head and body scalp with a d e n t  b 
on each tide of the abdomen; head depressed; cheeks c o m p r d ;  
eyes large; interrnlu;ihri~ without pedicles, forming the edge of the 
upper jaw) dorsal placed opposite the anal ; intermaxillaries .itb 
minute pointed teeth; pharysgeals with teeth as if paved. 

Erocor~ua # l G R I P ~ N N l &  CUV. and Vd. 

B.oeatw nigripennis, CUT. and Val. XIX. 108. 
Hcrd above, back and upper hdf of the aides dtnmuiPe 
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purple gloss; lower half of the sides, abdomen, cheeks m d  opercles 
light silvery ultramarine, minutely dotted with black ; dorsal, ventnls 
and pectorals black ; pectoral rays silvery sky-blue ; caudal yellowish 
white, at the mot bluish dotted with black ; anterior half of ventrals 
hylline, poetenor black, base blue. Iris silvery, orbital half bluish 
black. 

D 11, 12or 13, C 15$ ,d8 ,9or  10,V6, P 15,Br.XI. 
Hnarr.-Sea of Pinang. 

, China Sea. 
TOTAL LPNGTH : 3 inch. 
m e  length of the head is 59 in the total, measured to the point of 

the lower caudal lobe. The horizontal diameter of the eye is + of the 
length of the h d .  The arch of the roof of the orbit makes the mid- 
dle of the forehead appear excavated ; the distance across the forehead 
between the posterior angles of the orbit slightly exceeds the diameter 
of the eye ; between the anterior angles it is slightly leas than the dia. 
meter. The depth at occiput, M well rur the vertical diameter in front 
of the ventmls, is 2 of the length of the head. The sules of the body 
are rather hrge, and so deciduous that few are in their places. The 
lateral line and the d e n t  line on each side of abdomen can barely be 
traced The teeth of both jaws are excessively minute and apparently 
confined to the central part. Each palatal haa a single external aerier 
of minnte teeth, and a few scattered over the surface, which appears 
like a fine file. The teeth are probably deciduous, and so minute 
that they cannot be Been in fresh specimens, and in dried ones only 
by means of a powerful lens. The pharyngeal teeth are tricuspid. 
The lower margin of the horizontal part of the preopercle is toothed. 
The length of the pectorals d i i r s  individually : they do not exwed .) 
of the head and body, (the caudal not included). The tentrals am + 
of the total length 3 the lower caudal lobe is 4+ in the total length, the 
upper one but slightly exceeds .) of the former. The intestinal canal is 
wide at  cmophagns, gradually narrowing in its atraight course towards 
the rmm. Its length is jcarcely .) of the total. The liver consists 
of a single small lobe. The white air-vessel is comparatively very large, 
thin, elongated, its length slightly exceeding + of the total. The 
peritoneum is silvery, eparingly dotted with black. In the course of 
four yeus ten individuals were obtaided at Pinang. They occur- 

7 1 2  
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red singly and at irregular i n t e d ,  and varied from two to thm 
inches in length. 

GICN. PANCEAX, yakR&ent&?# 1846.* 

Maxillary bone thrown behind the descending branch of the inter 
maxillary, so that but the lower part contribute8 to form the angle of 
the mouth ; muzzle broad depressed ; gill-openings well clefi ; d o d  
small, placed far back opposite the anal ; intermaxillaries and lower 
jaw with a narrow band of minute teeth, of which the external *ria 
u e  longer than the rest and arched round the margin of the jaws sou 
to appear like cilia ; a narrow transversal band of minute teeth on the 
palate (vomer). 

Pnlocarx PaNcaax, (Buchm. Ham.) 

Esox panchax, Buchan. Ham. 21 1, 380, PI. 111. Fig. 69. 
Aplocheilus chrysostigmus, Ik3cClelland, As. Bes. XIX. 11. 301 aod 

426, PI. XLII. Fig. 2. 
Aplocheilus panchar, McClelland, ibid. 302. 
Panchax buchanai, Cnv. and Val. XVIII. 383. 
Herd above, back and upper half of the sides pale silvery grec~, 

minutely dotted with black ; lower half of the sides and the abdomen 
dvery white, in some individuals with orange colowd dots ; on the 
occiput a small oval silvery white spot ; sides of the head and uppa 
half of opercles silvery green minutely dotted with black, lower half 

* In 1836, Mr. McClelknd placed nome apecia of this genu in tha bdy d 
QptiMide, and formed a Subgenns of Poeeilia, B1. Schn. to nccim them, m 
~ ~ l o e h ~ l u r ,  (Scr. Hoplochi1rrr)-Mr. YcClell.nd chvretcrka the l.tta r ld- 
lo-: " Intermarilluier bed, apica of the jaws flat and directed apwub;  6 v ~  
r a p  in the brmchial membrane ; fins transparent ; a ahort d o d  placed o p e  
to tha hat my of a long rnal; the inteatine and stamach form togetbw a d 
tube scarcely longer than the body ; the q m  placed on the edgcm of the bead; tlr 
mouth directed upwards ; a single row of large teeth i n d d  along the edga d 
the lip which are not protractile u in PoeciZia ; the mudd entire." (drirtir 
Rmearchw, XIX. Pt. 11. pp. 301 and 426). Of the preceding elsrea chnQn 
on1 J fonr are comct, but t h q  are not sufficient to characterire tbe *or, * : 
.pica of the jaws flat ; intsrtbal anal  marcely longer than the body ; e y a  m th 
edpa of the head; a u & l  entire. The.mmrining ctuuactam are eitkr 
incorrect or entirely ro. Tbe chuactGla of P n c h ,  Vdenacnna, although d a 

ktsg d ~ t e  than Huplochilw, must therdore be adopted. 
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white ; lower jaw and the throat immediately behind minutely dotted 
with black, so an to appear like two narrow arched black lines ; rest of 
t h e  throat yellow or white; dorsal hyaline or orange with a large 
rounded bkck spot occupying the basal half; in some individuals a 

' 

small white spot in front of the dorsal, in others the upper margin 
black; caudal greenish grey minutely dotted with black, upper and 
b a c r  margin orange edged with black ; anal hyaline edged and spotted 
with orange ; rentnls and pectorals yellow. Iris reddish silvery with 
a blackiih ring. 

D 9, C 15#, A 17, V 6, P 15, Pr. VI. 

Haer~.--Fredi water Pi-. 

Bengd. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 2) bCh. 
The length of the head is ) of the total ; the depth at occiput M + of 

t h e  length of the head. The horizontal diameter of the eye is a little 
less than ) of the bead ; the distance across tbe forehead equals two 
diameters. The nostrils open kterally by two minute apertures 
above each other in front of the anterior orbital margin. There are no 
lips. The intermdlaries are very protractile, and are slightly move- 
able up and down like a lid. Both the external and the internal 
series of the teeth of the jaws, are a little longer and more distant than 
the  rest of the teeth. Beh id  the intermarillaries appears a small 
crescentshaped membrane. Behind the latter are some excemively 
minute teeth placed on s narrow bmd, which cromea the vomer and 
forms an arch parallel with the intermaxillary teeth. The tollgae is 
small, fleshy, md ar well aa the cavity of thf mouth dotted with black. 
The body is covered by 7 longitudinal series of proportionally large 
d e s ,  with eoncentric ' l ies and about 13 radical rays. There are 
about 30 scales in a series between the gill-opening and the caudal. 
No lateral line is visible, but on each of the anterior 6 to 8 scales of 
the  third serieq appears n central impression as if pricked with a needle. 
The  dorsal commences opposite the posterior third of the anal. The 
rentrals hare no filament. I t  is numerous at Pinang in pond4 paddy 
fields and ditches. The stomach and intestines form a continued tube, 
in length scarcely of the total. The peritoneum is silvery, dotted 
r i t h  black. The number of fin rays given by Buchaaan and Mr. 
McClelland are incorrect. . 
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ORDO PHYSOSTOMI. 
SUBORDO PHYSOSTOMI ABDOMINALES. - 

FAM. SILUROIDAL 

GEn. B ~ o r r u g  (Rajnerque,J Cuuier, 1817. 

A bmd of velvety, or card-like testh in both jam ; on the m a  r 
second, posterior band, either velvety or in a single aeries. 

BAGRUS ABBREVXATUS, CUV. and Val. 

Bagrus abbreviatus, Cuv. m d  Val. XIV. 420. 
Pimelodus abbrevirtus, Kuhl md Van. Hasselt, ibid. 
Bagrus abbreviatus, Bleeker : Verhand. Batav. Gwoots. XXI. 4. 
Head above and back dark greenish olive, lighter s i lwy on the 

sides ; abdomen silvery white ; fins greenieh grey ; their membrane 
whitish at the base, the rest minutely dotted with blaek ; adipose fro 
greenish olive minutely dotted with black ; d cirri p y  ; m d -  
l a y  black ; both mandibular pain white. Iris greenish golden, bhkhb 
towards the orbit. 

D In-1 (adipose), C 17+, A 13, V 6, P la or 9, Br. IX. 
4 Cirri : - 

HABIT.-Sea and eatwarier of Pinang. 4 

Java. 

TOTAL LpwaTa : 1 foot 6 inch. 
The length of the head is 4+ in the total ; the borizontd dmwta 

of the orbit is j of the length of the head ; the distance of the eyes 
acrw the head two sach 4iameters. The long helmet is finely rhr- 
gmned to between the qes,  where its breadth is + of its length ; tbe 
occipital point is narrow triangulnr, occupying half the interral bet- 
the occiput and the dorsd spine, m d  receiving in a not& the point af 
the w n d  interspinal. Tbe mutoid and suprmapular procesar fm 
an elongted arch surronndiag the opercle and nearly touching the 
hnmerrl. The latter is elongated.trhngular, itr length twice itr bciit- 
The opercle is finely sbagreened like the rest of the bonm forming h e  
helmet, and has besides some d i g  linen. The gmteat bred& d 
the head nearly e q d r  its length, asd .Iso the greateat r a t i d  
tar of tbe body, in front of the d o 4  spine. The ad- l ike  teeth 
disposed on narrow bands in tbe jaws and on the vomer. 
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The nasal cirri atand to the pnopercle, the mluilhry to the point of 
the vent& the extand mandibular to the point of the pectorals ; the 
internal are one half of the external. The d o 4  spine ia rather slender, 
longitudinally striated, aith teeth on the posterior margin, and two or 
tluw on .the anterior near the apex. The length is 3 of the first dor- 
d my, which h 4 of the length of the head. The adipose d o r d  is 
~r hi& u the a d ,  but of half the extent. Each lobe of the furated 
adid equals the head ; in young individuals the upper one terminaten 
in a short filament. The pectoral spine is longer and b d e r  than the 
dorsal ; the npper surface ia lineakd, the margin towards the rays is 
wongly toothed. At Piang  individuals occar at all eensons, but not 
in g n a t  numbers. T h y  are eaten by the natives. 

Baoaos eolunrxcns, Guv. and Val. 

Bagma mdaicua, CUV. and Val. XIV. 444. 
Bllgnu sondaicus, Bleeker : Verhmdel, Batav. Genoots. XXI. 4, 14, 

29 and XXII. 5. 
Helmet dark dive bronre, (tubercler white,) lighter on the eheeks 

and opercles ; back deep steel-blue with greenish reflections, the aides, 
to little beneath the lateral line, lighter, ailvery, with from 12 to 15 
vertical bands reflecting steel grey or pale golden green ; reat of the 
ddes and abdomen dvery white ; fins greenish grey minutely dotted 
with bbck ; external half of pectorals, and and the lower caudal l o b  
bl.ckiah ; maxillary cirri black ; external mandibular white at  the b.se, 
reat black ; internal maxillary white. Irk golden green, b l . c k a  
towards the orbit. 

D 1/7-1 (adipose), C 154, A 17 or 18, V 6, P 1/14 Br. VI. 
Cirri : 2 

4 
Hasr~.-Sea of Pinang, M&yan P n i d a .  

Straits of Sunda, Java, Madura. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 1 fOOt 9 b ~ h .  
TI# length of the head is + of the total, slightly exceeding the 

g m t ~ t  vertical diameter of the body, in front of the d o d  spine. 
The breadth of the head nearly equals the length. The horixontal 
&meter of the orbit is 6+ in the h g t h  in tbr W. The bones form- 
ing the helmet are granulated a8 far as the anterior margiu of the orbit, 
but the a m d  trbgnlar truncated suprasenpular is like the OF& 
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smoih but radiated. The sides of the intenpinal form an angle with 
' 

the centre part, and terminate behind in a blunt point. The intcrpr- I 
rietal is broad truncated or roanded behind ; its length is -) of the nst 
of the helmet, its breadth about +. The humeral is painted, p u -  

I 
late4 triangular. its length 24 in the head. The teeth are atrong, ~ 
card-like. Those on the vomer an, placed on two small o d  spots; 
those on the palate on two similar but lnrger, all four forming one 
series, broader than the maxillary ones. The palatal teeth em* fail 
out, which renders the fish liible to be m i s a e n  for a species of 1 

Ariwr. The marilkry cirri reach to the point of the pectorals ; the 
external mandibular to the bsse of the pectorals ; the internal are ) of 
the exterd. The dorsal spine is + of the head, granulated on the 
anterior half of its sidem ; near the apex the anterior margin curies 
4 or 5 small teeth, the posterior'6 or 7 similar ones. The point ta- 
minatee in a short soft filament, which is easily torn off. The poetonl 
spine equals the length of the head: the anterior half of the exterd 
margin is granul~ted ; the corresponding part of the sides is line& ; 

the external margin carries near the point a few weak teeth, and similar 
appear along the internal margin. The point terminates in a soft filn- 
ment, longer than that of the dorsal. The upper caudal lobe, r little 
longer than the lower, is 4# in the total length. The veutrala ue + of 
the pectorals. The extent of the adipose dorsal in 9 of the anal. At the 
origin of the lateral line appear some minute elongated grains ; the line 
itself consists of small tubes which become indistinct after it has p a d  
the doreal fin. This species is more or laan numerous at d sersom. 
I t  is eaten by the natives and the air-veseels collected for the C b  
market. 

M. Bleeker thiilrs it probable that B. jaeauiu, Cnv. and Val. (XIV. 
445) is identical with B. d a i e u u .  [Bleeker 1. c., 4(')]. 

Palatal teeth on two distinct separate plates, in some species advmc- 
iag on the latenl angles of vomer. 

Asxue TRUNCATUB, Cur. and Val. 

Arius truncates, Cuv. and Val. XV. 64. 
Arius truncatus, Bleeker Verb. Bat. ~ e q .  4. 



Herd above a d  back intenw blue with s ihay  reflections, checks and 
qmclo1 gddm bronze; throat and sidee golden; abdomen dhery 
white, sparingly dotted with black ; fins greyish white m ~ l y  dotted 
rith black ; m q i n s  of dorsrl d caudal bkck ; in the d u l t  the p 
terirr half of the caudal and the -1 prle hke; adipme pals greyiab 
divc minutely dotted with brown ; maxillary cim black ; mandibular 
prim white. Iris golden dotted with black. 

D ID-1 ( d i p e ) ,  C 1- A 43 or 24, V 6, P ID, Bc. VI. 
4 Cim - 
4 

H~sn.-#ea a d  eutuark of finang, Maluyan P e n i d .  
Java. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 11; inch. 
The length of the head measured to the point of the opercle is r 

little less than $ of the total, but to the posterior margin of the first 
interspmal it is + of the total. The latter bone is narrow rectangular, its 
breadth being 1% in its length which is + of the dbtance to the muzzle. 
The helmet is granulated and partially striated, its anterior two thirds 
divided by a longitudinal furrow commencing on the forehead on a 

be1 with the nostrils. The cheeks and opercles are veiped, and the 
LUer llso indistinctly radiated. The anterior half of the head is much 
depressed, the muzzle rounded, truncated. The teeth of both jaws are 
on narrow bands, card-like and finer than the palatals, which are 
crowded on a small oval.spot on each side. The cirri are slender: the 
m x i h y  ones reach to about the middle of the opercle ; the mandibular 
pairs are nearly equal, ) of the former. The eyes are situated at the 
anterior third of the head, their horizontal diameter ie in the young # 
in the older of the length of the head; their distance across the 
forehead is about 4 such diameters. The vertical diameter at occiput 
ir +of the length of the head ; that in front of the dorsal is a little less 
th.n jt of the head. The dorsal spine is strong, 3 of the length of the 
h d ,  equalling in length the first ray. The posterior margin and that 
part of the anterior nearest the apex are finely toothed, the rest is granu- 
hted. The pectoral spine is but jt of the dorsal which it otherwise resem- 
blea, but the teeth of the porterior margin are stronger. The pectorals 
rndventrrlr ue nearly of equal length or about + of the length of the 
had .  The extent of the and equals the greatest v e r W  diameter of the 
body ; the length of the eighth and ninth ray8 ia s little leaa than that 

7 n 
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of the ventrals. The extent of the adipose dorsal is + of the its 
height 4 of the longest rays of the latter. The caudnl is deeply cleil, 
the lobes equal, and their length, normally, like the dorsal vine. The 
lateral line follows the outline of the back at the upper third of the 
body; arrived at the base of the caudal it continues a short distance 
obliquely downwards over the three npper rays of the lower lobe. The 
line consists of little separated tubes, each with a minub down& 
pointed proms at the posterior part. The two superior branchi& 
gous rays on each side are very broad and exposed, BO as to appar like 1 
a subopercle. The stomach is specious, thin, containing remains of 
Ctustacea and mud. The intestinal canal slightly exceeds double tbc 
total length. The air-vessel is small but very thick transversely divided 
ip two. compartments. The fish is held in esteem by the natives, bnt 
at Pinang it is of so rare occurrence that the air-vessel contributes bat 
little to the general stock of Isinglass obtained from other species. 

A R I U ~  narus, (Buchanan Hamilton.) 

~imelodna a r b ,  Buchan. Ham. 170, 376. 
Arius arius, Cov. and Val. XV. 102. 
Ikan Saltidu or Surdtido. 
Adult. Head above and back intense steel-blue ; cheeks, ope& 

and sides greenish golden or bronze ; throat and ab men white alight11 
dotted with black ; dorsal greyish white minutel 3" dotted with black; 
filunent of the spine and the npper margin black; caudal yellowish white 
minutely dotted with brown ; anal and pectoda white, a- brlf 
MI closely dotted with black aa to assume that colour 8 r e n t d s  hylliDq 
closely dotted with brown ; adipose pale greyish oEre i t h  a luge 
black epot, posterior margin white ; maxillary cirri blackish ; m d i -  
bular pairs white. Iris greenish golden, orbital margin blackish. 

Young. Dorsal, posterior half of caudal, middle of anal and k o€ 
adipose pale lake. 

D 1/1-1 (adipoee), C 15A A 18 to 21, V 6, P 1/10, Br. V. 

Hasr~.--Sea and e8tuarieu of Pinang, Malayan Pcnin*rla, -a- 

pan. 
Pondicheny, Gangetic estunries. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 1 foot 10 inch. 
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The length of the hed.is $ of the total. The helmet is granulated 
to the middle above the orbit. The first interspinal is rectangular 
~learly square, its length + of the distance to the muzzle ; the posterior 
markin is notcbed, receiving a broad point from the crescentshaped 
eecond interspinal. The anterior two thirds of the helmet are divided 
by a broad longitudinal furrow. The interopercle and opercle am 
radiated, the point of the latter indistinctly granular. The h o h n t a l  
diameter of the orbit is 3 of the length of the head. The teeth of the 
jaws are aud-like, on narrow bands. Those of the palate are granular, 
placed on two close oval spots. The maxillary cirri do not quite 
reach to the apex of the pectoral spine; the external mandibular 
pair is + shorter; the internal is + of the external. The vertical dia- 
meter in front of the dorsal slightly exceeds the length of the head, 
and equals the length of the dorsal spine. The latter is very strong, 
the posterior margin and the anterior near the apex are toothed, the 
rest is coarsely granulated. To the apex is attached a son filament, 
seldom exceeding f the length of the spine. The pectoral spine re- 
sembles the former, but it is slenderer, shorter by +, and without 
filament. The extent of the adipose is + of that of the anal; its 
height + of the length of the sixth and seventh rays, which is 4 of the 
head. The uudal lobes equal the length of the head. The lateral 
line resembles that of Ariw truncatw, but it keeps nearer to the mid- 
dle of the body. At Pinaug smaller individuals of this species are 
very nnmerons at all seasons. They form an article of food, and con- 
tribute more than any other of the Siluroidn! to the exportation of 
Isinglass. 

ARIUS MILITARIS, (Linnd.) ? 

Silnrus militaris, Linnk : Syst. 1356. ? 
Arius militaris, Cuv. and Val. XV. 114, P1. 430. 
Osteogeneiosus* Bleeker : Verhnndel. Bahv. Genootsch. XXI. 49. 
Head above and back bottle-green bronze, lighter on the sides of the 

head and body ; abdomen silvery white, anterior half minutely dotted 
with brown ; dorsal and caudal pale greyish olive, minutely dotted with 

* Osrrooa~arosos, Bleeker, 1847, (Scrib. Osrsoa~~~us.)  Teeth on the 
anterior part of the palate disposed io two oblong arcbed groupa; two supra- 
maxillary bony, rigid cirri; branchiolltegour rnya fire. Othsmisc resembling 

Ariw. 

7 u 2  



bldr,marginblnckiah; reatof ths6nawhits;upperhlfbsbrreenra- 
terior four rays of ventraln dotted with. black ; upper md.a of pecb 
rala rod pte r io r  half of bwer bllaL, in the arilla a black spot along t lw 
root of pectonls ; jaws md root of the long h - l i k e  maxillary pm 
lonetion bLcLish brom, rrst of the latter reddish white ; adipors fir 

olive dotted with black, posterior margin white. Irir @ 
@en dotted with black. 

D 1fl-J (adipom), C 155 A 21, V 6, P 1/10, Br. V. 
t 

Cirri - 
0 

h~rr . -Sea  d crtwtia of Malayan Pnrinnclrr w d  I ~ l a d .  
Sea and estouiea of Malabar, Coromamdel ; estnuia d 

Q.ages Uld hlmddy. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 1 foot 6 inch. 
The length of the head is 44 in the tohl. I t  is completely d 

by smooth skin, and but a few granulations appear on the anterior put 
of the elliptic interparietal. The rest of the bone, like the opercles, ic 
radiated ; it occupies ) of the distance from the muczle. The hori- 
zontal diameter of the eye ie + of the length of the head ; the distuwx 
across the forehead is about three such diameters. The card-like teeth 
of the jaws rue on broad bands ; that of the upper one is the shorter, 
m it does not reach to the angle of the mouth, but terminates at the 
root of the bony cirrus-like elongation of the upper rnaxillug bone. 
m e  latter is slender, elastic, flattened with a shallow furrow on srch 
aide ; ib length equals the head ; the anterior sixth is attached to tbc 
side of the head by a small triangular membrane which is, howenem, too 
short to admit of the bone being projected at a right angle. Ths 
palatal teeth are granular, placed in two separated gronps of an imph 
rhomboidal shape. The vertical diameter of the body, in fmnt of the 
dorsal, is 9 of the length of the head. The dord spine u alenda, tb 
h e r  half of the anterior mugin is finely p p k t e d ,  the q p a  Wf 
and the patetior margin u e  very finely toothed ; it is a little 
than the first my which ir + of the length of the h d .  Tbe p e e d  
#pine resembles the dorsal and is but a little shorter. The extent d 
the d is + of the length of the body ; the eighth, the l o n p t  
rligbtb exuding f. of the extent. The extent of the .diparc 
is about + of the mal, but of neuly e q d  height. The d i 



slightly cleft, and the loks  a little rounded; their length ia + of 
the total. The lateral line resembles that of driud tratacatur. At 
P i m g  single individnds occur at all seuons; they are eatan by ths 
native4 md their air-vessels preserved. 

GEN. PIMELODVS, flacdpkde, 1803,) Cuo. and Yd. 1840. 

Palate smooth, without teeth; six or eight cirri; with or without 
helmet. 

PIM=LODVS PECTINIDENS, Cantor. 

Young ? Head above md back yellowish green bronze, dotted with 
black; between the anterior points of the helmet an oval yellowish 
white spot, cheeks, opercles and sides of the body silvery ; the two 
iirat minutely dotted with black ; throat and abdomen white ; fins, in- 
cluding the adipose, yellowish white ; maxillary cirri black ; mandibu- 
lar pairs white. Iris golden minutely dotted with black. 
-D ID-1 (adipose), C 15#, A 20, V 6, P l a ,  Br. IV. 

2 Cirri - 
4 

H a ~ x ~ . - F r c d h t n ;  Pintang. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 43 inch. 
The greateat vertical diameter of the body, in front of the dorsal fin, 

is + of the total length ; from thence the profile descends in a nearly 
~traight line to the ronnded m d e .  To the point of the opercle the 
length of the head is +of the total, but to the point of the interparietal 
bone it is 3. Above the hend is depressed, transversely arched, its 
greatest breadth at the occiput is + leas than its length. The inter- 
parietal is triangular truncated, its length f of the diitance to the 
mnde ,  ite breadth at the base equals its length ; the truncated apes 
is notched, receiving the point of the second interspind. The whole 
of the helmet ia finely granulated to above the posterior margin of the 
orbit. It is longitudinally divided by a furrow terminating a little 
behind the anterior half of the distance between the muzzle and the 
d o d .  The suprascapnlar bone is narrow, pointed, and joins the 
equilateral triangular hnmeral. Both aa well as the opercles are rough 
d rtriated. The size of the opercle eq~ials that of the preopercle and 
interopercle together. The cheeks are smooth. The mouth is large. 
the angle reaching to the posterior margin of the orbit; the flahy 
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lips completely hide the teeth; the upper jaw projects beyond the 
lower. In each jaw appears a single series of closely set, small, b t -  

tened teeth, resembling a fine comb. To the naked eye the apex of 
the teeth appears to be truncated, trenchant, but under a lens it ia 
bluntly trilobate. The cirri are very fine : the maxillary reach to the 
preopercle, the mandibular pairs are so short as to easily escn* ob 
servation. The nostrils open closely in front of the orbit. The httu 
occupies the second fourth of the head, a little nearer to the jaw thtn 
to the forehead ; the greatest diameter, obliquely downwards, is a little 
less than $ of the length of the head. Of the four branchiogtegm 
rays, the two upper ones are longer and broader than the lower. The 
dorsal spine is strong and nearly as long as the head, the two side 
are striated, the lower half of the anterior margin is granulated, the 
upper half of this and of the posterior margin is finely toothed ; the 
first ray is a little longer than the spine. The pectoral spine is a little 
shorter than the dorsal, which it otherwise resembles. The vent& 
are + of the length of the head. The extent of the base of the a d  
is -4, the eighth ray # of the length of the head. The adipose dorsal 
fin is placed opposite the middle of the anal ; its bure and length are f 
of the latter. The posterior margin of the caudal is nearly crescent- 
shaped ; the upper lobe slightly longer than the lower, is 4* in the 
total length. The lateral l i e  resembles that of driw ttuncatw. A 
single individual was observed at Pinang in Angust 1844. The yd- 
lorrish white oval spot on the forehead is in some other Sd-da &a- 

rncteristic of immaturity. I t  may perhaps also be so in this species, 
notwithstanding the worn appearance of the trilobate teeth. 

(COSSYPEUS, McClelland, 1843.*-PEAGORU~, M c C k u  184. )  

Head with a long, granular helmet, formed by the cranial and supn- 

* Sir John Richudson in his Report, 1845, p. 287, observes, that C q b r  
a l u ,  McClelland, (Calcutta Journ. IV. p. 403, PI. 22, Fig. 3,) ir qpuentlj an 
injured example of this genus,'' (Plotow, apud Richardson.) 

Corryphw ater, McClelland, ia founded upon a nulilated rpeciaen of either C&- 
ria8 jagur, (Macropleronolw jagur, Buch. Hamilton, 145,374,) or upon a d d ~  
allied ~pecisr, but more probably upon the former. Mr. M e C l d l ~ d  k(a SUU- 
tuted P i a g o m  for Corryphw (Calcutta Journ. V. 225, Errata). 
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sapullv bones ; the interparietal advancing on the occiput as a more 
or less soft lamina, supported by the occipitnl crest ; card-like or gra- 
nular teeth on the vomer ; dorsal without apine, occupying nearly the 
whole of the back; ma1 less extensive ; margin of pectoral spine 
minutely toothed ; on each side two ramified branchial appendages ; 
brrschiostegous rays 9 to 11. 

CURIAE PUNCTATUB, CUV. and Val. 

Clarias punctatus, Cuv. and Val. XV. 384. 
Clarias punctatus, Bleeker : Verhandel. Bat. Genoot. XXI. 4, 17,53. 
Head, body, fins, and cim blackish brown ; with purple or lilac 

refiections ; body either uniformly so or with large irregular lighter 
apots, with eight to ten vertical series, each consisting of four to six 
whitish dots, in number and distribution liable to individual variations ; 
pectoral apine, throat, and abdomen aa far as the ventrals, .brownish 
white. Iria dark brown. 

D 70, C 17+, A 51 to 53, V 6, P la, Br. IX. 
4 

Cim - 
4 

Han~~.-Estuatier andfrerAwater, Pinany. 
Java. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 10 inch. 
Measured to the apex of the interparietal, the head slightly exceeds 

) of the total length, (to the pdnt of the opercle it is &) ; the breadth 
between the gill-openings is + of the length. Theeye is situated at the 
anterior fourth, itlr horizontal diameter is +, and the distance across the 
forehead is 2+ in the length of the head to the apex of the interparietal. 
The latter is triangular with the apex rounded, the base double the 
lengtb, which is + of the dilrtance to the muzzle. In the centre of the 
helmet appear two ovoid apertures, covered by the integuments: the 
anterior is 3, the posterior of the length of the head. The maxil- 
lary cirri slightly exceed $ of the total length, nearly reaching to the 
apex of the pectoral, spine ; the nasal are &, the outer mandibular +, 
and the inner.mandibular of the total length. The teeth are card- 
like : those of the upper jaw on s broad band, reaching to the root of 
the maxillary c i m  ; those of the vomer and palate forming a narrow 
crescent. The dorsal fin cemmences nt a distance from the apex of the 
inkrparietal, equalling f of the length of the head. The pectoral spiae 



is strong, like a sabre : the surfaces finely striated, the outer mqia  
finely granulated with two or three teeth near the apex, the inner fi+ 
toothed ; the length of the spine is 7+ in the total ; the tint rays m 
a little longer. The ventrals are situated at the anhior  third of the 
total length, in which they are contained lo+ times. Between the 
anus and the anal fin appears a short conical appendage. The ha& 
of the caudal is 73 in the total. The sbmaeh is a short;ounded su, 
the intestinal caudal is abont + of the total length ; the liver is dided 
in two short lobes ; the left is again subdivided iu two ; the gall k 
oval, large ; the spleen is small, flattened, oval. The posterior brrnchiJ 
appendage is large, nearly double the size of the anterior. This specia 
is numerous at all seaeons. I t  is eaten by the poorer c h  of dm.  

Body elongated, terminating in a compressed point ; two dorsrk, of 

which the aecond, caudal and anal united ; head naked ; strong conial 
teeth in the jaws and vomer; eight short cim; behind the conial 
anal papiUa a small ramilied appendage. 

P ~ o ~ o e n s  A N ~ U I L L A U I ~ ,  (Bloch.) 

Renard, I. P1. 111. Pig. 19. Sambilang. 
V h t p n ,  No. 496, Iknn binam. 
Silnrus arsb, ForsGl, XVI. No. 36 1 
Platystrrchus mgnillaris, Bloch, Tab. 37 3, Pig. 1. 
Plotoss sngnill4 Ladp. v. PI. 111. Pi. 2. 
Russell, CLXVI. Ingeelee. 
Platyabhns anpillaris, Shaw, V. 30, PI. 99. 
Krnsmsku : Voyage, P1. LX. Figs. 12 md 13. 
D n m  : Voyage, Poiu. P1. XXXI. Fig. 3. 
Plotow ikapon, Lerson : Diot. Clam. dlHiat. Nat. XV. 435. 
Pldosas urguilluis, Cuv. B. A. 11. 297C). 
Plotosns marginatus, Bennett : Life of Mes. 
Plotosns angnillaris, Riippell : Neue Wirb. Fische, 76. 

plotosw vitutns* } Swainson, 11. 307. 
Clrriaa anpillaris, 
Plotusus l i i e a t ~ ,  Cm. md Val. XV. 4 12. 
Plotorru liaertu~, Richudson : Beport, 1845, 286. 
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Plotosas linertaq Temm. et Schl. Fauna Jap. Pisc. 228, P1. CIV. 
Fig, 3. 

Plotosns lineatus, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Gen. XXI. 4, 17, 5;. 
Similang k h n g  of the Makys. 
Young. Head above and back blackish olive, lighter or copper 

a h r e d  on the sides of the head and body ; two whita bands along 
the body : one from the muzzle above the eye along the back, a second, 
broader, from the maxillary cirrus, and in some a third from the ven- 
t d ;  lips, throat and abdomen white; fins pale brownish olive or 
Lake, dotted and edged with black ; upper part of first dorsal with a 
black spot ; anal papilla and ramified appendage crimson ; nasal and 
maxillary cirri blackish ; mandibular pairs white. Iris golden dotted 
with black. 

dddt. The lateral white bands indistinct. 
1st D 1b,-2d D, C and A I72 or 173, V 13 or 14, P 1) I ,  

4 
Br. XI or XI1.--CirriT 

HABIT.-Sea ad eatuariea of Malayan Peninauk and Islands. 
Ide of France, Society- and Friendly Islands, Japan, Philip- 

pines, Chiia Seas, Amboyna, Celebes, J a n ,  Seychelles. 
Red Sea, Malabar, Ceylon, Coromandel, Western Aus- 
tralia. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 10 inch. 
The length of the head is 5+ in the total, ita depth at occiput ) of 

the length. The horizontal d i e t e r  of the eye is 4 of the length of 
the head ; the distance across the forehead 2 such diameters. The 
greatest vertical diameter of the body, in front of the first dorsal, ie of 
the totel length. The maxillary and external mandibular cirri are 
equal, both pairs less than + of the length of the head. The nasal and 
internal mandibular pairs are shorter. This species is very numerous 
at all seasons. In the stomach of those dissected was found Modiola 

fabo. Benson, a very small biralv; inhabiting the Malayan estuaries. 

PLOTOSUS ALBIUBEIS, CUV. and Val. 

Plotosus albilabris, Cuv. and Val. XV. 427. 
Plotosus albilabris, Bleeker : Verh. Bat, Gen, XXI. 4. 
Similrng of the Malays. , a 

7 x 
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Young. Head above and back blackiish olive, lightor m the sidw 
of the head (cheeks pale bluish). and of the body above the I.tarl 
line ; beneath the latter, the throat and abdomen impure bluiah white ; 
lips pale blackish ; body everywhere closely dotted with brom ; pee- 
tonls blsekirh above, whitish beneath ; rest of the fins pale &h olive 
minutely dotted and edged with black ; c i m  blackish, mot of mm& 
bnkr pairs whitish; anal papilla and d e d  appen* aimsoa. 
Iris gdden dotted with brown. 

1st D ]/a, V 13, P tp, Br. XII.--Cirri f 
M. M. Cuvier and Valenciennes count: 2d D 109, C 1 I, A 97, 

(total : 2 17). 
Has~~.-Sea d eatarmiu of m, Malayan Perrinrwkr. 

Batavia. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 6+ inch. 
The length of the head is & of the total ; the depth at occiput Wa ' 

mom than + of the head. The horizontal diameter of the q e  ia + d 
the head, the distance across the forehead two such dinmetera The 
n d  cirri are a little longer than the head, the d l u y  a little 
shorter and slenderer, the outer mandibular are + of the latter, tbe 
inner pair slightly shorter. M. M. Cuvier and Valenciennes desczibs 
the maxillary cirri M f .  shorter than the nasal, but the outer r n d b l l -  
lar pair M long M the latter. All the teeth are strong, conid. The 
greatest vertical diameter in front of the first dorsal is + of the tolrl 
length. The dorsal spine is + of the length of the head and bnt little 
shorter than the first ray. The pectoral spine is slenderer than the 
dorsal, the first ray slihtly exceeds + of the length of the head. The 
ventrals are ) ahorter than the pectorals. The caudal is oval, r~rmded. 
The lips are fleshy and papillular. Minute papillze appear hem md 
there on the body. The conical anal papilla is rather luge, and the 
ramified appendage longer and with a greater number of branchu tbrn 
in P. angcti1laris.-At Pinane, the present species is 1- numerous 
than the former. The wounds of both are equally dreaded, and botb 
are eaten by the, poorer elasses of natives. 

PAM. CYPRINOIDiE. 

GXN. CAPOETA, CUU. and Val. 1842. 

Third bony dorsal ray toothed; a filament at the angle of tb 
mouth i body compressed, covered with large scaler. 
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CAPOETA MACROLEPIDOTA, Knhl and Van Hasselt. 

Capoeta macrolepidota, Cuv. and Val. XVI. 280, PI. 47 7, (Young.) 

Adult. Head above brownish olive; back silvery greenish olive, 
lighter on the npper half of the side4 the rest and abdomen light 
golden ; all the scales edged with pale brown, wme with a pale dark 
spot at the root ; the oblique series in front of the dorsal fin greenish 
olive, forming a dark obliquely backwarddirected band, interrupted 
by the lateral line ; opercles and cheeks ahinii iridescent silvery; be- 
tween the eye and the angle of the mouth a blackish blue triangular 
spot terminating in lines radiiting towards the preopercle; lips and 
cirri minutely dotted with black ; fin-membranes transparent ; rays 
baff minutely dotted with black : the three first d o d ,  and the first 
pectoral blackish ; caudal with a broad blackish brim above and below. 
Irir golden, npper orbital half black. 

Young. DifFers from the adult in having the dark oblique band in 
front of the dorsal more diitinct and rarrchiig to the abdomen ; cheeks 
uniformly silvery without any spot. 

D 3/8, C 19f. A 2p or 6, V 2/8, P 16, Br. 111. 
Ha~~~.--Fredwater,  Pinang. 

Java, Tenasserim. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 11 inch. 
The length of the herd b 4 )  in the tohl ; the depth at oaciput 4 of 

the length of the head. The eye, bordering on the profile, occupies 
the second fourth of the head, that being the length of ita horizontal 
diameter ; the distance ecroms the forehead is 13 diameter. The oper- 
den and cheeks are naked. Four lsrge inframbibls surround the orbit. 
Prom the temple ronlld the lower margin of the orbit over the infra- 
orbital proceeds a tube, which sende downwards several shorter ones. 
The openings of the nostrils are eitnated close in front of the eye : 
both are separated by a projecting fleehy septum. The lips and tongue 
are fleshy; on the symphyis of the lower jaw appears a mall pro- 
tnberanoe. Behind both jam appears a aesoent-ahaped fold of the 
membrane lining the mouth. The small filnment at the angle of the 
mouth is jt of the horizontal diameter of the eye. The greatest verti- 
al d i e t e r  of the body, in front of the dorsal, is 44 in the total 
length. The sides are covered by 7 longitudinal series of large rhom- 

7 x 2  



bic d e q  of rrhich them are 27 or 28 on the kterrl line. The k#a 
-aomiets of a simple tube on each made, of w h i i  the anterior fire of tbe 
d e n  d h t e  obliquely downwards, the rest, (on the third aeries from 
below,) proceed straight to the caudal. All the acalen hare from 4 to 
10 backwards radiating lines. The first dorsal ray is excessively shart ; 
the thud, the longest, b $ of the length of the head m d  has a ferr 
minute teeth in the middle of the poeten01 mrgin ; the u u b l  lobes 
equal the length of the head ; the length of the anal and rrmhla is + of 
the latter ; the first ventral ray is short and very slender ; the length 
of the fint pectoral lay, which has a few teeth on the outer mugin 
near the mot, equals that of the firat dorsal. The latter is r e p d  
a little too short in the otherwise correct figure of M. M. Cavier and 
Valenciennes. At Pinang the fish is not numerous. I t  is of good 
finvow. I t  rises to insects, remains of which were found in tbc 
stomach. The length of the intestinal canal exceeds by + the total; 
the stomach aa well na the intestines are very thin. The ah& 
is very large, thin, white, conristing of two elongated owl portions, 
of which the anterior is truncated in front. 

Sun QEN. LEUCISCUB, PMennea, 1844. 

Neither spines nor cirri ; dorsal and anal h a  short. 

Cyprinus mbon ,  Bnchan. Ham. 329, 391, P1.11. Fig. 90. 
Leacim mbora, CIW. B. A. 11.276 0. 
Leutiem rasbon, McClelland : Ae. Res. XIX. 292 m d  407. 
Cyprinus (Lencha)  rasborr, Cur. and Val. XVI. 438. 
Head above, back and upper p u t  of the rides yellowish @ten, the 

root and edges of the d e n  minutely dotted with black ; .loly tbc 
middle of the side a longitudinal golden stripe, bordersd ben~& 
an indistinct bluish black one ; lower half of the side and abdomen 
silvery pale yellow ; cheeks and opercles shining silvery, the k#er with 
blw dectiona dotted with black ; caudal pale yellowish dotLcd with 
black, poetwior margin blackii ; rest of the 6x1s whitbh 
Iria dvey, orbital mar* bluish dotted with black. 



D 9, C 19+, A 8, V 9 or 10, P 13, Br. 111. 
HABIT.-Re8hrwttr, PiSuRg. 

Reahwater, Bengal, Upper Bum. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 4# kh. 
The length of the head is 4+ in the total. The eye is sit& a 

little in fmnt of the seeond third of the head, bordering on the profile, 
itti horisontd diameter is 3+ in the length of the head, the distance 
acraea the forehead b 1$ diameter. The cavity of Che mouth ia mi- 
nutely dotted with black. As observed by Bochanan, the lower jaw 
tamhtea in a point, wrmounted by a small tubercle which fits into 
8 corresponding notch of the upper jaw. But of a nnmber examined 
at Pinmg none presented three prehensile knobs on the lower jaw, as 
dwcribed by Mr. McClelland in a specimen collected in Upper h m  
by the I.te Mr. Grifith. The greatest vertical diameter of the body, 
m fiont of the dorsal, slightly exceeds the length of the head. The 
aden are covered by 7 longitudinal series of large rounded scales, each 
with a number of lines radiating from the root. A straight line from 
the gill-opening to the caudal contains 23. The lateral l i e  proceeds 
obliquely downwards to near the termination of the pectoral iin, from 
rhmee it continues on the sixth, the penultimate series of scales, 
stnight to the caudal. The first dorsaI ray ia situated a little behind 
the second half of the distance between the muzzle and the caudal, 
opposite the posterior ventral my. The recond dorsal rayJ the 
longest, nearly e q d s  the Grst pectoral ray, both are about 9 of the 
length of the head. The lower caudal lobe, a little longer than the 
npper, slightly excads the length of the head. The fimt ventral and 
the mecond anal ray are nearly e q d ,  a little shorter than the second 
d o d  my. At Pinang this species b numerous in rivulets and in rim 
rieldr, when they are flooded. 

PAM. SCOPELINOIDE. 
GEM. SAVRVB, &vierJ 1817. 

( H A B ~ D O ~ P ,  Zenrerr, ~ ~ ~ ~ . - L A V R I D A ,  [Ariatotekr,] Swainrota, 
1839. - T ~ ~ v a v s ,  8wmnron, 1839.) 

Muzzle short ; month extending far behind the eyes ; edge of upper 
jaw entirely formed by the interdlaries;  numerous pointed teeth 



in both jars, on the palatale, t o n e  and phayn@s, but none on the 
vomer ;* anterior dorsal a little behind the Iuge vent&; body, 
cheeks and opercles d y  ; from 8 to 15 bmchiirtegoaa rays. 

SAURUS BADI, Cuvier. 

Russell, CLXXII. Badi Mottah. 
&am badi, Cnv. B. A. 11. 314('). 
S a w  badimottah, Riippell : Neae Wirbelth, Pis&, 77. 

Head above, back md rides above the lateral line dull gm&h &rr, 
or greyish green ; rest of the body pale silvery white ; chadu ad 1 
operclea pala silvery olive with roae-mloured and bluish refleetianu; ' 
d o r d  rap pale yeJlowiah, membrane h y a b  minutely dotted ritL 
black; second d o r d  pale fleah-coloured, anterior margin blclbh; 
candal yellowish, minutely dotted with black, pottsrior iulf b u d &  ; 
anal and ventral rays pale yellowbh, membrane h y h e  ; pccbrrlr pde 
yellowish, posterior half blackish Iris silvery olive. 

D 11 or 12-1 (adipose), C 19% A 10 or 11, V 9, P 15, Br. XII, 
XIII, or XIV. 

Hmrr.-Sea qff inaug,  Halayan Peninadas Singapom. 
Cormmdel. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 1 foot. 
The length of the h a d  ia + of the total. The horizontal h a t e r  

of the orbit b 4+ in the length of the head ; the d i  amw th 
forehead, M well as the distance from the orbit to the mnrtle, e q d  oc 
diameter. The eye in oorered by a broad, tramparent adipose me, 

brane with a circrrler pupillay aperture. The angle of the month k 
situated at the posterior third of tbe head. The teeth of bothjam 
are placed in 5 to6 se.ries,ofwhich the intenral one cnrries tbelosged 
and most distant teeth ; the rest gradually decrease in long& tor& 
the external aeries of teeth which are minute, cnrd-like and erect, nd 
obliquely forwards pointed like the rest. With the exception of the 
anterior four or five anterior teeth of each p.ktal, the m t  u d m 
the pharyngeals, hyoid and lingval teeth are all smaller m d  pointing 
backwards. On the vomer appears a double series of d d y  
minute pointed teeth, forming a short transvernal h e  which unitm 

Snvw badi bar a few minute tesSb on the wma. 
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the palatal series. The teeth of the vomer are dduorrs,  and may 
from their diminutive aize easily empe  obmation. The vertical dia- 
meter at occipnt is A, in front of the anterior doreal 4, and at the 
mot of the caudal of the total length. The sides are covered by 
1 1 1ong;tudinal aeries of rounded, finely conoentricdly striated acdel, 
with 3 radiating lines at the radical part. Each d e  has a eentnl 
rather obsolete keel. The lateral line occupies the i i t h  series which 
is a little nearer to the back than to the abdomen. I t  cont.im u p  
wards of 60 scales, triangular, a little smaller than the rest, each with 
a small trifid tubercle in front of the central keel, which is sharper 
than that of the rest of the r d e r  .nd forms a continued ridge. The 
httm becomes very marked behind the rcecmd donal, so scr to resem- 
ble that of the Sdddcc. The anterior dorsal occupier the middle 
of the baek between the mnrzle and the caudal ; the reeond ray is the 
longest, # of the length of the head ; of which the extent of the bse 
is +. The ventral8 are p l d  in front of the preceding 6n ; the first 
my commences in the centre between the4 m d e  and the fint anal 
n y  ; the penultimate ray, the longeat, is # of the length of the herd ; 
outside the root of the fin appears an elongated d e ,  + of the longest 
ny.  The first anal ray commences opposite the centre, between the 
last dorsal my and the mot of the caudal ; the second my, the longest 
equals the extent of the barre which i .) of the length of the heed. 
The ~ o n d  s d  adipose d d  is pbced opposite the two pouterior 
anal rap. The caudal is cmred with minute d e s  ; the upper lobe, 
which ie generally a little loll~;er thrn the lower, equals the length of 
the head. The length of the pedmab is .) of that of the head; in 
& uiUa appears a short broad triangular &. 8ingle individuple 
oeear at Pinang at d l  wasws. They are eaten by the native% 
although they are reputed to bo very insjpid. 

SAVRUB mucsraue, Temminck and SchlegeL 

&arns tmhinue, Temm. et Schl. Paaaa Japon. Pisces, 
231, Tab. CVI. Fig. 2. 

Yimmg. Head aboveI back md ridea above the lateral line light 
greenish olive, lest of the body silrery white; above the lateral line 
three pudlel light blue longitudinal ; beneath the line three or 
fow dmih bat paler hndq all commenrcing at the gill-opening, termi- 



the shortest, eomm~nces in the centre between the m d e  .ad tha M 

nating at the root of the arudal; behind the posterior nu* 
opercle an oblique black spot terminating at the mot of the peebnl; 
cheeks and opercles silvery light geenish olive, with light blm lad 
rosecolonred dectio~lb ; a u d d  bright yellow ; d i p  dmal @ 

yeUowish olive; rest of the fins hyaline, anteriot d d  .nd rentrrl 
rap pale yellowish. Iris silvmy l i t  gwanish olive. 

D 12 or 13-1 (adipose), C 19#, A 15 or 16, V 8, P 15 Br. XIL 
5 1 ~ . - 8 e a  of Pisrang. 

Japan. 
TOTAL WNOTB : 6 inch. 
The head bem a general reaemblaam to the Gen. l'iaehkw, L i d ;  

the upper mrface is sadelme, and like the infraorbitals full of minute , 
radiating aeperitim ; the central line of the head is smooth, and fornv i 
a narrow s d c ~  between the orbital arched. The length of the had 
is 43 in the total length. The horizontal diameter of the orbit is + d 
the length of the head, the distance of the orbit from the mu& in ) 

diameter, of which the distance acrow the forehead is .). The an$ 
of the mouth is situated a little behind the anterior half of the bab 
In  each jaw appear but two series of teeth; in other respects the dm- 
tition is similar to that of 8. b d i ,  but there ate no teeth on tba mma. 
The suboperole, the largest¶ is rounded, membranous behind, d d 
a narrow pointed process up between the triangular opercle .ml the 
narrow crescent-shaped preopercle ; the interoperde is triangaLr md 
but little smaller than the opercle. The vertical diameter at e t  
L 6+, at the anterior dorsal 9, and at the root of the a d d  lj) ia 
the total length. The body is mered by 11 longitudinal aeda d 
acalm resembling those of 8. bodi, but those immedi iy  behind the 
occiput have near the pwterior margin some radiating short tamnr. 
The lateral line occupies the 6fth series, and contabu n p d  of 60 
s d e e  ; those of the anterior half of the line consist of a 4 tube& 
terminating in 4 to 8 digitatione ; the rest are simple, tab*. The lhrs 
itself is much less raised than in 8. b d i .  The fint ray of the mkria 
dorsal is a little nearer to the muzzle than the last dorsal ray is to the mot 
of the caudal. The t b i  my, the longeat, is of the b e d  and e q d  
the extent of the bane, of which the posterior my is a little month. 4- 
The ventnls are placed in front of the lnterior dorsal ; tha 6rst W, 



anal my ; the sixth ray is the longest, equalling the third dorsal ray ; 
the root of the fin is on each side enclosed by an elongated d e ,  + the 
length of the sixth ray. The fint anal ray is placed much farther 
forwards than in S. badi : it commences in the centre between the first 
ventral my and the root of the caudal. The rays are nearly equal, or 
h u t  f of the extent of the bme, which ia but little shorter than the 
b a d .  The minute adipore dona1 M placed at the posterior third of 
the dir- between the ket d o d  my and the root of the caudal, 
opposite the posterior fifth of the anal. The caudal is but slightly 
cleft ; each lobe equals the third dorsal ray. The pectomls an, short 
triangular, alightly exceeding of the head. The stomach is capa- 
cions, cylindrical, + of the total length ; its contents shrimps. The 
i n ~ t a  canal is a simple narrow tube, a little less than + of the total 

length ; from pylorus commences a mingle series of 15 linear appendicula 
mcopylorica, each about of the length of the intestinal canal. Two 
individuals, of 5 and 6 inches in length, occurred together at Pinang 
in February 1845. The fishermen were not acquainted with the 
species. 

Ruaaell CLXXI. Wana Motta, (Adult.)  
Osmerus? nehereus, Bnch. Ham. 209, 379, (Adult.) 
Salmo (Harpodon) microps, Lesueur : Journ. Philad. Acad. V. 

48, P1. 111. (Young.) 
Saurus ophiodon, Cuvier, R. A. IT. 314, (ddult .)  
Laurida microps, Swainson, I. 246, Fig. 49, (Young.) 
Harpodon microps, Swainson, 11. 288, Vol. I. Pig. 49. 
Triurus microcephalus, Swninson, 11. 288, (Adult.) 
Bummaloh, or Bombay Duck, Cantor : Journ. R. A. Soc. 

V. 168. 

pounded upon o mistake, pointed oat by Cuvier, R. A. 11. 314 ( a ) .  

t -pied by n i u t w ,  LaeC$de, 1800, (Mutwmm'dce.) Mr. S ~ a i a s ~ ~ ' ~  
6mlu js h d e d  upon Russell's NO. CLXXI. WPIU. Moth, which ir identical with 
H ~ ~ &  micropr, Iuuel~r,  quoted by Mr. S w h n  M a dhtht  rpsoiar. 
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Royle : On the Prod. of Indian Tsinglras, 65. 
Baurus nehereus, Richardson : Report, 1845,301. 
Saurus ophiodon, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 6. 
Lfili of the Malays. 

Head above, back.and sides liiht grey or dust-coloured, hemitraw 
parent like gelatine, with minute starlike black and brownish h i  

anterior part of abdomen pale silvery bluiah ; rest whitish ; cheeks d 
opercles pale silvery bluish, dotted like the body; fins trampareat, 
coloured like the body but more closely dotted, M, as to appeai pb 
blackish. Iris bluish silvery minutely dotted with black. 
D 12 or 11-1 (adipose), C 19G, -4 14 or 15, V 9, P 11 or 12, 

Br. XXIV or XXIII. 
 HABIT.--&^ of itfalayan PCllhtdU cnd I8hdl. 

Chusan, Woosnng, Canton, Madura, Jam, Somatn, Te 
nssserim, Mouths of the Ganges, Vizagapatam, Bay d 
Bengal, Bombay, Malnbu. I 

TOTAL LENGTH : 11 inch. 
Measured obliquely from the muzzle to the posterior angle of tha 

opercle, the length of the head is # of the total. The diameter of the 
eye is & of the length of the head ; the distance from the manle u 2 
diameters ; that acroBs the arched forehead 4. The angle of the mouth 
is at the posterior fourth of the length of the head; tbe jam are 
equal. All the teeth are excessively slender, recnwot19, and, like t h e  of 
some of the Qobioida, erectile, but not flexible. They may be nhrd 
or laid down in the manner in which Cuvier describes the teeth of  hi^ 
genua Sakarioa, like the keys of a Piano. Those of the j a m  .od some 
of the palatals have a single barb at the posterior margin of the point; 
a few of the former are arrow-shaped. In  both jaws appear thee 
series of somewhat distant teeth : the external consists of amsainlj 
minute ones, the second of longer, and the internal wriea of tb 
longest of all. Those of the lower jaw are longer than tboae of tb 
upper, particularly three or four on each side of the symphyrir. Tb 
pharyngeal and palatals consist of two series. The f d  antcia 
tooth of each palatal is very long. The tongue is very short, linmr, 
and covered with fine teeth, like those of the hyoid bone and the llppa 

margin of the branchid arch@. The opercles are membnnoor, db 
phanoar and appear d l  blended together. The bran- mm= 
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bnne is narrow, but it projects behind the posterior radiated angle of 
h e  operele. The brmchiostegoru, rays are excessively slender and 
flexible like hain, and they gradaally increase in length backwards. 
The posterior ones may be seen through the lower part of the opercle. 
The nmtrih open verticnlly in front of the anterior margin of the 
orbit ; the anterior opening ie the Inrger. The upper part of the head 
is arched from side to side, and cellular, covered by a thin membrane, 
and like the rest of the head and body by diaphanous, deciduous d e s .  
The latter are of moderate size, oval with concentrical rings. The 
lateral line, a little nearer the back than the abdomen, is slightly raised 
m keeled, and consiste of about 44 rectangular membranous pieces, 
covered with scales like the rest of the body. The line is continued 
over the central pointed lobe of the caudal, and this portion contains 
6 to 8 additional membranous pieces. All the scales are diaphanous 
and flexible, and cannot but with difficulty be distinguished in the 
fresh fish. The vertical diameter at occiput is +, at the anterior 
dorsal i, at the root of the audal ;, of the total length. The 
anterior dorsal is placed in the middle of the back, at equal distance 
from the muzzle and the root of the caudal. The third ray, the 
longest, is 4q in the total length ; the rest gradually decrease ; the 
laat is a little more than 4 of the third ray, of which the extent of 
the base slightly exceeds +. The firat ventral ray is placed opposite 
the h t  dorsal my, at equal distance from the muzzle and the last anal 
my. The fin extends to the middle of the anal, its length being 3 of 
the total. Onbide the root appears a very thin elongated scale. The 
6rst anal ray ia placed at equd distance from the last dorsal and the 
root of the4 audal ; the third my, the longest, is 7+ in the total length, 
and twice the length of the last rny ; the extent of the base equals that 
of the anterior dorsal. The adipose dorsal is rather large, elongated 
and p h e d  opposite the posterior third of the anal fin. The caudal is 
divided in three pointed lobes, of which the upper and lower are about 
+ of the total length ; the central'lobe, composed of the three elongated 
central rays, b either equal to, or a little shorter than the former two ; 
h o s t  the whole of the fin is covered with minute scales. The pecto- 
r.L are falciform and extend in the young to the last dorsal ray, but 
they b-me shorter with age, and then vary from a little less than 
+ of to 3+ in the total length. They appear to have no axillary scale. 

7 ~ 2  
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The peritoneum is silve ry ; the stomach elongated, pytiform, thin and 
capable of enormom expansion ; tbe fundus is arched, aud ~epurlcd 
from the rest by a constriction. The intestinal canal ia narrow cylin- 
drical, ecarcely + of the total length. At the pylorua appear3 a wka of 
22 gradually decreasing cum1 appendages. The liver and spleen am 
very mnall. The fish is of moat voracious habib, gorging itself 
with ib own species and other i h e s  of nearly its o m  nke, and C m -  
tacea (shrimps). I t  is frequently bken with the stomach and the 
jam expanded with prey. I t  is very short-lived, more so than either 
of the two preceding species, and the whole body becomer at certrin 
seasons brilliantly phosphorescent. In the Straits of M b  it is at 
all times very numerous, although less so than it is at the Sandhemia 
or in the mouths of the Ganges. Although very rich, it is a grat 
delicacy immediately after it is taken. Salted and dried it i Jlo 
highly valued, and in this state it occurs in commerce under the d e w  
mination of Bombay Duckr," (" Brmma20h'~ in Bengnl), large qum- 
tities of which are annually exported from Bombay and the Mddw 
coast to dl parts of India. 

FAM. CLUPEOIDB. 

Body oomprewed, elongated, with small deciduoaa sales ; ahdo- 
trenchant, but not tootbed ; dorsal placed far back towards the hil, 
opposite the anal ; pectorals pointed ; in the axilla a bony, girngulu, 
elongated appendage ; ventrals exmaively small ; intcrmuilbry a d  
upper maxillary with a single aeries of pointed horizontal teeth, of 
which one on each side of the symphysis longer than the rest ; an ob- 
lique series of 5 or 6 card-like teeth on the palatals ; a small d 
gmnp of velvety teeth on the anterior pteygoid, and wrme an the 
de major; on each branch of the lower jaw a single seriea of long, bat 
unqual teeth, compressed, trenchant, lance-ahaped ; a single aerim d 
minute conical teeth along the margin of the tongue, on the b y d  
bone and the margin of tbe branchii amhea. Bmnchioskgotm 
eight. 
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CEIROCENTRUS DORAB, (Forskal.) 

Clupea donb, Forskil, 72, No. 108. 
Clupea dorab, LinnB : Syst. 1409. 
Cluperr domb, LadpMe. 
Esoee chirocentre, LndpMe, V. PI. 8, Fig. 1. 
Clopea dentex, Bloch-Schneider, 428. 
Clnpea donb ? Russell, CXCIX. Wallah. 
Clnpea dorab, Shaw, V. 175. 
C%irocentms domb, Cnv. R. A. 11. 326 (I). 
Chirocentrus dorab, Riippell : Neue Wirb. Fische, 81. 
Chirocentrus nndus, Swainson, 11. 295. 
Chiroeentrus dornb, Richardson, Report, 1845, 31 1. 
Chirocentms dorab, Cnv. and Val. XIX. 150, PI. 565. 
~hirobentrus dorab, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 6. 
Pbrang-PQnmg of the Malaya. 
Head above and back intense blue with sea green reflections ; test of 

the bead and body shining silvery ; fins hyaline, caudal and pectorals 
dotted with black ; in some the caudal margins and the upper ray of the 
pectorals black ; tongue black. Iris silvery ; orbital margin bluish black. 

D 16 or 17, C 19+, A 33 or 34, V 6 or 7, P 14 or 15, Br. VIII. 
 HABIT.-^^^ 04 Malayan Pminsvla and Idan&. 

Zanzibar, Isle of France, Red Sea, Muscat, Malabar, China 
Sea, Isle of Bum, New Guinea, Celebes, Madura, Java, 
Sumatra, Coromandel, Bay of Bengal, Gangetic estuaries. 

TOTAL LrnNaTm : 6 feet. 
The length of the head is 6+ in the total; the depth at occiput + of 

the length. The horizontal diameter of the eye is $ of the length of 
the head; the distance across the forehead P of the d i e t e r .  The 
vertical diameter at the ventmls slightly exceeds the length of the 
head. The lower caudal lobe is frequently r little longer than the 
upper, and exceeds by $ the length of the head. The fish is numerous 
at  all seasons on the Malayan coasts. Individuals six feet in length 
are at Pinang of rare occnrrence. Although not eaten by Europeans, 
this fish is highly valued by the natives of the different countries where 
it is found. The Malsys denominate it from the resemblance of the 
large teeth to their favourite chopping knife (pdrang) and they rpos- 



trophize it in a popular epigrammatic stanza (" pantun,") quoted by 
Colonel Jam- Low. (Dissertation on Pinang, kc. p. 181 .) 

G ~ N .  CHANOB, (Lacdp. 1803) ~ab?ncienrea, 1846. 

(LUTODEIRA, [e. Huaaelt,] Bfippell, 1828.) 

Mouth tmthlesa ; d o d  single ; pectorals and ventrals e n c l d  by 
elongated scaly appendages ; on each side of the deeply cletl u d  
two scaly semilunar laminee, each horizontally fixed to the upper and 
lowermost of the short, horizontal central rays ; abdomen rounded; 
inside of oxophagua, lined by a spiral ridge the sides of which with 
numerous rounded papillse, the margin with distant elongated papilh ; 
outside of aesophagus marked by a corresponding spiral linear imp- 
sion ; numeroua appendicula caecopylorica ; intestinal canal very -. 

CHANOB PALA, (CUVkr.) 

Russell, CCVII. Palah Bontah.* 
Cyprinur (Lenciscus) pda, Cuv. R. A. 11. 276 (7. 
Chanos nichalis, Cnv. and Val. XIX. 197. 
(Adult.) Head above and back glossy intense blue ; sidea a b m  

the lateral line lighter, silvery with green reflections, becoming paler 
immediately beneath the line ; rest of the sides and abdomen silreq 
white ; lips pale brownish ; cavity of the mouth and tongue bluish 
white sparingly dotted with black ; aides of the head shining silvery 
with lilac and me-colonred reflections ; dorsal and caudal rays grqish 
white, and as well as their pale brownish membrane minutely dotted 
with brown ; both fins broadly edged with blackish ; the caudal semi- 
lunar laminee pale horncolour ; pectorals and ventrals white, with the 
anterior half of their external eurface powdered with blackish brown, 
their elongated scaly appendages shining silvery; anal white, mte- 

rior half sparingly dotted with black. Iris eilvery, orbital half pale 
brownish. 

(Young.) Differs by the hyaline fins, of which the dorsal md au&l 
are but sparingly dotted with brown. 

* In  Mr. Jerdon'r memoir " Om the Water A'#h pf Soulhen In&," 
in the Madtm Jon&, Vol. XV p. 344, the author h a rpccia of Alklr 
(" Bntirinw rotierwpatcrui~, Jardon") to Rnsrell, No. CCVII. Aa the la* 
belongn to a gmu vary diitinct from Albula (&rlyrinw, ride idn), Rlocll'r 
rpeda ornnot be idential with " Butyrinu8 madnuprlenai~," 
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D 15, C 19+, A 11, V 11, P 16, Br. 1V. 
h m . - S e a  of Pinang, Malayan Penituulo. 

V i p a t a m ,  M a h .  
TOTAL LENGTH : 2 feet. 
The length of the head is 5) in the total; but in the very young 4. 

The dcpth at occiput is jS of the length of the head. The eye, bordering 
upon the profile, is situated a little in front of the second third of the 
head. The hori~ontal diameter is 3.b in the length of the head. The 
distance across the forehead slightly exceeds the diameter. The thick 
adipose fold has a circular pupillary opening. In the young the eye is 
comparatively larger, the horizontal diameter slightly exceeding + of 
the head. The sgmphysis of the lower jaw carries a small rounded 
tnberole fitting into a corresponding notch of the upper, behiid which 
is suspended a narrow crescent-shaped membrane. The small tongue 
is elongated and immoveable. The greatest vertical diameter, in front 
of the dorsal, is a little less than the length of the head. The deepest 
portion of the body is covered by 26 longitudinal series of scales ; the 
first six to eight scales of each series, above as well as beneath the 
lateral lime, are indeed somewhat larger than all the rest, bnt the size 
gradually decreases, and not abruptly, as represented in the figure of 
Bussell. The latter is also incorrect in confining the larger and striated 
d e n  to the space abwe the lnteral line, and the number of the longitn- 
dinal genes is incorrect. The lateral line, composed of simple central 
tubes, declines towards the termination of the pectoral, from whence it 
continuen straight on the thirteenth longitudinal seriea of scales to the 
middle of the caudal. I t  occupies 77 scales. The dorsal fin corn. 
mences exactly in the middle between the muz~le and the toot of the 
longest ray of the upper candal lobe. The first three rays are nndi- 
vided and gradnaliy increaae in length ; the fourth, the longest, is $ of 
the length of the head. The upper margin of the fin is crescentshaped, 
the h t  my being elongated and nearly double the length of the pendti- 
mate. The bme is enclosed between two series of elongated, obliquely 
set sale& of which there are thirteen on each aide, gradually increasing 
in length ao as to cover the lower half of the posterior rays. The 
caudal is deeply cleft, the lobes are 3) in the total length ; in one indi- 
vidnal the upper slightly exceeded the lower. The vertical diameter 
of the tail at the root of the caudal, is about of the length of the 



head. The semilunar laminre are closely pressed to the h, with the 
free convex margin towards the latenl line; the length of the straight 

margin or base is + of the horizwtal diameter of the eye. In the 
adult the vertical diameter of the laminae is + of the d i e t e r  of the 
eye, but in the young it is less. The extant of the baw of the d fin 
eqnals itn diatance from the root of the caudal ; the anterior my i v~ 
small and, aa well a8 the second and third, undivided 8 the last my b 
the longest, terminating in a narrow point, its length 4 of the had. 
The brae like that of the dona1 is enclosed between two series of elm* 
ed scales of which the last half coven the corresponding my. The 
ventral8 commence opposite the posterior half of the doma& or half- 
way between the first pectoral and the last d my. The first ventral 
ray slightly exceeds + the length of the head ; the outer d y  sppee- 
dage is nearly 8 of the first ray ; the inner one is much shorter and 
broader, triangular. The peetomla commence close to the abdomen, 
immediately behind the gill-opening ; the first ray is about + of the 
length of the head. The outer scaly appendage is very long, 9 of the 
fint ray ; the inner one is broader and but half the length of the 
former. At Pinang ringle individaals occur at all aeaaona, and ue 
highly valued for their very delicate flavour. The oesophynr is 
spindle-shaped, fleshy, exceeding half the length of the head by +. 
The external s a r k  M smooth, with a spiral, lineu impnrdoa, 
corresponding to the internal spiral ridge, which makes 21 rrr~l 
oblique turns. The ridge is of a triangular form, both rides us 
divided by numerour backwarddirected linear ridgea, each of which 
carries a great number of small, soft, pointed papillae ; the free ma+ 
towards the cavity of the aesophagus is smooth, but on that of 
the fourteen anterior tarns appear some distantpointed, backwards- 
directed papihe, which are much longer than thore of the aid-. The 
stomach consists of two portions, of which the anterior is cylindrkd, 
narrow at cardia, bent l i e  a double horse-shoe, and then jobs the 
short, pyriform posterior portion. The latter M very flesby, 
hard, gizzard-lie. Both portions are lined by 6 to 10 longitu- 
dinal rather large folds ; towards pylorur the corb are very thick, 
forming there two rounded hard protubemces. The len& of 
the stomach slightly exceeds 33 in the total. In one examined it am- 
tained some remains of vegetable matter, and green mucu. The d- 
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denurn is surrounded by numerous appendicula ccecopylorica, each of 
which divides in two or more portions, of which an innumerable mass, 
extending about I +  inches from pylorns, envelops the intestine. Those 
nwest the pylom are the longest, about one inch in length. The in- 
-tines, throughout of nearly uniform diameter, form many. circnm- 
rolutions ; from pylorus their length is about 34 times that of the fish ; 
but including aesophagas and the stomach, the length of the entire 
intestinal canal is a little, less than four times the total length of the 
6ah. The liver and the spleen are very large, the former elongated 
singlelobed; thelatter of a beautiful black with purple reflections. 
The air-ressel ir very large, spindle-shaped, terminating behind in an 
elongated point; the anterior margin is straight with a short pointed 
procese on each side. I t  communicates with the anterior portion of 
the stomach through a short canal proceeding from the anterior part 
of the lower surface. Its coats are very thin, white, covered by the 
black peritoneum. In a male, 2 feet in total length, the intestinal 
4 was of the following dimensions. 

(Esophagus, ............................ 0 feet %+ inch. 
............... ,, ~ n t e r i o r  portion of s t ~ m a h , .  0 5 ,, 

Posterior dp. ............................ 0 ,, I+ ,, 
Intebtkleq .............................. 7 ,. 0+ ,, 

7 feet 94 inch. 

The description md figure of Russell, No. CCVII. Polah ~ o n t a h ;  
establish beyond doubt widentity of the present species, which Dr. 
Riippell believes to be identical with MugiZ chanou, ForskU. The 
figare of Lutodeira chanou, Riippell* gives indeed the exact proportions 
of the fish observed at Pinang, and the anatomical details, the singular 
structure of the oesophagus and stomach of which Dr. Riippell gave 
the first account, also correspond. Bnt the length of the intestinal 
atup1 has been omitted, and till that is known, the identity cannot be 
decided. M. Valenciennes considers Russell's Palah BontaA to be 
distinct from Mugit charm, ForskHl in consequeuie of the eight or nine 

* Atlu, IS, Tab. 5, Fig. 1 .  SYN.  M y i t  clanor, Fomk. 7 4 ,  No. 110.-Mu. 
gil aal-, J. B. Fonter, Msc. IV. 14. -Cha~~ arabicsu, Lacbp. V .  395,- 
PPkk Bor lJ ,  Rumell, CCVI1.-Lufoddra indict?, Van Hmsdt, apnd Feanaac. 

7 z 
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oblique series of larger scales immediately behind the h d .  But, u 
observed above, Russell's fignre ia not correct; besidm it appeur 
from reference8 to Rugsell's w e  of Lutodcira chums, to Y. V h -  
ciennes' of C h a m  Iubina, (XIX. PI. 567,) and Lastly from hph 
of a young individual of Chanar tolo, (Cnrier,) that alsothese spcda 
present behind the head a few series of scales a little krger than the 
reat. Leaving thin churacter aside, the preaent species &era an uuto. 
m i d  difference from Mrgil c k ,  Forskiil,* of whiah according to M. 
Valencimws the intestinal anal, from pylorur, measures eight tima 
the length of the body. As observed above, in the prosent spe&a th 
d ir about 3+ times, m d  with ampham- md the atomrch, r littb 
less thnn four timea the total length. 

CHANOS TOLO, (Cnvier.) 

Russell, CCVIII. Tooleloo. 
Cyprinus tolo, Cuvier, R. A. 11. 276 (I). 
Chanos chloroptems, Cuv. and Val. XI& 195. 

. ' Young. Head above and back intense blue, lighter, silvery with 
green reflections above the lateral line ; the rest and abdomen ril- 
white ; sides of the head ahining silvery with lilac r@ctiona; fiol 
yellowish white, d o r d  and caudal minntely dotted with black, giving tb 
margins a blackish appearance. Iris silvery, orbital margin b k c b i .  

D 17, C 19+, A 10, V 11, P 15, Br. 1V. 
&BIT.-SCO of Pinang. 

Biver of Madepollam (Oodavery). 
TOTAL LENGTH : 4+ inch. 
Thir species greatly resembles C. pa&. I t  differs, hormcr, in tb 

following charactem. The dorsal fin is placed a little f i d e r  forrudr, 
the fimt ray, undivided M well as the succeeding four, rises in the ca 
tre between the m u l e  and the oommencement of the a p p u  a d  
lobe. The vent& alao are dtuated a little mom t o m b  ; the fint 
ray oommences at equal dhtance from the firat pectoral d the 
anal my. The extent of the bsee of the a d  h ahotter than tbe apmm 
between the last anal ray and the root of the lower aadal  lobc In 
front' of the d o d  6n the body in covered by 24 longihrdiurl h a  d 



aalen, of which the lateral lme occupies the eleventh from above. The 
amlea of the o b l i e  series behind the hard are a little larger than the 
rest, which although they appear smaller than in C. p&, an, not M, 

proportionally, nor does Russell's figure represent them so. The four 
d l  semilunar laminae resemble those of the former species. A sin- 
gle young individnal was taken in a fishing-stake off the coast of Pinang 
in March 1845. The fishermen asserted that it b an inhabitnut of 
rivers; md but rarely enters the sea. 

Body fmiform, covered with numerous hard, firm sales, disposed in 
longitudinal series ; one such before and behind the dorsal fin, (on the 
keel of the back) of a little luger scales* ; head large, naked, above with 
the grooves between the keels of the bones appearing through the skin ; 
eye with a thick adipose lid; muzzle conical, pointed, projecting far 
beyond the lower jaw ; dorsal smrJl, ventnls commencing opposite the 
posterior part of the latter ; card-like teeth in the upper intermuillaries 
md the lower jaw, on the vomer palatals md pharyngeal8 ; 'small glo- 
b a l ~  teeth on the spheroid, pterygoid, and hyoid bones. 

ALBULA E RYTHROCHEILOS, CUV. and Val.? 

AlbnL erythroeheilos, Cur. and Val. XIX. 352, P1. 540 ? 
Head above and back blackish silvery ; sides and abdomen frosted 

ailvery, the edgu of the scales shining ; infmwbitala and opercles bril- 
h t  silvery ; on eaah side of the yellowish white muzzle a short back- 
wards and domKards directed black line, not, however, joining its 
neighbour on the lower surface; in the small groove containing the 
apertures of the nostrils a minute crescent-shaped black spot bordering 
the anterior half of the apertnres ; a gamboge line from the posterior 
part of the ueoond infmorbital borders above the single series of acales 
and atends to the anterior margin of the preopercle ; margin and cavity 
of the mouth white ; dorsal rays yellow, their upper fourth blackish ; 
membrane pale brownish dotted with black ; caudal pellow, posterior 

* In the rpeciea hem &mibed they us not larger than the reat. 
7 2 2  
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margin blackish; anal silvery hyaline; ventral8 byalinc, rays of the 
anterior half and the pectorals bright gamboge. Iris silvery, orbital 
margin pale golden. 

D 18 or 19, C 193, A 8 or 9, V 11, P 17 or 18. 
Br. kfl XIV, rig& XIU 
or ,, XVI, ,, XV. 

HABIT.-Sea of Pinang. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 9+ inch. 
The length of the head is 4+ in the total; the depth at  &pat 

slightly exceeds half the length. The parietal protuberances and the 
posterior keels of the frontal bones we sufficiently developed to r d e  
the apace between them appear hollowed ; the sutures of the fronds 
and prvietals form an acute angle in front of the eye; the frontah 
are slightly convex ; the internal cavernow keels we sharp, so M to 
deepen the narrow central groove. The noatrils open a little behind 
the second half between the muzzle and the eye ; they are aituated in 
r small oval longitudinal groove, the upper and lower margins of WM 
are raised, so as to form sharp keele, the upper one of which risw on 

the profile like a short arch. The eye occupies the middle of the dk 
of the heh, bordering on the profile, which is slightly arched by tha 
lateral part of the frontal bone which fotms the roof of the orbit. In 
front of the.anterior part of the orbital margin of the frontal appem 
a nartow bone, analogous to the eupraorbital of Cypriaoida. The b 
rizoutal diameter of the eye is 4+ in the length of the head, of which ' 
the distance across the forehead is but +. The thick adipo# fold 
covering the eye has a vertically elliptical aperture cornsponding to tbe 
pupil which, however, is circular. In form the eeven infroorbital b o ~ a  
and the opercles resemble those of dlbuk -, (Lac+.) 
Between the cheek and the horizontal part of the preopercle appears a 1 

single series of 7 to 9 scales, bat little smaller than those of the body. 
The tongue and teeth resemble those of the latter species. In 
the adult there u e  no teeth on the upper maxillnry bone, but in am 
ii~dividual 8# inch in length, four small pointed distant keth appared 
along the margin of the leR branch;and on the right two i m m w  
behind the intermaxillary, and one tooth close to the angle of the mouth. 
A small accessorian maxillary appears at the posterior margin of aeb . 
branch. The thin narrow interopetcle is arched, with the con= 



margin downwards, occupying the idea of the throat. In four indivi- 
dmls examined the left branchiostegons membrane overlapped the 
right and presented one additional ray. Two measnring 94 inch, and 
one 88 inch in length, had 16 branchiostegous rays in the leR, 15 in 
the right membrane. A fourth, 9+ inch in length, had 14 in the left, 
13 in the right membrane. The two or three anterior rays are short, 
linear, and not sabre-like as the rest, and as they are hid by the 
lu membrane, they may easily escape observation,  less they are 
brought to view by dissection. The greatest vertical diameter of the 
body, in front of the dorsal, is + of the total length. The scales are 
disposed on 15 longitudinal series, and in general form resemble those 
of A. nacrocephaZa, (Cuv. and Val. XIX. P1.573.) Examined through 
a compound microscope, (385 linear), the longitudinal striae appear to 
be composed of horse-shoe-like protuberances, not of bead-like strings, 
as in macrocephala. The lateral line occupies the ninth aeries; it 
follows for a short distance the gill-opening, and then continues straight 
in the middle of the side to the root of the candal. I t  is composed of 
~imple central tubes, on 72 to 78 triangular scales, somewhat amaller 
&an the rest. All the fin-membranes are covered by minute oblong 
scales, either transparent or Jlvery. The dorsal fin commences a little 
in front of the centre between the mnzzle and the root of the caudal. 
The central series of scales of the back are not larger than the rest, 
bat on the contrary, somewhat smaller. The ventrals commence not 
behind the posterior dorsal ray, but opposite the 13th or 14th. In 
form all the fins resemble those of A. tnacrocephala, but the upper 
eandal lobe, equal the length of the head, is longer than the lower. In 
three individuals the difference scarcely exceeded &, but in a fourth the 
lower lobe a m  but 8 of the upper one. The stomach is elongated 
cylindrical, capacious, very thin. I t  contained remains of small 
shrimps. Round the pylorus appear fourteen large appendicula 
eclecopylorica. The intestinal canal is simple, little more than half 
the total length of the fish. The other viscera resemble those of 
A. nrpcrcrocephala. Four individnals were taken in Febrnary 1845 
in fishing-stakes off the coast of Pinang. The fishermen, evidently not 
well acquainted with the species, asserted it to be of rare occurrence, 
and highly valued. Out of water it soon expires and becomes soft. 
This fish nearest agrees with A. sythrocheiloa. I t  differs in the 



number of bnrnchiostegous rays, but as M. Vdenejenoee drew np hb ' 

description from a single specimen, and as the character is liable b 
individual variations, it is without actual comparison of specimens 
not sufficient to distinguish species, which SO nearly reaemble ercb 
other an those of the genus dlbula. 

Form of the body resembling Qen. Sardinella, but the abdomen 
smooth, not toothed ; fine teeth in the jaws; on the tongue, palatal and 
pterygoid bones ; those of the two latter resembling a fine rasp. 

D u a s u r d ~ s ~ ~ r  scum, Cuv. and Val. 

Dussumieria acuta, Cuv. and Val. XX. 467, PI. 606. 
Tdmban bulat of the Malays. 
Head above, back and upper third of the sides deep glossy blw, 

bordered by a longitudinal band of pale copper-red ; the rest of the had 
and body shining silvery ; dorsd hyaline, minutely dotted with bLeL 
along the base ; caudal whitish or yello*sh minutely dotted with black, 
posterior margin blackish; rest of the fins hyaline; jam minntdy 
dotted with black : symphysis of the upper jaw black ; on each side of 
that of the lower a short dotted black line; tongue blai l ,  dotted 
with black. Iris silvery, orbital margin blackish. 

D 19 to 21, C 19i, A 14 to 17, V 8, P 13 or 14, Br. XV. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinang, Malayan P k u k a ,  Singapore. 

Malabar, Coromandel, Bencoolen. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 6 inch. 
The length of the head is contained 4# times in the total ; t.h depth rt 

occiput 2+ in the length of the head. The eye, bordering on the profik, 
occupies the middle of the head ; the horizontal diameter is 4 of ths 
length of the head ; the diatance across the forehead P of the diameter ; 
the thick adipose fold covering the eye has a small circnkr pu- 
opening. The left branchiostegoas membrane slightly orerhps Lhe 
right, but the number of the rays of ,both is equal. The greateat d 
diameter in front of the dorsd is 5+ in the total length. The a& 
small, rounded and very deciduous. The dorsal fin commencer at 4 
distance from the muzzle and the centre of the posterior caudal e- 
Single individds of this specie0 occur at P i n g  at dl wuons l ~ @  
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number8 h r n  June to September. I t  is highly valued for its delicate 
flavour, and passes commonly as a ' Sardine.' The latter denomination 
it shares, however, with Clupeonia petforata, (vide infra,) with which 
it is also confounded by the Malays under the common name of Ikan 
tamban. Both species have been prepared as 'Sardines B huile.' 

GEN. ELOPB, (Linnt! 1766.) Cuv. and Pal. 1846. 

(MEQALOP~, Lachpide, 1803). 

Branchiostegons rays remarkably numerous; a single bony piate 
between the branches of the lower jaw under the branchiostegons 
membrane; gape very large ; intermaxillnries short ; maxillaries long, 
free ; both, as well ar the palatals, vomer, pterygoids, sphenoids, lower 
jaw, l ingd and hyoid bones covered with fine velvety teeth; body 
elongated, and as well as the abdomen, rounded ; above and below at the 
root of the caudal a more or less elongated, spine-like scale ; pectorals 
and ventrals with an elongated scaly appendage; last dorsal ray in 
eome terminating in an elongated filament. 

The Pounder, Sloane: Hist. of Jamaica, 284, P1. 251, Fig. 1. 
Argentina machnata, Forska, 68, No. 100. 
Elops sanms, LinnB : Syst. 1394. 
Argentina carolinn, ibid. 1395. 
Mngilomore anne-caroline, Ladp. V. 398. 
Bussell, CLXXIX. Jinagow. 
Argentkra machnatn, Shaw, V. 129. 
Argentina carolinn, ibid. 
Elops inermis, Mitehill: Trans. Lit. and Phil. SOC. New York, I. 445. 
Elops machnata, Cuv. R. A. 11. 324 (I). 
Elops machnata, Riippell : Nene Wubelth. Fische, 80. 
Elops indicus, Swainson, 11. 292. 
Elops sanms, De Kay : Zool. New York, 111.267, P1. XLI. Fig. 131. 
Elops machnata, Richardson : Report, 1845, 31 1. 
Elops machnata, Richardson: Ichtbyol. Erebus and Terror, PI. 

XXXVI. F i s .  3, 4, 5. 
Elops saums, Cuv. and Val. XIX. 365. 
Elops saurus, Bleeker ; Verh. Batav. Gen, XXII. 6. 



(Young). Head above silvery green ; back dark-blue, light bluish 
green on the sides above the lateral line; the rest of the body .nd 
head shining silvery; d o d  membnrne yellowbh white, minutely 
dotted with brown, anterior margin black, and the anterior two thirds 
of the upper margin broadly brimmed with black ; anterior half of p 
torals and ventrals gamboge, anal and caudal hyalie;  the latter with 
the upper and lower margin blackish. Iris silvery. 

D 24, C 19+, A.17, V 15, P. 19; Br. lefl XXX, right XXIX.* 
Hanx~.-Neeo of Pinong. 

Isle of France, Java, Celebeq'lldadurq Red Sea, Caro- 
mandel, China Sea, Japan, Senegal, New York, New 
Orleans, St. Domingo, Martinique, Mexico, Surinam, 
Brazil. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 11 inch. 
The length of the head is $ of that of the body, the caudal not 

included, or with the latter 4+ times in the total. The length at occiput 
is + of the length of the head. The eye bordering on the p&, 
occnpies the second fourth of the head, the horizontal dinmeter is a 
little less than $ of the head; the distance'across the forehead is a 
little less than # of the diameter. The adipose fold surrounding the 
orbit forms a large circular opening, cotreaponding to the pupil. The  
left branchiostegons membrane overlapa the anterior half of the righ+ 
The elongated bony plate between the branches of the lower jaw 
exceeds by 3 the horizontal diameter of the eye. The greatest mtial 
diameter, in front of the dorsal, is ) of the total length. The lateral 
line is composed of a simple central tube on each scale. I t  follows 
nearly the middle of the side, proceeding straight to the centre of the 
posterior margin of the caudal. The stomach of a solitary young 
individual, observed at Pinang in February 1845, contained r e d m  of 
small Crustacea and Fishes. 

.*.BuwU ,... . D22, C28, A14, V14, Pli,Br.XXX. 
Riippall, . . . ,, 23, ,, 19#, ,, 16, ,, 15, ,, 19, ,, XXVIII or XXIX. 
CUT. md Val. ,, 23, ,,31, ,, 15, ,, 15, ,, 18, ,, XXIX, or XXXV. 
~8 K ~ Y ,  .. . ,,24, ,,20#, ,, 17, ,, 14, ,, 15. 
Richudron,. . ,, 24, ,, 195, ,, 17, ,, 14, ,, 17, ,, XXXII. 



ELOPE CUIDIIQA, (Buchan. Ham.) 

Clupta cyprinoidss,* B r o w n n e t  : Decade. 
Clupea cyprinoides, Joh. Fomter : Spicil. 
Clupea apalike, LadpMe, V. Tab. 13, Fig. 3. 
Rnssen, CCIII. Konding. 
Cyprinodou candinga, Buchm. Ham. 254, 383. 
Megalops filamentosus, Cur. R. A. 11. 324. 
Megalop filamentosnq Swainmn, 11. 293. 
Megalops indiens,t Cuv. and Val. XIX. 388, PI. 577. 
Megalops filamentosus, Jerdon: Madras J o u m  XV. 344. 
Megalops indicns, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 6. 
Head above dark olive ; back blackish blue silve ry ; sides and abdo- 

men frosted silvery with bluish reflections, the lateral line and the 
margins of the males shining silvery, as well as the sides of the head ; 
above the upper mugin a large blackish silvery spot ; centre-part of 
both jaws blackish ; dorsal and caudal greyish, minutely dotted with 
black, margins .s well rs the last elongated dorsal ray blackiah ; reat 
of the 6ns hyalie, in aome dotted with black, and the last anal ray 
blackish. Iris shining silvery, orbital margin blackish. 
$D 19 or 21, C l*, A 26, 27 or 28, V 10 or 12, P 15 or 16, 

Br. le/C XXVI, right XXV. 
or ,, XXV, ,, XXIV. 

HABIT.-&a d j h h a t e r ,  Pkc4ng, Maloyon ~ t ? ~ ~ .  

Freshwater and coasts of Otaheiti, Isles of Tanna and 
Bum, China Sea, Port Essington, Polynesia, Madagas- 
car; Rivers of Java, freshwater and Sea of Madurn, 
Celebes, Malabar, Coroaurndel, Gmgetic estnuies. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 1. foot. 

* M. Valencianm IIM fully s x p d  (XIX 384) the confunion of the Indian ' 

t Blop idieu, preocmpied, being one of the qnonpnw of Blopr rannu, 
L i d ,  (ride mpn.) 

$ Ramdl ,.... .. D 18, C 26, A 25, V 9, P 15, Br. XXIII. 
B~lchuun,.. .. ,, 19, 91 19, ,, 26, ,, 10, 15, ,, XXV. 
CUI. U L ~  Vd., 9, 181 8,  30, 1, 251 11 111  8 1  1 4 ,  8, XXIV-XXV. 

8 A 
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The length of tbe head is 45 in the total ; the depth at occipnt # of 
the length. The horizontal diameter of the eye is 24 in the length of 
the head, the distance across the forehead ia # of the diameter. Tha 
greateat vertical diameter, in front of the dorsal, equals the length of 
the head. The scales are disposed on twelve longitudinal series, of 
which the sixth carries the lateral line. The latter declines towards 
the dorsal from whence it continues straight to the caudal. In the 
adult it occupiee from 38 to 41 ecales, each carrying a rather indistinct 
central tube, from above and below which radiate backwards from six 

to eight fine branches. The left btanchiostegous membrane partidy 
overlaps the right. The elongated bony plate between the b m h  
of the lower jqw eliihtly exceeds the horizontal diameter of the eyc. 
Of the anterior dorsal rays the fourth or the eeventh is the longcat, 
about # of the length of the head. The last dorsal ray is divided 
in two portions of which the posterior is again divided in two f i b  
ments, provided in front and behind with a narmw loose mem- 
brane. The filament in eome reaches the root of the caudal, but it L 
frequently much shorter, particularly in old individuals. A young 
one, 4+ inch in length, differed in, contrary to the genera1it;g of fish- 
having the eye proportionally smaller than the adult ; the lateral linq 
occupied but 29 scales, each carrying a very distinct central tube with 
two or three abort spine-like branches; the dorsal flament was very 
short, its length less than the longest of the anterior rays ; the left 
branchiostegous membrane contained but 23 rays, the right one less, 
and the colour of the head and back were paler than in the adult. At 
Pinnng single individuals are taken at d seasons in the fishing-strLrr 
off the coast ; but those inhabiting fresh-water are numerous. In both 
localitiee their food is small bhes  and cmstacea, but in the latter they 
also prey upon insects. Notwithstanding their nninerous fine bonea they 
+re valued for their hvour, which loses nothing by their being introdseed 
in tanks where they rapidly multiply and fatten. M. Valeoeienoa 
considere Megalopa aetipinaia, Richardson,* to be idential with, and 
g. curt>li+, Echardson,t to be the young of the preacnt epeciaa. 

* Annl Nat. Hht. X. 498, Rcporl, 1849,310. 
t &wl, !84S,31O. 
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GEN. PELLONA, Valencienneu, 1847. 

(PUTYGASTER,* Swaiwm, 1839.) 
?wth in the jaws, on the palate, pterygoid bones and on the tongue, 

but not in the vomer body compressed ; ventrals in front of the dor- 
a d  ; anal elongated ; abdomen strongly toothed ; air-vessel communi- 
cating with aesophsgus by a small tube inserted at the extremity of 
the stomach. 

PELLONA APFINIS, (Swainson.) 

(Icon.) Clnpea affinis, Gray: lllnstr. Ind. Zool. I, PI. 96. 
Platygaster affinis, Swainson, 11. 294. 
Clopea (Ilisha) affinis, Richardson, Report : 1845, 206. Note. 

. Pellona grayana, Cuv. and Val. XX. 315. 
Head above and back greyish green minutely dotted with black ; 

lighter, silvery above the lateral line; rest of the sides, abdomen, 
cheeks and opereles silvery; dorsal, caudal and anal yellow; the 
external half of the two former minutely dotted with black ; rest of 
the fins hyaliie. Iris silvery, orbital margin blackish. 

D 16, C 193, A 50 to 52, v 7, P 15, Br. VI. 
Haer~.-Sea of Pinang, Malayan Pminacla, Singapore. 

Chma Sea, Bay of Bengal. 
T c r r n ~  LZNGTH : 1 ft. 
The length of the head is + of the total. The horizontal dhmetet 

of the eye is 4+ in the length of the head; the distance across the 
forehead slightly exceeds one diameter. The greatest vertical diameter, 
m front of the dorsal, is 32 in the total length. The dorsal commences 
in the middle between the mnzzle and the centre of the posterior 
caudal margin. The caudal lobes are equal: + of the length of the 
head. The and commences opposite the posterior fourth of the dorsal. 
The small ventrals are situated opposite the second third of the dis- 
tance between the muzzle and the root of the caudal. Smaller indi- 
divnals of this species are numerous at Pinang at 1111 seaaons, and are 
eonsumed fresh or dried by the natives. 

* Preoccupied by ~ l a t ~ ~ a r t c * ,  Latreille, 1809 (Hymhoplcra). 
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Grw. BACONDA, Gray.* 

Dorsal fin none; rert like Ptirtigruter. 

~ C O N D A  EU8SrLLIANA, Gmy. 
~ a c o n d r  russelliana, Gmy : 2001, M i i l l .  9-  

( I m . )  Apterygia nmcarate, Gray : Ill. Ind. 2001. IL PI. 92, Fig. 1. 
Pristogaster (Apterygia) Swainson, I. 277. 
Apterygia hamiltonii, Cuv. and Val. XX. 333. 

Head above and back deep blue, upper third of the sides polished 
copper-colonred ; rest of bead and body shining rilvery with motherof- 
pearl reflections. Behind the npper part of the opercle a black rpot ; 
caudal pale yellowbh minutely dotted with black, puticnkrly t o w d  1 
the posterior margin ; and and pectoral r a p  yellowbh or whht m, ~ 
b m e r  hyaline. Irir dvery, orbital margin blackish blue. 

D 0, C 19s1 A 83 or 84, V 0, P 12, Br. VI. 
Has~~ . - s ea  Qf PitWttg, di~*~ f i  P~nkUkr ,  8iw-d. 

Bay of Ben& Mouths of Ganges. 
TOTAL LINOTB : 8 inch. 
The length of the herd is 6& in the total. The horizontal di.mc(cr 

of the eye M 3+ in the length of the head; the diatance umn the 
forehead is # of the diameter. The eye occupien the middle of the 
length of the head, and is situated close to the canam profile d o a t  
bordering upon it. The infmorbital is mmw, elon& too 

short to cover the maxillary. The intermaxillarim are ahort, xurrow, 
linear and fired transversely across the m u d .  The upper & 
bone in much longer and broader than in PrktiQwta tart-; rba 
the mouth is opened it projects beyond the throat, and when clod it 

* What hu boon pub1Lhed of t b  rpoclsr appsrn to be oonhned to the Sgwa 
in Hardwickr'r Illwt. of lad. 2001. of A j ~ t r t y ~ i a  r.rc.nlr, rPd a vary M 
nab in Zoologkd MuceIlaay. But for the abaence of the dornl fiat ths lau- 

bknm to Prirtigorla turtoore, Curiff ,  (Rruwll, CXCIII. Tutoon,)is ro strikbg, 
that it k not rurprking, tbat M. Vllsncblma should hrrs considered tha udb 
&bed 0gnm of AprCrygia roc.eordr (" AadloJl," u quaed in H i i .  & 
potu. XX. 333,) to repreaent a mutiktd rpscimaa of P r i r w t a  M o u e .  T b  
fobwing is Mr. Ony'r description of Rnconnn unraxLLxrm : " 8- ; 4 
R o d .  A rpecier di8tinpiAtd from ikr w d  @ t i r  I(r bv UI &pars) ; Ila 
a?# iwo rpccinar in BtituA Mucur, neither h i r g  ih rlbur~ iJiath J . 
t h t  organ." (Zool. Mircell. 1. c.) 
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=knde to opporite the posterior margin of the orbit ; the length is + 
of thrt of the herd, the breadth 3 of the diameter of the eye; the 
upper extremity is obliquely truncated, the lower forms a rather long, 
Wtly backwards arched point. The lower jaw projeats a little 
beyond the upper, which the branches equal in breadth, but they are 
hotter. The teeth of both jaws are very minute and placed in a 
hie series; the rest are velvety or like a fine file. The mouth is 
amdl ; the tongue free, flattened, oval. The opercle is triangular with 
the posterior extremity rounded or less pointed than in P. tartwre. 
The preopercle is narrowers and scarcely broader than the arched sub- 
aperole and interopercle, which two latter are proportionally broader in 
the present qecien. The brmchiostegous membrane is small ; its two 
anterior rays short and slender ; the posterior four broad and tiattened. 
The profile of the head is concave, rbing to a little behind the occiput, 
from whence the back gently declines towards the root of the caudal. 
The abdominal arch continues increasing towards the root of the anal, 
tram whence the profile gradually ascends. The greatest diameter of 
the body, at the root of the pectorals, dightly exceeds + of the total 
length ; at the occiput it is # ; at the root of the caudal it is about + 
of the length of the head. The lateral line commencea high up from 
the supra-scapular bone, nnd continues close to the profile of the an- 
terior third of the back when it suddenly terminates. Another fine line 
follows the upper fourth of the side to the root of the caudal. The 
saler u e  of moderate size, oval, excessively thin and so deciduous, that 
the exact nnmber cannot be mrtained. The trenchant abdominal 
p d e  contains upwards of 38 spines. The caudal is deeply cleft, the 
lower lobe, longer thm the upper, equals the length of the head. The 
dirtma from the muwile to the and is !2+ in the total length. The ex- 
bat of the b ~ e  is + of the total lhgth, (in P. tartoore it is little mom 
tb.o #,) the length of the rays does not exceed the horizontal diameter of 
the eye. The first pectoral ray, the longest, is situated nearly in the centre 
of the vertical diameter ; it is broad, eword-like,with distinct articulation#; 
ita length is a little less than the head. At Pinang individuals from 4 to 
6 inches in length are numerous at all seasons, although less so than they 
am at the Sandheads and the mouths of the Ganges. The Bengal fisher- 
men dcnomi~te the speciecl" P o t a d - F e w d  or -Pharah." " Pea- 
rah" or " Phorah," as Buchanan Hamilton observes, is in Bengal a 
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generic term, particularly applied to Engraulir piasah (BmhPn.) 4 
3. telatah, (Bnch.) I t  is a heavy swimmer, and like the rest of C~S. 
p&&, expires immediately on leaving its element. It is chidy con. 
sumed in a dried state. 

Teeth on the tongue and pterygoid banes ; palatals, vomer and jaws* 1 
toothless. 

Tdmban n6pis, or TBmban bdtul of the Malays. 
Head above yellowish green ; back and upper third of the sides blw 

ish green with silvery reflections ; muzzle and c h i  Mackiih ; rest of 
the head and sides and abdomen shining silvery with roseooloured md 
ultramarine reflections ; dorsal bright yellow, upper half minutely dotted 
with black ; a black spot over the root of the anterior fonr ray8 ; audd 
pale bluish green, posterior half minntely dotted with black; rest of 
the fins white. Iris silvery, orbital margin black. 

D 17 to20 ,C 179,A 1 9 0 r 2 0 D V 8 ,  P 15,Br.V. 
Hasr~.-Sea of Pinang, Malayan Peninrula, 8irrgaporc. 

Sumatra. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 58 inch. 
The general form is elongated, compressed ; the abdomen is slighq 

more arched than the back. The length of the head is + of the 
total ; the eye is placed a little nearer the muwle than the gillopm- 
ing ; the horizontal diameter is a little less than of the had, but 
equals the distance across the forehead. The muzzle is bluntly pointed. 
the lower jaw very little longer than the upper. The small t o n e  is 
elongated oval ; in the middle a little behind the apex appears a 
series of very minute pointed teeth ; on the palatals they are nnmawt  
but distant ;. the four to six on each side of the syrn~hynis of the lower 
jaw are less minute ; dl are deciduous. The vertical diameter at oad- 
put is 3 of the length of the head; the p t e s t  vertical diameter af 
the body, in front of the dorsal, is -) of the total length. The dorol 
is  laced at equal distance from the muzzle and the root of the a u d d  ; 
the extent of the baae is 2+ in the length of the head ; the nppa  mu- 

* In the species here dereribed a single series of 4 to 6 minab ddedduo~ trtl, . 
appears on each mido of tbe rpphynir of the lower jaw. 



gin is falcated ; the fourth and fifth, the longest rays, equal the extent 
of the base ; the last my is elongated, jt of the fifth ray. The caudal 
ir deeply cleft ; the length of the lobes slightly exceeds + of the total 
length. The distance from the'caudal to the anal equals the horizontal 
diameter of the eye; the extent of the base of the anal is # of the 
head ; the rays are # of the diameter of the eye, but the last is a little 
elongated. The ventrals are placed opposite the middle of the dorsal, 
at equal distances from the root of the upper pectoral and the first 
ma1 ray ; their length is 2f- in the head. The length of the pectorals 
is + of the head. The scales are very deciduous, thin, and large, their 
circumference nearly equalling the eye. They have excessively fine 
vertical lines, and besides three larger distant ones, traversing the whole 
height of the scales ; parallel to the posterior margiu appews an irre- 
gular series of minute oval holes. There are eleven series on each side, 
and about 45 scales between the gill-opening and the caudal. Single 
individuals occur a t  Pinang at  all sensons, but great numbers during 
JUG, July and August. They are of delicate hvour  and pass in the 
settlements of the Straits under the denomination of 'Sardines,' in 
imitation of which they are sometimes preserved in oil. A resemblance 
to A h a  argyroeMori~, Cuv. ' et Val. (vol. XX. p. 440) is farther 
increased by the impos~ibiiity of perceiving the teeth either in fresh 
state or  in specimens preserved in spirits of wine. They require the 
aid of a lens to be distinguished in the skeleton. The general form, 
the yellow dorsal fin with a small black spot give the present species 
a certain resemblance to Melettn amenora, Cuv. et Val. (voL XX. p. 
377). Some specimens of Clupeonia perforata, procured by W. T. 
Lewis, Esq. Assist. Resid. Councillor, Pinang, were accompanied by 
the following account of n phaenomenon witnessed by that gentleman 
daring his official residence at  Bencoolen. I n  1822 great numbers 
ef what was supposed to be this identical speciea, presented the un- 
asaal appearanae of having red eyes. Many nativea after having eaten 
these fishes, were suddenly attacked with violent vomiting, which in 
cnws where remedies were not immediately applied, was known within 
m hour to terminate fatally. At the same time such of these fishes 
wi th  t h e  ordinary silvery eyes, were as formerly eaten with impunity. 
This phaenomenon reoccurred at Bencoolen during the seasons of 1823 
and 1825, but not of 1824. It was surmised that the poisonous fishes, 



had fed an a gelatinoas rubstunce which at that maeon exuder f m  
the beautifully coloured con1 reefs on that part of the coast of 8ma. 
tra It is, however, more probable that the poisonous Mea nen 
shoals of ,Heletto wenanom, an inhabitant of the Beyehek and tb 
neighbowing -8, which happened in those seasons to visit Bumr(n 
M. Valencieunes describes thin fish as being poisonow, and producing 
effects as noted above. In the 8traitr of M b  Clvpeonia perjbntr I 

bas never been known to produce bad effecb. I 
GEN. KOWALA, Valenciennes, 1847. 

Minute teeth in the jaws and on the pterygoid banes; ton= 
vomer and palatals* t o o t h l ~ ~  

KOWALA THOUCATA, Cuv. and Val. 

Rasaell, CLXXXVI. Kowd. 
Clupea kowd, Biippell : Neue Wirbelth. Fiache, 79. ? 
Kowala thoracata, Cuv. and Val. XX. 363. 

Head above and back deep blue with green rdections ; upper third 
of the sidea silve y sea-green i rest of the body, cheeb and op& 
shining silve y with mother-of-pearl dections ; upper part of the operds 
pale bluish dotted with black ; donal and caudal pale pUow grseairb, 
sparingly dotted with black, particululy towards the mugin ; in rwr 
individuals a vertical elongated blaakish apot at the root of the fin 
central rays ; rest of the fins white. Tongue and inside of the 
minutely dotted with black. Iris silvery, orbital margin black 

D 19, C 19#, A 2 1  or22,V8,  P 15,Br.VI. 
Hasx~.-Sea of Pinaug. 

Commandel, Bed Sea. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 5# inch. 
The length of the head is of the body, + of the total length. The 

horizontal diameter of the eye slightly e x d  & of the length of tb 
head ; the distance acrosa the forehead u + of the diameter. The ep 
is covered by a thick adipore duplicature with a v d d y  elliptic 
ture over the circular pupil ; it occupies the middle of the 
between the m a l e  and the posterior margin of the operde, md bor- 

* Minute teeth, decidmou like the mt, appar on the p u k u  d tk tre 
cia d d b e d .  



' 
den on the profie, The figure of h s e U  c e v n b s  tbe eye much too 
4, probably owing to the dipow fold having been overlookd. On 
the m b e  of ercb of the pesterior frontal boner cppw upwards of 
11 broLwuds radiating liaes. In the individuals examined at Piaang 
there appeared from six to eight teeth ia the lower jaw, and aoms oil 

the palatal and pterygoid bonee, but none in the upper maxillaries, 
i n h m d b d e q  nor on the vomer. There teeth are eo minute that 
they require to be wen through a letu in dried specimens, and they 
ue so very deciduons that their number and position vary not only 
individually, but from &$e to side. The scales of the body am largeJ 
rounded, very thin and deciduous 3 those of the back and upper &ird 
of the sides have each upwards of 16 longitudinal striee. The 
idea are covered by 11 longitudinal series of sealea, of which thew 
nppear to be u p w d s  of 45 in the longest aeries. There are 35 
s p k a  on the abdomipd profile, the e d e s  of which resemble in breadth 
t h e  of the species of Pelha.  The greateat vertical diameter of the 
body, in front of the donel, is r little leg than of the totd length. 
Tbe dorsal oaaupiee the middle of the distance between the muzzle and 
the raot af $he caudal ; the fourth my, the longest, equal0 the exteet of 
the beme, which is + of the gteatert vertical diameter of the body. The 
fin is half covered by an oblique b k w u d a  riaing series of d e n  which 
shor t  bide the last myo. The caudal ir deeply cleft, the lobes tweed 
by + tb length of the head. Tbe d y  and rays are very short ; the 
Irt olightly e1osla;eSed; the extent of the base is + of the length of the 
W; its distance from the loot of the caudal is + of the extent. The 
wantrab rue aitnrbed oppoaiia the oentre of the dona& aractlp in the 
aid& ..betmrm the root of the h t  peatad and anal rays ; their length 
M + d the hetad. Th lengkh of the peetotab ie % of the h d  At 

single individuals are of ram oacnrsence. 

KOWALA LAUTA, Cantor. 

Clnpea kowaIss Tmm. et Sch4gel: Fauna Jrpon. Pisc. 235, Tab, 
CVII. Fig. 1. 

Anterior half of the heid above geenirh grey dotted with black; 
posterior half and back intense glossy blue ; upper half of the sides 
light golden green ; reat of tbe body shining silvery with mother-of- 

* C l u p ~  koaval, Riippell, ride Koioak Ihoraeata, CUI. and Vd. 
8 B 
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pearl reflections; behind the upper part of the opetde a rounded 
yellowish brown spot dotted with black, from which proceeds along the 
upper fonrth of the side a yellowish brown band, terminating at the 
upper fonrth of the root of the caudal; cheeks and opercles shining 
bilvery with golden and sky-blue reflections ; the temples minutely dotted 
with black ; dorsal bright gamboge, anterior and upper margin blackish; 
caudal pale greenish yellow, upper and posterior margin blackish ; rest 
of the fins white. Tongue and cavity of the mouth minutely dotted 
with black. Iris silvery, orbital margin blackish. 1 

D 19, C 19$, A 16 or 18, V 8, P 15, Br. VI. 
=srr.-Sea of Pinang. 

Japan. 
TOTAL LENGTH 6 inch. 
In  addition to the colours and the number of anal rays this spa ia  

presents the following characters distinguishing it from 8. thorueate. 
In  the intermaxillaries and upper marillaries appear single, widely spmd, 
pointed teeth ; in the' lower jaw from 8 to 12 such very little larger; 
those on the palatal and pterygoid bones are more numerous, but rho 
with irregular intervals, indicating that the teeth are decidwus. All 
are so minute that they cannot be seen in fresh specimens, and in dtied 
ones but through a lens. The fifth dorsal ray, the longest, is 1- thm + 
of the greatest vertical diameter of the body,.and equals the a k n t  d 
the brae of the fin ; the last ray is a little elongated. The last ml 
ray is also a little elongated, and extends halfway to the root of tb 
caudal. The ventrals are placed more forwards than in K. t&mc&; 
the first ray commences opposite the second third of the dorsrl, d 
its diatance from the first anal ray exceeds by + t&t from the mot d 
the h t  pectoral ray. The aidee u e  mered by 11 longitudinal raia d 
d e a ,  the longest eerie6 containing about 35 d e a .  The reat of tb 
characters noted under K. t h a c a t a ,  are precinely the ume in the 
present species. TWO individuals exactly similar, except in the nuder  
of anal rays, occurred together at Pinang in June 1844. 

Small. deciduous teeth in the jawa ; all other 'parts of the mouth 
toothless. 
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ALAUBA TOLI, CUV. and Val. 

Alaum to& Cuv. md Val. XX. 435. 
1k.n tdboh or trdbu of the Malaya. 
AM:. Head above, back and upper third of the sides light green- 

ieh grey or ldcoloured ; the scales strongly iridescent silvery ; their 
mugins dotted with Mack; rest of the sides, abdomen, cheeka and 
opercles strongly irideecent silvery ; dorsal pale lead-colonred, in some 
individuals lpPringly dotted with black; caudal scaly, pale silvery; 
npper lower and posterior mugin minutely dotted with black ; rest of 
the fins white. Iris mother-of-pearl, orbital margin blackish. 

Or : head and body, instead of silvery, shining reddish yellow brass 
coloured ; fins pale reddish yellow. Iris brass coloured. 
Young. Like the adult, but with a more or less distant blackish 

spot behiid the upper part of the gill-opening and an indistinct vertical 
blackish spot at the root of the five central rays of the caudal; upper 
half of dorsal closely dotted, so as to appear blackish. 

D 18, C 19+, A 19, V 8, P 15 or 16, Br. Vi. 
&ax~.-Sea of Pinang, Malayan Peniffarla, Singapore. 

Borneo* Java, Sumatra, Pondicherry, River Cavery, 
Bombay. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 1 ff. 6 inch. 
The length of the head is contained 4; times in the total; the 

diameter of the eye is + of the length of the head ; it oecnpies the npper 
thud of the head ; the distance from the muzzle is of the length of the 
head; the distance across the arched forehead is 1# diameter. The 
thick adipose fold covering the eye haa a vertically elliptical aperture 
over the pupil. The firat dorsal ray is excessively short and situated the 
length of one diameter of the eye behind the anterior third of the total 
length. The fourth and fifth are the longest, 2+ in the greatest verti- 
cal diameter of the body, which is contained 3+ to 28 times in the total 
length. The upper margin of the fin is falcifom ; the posterior my a 

little elongated ; the extent of the base is + of the length of the head; 
The eleventh ray ia exactly in the centre between the muzzle and the 
middle of the root of the caudal. The latter is deeply cleft ; the lower 
lobe, a little longer than the upper, ia a little less than the greatest 
vertial diameter of the body. The extent of the base of the anal slightly. 

8 B 2 



exceeds that of the dorsal ; the last my h a little elongated ; the !id 
' 

ray is situated at e q d  distance from the root of the aodd a d  the 
last ventral ray. The first v e n t 4  my M eituated in the mtm 
the muzzle and the root of the caudal,  opposite^ the reeond forvth of 
the dorsal ;* the length of the &I is + of ths d a l ;  that of tin dm- 
gated, t r i a w a t  sa le  # of the longeat ray. The paa(onls erbd 1 

heluly to the +entrrrls ; their length is 9 of the herd ; the ekDghd 
hxillary scale is $ of the length of the 6in. The ddes us d by 
15 longitudinal aeries of fwd-, of which there ue 39 or 40 behm 1 
the gillopening and the mudrl. By thew chrtacten it m y  l d i l y  k 
dirtingubhed from a elosely allied apdea r dkawro ilirha, (Bracbrsl. 
Ham.)+ Small indiiridaals ate at Pinang wry numerous du* d 
masons ; larger ones lesr so, although by no meam ecame. Like A. d i h  
in Bengal, the preuent speciea is by the English of the 8hib Settb- 
mento denominated : B h d  or SabkfiR, md L e g d y  d a e d  for ib 
davtaur. Both are, hotnever, somewhat oily, very rich and bony. dlow 
toli is remarkable an forming in the Indian Archipelago a d i s h &  .ad 
important branch of hhery, principally for the ~ k e  of ita roe. It is tba 
K i d  of p 6  Shad" to *hi& Mr. Crawfwd refers M fmpnting the peat 

M. Vhciamm rdm ~~~ No. CXW. KeZee, to tbs young 0th prsllt  
n p e c h ,  bqt the iantml finr am p l d  very fat back*, oppodb tb war 
hut* of the ban of the d o d .  If t kmth  tba 6gwa of Buwn L cixmat, it 

a npectsr diebnnt h r n  A. Loll. 
t STN. r h l l  CXCVIXI. P.bd-C%paaedaa ihh, Booha Hmm. 24%. 

38% Tab. lUX. Pig. 93 ( Y o u y  J-dbrd p a l a d ,  CUT. R A. YX. 320 c).-Cb 
padon fluhu, Taylor r Gle.ning~ of Scienoe, 11. 171.-dhue p&m& CW. d 
Val. XX. 432,-Aloro palmah, Jerdon: M d r u  Journ. XV. 345. (Exd. S p  
Clvpea indim, Gray).-The mmber of En nya ir : D 19, C 198, A 19, V % 
P 14, 15 or 16, Br. VI. I€ has 19 longiidind nriu d #calm, of which tba m 
I7 to 49 between the gUFopgli.g rad tb uuhrl h d m u ~  E!Pailton &our 
D PO. A 21, pmbrbb o h g  to hir hviag aounted tba Cut dmblm np I J.IL 
8i Job. IUckdrw q&, not rrithwt donbt, a a p a h a ~  in tL IkiU M.- 
l ~ p p  M AC~M p.Iw#l)r R w d  199 ? (RspwC 1840,306). Fwty rala bm 8 

longitndkul ww, and them me dlbeu rows in height; the paetorrlr rarh 
to the imtrdn, whioh .re a c h e d  before tha middle of the d o d "  Tbaa & 
r w b n  are mfficlent tb prove the 8pecia to ba diitinct from R d ' a  P 4  
while they agree with Alawa 1015, Cm. rPrd Vat. But W J. BIoQnbao muub : 
0 16, 18, P 15, V 9. 



rinr 8irL in Sumatra, and of which the dried roe, of enormous sire, 
constitutes an article of commerce. ( C n h d  : Hut. Id. dmhipel. 
Ill. 440.-Boyle : 01, the Productim of Isillgkur, 76). A demiption . 
of the %ahin8 of thia opedm is given by the late Mr. Moor in 
Notiem of the Ihdk H p d a g o ,  &c. p. 29. 'a At Bukit Bat&* s ' 

pkcs an the nuin of Sumatra within the Strait formed by the island 
of Wi, exists an extensive Gsbg well hrm in this part of the 
world. The ffsh which is the object of it is called in the Malayan 
language: !!Win. The fish iibelf is sdciently known in dl the 
neighbaaring seaa but found with a roe only here,? which makes it 
certain that it repairs to this favoured place for the purpose of spawn- 
ing. The WaU, about a cubit long, is taken in 3 and 4 fathoms 
water on a mud bank. About 300 boats are engaged at all seasons in 
the liahery with the exception of four days during dead neap tides. 
The roes ue m article of trade seaways, md the dried fishes are sent 
into the interior of Bumntrt4. The Rajah of Sink dmm a revenue 
from this fishery of 72,000 guilden yearly, receiving a certain duty 
upon the quantity taken. From the rate and mount of this duty it 
is ascertained that the quantity of Ssh caught yearly amounk to 
betmen fourteen and *en millions. I t  seems a little remarkable th.t 
tbe spirit of Enropean monopoly never should have futened upw SO 
promising an object of gain. The fishery, from its p t m l k  nature, in 
probably quite inexhaustible, and might unqutationrbly be pdgioas ly  
'mpfoled by European skill and industry, and this too not only without 
detriment, but probably to the great improvement of the reveaue of 
ths natioa prince, as well M the wsentirl beodit of the sarrounding 
population." In  the Malayan marketa the roe is cdled " Tllur ikon," ' 

the fish-roe *'par exoellenoe." Me the pnparation of fermented fish a d  
shell-ii& : 4'Bdschn," it is hr@y used by the Malaya and Chinese 
w seaanr and make their h a  palatable and it is no leas a favmrite relbh 
rrith J k m p n a  W. T. Lewis, Eaq. b i d e n t  Counsellor, Pinang, who 
baa ebserred the prorras of preparation ia Sumatra, describes it M 

tdlom. The fresh roe ia thoroughly aalted, and next prtially dried, 
IWJ to reitaim a slight moistuse, in which etate it h by hundred8 closely 

r O p g o d t s 6 , n d a l Y I s t o t h a ~ o f  Wlw. 

t Tbmt is (a ny, in rhorlr, for it m plentiful m t  PEnu~g, Mdrccr nnd Sipporn. 



placed in casks, and thae exported. In  our Malayan Settlements the prim ' 

is from 3 to 4 Spanish Dollam per hundred. The d h  there aport 
considerable quantities to China, after having taken the precaution to 
repack the roes between layem of salt, d to sprinkle them with 
wrack. To dress them, they are soaked for, about half9 an hoar in 
water, and then fried. As the roe appear8 in commerce, it L of m 
elongated &t shape, measuring from 6 to 8 inches in .length, about 2 
in breadth, and .P of an inch in depth, of a deep amber colour. Tbe 
single eggs am larger than those of 8. iliaha. 

A m s ~  calurprr, (Cuv. and Val.) 

(Icon.) Clupea champil, Gray : Ill. Ind. Zool. 11. P1.91, Fig. 5 and 6. 
Pellona champil, Cuv. and Val. XX. 324. 
Head above, back and upper third of the side pale sea-green, spu- 

ingly dotted with black; rest of the body and head silvery with l i k  
reflections ; from behind the npper part of the opercle to the a d  a 
pale longitudinal lilac band, the upper margin of which pale silmy ; 
dorsal, anal and cau l1  yellowish white, the two k t  with a black dot 
at the root of each ray ; caudal minutely dotted with black ; re& of 
the fins hyaline. Iris dvery with lilac reflections. . 

D 16, C 19#, A 18, V 7, P 11, Br. VI. 
HABXT.-~~U of Pinang. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 3* in&. 
The length of the head is + of the total; the horizontal d h e k  

of the orbit is a little less than 4 of the length of the head; the db- 
tance across the forehead equals the diameter. The jars ue nearly 
equal ; the length of the upper slightly exceeds the diameter of the eye. 
There are no teeth in any part of the mouth. The greatest vcrtiaI 
diameter of the body, in front of the dorsal fin, M contained 3j) tima 
in the total length. The aides are covered by 11 longitudin8l aeries of 
scales, of which there are about 42 between the @+paning md tbL 
+udal. The abdominal line carries 29 fine species. The donil- 
mences a little in front of the centre between the muzzle md the ro& 
of the caudal ; the fifth, the longest ray, is + of the length of the bed 
and equal to the extent of the base. The upper margin is s e h t  ; the 
last ray a little elongated. The caudal lobes are equal, + of the t d  
length. The anal commences a little in front of the pwtuior f d  
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of the distance between' the muzzle and the root of the caudal ; ' the 
,length of the longest rays, the 4th, and 5 t h  is + of the 5th doreal ; 
the extent of the base dightly exceeds. that of the dorsal. The first 
ventral ray is situated opposite the first domd ray, a little nearer the 
first pectoral than the'first anal ray ; the,lengtb of the fin is .) of that 
of the head. The length of the pectorals. is ' 9 of the head. Two 
individuals of equal length occurred together at Pinang in October 
1843. Both strikingly resemble a drawing of Buchanan Hamilton's 
duplicate series, marked in Buchanan's hand writing : " Clupea champil, 
'B." This drawing is evidently the original of the indifferent copy in the 
nlwtr. of Indian Zool., which is the foundation of Pellona champil, 
Cuv. and Val. I t  is one of the few drawings which Bochanan has 
omitted to describe in hie work upon the fishes of the Ganges. 

GEN. ENQIULULIB, ( C u G  1817) Valenciennes 1848. 

Mouth cleft far behind the eyes; muzzle projecting, pointed; 
ethmoid bone advancing in front .of the jaws ; intermasillaries soldered 
to the marillaries, hid beneath the muzzle ; vomer narrow with a few 
teeth on the anterior part; palatals and pterygoids narrow, bristling 
with minute teeth, or rough ; gill-opening very large ; body rounded or 
compressed like a knife-blade ; abdomen trenchant or toothed. 

E w o a a u ~ r s  BROWNII, (Gmelin). 

"Menidin, mrpore anbpellucido," Brown : Jamaica 14 1, ,Tab. XLV. 
Fig. 3. 

Argtntina, Gtronor. Zoophyl. 112, No. 350. 
Atherin. japonica, Honttuyn : Act. Haarl. XX. 340 ? 
Atherina brownii, Linni? : Syst. 1397. 
Atherina australis, White : Voyage, 196, Fig. 1. 
Atherina (Clnpea) brownii, Bloch-Schneider. 
Stolephore commersonien, Ladp. V. 582, Tab. XII. Fig. 1. 
Clupea vittargen- Lachp. V. 424, 458, 461, (ExcZ. 8yn.) 
Bnasel CLXXXVII. Nattoo. 
Atherd menidin, 8har V. 131. 
Commeceonian Atherine, ibid, P1. 113, Fig. 1. 
Atherina jeponiea, Shnw V. 132 f 



Engraadia (Gtolqhora amm-1, Car. R A. IL (181 7,) 175. (I). 
(1829,) 3 s .  ('). 

Engranlis albua, 8mhm 11. 293. 
3%q~mulii commen&un, I L i c i u h  : Beport 1845,308. 
Descript. of anim. 201, Fig. 149' ? ibid, 305, 309. 

Engraub fiscinh, Cav. and Val. XXII. 43. 
Engraulia browmii, Cnv. and Val. iW 4 1. 
Emgmulia commemnii, Blceka: Verh. Brtr,~. th. Osa. 6. 
B h p  rpr, ar B W  of the Whys.  - 
&ad &we light greenish grey, a large oval bkclrirh rpot ocmp9;a 

the poetarior half; back pale rea-green or greenish grey ; a i h  d 
abdomen trnnspvant greenish b d ,  or grey with re9ectiona d m o t b a d  
pearl ; from the upper third of the %;119p&g to themot of tbe andrl 
a broad longitudinal silvery band ; cheeks and operclea shinii silvery, 
the latter above dotted with black; caudal pale yellow, dotted with 
black, rendering the posterior margin blackish ; rest of the fins byrliw. 
Iris silvery, orbital margin blackish. 

D 14, 15 or 16, C 198, A 20 or 21, V 7, P 15 or 16, Br. XI. 
 HABIT.-^^^^ a d  e8t~a*ier of Malayan P8lthdk cnd 18-. 

China sea, New Zedand, Madura, Java, Snmrtrr, Bom- 
bay, Coromandel, Bay of Bengal, Gaugetic eauie~, I& 
of France, Australia, New York, Havanah, J d  
Vera Crne, Martiniqne, Barbadom, St. C-pbsa 
Bio Jmeiro. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 6 inch. I 

The head ie + of the total length ; the h o r b n t d  d h e t a  of the 
h m n t . i n e d S f t i m e s i . t h s l ~ o f ~ e h d ; & ~ - t b  1 

. forehead equals one diameter ; the g r e r k ~ ~ t  d c a l  dhudm, in hat  d 
the dorsal, is .) less than the length of the heul. The body is d b~ 
7 longitudinal seriea of decidnous series, of which them ue fmm S5 to 38 1 
on the third series. On the anterior twelve scales of thir reriss rppan 
the lateral .line whidh eons* of a liuar ce&d tubs, nhieb -pa 
or becomer i n d i c t  an ths rest ofthe d e a .  The hCtcr are dirphara, ' 
rhomboidal, with their horizontal diameter $ of tbe rertial. The d d  
mmmeneecl nearly in the middle between the made a d  fk cabr uf 

the posterior margin.df the nudal; the mal cornmenus oppodrc I 

posterior third of the dorsal. The ratds are UW ia tk d d b  



between the pectorals and the- anal. The erudal is deeply cleft ; the 
length of each lobe e q d s  that of the head. In the Straits of Malaax 
M in the mouths of the Ganges, this species is astoundingly numerous 
at all seasons. Two to three inches is the usual length, five to six are 
very rarely seen. In fine weather swarms may be wen swimming near 
the water's edge, and making very short leaps closely above the surface 
of tkp sea. As Russell observes, they are highly valued for their deli- 
cate Qvour when fried. In  Java, Sumatra and the Straits of Yalacca, 
large quantities are preswed both for home consumption and exporta- 
tion to Chiia and India. The delicious condiment is famed under 
the denomination of " Red-jrh," (Ikan wakah of the Malaya,) or 
a iKaZacca-Bh," and is used as a relish. The following mode of pre- 
paration, as practiced at Benooolen and Malacca, has been communicated 
by W. T. Lewis, Esq. Asst. Res. Counsellor, Pinang. After the heads 
have b e m  removed, the fishes (those of middling siee are preferred), 
are cleansed, salted (in the proportion of one to eight parts of fish), 
and deposited in flat glazed earthen vessels. In the latter they are for 
three days submitted to pressure by means of stones placed on tbin 
bouds or dried plantain leaves. The. hhes are next freed from salt 
and saturated with vinegar of Coeon Palm toddy, after which are added 
powdered ginger and black pepper (the latter mostly entire), and some 
brandy and powdered " Red rice." After having been kept for three 
clays, a little more vinegar is added before placing tbe fish- in well closed 
jars or bottles. They should be kept four or five mopths before being 
used.  he expense of a quart bottle of the condiment is about 30 
Cents, the selling price one Spanish Dollar. " Red rice" is the variety 
of O q z a  r u t h  called glutinora (flut, or brar sepllut of the Malays) 
steeped in .n Susion of CochineaL In the Straits Gettlements 
red rice is imported from China, and sells at the rate of 10 Cents of a 
Dollar per %. The Chinese settlers in the Straits prepare a similar 
red condiment with slices of Polyimnw id& and P. tetradaetylw 
and alee pnwnr. 
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(SETIPINNA, Swmmn, 1839 . -Tr~~ar ,  Pal. 1848.-dnterior pec- 
toral ray elongated, jflamniow). 

Head and body reddish-golden or brass colour, back sparingly dotted 
with black; fins reddish yellow, like the body, but not metallic; ante- 
rior half of upper dorsal margin, and the posterior caudal margin broadly 
brimmed with black ; posterior fifth of the anal margin equally so. Iris 
reddish golden. 

D 1/16,C 193,A63,V7,  P 13,Br. XVI-XVI. 
Hasrr.-Sea of Pinang. 
TOTAL LENGTR : 9# inch. 
The head is strikingly short ; the distance from the mnale to the 

upper part of the posterior margin of the opercle is contained 8* t i m a  
in the total, (measured to the occiput, it is of the total.) The hori- 
zontal dinmeter of the eye is of the length of the head ; the distance 
across the forehead is a little less than two diameters. The pates t  

vertical diameter of the body, in front of the dorsal, is + of the total 
length. The dorsal commences in the centre between the muzzle and tbe 
root of the caudal; the first soft ray is preceded by a short strong 
spine. The anal commences in front of the dorsal, opposite the second 
third of the total ; the extent of the bane of the anal is 2+ in the total. 
Tbe upper caudal lobe is tmncated. The ventrals are situated in the 
centre between the first ray of the pectorals and the anal. The first 
pectoral ray is a little less than 2jt times in the total length ; it does not 
reach the middle of the anal. The second pectoral ray slightly exceeds) 
of the first. This species nearest approaches E. teelara, (Buchan. H d -  
ton). A single individual was observed at Pin- in Angnst 1844 

ENGBAULI~ T A W ,  CUV. and Val. 

Engraulis taty, Cur. and Val. XXI. 60. 
Head above and back greyish green or greenish slate colour, spu- 

ingly dotted with black ; sides above the lateral line pale dvery grea~ ; 
the rest, abdomen, cheeks and opercles silvery ; dorsal, caudal and .arl 
yellow ; ventral9 and pectorals hyaline ; in some the posterior a d  
margin blackish. Iris silve ry, orbital half bluish black. 

D 1/14, C 19%, A 52 to 56, V 7, P 16, Br. XIII-XIII. 
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 HABIT.--^^^ of Pinang, Malayan Peninauk. 
Malabar, Pondicherry . 

TOTAL LENGTH : 6 inch. 
Measured to the upper part of the posterior margin of the opercle, 

the length of the head is contained 6; times in the total, (to the occiput 
it is 9# in the total.) The horizontal diameter of the eye is ) of the . 
length of the head ; the distance across the forehead is 1+ diameter. 
The greatest vertical diameter of the body, in front of the dorsal, is 43 
in the total length. The dorsal commences a little in front of the middle 
between the m w l e  and the root of the caudal. The anal commences 
opposite the centre of the dorsal ; the extent of the base is 2f in the total 
length. The ventrals u e  si thted in the centre between the first pec- 
toral and the fifth anal ray. The upper caudal lobe is truncated. The 
first pectoral ray is 1# in the total length : it reaches to the posterior 
third of the anal ; the second pectoral ray is 34 in the length of the 
h t .  Single individuals occur at Pinang at all seasons, and are eaten 
either fresh or dried by the natives. 

( T ~ a ~ s e q  Rajn. 18 15.-Maxillan'ea greatly elongated.) 

Enoaan~rs MYSTAX, (Bloch-Schneider). 

Clnpea mystax, B1. Schn. 426, No. 14, PI. 83. 
Thryssa mystax, Cuv. R. A. 11. 323 ('). 
Thryssa mystar, Richardson : Report, 1815,309 (Excl. Syn. Clupea 

malabarica and Poorawuh, Russell, 189 ?) 
Engraulis mystex, Cuv. and Val. XXI. 67. 
Head above and back dark bluish green ; lighter silvery on the sides 

above the lateral line ; behiud the upper part of the gill-opening a trian- 
gular spot, composed of horizontal, bhck, dotted liues, downwards in- 
creasing in length ; rest of the sides and abdomen silvery white ; cheek8 
and opercle silvery with golden reflections ; dorsal and c~udal  whitish 
yellow, marginal half minutely dotted with black; rest of the fins 
whitish transparent. Iris silvery, orbital margin bluish black. 
D 1/13, C 19:, A 37, 38 or 39, V 7, P 14, Br. XII. 
 HABIT.-^^^ of Pinang, Malayan Peninmla, Singapore. 

Bombay, Malabar, Coromandel, Gangetic eat~~aries. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 8 inch. 

8 c 2  
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I I 

The length of the h a d  i~ # of the total. The h o r h n t d  diameter 
of the eye is ) of the length of the head; the distu~ce across the 
forehead is 1.) diameter. The greatest verticlrl diameter, in front of the 
dorsal, is $ of the total length. The upper jaw extends beyond the 
root of the pectorals. The dorsal commences a little behind the anbe 
of the distance between the mnz~le and the root of the undd h. 
The caudal lobes are equal, pointed, and aa long m the head. The d 
commences opposite the posterior third of the dorsal ; the extent of ita 
barn is contained about 3+ times in the total length. The rentnla 
commence nearer the pectorals than the anal, their distance from the I 

spmphyais of the lower jaw is 2% in the total length. The pectorals are 
+ shorter than the head ; placed in c o n k t  with the sides, their  ape^ 

extends to the lrst ray of the ventrals. At Pinang single individnala occur 
at all masons and are eaten by the natives. 8ir John Richardson cam- 

aidem Clupsa nralabarica, Bloch. (PI. 432.-B1. Schn. p. 425) .nd 
Pomwah, Rumell, CLXXXIX, to be identical with the present sp&. 
But according to the description of Engraulis maIabariea, (h. d 
Val. XXI. 63, PI. 609) the upper jaw extends very little beyond the 
margin of the opercle, and does not extend as far as the peetomla, and 
the latter barely touch the root of the ventmla. The fignre of P m -  
cod is scarcely correct enough, nor the description (Russell, p. 7%) 
sufficiently explicit to determine the speciea. 

Dr. Bleeker has described a new species under the inadmissible name 
of Thysua porava, which he with doubt refers to PowawaR, Ikiud, 
CLXXXIX. (Bleeker : Bijdrage tot Ichth. Fauna wan Mcrdura, in : 
F'crh. Batav. Qeamts. XXII. p. 14.) 

E x u o ~ l o ~ r s  PURAVA, (Bucbm. Hamilton). 

Bassell CXC. Peddah Poorewah. 
Clnpea purava, Bnchan. Hamilt. 238, 382. 
Thrissa (Pedda Poorawah) Cuv. B. A. 11. 323 (9. 
Thrisaa megaetoma, Swainson, 11. 293. 
Engadis puraora, Cuv. and Val. XXI. 65. 
Head above and back dark bluish green ; lighter silvery above cba 

Interal line ; rest of the ~ d e s ,  abdomen, cheeks and ope& ail-; 
fins colonred like tboae of E. mystnz. Iris silvery ; orbital 
bluish black. 
D 1/13, C 19+, A 43, 46 or 46, V 7, P 14, Br. XII. 
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HABIT.-S~~ of Wngr. 
Coromandel, Gangetic estuaries, Java, Madura. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 8 inch. 

The length of the bead is + of the total. The horizontal diameter 
of the eye is contained 4f. times in the length of the head, the distance 
amom the forehead is If. diameter. The greatest vertical diameter, in 
front of the dorsal slightly exceeds $ of the total length. The maxillaries 
are narrower and longer than in E. harniltoni, where they reach to the 
mot of the first pectoral ray; in the present species they reach to the 
root of the posterior pectoral ray. The dorsal commences a little in 
front of the centre between the muzzle and the root of the caudal; 
the anal commences in the centre of that apace, opposite the middle 
of the dord .  The extent of the base of the anal is 3 of the total 
length. The caudal lobes are equal, pointed, and as long as the head. 
The pectorals are a little shorter. The pntrals are situated a little 
nearer the pectorals than the anal. At Pinang this species appean to 
be of ummmon occurrence. 

GER. COILIA, ( h a y ,  1831.*) Cuv. and Pal. 1848. 

(TBICHOSOMA, T ~ ~ c a o s o ~ o s ,  Swainuon, 1 8 3 9 . - C ~ a ~ o ~ u s ,  
McClelland, 1843.) 

Gape wide ; gill-opening very open ; muzzle projecting, supported by 
the ethmoid bone ; upper muillaries free, projecting beyond the opercle, 
and in wme species reaching the root of pectorals ; d o l d  placed on 
the anterior part of the back ; body elongated, compressed, tapering to 
a pointed tail ; anal joining the caudal, elongated, low, but in one apecies 
tail shortened and caudal widened, rounded ; above the pectoral two 
p u p s  of filaments, parting from a common baae ; in general charreten, 
like Engraulu (Thriuua), but the anterior pharyngeals are more dir- 
tinctly, though minntsly, toothed. 

2001. Mire. 9.-Mr. Gny'a chrract8n are : Body tapering, c o m p r d  ; 
danl fin abort, orsr the vrartrala ; d and audal fin united ; pcctod finr mull ; 
r ap  fire; thrw ypsr long md Lee ; rest of the ahrrrtcn like TAriuc" 
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COILIA REYNALDI. CUV. and Val 

Coilia repnaldi, Cuv. and Val. XXI. 8 1. (Young.) 

Adult. Pale golden throughout; head above and back sparingly 
dotted with black ; from the middle of the gill-opening towards the 
tail a series of distant rounded spots of shining or burnished gold ; in 
some individuals a second shorter series from the root of the p t d  
to opposite the anterior third of the and ; fins reddish yellow ; nppcr 
half of dorsal sparingly dotted with black, caudal and margin of the 
anal blackish. Iris golden, orbital half black ; pupil circular, bnt the 
aperture of the adipose orbital membrane horizontally elliptic. 

IV 
D 1/15, C 11, A 107 to 116, V 7, PT, Br. & 

Hae~~ . -Sea  and eafua& of Pirang, Malayan Peninah, ~hgo- 1 
par. i 

Rangoon. i ~ 
TOTAL LENGTH : 7 inch. 
The length of the head is + of the body, the caudal not includ- 

ed, or 6+ in the totd. The horizontal diameter of the eye is ) 
of the length of the head; the distance across the forehead ia 1) 
diameter. The upper maxillaries reach but halfway between the angle 
of the lower jaw and the root of the pectorals. The greatest vertial 
diameter, in front of the dorsal, is contained from 5+ to 5# times in the 
total length. The dorsal, preceded by a short, strong spine, mmmenecr 
a little in front of the second fourth of the total leugth; the first divided 
ray (the fifth of the fin,) terminates in a filament, which, however, fmm 
its slenderness is frequently broken. The ventrals are situated o p p  
rite the commencement of the dorsal, a little nearer the pectorals t h ~  
the anal. The latter commences a little behind the dorsll, at tbr 
second third of the total length. The extent of the base of the and is 
1) in the total length, in which the distance from the muzzle is 21. 
The four pectoral filaments are contained 34 times in the total length 
and reach a little behind the commencement of the anal ; the second ny 
is divided in two, the other three are simple. The length of the p e d d  
rays does not exceed 3 of the head. The caudal is pointed. At 
Pinang single individuals occur at all seasons, and like the teat of thc 
Clupeoida, are eaten by the natives either fresh or dried. 
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Mouth small, without teeth ; muzzle projecting ; on the upper jaw 
a notch and a corresponding tubercle on the lower ; the superior combs 
of first branchial arches unite with those of the opposite side, forming a 
pennated point under the palate; body short, deep, oval; in some 
species the posterior dorsal ray elongated. 

CHATOESSUS CHACUNDA, (Buchan. Ham.) 

Clupanodon chacunda, Buchan. Ham., 246, 383. 
Chatoessns chacnnda, Cuv. and Val. XXI. 11 1. 
Head above and back sea-green, minutely dotted with black ; sides 

and abdomen silvery or pale golden ; the centre of the scales of the upper 
third of the sides minutely dotted with black, forming five very pale 
blackish longitudinal lines ; behind the upper part of the opercle a large 
black spot ; cheeks and opercles golden ; caudal yellow, sparingly dotted 
with black ; rest of the fins hyaline whitish ; dorsal dotted with black. 
Iris golden dotted with black. 

D 19, C 194, A 20, V 7, P 15, Br. VI. 
Hnsr~.-Sea of Pinang, Malayan Peninsula. 

Moluccas, Java, Malabar, Gangetic estuaries. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 6 inch. 
The length of the head is contained 4# times in the total. The 

horizontal diameter of the eye is ) of the length of the head; the 
distance across the forehead slightly exceeds one diameter. The greatest 
vertical diameter, in front of the dorsal, is 2; in the total length. The 
body is covered by 13 longitudinal series of scales, the horizontal diameter 
of which is about of the vertical. A series between the gill-opening 
and the caudal contains from 36 to 39 scales. The dorsal occupies the 
last of the anterior half of the total length; the fourth ray, the longest, 
equals the extent of the base, which is ?j of the head ; the last ray is + 
of the fourth. The caudal is deeply cleft ; the posterior margin of each 
lobe is arched ; the length is 3) in the total. The first ray of the anal 
M placed a t  equal distance from the first ventral and the root of the 
caudal ; the fin is very low ; its extent equals that of the dorsal. The 
ventrals are placed opposite the middle of the dorsal. The pectorals 
are f of the length of the head. Single individuals occur, but rarely, 
at Pinang. 
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SUBORDO PHYSOSTOMI APODES. 

- 
PAM. MURENOIDB. 

GEN. CONGER. C U U ~ ,  1817. 

( M U ~ N E ~ O X ,  ~ c C k l h d ,  1843.*) 

The dorsal commences very near, or even above the pectorals ; in d 
species known the upper jaw is the longer. I 

CONGER TALABON, Cuvier. 

Russel, XXXVIII. Tala Bon. 
Conger (Mnraena) talabon, Cuv. R. A. 350. ('). 

I 
Muraenesox lanceolata, McClelland, Calc. Joum. Nat. Hist. IV. 409. 
Muraenesox exodon, McClelland, ibid. 
Mumaesox serradentata, (Russell, XXXVIII.) McClelland, ibid. 
Muraenesox exodentata, McClelland, Calc. Joum. Nat. Hi. V. 180, 

PL VIII. Fig. 4, and page 210, "PI. PI. Fig. 3" (emmum 

reference). 
Muraenesox lanceolata, NcClelland, ibid, 181 "PI. PI. Ft). 3" 

(erroneour refmence) and page 210, "PI. PI. Fig. 3" (- 
reference). 

Munenesox serradentata, McClelland, ibid. 2 10. I 

Conger talabon, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 6. I 

Head above, back and sides above the lateral line golden @h- 0 

brownish-olive, minutely dotted with black ; upper lip, cheeks, opada 1 
and lower half of the aides lighter golden olive ; under lip, throat d 
abdomen milk-white ; dorsal, caudal and posterior half of anal p& 
olive, transparent, minutely dotted m d  edged with black ; u r t d  
of anal transparent white ; pectorals transpuent yellowish. I& golden. 

Young individda, frequenting estuaries, are of darker, less $den 
colonrs. 

* " Abrenc6 qf hrbrlm norhi&" in given as a ehurctsr d b h g d m g  . . Ihn 
from Conper. TL cbuacter, hmooer, L tncomcl, u tn dl tb m p p d  

rpseiar of Mr. McClelhd the m w r  ap&m of the Portrilr am pmridsd ri(L 

a tube, which ir very dirtinct in the living finh. 
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D 238 to 286, 
C S t 0  11, P16,Br.XV.  
A 151 to 129, - - 

398 to 426 
1 

H ~ a ~ ~ . - s e a  and estuaries of Malayan Peninacla and Idlands. 
Coromandel, Tenasserim, Coast of Arracan, Bay of Bengal, 
estmries of the Ganges, Sumatra, Java, Madura. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 7 ft. 5 inch. 
The general form of the body is cylindrical, the anterior half slightly 

compressed, the posterior more so and tapering ; the head is elongated 
conical, terminating in a narrow rounded muzzle near which in' the 
upper jaw appears a wide notch, which receives the long conical teeth 
near the syrnphysis of the lower jaw. The length of the head, mea- 
sured to the gill-opening, is + of the body, not including the caudal, 
which latter varies from + to + of the length of the head. The dis- 
tance from the muzzle to the anterior margin of the orbit varies from 
3; tinlee in to $ of the length of the head. The distance across the notch 
of the upper jaw is of the horizontal diameter of the orbit ; between 
the anterior margins of the orbit it is $, between the posterior margins, 
it equals the horizontal diameter of the orbit. The latter is 3, or a little 
less than +of the distance from the muzzle to the anterior margin of the 
orbit.* The latter margin is situated in front of the centre of tlic dis- 
tance between the muzzle and the angle of the mouth, which distance 
is  a little less than f of the length of the head to the gill-opening. 
The anterior aperture of the nostrils is oval, provided with a short, yet 
very distinct tube; it is situated immediately above the lip, at the 
termination of the notch, a little in front of the centre between the 
muzzle and the anterior margin of the orbit. The posterior aperture 
is  linear, or more elongated oval than the anterior, with the margin 
slightly raised, but not tubular; it  opens a little in front of the eye at 
a distance from the anterior aperture equal to that of the latter from 
the muule. On each side of the crown of the head, a little farther 

* In the Larger, upper figure of the head in Calc. Jarm. of Nal.  But. V. PI. 
VIII. Fig. 4, the eye is reprelented too small, and is placed too far back; b the 
gmaller figare the eye h correctly placed, bnt the gill-opening ia much too near the 
mngb of the mouth. Then diaproportio~ mataridly a&ct the porition of the 
dorsal md pectoral fuu in the figun. 

8 D 
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back than the angle of the month, appears a transversal series of 8 to 
10 pores ; from the middle of each series proceeds forwards another 

shorter, longitudinal one, consisting of 3 to 5 pores. The ditana 
from the muzzle to the angle of the mouth is one longitudinal diameter 
of the eye less than one half of the length of the heed. The lips are 
thin, membranous, and closely adhering to the jaws. In the upper 
jaw appear three very close series of small conical teeth with the apex 

compressed and trenchant. The external series is excessively minute, 
and extends from the angle of the mouth to beneath the middle of the 
eye ;. the teeth of the second are about double the size of the former, 
with which they are in close contact, but they extend farther forwards 
to between the nasal apertures, where they coalesce with the external 
series of the teeth of the vomer; the third, internal, series consisb of 
excessively minute conical teeth, distant among themselves and a little 
removed from the second series; they extend as far as the external 
series. Immediately in front of the notch the muzzle forms a small 
round space, the margin of which is armed with 4, 5, or 6 distant 
conical teeth, which are about jt of the diameter of the eye. Prom 
the middle of the muzzle commences a short single series of 6 or 7 
small conical teeth ; which, as they continue along the middie of the 
vomer, become distant, much longer, compressed towards the apex and 
with trenchant margins. The number of these teeth variee with age 
from 7 to 15, of which the longest are about + of the diameter of the 
eye. I n  young individuals the two or three posterior ones are much 
compressed and tricuspidate. From the first long tooth commences r 
single close series of teeth which continue on each side of the vomer, 
but join each dther a little behind the central series, which terminates 
between the eyes. The marginal teeth of the vorner are a little l a w  
than the middle series of the jaw which they resemble in form. Tbs 
lower jaw is much shorter than the upper : the symphysis is widen- 
ed into a small rounded disk, on each side of which appear two ot 

three long, distant, conical teeth, situated within the external aeries. 
The latter consists of much smaller outwards directed, distant, c o d  
teeth, which beneath the eye decrease and become much closer. TBa 
middle series, headed by the longer ones behind the aymphysis, coo- 
aists of close, erect, conical teeth, with compressed trenchant rpa. 
From beneath the eye the in tend between the external and mid& 
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series is filled by a short series of minute conical teeth. The third 
internal series is also minute, and extends from the angle of the mouth 
to a little in front of the posterior half of the jaw. The tongue is small; 
elongated, and tied to the floor of the mouth ; it extends to a little in 
front of the posterior third of the mouth. The vertical diameter at the 
occiput equals the distance from the muzzle to the posterior nasal aper- 
ture, or it is contained from 4+ to 5 times in the distance from the 
muzzle to the gill-opening. The greatest vertical diameter of the body 
is 4 of the distance from the muzzle to the gill-opening ; the rmallest, 
in front of the caudal, is ) of the latter. The lateral line commences 
from the side of the occiput, gently declining towards the end of the 
anterior fourth of the body, from whence it continues a little above the 
middle of the aide straight to the caudal. I t  is composed of a series of 
tubes placed in pairs one above the other, none exceeding in length -jt the' 
diameter of the eye. Each lower tube sends two branches obliquely 
downwards, and between these branches appears a pore. The dorsal 
commences a little in front of the gill-opening, at a distance from the 
base of the upper pectoral ray of + of the length of that fin. The dorsal 
and anal rrys are undivided. All the fins present the peculiarity of having 
double rays ; they appear to be single, but are composed of two distinct 
ones placed transversely, and kept by the fin-membrane so closely in 
contact, that each pair can act like a single ray. The caudal is closely 
united with the dorsal and anal, from both of which it may be distin- 
guished by its much slenderer, branched, rays ; their length either equals 
or elightly exceeds that of the dorsal rays. The anus is situated in front 
of the middle, either at, or a little behind the end of the fifth-twelfth of 
the total length. The anal fin commences immediately behind the vent ; 
the rays are # of those of the dorsal. The pectorals are elongated, 
with branched rays ; their length equals the distance from the muzzle 
to the posterior margin of the orbit. The skin is smooth m d  naked. 

The description and figure of Russell are sufficient, easily to identify 
the species, which Mr. McClellai~d has reuamed Murancam serraden- 
tata and described as having serrated teeth on the vomer. This error 
would appear to originate in a singular misinterpretation. Russell 
describes the jaws: "in both there are long crooked teeth in front, 
with a regular row of straight teeth in the upper jaw, which M rough 
on both sides like a file." Ruesell could not have chosen a more 
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comet simile of the roughness d the upper jaw of the yomg iadi- 
pidual he had before him, but he says nothing of the teeth being 
qerrated. MU~CMDC~OX emdentata, McClellaod, differs in no one 
oharrcter from aerrrsdmtate, but the description is inaccurate u tk u 
cancerus the dentition, the anterior aperture of the mPtriia. and the 
lateral line. Nor is M m ~ e u o x  lanceolata, McCleUand, different fmm 
either of the preceding, but the dentition ruad anterior nrsal a- 
m i~correctly described. 

Coqct klabon is in the Straits of Md.ecr, numerous at all 

aersons, but individuals exceeding 3 to 4 feet are less common. The 
Malayan denominations of iGan Ilar, (i. e. 6sh-snake,) and dronJ 
are indisorimbmtely applied to eels, all kinds of which are eateo by the 
natives. The heart is situated immediately behind the gill-opeuingr. 
The cleeophegue extends ae far behind the latter aa the distance frm 
the m d e  to the angle of the mouth. The stomach is a nurow 
cylinder about + of the total length, extending to the anus ; the mb 
are thick d firm, with longitudinal folds on the intend d a c e .  
The inteetine is a simple cylindrical eenal, thinner than the stomach; 
the posterior prut is a little tortuous, which makes it a little loog~ 
than the stomach. The liver ia bilobate, very short, ef a bmnnirb 
yellow d o u r  ; it commences from the apex of the heart, and rdk- 
ing b aesopbagus, it terminates at the origin of daodeanra, where 
the short, straight cystic duct enters. The gall-bladder is s d ,  
oval, of a greenish white colour. The spleen is short, l k ,  
adhering to duodenum, of a pale crimson cobur. The a i r - v d  b 
elongated, spindle-shaped, not exceeding the diameter of the s t o d  ; 

it cornmenme above the cardii follows the stomach, but extends b e h d  
the anus in a cavity in, the tail ; the length is about + of the td ; 

the coats are very Ihin, transparent silvery white. 

CONGZB BAQIO, (Buchanao ' ~ d t o n . )  

M u m a  bagio, Buchm. Ham. 24,364. 
Conger longirostris, Bennett : Life of Raffles, 692. 
Muraenewx trieaspidah, McClehd:  Calc. Journ. N. H. IV. 409, 

PI. XXLV. Pi. 1, s. b. 
Mureenesox hamiltoniii, (M. bagio,) McClelhd: Calc. Jom. N. H. 

V. 182, P1, VIII. Pig. 3, rad 210- 



Muraenesox bengalensis, McClelland, ibid. 182. 
Congrus.tricunpidatus, Richardson: Ichth. of Sulph. 105, P1. 51, 

Pig. 2. 
Congrus tricaspidatns, Richardson, Report, 181 5, 3 12. 
Conger hamo, Temminck et Schkegel: Fauna Japon. Pisc. 262, P1. 

CXIV. Fig. 2. 

Colonn exactly like those of c.-talahon. 

D 238 to 245, 
C 9 t 0  I l ,  P 1 5 t o l 8 , B r . X X .  
A 198 to 21 1, - - 

445 to 467. 
1 

Har~.-Sea and ertuaries of Malayan Peninsula and Iakmdr. 
Japan, Chusan, Ningpo, Canton, Coromandel, Bay of Ben- 
gal, Tenasserim, Gangetic estuaries. 

TOTAL L&NCTH : 5'ft. 
The  general form resembles thnt of C. talabon, but it is less dender, 

the muzzle less elongated, the eye larger, the teeth of the vomer and some 
of those of the lower jaw are tricuspidate; the dorsal m d  anal extend 
h i h e r  forwards ; the pectorals and caudal are shorter, and the bran- 
ehiostegooe rays more nnmerous. The length of the head, from the 
muaale to the gill-opening, is contained from 6+ to 63 times in the total 

length. The distance from the muzzle to the anterior orbital margin is  
) of the length of the heed. The distance scrosa the notch of the upper 
jaw equals the horizontal diameter of the eye, which is + of the length of 
the muzzle ; the distance between the anterior margins of the orbits is 
34, between the posterior margins it is two diameters. The eye 
occupies the third-eighth of the head; the anterior margin of the 
orbit is sitnated at the posterior third of the distance from the muzzle 
to the angle of the mouth ; the length of the mouth is contained 24 to 2+ 
times in that of the head. The enterior, tubular, aperture of the nostril 
opens a t  the end of the anterior third of the distance between the muzzle 
and the eye ; the posterior occupies the commencement of the posterior 
third of that distance. The pores of the crown of the herd are very 
indistinct. The general distribution of the teeth resembles that of C. 
halabon, bnt the teeth themselves present the following differences. 
Thoae of the mesial line of the vomer are compressed, with trenchant 
edgea and tricuspidate ; the central cusp is  much larger than that at 
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the root of the anterior and posterior margin. They resemble the 
teeth of certain sharks, and are placed at intervals ; more than from 5 
to 7 are seldom present. Of the three longest, in the middle of the 
vomer, none exceeds + of the horizontal diameter of the eye ; their 
breadth is .) of the length. Of the three single series on each branch 
of the lower jaw the external and internal are equally minute and close. 
The middle series are much larger, tricuspidate, compressed and tren- 
chant. The tongue resembles that of talabon, but the npper lip 
between the notch and the eye is fleshy, and covered with minute 
pointed lobes of the akin, which resemble velvety teeth ; otherwise the ~ 
lips present no difference. The vertical diameter at the occiput e q d  
the distance from the muzzle to the eye, $ of the length of the head, i 
of which the greatest diameter of the body is 3. The tail is  more 1 

tapering than in talabon so that the vertical diameter in front of the 
caudal is from ;b to of the greatest diameter of the body. All the 
fin-rays are double. The pectorals are rounded ; their length is  + of 
the head. The dorsal commences more in front of the gill-opening 
than in tolabon, at a distance from the root of the npper pectoral my 
of from -jt to # of the length of that fin. The longest dorsal rays are 
3 to .f of the greatest vertical diameter of the body. The caudal is 
so closely joined to the dorsal and anal, that the rays cannot be dis- 
tinguished but by their position ; their length is about 4 of the Ionopt 
dorsal. The anus opens at, or a little in front of, the end of the second 
fiflh of the total length. The fin commences immediately behind the 
ailus ; the longest rays scarcely exceed + of the dorsal ones. 

The description of M u r m a  bagio, a drawing in Bucbanan's duplicate 
series thus marked in his own hand-writing, and comparison of indivi- ~ 
duals from the Straits of Malacca and Calcutta prove the identity of 
the species. Those from the latter locality are of a darker olive coloar, i 
and not golden like those frequenting the sea. Buchanan has o b x d  
the strong resemblance of bagio and Taloo Paum, Russell, No. XXXVI. 

I 

p. 25. In the not very explicit description of the latter, the upper 
jaw is characterised as being "somewhrt shorter than the lower," 
which, if correct, militates against the identity of the two. Munauoz 
triewpidatu, McClelland, offers no character different from tiagio, bnt 
the dentition is incorrectly described. Such is also the use ritb 
Murenesox bengale-, McClellnd. Of Buchanan's drawing of Ma- 
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r ana  bagio, (Muranesox hamiltonii, McClelland,) an incorrect copy is 
given in Calc. Journ. of Nat. Hiat. P1. VIII. Fig. 3.* This species 
Mr. McClelland observes he never met; yet the short description of 
Muraneror Lengalensis, McClelland, differs from the former in no 
essential character, except in the number of fin rays, which comparison 
proves is liable to considerable individual variations in the present 
species as well as in tolabon. Buchanan himself is doubtful about the 
correctness of his number of rays of bagw. Conger ham,  Temminck 
e t  Schlegel, from Japan, only differs in the colours of the body which 
above is greyish brown, and in having the iris silvery. In  the Straits 
of Malacca young individuals of Conger Lagio are ss plentiful as tala- 
bon. Both are fierce and of voracious habits, preying upon fishes and 
crustacer, and their bite is dreaded by the fishermen. 

The anatomy of this species offers some slight differences from C. 
tatabon. The heart is situated nearer the head, immediately above 
the gill-openings. The oesophagus extends but as far behind the latter 
as half the distance from the muzzle to the angle of the mouth. The 
cylindrical stomach extends to the anus and is 3 of the total length, of 
which the intestine is +. The right lobe of the liver is a little larger 
than the left. The pearl-coloured coats of the spindle-shaped air-vessel 
are thick, not transparent; the length is contained a little more than 
2* times in the total. 

(LEPTOGNATEUS,~ Swaimon, ~ ~ ~ ~ . - O P H I T E I O R A X , ~  ~lcClelland, 
1844). 

Dorsal and anal terminating before reaching the end of the tail, 
which is without fins, terminating like a puucheon ; posterior aperture 
of the nostril opens on the margin of the upper lip. 

* The drawing waa fimt inscribed " Ophiruroider," afterwards altered by Bu- 
&man himself to " Muraophu bagi." It represents the fish stretched, and thos 
correctly given the proportions. In Mr. McClelland'a copy above quoted the fish ir 
doubled, by which aome of the proportion# are loat, and the apertures of the nostril# 
are incorrectly copied. 

-f Ch.sif. fl pfher, I. 221, Pig. 42 ; 11. 334. 
$ (Scr. O P ~ I ~ T E ~ P A ~ . )  Calcutta Juurmal, Nut. H i d .  V .  173 and 212. 
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A With globular teeth. 

O p a ~ o s u e  BACCIDENS, Cantor. 

Plate V. Fig. 1. (Natural size.) 

H e d  above rind back dull greenish olive ; lighter on the sides, dotted 
with brown ; throat and abdomen greenish- or bluish white; h r  pda 
olive-grey or white, dotted with brown ; dorsal edged with black. lris 
golden greenish olive ; pupil horizontally lanceolate. 

D 259 to 271, -4 167 to 180, P 17, Br. XXXIV. 
H~erT.-Sea of Pinany, Malayan Peninrarha, Singapore. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 3 feet. 
The general form is thick, heavy ; the head broad, the muzzle short, 

depressed, poiuted ; the body cylindrical ; the tail gradually c o m p d  
and tapering to a short point. The length of the head, from the mank 
to the gill-opening, is contained from 8+ to 8 3  times in the tad. The dt- 
tance from the muzzle to the anterior orbital margin is &of  to 6+ tima 
in the length of the head ; the eye, bordering upon the forehead and the 
lip, occupies the thirdsleventh of the length of the head ; the distrna 
between the anterior orbital margins is 13, between the posterior ones it 
is 2 horizontal diameters of the eye. The posterior orbital mugin u 
aitnated a little in front of the angle of the mouth, the distance between 
which and the muzzle is contained 34 times in the length of the hud .  On 
each side of the crown of the head, from between the eyer to the munk, 
appears a series of four distant pores ; behiud each eye are three such m- 
tically placed on each side, on the occiput two, along each side of the apper 
lip five or six, and beneath each branch of tlie lower jaw six such pom. 
The upper lip is fleshy, aud lax, and gives the symphysis a more rounded 
outline than it really has. On each side of the symphpis opens the 

anterior nasal aperture through a voluminous tube. The posterior 
apertures perforate the lower surface of the lip ; they are linear, te& 
ing obliquely outwards beneath the anterior orbital margin, and have a 

valve on the external margin ; their length is 4 of the diameter of the eye. 
About midway between the anterior and posterior apertures appears l 
small pointed lobulet, aud a smaller one immediately behind the posterior 
aperture. The middle of the lower surface of the point of the m d  
is occupied by a rounded cluster, (nearly of the size of the eye,) of& 
bnlar teeth, like miuute pearls, of which two or three in tbe centre u e  
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a little larger than the rest. A little behind this cluster commence 
the teeth of the middle line of the palate which resemble the former, 
and are arranged in the shape of a short dagger. On each side of the 
jaw is an elongated, pointed and backwards diverging band of teeth. 
They commence with a narrow iuterval from the handle of the dagger 
and ue all globular, exoept a single series of minute pointed teeth along 
the internal margin of each band. The lower jaw is one diameter of 
the eye shorter than the upper, leaving uncovered the point of the 
mmle  with its teeth and the nasal tubes. The teeth resemble 
thoae of the upper jaw with a similar internal series of pointed 
ones ; the band of each branch is separated by a narrow interval ou 
the symphysis. The tongue is oval and tied to the floor of the cavity 
extending but little in front of the posterior third of the month. 
The vertical diameter at the occiput is 3, at the anus 33, at the 
termination of the dorsal and and r', of the length of the head. All 
the fin rays are double; those of the dorsal and anal undivided. The 
rounded pectorals are placed obliquely a little behind the gill-opening ; 
their length im + of the head ; the distance from the muzzle to the r o d  
of the upper ray is contained 8P times in the total length. The dorsal 
commences above the end of the anterior third of the pectorals and 
terminates rather abruptly at a distance from the compressed point of 
the tail e q d  to the diimeter of the eye ; the largest rays do not exceed 
the distanca from the muzzle to the anterior orbital margin. The anus 
opens two diameters of the eye behind the termination of the aecond 
fifth of the tohl length. The fin commence6 immediately behind the 
anus, and terminates opposite the dorsal which it resembles in length. 
.The lateral line commenoes from tbe side of the occiput, occupying 
.the upper third of the side till it reaches the anus, from whence it 
contiones in the middle to the point of the tail. Beneath it is aecom- 
pnied  by a series of pores, one diameter.of. the eye distant from each 
other. Thin species is numerous at all. ieaions. In external appear- 
ance it resembles 0. condtiaom, Richardson (Zool. E r e h  a d  Terror, 
f ihu.  P1. 50, Fig. 6,) but the latter is more slender, the teeth of 
the jaw and palate appear in front to coalesce; there are no pores 
behind the eyes, but four along each branch of the lower jaw. The 
heart is p l d  immediately behind the gill-openings. The apex of the 
heart is clasped by the bifid anterior extremity of the broad, thick, 
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single-lobed liver which -tends to car& md pylons; it ia of r 
browniah lake eolour ; the s m d  gall-bladder is &nost entire1 y imbedded 
in the substance of the liver. Both cardia md pylorm ue situated at 
the end of the second eleventh of the tohl length. The cylindrial 
elongated rtomach extends to within a short distance from the mrar ; tbe 
anterior third portion is thick, muacnlar, with internal longitdid 
folds ; the rest of the MO is membranons, without folds, and widened 
at the tranrition. The duodenum is wider thm the rest of the ad, 
the length of which iq 3 of the total. The pale crimson splee h 
ahort, linear, adhering to the dnodenum. The silve ry-white .ir--l k 
linear, rpindle-shaped ; it commences a little in front of the @ 
half of the distance between the muarle md =us, at the origin of tbr 
mmbrmom portion of the stomach and extends but a little into the 
cavity of the tail. The latter terminates as f u  behind the .nar ra tBr 
anterior half of the total length. The cavity contains the bluish g q  
kidneys, which extend but a little in front of the anus, and the omits, 
which farther occnpy nearly the whole length of the abdominal carih, 
and extend to hnlfway between the pplorus and the hart. Th on 
m very minute of a whitish yellow colour. 

OPEI~RUEI BORO, Buchanan Hamilton. 

Plate V. Fig. 2, (Nat. size.) 

Ophirurm bom, B u b .  20, 363. 
(Icon.) Ophisurnr boro, Grny : 111. Ind. 2001. I. PI. 95, Fig. 1. 
Ophisurar boro, McClelland : Calc. Journ. Nat. Hist. V. 185, 911. 
Ophiums boro, Richardson, Report, 1845, 313. 
Ground-eolonr whitish yellow; upper half of h e d  md body, a 

cloaely dotted with black, as to produce a general blukish rp-; 
dorsal pale olive white, dotted and edged with bhck ; anal white ; pc. 
tonh  pale yellowish olive dotted with bkcL ; .bdomcn whj~c. Id, 
pale golden, dotted with black. 

D 315 to 328, A* 205 to 244, P 13, Br. XXXI. 
HABIT.-Sea of Panang. 

Estuaries of the Ganges. 
TOTAL LpaaTH : 2 feet 2+ inch. 

* These am the grmteat varirtionn in individuab urminsd at d i 

- a t &  Bodman wunb : '* A 270 ?I1 - 



The greater part of the body is cylindrical, of nearly equal dirmekr, 
but the posterior seventh is gradnally compressed and tapering. The 
length of the head to the gill-opening varies from 9+ to 1Q t i m ~  in the 
total ; it appears constant1 y to be $ of the distance from the m d e  to 
. The latter is situated either at or a little in front of the end of 
the second-fifth of the total length. The horizontal diameter of the 
eye is of the length of the had .  The distance from the muule to 
the anterior orbital mar*n equals two diameters, or the diabnae 
between the eyes rmosr the forehead. The distance from the muzzle to 
the angle of the mouth is contained 3.) times in the length of the head ; 
the lower jaw is one diameter of the'eye shorter than the upper. The 
nostrils, their lobuleta, and the tongue resemble those organs of 0. 
baccitienu. Beneath the m d e  is a small rounded spot with globular 
teeth, some of which are larger than the rest, which ate oontinued on an 
elongated pointed band along the meaial line of the palate. The broadest 
part of tbis band contain8 4 to 5 series. The teeth of the upper jaw 
are somewhat smaller than the palatal oner, with which they do not 
d e s a  ; the broadest, anterior, portion conbins about five series, of 
which the internal one consirta of minute pointed teeth. The bands of 
the lower jaw have a linear interval over the symphysia, the broadest 
portion ; the teeth resemble those of the upper jaw, but there appear 
no series of pointed teeth. From between the eyes, on each aide of 
the crown of the head, proceed a series of four distant pores to the 
muzzle ; behind each eye appear three, and them are other series along 
both jam and across the occiput. The lateral line reaemblrs in its 
course that of 0. tiaceidnu, but the line itself and the pores are more 
minute. The vertical diameter at the occiput is costained 30 times in 
the head ; the greatest one of the body is + of the length of the head ; 
that between the termination of the dorm1 and anal is 2 dirmeten of 
the eye, and constitutes the bare of m eqailateral triangle formed by the 
compressed tip of the tail. The dorsal, which is partly concealed in a 

' 

deep groove of the back, wmmencea at a little distance behind the apex 
of the pectorals, the distancs from the root of the upper pectoral ray to - 

the first dorm1 varies from + of to 2% timer in the diahnee from the 8 

muzzle to the dorsal. The rays of the dorsal and anal fins are + of the 
length of the pectorals which memure ) of the Bead. 

8 ~ 2  
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Single indiridaals are taken along the eouts of Pinlag at i r r e g h  
intervals. 

B. With pointed teeth. 

O ~ a ~ u a u s  G ~ A N ~ C W L I S ,  Cantor. 

Plate V. Fig. 3, (Magnified.). 

Ground-mlour of head back and sides yellowiab white, minutely i 
md clo J J vermiculated with brown, and dotted with black, so as to 
produce a general brownish appearance, lighter on the sides ; abdome~ 
wbite ; fins greyish white; minutely dotted with black ;.dorsal lad 1 

posterior half of and edged with black. Iris pale golden, dotted r i l  
Mack. i 

D 251 toS258, A 152 to 167, P 15, Br. XXXI. 
HABIT.-SGU of Pinang. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 1 foot 6+ inch. 
The head is elongated with a conical, somewhat bluntly pointed mas- 

de, the general form of the body resembles that of 0. &to. The length 
of the head to the gill-opening is contained 119 to 119 times in the total, 

but 4+ to 4% times in the distance from the m d e  to the anus. The e p  
is comparatively large, ib horizontal diameter varging from If to d 
the length of the head; the distance from the muzzle to the y e  ia tm 
diameters ; the eye itself occupies nearly the whole sp.ca bet- tba 
lip and the profile ; the dishnee across the forehead equals one diameter. 
The distance from the muzzle to the angle of the month is contained 5) 
times in the length of the head ; the lower jaw is half a diameter of tbs 
eye sborter than the mpper. The nostrils, lobulets, pores of the head d 
of the lateral line, as well as the latter itself, resemble those of 0. &om. 

The middle of the tip of the upper jaw has two alose aeries of subdata 
teeth ; in the.young each series consists of 3 to 4, but one haif of thca 1 
appear to vanish with age, when those remaining become stronger lad 
blunter. At a short distance behind these commence the double scricr 
of teeth of the mesial line of the palate ; those of the anterior half a~ , 
longer than the rent, and become subulate with age; on the postaior 
hnlf the teeth are much smaller, and placed three deep. The teeth d 
the jaw commence on each side of those of the mesial line witbar 
coalescing with them ; they ate placed in a. single k e s ,  arc rm3L : 

pointed or subuhte. Those of the lower jaw u e  alao in r single wrin. 



snbulate, and they decrease from the sympbysis, on which there is a 
toothless interval between the series of both branches. The tongue 
is small elongated and tied to the floor of the mouth, of which it 
occupies the posterior third. The vertical diameter at the occiput is + of-, 

' the gredest of the body is contained 24 times in the length of the head, 
wbile thrt between the terminations of the dorsal and anal equals the 
diameter of the eye and forms the base of the triangular tip of the tail, each 
of the sides of which is two diameters of the eye. The dorsal commences 
above the posterior third of the pectorals. The distance from the root of 
the upper pectoral rny to the dorsal is 4# to 5 times in that from the 
muzzle to the dorsal ; the general length of the dorsal rays is contained 5 )  
times in the head ; but immediately before the termination of the fin, the 
rays suddenly increase in length, and are but 43 time8 in the head. Such 
is also the case with the anal, which resembles the dorsal. The anus is 
situated a little in front of the end of the third-fifth of the total length. 
The pectorals are elongated, ) of the length of the head. Single indivi- 
duds occur at all eeasons at Pinmg. The present species bears a general 
=semblance to 0. hijala,* Buchanan Hamilton, but in the latter the 
d o n d  commences at a short distance behind the pectorals. 

Blrchan. Ham. pp. 20, 336, PI. V. Fig. 5: SYN. 0. h#ala, Cnr. R. A. 11. 
351. (1)-0. puaclieuiala, Swaioron, 11. 334.-0. wrtratw, McClelland, Calc. 

Sown. Nat. Rut. V. 184, 211.-0. hgala, McClelland, ibid. V. 184, 185.- 
0. lijaia, McClelLad, ibid. V. 211.-0. miru'mtu, McClelland, ibid. V. 185, 212, 
PL X. Pig. 3.-0. cadatw,  McClelland, ibid. V. 185, 204, P1. XII. Fig. 3.- 
0. mtrafw, Ricbrudron : Report, 1845,313.-0. h~akr, RicLrdron, ibid. 314.- 
With regard to the nomenclature of Mr. McClelland, il ia necamq  to obeerre that 
the duplicate rsriu of B u o h a n  Hamilton'r drawing containr a fignrs of tbb d, 
marked in Bucban ' r  handwriting. " O p h h t *  rortrohu," which ia eridently b e  
n m e  ar PI. V. Fig. 5, 0. hijaia, (mher'gf the Ganger.) In publirhing the a w e  
and the de~cription, Bachanan chose to alter ht mannacript name " rortrotw" to 
6'hijala." I t  ir this, by Buchanan himself-crmcellrdmmwcript name " s o r r ~ ~ m a , "  
which Mr. McClelland hnn introduced u if it were a rpecier &tinct from hijda, 
md of which be ~ a j r  : 1 have not met with it, bat it ia alorely allied to oph. 
&taw, from which it only diLm in having a rqllare marr1e."-0. minimw, 

McClellmd, b c h t e r i w d  cu h i n g  " the distance from the point of the m& 
to the qu equal to 1-5 of the & h n a  from the qu to the pectonk." But in 
Mr. McClelbd'r f i~ure  (Pl. X. Fig. 3,) the former dirtance ia me-third of the 

ktter, exactly u repr-ted in the ostlins of 0. kiala, Buchmmn, (PI. V. Fi. 5. 



Cata&yme of Malayan Fider. . [Drc. 
I 

OPHIURU~ B R E V I C E ~ ,  Canto'r. 

Plate V. Fig. 4, (Magnitied.) . 

Head above and back greenish olive, lighter on the sidea of the bsd 
and body, everywhere minutely dotted with black ; throat and abdomen 
greenish white ; dorsal greenish white, dotted and edged fith black ; 
pectorals and anal greenish white dotted with brown. Iria pale green- 
ish golden, dotted with black. 

D {:::; A P 13, Br. XXXI. 

HABIT.-S~U of Pinang. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 2 ft. 24 inch. 
The head is proportionally very short, elongated conical, terminating 

in a narrow trnncated muzzle ; the eye small ; the body cylindrical, 
suddenly deepening behind the anus, and slowly tapering towards the 
a m d  blunt point of the tail. The length of the head is A, or a little 
less, of the total and contained 50 to 5# times in the distance from the 
muzzle to the anus. The latter is situated either in the middle of the 
third-eighth or a little in front of its termination. The horizontal diameter 
of the small oval eye is contained 13jt times in the length of the head ; 
the distance across the forehead is ljt diameter ; that from the marJs 
to the eye 24 such diameters. The distance from the m d e  to th_e mgle 
of the mouth is contained 34 times in the length of the head The uppa 
jaw is a little less than one diameter of the eye longer than the lower. 
The nostrils and their lobuletq the pores of the head and the lateral liw 
resemble those of 0. boro. The very minute whitish pores benath tbe 
lateral line are placed at a distance from each other of two diunctenof 
the eye. On the mesial line of the tip of the upper jaw appear two wrk, 
each consisting of three small pointed recurvous teeth. At a short dishem 
behind the latter commences the aeries of the mesial line of the palate ; 

R8hc8 of the (iange8.)-Of 0. ~ i h w ,  McClelhd, it u futher u i d  : the dbbam 
from the muzzle to the branchid apertanr, Ir equal to the dirt.nae from t k e  to th 
aommencement of the dorral." In the figure, howerar, the former dtfurw dightly, 
yet perceptibly, e x d  the latter, jwt u it h m p r ~ t e d  in the figurn oC 0. 
Bnch- Hamilton. In 0. cadrhu McClelLsd, the h w  from tbs busd th 
peetodm to the dormml ia described u equdbg half the dirt.ne4 from rhs -b (. 

the end of the mazrle. In Mr. McClelknd'r figure, however, the forma airhrr 
L repmantcd u ormkincd timsr in tha latter. 
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the anterior teeth an a little stronger thin the mat, and placed three 
deep, then two, and posteriorly in a single series of exce~ively minute 
teeth. On each side of the meaid series commences r single one of 
fine, pointed teeth, which in the internal series of the jaw ; behind the 
po~terior aperture of the nostril commences an external aeries of simi- 
lar teeth. Those of the lower jaw resemble the latter, but they are 
throughout placed in a double series, except over the symphysis which 
is naked. The small elongated tongue is tied to the floor of the 
mouth ; it is placed unusually far forwards and nearly extends to the 
anterior third of the cavity. The vertical diameter continues uniform 
from the &put to the anus, varying in two individnals examined, from 
34 times in, to $of the length of the head, while their greatest dimmetera 
of the two anterior thirds of the tail vary from .f to + of the bead. 
The vertical diameter between the termination of the dona1 and anal 
u but two dimeten of the eye, forming the base of the equilateral 
trimguh point of the tail. The small pectorals are from f of, to 3+ tirnea 
in the length of the head. The dorsal commences above the apex of the 
pectonl. Its distance from the root of the upper pectoral ray equals 
the length of the pectoral fin, and is $ of its distance from the muzzle. 
The length of the dorsal rays is but + of the head. The d rays ue 
a little longer. Two individuals occurred together at Pinang in No- 
vember 1844. Although there mu a difference of bat 2f inch in 
length, the longer WM out of proportion, the thicker. 

GPN. DALOPHIS, (Bajneque* 1810.) Swainran, 1839. 

No pectoral fina ; gill-openings placed very low, towards the sides of 
the throat; dorsal and anal terminating before they reach the end of 
the tail, which is naked ; body cylindrical, mouth small with minute 
~ h q  teeth ; nostrils tubular; dorsal fin commencing a little behind 
the head ; vent nearly central ; upper jaw much longer than lower. 

DALOPHIS AXUCEPS, Cantor. 

Plate VI. Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Qroundcolour of head, back and upper half of ddes yellowish white, 

ro sparingly dotted with brown M to rcqnire a greyish or dusty 
appearance; beneath the lateral line a pale bluish grey longitudinal 
bmd ; abdomen white ; dorsal and anal hyaline, the lower half of the 

SwJnron : CIurdf. I. 431 ; 11.355. 



former'dotted with brown. Irk silvery ; orbital &a black ; pupil 
circular, black. 

D 251 9 A 151, Br. XXXI? 
HABIT.-Sea of P h n g .  
TOTAL LENGTH : 1 foot, 8 inch. 
The head is comparatively short, terminating in a abort conial 

muzzle ; the eye very minute ; the body is slender, c~lindrieal, but widem 
auddenly a little before the termination of the d o r d  and and; the 
naked tip of the tail is slightly compressed m d  much blunter tbu! 
the muzzle. The head, mensured to the gill-openin'gs, is of the total 

length ; it is contained 103 times in the distance from the m d e  to the 
anus, which is rituated at the end of the fourth-aeventh of the total lengtb. 
The very minute eye is situated at the commencement of the second-dgbt 
of the head, nearly above the middle of the lip ; its dirtance from tbt 
muzzle is a little more than # of the head ; the distance betreen both 
eyes is a little less. The distance from the muzzle to the aogb of the 
mouth is contained 4+ times in the length of the head. Bet- the 
muzzle and each eye, an the crown of the head, appear three distant para 
and five eimilar on each branch of the lower jaw. The anterior d 
aperture8 are tubular and open on each side of the point of the mnrrk; 
although very emd,  each tube is double the length of the diameter of 
the eye ; them are apparently no lobuletr ; the posterior nasal apertures 
open through the lower 8urfm of the upper lip, beneath the eyes, as in 
Ophiurus. Beneath the tip of the m d e  appears a double series. #cb 
of three very minute pointed teeth. At a short distance behind the 
latter commences the series of the mesial line of the palate ; the ant+ 
rior part is double, each side consisting of fine teeth which are longer 
than all the rest, the posterior part is single. The teeth of the upper 
jaw are minute, distant and placed in a single series, which commencea 
a little behind the anterior teeth of the palatal series. The lower jaw 
is shorter than the upper; the symphysis is naked; the teeth us 
minute, pointed and generally in s single eeries, but near the symphysis 
appears on each side a short internal series, consisting of three minute 
teeth. The. tongue is very minute, elongated md tied to the floor of 
the mouth ; it does not extend beyond the angle of the mouth. From 
the occiput to the tail the vertical diameter is contained 3.) timoa in 
the length of the head ; the tail slowly inweam in depth to a little in 



front of the termination of the dorsal and anal, where the vertical dia- 
meter suddenly attains ita maximum, 24 times in the length of the head. 
Between the termination of the dorsal and anal tbe vertical diameter is 
contained 4+ times in the head, and it forms the base of the bluntly 
conical tip of the tail, the upper and lower margin of which slightly 
exceed the base. Owing to the lowness and thickness of the dorsal 
fin-membrane its precise origin cannot be determined ; apparently it 
commences at a distance from the muzzle of + of the total length, but the 
rays cannot be distinguished before a little in front of the anterior third 
of the total. The general length of the rays is # of the head, but it 
alightly increases above the sudden enlargement of the tail near the ter- 
mination of the fin; The anal commences at a short distance from the vent 
and resembles the dorsal. The gill-openings are small, crescent-shaped 
and placed between the lateral line and the abdominal profile without 
bordering upon either ; the distance from the apparent commencement 
of the doraal exceeds by $ the length of the head or the distance from 
the muzzle to the openings. The lateral line commences on the ante- 
rior thud, but deecenda at a short distance from the head to the middle 
of the side and thus continues to the tip of the tail ; it consists of a 
sueeession of short upwards-arched tubes, apparently without pores. 

The species described by Russell (No. XXXVII. Manti Bukara 
Paumu), which according to Cuvier is identical with Coecula pterygea, 
Vabl,* differs from the present by its much shorter thicker head, and 
by the anus being situated in the middle of the total length. A soli- 
tary individual of Dotophis anccpr occurred at Pining, with two of 
Ophiurw breviceps, in November 1844. 

(GYMNOTHORAX, Bloch-Schneider, 18Ol.-Mn~ar~o~rire,  Lackphde, 
~803.-~~co~o~~1s,~c~~e~~and,1844.-S~a0~~1~o~,~cC&~fad. 

~ ~ ~ ~ . - T H ~ ~ R o D o N T I ~ ,  McClelland, 1844.) 
Pectorals none ; branchiae open on each side by a small hole ; oper- 

cles thin ; branchiostegous rays slender, concealed under the skin ; 

* S h m l a  of Nalwrhktorie Selrkabet. &jiiDaAam. 111. PI. XIII. 1, 2.- 
8 p ~ e b m ~ h w  plypea,  Cur. R. A. 11.363 (9).-Dolophu orienfalie, MoClsL 
knd : Cak. Jomrn. Nut. Hi&. V, 213. 

8 r 



stomnch a short sao ; air-vessel mrrll, oral, placed towuda the mpp 
part of the abdomen. 

MURBNA TaYasoInEA, Richardson. 

Plate V. Fig. 5. (Nat. size.) 
Mursena thy rsoiderr, Richardson : Ichth. Sulph, 11 1, PL 49. 
Mureena thyrsoidea, Richardson : Report, 1845, 3 14. 
Mursena grisea, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII. 11. ! 

Herd, body and fins of darker or lighter pitch colour, so closely md 
6nely marbled and dotted with white or yellowish white, ar not to 
affect the general dark colour ; abdomen lighter than the rest of tk 
body. Iris pale golden, minutely dotted with black. 

C 569 to 61 1, Br. IX. 
A "1 
Has~~.-rSlea of Rnang. 

Canton, China Seas. 
TOTAL LPNOTE : 2 feet 2 inch. 
The form of the body is compressed, of nearly uniform depth. !& 

length of the head to the gill-opening is contailled from I f  to 74 t ima m 
the total, or about 3+ times in the distance from the muzzle to tbe mm. 
The horizontal diameter of the eye is +S to of the length of the had ; 
the distance across the forehead is 1.3 diameter ; the distance h m  the 
muzzle to the eye is two such ; that from the muzzle to the angle of the 
mouth is about # of the length of the head. The anterior apertum of 
the nostrils open through two small tubes, situated on each side ofth 
muzzle, at a distance from one another of one diame(er of the eye. 
posterior apertures are small, oval, with a narrow membranous cdg; 
each is placed above the forepart of the orbit. On the upper lip appar 
on each side four dishnt pores, and on each side of the lower lip f o ~  
similar ones. Sir J. Richardson has traced scales before the @ 
opening. Both jaws are of nearly equal length and armed with 
two series of teeth. Those of the outer seriea am minute, Jd 
strong, pointed with trenchmt edges, and the series of both side 
uninterrupted on the symphyeis of the upper jaw. Those of the insa 
wries are more distant, thicker and longer. On the merirl lire 
of the upper jaw appear four or fire longer, distant, sabulate te& 
which gradually increase in length, and are mowable. me rd 



of the mesial teeth are minute rubulate, headed by ode longer than the 
mt, which are at first placed,in a double, but terminate in a single 
aeries. Neither tongue nor lateral line are distinguishable. The vertical 
diameter at the occiput is contained 2+ times in the length of the head. 
The .nm is nituated half the length of the herd behind the middle of 
the total length. The gill-opening ir small, oval and placed obliquely, 
nearer the abdomen than the back. The dorsal commences three dirma 
tern of the eye in front of the gill-opening. The rays increase in length 
towards the posterior half of the tail where they are 3 of the length of 
the head. The caudal is but + of the head and so alorely attached td 

the dorsal and anal that its origin cannot be dirtinpished. The ma1 
commences a little behind the rent : it reaembh the dorsal. All the 
fin rays are double, and hid in the membrane. This species greatly 
resembla Mrrcmiz tik,* (Buchanan Hamilton,) whicb, however, m g  
be distinguished by a slightly differing dentition, by the vent being 
situated one or two diameters of the eye before the middle of the total 
length, and by its coloura. Single individaalr of M. thyrmidea occur 
at d l  Beaeons at Pinang. 

MUIUBNA BATHETE, (Buchanan Hamilton.) 

Momnophis sathete, Bnchan. Ham. 17, 363. 
Lycodontb longicaudata, MaClelland : Calc. Journ. of Nat. Hist. 

V. 187. P1. VIII. Fig. 2. 
Strophidon longicandata, McClelland : ibid. 2 15. 
Muraena rathete, Richardson : Voy. Erebus and Terror, 91. 
Head, body and fins dark greenish olive, throat and abdomeh green- 

ish yellow. 

C ='.+I ? Br. IX. 

* SPN. Xur-phir tile, Buchm. Ham. 18, 163. (8ynom. &el.)-tYer. 
&mti~ fiterafa, McCleUlnd : Calc. Journ. of Nat. Hut. V. 186, P1. VII. Fig. 2- 
L y c o d o d u  puretda, McClellmd, ibid. 187, PI. VII. Fig. 3.-Strophidor, liluata, 
McClelland, ibid. 215.-Strophidonpunelata, McClelland, ibid. 215.-Strophi- 

mackhia, McClellmd, (Murenophu lile &dm, Buchna. MS.) Ibld. PI. 
VIII. Pi. 1. 

f blr. M c C k U d  umntr; D 494, A 394, (1. a, 161.) 
8 ~ 2  
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H~n~T.-Fredaater and Sea o f p i ~ n g .  

Gangetic estuaries. 
TOTAL LBNGTB : 7 feet 8+ inch. 

The general form of the body is cylindrical to the posterior half of 
the trril, which is tapering and compressed. The length of the h c d  
to the gill-opening is of the total or J o u t  + of the distance fmn 
the m u l e  to the anua. The horizontal diameter of the eye is If of 
the length of the head ; the distance between the eyes is two d i e  
ters : that from the muzzle to the eye 24 diameters ; to the angle of 
the mouth it is contained 3% times in the length of the head. The 
apertures of the nostrils resemble those of d l .  tliyraoideu. The jam 
are nearly equal. The teeth of the upper jaw are placed in a single 
uninterrupted series ; they are distant, pointed, with two or three! in 
front of each eye longer than the rest, which are generally small. TBa 
teeth of the mesial line commence with a single series of three m o m  
ble conical teeth, of which the second is the longest of 111 ; behind it 
appears a double series of very small conical teeth, which, however, m 
coalesce into a single series; opposite the eye commences a singk 
series of palatal teeth which are conical and long. Those of the l o r a  
jaw consist of an external series, which is single uninterrupted d 
formed of small distant conical teeth; on the anterior half of ach 
branch appears an internal distant series composed of four long conial 
teeth, of which the anterior ones are placed at a little distance behind 
the symphysis. No tongue is distinguishable. The lateral line m 
marked by a aeries of minute white pores which follow the middle of 
the side to the caudal. The vertical diameter at  theocciput iscontained 
34 times in the length of the head ; in front of the anns it is of, but iu 
front of the caudal it is one diameter of the eye. The d o 4  originah 
far in front of the gill-opening, at the commencement of the posterior 
third of the head : the distance from the muzzle to the d o d  is 4 of 

the length of the head, thnt from the dorsal to the gillopening 4. Tb8 
dorssl rays are short, and hid by the membrane ; their length d o a  nd 
exceed + of the head, of which the caudal is about ++ The mns is 

situated at the end of the fifth-thirteenth of the total length ; the 6n 
commences at a short distance behind the vent ; the rays are a lit* 
rhorter than those of the dorsal. A smgle individual d on 



coast of Pinang in May 1845 ; a second, a little shorter than the for- 
.mer, was taken the following July in fresh water. 

Head small and short ; teeth numerous ; pectoral fins and gill-open- 
ing very small ; body compressed and very thin, tape-like ; dorsal and 
d fins amall, united at the tail, forming a point, 

A species of thia genus was found in the stomach of Johniw dia- 
eantlru, (LdpBde,) taken at Pinang. The effects of the process of 
digestion were such as but to admit the following characters to be 
ascertained. The colonr was a semipellucid opal, exhibiting numerous, 
somewhat distant s t r i e  or backwards directed angles, above and beneath 
the lateral line ; the iris was bluish silvery, the pupil circular black. 
The vertical diameter at the occiput slightly exceeded + of the greatest 
one of the body, which was about -& of the total length. The head 
w a s  amall, with a short very pointed muzzle. The profile of the forehead 
w a s  oblique, meeting the horizontal one of the lower jaw, which 
nearly equalled the length of the upper ; the length of the head was 
contained 174 times in the total ; the distance from the muzzle to the 
posterior circumference of the orbit was + of the length of the head. 
On each side of the upper jaw appeared five forwards-directed, pointed 
teeth, and in the intervals between them four smaller, similar ones. 
E a c h  branch of the lower jaw WRS armed with five teeth, somewhat 
longer, but resembling those of the upper jaw ; minute teeth appeared 
id the intervals between the three anterior longer ones. The roob of 
the pectorals were all that remained, and were placed close to the abdo- 
minal profile, immediately behind the gill-opening. The origin of the 
dorsal and anal fins could not be traced. The total length of the fish 
was 44 inches. From the peculiar dentition the species might be 
named : Leptocephalur dentex. A species of Leptocephalw occurs in 
the Bay of Bengal as far as the Sandheads.* 

* Mr. McClelland quote8 the Gen. Leptocephalur as excluirely inhabiting Great 
Britain. (dpodal fiber of Bmgd in Calc. Journ. of Nat. Hirf. V.,  p y a  226.) , 
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FAM. SYMBRANCHOIDB. 

GEN. S Y M B ~ N C H U B , ( B I O C ~ - S C A ~ ~ ~ ~ C T ,  1801 .) Cub, 18 17. 

(UNIBXANCHAPERTVRA, h~&&d~? ,  1803.-OPHISTEBNOW,* 
McClehnd, 1844 .) 

Differs from Sphagehranchurt by the branchice communicating out- 

side by a single apertnre, pierced under the throat and common to both 
sides ; pectorals none ; vertical fins nearly entirely adipose ; head thick ; 
muzzle rounded ; teeth obtuse ; opercles partly cartilaginous ; s i r  strong 
branchiostegons rays ; intestinal canal straight ; stomach distinguished 
by its being a little wider, and by a pylorio valve; caxa none; air- 
vessel long and narrow.$ 

SYMBRANCHU~ CALIGANS, Cantor. 

Plate VII. Figs. 1, 2, 3. 
Bdlut of the Malays. 
(Young ?) Head above and back impure lake-colonred with Jind 

* " OPEISTEBNON :" (SC*. OPEIOSTLBNUM.) " A Cingk tmammve opcdoj 
under the throat mnmm to both braneAig. There corvirt qffmr pac twed  e m &  
on each ride. Two ban& gf teeth on the dgea qf  the uppa jaw, b dart ur t i ly i  
nwr brrachid ray#. Eyer mall and placed or, the muzzle, teetk dirpomd in k.l 
wl the rider of tha jaw." ( M c C l e W :  Cdcutta Journal, Nat. Hut. V. 220.) 
Of the preceding charmctera the following are erroneous : two b a d .  fl teat& a 
the edger pf the upper jaw," and " 5 rAwt cartilaginour brmehial ray#." The 
upper jaw carries hut a ringle band of teeth, and there are riz branchiodegous, 
Bony rays on each side. After these errors hare bceo corrected, it is evident t h t  

Ophuternon, McClelland, is identical with 6ymbranehw. Mr. McCleIhmd h i d  
q u o h  the diEnition of 8ycnb*mhur, Bloch, immedirtely preceding that of OpY- 

ortarnun (1. a. 175). yet, b obnervm : " their branchh w e  ~t daniklfaLb 
# h e t h a t  the unmbrane cortairr a i r  atrmg rayr." (I. c. 157.) Aa Carier. bmara. 
bar confined hia di5nition to the diffarentid characten by which Qdrmdw i. 
diitinguishable from Sphagebranchur, the rimple inference from hiis d e ~ s  am- 
cerning the branchie is, that both genera have the mme number (four) on aeb ddL 
t SPHAGI~BMNCEUB (Bloch-Schneidu 1801.) Cuner, 1817. Di6m frcm 

M u r a a  principally by the brsnchial aperturu approaching cach otba onbr tb 
throat ; the vertical fins in several npeciea cornmenca to project near the td ; m m k  
extsnded and pointed ; rtomach like a long ml-de-MII ; inhtine rtuight ; air-vmd 
long, numw and placed far back. 

X The Asiatic s p e c i ~ ,  quoted in the following, have no air-vesd. 
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~.eflections, lighter on the sides and abdomen ; throat pale livid ; dorsal-, 
caudal- and anal- membranes pale carmine. 

I:} Br. TI. 
A 0 
EABIT.-&~ of Pinang. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 8+ inch. 

The head is conical, depressed, with rounded muzzle, swelling 
towards the occiput; the body ia cylindrical with the sides slightly 
compressed. of nearly equal diameter; the short, tapering tail is greatly 
compressed like a two-edged sword. The length of the head, from the 
m~lwle to the gill-opening, is contained 84 to 83 times in the total. 
The eye, a minute black speek, is situated nearly opposite the middle 
of the lip ; its distance from the muzzle is j of the lengtb of the head. 
That from the mnzzle to the angle of the mouth is + of the length of 
the head. The minute anterior nasal apertures are situated on each 
side of the mnzzle ; their magins are raised, not tubular. The larger, 
posterior apertures are situated obliqnely above the eyes ; they u e  of 
a lmceolate form, with the broader part in front of and on a higher level 
than the eye, and with the apex extending downwards and outwards to 
the supraorbital margin. The lips are membranous, the under one 
reverted over the lower jnw, which is very little shorter than the upper. 
The teeth are all blunt and minute, yet there is a perceptible difference 
in their length. Each branch of the npper jaw carries a series of ex- 
oessively fine, almost setaceous teeth, which under the symphysis 
become crowded and form a small triangular figure. The baae of both 
triangles is bordered by three teeth larger than the rest, and separated 
by a naked longitudinal interval. The palatal teeth are longer than 
the preceding, and are placed in a single close series, uninterrupted on 
the vomer. The teeth of the lower jaw are a little stronger than the 
palatal, and appear truncated; both branches carry a single series ; 
both coalesce on the symphysis where they expand in a semilunar band, 
three or four teeth deep. The fleshy tongue is elongated, conical, with 
rounded apex, extending to the symphysis ; it is moveable by means of 
a lax frenulum. The margins are thickened, rounded, forming a Ion- 
gitudiial groove along the upper surface of the tongue. Between the 
upper extremity of the hyoid bpne and that of the anterior branchid 



arch appears a small blind fossa, without sac, like that discovered by 
M. Johannes Miiller in another Indian species : Symbrancb m a -  

culatw, Bloch. (J. Mdler : Myxinoiden in Abhandl. d e  K6nigZ. A M .  
d e  Wwsenrch. Berlin. 1839. Berlin, 184 1, p. 245.) On ueh 
side of the pharynx is a small oval fleshy tubercle, behind which a 
second one studded with minute cnrd-like teeth, and immediately behiad 
the middle of the posterior branchial arch appear a few similar teeth, 
forming a short linear gmup accompanying the arch. The lax undi- 
vided gill-membrane is externally marked by some longitudinal f ~ w s  ; 

the posterior margin is backwards arched and extends to the upper 
third of the side, the origin of the lnteral line. The bony branchloo- 
tegous rays are short, but strong, compressed and of e q d  length ; the 
four upper ones are separated by a short interval from the two lower, 
which are also placed farther from each other than the preceding. Of 
the four densely fringed branchiae the posterior is the shorteet, md 
closely connected to the third branchial arch by a membrane with a 
small oval aperture in the middle. The lateral line is a p v e  com- 
mencing at the angle of the gillopening, and continuing a little nearer 
the back than the abdomen towards the anus; i t  proceeds along tin 
middle of the side of the tail to the caudal. The greatest vertial dia- 
meter, at the occiput, is contained 3+ times in the length of the heul ; 
at the anns 4+. The length of the tail varies from about + to + of the 
total. The skin is naked and lubricated by mucur. The membrlnoru 
dorsal commences opposite the anus, but ie not distinct on the anterior 
third of the tail. The anal resembles the dorm1 ; the height of either I 
scarcely exceeds + of the vertical diameter at the anns. Both nuits , 
with the short pointed caudal, which contains ten minute, jointed, aim- ~ 
ple rays. A solitary, apparently young, individual occurred a t  P k n g  
in September 1843 ; a second, 6f inch iu length, in February 1845. 

' The distance from the gill-opening to the heart slightly exceeds the 
length of the head. The digestive canal is a little leas than + of the 
total length. The clesophagus and stomach form an elongated cylinder, 
which gradually widens towards the pylorna, which is i o t e d y  
marked by a valve. The duodenum, which is narrower than the f d a a  
ef the stomach is situated in the middle of the digestive cod. The 
intestines form a simple cylinder, widening towards the rectum, witbo~t 
caecopyloric appendages or circumvolutions. The liver consists of a 
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very elongated single lobe with many tran~rersal incisions ; it com- 
mences from the bulbus arteriosus, and gradually .widening extellds to 

a short distance from anus ; the colour is pale reddish brown. The 
gall-bladder is small, oval, of a pale bluish green ; it is attached to the 
liver at a short distance in front of the pylorus, or nearly halfway 
between the muzzle and the anus. The spleen is elongated oval, 
smaller than the gall, and situated closely behind the pylorus. There 
is no air-vessel. 

Symbrmchw caligaw differs from S. gutturalis, Richardson, (Ich- 
thyol. Erebw and Terror, 49, PI. XXX, Pigs. 14-17.) from Dam- 
pier's Archipelago, by ite proportionally longer head, and shorter tail : 
in the latter species the head is of, the tail less than 3 of the total 
length, and there are 7 caudal rays. 

From Symhranchw immaculatw, Bloch* the present also differs 
by a proportionally longer head, and shorter tail. Of a number of S. 
immaculatur examined, the majority had 5 caudal rays, few 3, 6 or 7. 

Bloch. XII. 77, Tab. 419, Fig. 1. (Bscl. Hobit. 8Ufi~m.) STN : SF- 
branchw hmaakhu, Shw,  IV. 36.-8ynbrachw fnnnacuhtw, Cuder, B. A. 
11. 354(*).-8+rorehw immamlotw, MWer, Myxinoid. in Abh. der K8nigl. 
A U .  Berlin, 1839, 245.-Ophulemm beagdnuir, McClelhd:  Cdc. Jonrn. 
Nat. Hist. V. 197 and 220, PI. XI. Pig. 1-2.-M. Johnnee Miiller, 1. c. pointn 
oat the error committed by Bloch, who considered 5. immaculatw, which he re- 
ceived from Tranquehar, to be identical d t h  another distinct speciar inhabiting 
Surinam. To avoid confarion, a epecific name requires to be given to the Brasiliaa 
speciar. 8. immaecrlatw is nnmerous in the Hooghly, and appears daily in the 
Pkh B-rs of Calcutta. Indiiidmlr exceeding 14 inch- in length, are ramly 
m, but they am a i d  to attain to two feet. The description of thin apecia given 

Mr. McClsllurd under the name of Ophintmwn brngokrrir u defective and 
dufignred by the following erron. The eyes are repmrented M being " placsd 
Mom and extend to the posterior apertnrw of the nostril ;" the brancbid n y s  
ue u id  to be five and to be cartilrginoum, and the muillary teeth are described 
and fipred M " forming a c-t in front under the apex of the jaw." 

The porkxior apertnnr of the nostrilr are pierad vertically between, not behind 
the eyer ; a trngent of the posterior margin of the aperture continued downwards, 
touch  the posterior orbital margin ; but a tangent of the anterior margin of the 
aperture, if prolonged vertically, diridu the eye. There are nixix, bony, branchioe 
kguas nys ,  and the muilluy teeth of both branch- do not waleem in a -cant 
h e a t h  tbe symphyais, bat am separated, and terminate in two small.trtnglee re 

deroribed iu 8. calipana. In a namber of individnalr of SymbrancAw immaculr- 

8 a 
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In Ophutenzon hepaticur, McClelland, (Calc. Journ. Nat. Hist. 
198 and 22 1, Tab. XI. Fig. 3-4) the eyes are said to be placed a 

little before the posterior openings of the nostrils." Both description 
and figures are too. defective to identify the species. 

With the two branchial apertures united nnder the throat in a trms 
rersal fissure, divided in the middle by a partition; dorsal and a d  
only visible in the middle of the tail and uniting at its point ; teah 
like those of a card k the jaws and palatals ; brauchiostegous n ~ s  six; 
branchime three. 

t w  the length of the head varied from 94 timea in, to of the total, and that dthe 
hil from 5) to 34. hr obwrved by M. Jobannes MiiUer, thin rpeeia har mad 
matomid characterr resembling thom of Amphipaow euehia, (Bndun. Huuilta). 
Sra. Dordoo Pawn, R w d l  : XXXV.- Unibranchaputurcl cuehu, h h a n .  ZI.r. 
16, 368, PI. XVI. Rg. 4. (Spon. erelw.J-8Jyrbrauhw cuehia. Cuv. B A. 11. 
354 (s). (Synou. ctc1w.j-Crchia, Taylor, in Glaninga in Wema, 11. 173.- 
ffpdrmuhu eanhia, Swainlon, 11. 336.-Ophichlhy~ paclahu, S d n w n .  U- 
Anyhipmow cuck,  MPler : Arehiv. 15, 1840.--dt~phip~a~~ c u c h .  J. M i t k  : 
Myxinoiden in Abh. Berl. Akad, 1839, 244. (Berlin, 1841).-CrcYa, MeChll l ,  
M a .  J o ~ r n .  Nat. Hirt. IV. 411.-PneaMbreachw rhjotw, McCldhad : C.Lc. 
Jonm. Nat. Hut. V. 192 and 219, PI. XII1.-Pnmmabraach Irpr-, McCM- 
land, ibid. 195 m d  219.-Pneuclcobmchw albinw, MaClelland, ibid. 196 d 21% 
Lkn~doo Pawn, R w U ,  XXXV, hm been idmti6ed by tbs mmi~tia .I a 

rpeuimen in the dlwtim of Mr. Walter Elliot, who obtained it from &a h.k 
pflly Lake. Tbe direormy of the lung-like m a  of thL eel belong b J . m s  Tayk, 
Esq. lata Civil S w p n  of Daoca, m d  h~ bw31 acknowldged by Mr. JM 
Miillsr. Although tbs t r i ~ t i s e   titled : " Apod.1 f i 8 h  pf  ~ d , "  h.. 

nothing new to our knowledge. of the anatom y md h a b h  of tbe b.h, ao rsiarca l 
wde in it to Mr. Taylor's original w m m u ~ t i o n  in ' O l u a i a f ~ i .  &iacc,' (L c) 
Bussell dimrered Amphipmu m h i a  in the Ankapill y Lake ; Buchuua 
o h e d  the 6rh in river8 and pon& of the Sonth Eut puta of Ban&, .Id Mr. 
W. OriaL in bma. In Daeamber 1848 m individual WM taken in tho CL 
aaub near our a m p  at Runn-r, m d  in P e b r n y  1049 another ro bknm in tb 
lehlnm dot Iu from oar Camp at Chillianwda. (Punjaub.) 

* OPEICABDIA : (Scr. Orarocnn~~n)." Two h r d  ban& of bdb m tb 
mppr and om on the lower jaw; a dryb trmavme opening under rb w. 
divarging on airbsr rida to ths ~ i U 8 ,  which colvht of three d&htly padim& 
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~ o ~ o ~ ~ ~ s n a  JAVANICU8, Ladpede. 

Plate V. Fige. 6, 7, 8. (Nat. size.) 

Monopiere javanaie, Ladp. 11. 139. 
Unibranchaperture lisse, Ladp. V. 658, PI. 17, Fig. 3. 
Monopterus javanicus, Shaw, IV. 39. 
MonoptLe javanais, Cuvier, R. A. 11. 354. 
Monopterus jaranensis, Swainson, 11. 336. 
Ophicardii phayriana, McClelland : Calc. Journ. of Nat. Hist. V. 

191, 218, P1. XII.Fig. 1. 
Monopterus leevis, Richardsou : Voy. Sulph. Ichth. 1 16.* 
Monopterns cinereus, Richardson : i6id. 117, P1. 52, Fig. 1-6. 

(Synm exclw.) 
Monopterus T (Symbranchus ?) xanthognathns, Richardson, i U .  

118, P1. 52, Pig. 77 
Monopterus hvis, Richardson, Report, 1845, 3 15. 
Monopterus cinereus, Richardson, ib id.  3 15. 
Ophicardia xanthognatha, Richardson, ib id.  1 16 ? 
Nlnt  of the Malnys. 

(Young.) Head above, back and sides above the lateral line black- 
ish brown with bluish reflections ; rest of the sides, throat and abdomen 
pale brownish blue ; fin-membranes blackish. Iris pale golden, dotted 
with brown ; pupil circular black. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 4+ to 6+ inch. 
(Adult.) Ground colour of head above, cheeks, back and sides 

. above the lateral line reddish yellow ochre, or pale greenish yellow ; 
rest of the sides, throat and abdomen pale yellow ochre or buff; head 
back and sides so densely spotted with blackish brown, as to leave but 

mmbs ; no acnIea, five rays in each side of the branchid membmne. There ir bat o m  
.pccisr known .nd this has no u r - r d . "  (McCleIhd : CJe. Jam. Nat. Hbt .  V. 
175.) The characbn by which Ophicardia im supposed to differ from Mmoplmm 
ue tlm w i p e d  single tnuuvcmm opening rmder the throat, m d  the five b m a h i a  
~ o u  rays :--both ah.mcbn, however, bnppen to be erroneow, u " Ophicordia 
phayrha," like a Moroptnar, h u  ~KIO b r o ~ h u l  spertsra and rir b r a c h h t q -  
ow ray#. 

Sir John Riohardmob bu i&nti6d this fib with U n i b r m ~ h c n  liur, 
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little of the ground-colonr to. view like single small spob;  c h a k ~ ,  
throat and abdomen with paler and fewer brown spots; abdomen in 
some individuals not spotted ; h te rd  line of the gronnd-colonr of the 
body. Iris light brown, with a narrow golden ring enclosing the 

pupil.* 
TOTAL LENGTH : lo* to 20f inch. 

{ 3, 4 or 5, Br. VI. 

HABIT. -~~U of pinany, Malayan peninsula. 
Arracan coast, Snnda isles, Chinn Seas, (Hong-Kong, Car- 

ton, Chusan, Woosung.) 

The general form of the fish is cylindricnl, grndually tapering from 
the occiput, where the diameter is greatest, to the tail which is gnrtly 
compressed, like a two-edged sword, and tapers more suddenly than 
the body, terminating in a sharp point. The head is conical, swelling 
towards the occiput, the profile of which is more or less arched. Be- 
tween the eyes the head is somewhat depressed, and the pmfde s l o p  
towards the rounded depressed muzzle, which slightly projects beyond 
the rounded narrower apex of the lower jaw. Both individually and 
according to its age this species presents considerable variations in i b  
external characters. The following have been found constant in r 
number of individuals of different size. The body is viscou; and without 
scales. The eye is situated above the middle of the upper lip, almost 
bordering upon the profile ; the form of the eye is oval, m d  it is obliquely 
placed, with the greatest diameter diverging backwards and d o w n 4  
' The distance between the posterior mnrgins of the eye is therefore 

greater than that between the anterior margins ; the distances fmm the 

* Spcdmenm praured in spirits of wine chmga the wloun, md q p a r  r 
ducribed by Sir John Richardron. Moroptew hair, Corpora a r y o p h ~ ~  
bmnneo immamlato, mbtb  pallidiori ; gmir punchtin."-Mmptcru 
*"l'he soloar of the drh generally M lead-grey, paler benath, and thickly mp&ld 
on the back and ddw with mmd pointa of hair brown. Them am mmo CJI 
mtreakr on the top of the bud." (Voy. W p h .  IeAth. pp. 116, 117.) l'b 
hwiw from which Moroptew xaathognothwr w u  hkm, bu nidcne barn 
eolomred from a living or fresh firh. 
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eye to  the muzzle, and that to the angle of the lips are nearly equal. 
The anterior nasal apertures are very minute, with a slightly raised 
margin, but not tubulnr, and situated on each side of the muzzle ; the 
posterior ones open on the crown of the head ; although small, they are 
conspicuously larger than the anterior; they are pyriform with the apex 
close to the centre of the supraorbital margin, and they are directed 
obliquely inwards, so that the distance between their fnndus, which is a 

little beyond the anterior orbital margin, is less than that between the 
apex of both. The narrow lips are membranous, the upper one slightly, 
t he  lower verr reflex ; their commissure is situated considerably less 
than half the distance between the muzzle and the gill-opening. The 
teeth are villiform, somewhat varying in length ; under a lens they 
appear conical, slightly recurvous, with a blunt apex. Those of the 
upper jaw form a narrow band, tapering towards the angle of the mouth ; 
a t  the symphysis the band of each limb forms a short linear process, 
separated by a linear naked interval. The palatal band resembles the 
maxillary, but both branches coalesce on the vomer at an acute 
angle, and internally and externally the band is enclosed by a papillary 
fold of the membrane lining the palate, which gives the baud the ap- 
pearance of being broader than it really is. On each side of the 
pharynx, between the root of the posterior free gillarch and the fourth 
appears a small rounded tubercle, studded with minute card-like teeth. 
Immediately behind the middle of the fourth, posterior arch, appears 
a short linear group of similar teeth. The teeth of the lower jaw re- 
semble the rest; the bands of both branches taper towards the angle 
of the mouth; on the symphysis they either coalesce or are separated 
by a linear interval. Also this band is ititernally lined by a papillular 
daplieatnre of the membrane of that part of the mouth. The fleshy 
moreable tongue is elongated, tapering into a narrow flattened and 
rounded apex. The upper surface is papillular, like the roof of the 
mouth ; the anterior half is flattened and thin, the posterior is thick, 
hollowed into a longitndinal channel between the two rounded 
margins, whicb Lacephde from the MS. of Commerson describes as 
two tubercles at the base of the tongue. 

Between the root of the upper extremity of the hyoid bone and the 
anterior gillarch, but nearer the former, appears r small blind fossa, ap- 
parently without sac, like that of Symbranchur. The oblique gill-opening8 
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are almost confined to the abdominal surface, meeting at an acute lngk 
on the throat; they are divided by a thin longitudinal septnm, whieh 
does not, however, extend as far back as the angle of the gill-openings, 
and they consequently have the appearance of being single as kr the 
Gen. Symbrandus. A fold, corresponding to the septnm, rpp- on 

the external rurface of the membrane. In the posterior half of each 
cavity appear three small, but slightly curoed bony arch-, with minub 
branchile. The fourth, posterior, arch is entirely hidden by the in*- 
ments. The brmchiostegou rays are generally short, but unequal: 
the four npper ones are placed closely together, the two lower ones at 

rome distance below the former ; the second upper ray and the two 
lower ones are of nearly equal length, about double that of the re- 
maining three. A linear groove marks the lateral lioe, which continu- 
nearly in the middle of the side to the point of the tail. I n  specimen: 
preserved in spirita of wine the contraction of the muscles prodocrr 
another linear groove dividing the space between the back and the 
lateral line. All the preceding characters correspond to those d 
Monopthe jaaanaw, Ladphde. The following are the characters which 
vary, not only accordirrg to age, but even in individuals of q u a 1  dimcll- 
rions. The length of the head (measnred from the snout to the hinder 
angles of the gill-openings,) varies from A of, to 15+ times in the total; 
the tail from 3 of to 2f in the total length. Generally the beul is 
proportionally shorter in the young, but the tail looger than in tbe 
adult. The distance between the eyes, acrose the forehead, is aoteriorly 
about three-, posteriorly about four diameters of the eye. On the top 
of the head, on the npper lip and the throat appear some minute di- 
tant pores, the number of which varies individually. Of the thrsr 
united fins the two are entirely membranous ; the very small a n d d  
encloses from two to five undivided rays, so very minute, that a lens 
is required to observe them through the semitransparent membrane. 
I n  adult individuals they are frequently not distinguishable. The dor- 
d commences a little behind the root of the tail, rising into a lor d 
above the middle of the tail and then gradually decreasing t a d  th 
caudal. The anal may be traced from the anus in the form of a miad 
line, sunk in a groove ; on the posterior two thirds of the tail it forma 
a skinny hem, less elevated thau the dorsal. Both ue frequently r q  

indirtinct in individuals of all nges, and can then buely be dir-bd 
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by their semitransparency. Single individuals occur on the coasts of 
Pinang at all seasons. 

The constant characters occur in Monopterus I-, Richardson, 
and in M. cinerew, Richardson ; of the inconstant charactere some 
are applicable to either.-@hiocardia phayriana, McClelland, is de- 
scribed as having two short tubular nostrils at the extremity of the 
muzzle, and five branchiostegous rays. .Both characters are erroneous, 
and the fish nowise differs from M. javanicua.-Monoptmcs grammima, 
(Cantor,)* observed a t  Chnaan and in Japan, presents the following 
differences. The head is contained about 10+ times in the total length, 
the tail from 4+ to 5, and in a japmese specimen it was about 7 times 
in the total. The head is consequently proportionally longer, and the 
tail shorter than in M. javanima. The liring individuals examined in 
1840 at Chusan had the head, back and sides above the,lateral line of a 
reddish yellow ground-colour ; the rest of a dark buff; the whole body 
covered with numerous black irregular lines, like inscriptions, leaving but 
little of the yellow and buff to view. In other external, and in anatomical 
characters they agreed with M. jaoanicua, and it remains to be ascertained 

- ~ 

if the above mentioned differences are constant, specific, or merely in- 
dividual. The original of M. xanthognathus, Richardaont is either 
M. javanieus, or M, grammicw, if the latter is a distinct species. 

I n  M o n o p t w  javaninrr the heart is situated a t  a distance behind 
the gill-openings of about 1+ times the length of the head. The digea- 
tive canal is about 8 of the total length. The cesophagus and stomach 
form a long canal, which gradually widens towards the pylorus, 
and is about + of the digestive cand ; on the internal surface appear 
some longitudinal rugae, which terminate at a short distance from the 
pylons. The origin of the duodenum is idternally marked by a very 
distinct valve, and externally by a considerable constriction. The 

* SYN. 8ymbrmhw prarnmicw, Cantor : Ann. and Mag. of Nat. Hist. IX. 
30.-Manoptmu mamwratw, Temminck et Schlegel : Fauna Japan.-Monop- 
Imu murwatw, Richnrdron : Report, 1845, 315. Thii eel ia numerolu at 
Chtuva in rtreamleta, canala and estuaries. An it is a favourite article of food, 
it k kept by the inhabitants of C h u ~ n  in large jars with fresh water. But it ir 
capable of living a considerable time out of water. It  is of roraciour habib, 
feeding on amdler dnhea, and it taken hookr baited with earth-worms. 

t Vqagr qfH. M. 1.. Sulphur, Ichlhyobgy : 118, Pl. 52, Fig. 7. 



cats of the stomach u e  perceptibly thicker than those of the mtistincs, 

which form a narrow cylinder without ec~eopyloric appendages a cir- 
cumvolutions, m d  widen a little towards the mw. The liver is b a r ,  
consisting of a single lobe, but subdivided by nnmcmru mull tram- 
verse incisions ; it accompanies the stomach and termbates a lit& 
behind thp pylorns. 

ORDO PLECTOGNATHI. 

PAM. BALISTISIDIIG. 

GEN. BALISTES, ( [h ted i ]  Lind, 1748) Cu&, 1817. 

Body compressed; iu each jaw a single series of eight, gelledj ' 
trenchant, teeth ; skiu scaly or granulated, but not exactly osscopi ; 

anterior dorsal composed of one or more spines, articulated with a p 
cnliar bone, fixed to the skull and furrowed to receive the spines ; pos 
tenor dorsal soft, long, opposite to a nearly similar anal ; rentrals nooe, 
but a pelvic bone suspended to those of the shoulder. 

BALISTES CONSPICILLUM, Bloch-Schneider. 

Renard : I. 15, Fig. 88. 
Baliste americain, LadpBde, I. 377, PI. 16. Fig. 2. 
Balistes conspicillurn,' Bloch-Schneider, 474. 
Balistes bicolor, Shaw, V. 407, PI. 168. 
Lesson et Garnot: Voy. de la Coquille, PI. 9. 
Quoy et Gaimard : Uranie, PI. - Fig. 1. 
Balistes conspicilium, Cuv. R. A. 11. 373, note. 
Rhinacanthus wnspicillum, Swainson, 11. 325. 
Bdistes conspicillurn, Richardson : Report, 1845, 201. 
I)distes conspicil~om, Temm. et Schl. Fauna Japon. P b  T.b. 

CXXIX. Fig. 1. (dctrCt.) 

(Young, from 1 to 3 inch. in length.) Head above, back md  UP^ 
half of the sides pale rust-coloured or reddish brown, with more or less 
distinct sod-colonred, short, longitudinally undulating lines or spots; 
lower half of sides, thront and abdomen impure brownish white with 
pale brown patches ; in some on the sides of the head and body a few 



distant white dots ; fins brownish white ; second dorsal, caudal and 
anal with large brownish grey or black patches. Iris pale flosted 
dlvery minutely dotted with brown ; in some with three or four in- 
distinct radiating brown bars ; orbital margin blackish. 
(From 3 to 6 in&. in length.) Yellowish-, reddish- or blackibb- 

brown, back darker, abdomen lighter than the rest ; aides, throdt and 
abdomen in some individunls with more ot less distinct ro.unded whitish 
spots* ; and in others an indietinct whitish forwards arched band 
from eye to eye ; pectorals trsnsparent brownish grey with a blackish 
spot at the toot ; rest of the flns brownish black, darker than the body ; 
the basal half of their membranes in some individualr with vety indis- 
tinct whitish spots. Iris pale silvery rout~d the pupil ; rest black. 

D 3-23,24 or 25, C lo+, A so, 21 or as, P 14 or 16, Bt. VI. 
 HABIT.-^^^ of Malayan Pmin6uh and Islandr. 

Japan, China Sea, Natunas, Indian Ocean, Mauritius, 
Madagascan 

TOTAL LENGTH : 6 inch. 
When the pelvic spine is withdrawn the general outline of the bodf 

is oral. The length of the head, from the mnezle to the upper part of 
the gill-opening, is contained 3+ times in the total length. The anterioi 
angle of the orbit is situated close to the profile above the centre of the 
length of the head,%f which the horizontal diameter is + ; the distanoe 
rcroes the slightly arched forehead is a little less than two diameterm 
Esch nostril has two small tubular npertures situated a little in front of 
the autetior angle of the orbit i the anterior aperture is directed forwardq 
the posterior backwards. The mouth is small with fleshy lips, Yn 
each jaw appear eight obliquely trnncated, trenchant teeth, gradually 
increasing in size towards the symphysis. In the teeth of the upper 
jaw the internal surface is latger than the external, elongated oval, 
httened with a rounded impression at the anterior part. In young 
individuals the internal rnrface is finely transversely furrowed, but 
with a@ it becomes smooth. The internal surface d the teeth of 
tha lower jaw is hlmost entirely hid by r small crescent-shaped 

* I n  one individual, taken off the Nvtruun frles, (4'3 N. L. 108. E. in the 
~utbem part bf the China &A,) the body raid to be cotered with blood red 
rpotn; a h r  M b g  k n  pra#acd ia ytitita at sins, it r p p d  of a ulfwmly 



membrane. The tongue is small, rounded, flesh J a d  tied to the ha 
of the moutb. The anterior dorsal commences ..little behind tbe .~r- 

tenor third of the back, the caudal not included ;. the first @e ia rev 
thick, with the anterior rounded margin prickly ; the aides are a m d ,  
longitudinally striated ; the length is less than + of the head ; but in 
very young individuals it is proportionally a little longer. The d 
spine, which at the root is in contact with the former, is much slendna, 
~mooth, and but 3 of the anterior ; it is easily laid d o n ,  and when it 
reclines, the nnterior trigger-like spine spontaneously follows. The third, 
slender spine is placed at a distance from the m n d  of twice ita own 
length, which is + of that of the former ; it may be reclined atba 
forwards or backwards in the groove of the back. 'All three spines am 
connected by a lax membrane. The distance from the first to the 
third spine equnls the length of the former, and dso the distance from 

the third spine to the posterior dorsal fin. The latter is nearly qni- 
lateral triangular. The anterior four rap, of which the first and second 
are undivided, rapidly increase in length ; the fifth and aixth u e  tbe 
longest, by 3 longer than the first dorsal spine ; the succeeding nys 
gradually decrease ; the last, which is undivided, equals the third spine. 
The sides of all the rays of this and the remaining fins are covered with 
minute spines. The extent of the base of the second d o r d  q d  the 
distnnce of this fin from the first dorsal spine. ~ ~ d i i t a n c e  from the 
caudal equals that from t b  third spine. The eaudd is broad with& 
posterior margin convex ; the length is a little kss,than the bqpt 
dorsal nye. The anus is situated opposite the fird do& ray; thc 
ma1 fin commences opposile the fourth ; the extent of the bgs is a 
little shorter than that of the posterior d o d  ; in other nspeets thc 
two are equd and terminate opposite each other. The length of the 
roanded pectorals is.a little more than 3 of the herd. The pel* spim 
protrudes but very little, and ie but slightly protractile; externally its 
length equals that of the longest dorsal rays ; the triangular dewlap 
has the anterior and posterior margins equal, but the brsa, from tLc 
mot of the pelvic spine to the anus, exceeds by + the two mugiu. 
The vertical diameter of the occiput equals the length of the head ; that 

in fmnt of the posterior dorsal is contained 2f. times in tho total I@; 
when the pelvic mpine is protracted the greatest vertical diameter is + d 
the total length. The body is covered with rhomboidal prickly sabc At 



a little distmoe beneath the back and behind the pectonls, each d a  

is provided with a m t n l ,  backwards arched, small but strong spine; 
forming longitudinal series, of which upwards of 20 may be counted 
between the p te r io r  dorsal and the anal, 10 on the tail. At the lower 
put of the dewlap these spinea appear in clusters of from three to 
five. 

The stomach is capacio,us, elongated ; it contained remains of fish ; 
(in several, of Exmetur nigripennw, Cuv. and Val.) The intestinal 
canal is wide, contained about 1s times in the total length. The liver is 
large ; the right lobe coneieta of two elongated portions ; the left is 
broader and deeply clefk. The gall-bladder is large, ovoid, expanded 
with a whitish green fluid ; the spleen is small. The ailvery air-vessel 
i. elongted oval, occupying the upper part of the abdominal cavity. 
At Pinang and Singapore this species is numerous at all seasons. 

GKN. MONACANTHUB, Cum'er, 1817. 

Scales small, covered with stiff asperities, close like velvet ; extre- 
mity of the pelvis salient and spinous ; anterior dorsal fin with a large 
prickly spine, and a second almost imperceptible. 

MONACANT~US murenmsue, (LinnB.) 
Seba: 111. Tab. XXIV. Fig. 18. 
Gronov. MRS. Tab. VI. Fig. 5. 
Balisten tomentosus, LinnB : Syst. 1463.* 
B a l i w  tomentoms, Shaw, V. 401, P1. 169. 
Monacanthus tomentosns, Cuvier, R. A. 11. 373 (3 
(Young.) Yellow; dewlap washed with grey ; except the throat a d  

dewlap, the rest of the body with numerous small rounded cobalt blue 
spots ; first dorsal spine yellow with three blackish rings, membrane 
blnish white minutely dotted with brown ; posterior dorsal, anal and 
pectorals yellowish, transparent ; caudal rays whitiah, membrane bhck. 
Iris pale golden, orbital margin blackish. 
D 2-31, C lo+, -A 28, P 12, Br. VI. 
HABIT.-Sea of Yinang. 

Indian Ocean. 
TOTAL L l a a r a  : 3+ inch. 

* Dirtinct from Bdirtw tmrrtwu, Bloch, Pl. 148, which Cuvicr refen to 

Pim ace, Mucgr.  154. Mr. Swhwn quotea ths spedcr of Bloch, (Sw. 11. 327.) 
8 a 2 



Whm the pelvic spine io wit&- tho outlies ~f tbe body ir 
' 

elongated o d .  The lsngth of the bud, horn the m w l e  to 4 little be- 
bind the orbit, L contained 3+ timm in the The eye is u t d  .I 
a little distance beneath the firat d o 4  apme, and abme the prctormh 
and gill-openingo ; the horizontal diameter Is $of tho leagth of the 4 4  
and equals the distance between the eyes. The. nostrils, lips, -& 
a d  tongue resemble those orgqns of Balirter - c i l l r .  The frrt 
d o 4  spine rises above the eye r it is llpoderstely strong, slightly ual~~I 
and serrated both on the anterior aad posterior margin : it ir 4 liule 
lesa than + of the length of the head ; the second spine is verp 81- 
der, like a bristle and flexible, + of the length of the former. Theu 
connecting membrane extends but little behipd the orbit ; ib diatanm 
from the posterior dorsal equals the length of the first spine. The fin& 
four rnys of the posterior dorm1 gmdudly increase in length ; the tit& 
ray, from which the rest very slowly decrease, is but little longer th.p 
the horizontal diameter of the eye ; the extent of the bnse is f of the 
length of the head ; the distance from the caudal is + of the =tent 
the base. All the rays of the posterior dorsal, the anal and the pecto- 
rals are undivided and spinons on their sides. The caudal is eloupted, 
with the posterior mnrgin rounded ; all the rays exoept the upper .nd 
lower, nre divided ; the length of the central ones is # of the had. 
Although the anal commences a little in front of the posterior d o 4  
the extent of its bnse is not longer ; in other respecto it rescmbla the 
dorsal. The pectorals are rounded, ) of the length of the hmd. The 
point of the pelvb spine barely projects beyond the integumcob ; the 
spine is large, arched ; + of the length of the head ; it i very p- 
tile, farming the anterior margin of the triangular dewlap ; the b.# d 
the latter equals this margin ; but the posterior margin is s h o w  by +, 
The vertical diameter of the protracted dewlap is conkined 2+ tima h 
the total ; in front of the posterior d o 4  it is 4 of the t0t.l. a 
whole body has a downy appearmce from being a o v e d  with -w 
prickles, rough to the touch ; those of the tail are a little loqger (L.11 

the rest. A solitary individual occurred at Piarng is Jdy, 1&14. 

MONACANTHUS GEOQEAPHJCUB, (Pbron.) 

Balistem geographicus, Pdron. 
M o m t h w  geographicus, Cuv. R. A. 11.373 (I), PI. XI. @. 2 

P-wJ 



d o n r a e t h m  gcognphions, 8wainron, 11. 327. 
Ground-colour pals p n w h  blue with scattered small brown spotr 8 

from the aptsrior prrt of the base d the posterior dorsal to behind the 
eye an oblique, undulating, lilnc brorniish band, edged with whitish, and 
with numerous small brown spotr ; a second similar from the middle 
of the base of the posterior dorsal t o  beneath the pectorals ; a third 
from the posterior part of the latter fin and the tail to the anus ; theae 
bands a n  frequently interrupted or broken up, so as to make the body 
memble a geogmphicd ol~art of islands ; from the anterior part of the 
orbit three or four short radiating brownish bands ; first dorsal rpine 
greenish blue, indiatinotly annulated with brown ; membrane pale l i l ~ a  
clouded and minutely dotted with brpwn ; rays of posterior dorsal, 
mudal and anal pale greenish blue; tlieir membranes pale brownish 
1.h~ transparent; basal half of dorsal with three or four parallel undu. 
lating brown lines ; anal with n dark brow11 net-work ; anterior two 
thirds of caudal with numerous brown dotted lines, parallel to the 
posterior margio, nea; whioh 6 or 7 pale blackish lilac confluent lines 3 

lower part of the dewlap pale whitish lilac with small brown spots. 
Iris frosted rilrery, with indistinct radiating brownish barn. 

D S 2 9 ,  31 or 32, C lo+, A 29, 30, 31 or 32, P 13 or 12, Br. V. 
HABIT.-~~~I  4 Pinang, Singapore, Malayan PcninruZa. 
TOTAL LEWOTE : 8+ inch. 
When the pelvic spine is withdrawn, the form of the body is nearly 

rhombic. The length of the head, from the maule to a little behind the 
orbit ia contained 34 times in the total. The eye is sitnated at a ahort di* 
tance beneath the first dorsal spine ; the posterior margin of the orbit is 
immediately above the:gill-opening ; the horizontal diameter of the eye is 
contained 4+ times in the length of the head. The outline of the foreked 
i.l concave, ascending towards the first d o r d  spine ; angular from s i b  
to side ; the horizontal distanae between the eyes equals one diameter. 
The nostrils, lips, teeth and tongue reclemble those orgnns of Bolirte, 
conrpieillum. The four upper branchiostegous rays are slender like 
bairn, the  fifth is broad, sabre-like, with the npper margin elongated ; it 
appears like two mldered together ; the first d o r d  sapiqe is strong and a 
little backwards arched ; tbe anterior surface is roupded, longitudinally 
farrowed md very prickly ; the posterior ir smooth, with about 7 strong 
domrnrdr directed thorna on each ride ; the length of the spine eqPrls 
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the distance from the m d e  to the eye. The membrane is mrg short 
and mmpleteiy envelops the minute slender seoond spiw. Tbe f n m w  
of the back is very shmt and not intended to receive the fimt spine, 
which can but partially be laid down, so as not to touch the back, by 
mEning the seoond. The distance from the l r s t  spine to the po- 
rior dorsal fin is undulating, gradnelly ascending, and eqnds the di, 
tance from the muzzle to the first epine. All the rays of the p m t e r k  
dorsal are undivided, with minute spines; the first is but little s h e  
than the second and third, the longest, which a n  3 of the first d d  
spine. The succeeding raps gradually decrease ; the bare ir r a~ r  
doping ; its extent equals the distance from the first dorsal spinc Tbs 
distance from the caudal is % pf the base. The and fin is placed o p  
posite to the posterior dorsal which it 'resembles. The caudal is bmul 
rounded ; in individuals from 5 inches in length and more, tbe upper, 
undivided ray, and the adjoining half of the second, divided one, pmject 
beyond the others, an& form a kind of short filament. The len* of 
the central rays are in young individuals +, in older,4$, in the total. The 
pectorals are rounded, 3 of the length of the head. The pelvic 
is strong, nearly + of the total length, and very protractile. Nar th 
scarcely projecting apex is a deep naked incision in the anterior margin, 
with five strong upherds directed thorns. At the incision then  ir DO 
joint in the cpine, but there is one a little lower down, so &at tbe 
thorny apex of the spine is freely moveable both forwards and back- 
wards. The figure in R2gne Animal incorrectly repreamto the pdric 
spine with two beckwards moveable pieces. The dewlap is large, tri- 
angular, with the loner ;art arched, scaleless and half transparent ; in 
it are enveloped upwards of 33 tendinous liues, the points of -hi& 
slightly project beyond the margin ; es many of them .re divided, thq 
have the appearance of rays. The shape of the expnnded dewlap is in 
early age triangular ; with age the posterior angle becomes t m d .  
The base of the tr'mgle equals the length of the pelvic spine ; the uchcd 
lower margin is by one third shorter. When the dewlap is ex+, 
the vertical diameter at the first dorsal spine is contained timea in 
the total length ; between the posterior dorsal and the anal it is 24. 

The whole body is covered with minute crowded, backwards d i d  
rpiner ; near the upper and lower margin of the tail appeam a b&a- 
d i d  series of four larger d m ,  each armed with a 'ahort bat amsg 



forArda arcbed spiue. Individumls leas than about 4 imehes in length, 
present no trace of thew spines. This rpecies bas a lateral line, the 
course of which is distinguished by a line of spines a little larger than 
tbe re&. I t  commences at the posterior margin of the orbit, ascending 
alightly towards the poatcrior dorsal, when it abruptly deseends towardr 
the middle of the side, and then continues straight to the caudal. At 
itr origin it gives"off a rbort vertical brnnch to the root of the first 
dorsal spine ; a second above the orbit and nostril towards the muzzle ; 
a third along the lower margin of the orbit, where it subdivides in an 
upper branch which prbceeds horizontally to the chin, and in a lower 
undulating obliquely downwude to the dewlap. .kt P k n g  Lhi species 
k numerous at all maons. 

MONACANTHU~ PENICILLIGERUS, (PBron.) 

Balistes penicilligerus, PBron. 
Manacanthus penicilligerus, Cuv. R. A. 11. 374 ('), P1. XI. Fig. 3. 
Chsetodermis penicilligerus, Swainson, 11. 327. 
Ground-colour pale whitish green, with numerous black liner ; those 

m u d  the orbit radiating, those of the rest of the head and tbe body 
longitudinal, nndnkting ; side by side, behind and between the eye and 
gill-opening, two large round purplish black spots, both longitudinally 
divided by a bandwf brilliant ultramarine; through which passes one of 
the bladr lines of the body ; behind the orbit a smaller purplish black 
rpot, edged with pale blue, and three similar, vertically placed between 
the middle of the posterior dorsal and the anal ; along the base of the 
latter fins, the dewlap and the caudal several irregular black spots; 
vines of the body hydine ; lips and filaments whitish red, the htter 
dotted and zinged with black ; dorsal spine whitish grey with black 
rpoG ; membrane hyaliie, dotted with brown ; fin-rays browniab wbite ; 
membranes hyaline; those of the posterior dorsal, caudal and anal 
with numerous small rounded black spots plroed in series parallel with 
the base of the fins. Pnpil black, horizontally elliptical ; iris golden 
brow, with u x  radiating pale crimson bars. 
D 1-23 or 26, C lo+, A 21 or 24, P 13, Br. V. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinang, Singapore. 
TOTU LENGTE : b ~ h .  
The fonn ia rbombic, bat appears shorter and broader than that of 
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M. geographicrs. The length af the head frbm the muzzle to a i i  
behind the orbit, is contained d+ time8 in the total. The p t e r i o r  
margin of the orbit is situated near1 J in the middle between the d o d  
spine and the gill-opening the horizontal diameter of the eye is 3 of the 
length of the head ; the hori~ontal diameter between both exceeds the 
diameter by +. The nostrils, lips, teeth m d  tongue resemble those o r p b  
of Baliatea congicillum. The upper branchioategous ray is the longcat, 
and closely attached to the second, which at its root appears to be 
double ; the fourth is aetaceous like the preceding but a little r e m o d  ~ 
from them; the fifth is broader than the rest,' but less w than i t  is ia 
M. geographicw. The dorsal spiue is proportionally longer in young 
individuals; it ie tetragonal, elightly arched backwards, and is armed 
with strong thorns on the four margins and it carries numerous long 
filaments like those of the body. I t  can but slightly be reclined; ita 
length is less than & of its distance from the muzzle; -ita mernbnne 
descends from the middle of the posterior surface, and extends to a 
little in front of the middle of the distance between the two dons&. 
There appears to be no second spine. The interval between the dorsal 
&pine m d  the first ray forms three slight andulations, m d  slightly 
exeeeds the length of the spined The length of the rays of the potte- 
rior dorsal differs but slightly ; those in the middle, the longest, .n # 
of the spine. The extent of the base equals the Uistance from tbr 
muule to the dorsal spine. The anal commences opposite the 4th m 5th 
try of the posterior dorsrl, but it terminates opposite the latter. The 
distance of both from the caudal is ) of the extent of the posterior 
doraal. The caudal is nearly rhomboidal; the length of the central 
rays is ) of the total. The pectorals are rounded, their length e q d  
that of the longest rays of the posterior dorsal. The pelvic aphe n 
very strong. lees prdractile than that of M. gcqny(*u.  but tba 1 
jointed apex is more projecting ; the dewlap is small, triangular, thr 
anterior margin and the base equal the length of the a u d d  ; the pmteik 
margin is + less. When the dewlap is protracted, the vertical diameter 
between the root of the dorsal spine and apex of the pelvic is c o d  
1% times in the total length ; at the second dorsal it is !2+. The body is 
very roi~gh, covered with short strong spines, generally terminatiq in 
two, but frequently in more points, of whioh the pesterior is bow than 
the rert and directed obliquely backwardr. The apina of the  bod^ 
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disposed in longitudinal series ; those of the head are smaller, crowded 
nnd not in series ; those of the tail are differe~~t from those of the rest 
of the body. No lateral line is perceptible. The filaments of the body 
are rather long, varying from one to three diameters of the eye ; they 
consist of a main trunk, tapering to a brnsh of fine hmnchlets, and from 
three to seven lateral branches, placed in quil~cunx, each subdivided in 
minor branches, with fine brush-like points. On the sides of the head 
and body the filaments are few and widely scattered ; they appear in 
gmtest uamber round the lips, on the forehead, on both sidea of the 
dorsal spine, in the intewal between the dorsals, and on the margin 
h m  the chin to the apex of the pelvic spine. Two individuals, 3% nnd 
4+ inches in length, were observed at Singapore in May 1840, a third, 
6# incb, occurred at Pinang in October 1844. 

GEN. ALUTARIUS, Cum'er, 1817. 

Body elongated, covered with minute close granules, scarcely visible 
to the naked eye ; a single spine in the anterior dorsal fin ; pelvis 
entirely hid beneath the skin and without the spinous projection of 
Baliutes aud Monacanthw. 

A L U T A B ~ S  OBLITEBATUS, Cantor. 

Balistes monoceros, Bloch, Tab. 14 7 ? 
Balistes monoceros, Shaw, V. 399, (excl. Syn. B. monoceros, Linnd) 

P1. 168 1 
Alutera : Bloch, 147, Cuv. R. A. 11. 374 (') ?* 
Alutera mouoeeros, Bloch 147, Elwainson, 11. 327 ? 
(Young, 3) inch in length.) Head above and back pale blackish 

brown ; upper half of the sides pale yellowish olive, with numerous 
half effaced, irregnlar, blackish brown spots ; lower half of the sides, 
throat and abdomen light impure greenish yellow, pale silvery ; first 
dorsal spine, membrane and candid yellowish olive, the latter with three 
backwards arched, indistinct blackish bands, of which the anterior a little 
bebind the root, the second in the middle, the third along the posterior 
margin ; posterior dorsal, ~ n a l  and pectornla pnle transparent yellowish. 
Iris greenish yellow. 

According to Cuvier different from Baliales monoccroa, Linn6, Cateabf, 19. 
(R* Arim. 1. a.) 

8 r 
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(74 inch in ZengtA.) Ground-colonr darker ; back with numerous 
oblique or vertical spots ; sidea of head, body and abdomen with 
similar larger onee of irregular form, all the spots of a pale, 
blackish colour ; caudal rays yellowish olive, membrane hyaIiue, MJ 
and minutely dotted with black ; posterior margin blackish. 

D 2 4 6  or47, C lo+, A47,48 or49, P 14, Br.VI. 
H ~ e l ~ . - S e a  of Pinag. 
TOTAL LEIOTH : 7+ inch. 
The form ie broad lanceolate, the abdominal profile a little more 

arched than the doraal. The length of the head, from the chin tor 
little behind the orbit, is about 4 of the total. The eye is s i t d  m 
the centre between the first dorsal epine and the upper extremity d 
the gill-opening ; the horizontal diameter is a little less than + of rhe 
length of the head. The frontal outline gently slopes from the fird 
dorsal spine to the muzzle ; that of the throat is more oblique and am- 
tinues in a moderate arch to the anus. The horizontal distance behem ~ 
the eyes exceeds that diameter of each eye by 3. In  front of the eye i 
appear two tubular n a d  apertures, eontiguohs and both directed bd- 
wards; the anterior is the larger and closed by rn small membmw 
valve. The lipe are very thin, membranous and scarcely cover the tee& 

The latter are very pointed ; in other respects they as well M t h e w  
resemble those organs of Baliutes c-durn. The linear gill+& 
are placed obliquely, with the upper extremity opposite the postah 
margin of the orbit, the anterior extremity extends a little finher tbra 
the orbit ; in its course the gill-opening deviates a little downwuds from , 
the corresponding profile of the forehead ; its length exceeds by the 1 
horizontal diameter of the eye. The five superior branchiostegoua ny 
are setaceous, gradually decreasing in length towards the sixth, which ir 
the shortest, and broad, like a sabre. The firat dorsal spine is ntha 
slender slightly arched, tetragone1 and armed with thorns on dl f o ~ r  

margins ; the membrane is very small and completely covers the scco~d 

spine. The latter is excessively minute, yet distinct. The length of thc 
first spine equals that of the gill-opening ; ita distance from the m u d  ~ 

~ 
is 4 of that of the body, not including the caudal ; from the 
dorsal it is a little less. The latter intewal deviates but slightly up 1 
wards from the horizontal. The aecoud dorsal cornmenas a little m 
front of the centre of the total length ; it is generally low ; the lo@ 
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nys, towards the middle, equal the length of the gill-opening ; the 
base is sloping, and equals the distance between the chin and the first 
dorsal spine. The interval between the last dorsal and root of the 
upper caudal my is contnined 2+ times in the extent of the posterior 
dorsal fin, it equals the vertical dmmder of the root of the caudal, 
but it is + of the length of the latter. The anal commences a little 
in front of the posterior dorsal, and terminates a little farther back. 
I n  very young individuals the caudal is bluutly pointed, + of the 
total length ; in older ones it becomes rounded, and scarcely exceeds + 
of the total. The rounded pectorals commence behind the lower half 
of the gill-opening, which latter they scarcely exceed in length. The 
greatest vertical diameter of the body, at the first dorsal spine, is + of 
the total length ; that at the first n y  of the posterior dorsal is less by 
.). Four solitary individuals were at considerable intervals observed 
at Pinang. Shortly after death the spots of the body almost entirely 
disappear, and specimens preserved in spirits of wine q u i r e  a pale 
dark slakcolour. They might be mistaken for dlutarin~ bear&, 
Lemon,* but the latter species is distinguished by a proportionally 
shorter head, a smaller eye; the anal fin commences a little behind 
tbe posterior dorsal, and the distance between the latter and the caudal 
equals the length of the eaudal, and is consequently proportionally 
gmter.  

ALVTARIVS Lsvrs, (Bloch.) 

Balisks scriptus, Osbeck, Voyage, 1. 174 ? 
Bali&s levis, Bloch, Tab. 4 14. 
Balistes monoceros, Solander. 
BaIistes levis, Shaw, V. 405. 
Aluten levin, Cnv. R. A. 11.374 (') 
Alutera laevis, Swainson, 11. 327. 
Alenteres lsevis, Richardson, Ichth. of Sdph. 131, M. 61, Fig. 3. 
Aleuteres 1&s, Itichardson, Report, 1845, 202. 
Ground-colour bright yellowish green olive ; round md beneath the 

Voy. de la Coqnille, lchth. 107, Pl. 7. Srw. Almlcrcr berordi, Riehudron, 
lchth. of Snlph. 132, P1. 61, Fig. I .-Almfurr auatdi, Riehardum, Report, 1845, 
202 sad 318.-A. cinumr, Temminck et Schlegcl : Fama Japoniu : Pke. Tab. 
CXXXI. Kg. 1. 

8 1 2  
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orbit, between the two dorsals, on the cheeks, thront and abdomcu 
single short, longitudinal or oblique, ultramarine bands ; the nst of 
the head and body with numerous distant rounded ultramarim spdr; 
first aud second dorsal spine, and their membrane, and the caudal rays 
yellowish olive, dotted with black ; caudal membme pale p i b b  
white, densely dotted with brown and with four indistinct rsddirb 
brown bands, of which the anterior n little behind the root of the fin, , 
the fourth on the posterior margin ; rest of the fins hyaline. Iri, 
golden bronze, orbital margin blackish. 

D 2-46, C lo#, A 49, P 14, Br. VI. 
HABIT.-&a of PirPang. 

Iadirrn Ocean, Canary Islrndq Cambean Sea, China 9a. I 
TOTAL LENGTH : 99 inch. 
The form is elongated l a n d a t e ,  broader at the tail than at thc 

musale. The length of the head ir contained 34 times in the total. Th 
length of the head, from the chin to a little behind the orbit, is conbid  
3+ timea in the total. The we  is sitnated between the h t  dorsal spm 
and the upper extremity of the gill-opening, a little e l m  to the fomm 
than to the latter ; the horisontd diameter is + of the head. ROQ Ibe 
muzzle the profile gently wends to the first dorsal epine, the corro 
ponding profile, from the &in to the an- dLlQibe~~ a gently 
arch, so that the outline of the head ia elongated conical with tbe 
point tmncated. The horimntal distance between the eyes eqtnb 
two diametem The nostrils, lips, teeth m d  tongue resemble than 
organs of A. obliteratw. The upper extremity of the ob l i i e  b a r  
gill-opening is situated in tbe middle between the centre of tbe lors 
orbital margin and the root of the pectorals ; the lower extremity d 
to a little in front of the orbit ; the length equals the horirontd dirmcta 
of the eye. The first dorsal spine ia slender and flexible a d  eorend 
with granules like those of the body ; its length is + of its diia ha 
the muzzle, which is contained 44 timea in the total length. TIM 
membrane is small completely hiding the minute second dorsal + 
The groove of the back is + of the length of the k t  spine which, horma, 
does not snfliiuently recline, ro ae to come in contact with tbe hct. 
The intend between the two dorsals ascends gently backwards, ad 
eqods the dbaca fmm the muzzle to the anterior mar@ of the Mbit 
The posterior dona1 b low, the longeat rays exceeding the borirosl 
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dirmeter of the eye by ) ; the exbnt of the base equals the distance from 
the m o d e  to the first d o r d  spine ; the distance between the last dorsal 
.and the root of the upper caudal ray equals the vertical dinmeter at the 
root of the caudal both are contained 23 times in the exteut of the bme 
of the porterior dorsal. The anus b situated opposite the thud ray of 
the posterior dorsal ; the anal commences opposite the 6th, and extends 
farther back than the opposite fin, which it otherwise resembles. The 
audal is very large, brond ovd ; the central rgs ,  the lougest, equal 
the length of the head. The rounded pectorals slightly exceed the 
longeat dorsal rays. The vertical diameters at the first dona1 spine 
and at the firat dorsal ray, equal the distance between the spine and 
the muzzle ; in the centre between the two dorsals the diameter equals 
the head. A single individual was observed at Pinang in December 
1842. Shortly after death the body became shining blackish, a shade 
lighter than the blue marks, which changed to intense bluish b M .  

ALUTARIUB BARBATV0, (Qray.) 

Plate VIII. Fig. 1. 

(Icon.) Bllistee (Anacanthus) barbatue, Gray : Ill. Ind. 2001. I. 
PI. 84, Fig. 2. 

Anacanthus* barbatus, Gray : Zool. Miaeell. 8. 
Pdocephaluat barbatus, 8wainson, 11. 327. 

* The following are Mr. Gmy'r c h u r c b n  : A x ~ c n ~ r n n s .  Body long, lm-  
seohte, eompnrred, e c n d  with d l  Iclllw ; b n d  p m d d ,  bak-ahaped, mouth 
amdl nuder lip o m  W e d  ; plrk prodooed, bag-lii, with a dngle rather long 
npbe in front ; doraal fin oneaau. low ; uul l q  ; tail long, kneeokte ; vat did ta 
AMera (& A I r t m ~ ,  Cor.). 
" A m a d h u  barbalw, Ill&. Tnd. 2001. PIE. t. 1.1.2. Brown, rather p&r 
M ; wder part of the jam, body and ventral pouch whitbh, marbled witk 
b k k  linm 3 a d  6n produced a little beyond the d d  fin ; tail nauly half u lozag 
an the body, D 46, V 11, A 60, P 8 ? Singapore." (2001. Mhcell. 1831, p. 8.) 

C o m p h  of preamed rpeeimear of thil fish with the plate in the I l ldr .  of 
Ind. zoo log^, leaven little doubt that the latter m an incorrect copy. The dmnghtn- 
mm h.r overlooked the mterIor &d fie, and added a ventral apiw and pomcb. 
Tbas two am the pridpd charactam of the Gem. A m d h w .  
Both, however, are e m m r  : the fish b a true A h r f h ,  and the genw Anman- 
t h  ir inadmigible. 
t PSILOCSPHALU~, Swainson, 1839, is a lecond g s n ~  fouuded upon ths figure 

of A a e c r J h  bar- in IN. Ind. Zool. It ir thm doubly indmbsible being a 
aynonyma d A ~ l h n r ,  and being bmdd upon erroneons characterr. 
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Dark bluish green slate-colonred ; filament of the chin black; spiPe 
of the anterior dorsal pale bluish green, m e m b w  hyaline, min* 
dotted with black ; posterior dorsal, anal and pectorals t n n q m n t  

brownish white, rays pale yellowish bmwnbh yellow ; caudal r q  
yellow, membrane black. Pupil black, horisontally oval ; iria oilmy. 

H.ABIT.-SG~ of Pinang, Singapore. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 9: inch. 
The form of the body is narrow, very elongated, resembling the blade 

of a knife ; the rides compressed, the abdomen nearly trenchant. Th 
head is very elongated, gradually attenuated towards the m d e  ; d 
length from the chin to a little behind the orbit is f of the total, or m y  
little more or less. The eye occnpies the commencement ofthe p o ~  
fifth of the head : it is situated beneath the spine of the anterior dmd, 
close to, without encroaching upon the profile ; the horizontal d h d a  
is $, rarely + of the length of the head ; the horizontal distance bet- 
the eyes is bnt # of their diameter. The two apertures of each n o d  
are minute, tubular, opening side by side immediately in front of tbe 
anterior margin of the orbit. The lower jaw is longer than the upper, 
beyond which the rounded chin projects ; the mouth is a small trans 
versa1 cleft which opens vertically on the upper part of the mu&; 
the lips are thin, membranous ; the teeth, apparently 8 in the upper, 
6 in the lower jaw, do not differ from those of the preceding apda 
of dlufariw. To the chin is attached a vertical, so& fleshy llumcnt, 
tapering from the base into a sharp point, its length exceeds ) of tk 
head. Between the branches of the lower j a g  from behind the a- 
ment to the lower extremity of the gill-opening, the skin of the t- 
is lax and forms a kind of narrow, slightly downwards arched dcrrlrp. 
The floor of the month rises gradually towards the second t h i i  oftbe 
head, where the three very elongated branchi arches commence. Tbs 
rest of the cavity is a very narrow tube which eloaely folloas the @y 
backwards ascending profile of the forehead. NO distinct tongge k 
visible. The gill-opening is linear, downwards arched, d q 
oblique; it commences beueath the anterior angle of the orbit, on a L 
vel with the root of the pectorals, the distance from whieb, us d a 
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thelength of the opening itself, but slightly exceeds the horizontal 
diameter of the eye. The branchiostegous rays are. setaceow. The 
pelvic spine ie narrow like the blade of a sabre, and in six individuals 
examined, so tmmpletely hid in the integuments, M not even to en- 
d upon the abdominal profile which is very slightly arched. Nor 
did they d e r  the least trace of a triangular dewlap, ur represented in 
the  figare Hardwicke's Illustrations. The profile of the back rises but 
little and dowly from the muzzle to the posterior dorsal, from the ter- 
mination of which it gently descends ; the abdominal outline is but 
little more arched. The anterior dorsal consists of a single spine 
placed above the pupil, in front of the pectorals ; it is very slender, 
aehoeone, covered with minute spines ; in all individuals observed, i t  
redbed in its do& groove, bat might readily be raised ; the mem- 
brane is small triangular, apparently without a second spine. The 
diatanoe between the doreal spine and the posterior dorsal fin is by ) 
shorter than that between the spine and the chin. The upper margin 
of the posterior d o d  is a little arched ; the rays towards the middle 
are the longest, and equal the length of the spine ; the extent of the 
base exceeds by about & the length of the head ; the interval between 
the  last dorsal and the root of the upper caudal ray varies from a 
little less than ) of, to 2i times in the extent of the fin. The and 
resembles the posterior dorsal, but it commences a little more forwards 
behind the anus, and in carried farther backwards, so that its extent 
at the base exceeds that of the fonner by ) or +, whiie its distance 
from the caudal is $ less than that of the former. The caudal 
is very elongated, lanceolate ; the two upper and lower rays are, 
like those of the other fins, undivided ; the margins of all rays have 
a serier of microscopic spines. On each side of the root of the caudal 
appears a triangular pointed space, covered with minute hair-like 
spines, like the rest of the body. The length of the central rays vary 
in the different individuals from 2# .times in, to $ of the total. The 
n p p r  rays of the pectorals, the longest, slightly exceed 2 of the 
length of the hend. The body is covered with little rounded scales 
md has a fine velvety appearance from its being densely covered with 
minute, microscopic spines. The lateral line is so fine that it is hardly 
visible to the naked eye. Behind the orbit, at its origin, it sends two 
branches round the orbit, of which the upper one nccompanies the pro- 



file to the muzzle, the lower ~ ~ ~ e n d e  to a little in front of the eye m d  
' 

then proceeds parallel to the upper branch. The nuin ~ r ~ a k  at 
first ascends obliquely, bat won dacenda wi th  3 b 4 short d u b  
tions to a little in front of the posterior donrl, from whence it cki- 
nues in the middle of the side and terminates at the apes of the d y  
part of the caudal. The vertical diameter at the upper lip dighdy 
exceeds + of the length of the head ; at the d o d  apinm it is a litdo 
leas than $ ; the greatest, between the two doraala is + ; at the mot of 
the candal it is a little less than # of the head. The gra&st hmhm- 
tal diameter, or thickneaa of the body, is a little behid the anterior 
d o d  fin, where it equals I+ diametem of the eye ; from theme it gn- 
dually decreases and becomes trenchant towards the tail like tbe e n h  
abdominal part of the Lh.  A single mutilated individd w u  o b d  
at Singapore in May 1813 ; five others, of which the s d e s t  w, 

sured 8 i n c h  in length, occurred at Pimg in the following Nonm- 
ber, in February and A-t and December 1844, and in June 1845. 
After death the colour of the body changed to a dusty pale reddish 
brown, dotted with Mack, the caudal membrrne turns pala bluish grey; 
the arched lax skin of the throat shrivels up, M, an d y  to be 
vhible. 

With a k i d  of ventda, each anpported by a single large spiaoar 
my, adhering to a not salient pelvis ; anterior d d  with three or fou 
small spines behind a very large one ; skin covered with crowded s d  
scales ; tail longer than in the other sub-genera. 

TRIACANTHUS e r r c u L r A T o s ,  (Bloch.) 

Balistea biaculentus, Bloch, Tab. 148, Kg. 2. 
Bumell, XXI. Bowne, or Abatoo. 
Balistcs h i e a t n s ,  Shaw, V. 415, P1. 169. 
Triacanthm biacnleatus, Cuv. lk. A. 11. 374 (3. 
Triaamthus biaculeatus, Bennett : Life of Raffles, 693. 
Balistea biinleatus, Bennett : Fishea of Ceylon, No. 15, (Young.) 
Triacrnthus biaculeatus, Swainson, 11. 326. 
Trimanthus biicuieatus, Richardson : Rep. 1845, 202. 
Triaeanthus biaculeatus, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Qen. XXII. 6. 



Herd above md back pals blactish green, lighter on the sides above 
the IaUlrl line ; rest of the aides of body md head and abdomen frort- 
ed silvery ; in some a faint blmkirh o p t  a little below the eye ; a n t  
d o r ~ I  spine silvery blackish, the mt white; the basal half of the 
.pinon rs well M the yellorrlsh membrane b h k  ; ventral spines silvery 
white ; reat of the fins pale yellorrish, in some the margins blackish. 
I d  pale golden, bluish black tmrrdr the orbit. 

D 5-24 or 25, C 14+, A 19 or 20, V 1, P 14, Br. VI. 
H A B ~ . - ~ w  of Malayan Panan& d Idandr, 

Indian Ocean, Ceylon, Bay of Be@, 8umahg Java, 
Barneo, Madurn, 8mmbawq Celeb-, Bear of China md 
AIMtnlh. 

TOTAL L E N ~ T H  : 9 inah. 
The form is tnperoid, approaohing the rhomboidrl. The h a d  is 

bmad, pyramidal, tapering to an elongrtrd mnazle ; the length from the 
latter to the gillspening vuiar from $ of to 4+ timer in the total. The 
eye borden upon the p r d e  ; t4e anterior margin of the orbit ia dtarted 
oppdte the aommenorment of the posterior third of the head ; the 
oblique diameter is $ of the length of the head ; the distam of the eyer 
betmen the anbrlor anglm q d s  the diameter, between the pterior  
anglen it is # mote. The two tab* apertures of each nostril are 
plreed obliqwly in front of the eye upon the profile; the upper aperture 
is ovd, luger than the lower, rounded one. The mall mouth b eur- 
rounded by tbick tlerhy lips i each jaw hu an external series of 10 tren- 
ebant teeth, of which the central onss are the largest ; in the upper jaw 
appeus a second trursved h e r  af h r  tubercular teeth, of which the 
oentrrl pair ue the larger ; in the lower the corresponding series consists 
but of two tubmmhr teeth, immediately behind the pair on the sym- 
physis. The tongue is smrll, fleshy, oval and tied to the 0001 of the 
cnnty. The gillopening is linear, slightty obliqoe, dtuated immediately 
in front of the pecrorals ; the length nearly e q ~ &  the diameter of the 
eye. The dbhnce from the mwle  to the root of the 0mt d d  spine 
varies from + of to 3$ times in the total length. The vine ir strong, 
m r e d  ta the apes with small biputito or tripartite spines ; in young 
indiridarls its lrlyth e q u h  the greatest vrrtiool diimeter of the body, 
in older ones it in .) to + lose. The seeand spine is mueh shorter, slenderer, 
and but slightly rough on the posterior margina ; its length varies from 

8 H 
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# to + of the former ; the succeeding rays gradually decrease in layh, 
the 1 ~ t  one vmine; from + to + of the second; the counecting mem- 
brane k a little shorter than the spines; the extent of the anterior 
doreal slightly exceede ) of the distance from the first spine to the h t  
ray of the posterior dorsal, which varies from + of to 5.) timea in the total 
length. The posterior dorsal is low, gradually rising from the h t ,  

undivided, ray to the sixth, and then dmly decreasing ; the longest my 
is 18 diameter of the eye ; the extent of the fin nearly equala the bgth 
of the head ; the distance from the mot of the upper ray of the d 
varies from 9 to + of the extent. The anal is faclrled ; it commmar 
opposite the 9th or 10th ray of the posterior dorerl, and termizuter op 
pomte the h t  ray ; the b t  ray is undivided, .) of the md, the 
longest, which varies from I+  to 2 diameters of the eye ; the d 
ing rays s~ddenly d m  to the 1 l th or 12th. from w b  tho K- 

making rays are but ) of the longest. The ana, k situated im- 
in front of the fin. The cjmdal is deeply divided in two pointed, or r 
little rounded lobee, of which the upper one is generally the 
equalling the extent of the posterior d o d  ' The ptorrlr ue r o d -  
ed, their length varying from 1) to two diimetere of the eye ; thsg M 

placed immediately behind the gill-opening, oppoaite the k t  dorsrl a d  
the ventral spines, but nearer the latter. These spines are u s- .ad 
rough as the Ls t  dorsal, but shorter, their length varying fmm + to r 
little more than + of the head ; each is attached by a short thick rmgh 
membrane to its respective groove on each aide of the very elonpted, 
*ttened pelvic spine, which ir covered with little d e n ,  not diBamt 
from thoee of the mt of the body. The latter are very un& sub. 
rhomboidal with the vertical diameter much longer than the borirolLd. 
Each d e  (Plate IX. ,Fig. 3. Magnified.) carries a single mrtid y pkea 
crest, which k armed with from 4 to 15 emxaeively minute 6pines. Tb 
skin ie rough to the touch in every direction. The hairJiLe latad lhrs 
commences behind the orbit, d d b i n g  a wide rroh which b m n h t a  ap 
pomte the posterior third of the posterior dorsal, from whence it pmada 
in the middle of the side of the tail to the caudal. At ib origin Lbr lhrs 
give8 off the following branches ; r vertical, aaaatomoabg in h a t  d 
the d o d  spine with the one from the oppoaite ride; r d 
the snprrorbital mergin, in front of the nontril, .lang the p d  to th 
muazle; a third dong the infnorbital mu&, obliquely 11nduhthg ovw 
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the cheek ; a little behind the month it suddenly ascends to join the 
oppoeite corresponding branch ; a fourth descends a little in front of 
the gillopening, beneath which it forms a short arch backwards, and 
then proceeds obliquely downwardr to the middle of the ventral groove. 
At K m g  and at t h e  hdheada young individaals are excessively 
numerous at all swsons; larger ones are rarely seen, particularly in the 
latter locality. 

TRIACANTHUS STRIGILIFEE, Calltor. 

Plate IX. F'ig. 1 and 2. 

(Young 3) Head above and back pale sea-green, c b g i n g  to bluiah 
white on the upper half of the sides ; lower half and abdomen fronted 
silvery white ; back and sides with a few orange spots of irregular form, 
via. an elongated spot between the eyw tornran the nostrils ; a second, 
broad rhomboidal surrounding the base of the anterior dorsal, and send- 
ing a rertial branch, with ragged muginy d m  to the gihpeniag ; 8 

third obliqne spot from the third to the elerenth ray of the postcrior 
dorsal ; immediately behiid the mouth a verticlrlly placed pair of small 
spots ; a pair of larger ones, of which the lower like a horssehoe, on the 
cheek beneath the nostril; beneath the eye a horkontd band to the 
h e r  part of the gillopening ; in the axilla a short horhntd band, 
giving d an irregular branch towards and above the anal, and a longer 
d e d  one to opposite the middle of the posterior dorsal ; at a short 
interval another horizontal band tmminating in the middle of the side, 
a little behind the posterior d o d  ; in the centre of the brae of the 
aadal a small rounded spot ; on the posterior balf of the tail a broad 
f d s  pointad apot of bright yellowish green ; spine of anterior 
d d  pale -green, minutely ddtsd with black ; the mcoecding spinaa 
white ; membrane hydine, minutely dotted and edged with black ; 
pectonL and ventral spines white ; rays of the rest of the fine yellowish 
white, membranes hyaline. Papil horiwntally oval, black ; iris light 
f l o w  golden, orbital margin greeni~h black. 

D 5-22, C 12+, A 16, V 1, P 13, Br. V L  
HABIT.-&a of Pinang, 
TOTAL ~ I I O T H  : % inch. 
TK1 species diftera from the preceding by i t 8  more dongated, lars 

deep f m ,  by it8 larger eye, its pcoJiat sales, itslonger second d o d  
8 1 2  



spine, its number of finrays and aoloam. From t8e muzzle to tbe 
. 

lower angle of the g-opening the herd is ) of the total length. The 
eye borders upon the profile, oooapjing the p t s r i o r  third of tba 
length of the head, of which the horisontal diameter is + ; the d h o w  

between the posterior ones u ) longer. The noatrib, lips, teeth a d  
tongue resemble those organs of T. biaculeattn, but the gill-opspieg ia 

b e m n  the anterior angles of the eye equals the diameter ; tht ' 

proportionally shorter, being but # of the diameter of the eye. The 
distance from the muzzle to the firat dorsal spine is a little l a  than + 
of the total length. The spine reaembler that af T. ~ e u f u ,  equal- 

lips the gmtart  vertical diameter of the body. The mend Ipiae ia 
xmarkably long, +of the h e r ,  and the le@ of the connxtieg 
membrane comsponcb ; the extant of the fin, and its dirhaos &om the 
*or doml  are thr name in both speda. The longed n y  of* 
posterior d o d  is proportionally shorter, being # of the d h -  d 
the ep, bit its diltrnos from the audd M greater: it equals tb 
extent of the bsre, which u + of the length of the head. The fhlded 
alul commencer opposite the 12th ray of the porterior donrl, and t e ~  
ainatee opposite ths laat ray ; the longeat n y  slightly exeeeda tb 
diameter of the eye t the extant of the ban ia proportionally. ahorter tban 
in T. biumkattu. The audal is lesa deeply ole& almost a e # e n b h p d  ; 
the lobes q n a l  ; their h @ h  is contained 4+ times in the base of the pc 
terior d o d  The padomla am rounded, thsir length lligbtly e x c d i q ~  
tbe d i i e t e r  of the eye. The ventral spinm reaembletbcmeof F. h 
brrtur; but the intemalirta pehic spine is in th p r e ~ t  p q d h m .  
ally longtls and c a v e d  with I s r p  h, ant idy Mer~llt t h o  
of the rest of th body; their fonn is bexrrgond with a m m i d y  
minubs rpiwus crests radiating to the margins. Tbe d e a  d the 
body (Plate IX. Fig. 2. Magnified), Jtbough mall, a m m i  b 
@ than in kudeatur, and wi th  their borirmtal diamkr longertb 
the vertical ; heir  h is nearly rhombic with ftom three fa rrrm 
vertical or oblique crests, erch of which is a n d  with three b rsra 
exeeasively minute spinea. Each acale thus nsrmblu r rmJl amy- 
comb, which makes the akin in every direction mugh to the tad. 
The main trunk of the lateral l i e  resemblgl that of li.akohri kt it 
$ven oBF an additional vertical b d  Q the mid& of the reat el tbe 
frat dorsal spins, a little b e h i  the anterior uubtom* ona TL* 
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two branoher eurtounding the eye can be traeed no farther than tbe 
region of the nostrile ; and the one in front of the gill-opening appears 
to termbate at the loww angle of the opening. A solitary individual 
oom~Rad at Pinang in June 1845. & r e d  yeare before, the esirtence 
of a ammd species of Tricreorthur ms poritively rsrcrted by fisher- 
men who deaoribed it as being very rarely wen, and of a ~ i z e  rome- 
what d r  than T. biucwkatwr. 

PAM. OSTBACIOIDB. 

Gxa. O m ~ c ~ u u ,  ( f i n d ,  1748) Cuuier, 1817. 

Head and body covered with bony, regular plateas instead of d e a ,  
soldered ao as to form a kind of inflexible amour ; the tail, fins, mouth 
and a k i d  of small lip covering the margin of the gillopening are the 
only moveable parts, all p a a h  through haler in the armour, alao the 
greater number of vertebrae are soldered together ; each jaw uith 10 
to 12 conical teeth; ventral 6118 md pelvie none; d o r d  and anal 
mnall ; bnuochiosW111 rays uix. 

OSTBACIUM COBNUTUX, Linnd. 

Ostrrcion eornutw, LinnB : Mna Ad. Fr. I. 59. 
Ostracion cornutus, : Syrt. 1443. 
Ostracion cornutns, Bloch. Tab. 133. 
Oatration cornutus, Bloch&hnei&r, 500. 
Ostration cornutus, Shaw, V. 423, PI. 170. 
Ostracion cornntas, Cnv. B. A. (I. Ed.) 11. 154 ("). 
Ostracion cotnutas, Bennett : Life of Raffles, 693. 
h tophrys*  cornutar, 8wain*on, 11. 324. 
Ostracion oornutw, Richardson, Report, 1845, 200. 
Ostneion conmtus, Temm. et Schl. Fauna. Jap. Pisces, Tab. CXXXI. 

pig* 4, Fang.) 
Buntd kambang of the Malaya. 

* Iaetophryr, Swdnwn, 1839. In Nmmelatm Zoologinu, Pirccr, p. 33, this 
&~b-Gsnlu ia by miatake written hetophvr,  while in Addenda, p. 3, LaelopAryr, 
De Kay, 1842, is qmbd M 8 dimtinct gmlu In the Zoology of New York, 111. 

311, Lmtopbyw ir quoted ritb tb d d m t l y  8ocidenE.1 o~liruon of th nune of 
tlm *, bat t& dwadm .re of Mr. Swaiunon. (Nd. H*l. qf P i r h a ,  
a. 11. 324.) 



Catabgue o f  Malayan l n i r k .  

Young. (Without spines ; 1 inch in length.) Upper surface a d  
sides pale greenish yellows with a sky-blue central spot in aome of the 
hexagons, and here and there with a single brown spot ; abdomen ligat 
reddish yellow ; generally with a single brown spot on the t h t ,  aud 
one or two on the anterior part of the lateral margin ; fins hydine. 
OMn, Upper surface and aides pale greenish olive, minutely do#ed 

with black, with a central sky-blue spot in each heugon ; abdomea 
yellowish white ; fine transparent pale olive ; caudal minutely dotted 
with black ; posterior half blackish ; spines b d ,  minutely dotted rrith 
black. Iris bright yellows onbital margin orange or red; pupil ob- 
liquely oval, imdescent black. 

D 9, C 8+, A 9; P 11, Br. VI. 
HABIT.-Sea of Malayan Penimla and Iuhds. 

Chinese Seas, Canton, Japan. 
TOTAL LEaoTH : 6 inch. 
The fonn of the body is tetragonal, with the lower muface bmdcr 

than the upper, and the sider concave. The length of the head is $ of 
the total. The forehead is at a nearly right angle with the vertex ; tbe 
vertical diameter through the eye, the greatest of the body, b contained 
3+ times in the total length ; t h t  through the gill-opening is a lit& 
shorter; at the termination of the amour it is 5+ times in the total length. 
The eye is situated close to the frontal angle; the greateat o b l k p  
diameter is + of the length of the head. Above each eye rises a wbalu, 
forwards, upwards and outwards directed spine, granulated at the base ; 
the rest finely fluted ; the length equals the head. The distance betrrrcn 
the eyes across the vertex is excavated, a little 1 m  than two diameters. 
The nostrils have two minute, apparently pnpillalrr apertures, pkcsd 
in a small, nearly vertical furrow close to the anterior angle of the eye. 
A little in front of the lower aperture appears a minute pap* 
Each jaw has a single series of ten small conical teeth, almost -ti& 
hid by the fleshy lips ; the teeth are of a dark amber or chestnut 

brown; the four above the symphysis of the lower jaw rue 8 li#b 
longer than the rest. The mouth is very small ; the tongue is minute, 
fleshy and completely tied to the floor of the mouth ; behind the tmlpe 

1 

there is a small raised step, leading into r tunnel, on each side RIP 

ported by the four branchi  arches. The aides of the back M mgdu, I 

a little contracted in the middle. A little in front of the doml, mt t8s 



widest part of the back, appears on each side a small pointed tubercle, 
between which the distance equals the length of the head. The centre 
of the back is raised, so ae to form a linear sharp keel which terminates 
in a small pointed tubercle in the middle between the two lateral ones. 
The abdominal surface is both longitudinally and transversely arched ; 
the greatest t r ansved  diameter, about the middle, is contained 2# times 
in the total length. On each side of the termination appears a spine 
resembling the frontal ones, bat pointed in -an opposite direction and a 
little shorter. The armour is composed of pentagonal, hexagonal or 
heptagonal pieces with the margins finely toothed or ciliated. The pieces 
of the back and sides have each a tubercle in their centre, from which 
radiate a number of l i e s  corresponding to the respective number of sides. 
On the pieces of the abdomen appear instead of lines a number of minute 
hemispherical tubercles. The dorsal fin is placed at a short distance 
from the termination of the armour above ; it8 length is + of the heed ; 
the extent of the base is + of the length. The length of the mall naked 
tail is contained about 2jt times in the elongated oval caudal fin. The 
rounded anal is aitnated above, yet between the posterior pair of spines, 
behind the d o d  which it resembles. The rounded pectorals are nearly 
3 of the length of the head. The smallest individuals examined measured 
1 inch in length. They had no spines, but in their places appeared 
tubercles, The central and lateral tubercles of the back were compa- 
ratively more developed than in the adult. I n  the middle of the upper 
pupillary margin of the iris appeared a small notch. The smallest 
ones, provided with blunted spines half the length of the head, mea- 
sured l+ inch in length. Young individuals are at Pinang numerous 
at all seasons. 

Plate VIII. Fig. 2 and 3. 

Young. Armour bright gamboge with numerous s m d  black spots, 
not corresponding to the centre of the polygons, and fewer and more 
distant on the abdomen ; tail bright gamboge with one or two black 
dots on each side of the root of the caudal ; fins gamboge, a little paler 
than the body ; pectorals with a single black dot at the root ; caudal 
with the posterior margin pale bkekbh. Pupil tmnsversely ovnl, black ; 
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iris'bright gamboge, orbital margin orange; in the middle of the uppa 
' 

pupillary margin a small notch. 
D 9, C 8+, A 9, Br. VI. 
Hasrr.-Sea of Pinang. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 2 inch. 
The general form is tetragonal. The back is elongntad oval, arcbed 

from the occiput to the tail ; in the centre appear8 a short l o n g i t d i d  
crest, on each side of which is a deep farrow, laterally bounded by tbe 
sharp angular margin. By these three cresta the vertical d m  in 
this particular region becomes pentagonal. The profile of the fonbad 
is nearly straight and steep. The distance between the dnterior .ogla 
of the orbits ir *of the total length ; the greatest breadth ia the middb 
of the back is contained 2# times in ; above the naked tail it b of the 
total length. The abdominal surface is both lougitadinally and trm~- 
versely nrched, with a furrow along the angular margin; it is M a  
than the back, its greatest breadth, beneath the pectorale, mrieu fmm 
I#  in to + of the total length. The sides are excanted with the lower - 

margin projecting farther outwards than the upper ; their p t e a t  dimme 
k r  is nearly in the middle and is contained 24 times ~II the total bog& ; 
but the vertical d i e t e r  of the central c m t  of the back ia a little longer, 
owing to the central converity.of the abdomen. The armour is wmpacd 
of hexagonal pieces with very finely toothed or dlirted -. Pcom 
the centre of each hexagon radiata towards the rntugh ai. rJscd lka 
of which the central, horizontal ones, join their neighbourn, n, n to 
form on the sides of the armonr even parallel, horizontally uched, lias ~ 
which form the bares of triangles produced by the other obliqady 
radiating lines. On the back and sides the triangles are very wnr- 
while the hexagod outline of the compopent pieces an scucdy k 
traced. On the abdominlil e a r h e  the reverse k the M. R u n  th 1 
central tubercle radiate numerow fine linen ; but the triqles ue 
indistinct. The length of the head is contained a lit& less tb.n Sf 
times in the total. ThZ eye is situated dose to the profile, d y  in 
the middle between the gill-opening and the m a d e  ; the b w h n d  
d i e t e r  is $ of the length of the head. The mpraorbital ueb fbPnr 
a tubercular protuberance. The mouth, tea&, and t o w  .ad no&-& 
resemble those of 0. cmnutum, but there appearn to be no DIslil papilla. 
The &real is placed clore to the termination d the urnour; tk 



upper margin slopes backwards ; the anterior &f, the lo~~gest, is + of 
the length of the head, of which the extent of the bme is ). The anal 
is but little farther backwards than the dorsal, opposite the middle of 
which is placed the first ray ; in form and length it reambles the dor- 
ad. The oaudal is elongated oval ; iu length # of the head. The 
pectord is broad, nearly triangular ; the third ray, the longest, equals the 
candd. This fish is of raw occurrence at Plnmg. Of four individuals 
observed at irregular interrala, the length varied from 2 to 1. inch. They 
appear to be young individmlr. The triangular partition8 of the u- 
mow chanekriw 0. luwihm,* Pmk&l. Posnibly the present fish 
may be the young of thnt  specie^, prior to the appearance of the mpiwr 
md the fall development of the dorul crest. 

Ostrncion naaus, Bloch, Tab. 138. 
Ostracion nasus, Bhaw, V. 426, PI. 171. 
Ostncion nasns, Cnviet, R. A. Ed. 1, 11. 154 (3. 
Ostracion nasns, Swainson, 11. 323. 
BGntal pdnjang of the Malays. 
Upper surface pale brownish- or greenish olive, with numerous small 

rounded dark brown spots ; aides lighter of either colour ; in mme the 
margin8 of the polygons dark brmn ; abdomen either uniformly bub 
rrith the margins of the polygons pale lilac, or pale reddish yellow with 
the nuolei of the polygons greenish white; the naked tail brownish 
olive, lighter on the sides, with numerous brown spats ; beneath green- 

ish buff ; Hps, margin of gill-openings and root of pectorals pale greenish 
olive with few brown spot8 ; fins pale transparent greenish olive; a 
round brown spot at the root of each dorsal ray, and a few similar 
scattered over some of the caudal rays. Orbital half of irin pde gnen- 
ish olive with few brown spots, rest bright yellow with a blackish or 
orange ring ; pupil black, circular. 

P i n g .  With r few ronnded brown spots irregularly eattered over 
the sidea. 

* Syn. O~traeion iurrilnr, Fonk. 5. 7, No. 113;-Bloch. Tab. 136 ;-Shw, V. 
4e5, Tab. 171 ;-Cmr. R. A. Ed. 1, 11. 154 :-RQpeU: A h a ,  5, md Neae Wirb. . 

61 ;--lbtrruomw I m i h r ,  SwJnroa, II. 823. 
8 L 
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D 9, C 84, A 9, P 11, ,Br. VI. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinang, Malayan Penamla. 

I' Indian and American Seas," (Bloch.) 
TOTAL LENGTH : 7+ inch. 
The form is nearly quadrangular, as the breadth of the abdomen b 3  

slightly exceeds that of the back and the height of the sides. The 
back is elongated lanceolate ; from the uasal protuberance the protile 
gently ascends towards the middle of the back, when it slowly descend. 
towards the tail, the whole forming a very low arch. Prom the occiput to 
near the dorsal the middle of the back is raised and forms a low trianga- 
lar keel, on each side of which appears a shallow broad sdeus, outside 
bordered by the raised angular margin of the side. The trim+ 
forehead slopes gently from the occiput and appears a little exavrtcd 
owing to the broad protuberant snpraorbital margins. The breadth 
between the anterior angles of the orbit is + of the length of the bud ; 
between the posterior angles it equals the head ; the greatest breulth, 
in the middle of the back, exceeds the length of tbe bead by $, + or & 
according to tbe individually more or leas projecting nasal protuberina ; 
the breadth at the termination of the armour is a little less than half 
the breadth between the posterior orbital angles. The nnad protuber- 
ance is blunt, rounded. In individuals 6# inch in length i t  s m d j  

projects beyond the month, immediately above which the profile rim 
vertically, and this portion measures +of the distance between the mtc- 
rior angle of the orbit and the protuberance, which in them is + of tbe 
total length. In the largest individual, 79 inch in length, the prota- 
berance perceptibly projects beyond the month, from which the pro%. 
projects obliquely and exceeds + of the stated distance, which is +of tbr 
total length. The sides are but little excavated ; their greatest rcrtial 
diameter corresponds to, but slightly exceeds, the greatest breadth of 
the back ; it varies from 4f to 43 times in the total length. The 1- 
of the head, from the nasal protuberance to the gill-opening, is in young- 
er individuals, with the protuberance bnt little developed, .) of the total, 
in older ones it is contained 4+ times in the total. The eye is dose to the 
profile ; the posterior angle of the orbit is situated above the gillopen@. 
The greatest diameter is a little oblique, mending backwards ; it is eon- 
tained 2+ times in the distance from the month to the gillopening, .od 
this proportion appean to be constant. But an the development of the 



nasal protuberance incremes with age, so does the relative length of the 
diameter of the eye vary from 2f times in to # of the distance, measured 
from the protnberance to the gill-opening. The nostrils, mouth and 
tongue resemble those of 0. leaamla. Each jaw carries a single close 
seriee of from 9 to el conical teeth of a chestnut or brown colour. The 
six centnl teeth of both jaws are a little larger than the rest and their 
points become blunted with age. The armour is composed of pentagons, 
hexagons and heptagons, with ciliated margins. Not including the 
lateral half-series, on the back and sides appear five longitudinal ones ; 
nine pieces from the gill-opening to the tail. The abdomen is covered 
by nine longitudinal series of which the central one is composed of 
12 to 14 pieces. All are closely covered with minute bony tubercles; 
generally arranged parallel to the margins. The dorsal commences 
opposite the anus; the upper margin is rounded ; the third and 
fourth ray, the longest, slightly exceed + of the length of the head ; 
the extent of the base is 4 of the length. The anal commences oppo- 
site the last ray of the dorsal, which it in form and length resembles. 
The caudal is broad triangular with the posterior angles and margin 
roanded; the two central rsys, the longest, equal the head. The pec- 
torale are broad triaugular ; the third and fourth upper rays are the long- 
est, j. of the length of the caudal. The length of the sides of the naked 
t.il is 3 of the caudal. Single individuals, or two or three together, 
were observed at Pinang at long and irregular intervals. In size they 
differed but diihtly, the smallest being 6: inch in length. 

FAM. GYMNODONTIDB. 

GEN. DIODON, Linnd, 1766. 

A11 the teeth united into a single one in each jaw ; behind the tren- 
chant margin of each a rounded part, transversely furrowed and form- 
iog a powerful apparatus of mastic~tiou ; the skin armed with stout 
spines ; no ventral fins. 

DIODON TBIEDBICULI, Cuvier. 

Seba, 11. XXIII. 4. 
Diodon triedricus, Cuvier : M6m. du Mus. IV. 133. 
Diodon triedricus, Cur. R. A. 11. 367 ('). 

8 ~ 2  



Head above, baak and aide* to a littie bslow tho giUogoaiag prL 
tortoise-shell brown ; a tranevemal band composed ofa large u m h a h d  
spot behind each pectoral, and a aeries of smaller spota amma the kaL; 
a aecond similar but paler b a d  ia front of the d o d  ; reat of the rida 
and abdomen yellowish white ; h r  whitiah grey, h u t q l j  dotted with 
brown ; all apinea brown; their roots of the dour of tba put they 
oacupy. (From a prsrerucd rpeeimm.) 
D la, 0 9. A ?  P 19, Br.?* 
E ~ e t ~ . - S e a  of Pinaag. 
TOTAL L1NGTIi : 6 b ~ h ,  
All the opines are oompreased with the anterior w g i n  ~~llra, 

sharp and continued over the sntsrior, borironhlly forwards d i d  
raot. The two poatetior roota are plaeed at nearly right an& with 

I 

the anterior. The roots are generally longer than tbr spine* of which 
the longest appear on the idea of the back and body. Two longihdi. 
oal series of spines of the mesial line of the baek, tuPd t b m  d tk 
abdomen rre shorter than the rest. Them are three spinar abom tk 
upper half of the orbit, three at the lower, and one at the angle d tk 
mouth. The throat is naked with a aingle amall bony pmtnbemm 
beneath the symphysis of the lower jaw. Between the a p  appar 
throe spines, vir. a central a d  the anterior one of the three a u p d  
tal; between the peatonla across the back appear fow spkrer. !I'ba 
upper part of the back curies four longitudinal wries, via. two cew 

tral, each of eight, both terminating with an odd apine at a littla dk 
tance in front of the dorsal fin, and two lateral series each of fire apina, 
of which the anterior eommemea a Iittle behind the pectoral tbt 
posterior is situated between the dorsal and the caudal. This 6sh is 
of very rare occurrence at Pinang. . The only one obaewed rrra a ape- 
aimen whieh ou account of its rarity had been kept prssend for 1 

5ever.l yeam, and WM thus rendered unaeroiceabh fbr more 
examination. 

The jaws divided in the ceotre by a sutare, e, 88 to p m n t  tbe 
pearance of four teeth : two above and two beneath ; the Jb armed with 
small, slightly projecting spines ; ventrals none. 

* In Y h .  dm Mw.  IV, Carier drs~ dl, im Z U p e  driul firm 



I.* Spec&# with 8hwt Aeud, q a b k  qf iwting themelued ro cw to  
attain a glObn201 fm. 

&tire body m g A .  
A. Immacwlate. 

TXTIODON I M M A C U L A ~ ~ ,  W p M e .  

Lacepkle, I. XXIV. 1. 
Russell, XXVI. Kappa. 
Tetrodon immaculatus, Cuv. R. A. 11. 368 ('). 
Young. Head above and back pale greyish olive, lighter on the 

rides of the head and upper part of the body; abdomen pale yellow 
ochre ; uilla and the smooth apot inside the peotoreb blaokiah ; the 
whole body minutely dotted with brown ; spines white, thoae of the 
back with black points; pectorals, anal and dorsal pde tramparent 
olive, base of the latter blackish ; caudd pale brownish with single 
indistinct whitish spots ; upper, lower and posterior margin black. 
lr is olive. 
D 10, C 9+, A 9, P 17, Br. V .  
HABIT.-Sea of Pinang. 

Madras. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 3+ inch. 
The length of the head, meamred to the margin of the gill-opening, 

is contained 4) times in the total. The eye, bordering on the pro6lq is 
situated a little nearer the gill-opening than tbe muule ; the borhntal 
diameter is + of the head ; the distance u r n s  the forehead ia a little h a  
t h  9 dimeterr. The double, contiguous nostrils are situated in front 
of the eyes ; ceeb aperture is pierced through a small papilla, and both 
appear like atninute dmple tentacle. The jaws are nearly equal, the four 
teeth wrmal; the tongue is globular, fleshy, tied to the floor of the 
mouth. The dorsel ia fin-r&aped ; the first, undivided, ray is situated 
a little behind the commencement of the posterior third of the back, 
@be caudal not included ; the extent of the base is + of the h e  of 
which the longest ray is +. The first anal ray is Jtuated behind the 
dorsal, at the commencement of the posterior fiflh of the body ; in 
s h p e  and dimensions it memblea the dormL The caudal is broad 
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with the posterior margin rounded ; its length e q d a  the head. The 
pectorals are broad and rounded, 3 of the length of the head. The 
lips, the throat, the space in front of the eyes, and that covered by tha 
pectorals, and the tail from midway behind the dorsal, obliquely dorm 
a little in front of the anal, are all naked and smooth. The rest of tbe 
body is covered with crowded fine hair-like epines. A aolitary young indi- 
vidual was observed at Pinang in September 1844. Russell observed 
but the mutilated specimen, which he described and Ggured. 

B. WitA black spotu. 

TETRODON SIXULANE, Cantor. 

Head above and back light yellowish or greenish olive, paler on 
the npper half of the eides of head and body ; head, back and sides with 
numerous rounded, irregular or confluent spots, blackish brown or olive 
or black ; throat and abdomen white, sparingly dotted with brown; 
spines white, fins pde olive, transparent, minutely dotted with black ; 
anterior half of cnudal with three or four more or less distinct back- 
wards arched blackish bands, posterior half blackish. Iria bright 
yellow dotted with black. 

D 12 or 13, C 8#. A 10 or 11, P 19 or 21, Br. V. 
HA HIT.-^^^ and eatuariea of Pinang, Malayan Peninnrla, S h e  

TOTAL LENGTH : 1 foot. 
pore. 

The length of the head M contained 33 times in the t0t.i. The 
eye is situated in the middle of the head, bordering on the profile ; 
the horizontal diameter is contained 54 times in the length of the 
head; the distnnce between the anterior angles of the orbib is 2 
diameters; between the posterior angles 2+ such. There us no 
noatrila, but close in front of the anterior angle of the orbit a p p e ~  
a httened eimple tentacle. The upper jaw slightly projects beyond 
the lower; the tongue resembles that of T. imutaewlatu. The 
rounded dorsal fin occupies the commencement of the posterior fourth 
of the back; the three h t  rays are undivided; the f3kh and k t h  
are the longest, of the head, and equal the extent of the base. 
The anal is placed opposite the dorsal, which it resembles, but the 
extent of the base is a little shorter, and but the two firat rays an 
divided. The caudal ia broad, with the npper, lower and posterior 
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margins convex ; its length is 8 of the head. The pectorals are broad, 
rounded ; their length equnls that of the dorsrl. There is no lateral 
line. The spines are rather long. fine and somewhat distant; above 
they extend from between the eyes to near the d o d ;  beneath from 
behiid the throat to near the anus, which is situated a little in front of 
the 4. Young individuals of this species are at  all muons exces- 
rively numerous on the Malayan coasts. In general form and in dis- 
tribution of colours it bears a striking resemblance to T.$uaiatiliu, 
Buchauan Hamilton,* which latter differs in having distinct simple 
nostril% in number of. fin rays and other characters. The present 
belongs to the Sub-Gen. .Brothton, Mii1ler.t 

C. With black bands. 

TETRODON CABDUUB, Cantor. 

Head above and back dark yellow ochre with a number of longitu- 
dinal, slightly serpentine black lines continued to the caudal ; sides of the 
head pale ochre with irregular black spots ; sides of the body pale lilac 
whitish with a few distant black spots, disposed so as to form 4 or 5 
vertical series ; abdomen very pale ochre ; dorsal and ventral, pale 
transparent olive, minutely dotted with black ; caudal rays reddish yellow, 
membrane whitish dotted with black, and with vermicular black spots ; 
pectorals pale yellow, with a blackish narrow band along the base. Iria 
orange dotted with black. 

D 11, C 9+, A 10, P 17, Br. V. 
Haei~.-8ea of Pinang. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 6 inch. 
The length of the head is contained 34 times in the total. The eye is 

situated nearly in the centre of the length of the head, bordering upon the 
profile ; the horizontal diameter is + of the head ; the distance between 
the anterior angle of the orbits b nearly three diameters ; between the 
posterior four. No nostrils rppear, but their place is supplied by two 
small black tentacles, the one close above the other. The jaws are nearly 

- -- 

* A.h# pf lk Gangu 6,361. PI. XXX. Fi. 1.-T. p*aiorili., Cur. R. A. 
It. 368 (I). 

t Anmaror, Wkr: "On each dde a -lid tentmle containing the large 
olf.cCorkn name ; an annular mulcle nmnd the q e ,  and a kind of qelid." (Abh. 
mlb. A k d .  1839, 262 ( I ) .  Berlin 1841.) 
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equal, the teeth and tongue normal. The d o d  occupies the corn- 
mencement of the posterior fifth of the back ; it is fan-shaped, with the 
first ray undivided; the longest rays are + of the head, or twice the 
extent of the base of the fin. The posterior margin of the caudal ia 
convex ; the longest rays are 3 of the head. The .nrl rerenabla the 
dorsal ; it commence% nearly opposite the middle of the diitmm 
between the dorsal and the caudal. The pectorals are rounded, their 
length equnls that of the dorsal. The spines are rather long, very fine, 
hur-like and crowded. On the back they commence from b e h e m  tbc 
nnaal tentacula and extend to the caudal, in front of the bue of wbich 
there is but a small naked space. The lips, the c h i  m d  the s p a  
ineide the pectorals are also spineless. A single individual w u  observed 
at Pinang in December 1842. This species is nearly allied to T. 
birgatw, Richardson, (2001. Erebur mid Terror, 62, P1. XXXIX. Fig. 
8-9,) from which it diffem in the dona1 being situated farther back ; ia 
the relative position of the latter fin and the anal, and in the ~NXW 

number of black lines of the back. In the present the latter are twelrc; 
in T. a i r g a b  six. I t  is dso allied to T. meleag+ir, 801.nder.* 

D. WitA pa& q o t r .  

TETBODON TESTUDINEUS, Linnd. 

Tetrodon teatudinens, Linnt? : Amoen. Acad. 1. 309, Tab. 14, Fig. 3. 
Tetrodon testudineus, Linn6, Syst. 1444. 
Tetrodon testudineus, Bloch. Tab. 139. 
Tetrodon testudineus, Shaw, V. 444, P1. 178. 
Tetrodon testudineus, Cuvier, R. A. 11. 368 (I). 
Tetrodon testudineuq Swainson, 11. 328. 
Young. Head above, back and npper part of the aides reddish 

brown with numerous rounded and elongated milk-whits spota, minutdj 
dotted with brown ; rest of the sides and abdomen nddbh yellow with 
a number of brown parallel bands, downwards arched and increuiog 
in length, interrupted, or two joined, towarb the tail ; caudal dark 
brown with numerous whitish spots ; rest of the fins yellowish, trans- 
parent, blackish at the base. Iris reddish yellow dotted with black. 
D 10, C 8f, A 10, P 15, Br. V. - 
* STN. M p .  I. 605.-BI. &bn. 501.-T. UO&M#&, IUehdmm : hW. 

Sulph. 122, PI. 57 Fig. 1-3, and Voy. B a u r y  p. 19. 



HABIT.-Sea qf R n q .  
I n d i  Ocecm. 

TOTAL LEIOTB : inch. 
The length of the head is contained 3) timm in the total. The eye, 

bordering on the profile, is a little nearer the m d e  than the gill-open- 
ing ; its greater diameter, rising obliquely backwards, is + of the length of 
the head; the distance between the nnterior angles is two mch dinmetere ; 
three between the poeterior. The nostrils have two small apertarea, 
between which rises a emall tentacle. The teeth and tongue are n o d .  
The rounded dorsal is situated between the penultimate and posterior 
fourth of the back ; the two firet rays are undivided, the fifth and k t h ,  
the longest, are contained 2+ timea in the length of the head, and they 
e q d  the extent of the base. The caudal is broad, with the posterior 
margin rounded; ib length + of the head. The a n t  undivided anal my 
commences oppoaite the termination of the donal fin, which it resembles. 
The pectorals are broad, rounded ; their length is r little less than that 
of the dorsal. The spin- eommence immediately behind the npper 
lip, md terminate a little behind the dorsal, and immediately behind 
the anal, leaving the tail naked. In form they resemble those of T. ~~. Siigle individuals, none of which exceeded the length stated, 
nate obrerved at all seasons at Pinang. 

Trr~aoooxu aonoaaus, Cantor. 

' Bumell, SXVII. Bondaroo Kappa. 

Young. Head above, lips, lower half of the sides and abdomen very 
plle yellorrish olive, minutely dotted with brown ; back blackiih olive ; 
upper halfof the sides brownish olive, with numerous rounded brownish- 
white spots, many of which are surrounded by a broad black ring, forming 
a kind of interrupted net-work ; inside and behind the pectorals a large 
black spot, in which a bright yellow oval half-ring, cat by the axilla; 
a little in front of the pectorals a bright yellow oval spot, half hid by 
tho black gill-cover ; on the sides of the head a number of small 
brownish white spots, and a large black spot like an erect horeashw ; 
on the throat a round black spot from whence a widely arched black 
line mxnds to each pectoral ; dorsal, and and pectorals pale brownlsh 
olive, mimtely dotted with black; c a d  darker brownish olive with 

8 Y 
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numerous indistinct whitish spots, and with a broad black band d m g  
the posterior margin. Iris bright yellow minutely dotted with black. 
D 10, C 9+, A 9, P 18, Br. V. 

, Hm~~.-Serr of Pilrang. 
VitaE(apatam. 

The length of the head is contained 4+ times in the total. The eye 
borders on the profle and occupies nearly the centre of tbe diihee be- 
tween the muxzle and the gill-opeuing, but it is on a level above the 
lntter and the pectorals ; the greatest diameter, ascending obliquely back- 
wards, is + of the length of the hectd ; the distance between the antetior 
qngles of the orbit is 1+ such diameters ; between the posterior angle3 it 
is two such. There are no nostrils, but in their place appear tm I.eceo. 
late black tentaculo, of which the upper one is the longer, both pimd at 
the b e .  The teeth and tongue are normal. A11 the fins are rounded. 
The 6rst dorsal ray is situated a little behind the commmeemmt of tbe 
posterior third of the body, the caudal not indaded ; the two h a t  rays 
are uadivided ; the fifth and ~ixth, the longest, are contained 2) timm 
in the head ; tbe extent is + less ; the distance from the caudal is mm 
tained 5+ times in the total length. The anal* ia sitanted b e h d  tbr 
dorsal, which it resembles ; its distance from the caudal slightly aaab 
f of the total. The length of the caul1 is $ of the head ; tbat of tb 
pectorals is a little iess then the dorsal. The spines in form and poaith 
resemble those of T. tertudineuu, but above b y  commence from 
between the eyes. A single young individual was observed at Ptungin 
Mny 1814. 

Side8 mootk m'thut +a. 

TETRODON LUNABIB, Cuvier. 

Russell, XXIX. Kappa Koorawlb. 
Tetrodon lunaris, Cur. R. A. Ed. 1, 11. 148 (3. 
Tetrodon tepa, Bucbanan Hamilton, 10, and 362. 

(Icon.) Tetrodon leioplenra, Gmy : 111. Ind. Zool. I. Pi. 87, Fig. !& 

(Y-Y-) 
Tehodon lunaris, Reppel] : Neue Wirbelth. Fie, 59. 

* Tbe poaition of tbis fin is correctly deserlbed by Rumell, bnt hi8 6y repfe- 
senb it in a much too advanced porition. 



Physopter* lunuis, Miiller: Abh. Berl; Akad. k839, 
252 ('). 

Tehdon Innorie, Temm. et Schl. Fanna Jap. Pisc. CXXIL 
Pig. 1. 

Head above &l back grem olive with a mixture of brownish, lighter 
on the upper third of the side8 ; rest of the latter to the abdominal keel, 
sides of the head and opetcles white satin with r broad longitudinal 
band of shining yellow brass from the eye to the caudal; abdomen 
milk-white ; fins yellow ; posterior caudal margin blackish. Iria bright 
yellow brans.coloured, blnckish towards the orbit. 

D 12, 1Sor 14, C 8+, A 11 or 12, P 16, Br. V. 
H a s r ~ . - ~ e a  and eatuark8 of Bfakaym Penbaula and Ida#&. 

Coromandel, Bay of Bengal, Gangetic estuerier, Saez, 
Japan. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 1 foot. 
The length of the head slightly exceeds ) of the total. The eye, bob 

dering on the profile, is aitnated nearer the gill-opening than the muzzle, 
above the level of the former and of the pectorals ; its longest diameter, 
ascending obliquely backwards, is f of the length of the head. The dis- 
tance between the eyes equals the diameter. The oval n a d  cavity is 
situated midway between the eyes and the muzzle ; each containa two 
small papillular apertures. The teeth and tongue are normal. The thread- 
-like lateral lime commencer beneath the posterior part of the nasal oval 
cavity,descends a short dietance nearly vertically, then prooeeds horizon- 
,tally over the upper part of the cheek ; oppoaite the posterior p u t  of the 
orbit it asan& obliquely to the upper margin of the opercle, between 
which and the posterior angle of the orbit it gives off a brnnch which de- 
scribes an arch over the supraorbital margin. From the upper margin of 
the apercle the l a ted  line follows the profile of the back, a little above 
the lower margin of the spiny portion to a little in front of the dorsal, 
when it descends obliquely and then continues nearly in the middle of 
the tail, nearer, however, the soft abdominal keel than the profile of the 

* PHYSOOA~TEB, Miilkr, 1841. " With a hollow papilla in the nasal cavity, 
not, however, continued in a tube ; lateral mnrginof abdomen rnised into a mft kcel 
from the throat to the tail, corresponding to a second, superior keel oti the sidca of 
the tail."-Phyrogarter is inadmbible, as it has been applied by Lntreille in 1833 
to a pnw of Coleoplera. 
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back, and terminates at  the mot of the caudal. The mA M o m i d  
keel commences from the throat and proceeds stmight along the upper 
margin of the spiny portion of the abdomeu to the lower part of the 
mot of the caudal. The dorsal is situated alittle behind the eommemce- 
ment of the posterior third of the back ; the two fint n 5 s  are undivided ; 
the second, the longest of all, is + the length of the head ; the porterior 
margin of the fin is nearly vertical ; the extent of the bue b + of tb. 
length of the second my ; the distance from the caudal b contained 4+ 
times in the total length. The h t  and only undivided u3.l n y  ir pLad 
opposite the posterior half ofthe doreal, which it memblea, but the extent 
in a little less ; the distance from the caudal is contained 4+ timer in the 
total length. The upper and lower caudal margins are vched, but the 
former is a little longer than the latter ; the third,or fimt divided, my from 
above ir the longeat, + of the length of the head ; the posterior mugin 
is concave or crescent-abnped. The pectoralr are broad, their poakrbr 
mugin obliquely truncated ; the second upper my is the long* + of the 
length of the head. The spines am short, strong, crowded .nd deeply 
imbedded in the integuments. Above they commence from the space 

between the nostrils and terminate a little in front of the d o d  ; U a d t y  
they extend but very little below the lateral line ; on the abdomen they 
commence from r little behind the throat, are bounded above by the .dt 
keel, and terminate with the anterior half of the body. In  the fignn d 
M. M. Temminck and Schlegel in Fmrna J-ca the spines arc rep* 
uented more ditant than they are in the individuals of the Malayan &as 
and of the Bay of Bengrl, and they appear above to commence from the 
d p n t .  In  both the latter localities the rpeciea is at dl aeuwr very 
nl l l l lm.  

TETRODON OBLONGUS, Blach, 

Tetrodon oblongus, Bloch, Trb. 146. 
Tetrodon oblongas, Shaw, V. 446. 
Tetrodon oblonp,  Cuv. B. A. Ed. I. 148 ( I ) .  

Physogmter oblongus, Miiller, 1. c. 
Yormg. Head nbove dark brownish olive with numeroor romdcd 

brownish white spots; back and upper third of the sides brownish 
white, minutely dotted with reddish brown, and with upwards of I1 
short dark brownish vertical bands, cohauent on the back, and not 



extending beyond the upper third of the sides; rest of the latter and 
those of the head pale yellowish buff dotted with reddish brown; 
abdomen milkwhite ; fins transparent yellowish buff, minutely and spar- 
ingly dotted with black. 

D 13, C 8#, A 10, P 17, Br. V. 
' Hasl~.-Sea oy Pinang. 

Indian Ocean. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 58 inch. 
The length of the head is a little less than ) of the total. The eye, 

bordering on the profile, is dtnated a little nearer the gill-opening than 
the m d e ,  above the level of the latter and the pectorals; its hori- 
mntal diameter i5 $ of the head ; the distance across the forehead two 
such diameters. Each nostril has two small papilldar apertures. The 
teeth and tongue are normal. The posterior p u t  of the opercle is 
naked terminating below in a sharp, downwards pointed angle. The 
elongated rounded dad ia situated a little behind the commencement 
of the posterior third of the back ; the anterior four rays rue nndivided ; 
the aixth and reventh, the longest, are 4 of the length of the head, of 
which the extant of the bnse is $ ; the distance from the caudal is a 
little lesr than + of the total length. The anal commenm opposite the 
third d o d  ray ; the three anterior rays are undivided ; the sirth, the 
Iongert, equala the corresponding d o d  ; the posterior margin is ver. 
tical ; the extent of the base ie a little less than that of the dorsal ; the 
distance from the caudal equals that of-the latter. All three margins of 
the caudal are slightly arched ; the length of the fin is about + ofthat 
of the head. The pectorals are broad ; the posterior margin is a little 
rounded ; the first upper ray, the longest, is contained 24 times in the 
bead. The very fine hair-like lateral line appears to commence from 
behind the occiput ; at fint it follows closely theprofile of the back, when 
it deacenda obliquely to opposite the last d o r d  my, and then continues 
in the middle of the tail to the caudal. The abdominal keel is so little 
raised as s d y  to deserve the name ; it commences behind the throat 
a d  risen in a low arch towards the pectoral fin, from whence it obliquely 
d-nds to a little in front of the anal, and follows the profile of the 
abdomen to the lower part of the root of the caudal. The spines are 
short .nd not very strong, but crowded ; above they commence from 
between tbe nostrils and terminate a little in front of the d o r d  ; the 



back, and terminates at the mot of the caudal. The wR .& 
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TBTEODON NABITUB, Richardson. 

Plate X. (Young). 

Tetrodon nuitus, Richardson : Ichthyol. Voy. Samarang, 18, Pl. 
VIII. Figs. 1-3. 

Fomng. Head and body yellow brnsa-coloured ; head above, back 
and npper half of the sides minutely dotted with black, so closely an 
to appear blackish ; fine bright gamboge ; dorsal, caudal and anal each 
with a single large irregular blnck spot, occupying the greater part of 
these fins, but leaving open 8 namw space along the base ; lips whitish 
,lilac. Iris shining brass-coloured. 
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opercleq except the posterior part of the opercle, and the abdomen to a 
little in front of the anus, are spinous ; but the cheekei, lips, throat and 
the posterior part of the body, from between the an- and d o 4  ue 
naked. A single individual was observed at P i  in January 1844. 

TETRODON DISSUTIDENB, Cantor. 

Russell, XXV. 11. Kappa, (Young.) 

Crown and sides of the head and back satin reddish brom with pur- 
ple rdectiom, lighter on the sides of the body, mioutely dotted with 
reddish brown ; back and sides with numerous large rounded spob, &rk 
brownish or olive white ; three or four blackiish brown vertical koQ, 
indistinct and spotted like the rest, viz. one between the eyes, a d 
behind the pectorals, surrounding the gill-opening ; a third, not UUI- 

stant, between the latter and the dorsal ; a fourth from the base of the 
dorsal; abdomen milk-white ; the indistinct abdominal keel in mute 
individuals l i t  yellow ; brsal, pectorals and caudal transpmnt'whit 
ish olive minutely dotted with brown ; posterior half of the audrl 
blackish ; anal whitish. Iris bright yellow, minukly dotted with black 
towards the orbital margin. 
D 10, C 8h A 8, P 16, Br. V. 

,  HABIT.-^^^ of Pinang. 
Coromandel. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 7 inch. 
The head is elongated, contained 34 times in the total length. The 

eye is situated a little nearer the muzde than the gill-opening, with which 
the lower margin of the orbit is nearly on a level ; the horizontd d h e t w  
of the eye L $of the length of the head ; the distance between the rilltuiot 

angle of the orbita equals two auch diameters; between the postaia  
angles it is 2f.. A little in front of the anterior angle of the orbit appears 
a single small aperture, with a small simple tentacle at  the r i l l e  

margin. The suture of the two upper teeth is not closely fitting rs i 
the other specie& bat a little open so as to display 6 or 7 amall death 
~ u k t i o m  on the corresponding margin of each tooth; otherwise tbc 
reeth and tongue are normal. The rounded dorsal is situated little 
,behiid the commencement of the posterior third of the M y ,  tk 
caudal not included ; the two first rays are undivided ; the third .sd 
fourth, the longest, are coutnined 2+ times in the length of the had, d 
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which the extent of the base but sliihtly exceeds $ ; the distance from 
the caudal is + of the total length. The anal commences opposite the 
posterior bnlf of the dorsal, which it resembles in form and length, 

, but the extent of the base is a little shorter; the distance from the 
caudal is contained 53 times in the .total length. The three caudal 
margins are slightly convex ; the length of the fin is 3 of the head. 
The pectorals are broad, slightly rounded, the lower rays are but little 
shorter than the upper which are contained 23 times in the length' of 
the head. The spines are rather short nnd fine, and disposed on two 
separate spots. Above they cover a narrow oval spot from behind the 
occiput to oppoaite the termination of the pectorals; laterally they 
extend to within a vertical distance from the gill-opening of of the 
lmgth of the hend ; they are very distant and so deeply imbedded, as 
easily to ewape observation. Below they commence on a level with 
the angle of the mouth, but opposite the posterior margin of the orbit, 
their anterior mrrgin ir deeply excavated ; the lateial margin describes 
an arch, which keeps n little beneath the lower part of the mot of the 
pectoral, and terminates behind at some distance in front of 'the anal, 
which is situated nearly oppoaite the first dorsal ray. The spines of 
the anterior half are crowded ; those of the posterior distant. Along 
the arched lateral margin of the spinous spot appears an indistinct 
abdominal soft keel, which afteraards continues stmight to the lower 
part of the root of the caudal. The other parts of the body are naked. 
No lateml line is visible. Smaller individnals of this species are at 
Pinrng very numerous at all seasons. 

TBTRODON N A ~ I T U ~ ,  Richardson. 

Plate X. (Young). 

Tetrodon naritus, Richardson : Ichthyol. Voy. Samarang, 18, Pl. 
VIII. Figs. 1-3. 

Ymng. Head and body yellow bms-colwred ; head above, back 
and upper half of the sides minotely dotted with black, so closely as 
to appear blackish ; fins bright gamboge ; dorsal, caudal and anal each 
with a single large irregular black spot, occupying the greater part of 
these fins, but leaving open e narrow space along the base ; lips whitish 
.lilac. Iris l i n m g  bras&coloured. 
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Adult. Head and body burnished reddish golden, or bronze ; back 

and upper half of the sides paler blackish than in the young ; M also 
the spots of the fins. Iris coloured like the body, bluish black town& 
the orbit. 

D 35 or 36, C 9$ A 28 or 29, P 17, Br. V. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinang. 

River Sartiwak (Borneo). 
TOTAL LENQTE : 10 inch. 
The general form is elongated pyriform, laterally compmmed. The 

profile rises obliquely to between the eyes, from which it is w l y  
straight to the doraal, when it greatly slopes towarde the caudal. The 
abdominal profile is much more bulging ; from the throat to oppasits 
the pectorals it descends obliquely ; from thence it rapidly ascon& b 
the caudal. The cranial bones are soldered together and form 8 

amooth helmet, arched from aide to side, in shape somewhat resembling 
that of PlOtow albilaQ+, CUV. and Val. The anterior extremity d 
the helmet is constricted and divided in two diverging nurow poinb 
formed by the anterior frontal boner, which behind border the depm 
$ion contRinig the noatril. Prom thence the lateral margin is convex 
forming the supraorbital margin, when it deviates obliquely i n w a d  d 
backwards, and terminates on the side of the occiput in a broad 6- 
angular point. From the centre of the posterior margin projccta a h g  
the back a narrow occipital crest. The outline of the helmet meat- 
bles n broad arrow-head with bifid point. The distauce from the m u d  
to the point of the occipital crest equala that to the gill-opening which 
is contained 3+ times in the total length. Measured from the amtre 
between the anterior two points, the length of the helmet is + of the 
total, and of this distance. the occipital crest itself ia*. The eye, 
bordering on the cranial helmet and on a level with the upper part d 
the gill-opening, is situated in front of the centre of the dbtmm 
between the m d e  and the gill-opening ; the horizontal diameter M + of 
the length of the head. The distance between the anterior orbital 
angles across the helmet is 1+, between the posterior 2+ diameter. 
I n  front of the anterior orbital augle appears a single large no&& which 
is oval, with a lax membrane, notched at the anterior put. The j a w  
are nearly eqaal ; the teeth and the tongue n o d  The fonn of the 
d o d  M broad triangular, with the posterior part tmerkd a 
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rounded; the first ray is situated nearly in the centre between the 
muzzle and the caudal ; the first five rays are undivided, and with the 
succeeding ones gradually increase in length to the 14th and 1 5th, which 
are the longest, + the length of the head ; the extent of the base is con- 
tained 3) times in the total length, of which latter the distance from the 
caudal is 4. The anal commences opposite the second third of the 
dorsal, which it resembles in form ; the two first rays are undivided ; 
the 10th and 11 th rays are the longest, a little shorter than the 14th 
and 15th dorsal. The extent of the base is a little less than the length 
of the head ; the fin terminates a little behind the dorsal. The three 
margins of the caudal are a little convex ; the length slightly exceeds + 
of the head. The pectorals are broad oval ; their length ia about + of 
the head. The spines are strong, distant, upwards pointed and scarcely 
longer than their two oblique roots. They are placed so as to form a broad 
belt, the superior margins of which commence behind the orbit, and pro- 
a e d  straight to a little behind the pectorals ; from thence the posterior 
margin encircles the abdomen to within a short distance of the anus, 
which ia situnted opposite the commencement of the dorsal ; the anterior 
margin follows the posterior part of the cheek and then proceeds obliquely 
forwards behid the throat. The rest of the body ie perfectly smooth, 
without abdominal keel. During life the lateral line is very indistinct, 
On the vertex and the cheeks appear several anastomosing lines, 
w h i i  on each side continue in three undulating lines : one close to the 
back, a second in  the middle, and a third near the abdomen ; all three 
terminate at the root of the crmdal. Three individuals, varying from 
4% to 10 inches in length, were observed at Pinang in February and 
November 1844, and in July 1845. The enlargement of the upper 
and under interspinous bones of the tail, described by Richardson, 
I no constant character. I t  existed in none of those examined at 

m 
Piinang, but one of them had an isolated oaseous tubercle in front of 
the anal, another had a similar in the middle of the left side. Like 
Haqmchirua pnctatua and Pktax  arthriticw the present speeiea ap- 
pears to have a tendency to hypertrophy of the bones. - 

All the preceding species of Tetrodon are capable of infhting the 
abdomen, and in this state, when taken or handled, they emit a grating 
sound. They are also remarkable for tenacity of life, which they are 

8 N 
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capable of sustaining for several hours after having been taken oat of 
their element. They have a peculiar disagreeable odour, resembling thrt 
of Gobioidre, which continues in specimens for several years premed 
in spirits of wine. In the Malayan countries they are considered bigbly 
poisonous, and are even objected to as manure. 

ORDO LOPHOBRANCHII. 
FAX. SYNGNATHOIDB. 

Snout tubuli, formed by the prolongation of the ethmoid, vomer, 
tympanals, pre-opercles, sub-opercles, &., and terminated by an ontiar- 
ry mouth; vertically cleft on the extremity of the snout ; respimtory 
aperture near the nape ; ventrals none ; body elongated, thin, differing 
but tittle in diameter throughout its whole length. 

A.  W i t h t  anal. 

SYNGNATHUS PENICILLUS, Cantor. 

Head and body pale greenish brown, minutely dotted with bmnn on 
the sides ; in the middle of each ring of the body a horizontal, oval, cream 
coloured spot, beneath edged with black ; on each side of the abdomen 
an indistininat cream-aoloured dot ; pectonrl~, dorsal and the membranous 
MC hpBli94 the latter minutely dotted with pale brown; caudal nya 
blackisb, with byaline points. Iris and the circular pupil black. 
D 22, C 6, P 18. Br. l Rings of the body 18, of the tail 35. 

TOTAL LBNQTH : 38 inch. 
BABIT.-SG~ Qf PiUUPZg. 
The length of the head is contained 4+ times in the total ; the db- 

tance from the &terior margin of the orbit to the gill-open4 k j of 
the length of the head ; that from the symphysis of the lower jar  to tbe 
anterior margin of the orbit is + of the length of the head ; the diameter 
of the orbit is & of the head; the distance between the sya k 
lees than their dinmeter. From the posterior margin of the orhit 
proceeds a sharp raised line a little downwards to the posterior mugia 
of the opercle ; from above md below rndiite backwah a number of 

very h e  lines. The body and tail, as far as the membranous pe 
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extends, are hexagonal, the greatest vertical diameter is + of the length 
of the head; the rest of the tail is quadrangular, tapering, but not 
terminating in a point. The anus is situated M much as the length of 
the snout in front of the middle of the total length. The membranour 
eac is attached to the abdominal surface of tbe 15 anterior caudal 
rings ; it forms a segment of a circle, its greatest depth not exceeding 
the diameter of the eye. The dorsal commences a little behind the 
anus ; the length of the rays is +, the extent of the base +of the length 
of the head. The length of the pectorals equals that of the dad. 
The posterior surface of the last caudd ring cames 6 very minute 
branched rays, which are placed horizontally, nt a distance from each 
other: one at each of the four angles, md one from the middle of the 
lateral margin. This distribution giver the caudal the appearance of 
a small brush. A solitary individual was observed at Pinang in July 
1845. This specirs is readily distinguished from S. spplca)%r, Riippell* 
and from 8. gomaphot by the comparatively longer head. 

B. Without caudal. 

SYNGNATHUB BIACVLEATU8, Bl0~h. 

Syngnathus biaculeatus, Bloeh. Tab. 121, Fig. 1, 2. 
Sy ngnathns biaculeatus, Bloch-Schneider, 5 15, Tab. 1. 
Syngnathua biaculeatus, Shaw, V. 453. 
Syngnathns bideatus, Richardson, Report, 1845, 202. 
Head and body pale seagreen ; abdomen pale ochre or buff; in the 

middle of the side of the rings of the body a large vertically oval spot, 
lighter than the general colour, edged with very pale vermilion; in 
some a few black dots, scattered along the sides of the abdomen ; fins 
hydine. Irir pale silvery green, dotted with brown. 

D 43 to 45, A 3, 4 or 5, P 21 or 22, Br. I V ?  Rings of the body 
18, of the tail about 55. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 9; inch. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinang, Singapore, Malayan Peninaula. 

China Seas, Philippines. 
The length of the head is contained a little less than 53 times in the 

* Nene Wibelth: Rache, 143. Tab. 83, Fig. 4. 
t R~urcll, 21, No. XXX. Qoorqhoo 8ubbooko0, (" 6. typhk, Lin.") 

8 N 2 
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total ; the distance from the posterior margin of the orbit to the gill- 
opening is nearly ) of the head ; that from the symphyeia of the lower 
jaw to the anterior margin of the orbit exceeds by 3 half the length of 
the head. The diameter of the orbit is + of the length of the herd. The 
distance across the forehead is a little less than one diameter. From the 
pte r io r  part of the supraorbital margin rises a small, backwards dindsd 
thorn, which like the rest of the head is minutely honeycombed. A 
similar, but smaller thorn appears in the middle of the anterior and pos- 
terior margin of the orbit. The opercles are soldered together, m d r i t h  
numerone backwards radiating lines. The occipital crest is surmounted 
by 3 minute thorns. The body and tail, ra far as the dorsal extends, 
are heptagonal ; the rest of the tail is quadrangular, gradually tapering 
into a point. The greatest vertical dinmeter, halfway between the 
head and the dorsal, is about ) of the length of the head ; the gratest 
h h o n t a l  diameter of the back is contained from 6+ to f times in the 
length of the head, while that of the abdomen varies from 2-f to 3 t- 
in the head. The anus is situated as far behind the middle of the 
total length ra jt of the length of the snout. The dorsal cornmenoes an 
the 18th ring of the body, a little in front of the anus, and continua 
on the 10 anterior ring8 of the tail ; the extent of the base is one du- 
meter of the orbit shorter than the head ; the dorsal and pectod m p  
scarcely exceed 3 of the diameter of the orbit ; the anal rays are h u t  
-f. Single individuh occur in the Straits of Malaeca during .U ~ m .  

Trunk laterally compressed and conspicuously more elevated than 
the tail; the junctions of the rings are raised into ridges and their 
salient angles into spines ; caudal none. 

HIPPOCAMPUS XANNULUS, Cantor. 

Plate XI. Fig. 1. 

pang. Pale greyish brown; sides and abdominal surf= of td 

LENGTH : 3f inch. 
Older. Pale yellow ochre ; fins hyaline ; dorsal with two lollgib 

dinal aeries of blackish apob. Iris silvery bluish-grey. 
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LENGTH : 5 inch. 
D 19, A 4, P 17, Br. ? Rings of the body 11, of the tail 36. 
 HABIT.--^^^ of Pinang. 
The length of the head is + of the total ; the distance from the sym- 

physia of the lower jaw to the nostril is -) of the length of the head, of 
which the diameter of the orbit is i. From the middle of the supra- 
orbital margin rises a emall backwards directed spine; the distance 
between both is leas than the diameter of the orbit. From the poste- 
tior margin of the orbit radiate numerous lines over the opercles. 
The occiput cames a crest, surmounted in front by a tubercle, behind 
by five minute spines ; at the root of the pectorals, and on each side 
of the throat appears a small backwards &rected spine. The body ie 
heptagonal, its greatest verti* diameter slightly exceeds f. of the 
length of the head ; the tail ie quadreugular, tapering into a point. The 
anus is situated nearly in the middle of the total length, and opposite 
the middle of the dorsal. The latter occupies the 10th and 1 l th ring 
of the body and the first of the tail ; all three rings are arched, eo M to 
appear like a crest from which the dorsal rises. The length of the 
rnys is a little less than two diameters of the orbit ; the extent of the 
base is + of the length of the head. The pectorals are a little shorter 
than the dorsal ; the anal is about half the diameter of the orbit. One 
individual was observed at Pinang in September 1842 ; a second in 
January 1844. 

HIPPOCAMPUS COMEB, Cantor. 

Plate XI. Fig. 2. 

Brownish buff; opercles bluish ; round the orbit a few distant brown 
doh ; 'fins hyaline. Iris silvery white with a nnmber of short brown- 
ish lines radiating from the pupil. 

D 16, A 4, P 17, Br. 1 Rings of the body, 11, of the tail, 33. 
TOTAL LBNQTE : 5 inch. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinang. 
The length of the head slightly exceeds + of the total ; the distance 

froin the symphysis of the lower jaw to the nostril is 8 ; the diameter 
of the orbit is + of the length of the head. All the spines of the seli- 
ent angles are surmounted by oval or rounded tubercles. On the fore- 
head between the eyes appears a single spine ; on each snpr~orbital 
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margin a similar, and between the two a pair of smaller ones ; single 
ones tilro appear at the anterior and posterior margin of the orbit, md 
a pair a little beneath the lower margin. The occipital errst is sur- 
mounted by three spines, behind which rise fire smaller ones forming 
a clnrter like a comet. At the root of the pectorals a p p r  h o ,  lad 
a pair on each dde of the throat. Over the opercles ndiite some fine 
lines. The body M heptrgod ; itn greatest vertical d i e t e r  slightly 
exceeds the length of the snout to the nostrils. The tail is qdm- 
galu, tapering into a point. The anus is situated nearly in the middle 
of the total length, opposite the posterior third of the d o d .  Tha 
ktfer occupies the 10th and 1 l th  ring of the body and the h t  add ; 
the length of the rays is 1 + dinmeter of t b  orbit, the extent of the brre I 

m contained about 31. times in the length of the bend. The pectanls 
are a little ahorter than the dorsal, and the nnal is the shortest of dl. 
A aiogle individual occurred at Pinang in August 184 4. 
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SUBCLASSIS : SELACHII. 

OUDO : PLAGIOSTOMI. 

SUBOUDO : SQUALI. 

GLN. SCYLLIUM, (Cuvier, 1829,) Miiller und Henle, 1841. 

Anterior dorsal between the ventrals and anal ; posterior between the 
anal and caudal ; spiracles immediately behind the eyes ; gill-openings 
equidistant : both posterior ones immediately above the pectorals ; snout 
short, blunt ; nostrils near the mouth, in some continued in a fissure 
to the margiu of the upper lip ; superior nasal valves covering the 
nostrils, so as generally to leave but a small rounded aperture at the 
external margin; nasal valves either separated by a larger or smaller 
piece soldered between their centre, or both united ; in some in the 
middle of the external surface a projection, which occasionally extends 
beyond the lower margin of the valve ; in others at the inferior margin . 

of the nostril a smaller valve covered by the larger; mouth arched; 
teeth with a central point and one or two on each side; several species 
with the ventral fins united over the male appendages ; scales trifid ; 
ova resembling those of the Rays. 

SCYLLIUM MACULATWM, Miiller m d  Henle. 

Scyllium marmomtum, Bennett : Life of Raffles, 693 ') 
(Icor~.) Scyllinm maculatum, Gray : Ill. Ind. Zool. I. PI. 98, Fig. 1. 

S c a u m  maculatum, Miiller und Henle : Plagiostomen 5, 
Taf. 

Scyllinm maculatum, Richardson : Report, 1845, 193. 
(Young male.) Gronnd-colour of the back white, of the aid-, ver- 

tical fins and upper surface of horizontal fins light slateblue, with nu- 
merous confluent rounded spots, of snuff colour, forming a kind of net- 
work ; near the apex of the two dorsal-, of the caudal- and anal fins a 
transversal snuff-colonred band ; abdomen, lower surface of pectorals md 
ventrals and the male appendages bluish white. Iris silvery slate-blue ; 
pupil obliquely liltcar, blrcli. 
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HABIT.-S~~ of Singapore. 
Indian Ocean, China Sea, Canton. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 1 foot 7 inch. 
The anterior dorsal is situated midway between the apex of the 

' snout and that of the caudal ; it  commences opposite the terminrSion 
of the ventrals. The posterior dorsal commences at an equal distance 
from the root of the ventrals and the apex of the caudal. The anal fin 
commences a little in front of the posterior dorsal, but it terminah 
before reaching the middle of that fin. The acales are trifid, with a 
central, flat, pointed keel, m d  with a minute point on each side. In 
time the scales become worn and subrhombic. 

A single young male was taken at Singapore in May 1840. Each 
male appendage measured 2+ inch in length. 

Snout blunt ; nostrils extending to the mouth ; nasal valves separated, 
each carrying a filament ; at the external margin of each nostril a wn- 
siderable hem-like valve, which continues towards the upper fold of the 
angle of the mouth ; under lip skinny, broad, separated from the throat 
by a transverse furrow ; mouth slightly arched ; teeth pointed, with 
one or two smaller points on each side ; spiracles behind and below the 
eyes ; at tbe posterior margin of each spiracle a projecting tubercle ; 
fourth and fifth gill-opening near each other ; dorsal f i n s ' p l d  in 
front of anal ; the anterior dorsal behiid the rentrals ; peetanla and 
ventrals rounded, as also the anal and caudal ; the anal, without mte- 
r;'or angle, is arched downwards, terminating behind in a point ; lower 
margin of the caudal convex. 

CEILOSCYLLIUM PLAGIOSUM, (Bennett.) 

Russell, XVI. Bokee Sorrah (Youy . )  
Russell, Ita Sorrah, page 10 (Adult.) 
Scyllium freycineti, Quoy et Gairnard. Freyc. 192 1 (IT- -3 
Scyllium plagiosum, Bennett : Life of Raffles, 693. (Ip-.) 

(Icon.) Scyllium ornatum, Gray : Ill. Ind. Zool. I. PI. 98, Fig. 2. 

( Y ~ R Y  -) 
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Chiloscyllium plagiosum, Miiller und Henle, 18 (Young.)* 
Chiloscyllium plagiosum, Var 1, Miiller aund Henle, 18. 

( Foung.) 
Chiloscyllium plagiosum, Var 2, Miiller und Henle, 18. 

(Young.) 
Russell : p. 10, " Vielleicht eine Varietat," Miiller und Henle, 

20. (Adult.) 
Chiloscyllium plagiosum, Richardson : Report, 1845, 194. 
Yu t6kay of the Malaya. 

(Newbm and very young.) Ground-colohr above white or buff, 
with numerous black transverse bands, preponderating over the ground- 
colonr, which appears on the head and back like transverse buff bands, 
each with a transversal brown line in the centre. On the sides and fins 
the ground-colour is reduced to a number of rounded spots, each with 
a central brown dot. Lower surface of the body and horizontal fins 
whitish, of the tail pale blackish. Iris black, with a silvery line border- 
ing the black pupil, which is linear and ascending obliquely backwards. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 4 to 64 inch. 

(Older.) Ground-colour ash-grey or isabelh colonred, with (1 1, 12 
or 13) pale browuish black transverse bands, broad on the back, nar- 
rower on the sides ; the margins darker than the bands, or with dis- 
tant dark dots; fins with dark and light spots ; abdominal surface 
whitish. Iris silvery ash-grey or isabella coloured. (Russell, XVI., 
Bokee Sorrah.-Scyllium plagioaum, Bennett.-Par. 1, Miilier und 
Henle.) 

Or : 
Ground-cohur ash-grey or nankin yellow with transverse brownish 

bands edged with black ; within the bands double transverse rows of 
black doh  ; single such between the bands ; on the sides and fins 
black rings, each with a central black spot. (Seylliurn ornatum, Gray. 
-Par. 2,  Miiller und Hen1e.-Chilosylliumplagi~dl(m, Richardson.-) 
TOTAL LENGTH : 74 to 144 inch. 

* VAB. 3 and V A ~ .  4,  Miiller und Henle, are founded upon two unpnbbhed draw. 
ingr of General Hardwicke. Both have evidently been taken from specimem in 
the infantile liveq, and are no more constant Varietifs than VAB. 2 and 3 of M.M. 
Miilier ond Henle. 

8 o 
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(Adult.) Above uniform1 J ash-coloured or yellowish grey ; whitish 
beneath. Iris sikery, of the ground colour. (Ro Sorrd,  Russel.- 
" Yielleicht eine Yarieliit," Miiller and Henle.-) 

TOTAL LENGTH : 1 ft. 5 inch to 2 ft. 4 inch. 

Ha~x~.-Seas of Pinang, Malayan Penimla, Singapore. 
Indian Ocean, Seas of China and Japan (Richardson), 

Coasts of Brazil (M. und H.) 

The anterior dorsal fin commences immediately above the termim- 
tion of the ventral8 ; the posterior dorsal commences as far from the 
anal ns the extent of its own base. In young individds the sedes am 
narrow lanceolate and keeled ; in the adult they are tetragonal or mb- 
rhombic, with a polished, not keeled, surface. In the young fish nppeur 
along the centre of the back a keel composed of scales larger than the 
rest; on each side, a little below the central keel appears a similar, 
which borders the upper third of the side. From the root of the ven- 
tral fins to the commencement of the anal appears on each side a third 
keel, which separates the sides from the abdomen. With age the 
doml keel becomes indistinct, but the others appear to vanish. In 
yonng individuals the male appendages do not extend beyond the ante- 
nor half of the inner margiu of the ventral fins ; in  mature age their 
length is double that of the inner margin of the ventrals. The livery 
of the newborn and matnre individuals is as constant .a that of the 
intermediate sge,is liable to variations. The latter, which are but trae- 

sitory garbs, have been described as constant and distinct Varieties by 
M. M. Miiller und Henle. Russell is the only observer who desaibed 
the mature fish. There appe&s, however, to exist a constant Variety, 
which is above of a uniform golden bronze colour, paler bemath, with 
reddish golden fins and with the iris of burnished gold. This Variety 
is rarely seen in the Straits of Malaeca, at Madras,* and in the Bay of 

Bengal, as far as the 2 1st degree. In the Straits of Malacca the sprdcs 
ia at a l l  seasans excessively numerous. 

Walter Elliot, Equire, posnessea an d u l t  male of thir Variety, 
2 ft. 2 t  in& in length. 
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GEN. GINGLYYOBTOMA, bfmller und Henle, 1837. 
(NEBRIU~,* Riippell,) 1837. 

Snout blunt ; nostrils extending to the mouth, with a short valve & 

the internal margin, from which proceeda a long cirrus extending to the 
mouth ; a second short valve at the external margin of the nostrils ; 
mouth convex ; the folds of the angle of the mouth divided by a d q  
fissure in an upper and lower fold ; the internal extremity of the lowet 
fold separated from the skin of the under lip by a more or less deep, 
v e r t i d  furrow ; teeth very numerous, upwards of ten close series, their 
base rhomboidal, with a central conical apex, with two to four gradually 
decreasing blunt points on each side ; the fifth branchial opening 
almost hidden in the fourth ; both situated above the pectoral fins; 
spiracles ve ry minute, immediately behind the eyes ; anterior d o r d  fin 
opposite the ventrals ; posterior dorsal partly in front of, partly opposite 
the commeucement of the anal ; the latter fin nearer the caudal than 
the ventrals, yet not immediately in front of the caudal; the latter 
with a trace of an inferior lobe ; pectoral fins longer than in the rest of 
SylliOi&. 

GINGLYMO~TOMA coNcoLoa, (Ruppell.) 

Nebrius concolor, Riippell, Neue Wirbelth, 6 1, Taf. 17, Fig. 1. 
Riippell, Chondropt : 2, Taf. 17, Fig. 2. 

Ginglymostoma wncolor, Miiller und Henle, 22, Taf. 

Young. Light brownish buff. Iris silvery light grey ; pupil linear, 
oblique. 

Hnsr~.-Sea of Pinang. 
Indinn Ocean, Massanah (Red Sea). 

TOTAL LENGTH : 2 ft. 5 inch. 
The anterior dorsal fin commencee a little behind the origin of the 

ventrals, but extends farther back than the termination of the latter. 
The posterior dorsal commences a little in front of the anal and termi- 
nntes a little in front of the termination of the latter fin. The scalea 
are broad lnuceolate or sub-rhombic with an indistinct central tubercle. 
The denticulatins of the posterior margins are very indistinct, and the 
scales which are worn down have a polished granular appearance. In 
the upper jaw appear but three, in the lower four series of teeth, the 
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central apex of which scarcely exceeds the lateral points which gradually 
decrease. During life the fish carries the tail much more erect than 
is represented in the figures of M. M. Ruppell, Muller and Henle. 
The length of the male appendages is less than one-half of the inner 
margin of the ventral fins. During life this species is distinguished by 
its beautiful light tint and by its proportions. A solitary young m d e  
was taken at Pinang in March 1845. I t  lived for about two hours in  the 
air. The stomach contained remains of small Cturtacea. The length 
of the intestinal canal slightly exceeded + of the total length of the fish. 

GEN. STEGOSTOMA, Miiller und Hmle, 1837. 

Mouth transverse and narrow ; at the upper and lower jaw the inte- 
guments form two flattened rims, which carry the teeth; the latter 
exhibit tripartite laminae; the centrepiece between the nasal valves is 
much broader than the valves themselves, and forms a tmnsverse thick 
rim over the mouth, which above and in front can be covered by this 
rim. The latter has a rounded free margin in which unite the anterior 
and posterior surfaces ; the posterior, generally hidden, surface is d y  
like the rest. The nasal valves are reduced to skinny hems which 
laterally enclose the central rim. The nasal valves terminate in a 
strong cirrus. The lower margin of the nostril has no valve. The 
folds of the angle of the mouth are short; the fossets deep. The 
head is highly arched and rounded. The cleft between the eyeliQ is 
very small, transversely oval, with sharp margins. The spiracles am 
vertical fissures behind the eye. The fifch branchial opening is hid in the 
fourth ; the third, fourth and fifth appenr imrnedintely above the pectoral 
fins. The anterior dorsal is placed opposite the ventral fins, but 
extends somewhat in advance ; the posterior dorsal is placed between the 
ventrals and the anal. The latter is placed immediately in front of the 
caudal. The latter is nearly throughout of uniform height, with the 
usual incision before the apex, and it ig proportionally very elongated. 

STEGOSTOMA PASCIATUM, (Bloch.) 

Seba : Thes. 111. 105, Tab.. 34, No. 1. 
Gronov. Mus. I. 82, No. 136.-Zoophyl. 34, No. 147. 
Le tigre, Brouss. 658. 
Sqnalus fasciatus, Bloch. 1 13. 
squalus tigrinus, Linnk ; Syst. 1493. (Young.) 
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Squalus longicaudus, Ibid. 1496. 
Zebra Shark, Shaw : Nat. Misc. 434. 
Squale tigre, LadpBde, I. 249. 
Squnlos fasciatus, Shaw: V. 148. PI. 148. (.'noborn.) 
Squalus fasciatus, Bloch-Schn. 130. 
Russell : XVIII. Poollee Maknm. (Newborn.) 
La roussette tigrde, Dict. des Sc. Nat. No. 33, Fig. 2. 
Scyllium heptagonnm, Riippell : Neue Wirb. 61, Tab. 17, Fig. 1. 

(Young.) 
Scyllium heptagonum, Riippell: Chondropt. 1. Tab. 17. Fig. 1. 
Stegostoma fasciatum, Miiller und Henle, 23, Taf. (Young). 

Stegostoma fasciatum, Var. 1, Miiller uud Henle, 25. (Young.) 
Stegostoma'fasciatnm, Var. 2, Miiller und Henle, 25. (Young.) 
Stegostomn fasciatum, Var. 3, Miiller und Henle, 25. (Mature f )  
Stegostoma carinrtum, Blyth : Journ. As. Soc. XVI. 725, PI. XXV. 

bw, Fig. 1. (Young.) 

Yo t6kay of the Malays. 
(Newborn and very young.) Ground-colour above yellowish white 

with numerous broad black transverse bands, preponderating over the 
gronnd-colour, which on the head and firis is reduced to single rounded 
o r  oval spots ; lower surface of the body and horizontal fins yellowish 
white. Iris black with a silvery line bordering the black linear pupil, 
which ascends obliquely backwards. (Russell, XVIII. Poollee Makum. 
-Tar. 1, Miiller und Henle).-To~a~ LENGTH: 12 to 13 inch. 

(Older.) Ground-coloor reddish- or brownish yellow, more con- 
epicoous than in the newborn, particularly on the fins, where the brown 
colour is broken up into numerous rounded spots, (on the pectoral fins 
one or two large rings, with a central spot ;) transversal bands reddish 
brown, with broad snuff-coloured or black margins ; in some the bands 
of the head and body with numerous dark brown rounded spots. Iris 
like the ground-colour, but silvery. (Tar. 2, Miiller und Hen1e.-) 
TOTAL LENGTH : 1 ft. 10 to 3 ft. 

(Mature ? Adult ?) Ground-colour whitish brown ; head from 
behind the eyes, body and fins with numerous snuff-coloured rounded 
spots, which are somewhat indistinct on the fins. (Syllium hepta- 
gonum, ~ i i ~ ~ e l l . - T a r .  3, Miiller nnd Hen1e.-Stegostoma carinaturn, 
Blyth.-) TOTAL LENGTH : 3 ft. to 5 ft. 7 inch. 
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 HABIT.-^^^ of Pinang. 
Indian Ocean, Bay of Bengl, Jeddah, (Red Sea.) 

All the descriptions of this species have been taken from young 
individuals. According to Gmelin it attain8 a length of about 15 ft. 
The largest specimen quoted above is a female, collected a t  -ma by 
W. Elliot, ,Esq. The length of the body is 2 ft., of the td 3 A. 7 
inch. the proportion of the latter ia therefore less than in younger 
individuals, where the tail forms f of the total length. The d a  ue 
rhombi, with a strong central keel and with 2 to 6 denticulations on 
each of the two anterior margins. I n  smaller individuals the sales  
are broad lanceolate, the central keel terminating in a sharp point, but 
the posterior margins are either not at all, or indistinctly denticalated. 
With age the seven raised keels become more distinct. Mr. Elliot bas 
observed this species frequenting the shoals off the coast of M a h  
feeding on Molluscs. The stomach of several, dissected by him, con- 
tained large quantities of molluscous bodies, many of which with the 
opercula of different species of firbinida attached. In a single young 
female, taken at Pinang in August 1845, the stomach contained 
remains of small Cmtacea. Gmelin describes this species ns feeding 
on Cmtacea and Testacea. I n  a young individual 3 ft. in length, 
the male appendnges did not exceed one half of the internal margins 
of the ventral fins. The Varieties, described by M. M. Miiller and 
IIenle, are but individual variations of the infantile livery. 

A. without spiraela. 

GEN. CARCEARIAS, (Rajinesque, 19 10,) Milller und Henlr, 154 1. 

Snout flattened, more or less rounded, moderately long. Nostrils 
in the centre between the mouth and the point of the snout, or nearer 
the mouth, at the lateral margin of the snout. Labial cartilage very 
minute or absent. Ovary of the embryo communicating with a kind 
of uterine placenta by means of plaited folds. Oriduct either smooth 
or flocculent. 

BUB GEN. SCOLIODON, Miiller und Eenle, 1837. 

Teeth of upper and lower jaw similar, but in the upper jaw appem 
an odd central tooth, trenchant, with the point C i t e d  outwards, bat 
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not denticulated. The external part of the base forms a blunt protu- 
berance, without or with a slight notch. Posterior dorsal fin placed 
either immediately opposite the anal, or above the posterior extremity 
of the latter. A distinct caudal groove above and beneath. Sales  
minute, tricarinate. Oviduct of the embryo flocculent. 

CARCHARIA~ (SCOLIODON) ACUTUS, Riippell. 

Carcharias acutus, Riippell : Chondropt. 5, Tab. 18, Fig. 4. 
Carcharias (Scoliodon) acutus, M. u. H. 29. 
Carcharias (Scoliodon) acutus, Richardson : Rep. 184.5, 194. 
Yu of the Malays. 
Head above, back, sides and fins lead-grey, or light bluish grey ; 

beneath white. Iris light blue silvery, with a narrow silvery line bor- 
dering the black liuear pupil. 

HABIT :-Sea of Pinang, Singapore, Malayan Peninsula. 
Indian Ocean, Red Sea, Java, China Seas. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 3 ft. 
The anterior dorsal fin is situated a little nearer the pectorals than 

the ventrals ; the upper and posterior margin join in a narrow elongat- 
ed point. The posterior dorsal commences opposite the posterior half 
of the base of the anal ; both terminate in elongated points. The dis- 
hnce between the commencement of the ventrals and that of the a n t e  
rior dorsal equals the distance from the commencement of the ventrals 
t o  that of the posterior dorsal fin. The fifth gill-opening is situated 
above the commencement of the pectorals. The scales are minute 
rounded, and with five, four or three keels. In young individuals the 
odd central tooth is considerably smaller than the rest. Single indivi- 
duals occur during all seasons in the Straits of Malacca. 

(Equivalent to PRIONODON, MulZer und IIenle, 181 1 .) 
Teeth of either upper jaw, or of both jaws, finely denticulated on 

both sides, oblique or straight,'trigonal, or with a small apex on a 
broad base. I n  the upper jaw almost invariably an odd central tooh. 
Oviduct of the embryo smooth, not flocculent. 

* npfmv, mw, &dj, *s.-Substituted for Prionodon, pre-occupied by Prionodon, 
Horleld, 1823, (Man.) The characters given us thop of M. M. Miiller and 
Henle. 
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CARCEARIAS (PEIONACE) MELANOPTEBUS, Qaoy et Gaimard. 

Squalus carcharias minor, Forski1 : Descr. 20. 
Squale requin, LacBp. V. 169, Tab. 8, Fig. 1. 
Carcharias melanopterus, Quoy et Gaim. Freycin. Voy. PI. 43, 

Fig. 1, 2. 

Squalus ustus, Cuv. R. A. 11. 388 ('). 
Squalus spallaneanii. Lesueur : Journ. Acad. Philad. 11. P. 2, 351. 
Carcharias melanopterus, Bennett: Life of Raffles, 693. 
Carcharias melanoptems, Riippell : Chondropt. 3. 
Carcharias (Prionodon) melanopterus, M. u. H .  43, Taf. (Teeth.) 
Carcharias melanopterus, Temm. et Schl. Faun. Japon. 
Carcharias (Prionodon) melanopterus, Richardson : Rep. 18-45, 

194, 317. 

Carcharias (Prionodon) melanopterus, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gen. 6. 

Head above, back, sides and fins lead-grey, or light bluish grey; 
anterior margins of the fins, (all the margins of the caudal,) and point 
of the pectorals bluish black ; beneath white. Iris silvery grey with 
a blackish line bordering the vertically oval pupil. 

HABIT :-Straits o f ~ a l a c c a .  
Red Sea, Waigiou, New Holland, Timor, Jam, Sumatn, 

Madura, China Sea, Japan. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 3 ft. 
In  young indiiiduals the teeth of the upper jaws have denticulated 

margins, but in the adult they are denticulated in both jawa. The 
teeth of the lower jaw are smdler and narrower than those of the 
upper. The anterior dorsal fin commences a little behind the termina- 
tion of the pectorals ; the posterior commences a little in front of the 
anal and extend3 to the posterior third of the latter fin. ' The points 
of all three are but moderately elongated. The ventrals commence at 

the posterior third of the distance between the commencement of the 
pectorals and the anal. The male appendages are shorter thau the 
internal margin of the ventrals. The fourth and fifth branchid open- 
ings are situated above the pectorals. The snout is short and rounded 
in  some, moderately elongated and pointed in others. The scales m 
minute, with from three to five keels. Single individuals occur at dl 
seasons in ihe Straits of Malacca. 
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GEN. SPHYRNA, (Rajneaque, 1810), MUller und sdenk, 1841. 

(ZYOAENA, Cum'n; 1817.) 

The anterior part of the head broad, flattened and laterally elon- 
gated ; nostriln situated at the anterior margin ; eyes at the lateral 
margins. Nasal valve a small triangular lobe at the internal margin of 
the nostril. No labial cartilage. Teeth of both jaws similar, resembling 
outwards pointing flattened pyramids, either trenchant or denticulated, 
with a section at the external margin of the base ; centrnl teeth in both 
jaws. Anterior doraal nearer the pectorals than the ventrals ; posterior 
do& smaller than the anterior, oppoaite the anal ; incision of the 
caudal fin distinct. Oviduct of the embryos flocculent; ovary not 
attached to the walls of the uterus. i 

SPHYRNA ZYOAENA, (Linnd.) 

Libella, Belon, 61. 
Zygrena, Rondelet, 389. 
Gesner, Fol. LXXXII. 
Libella, hlviani, 121, Tab. 40. 
Aldrov. 408. 
Jonstoa, Tab. VII. Fig. 8. 
Willoughby : B. 1. 
Ruysch : Theatr. Tab. VII. Fig. 8. 
ZygBne, Dntertre: Hist. Nat. 11. 207. 
Zygrena seu Libella, Jacob : Mue. 16, Taf. VII. Fig. 5. 
Jochtiach, Valeutini : Mus. Taf. XXXII. Fig. 5. 
Z y m n q  h y ,  20, 7. 
Zygaena : Mns. Besler, Tab. XV. Fig. 1. 
Klein: Miss. 111. 13, No. 1. 
Zygaena, Linnt? : M u .  Ad. Fr. 52. 
Stampella, Scilla: Tab. 28, Fig. 2. 
Squrrlus zygaena, Briinnich : Ichthyol. Marail. 4, No. 8. 
P h i s  libella, Bonnan : Mus. Kirch. Tab. XXXVII. Fig. 20. 
Squalns zygaena, Forski3 : Deecr. XVIII. 
Zygsne: Duhamel : Sect. IX. PI. XXI. F. 3-8. 
Gronov. Mus. I. 63, 139.-Zoopbyl. 116. 
L e  Marteau, Brouraou. No. I I. 
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Sq~~alus zygaena. Bloch. 11 7. I 
Martillo de Mar, Brn de Ramon. I. 5 1. 
Cornudo, Parrn, Lam. 32. 

I 
Squalns zygaena, LinnB : Spst. 1494. 
Squalns, No. 4, Browne :  am. 558. 

i 
Artedi: Gen. Pisc. 44, 7. Synon. 96, 7. 1 
Le Squale marteau, Ladp. I. 257. 
Le Squale pantouflier, Ibid. 260, PI. VII. Fig. 3. 
Sqaalue zygaena, El. Schn. 131. 1 
Russell, XII. Koma Sorra. (Young.) 1 

Squalus zygaenn, Shaw, V. 354, PI. 154. 
Zygaeua malleus, Risso : Ichth. 34, Hist. Nat. 111. 125. 
Sphyrna zggaena, Rafin : Ind. 46. 
Squalua zypena, Mitchill : Tr. Lit. and Phil. Soc. N e w  York, I. 

284. 
Zyghue marteau: Dict. des Sc. Net. T. 32. 
Zygrena malleus : Valenciennes : MBm. du Mus. IX. 223. PL XI. 

F'ig. 1.8. b. 
Zygaena tudes Val. Ibid. P1. XI. Fig. 3. (Very young.) 
Zygaena malleus, Cuv. R. A. 11. 393. 
Zygaena tudes, Ibid. 394. 
Zygaena lewisii, Griffith : Anim. Kingd. Tab. 50. 
Zypena malleus, Yarrell : 11. 406. I 
Zygaena malleus, Cantor : Quarterly Med. Journ. No. 111. Cdcattr, 

1837, pig. 1. 
Zy~aena tudes, Cantor, Ibid. Fig. 11. and: Transact. Med. md 

i 
Phye. Soc. Calcutta: VIII. Pt. 2, Appendix, ccxj. Pig. 1-11. 

Zygaend malleus, swainson : I. 134. 
Zygaena malleus, Yarrell : Supplem. 61. 
Sphyrna zygaenr, Bonaparte : Faun. Ital. Fruc. 27. 

I 
Zygaena tudes, Agassiz : Recherches : 111. Tab. E. Fig. 8, (Teeth.) 
Sphyrna zygaenr, Miiller und Henle, 5 1. 
Sphyrna tudes, Ibid. 63. 
Zygaenn malleus, De Kay : Zoology of New York, IV. 362. PL LXII. 

Pig. 204. (Fw.) 
Sphyrna zygsena, Richardson : Rep. 1845, 194. 
Bphyrna tudes, Bleeker : Verhandel. Batav. Gen, BXII. 6. 
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Foetuu. Head above, back sides and fins rosy white, with a greyish 
tinge along the back; beneath white. Iris sileery light blue; pupil 
circular black. Total length : 1 ft. 0) inch. 

Ymng and Adult. Body and fins s lab  grey ; beneath white. Iris 
golden. 

H ~ s l ~ . - S e a  of Pinang, Singapwe, Malayan Pemrzacla. 
Coasts of France, English Channel, Mediterranean, Atlan- 

tic, Indian Ocean, Bay of Bengal, Java, Madurn, China 
Seas, Japan, Brasilian Coast, Nantucket, Cayenne, South 
Coast of Australia. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 10 ft. 9 inch. 

The anterior dorsal commences immediately behind the termination 
of the pectorals ; the extent of the base is considerably less than 3 of 
the length of the anterior margin ; the upper and the posterior mar- 
gins join in q narrow, not mnch elongated point. The posterior, mnch 
smaller dorsal commences opposite the root of the anal, but terminates 
a little before the latter; both fins terminate in an elongated narrow 
point. The distance from the commencement of the ventrals to that 
of the pectorals is a little less than the distance between the commence- 
ment of the ventrals and that of the caudal. The fourth and fifth 
branchial openings are placed above the commencement of the pectorals. 
All the teeth am trenchant, not denticulated ; those of the upper jaw 
appear somewhat broader than those of the lower. The d e s  are 

~ ~ 

very minute with five or six keels. In  the adult the .anterior margin 
of the heed forms a nearly uninterrupted or slightly festooned arch 
till it  reaches the nostrils, where there is a more or less deep notch. 
The posterior margin is nearly parallel to the anterior. The nostrils 
open near the external part of the anterior margin of the head. From 
the nostrils proceeds a fisaure along the external third of the anterior 
margin of the head. The length of the head, from the angle of the 
mouth, is about # of the breadth, or a straight line drawn between the 
eyea. The posterior margin of the head forms with the body an acute 
angle. Single individoals occur a t  all seasons in the Straits of Malacca. 
The largest examined was a female taken at Pmaog in January 1845. 
I n  her were observed thirty-seven living young, of which twenty were 
males, seventeeu females. 

8 ~ 2  
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All were of the following dimensions: 
Length of the head from the angle of the mouth,. ....... 14 inch. . . . .  lateral margin of the head,. ............. 1 

Distance between the eyes,. ......................... 3-t .. from the angle of the mouth to anus,. ......... 4+ 
.................. .. s s  anus to anal fin, 04 

Base of the anal, .................................. OH 
Height of do, .................................... w 
Distance from anal to caudal fin, .................... 0 3  
Length of caudal, ................................ 4 
Base of anterior dorsal, ............................ 1: 
Height of do., .................................. 2 
Base of posterior dorad, .......................... o t  
Height of do., ................................ 03 
Length of pectorals, .............................. 1+ 
Breadth of do., .............................. .... OP, ..................... Distance between the nostrils, 2) 

............ Distance between the angles of the month, 0.t 
The foetus or very young diiers from the adult in ita mom uchcd 

anterior margin of the head, and in the margin itself being more feb  
tooned. The length of the head ia but little less than one-half of the 
breadth. From the nostrils proceeds an almost imperceptible fioslue, 
m d  there is no notch in the anterior margin above them. The poe 
tenor margin of the head joioa the body at a nearly right an&. 
(There are the distinguisliing characters of tuder, Val.) The rscbb 
of the foetus are barely perceptible to the touch. The Lturl pra 
ceases of the head are membranous ; but in each appeu two auror 
cartilaginous tubes, one containing the optic, the other the oltetoriu 
nerve. 

SPHYRNA BLocaII, (Valenciennes.) 

Bloch : 11 7. 
Zygaena blochii, Valenciennes; MBm. du Mu. IX. P1. XI. Fi. 2. 

(P0Ctu.J 
Zygaena blochii, Cnv. R. A. 11. 393(5). 
Zygaenn blochii, Bennet : Life of Raffles, 694. 



Zygaena Irticepe, Cantor : Quarterly Med. Journ. Calcutta, 1837, PI. 
1, 2, 3, (Y-g-) 

Zygama blochii. Ibid. Fig, IV. (Foetw) and Transwt. Med. and 
Phys. Soc. Calcutta, VIII. Pt. 11. App. ccxi. 

Zygaena laticeps, Swainson : I. 134, Fig. 1 I, and 11. 318. 
Z y p n a  blochii, Yarrell : Supplem. 64, Fii. 3, (Fcretw.) 
Zygaena laticeps, Ibid. Fig. 4, (Young.) 
sphyma blochii, Miiller und Henle, 54, 199. (Potrag.) 
Z y p m  blochii, Cantor in Ann. and Mag. of Nat. Hist. 1845. 

(Adult and Foetw.) 
Sphyrna blochii, Bleeker : Verhand. Batav. Gen. XXII. 6. 
Head, body and fins above bluish- or slate grey ; beneath white or 

p.le yellowish. Iris golden ; pupil circnlar, black. 
H~s l~ . -Sea  of finang, Malayan Peni~ula,, Shgapore. 

Bay of Bengal, Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Celebes, Madura. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 4 n. 4 inch. 
In all ages the head is remarkably broad. The breadth of the head 

is not only liable to slight individual variations, bnt alao to more wnsi- 
derable variations according to age. In the foetus the length of the 
bead, the distance from the angle of the mouth to the anterior margin 
of the head ir about ) of the breadth, or the distance between the 
lateral margins of the head, With age the length diminishes to about 
3, which it has been found to be in the largest (adult ?) fish yet era- 
mined, a female 4 feet 4 inch in length. The variationr will be per- 
ceived by the following admeasurements. 

A little more than the central third of the anterior margin of the 
bead forms a large slightly undulating arch. At the termination 
of this arch appear the nostrils. In the foetua and the young the 
rest of the anterior margin is direc@$ bnckwards, and the posterior 
margin joins the body at an acute angle. : But in older individuals the 
anterior margin of the head, from the nostrils, is not directed back- 
wards, ud the porterior margin joins the body at a right angle. 

0 R. 4: in. 

.... l#ia 

Totdlangtb. --- 
Brudth of 

head. 
Length of 

do. 

4 h . 4  in 

2 ft. 19 in. 

... %in. 

3 f t . S i n .  

1 ft. 99 in. 

.... 34in.  

2 f t . 2 i o .  

0 It. 104 in. 

...... 14in  

0 ft. 8# in. 

..... ]#in. 

l f t . l l i n . 1 I t . l # i n . l t f . I # i n .  --- 
0 ft. 6 in. 

.... 1#in. 
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The fins are placed as they are in 5. zygaencr, except the posterior 
dorsal which commences but little in front of the termination of the 
and. The following admeasurements were taken from the largeat 
individual, 4 ft. 4 inch in length. She WAS a female captured at 
Pinang in September 1844. 

Distance between the nostrils, .................... 9+ inch. 
,, between the angles of the mouth,. ............. 5t 

She had eighteen living foetus, of which amen were males, eleven 
females. The lateral processes of the head were in d bent backwards 
and towards the sides of the body, so as to make the head resemble a 
broad arrow, as represented by M. Valenciennes. All the foetlls were 
of the following dimensions : 

.................................... Total length, 13)  ineb. 
.............................. Length of the head, I* 

.............. S, lateral margin of the head, 0% 
......................... Distance between the eyes,. 6 

.......... ,, from the angle of the mouth to anw, 5 
........................ ,, anus to anal fin, I* 

.................................... Base of anal, 03 
.................................. Height of ditto, O.& 

.................... Distanca from and to caudal fin, o f  
.............................. Length of caudal, .; 43 

............................ Bsse of anterior dorsal, I+ 
.................................. Height of ditto, 28 

.......................... Base of posterior dorsal, O# 
.................................. Height of ditto, o+ 

.............................. Length of pectorals, If 
................................ Breadth of ditto, 

........................... Distance between nostrils, 2 
................ 11 angles of the mouth, Q 

In  Jnnuary 1845 another female occurred, 3 8. 8 inch. in length, 
with fifteen living fetus. Of these ten were males, five fenulcr, all 
of which measured one foot i~ length. Young individndq n p r u d s  
of 3 ft. in length, rre very numerous at all llaasons in the Stmita of 
Malacca. In the Bay of Bengal, in 21' N., the species h of rucr 
occurrence, The young feed on arustacea, the older on fishes. 
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SUB-ORDO : RAJAE. 

FAN. SQUATINORAJOIDE. 

GEN. PRISTIS, (Lathmn, 1794,) M~lller und Henk, 184 1. 

(PRI~TIBATI~, Blainrille, 1828.) 

Teeth of the saw generally uniform, flattened and trenchant, directed 
tolerably straight outwards, and commencing in front of the nostrils. 
Nostrils far removed from the mouth, with a long, narrow triangular 
valve at the upper margin ; at the lower margin a hemlike valve. No 
oartilagee at the angle of the mouth. Mouth transversal, straight. In  
the upper jaw a membranous transverse valve behind the teeth, with a 

atnight margin. Teeth flattened, like paving stones. Upper eyelid 
without projection. Spiracles large, separated by a broad bridge from 
the eyes. Anterior dorsal partly opposite the ventrals. Both dorsals 
equal. Candal short, with or without a lower lobe. 

PRI~TIS SEMI8AGITTATU8, (Shew.) 

Russell, XIII. Yahla (7- young.) 
S q d u s  semisagittatus, Shaw, V. 361. 
Priath semisagittatus, Cnv. R. A. 11. 394 C). 
his t is  semisagittatus, Swainson, 11. 31 9. 
Pristis semisagittatus, Miiller und Henle, (Toung,) 108, Taf. (Month 

and nostrils). 
lkan garag6ji of the Malays. 
Diluted pellow ochre; beneath whitish. Iris pale golden; pupil 

black, transversely oval. 
ILer~.-Sea of Pinang, Malayan Pemnarla, Singapore. 

Coromandel, Bay of Bengal, Mouths of the Ganges. 
TOTAL LENGTR : 6 ft. 4 inch. 
The nostrils are situated very near the mouth and extend close to 

t h e  margin of the snout; from their external angle proceeds a short 
fissnre towards the margin of the snout. The transverse1 duplicature 
or valve behind the teeth of the upper jaw has a deep notch at the 
symphysis of the jaw, and the margin is fringed in young individuals, 
rs described by M. M. Miiller and Henle. But in older ones (3 ft. 
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6 inch. in length,) the margin is smooth. The two dorsal fins are 
of equal size and form, the wperior nmrgin h very concave, md 
terminates in a narrow elongated point. In young individnab they 
join at an acute angle. The anterior dorsal commences opposite 
the termination of the ventrals; the distance from the termination 
of the posterior dorsal to the commencement of the caudal exceeds 
by one-half the base of the dorsal. The posterior margin of the 
caudal ia deeply excavated no M to form a lower lobe, but little 
smaller than the npper. On the tail there is a sharp keel where the 
abdomen joins the sides ; the keel is particularly mised between the 
posterior d o d  and caudal. The male appendws are styliform and 
project slightly beyond the inner margins of the ventrals, to which tbe 
anterior two-thirds are joined. The ventrals terminate in an elongated 
point. The external margin of the pectorals is concave. The anterior 
branchid opening is sitnated immediately beneath the wmmencement 
af the pectorals, the rest follow an oblique backwards and inwards diree- 
tion. With the exception of the apex of the male appendages ud the 
teeth of the raw, every other part of the body is covered with minute 
rounded or irregular scales, of unequal size. The back h rough to 
the touch in consequence of numerous tubercular s&, a little h g w  
than the rest. All the seales have originally a minute central tubercle 
which, however, m n  becomes worn. In the fatns the lateral mvginr 
af the saw are smooth and not yet ~ierced by the teeth. At the hse 
the aaw is naked to withi a musidetable distance (from 3 to 5 loagi- 
tndinal diameters) of the eye. The first two or three teeth on each 
side of the apex of the saw are placed regularly opposite each other, 
the succeeding ones are not so. One of the margins amen fmm 
4 to 7 more teeth than the other. The greater number p m m t  on ow 
side varies from 25 to 34. In  very young individuals, arch .s hre  
been described by Ilussell and M. M. Miiller and Henle, up& of 
3 ft. in length, each tooth has at the posterior margin r wtcb which 1 
forms r small barb, behind which the base of the tooth bcaosvr 
narrower. Bnt in individuals of about 4 ft. in length the notch is 
neuly effaced, and the basal half of the tooth is much broader than 
the other tapering half, which appears, M if it had been filed. W~th 
age the teeth become brmd at the base, with trenchant margins taper 
ing to r rounded trenchant point. The anterior mugin h uchcd ud 
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slihtly directed backwards. The apical half of the teeth is slightly 

depressed. Cnutaeea form the food of the young, of which single 
occur in the Straits of Malacca at all seasons. Large individuals are 

seldom seen. 

GEN. RHINA, (Klein, 1745,) Mdlller und Henle, 184 1. 

Snout rounded ; spiracles immediately behind the eyes. Both the 
superior and inferior nasal valve extend to the inner angle of the 
nostril. Mouth deeply undulating. Teeth almost globular, not broader 
than long. 

RHINA ANCYLOSTOMU8, Bloch-Schneider. 

Rhina ancylostomus, Bloch-Schneidet, 352, Tab. 72. 
Rhina ancylostomus, cuvikr, R. A. 11. 396 (7, 

(Icm.) Rhina ancylostomus, Gray : Ill. Ind. Zool. 11. PI. 102, Fig. 
2. (Teeth.) 

Rhina anqclwtomus, Swainson, 11. 322. 
Rhina anqloetomw Agassiz : Tab. H. Fig. 3, 4. (Teeth.) 
Rhina ancylo8tomus, Owen : Odontogr. PI. 23. (Teeth.) 
Rhina ancylostomus, Miiller und Henle, 1 10. (Very young.) 
Rhina ancylostomus, Richardson : Report, 1845, 195. 

Above earth-brown or deep skpblue; on the back, pectorals and 
caudal numerons distant whitish spots; beneath white. lria pale 
golden ; pupil black, transversely oval. 

H~sx~.-Sea of Pinang. 
Indian Ocean, padras, China Sea. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 7 ft. 
The distance between the nostrils exceeds the length of each nostril 

by about +. The distance, of the nostrils from the margin of the head 
is of their length. The horizontal diameter of the eye, which slightly 
exceeds the vertical, is a little more than # of the length of the nostril. 
The spiracles are nearly ovoid, their longest diameter + of the length of 
the nostrils; their distance from the eye is about + of its horizontal 
diameter. The pectorals, by far the largest of the fins, appear triangu- 
lar md are nearly equilateral ; the anterior convex margin ie thickened, 
rounded and smooth ; the posterior is straight and coarsely serrated. 
The branchial openings in position and form resemble those of Ptiatia 
,emi,agittatua. The anterior dorsal commences a little in front of the 

8 Q 
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ventnls and terminates a little before the termination of the latter h, 
The bsse scarcely exceeds one-half of the height of the fin ; the mte- 
rior margin is convex, the two others nearly stmight ; the lllgla ur 
acute. The posterior dorsal is scarcely smaller than the anterior, rhieh 
i t  reeembles in form; it occnpies the centre of the distance betreen 
the termination of the anterior dorsal and the commencement of the 
caudal. The posterior m a r ~ i n  of the caudal is deeply excavated, and 
there is a lower lobe but little smaller than the upper. The a& 
keel commences beneath the posterior dorsal fin. The ventrclls rrscm- 

ble the anterior dorsal in form and size, but the posterior margin is 
excavated. The male appendages extend as far as the termination of 
the base of the posterior dorsal. The outline of the base of aeb 
tooth is rhomboidal, with the hohontal diameter slightly exceeding 
the vertical. The external surface is globnlar, covered with minute 
transverse undulating fnrrows. The largest teeth are situated on the 
two protuberances of the upper- and the three of the lower jaw. Immo 
dirtely behind the teeth d the upper jaw, appears a transverslrl dupli- 
cature or valve, with a smooth margin, but with a notch under tbs 
sympbysis of the jaw. The valve, the palate and the flattened ronndcd 
tongue are all covered with scales like those of the rest of the body. 
They are very minute and consist of a triangular keel, rooted in the 
integnments, bnt projecting beyond them in an oblique b r e k d  
direction. Near the point the keel expands and presents a ri.O 1 
rhomboidd surface, so that the entire scale resembles the arm of m ~ 
anchor with its fluke and perk. In  mrny plnces the mles are mtn 
down, become smooth and granular, and lose their ori+ form. 
Larger and different scales are distributed in regular conspicutma mats. 

Of the latter there are two of an oral shape, placed oblqnely, r little 
in front of and higher np than the eyes. Immediately b e h i  thi, 
pair commences a second, each of which borders the supmciliar mugin, 
and extends 8 little behind the upper margin of the spincle. PloPl 
each of the snprrciliar crests proceeds a smaller narrower one d o r n d  
bordering the anterior part of the orbit. From the centre bet- rba 
aupraorbital crests commences the dorsal, the .longest of dl, which a- 
tends to dpposite the termination of the peetonls. Each * 
region carries a superior and an inferior crest, both of which us 
urd plreed parallel to the dorsal crest. The superior is f, the infsia 
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+ of the length of the dorsal crest. A very short crest appears nt the 
lower circumference of edch spiracle. The cresb are compoaed of mn- 
gle d e s  larger than the rest. All have r polygonal base from which 
rises a compreleed thorn, from the apex of which numerous furrows 
radiate towards the base of the ddes. On the snout, above and be- 
neath, appear a number of porea. Opposite the spiracles, a little ,in 
front of the dona1 crest, the integuments are pierced by two large pores, 
placed nide by side. The distance betreen these two is about one 
half of the distance from each to the nearest supraorbital crest. 

The following dimensions were taken from a male, measuring 7 ft. 
in length. 
Distance from the apex of the snout to the mouth, . . 0 ft. 6+ inch. 
, , from the mouth to the middle between the termi- 

nations of the pectoral fine, ................ 1 6 
., from thence to the anus, .................. 1 0 .. from the anus to the caudal. .............. 2 S# 

Length of the upper lobe of the caudal, .......... 1 6 
,, of the lower lobe of ditto, ................ 1 1+ 
,, of the base of the anterior dorsal, .......... 0 51) 

Height of the fin, ............................ 0 10t 
Length of the base of the posterior do.. ........... 0 44 
Height of the fin, ............................ 0 10 
Distance between the anterior angles of the pectorals, 3 81) 

............. Length of the base of the peetornla,. 1 21) 
,, of the base of the yentrals, ................ 0 4# 
,, of the male appendages .................. 1 2 

Breadth of the mouth, ........................ 0 7 
Length of the supreorbital crab,.  ............... 0 8f 
,, of the d o r d  crest, ...................... 1 4 

................ Greatest diameter of the nostril, 0 4# 

9 J  of the .eye,.. ...................... 0 
.................. ,a of the rpiraele, 0 

The description of M. M. Miiller and Henle is taken from a very 
young individual. During four years t h e  solitary individuals occurred 
at Pinang. According to Lord Arthur Hay and Mr. W d k r  Elliot 
thg  are of more frequent occurrence at &dm. Mr. Elliot, who h u  
observed the habits of the fish, describes it a8 hugging the shore, 

8 0 2  
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moving slowly along the bottom. Hence the Tamil name: "Mum 
Ulavi," i. e. " Mud-skata." In some dissected, Mr. Elliot o b s e d  
fragments of Crwtacea in prodigious quantities. 

GEN. RHYNCEOBATUB, Miiller und Hmle, 1839. 

Snout elongated, acute, with a tapering keel along the middle. The 
interval between the keel and the inner margin of the pectorals is mem- 
branous ; spiracles immediately behind the eyes. Upper eyelid with a 
simple projection. Upper and lower nasal valve extend but halfway 
to the internal angle of the nostril ; outside in front, at the upper mar- 
gin of the nostril is a nnrrow hem. The undulations of the snout, 
particularly the lateral onea, are shallow. Teeth broader than long, 
with a transversal protubennce. A transversal arched row of porn on 
the abdominal surface of the scapular region. 

RHYNCHOBATUS DJEDDENSXB, (PorskU.) 

Duham. Sect. IX. P1. 15. 
Raja dsiddensis, ForskU : Dewr. 18. 
Raja dsiddensis, LinnB : Syst. 15 1 1. 
Rhinobate rhinobate, LacBpBde, I. PI. VI. 
h i e  bohkat, U p .  I. 139. 
Rhinobatus Iaevis, Bloch-Schneider, Tab. 7 1 (Young.) 
Ruasell, X. Walnwah Teekee (.Young.) 
Raja djiddensis, Shaw, V. 3 19. 
Rhinobate lisse : Dict. des &. Nat. 19. 
Rhinobatus laevis, Cuvier, R. A. II.396('). 
Rhinobatua djeddenair, Riippell : Atlas, 54, Taf. 14, Fig. 1. 
Rhinobatus djeddenais, Bennett : Life of Raffles, 693. 
Rhinobatns djettensis, Riippell : Neue Wibelth. F i d q  68. 
Bhinobatw duhamelii, Blainville : Faune. Fr. 148. 
Rhinobatus laevb, Swainson, 11. 322. 
Rhynchobatue Iaevis, Miiller and Henle, 1 1 1. 

(porug.) Above light greenish olive, pale yellowhh- or reddish 
brown, with a downwards arched black band on the upper eyelid; a 
small black spot on each side of the point of the snout ; a luge o d  
blnek: spot surrounded by several white (from 3 to 6) ones &TG the 
middle of the base of the pectorals, and with more or less num- 
white spots on the pectorals and the aides, where in some t k y  u dh 
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posed in longitudinal lines ; sides of the snout, pectorals and ventrals in 
some tinged with carmine ; beneath whitish. Iris golden ; pupil trans- 
versely oval, black. (Bloch-Schneider.-Russell, X.-Far. 2, Miiller 
und Henle.) 

Far. 3. Miiller und Hen1e.-With numerous round spots on the 
snout, head, back, tail and pectorals. (Rhinobatus djeddensis, Riippell.) 

(ddult.) Either uniformly coloured, or with indistinct spots ; bat 
without spots at the point of the snout, and without bands on the 
upper eyelid. 

HABIT.-SC~ qf Pinang, Malayan Peninrula, Singapwe. 
Indian Ocean, Bay of Bengal, Red Sea. 

TOTAL LINOTH : 5. feet. 
Spiracles with two denticulations at the posterior margin. The 

length of the snout is a little less than + of the total. The distance of 
the nostril from the lateral margin is $ of the length of the nostril. 
The distance between the anterior extremities of the nostrils is double 
the length of each nostril ; the distance between the posterior extre- 
mities is a little less than the length of each nostril. The anterior 
dorsal commences a little behind the commencement of the ventrals, 
and extends a little farther back than the latter. The e.xtent of the 
base is less than one half of the anterior margin. The posterior dorsal 
is smaller ; its distance from the caudal is a little more than one half of 
the distance from the anterior dorsal. Both dorsals are similar, ter- 
minating in an attenuated point, but the posterior is much the smaller. 
The extent of their base is less than one half of their anterior margin. 
The pectorals appear triangular. The ventrals terminate in an attenu- 
ated point, which extends to the opposite point of the anterior doml. 
T h e  posterior margin of the caudal is very concave ; the lower lobe 
but little smaller than the upper. The lateral keel commences a little 
above the termination of the ventrals. The scales are very minute 
mbrhomboidal or orbicular and imbricated ; they carry from S to 6 
keels. A number of small recurvous spines are at intervals distributed 
in lines. One such, the supraorbital, surrounds the anterior part of 
the orbit, and extends backwards to above the spiracle. Another, the 
dorsal, extends along the spine to the posterior dorsal. As in Rhina 
sncylortornw, there appear two conspicuous pores a little in front of 
the d o d  line. In young individuals these pores are less distinct. A 
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little behind the occiput, on each side, appears a short backwarda diverg- 
ing line of spines. Each shoulder cames a second, a little longer, 
directed backwards. In large individuals there is another line bme& 
the scapular. I t  consists but of two or three spines. 

The following dimensions were taken from a female 4 R. I# ineh in 
length. 

From the snout to the mouth, ................ 0 R. 8) inch. 
From the mouth to the anus, .................. 1 3 

From the anus to the caudal, .................. 1 6 
........................ Length of the caudal, 0 8 

Distance between the anterior angles of the pectorals, 1 3* 
From the snout to the eyes, .................. 0 7+ 
Distance between the orbits, .................. 0 2) 

,, between the internal angles of the nostrils, 0 18 
Breadth of the mouth,. ....................... 0 3 
From the point of the snout to the end of the bare 

.......................... of the pectorals, 1 6+ 
........ Greatest breadth of the keel of the snout 0 1# 

.................. Distance between the dorsals 0 9 
,, between the posterior dorsal and caudal . . 0 5f 
,. between the pectorals and ventrals,. ..... 3 

Single individuals occur at all seasons in the Straits of M11.m 
GEN. RHINOBATUS, (Bbeh-Sch. 1801) MiiUrr m a d  E d ,  1841. 
Skull elongated in a keel, the interval between which d the inter- 

mugin of the pectorals is membranous ; snout more or l m  pointed. 
The upper nasal valve consists, as in RAyrcAokfw, of m exterd  
narrow elongated lobule., and an internal which ie b d e r  md shorter. 
The external lobule is narrow, but its rounded apex extends to the 10- 
margin of the nostril, and does not project at an angle from the w 
lobule. The external lobule is situated nearly in the middle a f t&  
upper margin of the nostril ; the internal lobule extends more or lar 
inwards. The lower llasal valve extends from the external angle PLM 

- 

or l e a  inwards. Spiracle and eye surrounded by a common &sbJ 
wall. The upper eyelid carries in the centre a projection, The d w  
of the upper jaw has a fringed margin and M notched in the centre 

The anterior part of the lateral margin of the disk hs two alight ~m- 

dulations. 
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SUB-GEN. RHINOBATUS, Mii l l t~  und Henle, 184 1. 

The upper nasal valve does not extend to the inner angle of the 
nostril. 

RHINOBAWS (RHINOBAT~S) LIGONIFER, Cantor. 

Plate XIV. 

( P i g  9) Keel of the snout, head, body m d  fins above greenish 
mh-grey ; snout and abdominal surface white. Iris pale golden of the 
general colour ; pupil broad cordate, black. 

Hn~xT.-Sea of Pinang, Malayan Peninacka, Singapore. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 1 foot 40 inch. 
This species greatly resembles Minobatus t h i n < *  but differs from 

the latter as described by M. M. Muller and Henle, in the following 
characters. The lateral margins of the snout, a little from the apex 
are deeply bent inwards, and nearer the apex they are similarly, but less 
distinctly, bent a second time. The apex thus somewhat resembles 
the figure 8. The keel is not smooth, but covered to the very point 
with small distant recurvous thorns, like those of the rest of the upper 
part of the body. The shallow furrow of the keel extends consider- 
ably in front of the eyes. Each spiracle cam- two distinct denticu- 
lations. The pectinations of the nostrils vary from 85 to 90, (in R. 
thouini about 60). The teeth vary from 75 to 80 in a series (in R. 
t h i n i  about 60). The scapular region carries m outer-, and a larger 
inner thorn. In  R. thuini  the inner thorn is the srnfller of the two. 

The keel is most contracted a little in front of the eyes, the breadth 
being about gX of the length. From thence it slowly widens towards 
the 8-shaped apex, which is about 3 of the length of the keel. The 

shallow lauccolate furrow commences between the eyes and extends as 
far beyond them M the basal sixth of the keel. The posterior margin 
of the spiracle carries a smaller internal, and a larger external denti- 
cnlation. The distance between the nostrils is one half of the length 
of each nostril, and it slightly exceeds the distance between the lateral 

* Ruje t h i n ,  Ladp. I .  PI. 1 ,  Kg. 3.5.-Ruja lhminimrr, Shaw : V. 318. PI. 
147.-Rhinobatw tlmrin, Car, R. A .  11. 396. (s).-Rhinobalw (IUinobalw) 
lRouid, M .  md H. 120. 
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margin of the head and the nostrils. The upper nasal valve extends as 
far as the inner third of the margin. The distance between the orbital 
thorns exceeds by + the length of the orbit and spiracle together. The 
pectord fins are rounded. The ventrals are subrhomboidal, terminating 
in an acute point ; the male appendages are somewhat shorter than the 
inne;margins. The posterior dorsal is very little larger than the anterior. 
The lateral keel commences a little behind the ventrals. The npper 
surface of the snout, body and fins is covered with small distant scales. 
They are all directed backwards, and resemble those of l U i ~  mcyb 
stomua. The keel of the snout and the upper wrface of the held am 
covered with minute thorns. Three to five larger thorns border the 
anterior margin of the orbit ; two the inner margin of the spincle. 
The lrrgest thorns are placed at intervals dong the spine of the back, 
and the line extends as far as the posterior domd fin. I n  front of the 
dorsal series appear two pores, as in RAina oncylortomw. I n  euh 
scapular region appears an isolated thorn, and outside of that a second 
smaller one. The thorns are all compressed, with r broad oval base 
with radiating lines. The lower surface of the snout is .covered with 
minute somewhat distant scales, which are triangular, with the apes 
directed backwards. Those of the rest of the lower surface are nearly 
round, with nn indistinct central tubercle. The abdominal surface of 
the scapular region is on each side marked by an undulating linear 
furrow. The cavity of the mouth and the large flattened tongue ere 
covered with minute triangular scales. The membranous valve behind 
the teeth of the-upper jaw has a large notch in the centre and r smaller 
one at each angle of the mouth. The margins of the smaller notch- 
nre fringed. 

The following dimensions were taken from a female 1 tt. 4.f inJ 
in length. 

From the snout to the internal angle of the nostril, .... 3 t  incb. 
From thence to the mouth, ........................ 

....... From the mouth to the anus, ............. :. Y 
From the anus to the point of the caudal, ............ 9 
Distance between the nostrils, ...................... 04 

............................ Length of the nostrils, 1 

Breadth of the moulh. ............................ 1+ 
Greatest breadth of the disk, ...................... 5 1  



...... Distana from the ventrala to the anterior dorsal, 1) ' 

...................... ., between the dorsals, I* 
,, between the posterior dorsal and the caudal, . . O+ 

............................ Length of the caudal, 28 , 

Solitary individuals occur during all seasoas in the Straits of Ma- 
lacca. - 

PUWRE~NA* e t a k n a x e ,  Miiller nnd Henle, occurs, but rarefy, at  
Bingapore and Pinang. 

FAN. TORPEDINIDB. 

A. With two dorsal jm.  

GEN. NARCINE, Henle, 1834, 

Disk orbicular, elliptical or anpplated, rounded in front and provided 
with a broad keel. Mouth small, protractile, surrounded by a circular 
skinny fold, which' terminates above in the frsenulumt of the nasal 
valve. Nasal valve straight, with a central projection, and sometimeb 
with the lateral projections slightly elongated, making the valve 
t r zd .  A labial 'cartilage above and beneath. Teeth in quincunx, 
'with a point in  the middle. They project beyond the margin of 
the  jaw like an elliptical plate. The lips not fixed to the jaws, but 
moveable. ' A  membranous valve behind the upper jaw. Tail longer 
than the disk. The anterior dorsal behind the ventrals, smaller than 
the  posterior. Spiracles immediately behind the eyes. Margins of 
the  spiracles smooth. 

NAPCINE INDICA, Henle. 

Narcine indica, Henle : Narcine, 35, Taf. 11. Fig. 2. 
Narcine indica, Miiller und Henle, 130. 
Pari kubbas of the Malays. 
Body and fins above light reddish brown or copper-coloured, with 

numerous larger and smaller chocolate-coloured spots, in young indivi- 
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duals broadly edged with silvery white. The spots genvoIly &, 
some oval, others confluent. Beneath whitish, Iris narrow gold-; 
pupil triangular, with the apex downwards, black ; margins of the spin- 
cles flesh-colonred. 

HAB~T.-Sea qf Pinang. 
Tranquebar. 

TOTAL LENGTH : 1 ft. 6 inch. 
The disk has a pentagonal appearance and is but very little b d a  

than long. The tail is slightly longer than the body. In 
young individuals it is a little shorter than the body. The rentds 
are not covered by the pectorals ; theireangles are acute, their anterior 
margin slightly concave. The male appendages project but slightly 
beyond the inner mnrgin of the ventrals. The anterior d o d  com- 
mences opposite the termination of the ventrals. In the young tbe 
apex forms an acute angle, later it becomes rounded. The extart of 
the base is 4 of the length of the anterior margin. The distrnos 
between the two dorsals eq~als  that between the posterior and the 
caudal. Both dorsals are of similar form and size. The p o s h  
margin of the caudal is very convex. The following dimensions were 
taken from a female, measuring 11s inches in length. 

From the snout to the mouth, ...................... I+ inch. 
From the mouth to the anus, ...................... S t  
From the anus to the point of the caudal, ............ 5Q 
Length of the disk, ............................. 53 
Breadth of the disk, .............................. 
Large individuals are at Pinang of rare occurrence, but younger, 

from 3 to 6 inches in length, are taken at all seasons. In  or out of 
water they may be handled with impunity. Several species of b h a  
introduced in a jar filled with sekwater and containing a large N ~ ~ I c  
shewed no consequences from the contact, nor did they appear to 
avoid the Torpedo. The food of this and the other Malayan T m p  
dim& ponsists of Cruatacea and Teutacea. 

B. With one d m a l  jin. 

GEN. ABTEAPE, MUIk und Hmle, 1837. 

Snout h o r t  without keel, generally airnilat to that of N&. 
Pmnulum of the n a 4  valve with a cylindrid -, Tmtb 
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pointed with a tetragoml bane, bnt slightly projecting beyond the mar- 
gin of the jaw. A membranous valve in both jaws. The ~llitary 
d o d  and the caudal rounded. Eyes close to the spiracles. The 
latter smooth. 

Raja ,dipteygia, Bloch-Schueider, 359. 
Torpedo dipteygia, Var. Olfers. Torp. 25. 
.Narcbe dipterygig Henle : Narcine : Taf. 111. Fig. 2. 
Astrape dipterygia, Miiller und Henle : 13 1. (Young.) 
Pari kabbas of the Malays. 
Above dark greenish olive, with a large round whitish spot on w h  

side at the posterior margin of the disk ; anterior half of the ventrals 
whitish ; a large round whitish spot on each side above the termination 
6 f  the ventralq a similar one on each aide of the root of the caudal ; 
dorsal and caudal blackish brown or black ; beneath whitish. Iris 
golden ; pupil circular black: 

In  the very young (upwards of 4; inch in length) the veutrals are 
o f  a uniform colour like the pound-colour. 

 HABIT.-^^^ of Pinang, Malayim Peninrula, Lancavy Ialandr, 
Singapre. 

Tnnquebar. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 8 inch. 

The dink is rounded, and as broad as long. I t  corers the anterior - 

margin of the venhals. The latter are tetragonal, with acute angles 
in the young, bnt hter they become obtuse. The male appendages are 
strong and extend to opposite the termination of the dorsal. The 
latter commences at the posterior third of the length of the fish. The 
eyes are much smaller than the spiracles. The following dimensions 
were taken from a male 6) inch in length. 

Length a d  breadth of the disk, .................... 3 inch. 
From the snont to the mouth,. ..................... 0 j  

...................... From the mouth to the anus, 2; 
From the anus to the apex of the caudal,. ............. 3# 
Single individuals occur in the Straits of Malrccr at all seasons. 
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C. Without doraaljfna. 

GXN. TLYIXRA,* Gray, 1831. 

Body orbicular ; ventral fins large, produced, nearly square ; td 
very short, and compregsed, finned; dorsal fin none; most ncrrll 
allied to Torpedo, but differs in having no dorm1 fin, in which chrnda 
it  is most nearly allied to Narke of Caup, a genus not noticed by Curkr, 
which hrs only one dorsal fin, while Torpedo has two. 

TEHEB* HAEDWICKII, Gny. 

Plate XII, Fig. 1-2. 

Temera hnrdwickii, Gray : Zool. Miac. 7. (Young.) 
(Icon.) Temcra hardwickii, Gray : Ill. Ind. Zool. 11. P1.102. (Yay.) 

Temera hudwickii, Miiller und Henle, 131, Taf. Pig. I, 

(Month and Teeth) 
Pari kubban linchin of the Malays. 

Above light yellowish brown ; margins of spiracles flesh-cobd; 
whitish beneath. Iris golden ; pupil transversely oral, black. 

In  some the disk aud tail above have large irregular white pat& 

(Vw. 2. M. und H.) 

EI~BIT.-S~U of Pinang, Malayan Peninacla, Singapore. 
TOTAL LENGTH : 1 ft. 6 inch. 
The disk is nearly round, but the snout between the eya  r p p  

truncated. The relative proportions of the length and breadth rppan 
to be liable to slight individual variations. In  some the disk is r li& 
longer than it is broad, in others vice versP. The eyes are as l q ~  a 
the spiracles. The ve~itrals are not covered by the pectorals. Th 
following dimensions were taken from a female 4) inch in length. 

From the anout to the mouth, ...................... 0) inch- 

From the month to the anus, ...................... 2t 
............ From the anus to the point of the caudal, I )  

Length of the disk, ............................. 2f 
Breadth of the disk,. ............................. 24 

I 

* Snout, mouth and membranous rdrs  of the j a r 8  u in Artrape. Td * 1 
out dorbal fin, short in proportion to the dirk. Spiracla i m d i y  kbid * 
eyer, mooth. Teeth flatted." (Miilkr ud He&, pqp 131.) 

1 



She had four foetus, each 1) inch in length, in colour and form re- 
sembling the mature fish. But the vertical'diameter is in the foetus 
proportionally greater. . I n  the Straits of Malacca this species is at all 
semons very numerous. 

The electric organs (PI. XII. Fig. 1, a. a.) are of an elongated tetra- . gonal arched form, and occupy the sides of the disk. They occupy 
the space between the snout and the abdominal cavity, their internal 
concave margin bordering the branchid npertures. The length of each 
is a little more than + of the length of the fish, and each occupies B 
space about double that of the abdominal cavity. Each organ is com- 
posed of a number of pentagonal or hexagonal cells, filled with a trans- 
parent colourless fluid. The anterior and external margins are suri 
rounded by B bundle of cartilnginous fascicles (b.), outside of which 
appears a long cutaneous nerve .(c.), from which proceed at right angles 
r number of small branches towards the external margin of the pectotal 
fins. The abdominal cavity (d.) ia remarkably reduced. The intesti- 
nal canal, from the entrance of the Ductw coldochua, measures .) of 
the total length of the fish. The liver consists of two large, elongated 
lobes. Beneath the anterior part of the right lobe appears the small 
oval gall-bladder. The small lineb spleen is attached to the major 
arch of the stomach, close to the pylorus. 

Plate XII. Fig. 2 represents the brains, viewed from above. Imme 
ditely behind the spiracles (a. the left,) appear two branches of w e -  
minw. The anterior (6.) proceeds along the anterior margin of the 
electric organ, the posterior (c.) also supplies the anterior part of the 
organ. The posterior part of the organ is supplied by two very large , 

branches of Pneumogaat+icw (d. e.). 
Many of these fishes are infested by minute Ento~oa. They o m p y  

the cellular tissue immediately beneath the integuants of every part 
of the body, the electric organs not excepted. It is a Cysteocwcur, 
barely perceptible to the naked eye. 

CYSTEOOER~U~ TEMERE, Cantor. (PI. XII. Fig. 3.) Of a pyri- 
form shape. . From the oval bladder proceeds the conical, elongated 
neck, which terminates in a pore, surrounded by recurvous spines. The 
colour ie hyaline with numerous brownish dote ; the cavity of the bled- 
der is pale greenish. Tbe figure is magnified, as it appeared under & 
single lens. 
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A. Tait without spine. 

GEN. RHACHINOTUS,* Cantor. 

Teeth flattened. Tail without radiated fin, but with a skinny hem 
beneath, or naked. 

RRja africana. Bloch-Schneider, 367. 
Anacanthus africanw, Mdler und Henle, 157. 
Above greenish white ; beneath white. Iris golden greenish ; pupil 

triangular, black. 
Hasr~.-Sea of Pinang. 

Guinea, Red Sea. 
The disk is rounded, a little narrower towards the taiI than t o d s  

the slightly projecting pointed snout. A space about 4 in&- in 

breadth, comprising the snout, forehead anil the ~ectoral fin% ia free 
from scales, but sparingly covered with distant thorns. The kt*, of , 
which none exceed + inch in height, etand erect ou a rounded or ovd 
radiated base. The head from beiween the eyes, the back and the 
anterior two-thirds of the tail, (the latter above and beneath,) am 
thickly covered with small heartshaped scales. Their surface u smooth, 
obliquely raised towards the apex, which is generally directed i n d  
to the mesial line of the body. Their margin is abrupt, with thra or 
four concentric lines or strata. Between the scales are scattered a num- 

. ber of single thorns, the longest of wbich are about = -  of an inch. 
Their base is stellate, with three to five roots fitting into the intervals 
between the nearest scales. The thorns are generally erect, but than 
of the posterior part of the back and of the tail are directed slightly 
backwards. On the upper part of the anterior fihh of the tail tho 
thorns cease. The tail is compressed, gradually tapering to a narrow 
point, and densely covered with scales as far ns the posterior third, 
where they become fsw and far between. The abdominal surface of the 
tail, as far as the thorns extend, is broad, convex ; the rest is acute d 

* 'Pdxos thornbuah; v k o r  back. Substituted for AncrcmtAw. Ehmberg. 
1837,pra-occupied by Anaearthw, Gny, 1831, [Puc.)  and AaacaatAu. Ekwv3k 
1832, (Cohpt.) 
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pnsmb a naked, indistinct, skinny hem. The abdominal surface of the 
body is smooth, naked. 
Length from the point of the snout to the mouth, . . 0 ft. !?+ inch. 

. .................. From the mouth to the anus, 1 09 
From the anus to the apex of the tail, ............ 1 7& 
Distance between the eyes, .................... 0 24 
Greatcat breadth of the disk, .................. 1 4 
A single female occurred at Pinang in December 1843. 

Disk oval or rhombic ; tail as long as the body or longer, without 
hem, or with hems not extending to the apex. Mouth a little arched. 
Teeth with a central point or transversal tnbercle, which in some is 
rough, with a more or less distinct transversal furrow in front and 
behind ; the furrow of the lateral teeth becomes more distinct. The 
whole surface is more or less wrinkled. Membranous valve of the upper -. 

jaw with a straight, deeply fringed margin ; a second posterior valve. 
deeply notched. I n  the lower jaw behind the teeth appear generaliy 
several papillae. 

A. Tail without fin. 

Raja ommes scherit, ForskU, Descr. IX. 
Raja uarnak, ibid. 18, No. 16, b. 
Raja umnk, LinnB : Syst. 1509. 
Raja uarnak, Bloch-Schn. 364. 
Pashachus umak,  Riippell : Neue Wirbelth. Fische, 69, 

Taf. 19, Fig. 2. a. b. 
(Icon). Trygon msaelli : Gray : 111. Ind. Zwl. 11. P1. 100. 

Trygon variegatus, McClelland : Calcutta Journal of Nat. 
Hist. I. 60, PI. 11. Fig. 2. 

Trygon uarnak, Miiller und Henle, 158.* 
Trygon uarnak, Var. I, Yiiller und Henlc, 158) (Adult .) 

+ M. M. Miiller m d  Henle, qnob u rynonymer : 

The quotation, which h u  been repeated by Sir John Richardson, 1. c., is a mir- 
take. The two mmm o c m  neither in page 51, nor in the " Alphabetircher Vsr- 
raichnin'' of Dr. Riippoll'r A t h .  



Trygon uamak, Var. 2, 3,4, ~ i i l l i r  und Henle, 158 ( Y v ) .  
Trygon narnack, Richardson : Report, 1845, 197. 

FABIT.-Sea of Pinang, Malayan Peninanla, Singapore. 
Indian Oeenn, Red &a, Bay of Bengal, Mouths d the 
Ganges, China Sea, Cape of Qood Hope. , 

(Young.) Body above light reddish brown or greenish-olive, with 
numerous black spots, between whioh the grormdcolour appears like a 
network ; beneath whitish ; tail brownish white with numeroots black 
ringa or transversal bands. (Disk 6 to 9 inch. broad.-Vm. 2 and 4, 
M. u. H.) 

(Older.) Brownish- or greyish- olive with numerous whitish spob ; 
posterior part of tail in some with indistinct blackish or whi t i l  ring.. 
(Disk 3 ft. broad.-Par. 3, M. u. H.) 

(Adult.) Uniformly brownish- or greenish- olive. Iris golden ; pupil 
transversely oval. 

In the very young individuals the eyes are very prominent and pro- 
ject above the level of the spiracles. The skin is naked, and in & 
centre of the back appears but a single heartshaped white taberde. 
In a spotted individual, 9 inches broad, there is a second smaller h u r t .  
shaped tubercle behind the former, and the head and the sides along the 
spine ofthe back are scantily covered with minute distant heart-shaped 
scales, which on the root of the tail are placed in a double longifndid 
series. On the tail appear numerous very minute, distant thorns, 
which later disappear. In older individmla (upwards of 3 ft. broad,) 
the head, back and sides and the anterior balf of the tail ue covered 
with smooth orbicular scales, the intervals between which us 6lled 
with many smaller than the rest. 

The disk is a little broader than long. The distancs from the poiat 
of the snout to the centre between the nostrils exceeds by one third 
the distance between the nostrils. The snout is more prominent in 
the young than in the adult. The tail is compressed tonards the 
spine, the rest cylindrical, tapering to a thin point. Its length is about 
four times that of the body. On the lower surfbx appeus a very 
indistinct skinny hem. The spine is situated at the termination of tbe 
anterior seventh or ninth of the tail. Its length is liable to considex- 
able individual variations. The following dimensions were taken fmm 
a young male, (Par. 3, M. u. H.) 



From the'snmt to the month, .................. '0 tt. 34 inch. 
....................... ., m o u t h t o t h e ~ u s  1 

Length of the tail,. ........................... 5 3# 
Greatest breadth of the disk,. ................... 1 104 

Distance between the nortrils, ................... 0 14 
........................ ., ,, eyes, 0 3 

.............. .. fromthesnouttotheeyea, 0 4 
Breadth of the mouth, ........................ 0 1%. 

Young individuals of this rpecies ate nmerdw at all seraons in the 
Straite of Mdacm, but larger ones, with the body about 4 ft. in 
length, are uncommon. 

TEYGON IusaxcnTA, (Bloch-Schneider) . 
Raja imbricrh, Bloch-Schn. 366. 
Russell, IV. Isacurrnh Tenkee. ( F e y  young.) 
Cuv. R. A. 11. 399 ('). 
Trygon imbriata, Miiller und Henle, 164. 
Trygon imbricata, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Genoots. XXII. 6. 
Above lighter or darker brown ; the tail in some lighter than the 

body ; beneath white. Iris golden ; pupil tramveraely oval. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinaag, Singapore, Malayan Paiiuuk. 

Bay of Bengal, Java, Madura. 
The snout is acutely pointed ; the disk is of equal length and breadth ; 

the external and the porterior angle of the pectorals are rom~ded. The 
distance between the nostrils is less than one half of that from the 
snout to the centre between the nostrils. The tail is but little longer 
than the body. The head from between the eyes is covered with 
minute, somewhat distant scales. They are heart-shaped, of unequal 
she, with the apex directed towards the snoat. On the back appears 
.n irregularly oval patch of similar sales, with their points directed 
towards the tail. Between the occiput and the scapular region appear 

series of single scales larger than the rest. The anterior fourth of 
the hi1 ia 'compressed and above cavered with scales like thow of the 
back, with a mesial line of distant lanceolate scales, which gradually 
increase in length towards the two spines. The anterior of the two 
spines is situated at the termination of the anterior fourth of the tail. 
I t  is a little shorter then the posterior, which is situated a little more 

8 s 
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backwards, md is about $ of the length of the tail. Behind the two 

spines the tail is naked and becomes very slender and tapming. b a t h  
it appears a very indistinct trace of a skinny hem. Single small indiri- 
duals occur at Piumg at dl smons. 

............................. Breadth of the disk,. inch. 
....................... From the snout to the m s , .  5f 

Length of the tail, .............................. 7# 
From the snout to the mouth,.. .................... 1+ 

n to the eyes, .......................... 1Q 
B d t h  of the mouth, ............................ @# 
Distance between the eyes, ........................ 
Length of the posterior spine, ...................... 2 

Tygon zogei, Miiller and Henle, 165. Taf. 
Trygon mugei, Richardson : Report, 1845, 197. 
(Young.) Above brownish yellow ; caudal membmm black ; banath 

reddish white. Iris golden ; pupil transvemely oval. 
Hasrr :-Sea of Pinang. 

l n d h  Ocean, Sea of Japan, China. 
The  lout is very prominent, acute. The anteriot muginn dthe 

disk are straight, the posterior convex. The external angle of the p 
t o d s  is equidiatmt ftom the apex of the snout m d  the .nok n# 
length of the disk slightly exoeeda the brudth. The distmoe between the 
nostrila and the apex of the snout is containsd 3) time in t h ~ t  bet- 
the apex md the ceatre between the nostrils. The distma ktrnen tbs 
eyea is + of their distance from the point of the snout. The teeth ham 
a tmveraal keel. The thin tapering tail is doable the leryth of the 
body. The spine M situated nearly at the anterior fourth of the td. 
Behind the spine appear a superior md inferior membrane. Both am 
low, the inferior longer than the superior. The body ia naked, bat' a 
the d o r d  colamo, betweem the occiput and the acapnkr region, appear 
3 distant mall thorns. Some dirtant, very minute thorns appear on the 
sides of the tail behind the spine. The latter is h t  + of the leryb 
of the tail. 

Promtheapexofthernoattothemouth, ............ 12ineb. 
,, mouth to the arms,.. .................... 2) 
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............................... Length of the td,. 9 inch. 
...................... Distance between the nostrils, o h  
....................... - 4+ Greatest breadth of the did,. 
........................ Distance between the eyes. o# 

............................ Breadth of the mouth, 
Single young individarle occur at Pinang, but rarely. 

%% 

GEN. PTEROPLATEA, Miilkr und Henle, 1837. 

The disk is nearly or more than twice as broad as long. Tail short, 
generally shorter than the body, naked or with low fins. Mouth 
aliightly arched. The teeth do not extend to the angles of the mouth ; 
they carry one to three points. The upper membranous valve of the 
jaw is indistinct, without fringes. No papilla? in the lower jaw. The 
akin is smooth, or covered with tubercles. 

PTEROPLATEA XICRURA, (Bloch-Schn.) 

Trygon micrwa, Bloch-Schn. 300. 
Rnrsell, VI. Tenkee Kunsnl. (Yowng.) 
Raja poecilura, Shaw, V. 29 1. 
Trygon kunsua, Covier, B. A. 11.400 (9 
Tygon paeilorus, Bennett : Life of RafEes, 694. 
Pteroplatea annulah, Swainson, 11. 3 19. 
Pteroplatea micron, Miiller nnd Henle, 169. 
Pteroplatea microra, Richardson, Report, 1845,197. 
(7uy young.) Above reddish- or blnish- brown, with numeroua dark 

dots, or with distant indistinct light spots ; beneath bluish- or reddish- 
white. 

(Older.) Above bottle-green, or bloiah-brown ; tail with black and 
white or rose-coloared rings ; beneath whitish. Iris golden, pupil 
transverseli oval. 

HABIT.-Sea of Pinang, Malayan Penuarla, Singapore. 
Bay of Ben& Mouths of the Gmges, Red Sea, Sumatra, 

Java, Borneo, China Sen. 
The rnout is little prominent. The anterior margin of the pectomb is 

a little longer than the posterior and alightly concave in the middle ; the 
p t e r i o r  is convex ; the external angle is conical, the posterior o b t u ~ l ~  
mnded. In yonnger individuals the length of the dink, from the snout 

8 9 2  
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tb the anus, is less than one half of the breadth of the disk, or the dirtma 
between the external angles of the pectorals. In older individmls the 
length is + sf the breadth of the disk. The distance between the inner 
angles of the nostrils is about one half of the greateat diameter of the 
nostril. The distance between the external angles of the nostrils is double 
the distance from their centre to the point of the snout, or their nearest 
distance from the pectoral margin. The teeth are tricuspidate ; their cen- 
tral cusps are erect and longer than the lateral horizontal ones. In both 
jaws the teeth are confined to the central third, on each side of which 
in the upper jaw appears a notch corresponding to a minde prominenu 
in the lower jaw. The depressed tongue occupiea the whole b d t h  
of the mouth. The margin of the spiracles carries no denticle. The body 
ie naked. The ventral fins are elongated tetragonal, with the posterior. 
angles rounded. The male appendages project beyond the inner marginr 
of the ventrals, and extend to the root of the caudal spine. The length 
of the tail varies : in the very yonng it is shorter than the body, later 
it becomes a little longer than the body. I t  is depressed towards the 
spine, from thence it is cylindrical, very slender and tapering. I t  hm 
no fins. The slender spine is situated at the anterior fifth. In tbe 
young, with the disk upwards of one foot in breadth, it ia hidden in 
the integuments, and scarcely of the length of the tail. In a a 
1st inch in breadth, the spine is nearly & of the length of the a. 
The largest individual observed waa taken in 1840 near the Isknd of 
Lantao, in the mouth of the Canton River ; the disk meamred 4 
in breadth, 3 feet in length, and the tail 1 foot. The tail was umcd 
with two spines situated close to each other ; each about one inch in 
length. Bingle young individuals occur at all seasom in the Straits of 
Malaces. 

Dimensions. 
From the snout to the mouth, ...................... 1# inch. 

...................... From the mouth to the anus, 4# 
Length of the tail,. ............................... 8 

...... Distance between the inner angles of the nostrils, o# 
................... Greatest diameter of the nostrils,. o# ....................... From the anout to the eyes,. a 

Distanoe between the eyee, ........................ lt 
B d t h  of the disk, .............................. 

.:.. 
lY 

L 
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Form of the body like l3ygrm. Tail beneath with a fin, not extend- 
ing to the apex. Upper fin absent. Differs principally from Tygon 
by the peculiar form of the mouth and the teeth. The centre of the 
lower jaw is pointed .and projecting, and has on each side a forwards 
directed cavity. The margin of the upper jaw is excavated in the cen- 
tre to receive the point of the lower jaw, and is very convex on each 
side. Teeth like paving stones, hexagonal, broader then long ; in the 
upper jaw the teeth of the centre are small, those of the eides large ; in 
the lower jaw they are nearly of equal size : the external ones smaller. 

HYPOLOPHVS SEPHEN, (Forsktl.) 

Raja sephen, E'omrd : Descr. 17, No. 16. 
Raja ~ephen, Ladp.  I. 123. . 

Raja sephen, B1. Schn. 364. 
Russell, 111. Wolga Tenkee. 
Raja sephen, Shaw, V. 288. 
Raja sephen, Var. Shaw V. 289. 
Trygon sephen, Cuv. R. A. 11.399. 
Trigon'sephen, Riippell : Atlas, 52. 
Trigon forskilii, ibid. 53, Taf. XIII. Fig. 2. 
Trigon sephen, Riippell : Neae Wubelth. Pieche, 69, Taf. XIX. 

Fig. 5, (Teeth.) 
Hypolophus sepheqMiiller und Henle, 170. 
Hypolophus sephen, Bleeker : Verh. Bat. Gen. XXII. 6. 

(Young.) Above reddish brown ; the scaly portion of the head, 
back and tail lead-coloured ; tail behind the spine, and caudal fin black- 
ish brown ; beneath whitish. Iris golden ; pupil transversely oval, 
black. 

Hasr~.-Sea of Pinang, Malayan Pminaula, Singapwe. 
Bay of Bengal, Mouths of the Ganges, Red Sea, Indian 

Ocean, Sara, Madura. 
The disk is rhombic, with rounded angles. In  the very young the 

snout is more pointed than in the older. The external angles of the 
ventrals are acute, the internal obtuse. The distance between the nos- 
trils is one half of their diatance from the snout. The distance from 
the snout to the eyes exceeds by one third that betweep the eyes. The 
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snout iq above covered with dintant trimpidate scales. On the upper 
part of the head, back and on the root of the tail they are lll~cmh, 
hexagonal, with their anterior and posterior mugins dmtiealJcd and 
with a shallow cavity in their centre. Threeluge h-l~ped convex 
plat- p h d  longitudi~lly, appear on the scapular region. Of the 
three the central one is the Largest, the anterior the smallest. The 
tail h from three to four times the length of the body. As far u the 
spine it is depressed, higonal and tapering ; the portion snppo* 
the erndal in compreaaed and with minute lanccolate sales ; the rest ir 
re ry attenuated like a whip cord. The spine is eitnated a little behind 
the anterior third of the tail ; its length vuiea from + to + of the td. 
The caudal membrane commences beneath the root of the spine d 
continues beyond the central third of the lower margin of the tail. Ita 
height h less than that of the part of.the tail to which it h attached. 
Single y o ~ g  individuals occur at all seaaons in the Straits of MJ.&r 

Dimenaionn. 
...................... From the snout to the mouth, 1# inch. 
...................... From the mouth to the anus, y 

Length of the tail,. ............................... 26t 
Diitance between the innsr (anterior) mglea of tb noatrib, O# 
From the snout to the eyes,.. ...................... 2 

........................ Dbtance between the eyes, I Q 
. Breadth of the disk, .............................. i+ 

GEN. TUNIVRA~  mall^ und H d e ,  1837. 

Diik rounded. Tail not much longer than the body, depreaad in 
front of the spine, compreased behind it, with a high inferior &I, 
which commences from the spine and extends to the apex of the tail. 

The upper margin of the tail carrien frequently a low longer or lhorter 
skinny hem, extending to the apex of the tail. The a n d d  spine a 
little in front of the middle of the tail. Nostrile approximated u in 
Tygm. Teeth httened, with a transvernal protuberance, or pointed. 
Mouth ntraight or undulating. Membrrnoua valve behind the upper 
jaw straight ; that behind the lower jaw without papillee. 

TAPNIVM LYYNA, (ForskOal.) 

Raja Iymna, Pornktrl : Deacr. 17, No. 15. 
Raja lymna, Lit5 : 8y8t. 151 1. 
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Raja lymna, Ladp. I; Tab. IV. Fig. 23.  
Raie torpille, ibid. Tab. VI. Pig. 1. 
Raja lymna, B1. Schn. 364. 
Raja lymna, Shaw V. 287. 
Trigon lymna, Biippell : Atlas, 5 1, Taf. 13, Fig. 1. 
Trygon lymna, Cuv. B. A. 11.400 ('.) 
Trigon lymm, Riippell : Neue Wibelth. FSsche, 69, Taf. 19. 

Fig. 4. (Teeth.) 
(Icon.) Tygon ornatum, Gray : Ill. Ind. Zool. I. PI. 99. 

Trygon lymna, Swainson, 11.319. 
Taeniura halgmi, Lesson in Dupemy : Voy. 11. 100. ., 
Taeniura lymna, Miiller und Henle, 171, 197, Taf. (Mouth.) . 

. (Young.) Abwe brownish bronze, with numerous oval and round 
ultramarine spots ; from the scapular region on each side of the back 

, 

b r d  ultramine band, continning on the ides  of the tail to the root 
of the spine; canQ1 fin pale brownish, the lower margin edged with L 

black; beneath greenish white. Iris narrow golden round the pnpil, 
the m t  dark blue ; popil transversely ovd, black. 

HABIT.-S~~ of A'nang, Malayan PeninrukaJ Singapore. 
Indian Ocean, Bed Sea, Timor, New Ireland. 

Dimensions. 

Prom the snout to the mouth, ...................... 0+ inch. 
From the month to the anuq. ...................... 3# 
Length of the tail, .............................. 6 
,. of the caudal spine, ........................ 1 

Distance between the eyes, ........................ '?+ .............................. Breadth df the disk, 4 t  
This species is of rare occurrence in the Struts of M.l.cca.' 

FAM. MYLIOBATIDIDE. 

GEN. XYLIOBATIB (Dumdril, 1817) Mullet und Hakj 1841. 

 TOBATI BAT IS, Bkainm'lle, 1828.) 

Snout pointed, composed by the united anterior pectoral rays. Nasal 
valve8 united, with stnight mugin. Mouth transversal. Both jaws ' 

with straight margin. Teeth hexagonal, in the oentre a series of broader 
teeth, b rchuds ,  increasing in breadth. On each side smaller, tetragod 
plates membling paving stones, fitting into the zig-zags of the antral 



teeth. The teeth of the upper jaw longitudiially and transversely 
. convex ; those of the lower jaw flat, scucely somewhat concave ; teeth 
of neither jaw occupy the entire breadth. 

MYLIOBATIS Nxsuaonx, (Bloch-Schn.) 

Aquilse marine species, Willoughby, 6, Tab. X. Fig. 3 (App.) 
Raja nieuhofii, Bl. Schn. 364. 
Ruseell, VII. Mookarah Tenkee. 
Raja fasciata, Shaw, V. 286, PI. 143. 
Myliobntia nieuhowii, Cuv. R. A. 11. 401 C). 
Myliobatis aquila, Bonaparte : Fauna It. Fssc. 11. 
Myliobatis nieuhofii, Miiller und Henle, 177. 
Myliobatis nieuhofii, Richardson : Report, 1845, 198. 
Pari klawar of the Malays. 
(Young.) Above yellowish brown, with six or more minow trans 

versal bands of deep bluish purple; beneath whitish; tail blackish 
brown ; posterior hdf with irregular white spots. Iris golden, pupil 
vertically elliptical. Teeth pale ambercoloured. 

 HABIT.-^^^ of Pinang. 
Indian Ocean, Coromandel, Chinese and Australian Sat, 

Mediterranean. 
I n  the very young the'apex of the snout is donble the length of the 

nasal valve. The pectorals are sickle-shaped. The dorsd is trim+, 
commencing at the root of the tail, and not extending beyoud the .per 
of the ventrala. The length of the body is contained 23 times in the 
greatert breadth of the disk. The body is naked, and the tail without 
spine. The tail exceeds four times the length of the body. A female, 
observed at Pinang in May 1845, was of the following dimenaions. 

..................... From the snout to the mouth,. 08 inch. 
,, mouth tb the anus,. ....................... 23 

Length of the tail,. ............................... 14# 
From the root of the tail to the dorsal, .............. 4 
From the snout to the eyes,. ....................... W 
Distance between the eyes, ........................ 'N 
Breadth of the nasal valve, ........................ 
Length of do.. .................................. 'Q 
Greatert breadth, (between the external angles of the pee 

torals,) ...................................... 8) 
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MYLIOBATIB MILVUB, Valenciennes. 

Myliobatia milvus, Miiller and Henle, 178. 
Pari klawar of the Malays. 
(Young.) Above, pale fawn-coloured ; on the head and back a num- 

ber of distant anastomosing black lines, which on the anterior half of 
the root of the pectorals are arranged transversely, so as to make the 
gronndcolour between them resemble very broad transverse bands ; 
o,n the rest of the body, on the pectoral and ventral fins the black lines 
form an open net-work ; the anterior margin of the pectorals, to 
near the apex, and the dorsal, pale fawn-coloured without black 
meshes. Anterior sixth of tail fawn-coloured,.indistinctly ringed with 

. blackiih brown ; rest of the tail black; abdomen white. Iris narrow 
golden round the pupil, the rest fawncolonred ; pupil heart-shaped, 
with the apex downwards. Teeth pale amber-coloured. 

HABIT.-Sea of Pinang. 
Red Sea. 

The form of the body, teeth and fins is similar to that of M. nieuhoji, 
but the position of the dorsal fin differs. I t  commences farther 
behind the termination of the base of the ventrals, close to their apex, 
beyond which it does not extend. The male appendages are shorter 
than the corresponding margin of the ventrals ; they are white, with a 
blnck longitudinal streak above. At its root the tail is greatly compress- 
ed, two edged, like the blade of an oar ;'the rest is slender like a whip- 
cord ; its length is 4-) times that of the body. The tail has neither 
spine nor fin. The body is naked. A single young male was ob- 
served at Piuang in August 1846. I t  was of the following dimensions : 

Prom the snout to the mouth,. ..................... 1+ inch. 
...................... , mouth to the anus, 6 g 

Length of the tail,. ............................... 46; 
......... ,, from the root of the tail to the dorsal,. I &  

.............................. Bllee of the dorsal, o# 
. Anterior margin of do., .......................... 0; 

.......................... Posterior margin of do., 08 
........................ Distance between the eyes, I# 
...................... Distance tetwcen the nostrils, 08 

Breadth of the mouth, ............................ oa 
................... Anterior margin of the pectorals,. 99 

8 T - 
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Posterior margin of the pectorals, ................... 7# inch. 
Base of the ventrals, .............................. 0$ 
External margin of do., .......................... If 

.................................... Internal do., 1 
Male appendage, ................................ O$ 
Greatest breadth of the disk (between the external angles 

of the pectorals,) .............................. 19 

GEN. STOASODON,* Cantor. 

(Epuiualent to BETOBATIS, MiilZa und Henle, 184 1 .) 

Snout acute, undivided. The lower margin of the united n d  
valves deeply indented. The fraenulum of the nasal valve is covered 
with papillae which are traneversely disposed in front of the uppcr jaw. 
On the dorsal surface of the nasal valve, near the externd margin, a 
lobule with fringed edge. Lower jaw acute, projecting beyond the 
npper ; upper jaw with a straight margin. The dental laminae of both 
jaws form a series, without e'maller lateral teeth ; in the lower jaw the 
laminae are arched aud parallel to the margin of the jaw. The lamina 
do not oocupy the whole breadth of the jaw. 

STOASODON NABINARI, (Bloch-Schneider.) 

Narinari, Marcgrave, 176. 
Ruysch : Thes. T. XXXIX. Fig. 6. 
La raie aigle, LacBp. I. P1. 6, Fig. 2. 
Raja narinari, Bloch-Schn. 361. 
Ruseell, VIII. Eel-tenkee. 
Rnjn guttata, Shaw, V. 285, P1. 142. 
Raja quinq~~eaculeata, Quoy et Gaim. Freycin. 200, P1. 43, Fig. 3. 
Myliobatis narir~ari. Cuv. R. A. 11. 401 0 
Myliobatis nnrillari, Bennett: Life of U e s ,  694. 
Myliobatis eel-tenkee, Riippell : Neue Wirbelth. Fische, 70, Taf. 19, 

Pig. 3, Vd.) 
~ijtobdtis indica, Swainson, 11. 321. 

* Prob, arcade ; M&v, tooth. Sub~titntsd for Airtoktu, MUer und H d e ,  1811. 
preoccupied by AZlobolu, Blainrille, 1828, which u obaerred, is a apmyme d 
Nyliobatir. The charaetern given ue those of M. M. MiiUer and Be&. 
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Myliobatis narinari, Agnssiz : 111. Taf. D. 1, 2. (Teeth.) 
Myliobatia macroptera, McClellnnd : Cnlc. Joorn. Nat. IIist. I. 60, 

Pig. 1, a. b. 
Aitobatia narinari, Miiller und Henle, 179. 
Astobatis narinari, Bleeker : Verh. Batav. Gen. XXII. 6. 
Pari lung of the Malays. 
Above greenish olive- .or greenish grey ; a little behind the occiput 

and behind the anterior margin of the pectorals appear more or less 
numerous greenish-white rounded spots, edged with black ; tail behind 
the spine black ; abdominal surface of disk and tail as far as the spine 
greenish white; rest black. Iris greenish golden ; pupil vertically 
elliptid. Teeth greenish white. 

 HABIT.-^^^ of Pinang, Malayan Peniwka, Singapore. 
I n d i i  Ocean, Red Sen, Bay of Bengal, Mouths of the 
Gangea, Sumatra, Java, Madurn, Brazil, Surinam. 

GREATE~T B~EADTE : 3 feet. 
The snout is conical alld about $ broader than long, m d  not quite 

donble the length of the nasal valve. The nasal lobule h broad co&al. 
The shape of the disk resembles that of Myliobatir dm. The 
dorsal fin commences near the termination of the base of the ventrals, 
but terminates at some distance i ~ r  front of the apex of the uentrals. 
The latter are elongated, about thrice as long as broad. The male ap- 
pendages do not extend beyond the corresponding margin of the fin, and 
are shorter in the young. The tail is trigonal as far as the spine, the rest 
is compressed and flagelliform. I ts  length i s  thrice or four times that 
of the body. The spine is situated immediately behind the termination 
of the dorsal ; its length equals its distance from the anus. 8ome in- 
dividuals are armed with a second somewhat longer spine, a little behind 
the  root of the former. The dental laminae of the npper jaw are very 
slightly arched; the anterior margin of the external laminae exhibits 
numerous vertical denticulations. The laminae of the lower jaw are 
but + of the breadth of those of the npper, but they are more convex, 
forming in the centre m obtuse angle. Single young individuals occur 
at all seasons in the Straita of Malacca. The following dimensions 
were taken from a young male, armed with two spines : 

From the snout to the nostrils,. ...................... 1 inch. 
Prom the nostrils to the mouth, .................... 04 

8 r 2  
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From the mouth to the anus, ...................... 5 t  inch. 
Length of the tail, .............................. 33# 
Distance between the nostrils, ...................... 08 

........................ ## ,, the eyes, 
Breadth of the mouth, ............................ 0# 
Distance from the mont to the eyes, ................ 1& 

...................... Length of the anterior spine, 1% 
,, of the second do., ...........:............ 19 

Greatest breadth of the disk, ...................... 1 18 

GEN. RHINOITERA, (Kuhl) Miiller und HnJe, 1841. 

The snout deeply divided by a central incision. The c r d  6na am 
not on a level with the pectorals, but lower down, and are 6xed at the 
inferior margin of the root of the pectorals. The rays of the cranial 
fins commence farther back than the termination of the pectorals. The 
lower margin of the nasal valve is straight; the external angle acute; 
on each aide of their dorsal surface a longitudinal fold. The teeth 
ataid side by side in 3 to 5 rows of broad hexagonal plates which 
laterally decrease in sire. Outside appear several rows of smaller tcetb, 
which are not broader than long. They occupy the entire breadth of 
the jaw. 

RHINOPTERA ADSPLBBA, Valenciennes. 

Rhinoptera adspersa, Miiller und Henle, 183. 
Pui dann of the Malays. 
(Young.) Above pale fawn-coloured ; beneath white. 
(Older.) Above chocolate brown or greenish olive ; beneath white. 

Irie golden fawn-coloured ; pupil vertically elliptical. Teeth yellowish 
white. 

HABIT.-~~U of Pinang. 
Indian Ocean. 

The teeth of both jaws are similar ; those of the ecntre-row are 
hardly thrice as broad as long. The other rows gradually decrass 
towards the aid- of the mouth. There are nine rows in the upper 
jaw, eeren in the lower. The margin of the n a d  valve ia M y  
denticalated, its length ia 3) times its height. The anterior margin 
of the pectorals is slightly convex ; the posterior concave ; the a-lea 



acute. The ventrnls are tetragonal, considerably projecting beyond 
the pectorals. The dorsal commences at the termination of the 
ventrsb, and extends a little beyond their apex. The tail is about 
3 to 34 times the length of the body ; the anterior third is greatly 
compressed ; the rest flngelliform. At a short distance from the dorsal 
is situated a small spine, but little longer than the base of the dorsal ; 
a little behind it appears a second, scarcely longer than the preceding 
spine. In  the young the back is smooth. In older individuals M. M. 
Miiller und Henle describe the back as being rough from minute spines 
with stellate base. At Pinang this species occurs s t  irregular intervals, 
singly or a few together. The following dimensions were taken from a 
young female. 

From the incision of the snont to the centre between the 
nostrils, .................................. 1 inch. 

.......... ...... ,. the nostrils to the mouth, ..a. o+ 
...................... ,. the mouth to the anus, 54 

.............................. Length of the tail, 24 
Breadth of the margin of the nssal valve, ............ 19 

............................ .. of the mouth, l g  .. of the disk, .............................. 13 
Length of the posterior margin of the pectorals, ...... 08 .. of external margin of the ventrals,. ........... 
,, of each caudal spine, ...................... (4 

FAM. DICEROBATIDIDB. 

GEN. Drcsaonn~rs ,  (DXAROBATU~, Bloch,) Blainmlle, 1828. 

(C~PHALOPTEBUB,* [Durnkil,] R ~ o ,  18 1 ~ . - C ~ P H A L O P ~ E ~ ~ ,  Biuo, 
1826.) 

Mouth on the abdominal surface. Teeth of both jaws minute, f l a t  
tened, like paving atones, of different forma. The rays of the pectornla 
extend cloaely to the skull. The anterior margin of the pectorals is 
convex from the skull behind the eyes to the apex.* 
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D I C E R ~ B A T I ~  EREGOODOO, (Cuvier.) 

Russell : page 5, No. IX. Eregoodoo Tenkee. B. (Dorsal view.) 
Cephaloptera eregoodo-tenkee, Cur. R. A. 11. 402 (I). 
(Young 1) Above intense purple, with blue m d  violet reflections ; 

at the apex of the donal fin a whitish rounded spot ; external margin 
of ventrals white ; upper (external) surface of the cranial fins, and aide 

of the head behind the eyes white ; lower (internal) surface of the  cra- 
nial fins silve ry grey, of a chequered appearance, produced by the trans- 

verse divisions of the rays; the apex and internal margin broadly 
brimmed with black ; beneath white ; tail, as far aa the ventrah extend, 
white, rest black ; margin of the snout and both jaws black. i r i s  purple ; 
pupil vertical, resembling the figure 8, or two vertically placed balls. 

. Hasr~.-Sea of Pinang. 
Coromandel. 

The inner half of the anterior margin of the pectorals is very slightly 
concave, the outer half convex ; the posterior margin is concave ; the 
external and internal angles acute. The length of the pectorals, from 
their origin, above m d  a little behind the eye, to their internal angle, 
is about f of the greatest breadth of the disk. The ventrals project 
but little beyond the pectorals. The male appendages are about + of 
the internal margin of the ventrals, slender and throughout athcbed 
to the margin. The tail slightly exceeds I+ times the length of the 
body ; it is very slender, flngelliform, and nearly throughout t e t r a g o d  
The dorsal fin has the appearance of being triangular, but i t  has a 
posterior very short margin. I t  commences a little in front of the 
ventrals and terminates a little behind their termination. The apex 
of the dorsal hardly extends beyond the anterior half of the m 

trala. The body is smooth to the touch. The upper surface of the 
head and the throat are perforated by numerous pores. At the pcate 
rior part of the back appear some very minute scales or spines, which 
resemble white dots. They are distant and offer no resistance to tha 
touch. The tail is naked and without epine. The anterior mugin of 
the head (the snout), between the cranial fins, ia concave. The dis- 
tance from the centre of this margin to the mouth is + of the breadth 
of the mouth. The length of the cranial fins, from their origin a little 
behiid the mouth to their ~pex ,  eqnds the distance between both 6m 
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across the throat. Both are parallel, not diverging, rs they appear in 
M. M, Miiller and Henle's figure of Cephaloptera Wii. They are 
turned upwards, their upper surface being longitudinally hollowed. 
The spiracles are very small, hid beneath the origin of the pectorals. 
The margin of the nasal valve is straight and coven nearly the whole 
of the upper jaw. The angles form a conical lobule. The narrow 
band of teeth extends in both jnws not quite to the angle, occupying 
the central + of the breadth of the month. The teeth are uniformly 
minute, flattened, of a pentagonal shape, with backwards directed point. 
They have frqnently two or three such points. They are generally 
twice broader than long, but in both jaws appear here and there a 
single tooth broader than the rest, as if composed of two or three teeth 
soldered together. The upper jaw has 80, the lower 95 rows of teeth, 
each consisting of 6, rarely 7. Behind the upper jaw appears a large 
membranous valve, the free margin of which is convex. There is no 
trace of a tongue. The equidistant gill-openings are arranged on two 
backwards converging lines. Each opening is of this figure m, the first 
being double the length of the fitth. The only individual examined, 
was observed at Pinang in February 1845. It was a male, appnrntly 
young, of the following dimensions. 

From the centre between the cranial fins to the centre of 
the snout, .................................... 3+ inch. 

From the centre of the snout to the mouth, .......... 1+ 
,, the mouth to the anus, ...................... 11 

Length of the tail, .............................. 19; 
Distance between the nostrils, ...................... 20 
,, from the nostrils to the mouth, ................ o+ 

............................ Breadth of the mouth, 39 
........................ Length of the cranial fins, 5; 

.......................... Distance between them, 5) 

........................... ., between the eyes, 5 
.................... Base (Length) of the pectorals, 1% 

Breadth of do., .................................. 13# 
 he of the dorsal, .............................. 1; 
Anterior margin of do., ................ : ......... 2* 
posterior ,, of do., .......................... Of 

.......................... .. Superior of do., 0 1 
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Length of the ventrals,. ........................... 2) inch. 
,, ,, ,, first gill-opening, .................... 18 
,, ,, ,, fifth do., .......................... a 

.............. Distance between the first gill-openings, 38 
Greatest breadth of the disk,. ....................... 30% 

. v 
The stomach ia elongated cylindrid, half the length of the body ; 

the intestines equal the length of the body. 
Tbi fish p e e  in several characters with Russell's Ercgwdoo Tea- 

kec, No. IX. R, (not No. IX. N, from St. Helena.) M. M. Miiller 
and Henle expreas some doubt as to the identity of Russell's No. IX 
a d  Cephaloptera oljierrii, Miiller, (Plagio~torncn, page 185) from Bruil 
According to the description of M. M. Mdler andHenle, the latter diffem 
from the present species in the following characters. In C. orferrii the 
distance of the mouth from the head is in proportion to the breadth of 
the mouth as 3 to 13 ; in the present species that distance is + of the 
breadth of the mouth, or as 1 to 3. In C. ovkra'i the length of the 
cranial fine compared with their distance is as 8 to 11 ; in the p-t 
species both are equal. In C. oyerrsii the length of the pcctolrls, 
measured from their origin on the skull, equals half the breadth of t b  
disk ; in the present species their length is less than the b d t h  of 
the diek. 



ADDENDA. 

The following alterations are made by refemng to Histoire Natu- 
re& deu Poiuuona, Tome XXII. and to Neue Witbelthiere. FiseIk. 

Page 1253. 

Sawmu h.crchinw, Temminck et Schlegel, is the young of: 

Saosus  YIYOPS, (Forster.) 
Lagarto, Parra, XVIII. Fig 2 1 
Salmo fmtens,* Bloch, Tab. 384, Fig. 2. 
Osmhre gallon6 Lacep. V. P1. 6, Fig. 1. 
Salmo myops, Forster, El. Schn. 421. 
Salmo truncatus, S p u  et Agassia: Esp. et Gen. XLV. 
Snurns myops, 
Sanrus truncatus, } Cuvier : It. A. 11. 314 (I). 

Saurns lemniscatns, (S. elegans, Gray,) Richardson, Report, 1845, 
301. 

Saums trachinus, Temm. et Schl. Fauna Japon. Pisces, 231, Tab. 
CV1. Fig. 2. (Young.) 

Salmo myops, Forster : Descr. Anim. ed. Lichtenatein, 412, No. 303. 
Saums fasciolatus, Lesueur, Cuv. and Val. XXII. 489. 
Snurns myopr, Cuv. and Val. XXII. 485. 
HABIT.-Sea of Pinung. 

Indian Ocean, Trincomallee, Pondicherry, Celebes, bm- 
boyna, Sea of China, M m ,  Japan, Atlantic Ocean, 
St. Helena, Isle of France, Martinique, South Carolina, 

Bahia, Brnzil. (Cuv. and Val. 1. c.) 

Page 1256. 

To the Synooymes of S a u w  nehernu, (Buchan. Hamilton,) add : 
r9auruu ophiodon, Cuv. and Val. XXII. 490. 

* Not Salmo fetm, LinnC (CUT. st Vd. XXII. 488.) 

8 u 
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Page 1252. 

Smrws bcrdi, Cuvier, belongs according to M. Valenciennes to a dis- 
tinct genus, following that of Saurw, and M. Valenciennes has cor- 
rected the nomenclature aa follows. 

SAUEIDA, Cu& and Valmckna,  1849. 

The palatals have on the inner ride of the long band of teeth a 

small distinct group of sharp teeth, surrounded by minute asperities. 
The palatals consequently have two separate series of teeth, wheteu in 
the genus Saurw they have but 8 single such. The internal ventral 
rays ate not so elongated as those of Smuw ; two oblong folsetr on 
the aides of the palatals, but none in &out of the velnm prktinum, 
like those of Saurus. 

SAUEIDA TUMBIL, (Bloab.) 

Salmo tnmbil, Bloch, Tab; 430. 
Russell : CLXXII. Badi Mottah. 
Salmo tumbii Shaw, V. 67. 
S a u m  badi, Cuv. B. A. 314 (7. 
Saurus badimottah, Riippell : Neue Wirbelth. Finche, 77. 
&urns argyrophanes, Richardson, Report 1845, 302. 
Saurida tombii, Cur. and Val. XXII. 500. 
EABIT.-S~~ of Pinang, Maluyan Penhka, Singapwe. 

Malabar, Coromandel, Vanikolo, Waigion, Maao, Bed 
Sea, Isle of Prance (Cuv. and Val. 1. c.) 

Page 1381. 

To the Synonymes of Careharim ~ h u  add : Riipptll : N m  WU- 
belth. Fieche. 65, Td. 18, Pig. 4. 

Page 1382. 

To the Synonymea of Ca&rku mehnoptenu add : RiippeIl : New 
Wirbelth. Fie. 63. 



EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES. 

PLATE I. 
Fig. 1. CRENIDENI IABIIBOPEORUI. Natural size. 

2. Tooth of the anterior series, upper jaw. Magnified. 
3. Ditto of the posterior series, Ditto. Ditto. 
4. Vertical section. - Natural size. 

PLATE 11. 
Fig. 1-3. MACROPODUI PIJGNAX. Natnral size. 

2. Labyrinth. Natural size. 
3. Vertical section. Natural size. 
4. MACROPODUS PUQNAX, VAB. Magnified. 
5. TRICEOPODU~ Iraxcaomrrrue. Labyrinth and brmchi- 

ostegous rays. Natural eize. 

PLATE 111. 
CEAZTOWN PLSTEXTATUI. Natural sue. 

PLATS IY. 
Fig. 1. BCANTHURUI XANTHOITEBU~. Natural aire. 

2. Vertical aection. Natural size. 

3' } Magnified. 
4. Scale. 

Fig. 1. OPEIURU~ BaccrDENe. Dentition. Natural size. 
2. OPHIURUI BORO. Dentition. Natural size. 
3. O ~ a r u s u s  GRANDOCULIB. Dentition. Magnified. 
4. OPHIVRV~ BREVICEPS. Dentition. Magnified. 
5. MUBBNA THYBIOIDEA. Dentition. Nntural size. 

6-7. MONOPTERUI JnvANxcue. Head. Natural size. 
8. M o ~ o m u u s  JnvaNrcua. Dentition. Natural 8ir.e. 

PLATE VI. 
Fig. 1. DALOPEIS rlvcrm. Natural size. 

2. Vertical section. Natural size. 
3. Dentition. Magnified. ' 

4. Bead. Magnified. 
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PLATE VII. 
fig. 1. SYXBRANCEU~ CALIGAN8. Natural S h .  

2. H d .  Magnified. 
3. Dentition and Tongue. Magnified. 

PLATE. VIII. 
Pig. 1. ~ L V T A R I V ~  BARBATVS. Natural size. 

2. O~TRACIUX Tns8rRvr.a. Natural size. 
3. O e ~ a r c ~ u x  T r e e s a u L A .  Vertical section. Natural sire. 

PLATE IX. 
Fig. 1. T R I A ~ A N T H U ~  ~ T R I ~ I L I P E R .  Natural sue. 

2. Bmle of TRIACANTHV~ s T a r o r L x r r a .  Magnified. 
3. scale of T R I A ~ A N T E V ~  BIACVLEAWs. Magnified. 

PLATE X. 
TETRWON N a a r T u e .  (Young.) Natunl size. 

PLATE XI. 
Fig. 1. HIPPOCAMPV~ XANNULU~: Natural sire. 

2. HIPPOCAMPV~ coxrs. Natural sue. 

PLATE XII. 
Fig. 1. TEXERA EARDWICKII. (YOWIg male.) N a t ~ r d  s&. 

a. a. The electric organs. Q. Cartilaginous fnscicles. e. Cub- 
neons nerve. d. Abdominal cavity. 

Fig. 2. TEMEBA HARDWICKII. (youn$t ma&, 1 fOOf in 4 t h . )  
Brains, medulla oblongata and anterior pnrt of spinal cord, 
viewed from above. 

a. Left spiracle. 6. c. Two branches of Trigeminus, anpplyiw 
the anterior part of the left electric organ. d. e. Two b r ~ ~ b a  
of Pneumogastricus, supplying the posterior put of the left 
electric organ. 

Fig. 3. C ~ s ~ r o c s ~ c v s  TEXEW. Magnified (A single lens.) 

PLATE XIII. 
Fig. 1. CORYTHOBAWS PCEINATUI). Natural sire. 

2. Dentition. Mngnified. 
3. Vertical nection. Natural size. 

PLATE XIV. 
RHINOBATUS LIGONIPER. (Young pule.) N l t q d  &. 
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CATALOGUE OF MALAYAN FISHES. 

THEODORE CANTOR, Eaq. M. D. Bengal Medical Service. 

- 
The following Catalogue of Fishes is the result of observntions made 

during an official residence of three years and a half in Prince of Wales 
Island (Pulo Pinnng), and during visits to Province Wellesley, Malacca, 
the Laoknvy Islands* and Singapore.   he fishermen supplying the 
markets of Pinang lrnd Singapore are principally natives of China, of 
whom numbers in search of work annually arrive in Chinese junks. I n  
the course of time four or five commonly join and lay out their savings 
in boat materials, nets m d  fishing stakes. The fishing bonts vary from 
one to three tons burden ; they are of a alight make and calcnlated to 
ply at but short distances from the shore. They are pulled by oars, and 
seldom carry sails. The nets are made of twine, tanned with bark of 
Mangrove. The bamboo fishing-stakes are clumsy contrivances. That 
they answer well enough in fine weather is more owiug to the riches of 
the sea and their sheltered position, than to the ingenuity of the contri- 
vance or the durnbility of the materials. In nautical skill the Chinese 
fishermen of the Straits Settlements are far behind the Malaya. Al- 
though originally a sturdy race, their morals and frames suffer from 
the consequences of opium-smoking, gambling and the concomitnnt 
. - 

* A group of I~lands on tha West Corat of the Md8y.n Psninaula. (Go N. L.) 
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vices. Their trade expoaes these men to little exertion or hardship, 
nnd the greater part of their time is spent idly, if not viciously, on 
shore. Contrary to their countrymen in general, the Chinese fisE- 
ermen are considered the least desirable class of settlers. The fish- 
mongers are also natives of China, but they form a class far superior 
to the fishermen. Their trade comprises the following branches, viz. 

1. Fresh Fish. 
2. Dried Fish. 
3. Isinglass (Fish-Maws). 
4. Fish-Roes. 
5, 6. Red Fish and " Sardines." 
7. Sharks' Fins. 
8. BalBchan. 
9. Fish Manure. 

10. Tripang. 
1. FRESH FISH. The fishermen dispose of their boat loads to the 

fishmongers who assort the different k i d s  in heaps, over which s n -  
water is continually poured, and from these the daily customera m 

supplied. Although comparatively few kinds of fishes appear on the 
tables of Europeans, the Malays and Chinese are less nice m their 
selection, and reject but very few kinds. 

2. DRIED FISH. The daily surplus of fishes is cured by the 
fishmongers. The process commences with a partial abrasion of the 
scales, after which the larger fishes are opened lengthwise, and the 
intestines removed. Water is repeatedly poured over the fishes till 
blood and impurities have disappeared, when they are placed in cash 
in flat layers, between which is thrown a quantity of salt. In this 

state the fishes remain from 24 to 48 hours, when they are exposed to 

the sun, and frequently turned, till they are thoroughly dried. The 
smaller kinds are not opened, nor are they all salted before drying in 
the sun. The little care bestowed upon the curing appears, however. 
to be sufficient for local consumption, and none of our Settlemenb in 
the Straits export dried fishes. The Pikul* sells from 3 to 7 Spulish 
Dol1ars.t 

* The Pikul of 100 ILatties equalr 1331 1hr ; ths Katy If lb. 
$ The Spanth Dollar u about 4.. 6d. 
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3. ISINGLASS, FISH-MAWS, (Palongpoorg ikan or an' an' ikan of 
the Malays, loo-pa of the Chinese) appear to have formed m article of 
exportation from the islands of the Indian Archipelago as early as 
they became visited by the Chinese. When these people commenced 
to settle in the Straits, they not only there collected fish-maws, but 
also from distant localities. Bombay, Ceylon, Madras, Bengal, Tenas- 
serim, and most of the Malayan Islands contribute to the mnual 
supply, which is bought up by Chinese dealers at Pinang, Malacca and 
Singapore. By them the maws are exported to Chine. The fact was 

b noted by Mr. Crawfurd, but that the fish-mrws are isinglass, appears 
to be the discovery of an anonymous correspondent in Parbury's 
Oriental Herald for January 1839. The personal exertions of Mr. 
McClelland have been mainly instrumental in adding isinglass to the 
articles of exportation from India to the European markets. 

Since 1842, Mr. W. T. Lewis, Asst. Resid. Counsellor of Pinang, 
has made some very successful attempts to improve the production of 
isinglass in Prince of Wales Island. But European merchants there 
appear unwilling to engage in this novel branch of commerce, as the 
supply from waut of proper care is uncertain, and procurable but in 
comparatively small quantities. These, however, are no objections to 
the Chinese dealers, a s  they are sure of a profitable and quick return 
of their outlay. The fishes from which isinglass is obtaiued at Pinang 
are : I 

Later heptadactylw, (Ikan riyakup,) page 983. 
Polyncmw indicur, (Ikan kfwow,) p. 10 1 1. 
Otolithw biauritua, (Ikan aaldmpai,) p. 1039. 
Otnlithw ruler, (Jarang gigi,) p. 104 1. 
Otolithw argentew, (Jarang h i , )  p. 1043. 
Otolithuu manclatus, (Jarang gei ,)  p. 1044. 
Johniw diacanthw, (Ikan tamborbh,) p. 1049. 
Lobotea erate, (Ikan bhtu,) p. 1062. 
Ariw truncatus, (Ikan raltidu,) p. 1238. 
Ariw ariw, (Ikan ralhdu,) p. 1240. 
Ariw militariu, (Ikan salridu,) p. 1241. 
The annexed Table, exhibiting the quantity of isinglass imported 

into and exported during 10 years from Pinnng to China, has been 
corn~nuuicnted by Mr. W. T. Lewis. 
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QUANTITIES AND VALUE OP FISH-MAWS IMPORTED INTO AND rx- 

PORTED FROM PRINCE OF WALES ISLAND, FROM 1832 TO 18-12. 

Quantity in Value in 

-- 
1832-33 163 1832-33 182 -- 
1833-34 103 4,795 1833-34 170 7,036 -- 
1834-35 126 4,671 1834-35 224 7,835 -- -- 
1835-36 76 2,970 1835-36 172 -- 
1836-37 135 4,775 1836-37 184 -- --- 
1837-38 120 4,055 1837-38 202 7,875 

1838-39 103 5,118 1838-39 204 9,140 --- 
1839-40 71 3,034 1839-40 192 7,299 

1840-41 309 10,227 1840-41 144 5,299 

1841-42 117 4,414 1841-42 265 -- 
TOTAL. 1,323 50,172 , TOTAL. 1,939 

4. Frsrr-ROES, 5. RED FISH and 6. "SARDINES." An m u n t  
of these condiments will be found under the species used in the 
preparation, viz. 

4. Alauaa toli, (Ikan truboh,) page 1281. 
5. Engraulis brownii, (Bunga ayer or  badah,) page 1285. 

6. { 
Duraumieria amto, (Tamban-blilat,) p a p  1268. 
Clupeonia perforata, (Tamban-dpw or hatul,) p w  1276. 

7. SHARKS' FINS. The Chinese fiahmongern of the S t r r ib  Settle- 

ments obtain Shnrks' fins from the same localities which mpply them 
wit11 Fish-maws. These fins are not exclusively selected from Shuh 
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(Spali),  but equally from Rays (Rajae). Quantities examined a t  Pinang 

were composed of fins of the following Genera : Stegortona, Car- 
darias, Sphyrna, Prirtia, Rhinobatus, T y g o n  and Myliobatw. Of all 
fishes Sharks and Rays are the most valuable to  the Chinese. The 
flesh and entrails of all, not even the electric Rays (Torpedinida) ex- 
cepted, are eaten either fresh or dried ; the skin is used for polishing 
or converted into shagreen; gelatina is obtained from the larger 
fins, glue from the smaller. 811, except the caudal fins, are cut a t  
the root so as to leave as  little flesh as possible. The mot is dipped 
in wetted lime (Chunnm) in the erroneous belief of preventing attacks 
of insects, and the11 the fins are dried in the sun. Those imported in  
the Straits Settlements are packed promiscuously in gunny bags, each 
containing from one half to one Pikul. According to the value in the 
Chinese market, the fishmongers assort the fins in two kinds : "white" 
and cc  black." The white consist exclusively of the dorsal fins, which 
are on both sides of a uniform light colour, and reputed to yield more 
gelatina than the other fins. I n  China the lovers of gelatinous soups 
pay from 30 to 40 Spanish Dollars per Pikul of white fins. The pec- 
toral, ventral and anal fins pass under the denomination of black fins. 
The  colour, however, varies according to the species from buff to grey 
or brown, and most of them are of two different colours, the upper 
surface being dark, the lower light. T h e  black fins, for obvious rea- 
sons the most numerous, are supposed to yield a comparatively smnll 
quantity of gelatins, and sell in China from 15 to 20 Spanish Dollnrs 
per Pikul. Mr. W. T. Lewis has communicated the annexed Tnble, 
shewing the quantity of Sharks' fins imported into and exported during 
10 years from Pinang to China. 
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mar, and Cuttle Fisher. Of both large quantities are annually collected 
and dried for the market in Chinn. 

The naked Cephalopods are not only eaten fresh, but one species, 
a Loligo, forms in its dried state a considerable article of tmffic. The 
preparation consists in removing the inkbag without layir~g open the 
mantle. After all impurities have been removed by water, the mol- 
lusc is submitted to a slight pressure, and ultimntely exposed to the 
sun. Small bundles of one Kntty's weight are tied up with slips of 
ratan, nnd euclosed in cases holding 10 Katties and upwards. The 
Pikul sells at the rate of 14 to 16 Spanish Dollars. 
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BUCHANAN HAMILTON'S ICHTHYOLOGICAL 
DR,QWINGS. 

They consist of 144 coloured figures of fishes executed by native 
painters, and they form a portion of the series of Zoological Drawings* 
which on Buchanan Hamilton's departure from India were deposited 
in the Library of the Honorable Company's Botanic Gardens, Calcutta. 
In the valuable Report on the Calcutta Botanic Garden Mr. Griffith has 
given the following account of these Drawings : " Coloured Drawings 
of Dr. Buchanan, (afterwards Hamilton,) stated to have been deposited 
in the Library in 1815. 

Fishes, ...................................... 144 
Reptiles, .................................... 19 
Birds, ...................................... 349 
Quadrupeds ,.................................. 36 

For many of the originals copies appear to have been aubstituted. 
There are in addition 18 folio sheets containing copies of some of the 
drawings of Fish, executed apparently in Dr. Wallich's time. Of Birds, 
&c. there are aleo eimilar duplicate copies 22 ; and of unfinished m d  
nn-named 14." (Wdliam Gnfith : Report on the Hon'ble Company's 
Botanic Gardenu. Printed by Authority. Calcutta, 1843. Part V. 
Libra y Department, page 96.) 

* In the preface to the fourth volume of Hutoire Natwelk &a p h - ,  
(Pari., 1829,) ths authora acknowledge their haring, through Dr. Horafield, 
-a to a mrica of Buchanan Hamilton'r Ichthyological Drlrwinga in the Libv 
of the E u t  India Hourc, London. 
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Mr. Griffith while superintending the Botanic Gardens transferred 
theee drawings to the Library of the Asiatic Society, Ben@. To 
nearly every Drawing of the Fishes Buchanan Hamilton has in his 
own hand-writing attached a systematic or vernacular m e  under 
which most of the species were subtequently published in his Work 
upon the Fishes of the Ganges. This is the series of Buchanan Hamil- 
ton's Zoological Drawings, which Mr. McClelland complains of having 
been kept closed from public view in the Botanic Gardens, Calcntta, 
from 1815 to 1838, during twenty-two years subseqrient to Buchanan's 
departure from India. Years have elapsed, and no explanation has 
been offered to Mr. McClelland's just observations : Had such an 
injury to the advancement of informatioi resulted from an oversight 
in an ordinary public office, the circumstance would excite leas rur- 
prise; but that the works of naturalists should be so treated in a 
public Institution expressly intended for the promotion of science, is 
so unaccountable to me, that I cannot presume to express an opinion 
on the subject. But aa the case stands, perhaps the beet remedy that 
can now be applied in justice to Buchanan, as well as to others r h o  
are still engaged in scientific pursuits, would be to give a complete 
edition of hi labours, botanical and soological, to the public ; at the 
same time it is right to say that no atonement can now make amends 
fbr the injury that has been inflicted on Buchanan as a naturalist, or 
for the time that haa been lost in allowing others to go over nnneces- 
sarily the ground which he investigated, instead of beginning where he 
left off." ( h a t i c  Beaearche~, Poi. XIX. Second Part, page 223. 
Calcutta, 1839.) 












